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OF TRUSTEES OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
January 10, 1976 
Clemson, South Carolina 
(Subject to Revision by the Board of Trustees.) 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
I I • ANNOUNCEMENT OF ELECTION OF LIFE TRUSTEE AND COMMITTEE 
ASSIGNMENT 
III. ROLL CALL 
IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF NOVEMBER 14, 1975. 
V . REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMITTEES 
A~ Reports and Recommendations of the Executive Committee 
1 . Poultry Products Inspection Regulations 
Statement: Section 16 of the South Carolina Poultry Products Inspection 
Act of 1969 authorizes the Board of Trustees to promulgate rules and 
regulations as shall enable the Director of the Livestock-Poultry Health 
Department to carry out the purposes and intent of that Act. The Federal 
Poultry Products Act of 1968 provides that a stat~ poultry inspe~tion 
service must be "equal to" federal inspection. In order for our regula-
tions to be equal to federal inspection, we need to update our regulations 
which are essentially identical to federal regulations. 
Recommendation of the Executive Committee: That revisions to the United 
States Department of Agriculture Poultry Inspection Regulations (Title 9, 
Chapter III, Sub Chapter C, Code of Federal Regulations) be approved and 
adopted by the Board of Trustees as revisions of the South Carolina Poultry 
Products Inspection Act of 1969 (Act 344 of 1969). 
2. State Crop Pest Commission-Fertilizer Board of Control 
Statement: Title 3, Section 101, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1962 
provides that the Board of Trustees of Clemson University shall desig-
nate not over five of its members who shall constitute and be known as the 
"State Crop Pest Commission of South Carolina." Title 3, Section 503 
of the Code provides that the Board of Trustees may delegate duties per-
taining to fertilizer control to the fertilizer committee of the Board which 
shall be known as the "Fertilizer Board of Control. 11 The new By-Laws, 
adopted by the Board on November 14, 1975, abolished the "Agricultu~al 
Regulatory Committee" which had theretofore served as the State Crop Pest 
Commission and the Fertilizer Board \of Control. The new By-Laws con-
tain the following paragraph in Article IV, Section 2: 
Five members of the Executive Committee (excluding 
the Chairman) are designated by the Board as: ( 1) The State 
Crop Pest Commission (3-101, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 
1962, as amended); and (2) The Fertilizer Board of Control, 
(3-503, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1962, as amended). 
Being so designated, the said Commission, and the said Board 
of Control, are vested with all the power and authority to carry 
out the statutory responsibilities of the Board of Trustees . The 
Vice Chairman of the Executive Committee serves as Chairman 
of the Com.mission and of the Board of Control. 
In adopting the By-Laws, the Board indirectly delegated to the Executive 
Committee its statut~ry responsibilities relating to the Pest Commission 
and Fertilizer Board. However, it is considered advisable to make the 
delegation explicit and spread the action on the minutes of a Board meeting. 
Recommendation of the Executive Committee: That, pursuant to Article IV, 
Section 2 of the By-Laws, the Board of Trustees designate five (5) members 
of the Executive Committee, excluding the Chairman, as the State Crop Pest 
Commission and the Fertilizer Board of Control, with the Vice Chairman of 
the Executive Committee serving as Chairman of the Commissiqn, and of 
the Board, and that the Board of Trustees delegate to the Commission and 
to the Board the responsibility for carrying out the related statutory re-
sponsibilities imposed upon the Board of Trustees by law. 
3. Right-of-Use for Florence-Darlington Area Commission for Technical 
Education 
Statement: Mr. Fred C. Fore, President of Florence-Darlington Technical 
College, negotiated with Dean Luther P . Anderson of the College of Agri-
cultural Sciences for the acquisition of a right-of-use of an additional 
portion of the Pee Dee Experiment Station property for use as a parking lot. 
Mr. Fore had made two previous requests for property for the same use , 
both of which were granted. Dean Anderson, in consultation with Dr. W. C. 
Godley, Director of the Experiment Station, and Dr. John Pitner, Superin-
tendent of the Pee Dee Station, had no objections to granting the right-of-use, 
with one important additional condition. Briefly, the new condition required 
that a protective fence be erected between Pee Dee Station property and the 
property granted to the Commission for use by the College. 
By mail ballot of December 9, 1975 the members of the Board of 
Trustees approved the granting of the right-of-use and it was executed by the 
Chairman of the Board on December 31, 1975 and forwarded to the Commission. 
Recommendation of the Executive Committee: That the execution of the right-
of-use by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees be ratified. 
4. Amendment of Traffic Code 
Statement: Article 6-10 of the Traffic Code provides as fo llows: 
"Any vehicle which is operated, or parked, on the 
Clemson University campus after sur render of the 
decal or permit therefor has been properl y requested 
shall be impounded. The person of whom such request 
was made shall be responsible for the cost involved in 
removing, impounding, and storing of the vehicle. 
Clemson University, its officers and employees shall 
not be liable for any damage to the vehicle occurring 
during or resulting from the impoundment, removal, 
or storage thereof. 11 
The requirement that a request be made for surrender of the decal as a 
condition precedent to towing a vehicle renders this provision of the Traffic 
Code unworkable from a practical standpoint. The Administration co~-
siders that authority should exist to tow a vehicle, after more than four 
unpaid violations, without requiring surrender of the decal. This facilitates 
enforcement since the vehicle is readily identified if brought back on campus. 
The Administration has recommended that the first two sentences of Article 
6-10 be revised to read as follows (the last sentence to remain unchanged): 
"Any person who has accumulated more than four (4) unpaid 
violations shall, upon proper notification, have his /her car 
impounded and shall be required to keep any vehicle off 
campus until the total fine is paid in full . The person whose 
vehicle has been impounded shall be responsible for the cost 
involved in removing, impounding, and storing of the vehicle. 11 
Recommendation of the Executive Committee: That Article 6-10 of the Traffic 
Code be revised as recommended by the Administration. 
5 . Beer License for the Edgar A. Brown University Union 
Statement: The Clemson University Union Governing Board requested 
the Administration to·make application for a beer license which, 
if granted, would make possible the purchase and sale of beer in a 
designated lounge in the Edgar A. Brown University Union. Student 
Government sponsored a student opinion sarvey and in answer to the 
question, "Are you in favor of having a beer license in the new Student 
Union nightclub with certain limitations placed on this policy? (i. e, no 
beer taken outside nightclub, etc. ), 11 1622 students voted in favor while 
469 indicated opposition. It is the consensus of the staff of the Office 
of Student Affairs that the reasons supporting a beer license for the 
Union outweigh those opposing this action. On D,~cember 19, 1975, the 
President's Cabinet considered this 'matter and re,::ommended to the 
Student Affairs Committee of the Board that the Administration be 
authorized to apply for a license to sell draft beer in the University 
Union in accordance with policy to be developed by the University 
Union as approved by the Administration. 
On January 9, 1976, the Student Affairs Committee of the Board met 
w ith two (2) members present and one (1) absent. The beer license 
recommendation of the Administration was consider e d by the Committee 
and resulted in one (1) member voting in favor of an application being 
made and one (1) member being opposed. The report of the Committee 
was made to the Executive Committee which voted to recommend to the 
full Board that authorization be given for the Administration to make 
application for the license. 
Recommendation of the Executive Committee: That the Board of Trustees 
authorize the Administration to apply to the South Carolina Alcoholic 
Beverage Control Commission for a license to sell draft beer in the 
Edgar A . Brown University Union in accordance with policy to be developed 
by the Union and approved by the Administration. 
B. Report and Recommendations of the Budget and Finance Committee 
1. 1 964 Sale of Utilities to Duke Power Company 
Statement: The original conveyance from Clemson to Duke Power Company, 
dated December 31, 1964, of certain off-campus electric and water facili-
ties was never recorded. Duke Power Company desired to have the transfer 
and conveyance recorded in the public records. Inasmuch as the instrument 
of conveyance was not in recordable form in that it was not properly witnessed 
and did not contain a Probate, Mr, William L. Watkins prepared a ''Confirma-
tion of Transfer" and submitted it for the approval of the Board and signature 
of the Chairman. 
By mail ballot of November 1 7, 1975 the members of the Board 
approved the execution of the document by the Chairman and this was accom-
plished on November 21, 1975. 
Recommendation of the Budget and Finance Committee: That the execution 
of the Confirmation of Transfer by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
be ratified. 
2. Conveyance of Property to Pendleton District Historical and Recreational 
Commission 
Statement: At its meeting on September 12, 1975 the Board of Trustees 
authorized the Administration to negotiate with the Pendleton District 
Historical and Recreational Commission with regard to the conveyance of 
approximately six (6) additional acres of University property adjoining the 
present Woodburn Tract in Anderson County for the purpose of constructing 
thereon an Agricultural Museum. The Administratio~ has determined that 
the required tract can, and should, be made available for this worthy purpose 
provided (1) adequate funding for the undertaking is assured, (2) a suitable 
fence is constructed by the Commission to provide security for adjoining 
University buildings and lands, and (3) that the Commission ensure that the 
University receive credit for the value of the tract from the State Budget and 
Control Board as has been required in other recent non-compensated con- . 
veyances of University property. 
Recommendation of the Business and Finance Committee: That the Board of 
Trustees authorize the conveyance of the property to the Commission and 
execution of the requisite legal instruments by the Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, subject to the three above conditions. 
3. Sale of Holtzendorff Residence 
Statement: In 1922 the Clemson College Young Men's Christian Association 
purchased two lots of land on North Clemson Avenue in the town of Clemson. 
Subsequently, a house was constructed on the lots for the purpose of housing 
the Secretary of the YMCA. No appropriated funds were used to purchase 
the lots or construct the house. The property is located in the vicinity of 
Hardee' s Restaurant. Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, the Secretary, and his wife 
occupied the house from the date of its construction until his death in 1971. 
Mrs. Holtzendorff recently vacated the residence, moving to the Presbyte-
rian Home in Clinton, South Carolina. 
The wooden frame dwelling was poorly constructed in 1922. It is 
not now economical to maintain and, being located on lands not contiguous 
to other University lands, it is the opinion of the Administration that the 
property should be sold. There are legal questions to be resolved as to 
whether the seller of the property should be Clemson University or the Young 
Men's Christian Association. 
Recommendation of the Business and Finance Committee: That the Board of 
Trustees approve of disposal of the property in the manner determined by the 
Administration to be legally appropriate, and that the net proceeds realized 
from disposal of the property be utilized to benefit the Young Men's Christian 
Association. 
4. Authority to Sell Official Residence #2 
Statement: Official Residence #2 has been vacant since October 1975. 
Because of the high rental rate required to maintain the property, no 
interest has been exhibited by eligible University employees. The 
property will continue to prove difficult to rent at a rate commensurate 
with its value. 
Recommendation of the Budget and Finance Committee: That the Board 
of Trustees authorize the Administration to determine the land area to 
be assigned to Official Residence #2 and subject to the approval of th~ 
State Budget and Control Board, to sell Official Residence #2 in accord-
ance with applicable statutes of the State of South Carolina, and that the 
Chairman of the Board be authorized to execute the requisite legal in-
struments. 
C. Report and Recommendations of the Development Committee 
1. In Memoriam -- James Oscar Wynn 
Statement: At its meeting on November 14, 1975 the Board approved the 
recommendation of Mr. Frank Jervey that a resolution of appreciation for 
the valuable contributions made to Clemson University by Mr. James 0. 
Wynn in his capacity as an officer of the Olin Foundation, who died on 
October 16, 1975, be adopted by the Board and provided to Mr. Wynn's 
family and to the Foundation. The following resolution of appreciation has 
been prepared for adoption by the Board. 
IN MEMORIAM 
JAMES OSCAR WYNN 
July 30, 1897 - October 16, 1975 
Native of the state of Texas, student at the University 
of Texas, graduate in law of Georgetown University, recipient 
of numerous honorary degrees, including the Doctor of Laws 
from Clem.son in 1955, James Oscar Wynn became intimately 
associated with this University in his capacity as Vice President 
and Director of the Olin Foundation, Inc. 
Engineering education and research at this institution 
were greatly strengthened and enhanced by the decisions of the 
Olin Foundation to provide funds for the erection of Olin Hall 
( 1 952), which houses the Department of Ceramic Engineering, 
and Earle Hall (1959), which provides facilities for the Depart-
ment of Chemical Engineering. With the erection and equipment 
of these two buildings our College of Engineering quickly attained 
a position of national leader ship in the fields of ceramic and 
chemical engineering. Mr. Wynn was most closely involved in 
the discussions with the administration and faculty at Clemson 
which made possible the gifts from the Olin Foundation for the 
construction of Olin and Earle Halls. 
It was during this time that the members of the Board 
of Trustees of Clemson came to know better and appreciate 
more fully James Oscar Wynn. His deep interest in higher edu-
cation, his keen legal mind, and his wise counsel were qualities 
which made him an invaluable friend and advisor to all those l 
who were striving to advance the best interests of this institution. 
In particular do we remember the warm personal friendship 
which developed between Mr. Wynn and Mr. R. M. Cooper, former 
Chairman of the Board, and we ar·e grateful that Mr. Wynn was 
able to deliver the address at the dedication of the Robert Muldrow 
Cooper Library in 1966. 
BE IT RESOLVED, T.HEREFORE, that the Board 
of Trustees of Clemson University expresses to Mr. Wynn's 
family its sincerest and deepest sympathy on the occasion of 
his death and that it further expresses to his family and to the 
Olin Foundation its profound gratitude for his significant con-
tribution to the welfare of the University. 
BE IT FURTH::ER RESOLVED, that copies of this 
memorial be transmitted to the family of Mr. Wynn and to the 
Olin Foundation, and that the memorial itself be spread upon 
the minutes of the Board of Trustees. 
Recommendation of the Development Committee: That the Resolution be 
adopted by the Board and that copies be provided to Mr. Wynn's family 
and to the Foundation, and that the Resolution be spread upon the minutes 
of the Board of Trustees. 
2. Policy Concerning Use of the Name "Clemson University" 
Statement: The following policy statement is submitted by the Development 
Committee: 
WHEREAS, it is essential that a cooperative and unified plan for 
the future enhancement of the University be assured, and 
WHEREAS, it is essential in this regard that there be control of 
the use of the name "Clemson University" and of the use of the official seal 
of the University, and the symbol of the University, now therefore, 
BE IT RESOLVED, that it is the policy of the Board of Trustees of 
Clemson University that the name "Clemson University" or the word "Clemson'' 
used in the context of Clemson University, the University seal, and the 
University symbol shall not be used for any official, quasi-official, promo-
tional or similar purpose by any organization, group or activity without the 
express approval of the Board of Trustees, provided, however, that the 
Board hereby delegates to the Administration the responsibility for the 
im-plementation of this policy. 
Recommendation of the Development Committee: That the po.licy be adopted 
by the Board of Trustees. 
3. Policy Concerning Presidents of the Clemson Alumni Association and 
the Clemson University Foundation 
Statement: The following policy statement is submitted by the Development 
Committee: 
WHEREAS, it is the purpose of the Clemson Alumni Association 
to promote the welfare and future development of Clemson University in 
its educational and scientific purposes, to strive to maintain among former 
students of Clemson University a sense of belonging, · to perpetuate a senti-
ment of affection for Clemson University, to foster among the alumni a 
general regard for one another, to serve alumni in the pursuit of their 
careers, and to promote the Alumni Loyalty Fund, and 
WHEREAS, it is essential that both the Clemson Alumni Associa-
tion and the Clemson University Foundation be fully informed concerning 
activities and future plans of Clemson University in order to achieve their 
respective purposes, and 
WHEREAS, direct and timely knowledge of the actions and decisions 
of the Board of Trustees of Clemson University can serve to keep the Associa-
tion and the Foundation accurately and currently informed, now therefore, 
BE IT RESOLVED, that it is the policy of the Board of Trustees of 
Clemson University that the President of the Clemson Alumni Association 
and the President of the Clemson University Foundation shall be invited to 
attend, as observers, meetings of the Board of Trustees of Clemson Uni-
versity and meetings of the Develdpment Committee of the Clemson University 
Board of Trustees. 
Recommendation of the Development Committee: That the policy be adopted by 
the Board of Trustees. 
4. Policy Concerning the Clemson Alumni Association of Clemson University 
Statement: The following policy statement is submitted by the Development 
Co1nmittee: 
WHEREAS, it is the purpose of the Clemson Alumni Association to 
promote contributions for the benefit of Clemson University, to manage said 
contributions, and to make distribution of the net income derived from such 
contributions, and 
WHEREAS, the Clemson Alumni Association, by tradition, history, 
ratified constitution and state charter, is the official organization of former 
students of Clemson University, in which capacity it conducts and coordi-
nates the University's service program to alumni and alumni services to the 
University, and 
WHEREAS, the Department of Alumni Relations of the Clemson 
University Development Office has responsibility for the maintenance of 
a lumni records and the promotion of the annual giving program through the 
Alumni Loyalty Fund, .now therefore, 
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Trustees of Clemson University 
(1) that organizational entities of the University, other than the Department 
of Alumni Relations and !PTA Y, shall not maintain a formal alumni fund-
raising organization, (2) that fund solicitations of alumni by such institutional 
entities shall be conducted only through official cocperative efforts with the 
Department of Alumni Relations, and (3) that the words, "Alumni Association," 
or "Alumni, 11 shall not appear in the name or title of any organizational entity 
of the University other than the Clemson Alumni Association. 
Recommendation of the Development Committee: That the policy be adopted 
by the Board of Trustees. 
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E. Report of Student Affairs Committee 
VI. REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PRESIDENT 
VI I. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
VIII. NEW BUSINESS 
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X. ADJOURNMENT 
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The Board of Trustees 
Clemson University 
April 1 0, 1 9 7 6 
• ... • ~· •• t • • - • • " 
8: 30 a . m . - Saturday 
The Board Room - Sikes Hall 
Clemson, South Carolina 
AGENDA FOR THE MEETING OF THE BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES OF CLEMSON UNI VERSITY 
April 10 , 1976 
Clemson, South Carolina 
(Subject to Revision by the Board of Trustees. ) 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
I I. ROLL CALL 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF JANUARY 10, 1976 
IV. REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMITTEES 
A. Reports and Recommendations of the Budget and Finance Committee 
1. t· se of Funds Arising from Sale of Properties 
Statement: The Edisto and Truck Experiment Stations need additional 
facilities for storing farm machinery. It is impo rtant that arrangements 
be mad~ as earl y as possibl e for providing such fac i lities . One of the 
highest priority on-campus projects affecting the Experiment Station and 
other related activities is the project entitled "Small Animal Research 
Facility and Flammable Chemical Storage. 11 This project will involve 
both some renovation of and addition to the basement level of the west side 
of the Plant and Animal Science Building, which according to present esti-
mates is expected to hav,e a total cost of $385, 000. As the title implies, 
the building will serve ·r:nore than one purpose and it is appropriate to 
utilize funds from · several sources . In addition to the funds provided for 
these purposes in A ct 1555 of 1972 and A ct 354 of 1973, it is planned that 
some of the funds available from previous sal es of Experiment Station 
property a l so be utilized as necessary to help ensure that the :=,roject more 
adequately meets the requirements of the research and other programs. 
By memorandum dated February 20, 1976 the Administration 
recommended that the Board of Trustees authorize and direct the Admin-
istration to utilize, to the extent necessary, funds available in the account, 
" Land and Timber Settlement - Experiment Station, 11 (1) to defray the cost 
of badly needed equipment storage buildings at the Edisto and Truck Experi-
ment Stations, estimated at $18,250 and $11 , 000 respectively, and (2) to 
provide such funds ( currently estimated at $90, 000) , as may be needed for 
use with funds provided in Act No. 1555 of 1972 and A ct No. 354 of 1 973 to 
carry out the plans of the Administration relating to the very high priority 
on-campus project, 11Small Animal Research Facility and Flammable Chemi-
cal Storage . 11 
The members of the Board, by mail ballot, unanimously approved 
the above recommendations . 
Recommendation: That the approval by members of the Board of Trustees 
by mail ballot of the above recommendations of the Administration be con-
firmed and ratified. 
2. Permanent Improvements 
Statement: In order to keep abreast of developments and take action as may 
be necessary on a timely basis, it is appropriate that legislation and im-
p l ementation of l egislation relating to permanent improvements be reviewed 
periodically and systematically with actions being ratified and confirmed, 
where appropriate, and provision made for any future changes which might 
be ai.propriate in the light of changing conditions. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees: 
. ( l) Ratify and confirm the establishment, assessment and utilization 
of fees and charges provided for (a) in A ct 1009 of 1962 and A ct 489 of 1965 
as they relate to Library construction and Library bonds; (b) in Act 491 of 
1965 relating to construction and financing of the multipurpose auditorium 
(Littlejohn Coliseum); (c) in Act 1277 of 1970, as amended, relating to en-
larging and improving ~emorial Stadium; and (d) in Act 1278 of 1970, as 
amended, relating f:? plant. improvements; 
(2) Ratify, confirm and direct the continuation of (a) the admission 
fee to Memorial Stadium provided for in Act 1277 of 1970, as amended, at 
the rate of $1. 00; (b) the admission charge to Littlejohn Coliseum provided 
for in A ct 491 of l 96S at the rate of 25 ¢; and ( c) the periodic acjustments of 
allocations of the total amount of fees assessed for such purposes among the 
special sbident fees provided for in Act 1009 of 1962, as amended (Library), 
in Act 1277 of 1970, as amended (Memoria l Stadium), and in Act 1278 of 1970, 
as amended (Plant Improvements), in order to meet changing conditions and 
help ensure maximum utilization of these funds; 
(3) Authorize and direct the administration to take such action as 
is ap?ropriate to have the provisions of A ct 12 77 of 1970, as amended, 
c=12nged to provide for the collection of an admission fee for the purposes of 
the Act from those attending intercollegiate varsity soccer games in Memorial 
Stadium; and 
( 4) Reaffirm the need for continuing t he authorizations and funding 
pro·:isions in the Acts referred to above. 
3 . Student Fees 
Statement: Under State law, fees applicable to Student Health Services must 
be s;.ifficient to cover fully the cost of providing such services. This provision 
a:1d recent and prospective developments relating to costs, programs and 
func.ing will require an increase in fees. 
Recom..Ttlendation: That in order to provide for the increased costs of operation 
of t:1.e Student Health Service, it is recommended that the Medical Fee semester 
charges for both full-time South Carolina resident and full-time nonresident 
students be increased from $35 per student to $40 per student, beginning with 
the fall semester, 1976-77. Further, that the Administration is authorized and 
di:rec ted to use the above rate as a guide for determining the rates for Summer 
Sessi::ns and other periods of less than one semester, beginning with the Summer 
Sessions, 1977. 
B . R~p:>rts and Recommendations of the Development Committee 
1. Estate of George R. MacDonald 
Statement: The late George R. MacDonald provided in his will for trust 
income to be paid to ·his ~ife for life and thereafter to "Clemson Agricul-
tur2.l College. 11 The language of the will does not conform to the highly 
technical requirements of .the Internal Revenue Code so as to qualify the 
trust as a charitable remainder trust and thereby deductible for Federal 
and State estate tax purposes . The law provides that the governing instru-
me!:lt , in this case the Will, may be conformed so that the trust language 
\,·ill meet the technical requirements. A tripartite agreement was pre-
pared for that purpose, requiring the signatures of Mrs. MacDonald, the 
Chai:-man and Secretary of the Clemson University Board of Trustees, and 
t ne Trust Officer of the S. C. National Bank. The agreement had to b e 
executed not later than December 31, 1975, the date the authorizing law 
e:..-pired. 
By memorandum dated December 17, 1975 the Administration 
recommended that the members of the Board authorize signatures to the 
agreement by the Chairman and the Secretary. By mail ballot the members 
of the Board unanimously approved the recommendation and the agreement 
has been executed by the Chairman and the Secretary. 
Recommendation: That the execution of the tripartite agreement by the 
Chairman and the Secretary of the Board of Trustees be confirmed and 
ratified. 
2. Policy on Naming Buildings and Streets 
Statement: An Ad Hoc Committee to Name Buildings and Streets on the 
Clemson campus was formed in the spring of 1962. The Committee has 
continued to function since that time with members appointed by the Presi-
dent of the University. The Committee, after careful current study of its 
past practice in assigning names has made several recommendations which 
should be adopted by the Board of Trustees as official University policy. 
Recommendation: That the following policy be adopted by the Board of 
Trustees: 
"POLICY 0).; ):"A)-,1ING BUILDINGS AND STREETS 
The Committee which has been in existence since 1962 for the 
purpose of naming Clemson University buildings and streets shall now be 
designated as the Special _"\dvisory Committee on Names to the Board of 
Trustees . 
The Committee may use the following guidelines in arriving at 
recommendations . 
Dormitories will be named for trustees of the University. 
Academic buildings will be named for those who have 
served the University in an academic capacity. An 
effort \,·ill be made to assign names so that th ~ use of 
the building and the area of responsibility of the in-
dividual honored are the same. 
Buildings used for nonacademic activities will be named 
for per sons who have contributed significantly to the 
Unfrersity, preferably in the employ of Clemson in that 
activity to which the building is devoted. 
Streets will be named for persons with long and eminent 
service to Clemson. 
Except in rare instances, names utilized will only be 
those of individuals who are deceased, 
T:-.is policy in no way prevents the University from accepting specific gifts 
for facilities, through the Clemson University Foundation, with the stipu-
lation that such facilities bear the name of the donor." 
3. Policy Concerning Charitable Contributions to Clemson University 
St2.te:nent: There is no enunciated policy of the Board of Trustees recogniz-
ing the varying missions of University-affiliated organizations which promote 
c~:;. ritable giving for the benefit of Clemson University. It is believed that a 
cie.:initive policy on this subject would facilitate and enhance the work of each 
oi such organizations and ensure that contributions are channeled to the 
rec:.pient which can utilize them most effectively for the benefit of the University. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees adopt the following policy: 
POLICY OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERNING 
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE UNIVERS.ITY 
The Clemson University Foundation exists as a separate, 
incorporated legal entity for the sole purpose of providing 
financial support for the educational and scientific undertakings 
of Clemson University. For this reason alone, if not for others, 
the Foundation shoul d be the prime vehio-le to receive and manage 
all future endowment gifts and other contributions and bequests, 
when substantial financial benefits will be realized from skilled, 
professional management of such resources. 
The fund-raising mission of the Foundation is not in 
conflict with that of the Clemson University Alumni Association. 
It is true that the latter has as one of its purposes the same pur-
pose, previously stated, as the sole pu.,.pose of the Foundation. 
Thus, the Alumni Association solicits contributions, but only from 
Alumni, wido\vs and widowers of Alumni, and parents of Clemson 
students . The Foundation seeks contributions from every con-
cefrable source, including selected individuals who are solicited by 
the Alumni Association. However, a donor in that category who 
gi\·es to the Foundation is credited by the Alumni Association as a 
contributor to the Alumni Loyalty Fund. In addition, there is a 
fundamental, philosophical difference in the approaches which 
the two organizations take toward potential givers. The Alumni 
Association conducts a separate, annual giving program each 
year on a calendar year basis . After meeting operating expenses, 
and, generally, after making annual contributions to the Clemson 
University Foundation, all remaining funds are transferred an-
nually to the Unh-ersity and are generally consumed by it during 
its current fiscal year. The Association has no investment pro-
gram other than to seek the best interest rate available on its 
short-term deposits. A contributor to the Alumni Loyalty Fund 
knows that the money will be used in its entirety within approxi-
mately a year's time. 
Neither is the fund-raising mission of the Foundation in 
conflict with t:iat of IPTAY. IPTAY is an entity of the University 
itself which is operated exclusively for educational purposes . All 
sums received by IPTA Y are paid to Clemson University for the 
sole purpose of providing scholarships to deserving students meet-
ing all of the scholastic and other requirements of the University, 
who will participate in the intercollegiate athleti c programs of the 
University. 
The Fou:idation primarily seeks substantial unrestricted 
gifts which are invested for long-range growth. It also solicits 
other substantial gifts for long-range growth which, by reason of 
restrictions on their use, serve as l asting memorials to the donors 
or their designees . The Foundation also encourages prospective 
donors who ,•:ish to provide funds for the construction of University 
buildings to make their donations to the Foundation, knowing that 
the gifts in their entirety will ultimately be us ed for the restricted 
purpose, and with the thought that pending the actual expenditure of 
the money for construction, its investment and professional manage-
ment through the Foundation will increase its worth through appre-
ciation and reinvestment of i ncome. 
Still another sound reason for channeling the majority of 
giving to the Foundation is based upon the old and tested adage, 
"Nothing breeds success like success itself. 11 The more substantial 
the financial holdings of the Foundation become, and rhe greater 
beneficial role it is thereby enabled to <lemonstrate that it performs 
on behalf of the University, the more successful will become the 
fund-raising mission of the Foundation. 
Therefore , it is the policy of the Board of Truste.es of 
Clemson University that except in the instance of specialized 
giving to the Alumni Association and to IPTAY, the Clemson 
University Foundation should be the principal recipient of a ll 
future endo\vnlent gifts, and of all other contributions and 
bequests when there is reason to believe that substantial financial 
benefits in the form of l ong-range appreciation of capital, and 
reasonable and increasing income will be realized from the Founda-
tion's skilled, professional management of such resources . All 
individuals and organizations who further and promote charitable 
giving to Clemson University shoul d encourage prospective donors 
to make such gifts to the C l emson University Foundation in accord-
ance with this policy. 
C. Reports and Recommendations of the Student Affairs Committee 
1 . Enlargement of Clemson Memorial Stadium 
Statement: Schematic drawings indicate that it is feasible to double-deck 
the s )uth stands of Memorial Stadium. Adding sideline seats as an upper 
dec':c appears to be a more favorable approach to enlarging the stadium 
tl:ar.. adding seats in the west end zone, although sideline seats would cost 
ap?roximately 30 percent more than end zone seats. Access to seats would 
be by ramps. An elevator would be availabl e to serve press, radio and 
other special areas. It is estimated the addition would provide approxi-
mately 13, 400 new seats, costing $2, 200, 000. If it is determined to be 
economically infeasible to add all seats at one time, the construction of sec-
tions could be postponed and added by section as needed. 
Slightly over $1,500,000 of the maximum of $4,500,000 authorized 
fo::- enlargement and improvement of Memorial Stadium and related facilities 
uncier the provisions of Act 12 77 of 1970, as amended, have been committed, 
leaving an authorization of approximately $3, 000, 000 to cover this expansion 
anc other improvements. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees authorize the Administration to 
secure approval and direction from the Budget and Control Board to commis-
s:::m engineers and architects to develop plans and to begin construction when 
:t is determined to be economically feasible to add additional seats to Memorial 
s~2.dium. 
2. Modification of Mer.10rial Stadium for Soccer 
Statement: The success of the Soccer team has brought overflow crowds 
of 7 - 10, 000 spectators at the present soccer field , At every home game 
hundreds of people stand throughout the contest. There have been requests 
to build a soccer stadium, )Jiemorial Stadium has not been used for this 
sport since the walls of the stadium curve inward at the ends of the field, 
making the playing area too narrow for official soccer play. Engineering 
studies indicate the four field level corners of Memorial Stadium can be cut 
back giving the necessary width for an official soccer field. This renovation 
would remove about twelve hundred seats. However, these seats can be 
regained by reducing a number of over-width seats in the stadium to a stand-
ard seat width of 18 inches. This would result in no loss in the number of 
stadium seats . The enlarged playing area would then meet all demands for 
official soccer play in addition to providing adequate seats, rest rooms , and 
other conveniences for soccer spectators. The estimated cost of the project 
is $50, 000. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees authorize the Administration 
to seek authority from the State Budget and Control Board to undertake this 
construction at the earliest practicable date. 
3. Folding Seats for Littlejohn Coliseum 
Statement: When Littlejohn Coliseum was constructed, plans provided for 
foldaway seats to be included on the east and west walls of the arena. At the 
time of construction, funds were not available to purchase such seats , and 
bleachers and other make-shift arrangements have been used. With the 
growing demand, additional sideline seats of good quality are needed for 
graduations , Concert Series, conferences, conventions , concerts, as well as 
basketball games. Eight hundred fifty (850) fold-away seats for these areas 
can be purchased at an estimated cost of $175,000. 
Recommendation: That the Administration be authorized to purchase fold-away 
seats for Littlejohn Coliseum as soon as it is determined economically feasible . 
4 . Construction of . .\dditional Tennis Courts 
Statement: Six varsity tennis courts were lost when the natatorium at Fike 
Recreation Center was constructed, along with two courts on East Campus 
when Schillctter Hall was built. At the present time Clemson has 14 ex-
cellent all-weather courts located in Hoke Sloan Tennis Center . To 
accommodate the varsity tennis teams for 1nen and women, the teaching 
courses, and leisure play of some 10,000 students , faculty and staff, 14 
courts are inadequate. A plan of Hoke Sloan Tennis Center has been 
proposed which indicates that space i s available for 13 ad~itional courts, 
at an estimated cost of approximatel y $150 , 000. This estimate does not 
include lights which would add $50, 000 to the cost. However, the plan 
provides for stubbing in fixtures so the courts would not be disturbed 
should lights be added at a later date . 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees authorize the Administration 
to request approval and direction from the Budget and Control Board to 
construct thirteen (13) new tennis courts . 
D. Reports and Recommendations of the Executive Committee 
1. Swine Import Regulations 
Statement: The South Carolina Pork Producers Association passed the 
following resolution during its Annual Meeting held in Columbia, South 
Carolina on February 11, 1976: 
"The South Carolina Pork Produ ::er s Association 
encourages the passing of the necessary regulations that 
would require all hogs for breeding purposes coming 
into South Carolina be from Brucellosis Validated Free 
herds." 
This action requires an amendment to the Animal Import Regulations by 
the Board of Trustees under authority of Section 6-491 of the Code of 
Laws of South Carolina, 1962. 
Regulation No. 7 - Covering the Interstate Movement of Swine 
for Breeding and Feeding Purposes currently reads as follows: 
"l. All swine imported into this state shall be 
accompanied by a certificate of health. 
112. Swine for feeding and breeding shall be treated with 
a proper dose of anti-hog cholera serum within thirty (30) days 
of the date of entry into the state, a proper dose of anti-hog 
cholera serum and anti-hog cholera vaccine within twelve (12) 
months of entry into the state or a proper dose of anti-hog cholera 
serum and hog cholera virus not less than thirty (30) days imme-
diately prior to the date of entry into the state . 
11 3. The certificate of health should include a certificate 
of vaccination signed by an accredited veterinarian stating the 
eartag number, date of vaccination, amount of anti-hog cholera 
serum, anti-hog cholera serum and hog cholera vaccine, or 
anti-hog cholera serum and hog cholera virus used. 
11 4 . Purebred swine, if not eartagged, shall be identified 
by a registry name and number and a description sufficient to 
identify the animal. 
11 5 . Immediate Slaughter. Swine may be imported into 
the state for immediate slaughter when accompanied by a health 
certificate provided they are consigned directly to an approved 
slaughtering center. 11 
The references to anti-hog cholera serum and anti-hog cholera 
vaccine need to be deleted as these products are no longer permitted to be 
used under the National Hog Cholera Eradication Program, and are no 
longer manufactured. Also, the requirement for a health certificate for 
swine imported for immediate slaughter is no longer needed. 
Therefore, it has been recommended by the Division of Livestock-
Poultry Health that Regulation No. 7 be amended b read as follows: 
Regulation No. 7 -- Swine 
11 1. All swine for feeding or breeding purposes imported 
into this state shall be accompanied by a health certificate. All 
such swine must be individually identified with an eartag or other 
acceptable method of permanent identification. Purebred swine, 
if not eartagged, shall be identified by registry name and number 
and a description sufficient to identify the animal. 
1
'2 . Breeding swine over 6 months of age shall come 
directly from herds validated for brucellosis, 
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certificate 
directly to 
Swine may be imported into the state without a health 
if they are for immediate slaughter and are consigned 
an approv ed slaughter establishment." 
Recommendation: That Regulation No . 7, Animal Import Regulations, be 
an-iended as recommended by the Department of Livestock-Poultry Health. 
L. Recommendations of the Administration 
1 . University Traffic and Bicycle Codes 
Statement: The Cabinet has approved revisions of the Traffic and Bicycl e 
Coc.e s , recommended by the University Traffic and P arking Committee. 
)-~ost changes a r e for clarification, specificity, elimination of ambiguities 
2.nc! similar reasons of a non- subst antive nature. The subst ant ive changes 
a.re as follows: 
(a) The definition of campus contained in the present Chapter l -4(n) 
::-:-:erely refers to the section of the South Carolina Code of Laws which de-
scribes the limits of the municipal corporation of the University. The 
re·:ision contains the statutory definition verbatim, thus obviat ing the neces-
s:.ty for the reader to seek out the Code which is, for most persons , a practical 
i::-i?O S sibility. 
(b} Special parking for the handicapped is designated in various areas 
of the campus. The present penalty for improper use of such s p ace i s $2. 00. 
That penalty is no deterrent and viol a tions are frequent. Chapt er 6-1 is modi-
::ec. to provide a $15 . 00 penalty for improper use of a parking space for the 
:-1~::dica pped. 
(c ) The greatest difficulty encountered in the administration of campus 
p~ ::-=-.mg regulations is caused by the repeated offender . The u l timate solution 
to fais problem is the development of a computerized program which will make 
?-:> s sible the impl ementation of an accel erated penalty system whereby a repeated 
o::ender is penalized in increasing severity for each subsequent violation. It 
is anticipated that such a computeri zed system can be placed in effect during 
t::e spring semester of 1977, As an interim measure to meet the problem, 
...:-.::-:icle 7-6 of the Traffic Code is revised to provide that any person who accumu-
lates ten (10) violations shall lose driving and parking privileges on campus . 
(d) Heretofore the storage of bicycles in dormitory rooms has been 
p::-o!i.ibited. Recognizing the high value of today's bicycles and the fact that 
5tudents are greatly concerned with proper care and maintenance of their 
;:i::.cycle s, the decision has been reached by the Administration to authorize 
storage of bicyclec:; in students' rooms, subject to specified conditions . This 
:=.:.1t:'1orization, and the conditions, are set forth in a new article of the Bicycle 
Co:l.e tA. rticle III). 
?.E>C::>~mendation: It is recomme nded that the Board of Trustees approve the 
2-t:acr..ed University Traffic Code, and Bicycle Code, as revised. 
2 . Naming of Camp Bob Cooper Dining Hall 
Statement: The Committee on Names for Campus Buildings and Roads would 
like to recommend that the dining hall at Camp Bob Cooper be named the 
James T. Lazar Dining Hall in recognition of the contribution made by Mr. 
Lazar to the 4-H Club Program in the Pee Dee District. Mr . Lazar was 
District Agent in the Pee Dee District from 1926 to 1957 and was highly 
respected by all with whom he worked. 
Recommendation: That the dining hall at Camp Bob Cooper be named the 
James T. Lazar Dining Hall. 
\· . REPORT AND RECOMYIENDATIONS OF THE PRESIDENT 
,:1, UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
,·11. NEW BUSINESS 
,:: !!. STATUTORY ROLL CA LL VOTE 
IX. ADJOURNMENT 
;':* ATTACHMENT ;";': 
CLEMSON UNIVERS ITY TRAFFIC CODE 
Genera l Informat i on 
In the in terest of safe and courteous vehicular operation and in 
an effort to create the best possible situation for those students who 
are authorized to bring vehic les on the campus, the Board of Trustees 
of Clemson University> in accordance wi th t he power granted to it by 
Section 22-232 of t he Code of Laws of South Carolina> 1962, has enacted 
the notor veh icl e and bicycle ordinances hereinaft e r set forth. A 
student brin ging a vehicle on the campus should rea li ze this i s a privi-
lege and carries with i t a respons ibility . The re fore, students must 
faniliarize themselves with these ordinances, as they wi ll be held 
acco~ntab l e for infractions thereof. The s t udent vehicle registration 
and traffic ordinances are administered by the Student Affairs and 
Traffic Office located i n Mel] Hall. Telephone 656-2270 . 
Motor Vehicle permits may be secured ~t the Traffic Office from 
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 no<¥!.., and from 1:00 p .m. t o 4 :30 p.m. Monday through 
Fri day. It will be a"student's responsibility to see that an appl i cat ion 
is processed and a permit i ssued during the period of matricu lation. 
Unles s otherw ise specified, students must obtain permits from the 
Department of Security to park on a service ramp or service drive. For 
the convenience of students, t i med parking is located near the residence 
halls, the student post office, the laundry, and the book store, and i s 
enforced 24 hours per day where posted. 
As with all other indebtedness to the Univers i ty, no student wi ll 
be alloMed to re-enrol l or rece ive a dipl oma until all fi nes have been 
paid. Experience has shown that it is in the best interest of the student 
to sett le all fines as soon as possi bl e after assessed pena l ties have been 
determined. 





The foll ow ing ordinances shall be known as the Traffic 
Code of Cle~son University, here inafter re f erred to as 
the Code. 
The provisions of the Code shal l- govern the act ivit ies 
of all persons and vehicles on the Clemson Un i versi ty 
campus as def i ned in Chapter I , Article 1-4(n). 
All prior rules, re!:lulations and or·dinances fo r the 
control> direction, pa rki ng and general regulation 
of traffic on the campus and streets of Clemson Uni -
versity are hereby repealed. 
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Vehicle means every device in, upon, or by which any 1-4 
person or property is or may be transported or drawn> except 
devices used exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks. 
Motor vehicle means every vehicle which is se lf-propelled . 
Bicycle means any device propelled by human power upon 
which any person may ride, having two tandem wheels either 
of which is more than twenty inches in diameter. The 
definition of a bicycle shall include pedal bicycles with 
helper motors rated less than one brake horsepower trans-
mitted by friction and not by gear or chain, which produce 
only ordinary pedaling speeds up to a maximum of twenty 
miles per hour. 
Pedestrian means any person afoot. 
Driver means any person who drives, rides or is in 
actual physical control of a vehicle. 
Owner means a person who holds the legal title of a 
vehicle. In the event (1) a vehicle is the subject of 
an agreement for the conditional sale or lease thereof 
with the right of purchase upon performance of the conditions 
stated in the agreement and with an immediate right of 
possession vested in the conditional vendee or lessee or 
{2) a mortgagor of a veh icle is entitled to possess ion, then 
such conditional vendee or lessee, or mortgagor, shall be 
deemed the owner for the purpose of this Code. 
Street or highway means the entfre width between boundary 
lines. of ~~y way. .publicly .mai.:itatned when ... an.y .pa.ct _ -· ·------· ·-· 
thereof is._0pen to. the us~ of. ~he .. p.ub.ltc ~or ~urp.ases.. of . 
vehiculat travel. . . . 
Sidewalk means that portion of a street between the curb 
lines, or the lateral Jines, of a roadway and the adjacent 
property lines, intended for the use of pedestrians. 
Intersection means the area embraced within the prolongation 
or connection of the lateral curb lines or, if none, then 
the latera 1 boundary 1 i nes of the roadways of two highways 
which join one another at, or approximately at, right · 
ang l es or the area within which vehicles traveling upon 
different highways joining at any other ang le may come 
in contact. 
Crosswalk means (1) that part of a roadway at an intersection 
included within the connections of the lateral lines of 
the sidewalks on opposite sides of the highway measured 
from the curbs or in the absence of curbs from the edges 
of the travers~ble roadway; or (2) any portion of a roadway 
at an intersection or elsewhere di st inctly indicated for 
pedestrian crossing by signs or by lines .or other markings 
on the surface. 
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Traffic Control Device means all signs, signals, markings 
and devices placed or erected by authority of Clemson 
University or an agent of Clemson University having 
authority for the purpose of regulating, warning, or 
guiding traffic. . 
Traffic means pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, 
vehicles, and other conveyances either singly or together 
while using any highway for purposes of travel. 
Parking means the standing of a vehicle, whether occupied 
or not. 
Clemson University campus, for the purpose of this Code, 
is coextensive with the municipal corporation of Clemson . 
University established by Title 22, Section 231, of the Code 
of Laws of South Carolina, 1962, as amended, to wit, all 
lands belonging to the University which are included in 
a circle formed with Till man Hall as the center, with a 
radius of five miles, thus making the diameter of the 
circle ten miles, within which the jurisdiction of the 
corporation extends. 
Recorder means that person commissioned by the Governor 
under Section 22-232 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 
1962, to enforce the ordinances of Clemson University. 
Student means any person enrolled in Clemson University 
either full time or part time. 
Employee means any person, other than a st udent, who 
renders services to Clemson University for remuneration 
and includes all faculty and administrative personne l in 
addition to tho:;e persons commonly designated as employees. 
Visitor means any person, other than an emplcyee or student, 
who, for legitimate reasons, operates or park~ a non-
registered vehicle on campus. 
l-S Clemson Univers ity does not guarantee parking space. 
1-6 Clemson University, its officers, and employees shall 
have no liability for loss or damage to any vehicle or 
the contents of any vehicle brought, operated, or parked 
on the Clemson University campus. However, valuables 
should not be left in unoccupied vehicles at any t ime 
and vehicles should be locked when not in use. Thefts 
or damages that occur should be reported to the University 
Security Office for investigation or other action. 
1-7 The Board of Trustees of Clemson University hereby delegates 
to the Administration, the authority: (a) to fix or amend 
the amount of administrative pena lties imposed by Chapter VI, 
· Article 6-1 hereof, or by Article VI I (1) of the Bicycle 
Code, on persons who violate provisions of either Code; . 
(b) to fix or amend the fees charged for i ssuing any decals 
or permiti for vehicles operated or parked on campus. 
Ho1.·Jever, such actions by the Administration shall become 
effect ive only after notice of the action and of the provisions 
of such action have been published in three (3) consecutive . 
\.·Jeekly i ssues of the University student newspaper. 
. .. . • 
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Registration and Campus Decals and Permits 
All students shall be eligible to register and operate a 
~otor vehicle on campus regardless of their classification 
or academic standing. However, those Students whose right 
to register has been lawfully revoked by Clemson University 
shal 1 neither register nor operate any motor vehicle on 
ca~pus. Any Student whose operator's li cense i s not current, 
valid> or presently in force may not operate any motor 
vehicle on campus. 
Each e ligibl e Student shal l register his or her motor vehicle 
in the Traffic Office within twenty-four (24) hours after 
bringing the motor veh icl e on campus and shal l receive a 
bumpe r decal. The fee for issuing a decal du ring the fa ll 
se~ester shall be two dol lars ($2.00); the fee for i ssuing 
a deca l during the spring semester and summer terms shall 
be one dollar ($1 .00). 
All Employees shall be eligible to register and operate a 
raotor veh i c 1 e on campus. Ho1;1eve r > those Emp 1 oyees v,hose 
right to register has been 1 awfu 11 y revoked by C 1 ems on 
University shal l neither register nor operate any motor 
vehicle on campus. Any Emp l oyee whose operator' s license 
i s not current, val i d, or presently in force may register 
a r.~tor vehicle but may not operate it on campus. 
Each eligible Employee's motor vehic l e shall be rngistered 
in the Clemson University Police Station within tw~nty-four 
(24) hours after the motor vehicle is brought on campus. 
Any e li gible Student may register any motor vehicle whether 
or not such Student is the owner of such motor vehicle> 
except that a student shall not register another student's 
vehicle. A res ident student shall purchase a resident decal 
and park ·the vehicle in the designated resident zones and · :· 
areas. A commuting student shall purchase a commuter decal 
and park the vehicle in commuting lots only during periods 
that classes are being he l d or related class work is being 
pursued. 









All student decals expire August 15th of each year. · Vehicles 2-6 
with student decals> current or exp i red, must continue to use · 
student parking areas during holiday periods or other periods 
when classes are not in session a~d vehicle is brought on campus. 
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2-7 All decals shal l be firmly and permanently affixed to the 
left rear bumper with i n twenty-four (24) hours after issuance 
and sha ll be clearly visible. 
2-8 In the event the motor vehicle does not have a bumper on the 
rear, the decal shall be aff ixed in such a manne r that it is 
clearly visible from the rear and conforms as much as possible 
to the location of the decal had there been a rear bumper. 
2-9 A decal which is taped on the bumper or other locatiori shall 
not be considered permanently affixed or properly displayed. 
2-10 A temporary decal authoriz ing specia l parking for wh i ch a 
person would not otherwise be eligible may be applied for by; 
(a) Any person with a temporary medical problem or temporary 
physical d isability, if substantiated by a letter from the 
attending physician. (See Article 3-6 as to a severely, 
physically handicapped person); 
2-11 
2-12 
(b) Any person who expects to operate or park any motor 
vehicle on the campus in the place of a registered motor 
vehicle temporarily inoperable for a period not to exceed 
two weeks; 1 (c) In the event a student can clearly demonstrate in writing 
the need for special parking privileges because of special 
serv i ces rendered to the University, or other circumstances 
which make it absolutely necessary for a student to have 
specia l parking privileges, the Traffic and Parking Committee 
may authorize for such students a spec i a l parking permit. 
Students wi ll obta in temporary decals from the Traffic Office. 
All other persons wil l obtain temporary decals from the Department 
of Security. 
An Employee decal and a Student decal may each be affixed on 
the same motor vehicle and such motor vehicle may use the 
parking areas which are permitted under either decaJ 1 in the 
following s i tuations: / · 
{a) When the spouse of a Student is an Employee; 
(b) When a parent of a Student is an Employee; 
(c) When a son or daughter of a Student is an Empl oyee. · 
In such cases application for the Emp l oyee decal sha ll be 
made in the name of the Student. The Employee shall park only 
in those areas to which the Employee decal ls restricted; the 
Student shall park only in those areas to which the Student 
decal is restricted. 
Any person LO ~;horn a deca 1 has been issued sha 11 remove such 
decal from the motor vehicle to which it is attached when: 
(a) The decal has expired; 
(b) The- status of such person as Student or Employee changes · 
or terminates; 
(c) The a.-mership of such motor vehicle is transferred; 
(d) Such person has been lawfully denied the privileges of 
operat ing the motor vehicle on campus. 
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If a decal issued to any person under the provisions of these 
regulations becomes marred, mutilated, or obliterated, or if 
the bumper of the motor vehicle is replaced, such person shall 
o~tain a ne~..,r decal. If the original decal or satisfactory evidence 
of its destruction is presented to the issuing officer, such decal 
shall be issued without charge. 
Any person to whom a decal has been issued sha ll be responsible 
for the operation of the vehicle for which the decal is issued 
and sha ll be accountable. 
A decal issued to be affixed to one motor vehic le shaf t not be 
affixed or transferred to another motor vehicle. I f the 
Student or Employee obtains a motor vehicl e replacing the one 
for w~ich the decal was issued, such Student or Employee sh31 l 
obtain a new decal by presenting satisfactory evidence to the 
issuing officer ·that the original decal has been removed from 
the original motor vehicle. Such decal shall be issued without 
charge. 
Any Visitor visiting the Clemson University campus for a period 
of tir.:e not greater than twenty-four {24) hours may secure from 
the Department of Security or Student Traffic Office a Guest 
Parking permit. Any Visitor v isiting the campus for a period 
of tirr.-e greater than twenty-four (24) hours must secure from 
the Department of Security or Student Traffic Office a Guest 
Parking permit. Such permits will be issued without charge. 
The privilege of a Visitor with a permit to park o~, the Clemson 
University campus shal l not be confined to those spaces speci-
fically marked for Visitor park ing by signs but shall extend 
to any legitimate parking space. 
He i ther Students nor Emp loyees shall park i n Visitor parking 
spaces unless they are driving a motor vehicle owned by a bona 
fide Visitor who is visiting the campus at that time. 
No contractor shall operate or park any motor vehicle or permit 
agents or sub-contractors to operate or park any motor vehicle 
on the campus wi thout first obtain i ng a special permit therefor 
from the office of the Department of Security. 















Failure by any person to find lawful parking space shal l 
not be an excuse for a violation of these regulations . 
The Traffic and Parking Committee is an adv i sory committee 
which wi ll make recommendat ions to the Vice President for 
Executive Affairs concerning traffic control including 
parking restrictions. The Vice Presiden t for Executive 
Affairs may r est rict parking in any area of the campus 
to certain categories or classifications of people. 
Change in restriction of any areas from one category 
to another shall be effect ive only after erect i on of 
appropriate s i gns. . .. ·:. 
No person sha ll park a vehicle in any areas or spaces 
othe r than those for wh ich the vehicle decal is valid. 
No person un l ess otherwise autho r ized by this Code or 
regulations promulgated under this Code or the Chief 
of Secur i ty sha ll park any veh i c l e on the campus: . 
(a) On or adjacent to any yellow curb; 
(b) On any s i dewalk; 
(c) On any 1 awn or grassed area, except as otherwise 
provided in these regulations; 
(d) In any intersection; 
(e) In any driveway; 
(f) In any crosswalk; 
(g) In any l oading zone; 
(h) In any "No Park ing" zone; 
(i) In a manner that obstructs traffic; 
(j) In a double or multiple manner; 
·; 
(k) In a manner that obstructs any sidewalk ; 
(1) Blocking a fire hydrant; 
(m) In any place not designated by li nes o r signs 
as parking areas; 
(n) Exceeding t he posted length of time where "time" 
parking i s in effect (use of 11 t i me11 parking space for 
attending class is prohibited); 
(o) In areas of the campus which have been closed 
off by the use of barricades, signs, yellow lines 
or othe r traffic contro l devices; 
·(p) In any area of the campus which has not been 
designated as a parking area; 
(q) I., any -reserved space; 
(r) I~ any service vehicl e space; · 
(s) In violation of any posted sign; 
(t) Blocking trash collection areas; I 
The Chief of Secur i ty may, upon special occasions or 
under unusual circumstances, order or1 permit vehicles 
to be parked in places or areas not customar il y used 
for parking. 
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The Chief of Security may, upon special occasions or under 
unusual circumstances, temporarily appropri~te for Visitor 
use exclusively, any parking area normally reserved for other 
categories of people. 
Reserve parking space for the exc lusive use of any person who 
has a severe physical handicap wi ll be determined by the Vice 
President for Executive Affairs on recommendation of the appro-
priate administrative officer. 
Every person, unless otherwise permitted or directed by the 
Department of Security, who parallel parks a motor vehicle upon 
the ca~pus where there is an adjacent curb shal l park with the 
right-hand wheels of such vehicle parallel with and within twelve 
(12) inches of the right-hand curb. 
Every person, unless otherwise permitted or directed by the 
Department of Security, who angle parks a motor vehicle upon 
the campus shall park with the front wheels of such vehicle 
to~.;ard the curb or a'.-1ay from the center of the roadv1ay if 
there is no curb. 
I f a~y parking space is marked off, any person who parks a 
r:,otor vehicle in such a space shal 1 park it completely within 
the narked area . All motorcycles shall be parked in spaces 
designated therefor. 
Student parking in E11p loyee parking areas shall bl. allowe.d 
bet'.;een the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Monday through 
Friday, and between the hours of 5:00 p.m. Friday through 
7:00 a.m. on Monday, except as otherwise posted by signs. 
No r.:-otor vehicl e shall be allowed to park on Williamson Road · 
or in any area west of Williamson Road after 7:00 p.m. of the 
evening prior to a home varsity football game. 
tlo r.;otor vehicle shall be allowed to park in the vicinity of 
the coliseum and west of the stadium after 12:00 noon of the 









No person shall abandon any vehicle on the University campus. 3-13 
A vehicle which I has remained on the campus parked and unused 
for a period of 30 days may be presumed to be aba~doned. T~e 
University may remove any abandoned vehicle and dispose of 1t. 
as appropriate. In the event a ve;,icle becomes inoperable while on 
the campus or runs out of gasoline while on the campus, all 
reasonable steps should be taken to move the vehicle from the 
street or other hazardous position to a parking space. In the 
event the vehicle must be parked ill egally to await repairs or 











Operation of Vehicles 
Any person who operates or parks a vehicle on the 
campus shall obey all stop signs, yellow or white 
lines for routing traffic, speed limit signs, parking 
signs, one-way st reet signs, traffic lights or 
signals, and any other sign, indicator, marker, or 
signal for the control, direction, parking, and 
general regulation for traffic and vehicles on the 
campus of Clemson University including, but not 
confined to, lai.,.1ful hand, voice, whistle, or other 
commands or signals. · 
Any person who has an acc ident on the campus shall, 
if the accident resulted in property damage or 
personal injury, report such accident to the Department 
of Security, in add ition to complying with South 
Caroli na law regarding the reporting of accidents. 
Clemson University shall place and maintain such 
signs, markers, and other traffic control devices 
upon its campus as shall be necessary and sufficient 
to regulate, warn, or guide traffic. 
No person, other than those persons who by nature of . 
their functions are required to do so, shall drive a 
vehicle upon any pedestrian path, sidewalk, grassed 
area, safety zone, or any ,other area of th_e campus 
not ordinarily used for vehicular t~affic; 
No person, other than those persons who by nature of 
their functions are required to do so, shall operate 
any vehicle in or upon any area of the campus which 
has been closed by the use of barricades or other 
traffic control devices. 
Pedest rians in designated crosswalks shall have the 
right-of-way at all times except at signal-contro~led 
intersections. 
Procedure 
The Recorder of Clemson University in accordance with 
Section 22-232 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 
shal i have jurisdiction to try any person charged with 
violation of any ordinance herein set forth. 
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Any person charged with such v i o lat i on may waive the right 
to trial by pay i ng the assessed administrat ive penalty provided 
in Chapte r VI. 
(a) Student viol ators will pay the assessed pena l ty in the 
T r a ff i c O ff i ce . 
(b) All other persons will pay the assessed penalty at the 
Bursar ' s Office. 
Any pe rson charged with such violation who wishes to be 
tried must so notify the Department of Security or the 
Traffic Office as appropriate with in five (5) days, 
exc l uding Saturdays , Sundays, and holidays, fol lovli ng 
receipt of that charge. The Depar tment of Security or 
Traffic Off i ce as appropriate shal l then notify the 
Recorder. A charge of violation sha ll be considered 
received when notice of such charge is given to the operator 
of the vehicle or p l aced in a conspicuous place on the veh icle. 
After such notif ication, no further action may be taken and 
no pena l ties may be assessed against such person until the 
appel l ate process is co8pleted. 
The accused person shall be entitled to know the names of 
witnesses who are directly responsibl e for having reported 
the al l eged violations, or, if there a re nQ such witnesses 
t o be fully informed of the manner i n which the alleged 
vi olation came to the attention of the Department of Security. 
The accused person sha ll have the right to present ~vidence 
and a reasonable number of defense witnesses before the 
Recorder and sha ll be given the opportunity to hear and 
quest i on adverse witnesses. 
Such person sha ll be entit l ed to be accompan i ed and r-epresented 
by lega l counsel or by l ay adviser . 
In a ll hear ings before . the Recorder the normal rules of 
procedure shal l be folla,;ed. 
Penalties 
Hhen violation by the driver, owner, or person in whose 
name a vehicle is registered of any provision of this Code 
or the Bicycle Code has been established by voluntary admission, 
by the Student Traffic Office, by the Department of Security, 
or by trial in Recorder's Court, such individual shall be 
subjected to a penalty of $2.00 except as follows: 
(a) Failure to display or improper display of a University 
decal or permit shall result in an administrative penalty 
of fifteen dollars ($15.00); 
(b) Improper Use of Handicapped Parking Space ($15.00); 
(c) Unauthorized parking in a dormitory quadrangle or service 
ramp shall result in an admin istrative penalty of five dollars 











6-2 Such penalty shall be paid: 
(a) Within five (5) working days of receipt of the 
charge of violation, when trial is waived· 
(b) Within five (5) working days of the d~te of assessment 
of th7 penalty by the Recorder when the right to trial is 
:xerc'.sed, or within five (5) working days after an appeal 
is adJudged when the right to petition has been exercised 
(pu:suant to Article 6-8 of this chapter). If a more 
st:•ngent penalty is imposed by any other Provision of 
~h,s_Code, the more stringent penalty shall be applied 
1n 11eu of the above mentioned penalties. 
6-3 Violation of provisions of the Uniform Act Regulating 
Traff ic, Ti tle 46, Chapter 7, Code of Laws of South 
Carolina, 1962, as amended, may not be settled by 
administrative penalty. All violators will be cited 
to appear before the Recorder who may, after trial, if 
the person is found guilty, impose a sentence of not 
to exceed a fine of $100 or imprisonment for not more 
than 30 days. 
6-,4 I f a student violator fails to pay the assessed penalty 
within the five (5) day period 1or fails to notify the 
Traffic Office within the five (5) day period of the 
wish to be tried by the Recorder or fails to appear 
before the Recorder after timely notification of the 
wish to be tried, the administrative penalty will be 
assessed and treated as an indebtedness to the University. 
Students who fail to pay their financial ob~ igations to the 
Univers i ty before the end of the semester will not be 
allowed to regis ter, secure a transcript of records, or receive 
a diploma until the obligation has been cleared. 
I 
6-5 I f any accused person other than q student fails to pay 
the assessed penalty within the five (5) day period or 
fails to notify the Department of Security within the 
five (5) day period of the wish to be tried or fails 
to appear before the Recorder after having made timely 
not i fication of the wish to be tried, then the Recorder 
of Clemson University shall issue a warrant for the 
arrest of such accused person. When such accused 
person is brought before the Recorder, the Recorder 
shall set a reasonable trial date. 
6-6 In any case in which the 9u) l t of a person by voluntary 
admission or trial of a vio1ation of this Code has been 
established and such person fails to pay the administrative 
penalty prescribed for the violation within the five (5) 
1day period prescribed by Article 6:2 1from the time a deci s io~ 
has been rendered ', such person may, upon notice, be required 
to surrender such decal or permit as has been issued and 
shal 1, in such event, have all vehicle operating, registration, 
and parking privileges suspended until such penalty is paid. 




Any person who i s guilty by voluntary admission or 
trial of an accumulation of ten (10) violations, paid 
or unpaid, during a school year beginning August 15 each 
year, may upon notification be required to surrender 
such decal or permit as has been issued and may have 
al I veh icle operating, registration, and parking 
privileges suspended until the following August 15. 
Notification will be considered to have been made when, 
in instance of resident students, a letter is deposited in 
the dormitory boxes in the Student Housing Office or when 
deposited in the U.S. Mai 1 in instance of commuting students. 
Such person may re-register a vehicle after the period of 
suspension ends. 
Any person whose operating, regist ration, and parking 
privileges have been suspended and who has b~en requested 
to surrender a.decal or permit may within five (5) working 
days of such request, appeal to the Vice President for 
1 
Executive Affairs by petition. The petition shall be in 
writing and shall state in a clear and concise manner the 
grounds upon which the appea l i s based. 
Upon receipt by the Vice President for Executive Affairs 
of 2 petition duly submitted pursuant to the provisions 
set forth in the preceding Article, said Vice President 
shall examine the facts and shall, within five (5) workino 
days, make a determination of the mE:rits of the gro-unds .., 
presented in the petiti on. Upon a finding that th~ 
grounds are meritorious, the Vice President s hall o;der 
~edification or re~ocation of the action of ihe authority 
upon whose order the surrender of th~ decal or permit was 
reque5ted and the operating and parking privileges were 
sus;:;ended~ 
Persons who have accumulated more than four (4) unpaid 
violations shall, lupon notification, have their car impounded 
and sha ll be required to keep all vehicles off campus until 
the tota l fine is paid in full. Notification will be 
considered to have been made when, in instance of resident 
students, a letter i s deposited in the dormitory boxes in 
the Student Housing Office or when deposited in the U. S. Mail 
in instance of commuting students. The person whose vehicle 
has been i mpounded shall be responsible for the cost involved 
in removing, impounding, and storing of the vehicle. Clemson 
University, its officers, and emp loyees , sha ll not be liable 
for any damage to the vehicle occurring during or result ing 







Clemson University may, in addition to any other remedy 
herein provided, remove and impound any illegally parked 
or abandoned vehicle, included but not li mited to any 
vehicle found on the campus without proper license plates, 
any vehicle parked in such a manner as to constitute a 
serious hazard to vehicular or pedestrian traffic, any 
veh icle obstructing the movement or operation of emergency 
equ ipment, or any vehicle obstruct ing the co l lection of 
trash at established locations. The owner of such vehicle 
shall be respons i bl e for al l costs involved in removing, 
impounding, and storing of such vehicles. Clemson 
University, its off icers, and employees shal l not be 
liable for any damage to the vehicle occurring dur i ng 
or resulting from the removal, impoundment, or storage 
thereof . 
Any person \'1ho knowingly prov i des any false informat ion 
concerning any matter or thing required by the t erms of 
these ordinances may, upc~ notice, be required to surrender 
such deca l or pe rmit as has been issued and may have all 
registration, operating, and parking privi l eges suspended 
for a ll or part of o~e full year. 
, . 
Fo r those persons brought before the Recorder under 
Art icle 6-5, the fine to which such accused person may 
be subjected may be increased by five dollars ($5 . 00). 
For those offenses for which the penalty i s not specified, 
the REcorder may at his discretion impose a sentence of 







The Bicycle Code has been adopted to supplement the University Traffic 
Code in order to promulgate specia l ordinances governing the possess i on and 
O?erat i on of b i cycles o~ the Clemson University campus. 
I t i s urged that all persons who operate bicycles on the University 
pro?erty become thoroughly famil iar with the prov i sions of this Code. The 
ordinances contained herein are enforced. 
tn· order to reduce the chances of your b icycle being stolen, follow 
these precautions: 
(1) Maintain a record of descr i pt i on and seri al number. 
(2) Lock your bike with a heavy chain t hrough both wheels. 
If your bike is stolen> notify the Department of Secu ri ty at 656-2222 
i:;..:ediately. 
I. General Information 
(1) The term bicycle does not include a motorized bike, the latter being 
a motor veh icle subject to the Traffic Code. 
(2) The Bicycle Code of Clemson University shall be applicable to all 
persons who operate or park a bicycle on the University campus. 
(3) The Bicycle Code is enforced at all .t i mes to include holi9ays> 
Saturdays and Sundays, examination periods, semester breaks, and reg i strat i on 
per iods. (4) The responsibili ty of locating l ega l parking space rests with the 
operator of the b i cycle. Lack of space will not be considered a valid 
excuse for violating parking regulations. 
( 5) The fact that a person may park or observe others park i rg in 
violation of a provision of this code does not mean that ~he provision is 
no longer in effect. 
(6) Clemson University reserves the right to change these provisions 
and to add, remove, or reallocate parking areas as the need ar i ses. 
II. Parking 
(1) Where Parking _!2_ Permitted . Racks have been provided in areas 
designated for bi cycle parking. Bicyc l es may be kept in dormitory rooms 
pursuant to Article I I I of the Bicycle Code . 
(2) Unauthorized Pa rk ing and Impounding. Unauthorized areas include, 
in addition to those specified in the Traffic Code, any area i n front and 
to the side of any entrance to or exit from any building, within any sidewalk, 
on any access or egress ramp, on sidewalks, steps or stairs, in corridors, 
or motor vehicle parking spaces. A bicycle may be impounded for being 
parked i n an unauthorized space or manner. The owner may cla i m his bicycle 
at the Department of Security by providing proof of ownership and payment 
of a three ($3.00) dollar pick-up charge. The Department of Security has the 
authority to cut security chains and remove for impoundment any bicycle parked 
or stored in violation of this Code. 
(3) Locking of a Parked Bicycle. A bicycle may be chained or locked only 
to a bicycle parkiri"g-rack. 
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111. Storage of Bicycles in Residence Halls 
Bicycles may be placed in student rooms in residence halls subject to 
the following: 
(1) Bicycles may not be parked, stored, or left unattended in stai rwells, 
hallways , lobbies, or other common areas. Those left unattended in any area 
within the res idence halls other than the student rooms will be removed and 
impounded by the Depart~ent of Security. The owner may claim the bicycle 
by paying a $10.00 pick-up charge. 
(2) The Department of Secur ity has the authority to cut security chains 
or locks in order to remove bicycles from unauthorized areas. 
(3) Bicycles may be stored in a student's room only i f done so in a 
manne r that will not damage the room or furnishings or interfere with 
ma intenance or custodial personnel as they carry out their duties. 
(4) The Director of Res i dence Halls may suspend or withdraw this priv il ege 
fro~ any individual for good cause, and the Vice President for Student Affairs 
may, for similar cause, suspend or withdraw the privil ege for part, or all, 
of a res idence hall . 
IV. Operation of Bicycles 
(1) Obedience to Traffic Laws . Every person operating a bicycle upon 
a public street shall do so inaccordance with the traffic control devices 
and rules of the road that are app licab le to motor vehicles under S. C. 
law, Clemson Univers ity Traffic Code, and other ordinances specified within 
this Code. 
(2) Where Permitted to Operate. Mounted bicycles shall be operated 
only on a roadway or bicycle path. To move a bicycle in any are.3 other 
than those specif ied ,1bove, the bicycle must be dismounte·d and w .. 1lked. 
(3} Operator Riding Requirements. A person mounted upon and propelling 
a bicycle sha ll at all ti~es have at least one hand in contact with the 
handlebars and his feet in contact with the pedals and shall ride only 
while sitting astride upon the permanent mounted seat or while standing. 
(4) Passenger Requirements. No bicycle sha ll be used to oarry or 
transport more persons than the numbe r for which it i s designated and 
equipped. 
(5) Carrying Objects. The hands and feet of the bicycl e operator sha ll 
at all times be free for the operation of the b~cycle. No bicycle shall be 
so l oaded as to obstruct the clear v i ew of the operator or to interfere with 
the operation of the bicycle. 
· (6) Traffic Control Devices. Traffic s i gnals> stop signs, yield signs, 
and other traff i c control signs facing a roadway shall apply also to the 
operators of bicycles. 
(7) Bicycl es Operate to the Right. Upon all bicycle paths and roadways> 
a bi~ycle shall be operatedasnear as practicable to the right hand edge 
of t_he path or road\vay, except : · 
(a) When overtaking or passing another vehicle proceeding in the 
same direction when such overtaking or passing may be done in a safe manner, 
(b) When passing an obstruction, 
(c) When on a bicycl e path designated and pos ted as a one-way path, 
(d) When preparing to make a left turn. (8) Signaling. Ar~ signals, the same ~s are used in motor veh icles not 
equipped with directiona l signals, shall be used by operators of bicycles to 
make a turn or change traffic lanes. 
(9) Yielding to Pedestrians. Whenever a bicycl e crosses a pathway for 
pedestrian travel,or a marked pedest ri an crosswalk> the operator shall yield 
the r~ght-of-way to any pedestrian with i n the areas speclfled. 
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V. Rules of the Road 
(1) Speed Restrictions. No person sha ll operate a bicycle at a speed 
greater than t hat wh i ch is reasonable and proper re lat i ve to the traffic 
co~dit i ons exist i ng at the time, or at a speed endangering the safety of 
any person or prope r ty. 
(2) Cli ng ing to Hoto, Veh i cles. No person riding a bicycle shal l attach 
hi~self , herself, or the bi cycle, or be attached, to any moving motor vehicle. 
(3) Riding Ab reast Prohib ited. A person ope rat ing a bicycle sha ll operate 
on l y in single file v1ith other bicycles except for the pu rpose of passing. 
(4) Hand Signals. Uo operator shall turn from a direct cou r se or stop 
without first giving a clear hand s i gna l that ind i cates the intended change. 
Such hand s i gna l shall be given cont inuous ly during the las t 100 feet t rave l ed 
by the bicycle prior to the change and shall be accomp li shed with the left 
hand and arm as fo 11 ows: · 
{a) Left turn: The hand and arm extended horizontally, 
(b) Right turn: The hand and arm extended upwards, 
(c) Stop or decrease speed: The hand and arm extended downwa rds. 
(5) Bicycles to the Right . No person sha ll operate a bicycle upon a 
road•.-1ay except in the direction of the traffic flow and as near to the r i ght 
side of the roadway as practicable. 
VI. Recommended Equipment 
(1) Unsafe Bicycles. No person sha ll operate or park on the Campus a 
bicycle that is in such an unsafe condition as to endanger any person or 
property, or that is not equipped as specified by this Code, o r is provided 
with equipment that fails to meet the prescribed standards of this. Code. 
(2) Brakes. The rear whee l of -.;very bicycle shall b·e equi pped with a 
brake that will enable the operator to make the rear whee l sk id on dry, 




Every bicycle operated during the period between 
one-hal f hour before sunrise shal l _be equi pped 
Li ght ing Equ i p~~nt. 
hour after sunset t o 
with and have operating: 
{a) At the front, one headlamp that shall emit a white light visible 
from a distance of at least 500 feet in front of the bicycle on which i t i s 
mou;1ted . 
(b) At the rear, a red ref lector at least 2 inches in diameter t~at 
under normal conditions shal l be capable of refl ecting the head lamp beams of 
app roaching motor vehicles for al l dist ances of approach for 300 feet; or a 
l amp capable of emitting a red li ght visible, under normal conditions~ at 
distances up to 500 feet directly to the rear of the bicycle on which it is 
r.1ounted . (4) Warning Bel l or Horn. Bicycles must be equipped wi th a bell or horn 
dev r c~ that can be heard atleas t 1 ::.>O feet away . A siren or whist 1 e is not 
permitted. 
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VI I. Bicycle Path Control Devices and Identification 
(1) Devices to be Uniform. Traffic Control devices when used for bicycle 
paths shall be unifor~ throughout the campus and shall conform to local and 
national standards except \·Jhere the Code specifically states otherwise. 
(2) Lines. Lines shall designate a bicycle path or a dual use sidewalk. 
A line for a bicycle path or l ane sha ll be a s i ~g l e white li ne. A line for a 
dual use sidewalk shall be a single broken white line. 
(3) Regu latory Signs. All regu latory signs utilized on bicycle paths 
shalJ conform to local and nationa l standards. 
(4) Pavement Markings . Pavement markings, either by word or symbol, may 
be used in place of or in support of a standard regulatory sign. 
VI I I . Enforcement Procedures 
(1) Penalties. Any person whose actions resu lt in a violation of this Code 
for which no other penalty is provided by the Traff i c Code shall be subjected 
to an adm inistrative penalty of two ($2.00) dollars per violation. 
(2) Payment of Penalties. All persons will follow the same procedure as 
stated in the Traffic Code. 
(3) Trial. Alleged violations of the Bicycle Code have the same right to 
trial before the Recorder as do operators of motor vehicles (Traffic Code, 




SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
June 11, 1976 
MEMORANDUM FOR: Members of the Board of Trustees 
SUBJECT: Agenda for Board Meeting, June 19, 1976 
The agenda for subject meeting is forwarded herewith. The 
matters noted in the two succeeding paragraphs of this memorandum 
will also be presented to the Board for action at the meeting; however, 
inasmuch as Budget and Finance Committee action has not yet been 
finalized on these items, they are not made a part of the formal agenda 
at this time. 
The Budget and Finance Committee at its meeting on May 1 7, 1976 
tentatively agreed to recommend that the Resolution dated November 14, 1975 
be amended to provide for an increase in the proposed issue of State Institu-
tion Bonds from $2 . 4 million to $3. 3 million. The amended Resolution and 
updated supporting exhibits will be reviewed by the Budget and Finance 
Committee on June 18, 1976, and submitted through Committee channels to 
the Board for consideration on June 19, 1976. 
Although the General Appropriation Bill for 1976- 77 has not been 
passed, we are making arrangements to present a proposed budget for con-
sideration of the Board at its June 19, 1976 meeting, with an indication of 
the types of adjustments that will be made depending on the provisions of the 
final Appropriation Bill. 
-~L~&q-
Joseph B. McDevitt 
Secretary of the Board of Trustees 
J BMcD:s 
POST OFFICE BOX 992 • CLEMSON SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/656·34 I 3 
AGENDA FOR THE MEETING OF THE BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
June 19, 1976 
Clemson, South Carolina 
(Subject to Revision by the Board of Trustees.) 
I. CA LL TO ORDER 
I I. ROLL CALL 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF APRIL 10, 1976 
IV. IN MEMORIAM 
In Memoriam 
PATRICK NOBLE CALHOUN, JUNIOR 
September 2, 1911--April 17, 1976 
Banker, civic leader, and devoted Clemson alumnus, Patrick Nobel 
Calhoun, Junior, was elected a Life Member of the Board of Trustees of 
Clemson University on September 21, 1966. For the next ten years we who 
were his associates on this Board recognized in him an able, conscientious, 
and dedicated advocate of the best interests of Clemson University. First as 
a member of the Development and Public Relations Committee of the Board 
and more recently as a member of the Budget and Finance Committee he ex-
hibited those qualities of wisdom and understanding which made his contribu-
tions to the deliberations of this Board so invaluable. The difficult decisions 
which we have had to take during these past ten years have been made wiser 
and better because of his understanding counsel and his intelligent advice, 
Graduate of the Clemson Class of 1932 with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Civil Engineering, Pat Calhoun was intimately related to the life of 
this institution both by inheritance and by his own efforts. His father was a 
member of Clemson's fir st graduating class in 1896, and his great-grandfather 
was a brother of John Caldwell Calhoun, whose son-in-law, Thomas Green 
Clemson, became the founder of the institution. 
As an undergraduate student at Clemson, Pat Calhoun became the 
winner of the Norris Medal in 1932, the highest honor which is awarded an 
undergraduate. In his senior year he was regimental commander of the 
cadet corps. He was also the winner of the Arnold Medal in English and the 
R. W. Simpson Medal for the Best Drilled Cadet. For three years he was 
a member of the varsity basketball team. As an alumnus he served as 
president of the Clemson Alumni Association in 1960, and he received the 
Distinguished Alumnus Award from this Association in 1962. 
In his professional life Pat Calhoun served with banking institutions 
in New York City, Greensboro, North Carolina, and Charlotte , North Carolina . 
In each of these positions he achieved genuine distinction and earned the great 
respect and praise of his colleagues. His last position as executive vice presi-
dent of the North Carolina National Bank afforded him a most excellent oppor-
tunity of continuing to exercise his unusual gift for executive leadership in 
banking matters . 
BE IT RESOLVED, THEREFORE, that the Board of Trustees of 
Clemson University express to the family of Patrick N. Calhoun its sin-
cere st and deepest sympathy on the occasion of his death and that we further 
express our own profound sense of loss that he will no longer serve with this 
Board, We would also record our great gratitude for the magnificent con-
tribution which he made to this University as a student, an alumnus, and a 
trustee . 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this memorial be 
transmitted to the Calhoun family and that the memorial itself be spread 
upon the minutes of the Board of Trustees . 
V. REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEES 
A, Recommendations of the Executive Committee 
1. Revised Faculty Manual 
Statement: The current Clemson University Faculty Manual became effective 
in 1972. The faculty and the administration concluded that the Manual needed 
updating. Accordingly, a special committee of the Faculty Senate prepared a 
first draft revision of the Manual which the Senate then referred to the Dean of 
the University. The Dean appointed a Faculty Manual Revision Committee with 
representation from the faculty, student body and administration, That Com-
mittee's revision of the first draft was submitted to the President's Cabinet 
which, with some modification, approved it and the revised Manual was for-
warded by the President to the Educational Policy Committee of the Board of 
Trustees. After careful study, the Committee referred the Manual to the 
Executive Committee recommending that it be presented to the full Board 
for adoption. 
The Executive Committee approved the Manual and directed the 
Secretary to provide a copy to each member of the Board for careful 
study prior to the June 19 meeting. This was done. 
It is the desire of the Administration that the Manual be adopted 
by the Board in time to be placed in use at the beginning of the Fall 1976 
Semester. 
Recommendation: That the revised Faculty Manual heretofore provided to 
the members of the Board be approved and adopted with an effective date 
of Aagust l 6, 1976. 
2. Amendment of By-Laws 
Statement: The Executive Committee filed with the Secretary, pursuant to 
Article VII, Section 2 of the By-Laws, a proposed amendment of Article VI 
of the By-Laws . By notice dated May 11, 1976 the Secretary, pursuant to 
Article V, Section 3 of the By-Laws, sent to each member of the Board a 
copy of the proposed amendment. Article Vil, Section 2 of the By-Laws 
requires an affirmative vote of at least nine (9) members of the Board for 
adoption. The proposed amendment, which would replace the present 
Article VI of the By-Laws, is as follows: 
ARTICLE VI. BOARD OF VISITORS 
Section 1. COMPOSITION. The President of the University, 
not later than June first, will request each member of the 
Board of Trustees to nominate candidates, not later than 
July fir st, to serve on the Board of Visitors. Members of 
the Board of Trustees are urged to submit the names of two 
nominees from each of the Congressional Districts in South 
Carolina; however, nominations may also include names of 
individuals who do not reside in the State of South Carolina. 
The President of the University will tabulate the nominations 
and will invite thirteen nominees to serve. In selecting persons 
to be invited from the total list of nominees, every effort will 
be made to have one nominee of each member of the Board of 
Trustees represented on the Board of Visitors. The Board of 
Visitors shall be convened annually during the first semester 
upon call of the President of the University. 
Section 2. PURPOSE. The Board of Visitors shall be a group 
of distinguished citizens which will serve the University in a 
public relations capacity by informing the public and government 
officials on the importance of Clemson University to the State of 
South Carolina and the Nation. To enable the Board of Visitors 
to fulfill that role effectively, it shall be familiarized with those 
factors affecting the functioning of the University which 
the President considers to warrant current public at-
tention, understanding and support. 
Recommendation: That the proposed amendment to Article VI of the By-Laws 
of the Board of Trustees, as quoted above, be adopted. 
B. Recommendation of the Fertilizer Board of Control 
1. Rules, Regulations and Standards Pertaining to the S. C . Liming Materials Act 
Statement: On March 12, 1976, Governor Edwards signed the South Carolina 
Agricul tural Liming Materials Act. The purpose of this act is to regulate 
the distribution, labeling and sal e of agricultural l iming materials and to 
provide penal ties for viol ations . Section 1 of this act states "This act may 
be cited as 'The South Carolina Agricul tural Liming Material s Act.' This 
act shall be administered by the Board of Trustees of Clemson University, 
hereinafter referred to as the Board. 11 
Section 16 of this act states, 11 The Board may establish such rules 
and regulations in regard to the inspection, analysis, distribution and sale 
of agricultural liming material as shall not be inconsistent with the provi-
sions of this act and as in its judgment will be st carry out the requirements 
thereof. 11 
On March 30 appropriate members of the Agronomy, Horticulture, 
Agricultural Chemical Services, Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Depart-
ments and the Regulatory and Public Service Programs Division met to outline 
suggested regulations having to do with standards of minimum requirements 
and penalties necessary for the administration of the Agricultural Liming 
Materials Act. On April 14, an open meeting was hel d in the Farm Bureau 
building in Columbia to allow inputs in regulations by involved groups, 
Representatives of the lime industry, fertilizer industry, Clemson University 
Fertilizer Advisory Committee, farmers and others were invited by mail and 
through announcements in news media. 
On May 17, 1976 a proposed statement of rul es, regul ations and 
standards was mailed to the members of the Fertilizer Board of Control with 
the recommendation of the Administration that they be approved and adopted. 
The members of the Board of Control unanimously approved the recommenda-
tion and the Rules, Regulations and Standards have been provided to the L egis -
lative Council of the General Assembly for official publication. 
Recommendation: That the mail ballot action of the Board of Control be 
ratified and confirmed by the Board of Trustees. 
C. Recommendation of the Budget and Finance Committee 
1 . Administrative, Budget and Financial Affairs 
Statement: It is important that policies, rules and regulations and dele-
gations of authority to the Administration be reviewed on a systematic 
basis and changed as necessary to improve clarity of intent, and provide 
for essential additions and deletions. In view of current activities relat-
ing to reviews of operations and the expansion, improvement and codification 
of manuals of operations, it is especially appropriate that some of the more 
basic items which are essential to efficient operations be reconsidered at 
this time. 
Recommendation: That the following policies, rules, regulations, practices 
and specific delegations of authority be validated, confirmed, and adopted by 
the Board of Trustees, and that any previous actions of the Board that appear 
to be in conflict with or limit the following authorizations and directions be 
regarded as null and void. 
(a) All expenditures of any kind must be in accordance 
with regular or supplemental budgeting and accounting controls. 
Restricted funds shall be used only for the purposes intended. 
(b) No income producing department or activity shall 
have any claim on the funds it produces except those departments 
and activities which by law, must be self- supporting. To the 
extent practicable, all business related operations shall be cen-
tralized. All income producing activities shall be operated by or 
under the direct sponsorship of regularly established departments 
or divisions of the University. 
(c) Budgets for each year shall be prepared and submitted 
to the Board of Trustees as soon as practicable after passage of 
the General Appropriations Bill of the State. When the Board of 
Trustees finds that it is impracticable, due to the date on which 
an appropriations bill is passed or for other reasons, to review 
and adopt a new annual budget prior to the beginning of a new 
fiscal year, the Administration is authorized and directed to utilize 
appropriations and other funds available in continuing into a new 
fiscal year the general level of operations prevailing at the end of 
the previous fiscal year pending approval of a new annual budget by 
the Board of Trustees. In carrying out the interim operations, 
the Administration shall implement to the extent practicable 
any known changes in budget items adopted previously by the 
Board of Trustees, provided by legislation, or directed by the 
State Budget and Control Board. 
(d) In approving budgets the Board of Trustees recog-
nizes that (1) amounts budgeted as income are estimates and 
subject to frequent change, (2) amounts budgeted for expendi-
tures are a reflection of plans and workload estimates as of 
the time the budget is prepared or adjusted, (3) each day may 
bring new challenges and developments requiring adjustments 
in plans, programs, estimates, and budget items, and (4) 
provision must be made for continuity and essential flexibility 
in operations. Accordingly, the Administration is authorized to 
negotiate and make timely changes in contracts, to adjust operat-
ing, permanent improvement and other income and expenditure 
items, and to take such other actions considered necessary in 
fiscal, contractual and other business matters in response to 
changing conditions and estimates. 
(e) Except as provided in (g) below, the Administration is 
authorized to take such actions as it determines to be appropriate 
in connection with permanent improvements and equipping of 
facilities requiring the approval of the General Assembly and/or 
the State Budget and Control Board. 
(f) In recognition of the nature of business activities 
essential to the operations of the University, the Administration 
is authorized and directed to provide for and conduct, subject to 
the rules and regulations of the State Budget and Control Board, 
the orderly sale, trade and/or transfer of commodities and 
properties (except lands) and to utilize the proceeds, including 
any new properties acquired through purchase, trade or transfer, 
in accordance with regular budgeting, inventory and other related 
fiscal procedures. 
(g) The Administration is authorized to budget and use the 
proceeds from the sale of lands, and the granting of easements 
and rights-of-way to cover in whole or in part the cost of acqui-
sition of lands, easements and rights-of-way; permanent improve-
ments; equipping of facilities; and administrative and miscellaneous 
costs such as those involved in advertising, appraisal, legal and 
engineering assistance, which may arise from the management, 
sale ::>r potential sale, purchase or potential purchase, trade or 
potential trade of land . 
(h) Except as provided in (j) bel ow, the Administration 
1s authorized to negotiate and take such action as it determines 
to be appropriate in connection with l ease and rental agreements. 
Funds received and disbursed in connection with leases and 
rentals shall be processed through regul ar budgeting and other 
fiscal procedures as determined by the Administration. 
(i) The words 11 Trustees" or " Board of Trustees" in 
legislation, contracts, agreements and directives shall, u nless 
otherwise defined, be interpreted as being synonymous with 
"Clemson Univ ersity" and the Administration is authorized and 
directed to take such action as deemed advisable either in the 
name of "Clemson University" or on behalf of the "Board of 
Trustees of Cl emson University" to impl ement the legislation, 
contracts, agreements and directi ves. 
(j) Notwithstanding any other policy, rul e or regulation 
specifically or generally delegating authority from t he Board of 
Trustees to the Administration, the Board of Trustees retains 
to itself t he authority to decide upon t he purchase, sal e, trade 
and/or transfer of l ands; to grant easements and rights - of-way; 
to approve each lease of l and covering a period of five years or 
more; to adopt bond resolutions and issue bonds; to approve each 
construction contract amounting t o $200, 000 or more ; and to 
establish regular semester mat riculatio n fees and residence halls 
fees and the full-time student, regul ar semester total charges 
currently classified as S . C. Resident tuition, Non-Resident Tuition, 
S. C. Resident University Fee and Non-Resident Universit y F ee. 
VI. REP OR TS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION 
1. Construction of E quipment Storage Buildings 
Statement: By mail ballot of April 21, 1976 the members of the Board of 
Trustees unanimousl y approved the awarding of contracts for the construction 
of equipment storage buildings at the Truck Experiment Station, Charleston, 
South Carolina and at the Edisto Experiment Station, Blackville, South Carolina 
to low bidders as follows: 
Truck Experiment Station Contract awarded to Automated Farm 
Systems , Clemson, S. C. in the amount of $17,859. 00; 
Edisto Experiment Station contract awarded to Automated Farm 
Systems, Clemson, S . C . in the amount of $1 1 , 948. 00. 
In addition, the members of the Board approved revised project total s in each 
instance to be budgeted from proceeds of land and timber sales reflected in 
the " Land and Timber Settlement Account - - Experiment Station, 11 in the fol-
lowing amounts: Truck Experiment Station Project -- $ 18, 500; Edisto Experi-
ment Station Project - - $15, 000 . 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees confirm and ratify for the record 
its mail ballot approval of the above contracts and projects. 
2. Camp Long Kitchen 
Statement: By mail ballot of April 28, 1976 members of the Board of Trustees 
unanimously approved the awarding of a contract to the low bidder, Quattlebaum 
Contractors, Inc., Aiken, S. C., in the amount of $35,227 . 00 for the construc -
tion of a Kitchen Facility at Camp Long. 
Recommendation: That the mail ballot action of the Board of Trustees be 
ratified and confirmed for the record. 
3. Security Pacific National Bank Resolution 
Statement: Part of the bequest to Clemson University of the late F. Marshall 
Jordan consisted of mortgage instruments administered in trust for the estate 
by the Security Pacific National Bank of Los Angeles, California. The 
mortgages appertained to various properties located in California some of 
which have been paid in full in the interim since Mr. Jordan's death; others 
continue in effect with future maturity dates. The Security Pacific National 
Bank has requested that the Board of Trustees authorize the Vice President 
for Business and Finance to take certain actions set forth in a standard 
"Corporate Resolution to Deposit for Collection," which actions pertain to 
the instruments administered by the Bank pursuant to the provisions of Mr . 
Jordan's will . The resolution is as follows: 
RESOLUTION 
RESOLVED, That Melford A. Wilson, Vice President 
for Business and Finance of CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, be and 
he is hereby authorized to deposit with SECURITY PACIFIC 
NATIONAL BANK, for collection, any notes, contracts, or 
other instruments calling for the payment of money, payable 
to or owned by Clemson University, and that he is hereby 
authorized for and on behalf of the University to accept said 
bank's usual form of receipt therefor and to sign said bank's 
usual form of instructions and agreement in connection there -
with, and to withdraw any such collection from said bank at any 
time, and said bank is hereby expressly authorized to accept 
payment on any such items, and to disburse such payments in 
accordance with his instructions. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees adopt the above-quoted Resolution 
and authorize its transmittal to the Security Pacific National Bank. 
4. Revision of "Policy on Naming Buildings and Streets" 
Statement: At its meeting on April 10, 1976 the Board of Trustees adopted a 
"Policy on Naming Buildings and Streets" recommended by the Development 
Committee. In subsequent implementation of the policy in a specific instance 
the question was presented whether the Committee established pursuant to the 
policy should, in the interest of orderl y procedure, have broader authority to 
consider names than merely those of "buildings and streets." The President's 
Cabinet concluded that all memorial uses of names should be considered by 
the Committee for its ;;-zommendation to the Administration and Board of 
Trustees. Accordingly, a proposed revision of the policy including a commen-
surate change in the name of the Committee was approved by the Cabinet for 
referral to the Board . The proposed revision is as follows : 
POLICY ON NAMING LANDS AND FACILITIES 
The Committee which has been in existence since 1962 for the 
purpose of recommending memorial names for Cl emson University lands 
and facilities shall now be designated as the Advisory Committee on 
Naming Lands and Facilities to the Administration and the Board of Trustees . 
All proposals for memorializing an individual or other entity by 
naming a University facility, or part thereof, or a location or area of 
University lands for the individual or entity shall be submitted to the Advisory 
Committee on Naming Lands and Facilities for its consideration and recom-
mendation. 
The Committee may use the following guidelines in arriving at 
recommendations . 
Dormitories will be named for trustees of the University. 
Academic buildings will be named for those who have served 
the University in an academic capacity. An effort will be 
made to assign names so that the use of the building and the 
area of responsibility of the individual honored are the same 
or closely related. 
Buildings used for nonacademic activities will be named for 
persons who have contributed significantly to the University, 
preferably in the employ of Clemson in that activity to which 
the building is devoted. 
Streets will be named for persons with long and eminent service 
to Clemson. 
Committee recommendations in the instance of all other proposed 
uses of names shall be in the discretion of the Committee. 
Except in rare instances, names utilized will only be those of 
individuals who are deceased. 
This policy in no way prevents the University from accepting specific gifts 
for facilities, through the Clemson University Foundation, with the stipula-
tion that such facilities bear the name of the donor or other person designated 
by the donor. 
VI I. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
VI I I. NEW BUSINESS 




SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
June 1 5, 1 9 7 6 
MEMORANDUM FOR: Members , Board of Trustees 
SUBJECT: Additional Agenda Item for June 19, 1976 Board Meetin·g • · 
The following additional recommendation by the Administration 
will be presented to the Board at the meeting next Saturday afternoon. 
Recommendations of the Administration 
5. Clemson University's Position on Readmission of the University 
of South Carolina to the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Statement: On June 1 0 , 1976 President Edwards released the 
foJ.lowing stater.nent which was reported verbatim in many newspapers . 
The reasons for issuance of a statement are adequately set forth in 
the text. 
"Interest by the news media and the public has grown 
recently regarding the position Clemson University would take in 
the event the University of South Carolina were to apply for re-
achnission to the Atlantic Coast Conference. 
Atlantic Coast Conference officials met at Myrtle Beach 
May 17-19, adopting 'Principles' to be utilized by an institution 
whi ch seeks affiliation with the Conference. Following the 
ret:>P,nt m e eting of the University of South Carolina Board of 
Trustees at Hickory Knob, newspaper reports stated that one of 
the conditions was that sponsorship by Clemson was essential to 
University of South Carolina's eligibility for readmission to the 
Conference. 
I feel that fulfillment of all prescribed conditions -- not 
merely sponsorship -- is the key to USC success if it makes 
application. I feel that all of the conditions prescribed by the 
Conference should be made public in order to prevent any mis-
under s tanrling s . 
l'<.•ST orH('.E BOX 99;> • CLtMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA ;>9,;11 • TELEPHO;~ B.J3/fi5o•'.l413 
Memo - - Board of Trustees 
Page 2. 
June 15, 1976 
I received a letter today (June 10) from Dr . George 
Curry, Secretary to the USC Board of Trustees. He said in 
his l etter the Intercollegiate Activities Committee of the 
Boa rd had instructed him to inquire whether I 'would be pre-
paxed to sponsor the reentry of (USC) to the ACC, providing 
tha t it was decided to pursue an application. ' He further stated 
the clear understanding on his part that Clemson, as sponsor~ · 
would naturally 'expect the University to conform' to all of the 
other provisions in the document sent to him by the Conference 
Commissioner by letter dated May 25, 1976. 
Clemson's decision in this matter rests properly with 
the C l emson Board of Trustees. With the assurance given by 
Dr. Curry that the conditions imposed by the Conference would 
be fulfilled, I would be happy to recommend to the Clemson 
Board that this institution support and sponsor USC for readmission 
to the Conference in the event it makes application, and I am con-
fident that our Board would support my decision. 11 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees ratify and adopt 
the above-quoted statement as the official position of Clemson 
University regarding sponsorship of the University of South 
Carolina for readmission to the Atlantic Coast Conference. 
Joseph B. McDevitt 
Secretary of the Board of Trnstees 
JBMr.D:s 
Item Contract for Construction of an Incinerator and Post Mortem 
Facility, Livestock-Poultry Health Department 
Statement: Bids for the construction of an Incinerator and Post Mortem 
Facility, Livestock-Poultry Health Department, Sandhill Experiment Station, 
were opened publicly at 3 : 00 P.M., June 8, 1976, in the Conference Room of the 
Livestock-Poultry Laboratory. Eight (8) bids were received in amounts 
ranging from $219,440 to $244,900. These bids have been analyzed by the 
Architects, Pearlst i ne/Anderson, and by members of the Clemson Building 
Committee established for this project. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees approve the awarding of a 
contract for the construction of an Incinerator and Post Mortem Facility, 
Livestock-Poultry Health Department, to the low bidder, Marchant Construction Co., 
Inc., Columbia , S.C . , in the amount of $219,440. 
June 19, 1976 
SUBSTITUTE AGENDA ITEM 
V. REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEES 
A. Recommendations of the Executive Committee 
1. Revised Faculty Manual 
Statement: The current Clemson University Faculty Manual became effective 
in 1972. The faculty and the administration concluded that the Manual needed 
updating . Accordingly, a special committee of the Faculty Senate prepared a 
first draft revision of the Manual which the Senate then referred to the Dean 
of the University. The Dean appointed a Faculty Manual Revision Committee 
with r epresentation from the faculty, student body and administration. That 
Committee ' s revision of the first draft was submitted to the President ' s 
Cabinet which, with some modification, approved it and the revised Manual was 
forwarded by the President to the Educational Policy Committee of the Board of 
Trustees. After careful study, the Committee referred the Manual to the 
Executive Committee recommending that it be presented to the full Board for 
adoption. 
The Executive Conunittee approved the Manual and directed the Secretary 
to provide a copy to each member of the Board for careful study prior to 
the June 19 meeting. This was done. 
The Manual was again considered by the Educational Policy Committee and 
the Executive Committee at their meetings on June 18, 1976, and certain 
changes were approved for submission to the Board. The changes are set forth 
in Attachments A, Band C. 
Recommendation: That the revised Faculty Manual be approved and adopted with 
the changes recommended in Attachments A, B and C, and that its effective date 
be established as August 16, 1976 . 
It is the desire of the Administration that the Manual be adopted by the 
Board in tbne to be placed in use at the beginning of the Fall 1976 Semester . 
FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN THE SELECTION 
OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATORS 
When an appointment to an academic administrative position is to be 
made, an appropriate faculty committee shall be formed to recommend the 
selection of the person to fill the pos ition. The search committee will 
submit a list of candidates for the position in alphabetical order from 
which the appointment will be made . If a selection cannot be made from this 
list , additional nominations will be made by the committee. 
1 . For the selection of an academic department head or other academic 
administrators within a department, a committee shall be appointed by the 
dean of the college from the faculty within that college; at least 3/4 of 
the members will be from the affected department. It will be the duty of 
the college dean to appoint academic department heads or other academic 
administrators within a department, subject to the approval of the Dean of 
the University and the President of the University. 
2. For the selection of an assistant dean, associate dean, or director 
within a college, the members of the committee shall b e ap pointed by the 
dean of the college from the faculty within that college. It will be the 
duty of the dean of the college to appoint an assistant dean, associate dean, 
or director within a college, subject to the approval of the Dean of the 
University and the President of the University. 
3. For the selection of an academic administrator of an off-campus 
program, the dean of the college shall appoint a faculty committee which shall 
represent both the off-campus program and the appropriate on-campus academic 
areas . It will be the duty of the dean of the college to appoint an off-campus 
administrator, subject to the approval of the Dean of the Univet"sity and the 
President of the University . 
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4. For the selection of the dean of a college, the members of the 
committee shall come from the faculty within a college and may also come from 
the faculty of other colleges within the University. The Dean of the University 
shall appoint the members of the search conunittee . It will be the duty of the 
Dean of the University to appoint the dean of a college , subject to the approval 
of the President of the University and the Board of Trustees. 
5. For the selection of an academic dean, other than a college dean or 
Dean of the University, the members of the committee shall come from the faculty 
within the University. The Dean of the University shall appoint the members of 
the search conunittee. It will be the duty of the Dean of the University to 
appoint an academic dean, other than a college dean, subject to the approval of 
the President of the University and the Board of Trustees . 
6. For the selection of the Dean of the University, the President shall 
appoint the members of the committee from the faculty. The President will 
appoint the Dean of the University subject to the approval of the Board of 
Trustees . 
7. Each search committee shall have among its membership representation 
of minorities and females at least to the extent of their presence in the 
unit from which the members of the committee are chosen . 
When a President of the University is to be selected, the Board of Trustees 
will recognize the interests of the faculty by appointing the President of the 
Faculty Senate as a full-fledged participant in the selection process . 
As is implied above in the section on "General Qualifications," such 
qualities, recognized through appointments and promotions, extend far beyond, 
and in some cases may be independent of , the possession of advanced degrees 
and years of experience. These and similar intangible factors will be 
considered in an evaluation, but their number and complexity precludes rank-
by-rank enumeration here. 
Personnel Evaluation Program 
Each faculty member is evaluated annually in the general areas of teaching, 
research, librarianship, service , and extension. This evaluation concentrates 
upon areas in which the staff member is notably superior or in which deficiencies 
limit professional advancement. 
Under the program , the department head completes a personal evaluation 
on each faculty member . The department head discusses the evaluation with the 
faculty member who shall have the right to append to the evaluation form a 
personal statement which shall permanently remain with said form . The faculty 
member shall have the right to examine the official file upon request . 
The evaluation form is then transmitted to the dean of the college for 
review in consultation with the department head, after which the dean will 
indicate any differences of opinion on the original ratings. Should there 
be such differences , the dean shall so inform the faculty member, who shall 
again have the right to append a personal statement. 
The faculty member shall see and sign the final form and shall be 
provided one (1) copy for personal files. 
Final forms are then transmitted to the Dean of the University for 
examination , after which they become part of a confidential file kept by 
the dean of the college. 
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FACULTY SENATE AMENDMENTS 
AMENDMENT A From (Page 108 of the Faculty Nanual) 
The initial election of officers of the Faculty Senate shall be 
held at the first meeting after organization. Elections thereafter 
shall come at the regular meeting held in April of each year. 
AMENDMENT A To 
The initial election of officers of the Faculty Senate shall be 
held at the first meeting after organization. Elections thereafter 
shall come at the regular meeting held in March of each year. 
AMENDMENT B From (Page 105 and 106 of the Faculty Manual) 
As a rule there will be thirty-five (35) members . The Senate seats 
shall be allocated according to the ratio of the number of full-time 
faculty equivalent members in the college or school to the total number 
of full- time faculty equivalent members in the University, with each 
college or school having at least one (1) member. The above ratios are 
multiplied by thirty-five (35). The colleges or schools for which the 
ratio is less than one shall have one (1) member. The remaining colleges 
and schools shall have as many members as are in the largest whole number 
obtained when its ratio was multiplied by thirty-five (35). If the total 
number of members allocated thus far is less than thirty-five (35), the 
remaining seats are allocated to the schools with the larger fractions 
until there is a total of thirty-five (35) members . If this formula 
produces an exact tie for a seat, each college and/or school involved 
will be awarded a seat. Thus, in rare cases, the Faculty Senate may have 
more than thirty-five (35) members. 
AMENDMENT B To 
As a rule there will be thirty-five (35) members. The Senate seats 
shall be allocated according to the ratio of the number of faculty 
members in the college or school to the total number of faculty members 
in the University, with each college or school having at least one (1) 
member and no college or school having more than twenty-five (25) percent 
''(!, ,, 
of the total representation of the Senate. If the ratio of faculty members 
in a college or school to the total number of faculty members in the 
University exceeds twenty-five (25) percent, that college or school is 
assigned eight (8) senate members. The remaining Senate seats are allocated 
on the ratio of faculty members in the remaining colleges or schools to 
total faculty members in the remaining colleges or schools . The above 
ratios are multiplied by the number of unallocated seats. The remaining 
colleges or schools shall have as many members as are in the largest whole 
number when its ratio was multiplied by the number of unallocated seats. 
If the total number of members allocated thus far is less than thirty-
five (35), the remaining seats are allocated to the colleges or schools with 
the larger fractions until there is a total of thirty-five (35) members . If 
this formula produces an exact tie for a seat, each college and/or school in-
volved will be awarded a seat . Thus , in rare cases, the Faculty Senate may 
have more than thirty-five (35) members . 
Bond Anticipation Notes 
Stateoent: At its meeting held on November 14, 1975, the Board of Trustees 
acopted a Resolution to serve as a request that the State Budget and Control 
Board effect the issuance on behalf of Clemson· University of not exceeding 
Sl.5 million of Bond Anticipation Notes to obtain funds to meet a portion 
0£ the costs of the improvements for which State Institution Bonds of 
Cle::ison University are hereafter to be issued. · The $1.5 million of Bond 
Anticipation Notes issued in ·response to this request mature on May 31, 
1976 . It now appears that the State Budget and Control Board may not issue 
accitional State Institution Bonds prior to May 31, 1976. In view of this 
?vssibility , it is appropriate at this time for the Board of Trustees to 
adopt a resolution to serve upon delivery as a request to the State Budge t 
an~ Control Board to refund the outstanding $1.5 million Bond Anticipation 
!,o~es issued for Clemson University by an issue of refunding Bond Anticipation 
Xotes, and that payment of the interest on· the outstanding Bond Anticipation 
~o~es be made with monies in the Sinking Fund held by the State Treasurer 
a~1 applicable to the payment of principal and interest on State Institution 
Bc~ds issued on behalf of Clemson University. 
Recommendation of the Administration:· That ' the Board of Trustees adopt 
the following Resolution: 
R~SOLVED, that the State Budget and Control Board (State Board) be and it is 
he=eby requested to refund the outstanding $1.5 million Bond An\lcipation 
~oces issued for Clemson University which mature on May 31, 1976 , by an issue 
of refunding Bond Anticipation Notes to mature on an appropriate date fixed 
b:, the State Treasurer. 
B~ IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the State Board is further requested to effect 
pay::ent of the interest on the outstanding Bond Anticipation Notes which 
becomes due on May 31, 1976, with monies in the Sinking Fund held by the 
State Treasurer and applicable to the payment of principal and interest on 
State Institution Bonds issued on behalf of Clemson University. 
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UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 
STUDENT FEES - REGULAR SESSIONS 
STUDENT FEES - SUMMER SESSIONS 
SPECIAL OFF CA.MPUS 
SHORT COURSES AND SEMINARS 
B~NKHEAD JONES/MORRILL NELSON 
INDIRECT COST RECOVERY - GOVERNMENT 
INDIRECT COST RECOVERY - OTHER 
LANDSCRIPT AND CLEMSON BEQUEST 
REIMBURSEMENT - DIVISION OF INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES INCOME 
OTHER UNIVERSITY-GENERATED 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS - REIMBURSEMENT 
SUB-TOTAL 
TRANSFERS: 
FROM - OTHER FUND GROUPS FOR REIMBURSEMENT 
FOR GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT 
TO - UNRESTRICTED ACCOUNTS FOR ALLOCATIONS 
OF STUDENT FEES TO STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS, 
SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES, SOME OF WHICH 
RELATE TO CLOSELY ALLIED ACADEMIC, GENERAL 
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATING COSTS 
TO - DEBT RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS FROM UNIVERSITY 
FEES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING RATES 
FOR THE 1976-77 ACADEMIC YEAR 
A. FULL-TIME STUDENTS - PER SEMESTER : 
(1) MULTIPURPOSE AUDITORIUM FEE (IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH SECTIONS 5 AND 6 
PART I OF ACT NO. 491 OF 1965) ...... $ 2.50 
(2) LIBRARY FEE (ACT NO. 489 OF 1965) . .. $ 1.00 
(3) PLANT IMPROVEMENT FEE (ACT NO. 
1278 OF 1970 AS AMENDED) ............ $24.50 
(4) SPECIAL STUDENT FEE (ACT NO. 1277 
OF 1970 AS AMENDED) ................ . $ 2 . 00 
B. PART-TIME AND SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS, GRADUATE 
ASSISTANTS AND STAFF--PER SEMESTER: 
(1) LIBRARY FEE (ACT NO. 489 OF 1965) ... $ .10 
(2) PLANT IMPROVEMENT FEE (ACT NO. 1278 






















ESTIMATED INCOME 1976-77 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
FOR FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS DISBURSED DIRECTLY BY 
THE STATE TREASURER AND REFLECTED IN CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY'S ACCOUNTS AS A MEMORANDUM ENTRY TO 
OFFSET BUDGETS ESTABLISHED TO RECORD SUCH COSTS 
ALLOCABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 





STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
FOR FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS DISBURSED DIRECTLY BY 
THE STATE TREASURER AND REFLECTED IN CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY'S ACCOUNTS AS A MEMORANDUM ENTRY TO 
OFFSET BUDGETS ESTABLISHED TO RECORD SUCH COSTS 
ALLOCABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 





STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
FOR FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS DISBURSED DIRECTLY BY 
THE STATE TREASURER AND REFLECTED IN CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY ' S ACCOUNTS AS A MEMORANDUM ENTRY TO 
OFFSET BUDGETS ESTABLISHED TO RECORD SUCH COSTS 
ALLOCABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 




STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
FOR FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS DISBURSED DIRECTLY BY 
THE STATE TREASURER AND REFLECTED IN CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY'S ACCOUNTS AS A MEMORANDUM ENTRY TO 
OFFSET BUDGETS ESTABLISHED TO RECORD SUCH COSTS 
ALLOCABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY 
3 
3.,412.,212 


















ESTIMATED INCOME 1976-77 
TOTAL REGULATORY AND PUBLIC SERVICE 




STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
FOR FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS DISBURSED DIRECTLY BY 
THE STATE TREASURER AND REFLECTED IN CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY ' S ACCOUNTS AS A MEMORANDUM ENTRY TO 
OFFSET BUDGETS ESTABLISHED TO RECORD SUCH COSTS 
ALLOCABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL LIVES TOCK AND POULTRY HEALTH 





STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
FOR FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS DISBURSED DIREC TLY BY 
THE STATE TREASURER AND REFLECTED IN CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY'S ACCOUNTS AS A MEMORANDUM ENTRY TO 
OFFSET BUDGETS ESTABLISHED TO RECORD SUCH COSTS 
ALLOCABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY 




GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID 
OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 






1 ., 4 O 9 ., 6 8 8 :: 
220 ., 000 
488.,428 
112.,243 
820 , 671 
71,261 




5 , 8 2 4 ., 1 11 :: 
75 ., 890,896 
BUOPR026-02 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
CO~PARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
G~ADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 





AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
G~ADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUCENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FR INGE BENEFITS 
TRAVEL 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FR INGE BENEFITS 
TRAVEL 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
REGULATORY AND PUBLIC SERVICE 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, t MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 

































































































BUDPR026-02 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
UNRESTRICTEC CURRENT FUNDS 
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY HEALTH 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
ECUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
FOREST ANO RECREATION 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 





POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 




SPECIAL CODES-BOOKSTORE RESALE ITEMS 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRACUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 

















































BUOPR026-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, £ GRANTS-IN-AID 
EQUIPMENT 
LIBRARY BOOKS 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
TRAVf:::L 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, £ MATERIALS 
RENTS£ FIXED CHARGES 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS£ FIXED CHARGES 





TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 
































































67,006,099 *75,890,896 * 
BUOPR024-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTI~ATEO 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCf-' 




OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
RESEARCH-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TGTAL 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
RESEARCt-' 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
TOTAL 
REGULATORY ANO PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-REGULATORY SERV 
TCTAL 
LIVESTOCK ANO POULTRY HEALTH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-REGULATORY SERV 
TOTAL 
FOREST ANO RECREATION 
RESEARCt-' 
EXTENSICN & PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
TOTAL 
TCTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCf-' 
RESEARCH-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-REGULATORY SERV 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
SCHOLARSHIPS ANO FELLOWSHIPS 
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 












































BUOPR024-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
RESEARC~-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 




OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
SCHOLARSHIPS ANO FELLOWSHIPS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 


































BUDPR025-02 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEJE GF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
UNRE STRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC cOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLAS SIFIED POSITIONS 
F~CULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FRIN GE BENEFITS 
TRAVt:L 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
COOPER~TIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, C MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
REGULATORY ANO PUBLIC SERVICE 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRACUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENT S & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK ANO POULTRY HEALTH 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 


































































































euDPR'.>25-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUM MARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ES TIMATED lg75-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
UNRES TRI CTEC CURRENT FUNDS 
LI VESTuCK ANO POULTRY HEALTH 
rqAVtL 
CON TRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE , SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TCTAL 
FOREST ANO REC~EATION 
CLAS~IFIEO POSITIONS 
FACUL TY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIF I ED 
GRACU ATE ASSISTANTS 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
fq I~GE BENEFITS 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, ~ MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TCTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED cuqRE~T FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POS TAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIX ED CHARGES 
EC:UIPMENT 
TGTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
G~ ADUATE ASSISTANTS 




PCSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
REN TS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
LIBRARY BOOK S 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 






























































650 , 416 























22,lOl,012 *24,568,?37 * 
BUC"IPR025-02 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUNO BUDGET 
CO~PARtSON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO P~OPOSEO lq76-77 
COLLE~E OF ARCHITECTURE 
UNREST~IGTEO CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
ECUIPMENT 
TCTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
R=STRICTEO FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
STUDt~TS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
PCSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -U~CLASSIFIEO 




P8STAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 























































978,619 * 1,165,036 * 
BUOPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUOGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUC~NTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
F~ I NG!: BENEFITS 
TRAVEL 
CQNTKACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TCTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLAS~JFIEO POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
ECUIP~ENT 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUCcNTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 






























464,208 * 524,691 * 
1,661,246 * 1,916,676 * 
BUDPR 025-02 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUNO BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
UNRESTR ILTEC CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




PCSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TCTAL 
TCTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RES TRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS~ CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
G~AOUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
ECUIP~ENT 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POS TA GE , SUPPLIES, ~ MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 










































































4,492,337 * 4,879,059 * 
BUOPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC tDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLI=S, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
ECIJIPMENT 
TOTAL 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TCTAL 
FOREST ANO RECREATION 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUDcNTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FR INGE BENEFITS 
TRAVEL 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQIJJPMENT 
TOTAL 
TCTAL U~RESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
EQUIPMENT 
LIBRARY BOOKS 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTcD FUNDS - OTHER 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
15 
















































BUDDR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRE~T FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF FOREST ANO RECREATION RESOURCES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 























1,695,128 * 1,890,530 * 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 






UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
F~CULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
G~ADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
F~ INGE BENEFITS 
T~AVEL 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 




TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICT[D FUNDS - GRANTS~ CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRACUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
EQUIPMENT 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONT~ACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADuATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
ECUIP~ENT 
ll BRARY BOOKS 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 







































































2,504,254 * 2,873,504 * 
BUDPR025-02 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUNO BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




PCSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
ECUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
STUCENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 




























































2,335,102 * 2,768,506 * 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUNO BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
CCLLE ~E OF NURSING 
UNR ESTRICTEC CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FRI NGE BENEFITS 
TRAVEL 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TCTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RES TRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY A~D STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FRI NGE BENEFITS 
TRAVEL 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARG ES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 
















688,740 * 995,880 * 
6,628 6,959 
37,375 39, 243 
4,417 4,417 
5,232 6,930 






94,026 * 97,924 * 
782,766 • 1,093,804 * 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF SCIENC~S 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED PCSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRACUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLI=S, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXEC CHARGES 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
STUCENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FRif\GE BENEFITS 
TOTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 































































4,066,131 * 4,650,292 * 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF - UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE , SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 



























2 4 3, O O 2 :: 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS 
U~RESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF - UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 
















1,761, 081:: Q I 5 3 7 I 1 5 6 :: 


















9 0, 5 2 3:: 91,776:: 
1 , 8 5 1 , 6 O 4 :: 2 , 6 2 8 , 9 3 2 :: 
BUOPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 







18,769:: 18, 7 6 9 :: 
18,769 :: 18,769 :: 
8UOPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
CO~PARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
LIBRARI ES 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLA SSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, ~ MATERIALS 




TCTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
LIBRARY BOOKS 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
LIBRARY BOOKS 
TCTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 
TCTAL ALL CURRENT FUNDS 
24 





















6,844 • 6,844 * 
1,490,184 • 1,629,346 * 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
FACULTY AND STAFF - UNCLASSIFIED 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
TRAVEL 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 







5., 369 6.,000 
35 35 
549.,459 645.,350 
5 49., 4 5 9:: 6 4 5., 3 5 O :: 
549., 4 5 9 :: 645., 350:: 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY AND STAFF - UNCLASSIFIED 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
FACULTY AND STAFF - UNCLASSIFIED 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 
























9, 7 O 5 :: 9,962 :: 
196,492:: 232,023 :: 
BUOPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 




SPECIAL CODES-BOOKSTORE RESALE ITEMS 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 














































































5,zoq,104 • 5,668,9~3 • 
, ' ' 
BUDPR025-02 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE & BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLAS~IFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
SPECIAL CODES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 



































BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BAStC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL CODES 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 
































































5,940,644 * 8~503,891 * 
BUOPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
DEVELOPMENT 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 
FACULTY ANO STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS t FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTtO FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENTS AND OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 













































24,664 • 25,334 • 
1,302,818 • 1,459,084 • 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS 




POSTAGE; SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 




TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 























37,484 * 37,162 * 
6,282,187 * 6,082,187 * 
BUDPR025-02 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 




F~CULTY AND STAFF -UNCLASSIFIED 




POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
RENTS & FIXED CHARGES 
EQUIPMENT . 
SPECIAL CODES 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
STUDENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
POSTAGE, SUPPLIES, & MATERIALS 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, & GRANTS-IN-AID 
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUCENTS ANO OTHER TEMPORARY HELP 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 






















592,443 * 592,443 • 
2,969,567 * 2,766,676 * 
BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACACEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
RESEARCH-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
TOTAL 
REGULATORY ANO PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-REGULATORY SERV 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK ANO POULTRY HEALTH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-REGULATORY SERV 
TOTAL 
FOREST ANO RECREATION 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESEARCH 
RESEARCH-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-REGULATORY SERV 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
RESEARCH-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-REGULATORY SERV 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 





































































BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUNO BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
INST~UCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 




TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 

















20,325 * 21,010 • 
978,619 1,165,036 
BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTI~ATEO 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
UNRESTRICTEC CURRENT FUNDS 




TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
STUDENT SERVICES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 




































BUDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
CCLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
UNRESTRICTEC CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCt-l 
EXTENSICN & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
INSTkUCTION 
RESEARCt-' 
EXTENSICN & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARC~ 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 





















982,055 * 1,022,204 * 
4,492,337 4,879,059 
BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
su~~ARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
UNRES TRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
R~SEARCt-
EXTENSICN & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL 
COCPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
TCTAL 
FOREST ANO RECREATION 
RESEARCt-' 
EXTENSICN & PUBLIC SERVICE 
EXTE~SICN & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPER4TIVE AGR 
TOTAL 
TCTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESEARC~ 
EXTENSICN & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 























372,436 * 389,093 * 
1,695,128 1,890,530 
8UOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTl~ATEO lq75-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT ANO TEXTILES ESTIMATED PROPOSED 
EXPENSE BUDGET 
1975-76 1976-77 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 1,367,364 1,720,257 
RESEARCH 88,400 92,542 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 320,885 282,631 
ACACEMIC SUPPORT 148,703 171,365 
TOTAL 1,925,352 2,266,796 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 1,925,352 * 2,266,796 * 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
INSTRUCTION 61,101 65,392 
RESEARC~ 404,081 421,775 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 22,726 25,199 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 487,909 512,367 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTRUCTION 40,156 43,370 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 20,040 20,040 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 21,704 21,837 
STUDENT SERVICES 2,341 2,341 
SCHOLARSHIPS ANO FELLOWSHIPS 6,750 6,750 
TOTAL OTHER 90,993 94,340 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 578,902 * 606,708 * 
TOTAL All CURRENT FUNDS 2,504,254 2,873,504 
38 
BUDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTI~ATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACACEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACACEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTRUCTION 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
SCHOLARSHIPS ANO FELLOWSHIPS 
TCTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 






































BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
CCLLEGE OF NURSING 
UNRESTRICTED CUR~ENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
INSTRUCTION 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 










688,740 • 995,880 * 
94,026 97,924 
94,026 97,924 
94,026 * 97,924 * 
782,766 1,093,804 
BUDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 




TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 





TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 







































BUDPR023-01 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 







19 2., 2 49 :: 






2 4 3 ., 0 0 2 :: 
2 4 3., 0 0 2 :: 
BUDPR023-01 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 




TOTAL UNRESTR I CTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESEARCH 
EXTENS I ON & PUBLIC SERV I CE 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS 
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTITUT I ONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 

















9 O, 5 2 3:: 91,776 :: 
1 , 8 5 1 , 6 0 4 :: 2,628,932 :: 
8UDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SU~MARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESEARC~ 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 
















BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
LIBRARIES 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
TCTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL OTHER 
TGTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 







1,483,340 * 1,622,501 * 




6,844 * 6,844 * 
1,490,184 1,629,346 
BUDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
















BUDPR023-01 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUCTI ON 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTRUCTION 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 



























2 3 2, 0 2 3:: 
BUDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
UNRESTRICTEO CURRENT FUNDS 




TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT 
SCHOLARSHIPS ANO FELLOWSHIPS 
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
STUDENT SERVICES 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 









2,089,948 • 2,209,984 • 
2,923,411 3,263,063 








195,745 • 195,884 • 
5,209,104 5,668,933 
BUDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE & BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 






















BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSICN & PUBLIC SERVICE 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES 
TCTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TGTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TCTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 






























BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND SUOGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
DEVELOPpiENT 
UNRESTRICTED CU~RENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
RESEARCH-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
TOTAL 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE-COOPERATIVE AGR 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 




































BUDPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
UNRESTRICTEC CURRENT FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED CURRENT FUNDS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
TCTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
TCTAL OTHER 
TOTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 












37,484 * 37,16?. * 
6,282,187 6,082,187 
BUOPR023-0l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT FUND BUDGET 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED 1975-76 TO PROPOSED 1976-77 
ATHLETICS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT 
SCHOLARSHIPS ANO FELLOWSHIPS 
TCTAL SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 
RESTRICTED FUNDS - OTHER 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES 
TCTAL OTHER 
TCTAL RESTRICTED FUNDS 












592,443 * 592,443 * 
2,969,567 2,766,676 






9-30 UTILITY SYSTEMS, WALKS, DRIVES, & PARKING 
(CONTINUOUS PROJECT INITIATED 5/26/61) 
UTILITY SYSTEMS, WALKS, DRIVES, & PARKif\G 
(f'Hll.SE II) 
9-68 RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS (CONTINUOUS PROJECT 
INITIATED 11/10/66) 
RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS (f'Hll.SE II) 
9-86 FIKE RECREATION CENTER 
A/E - FREEMAN, WELLS AND Mt>.JOR 
GC - GILLESPIE CONSTRUCTION CO 
9-88 ADDITION TO LEE HALL 
A/E - LOCKWCX)D GREENE 
GC - CHARLES DAVID WISE CONSTRUCTION CO 
9-97 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY UNION 
A/E - LBC&W ASSOCIATES 
GC - GEORGE W. KANE 
9-101 IMPROVEMENTS TO ME.t-ORIAL STADill-1 
9-102 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES BUILDING (JORDAN HALL) 
A/E - RILEY/BULTMAN/COULTER 
GC - ATLANTIC STATES CONSTRUCTION CO 
9-103 AGRIC. AJ:1,1IN. & FOREST & REQR. RES 
9-106 OUTDOOR RECREATION LABORATORY 
9-109 RELOCATION OF POULTRY FACILITY 
9-110 RENOVATIONS & ADDITIONS TO AG. E. BUILDING 
A/E - J. E. SIRRINE CO 
GC - KAHN CONSTRUCTION CO 
9-111 DAIRY SCIENCE RESEARCH CENTER 
GC - TRIANGLE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
9-112 NURSING BUILDif\G 
A/E - RILEY/BULTMA.N/COULTER 
GC - KAHN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
9-113 EXPANSION OF COOPER LIBRARY 
A/E - LBC&W ASSOCIATES 
9-114 REl'OVATION OF SIRRINE HALL 
A/E - MCMILLAN, BUNES, TOWNSEND, & BOWEN 
9-116 MISCELLANEOUS IMPROVEMENTS TO CAMP LONG 
9-117 MISCELLANEOUS IMPROVEMENTS TO CAMP BOB COOPER 
9-119 SMt>.LL ANIMt>.L FACILITY & CHEMICAL STORAGE 
9-120 INCINERATOR & POSTT'IORTEM FACILITY 
LIVESTOCK-POULTRY HEALTH 
A/E - PEARLSTINE-ANDERSON 
9-121 PURCHASE OF PROPERTY IN RAVENEL RESEARCH CENTER 
9-122 PURCHASE OF LAND ADJACENT TO SIMPSON EXP.STATION 
9-123 EQUIP. STORAGE BUILDif\G - TRUCK Exe_; _ .STATION 
GC - AUTOMt>.TED FARM SYSTEMS 
9-124 EQUIP. STORAGE BUILDING - EDISTO EXP. STATION 
GC - AUTC1-1ATED FARM SYSTEMS 
54 
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ACTIVE PROJECTS - CONTINUED 
9-125 ADDITION TO TENNIS FACILITY 
9-126 CHANNELIZATION OF THREE & TWENTY MILE CREEK 
AT SIMPSON EXP. STATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTER(ARCH. FEES) 
A/E - CRAIG & GAULDEN 
PENDING PROJECTS 
RECREATION AND STUDENT ACTIVITY FACILITIES 
SERVICE AND SUPPORT CENTER 
DANIEL AUDITORIUM SUPPORT FACILITY 
TOTAL 
NOTE; A/E -- ARCHITECTS-ENGINEERS; GC -- GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
$ 









$ 9,068,425 $ 7,182,800 
1./ IT IS ESTitv'ATED THAT PROCEEDS FROM CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS, AND STATE INSTITUTION 
BONDS, FEES FROM ACT t-.0. 1277 OF 1970, AS AMENDED, AND ACT 1278 OF 1970, AS AMENDED; 
LINE ITEM AND SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS; FUNDS FROM THE JORDAN GIFTS AND OTHER GIFTS; 
PROCEEDS FROM LAND AND PRODUCT SALES; FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS, AND OTHER 
FEDERAL FUNDS FROM H.E.F. ACTS, NIH, USDA, AND APPALACHIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACT 
WILL BE ADEQUATE TO COVER AS APPROPRIATE THESE ESTitv'ATED EXPENDITURES. 
55 
ESTIMATED DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS l/ 
STATE INSTITUTION BONDS . 
' . 
LIBRARY BONDS 11 . ... 
STUDENT AND FACULTY HOUSING REVENUE BONDS lf 
1975-76 1976-77 






• 4 t I t • • t I • t t I t 
. $ 2,739,793 $ 2,755,SlSH 
ll IT IS ESTIMATED THAT ACCUMULATED FUNDS, INTEREST FROM INVESTMENT 
OF RESERVE FUNDS, AND CURRENT FEES INCOME WILL BE ADEQUATE TO 
COVER APPROPRIATELY THE DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS, SERVICE 
CHARGES, AND DEBT SERVICE RESERVE REQUIREMENTS. 
11 INCLUDES SERVICE FEE. 
ll INCLUDES REQUIRED SPECIAL PAYMENTS TO DEBT SERVICE RESERVE FUND. 
FUNDS FOR PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS 
ESTIMATED REVENUES EARMARKED IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE LEGISLATION 
FOR PAYMENT ON BOND DEBTS AND NOTES, AND WHERE SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZED 
BY LAW FOR SELECTED IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXTENT THAT THESE REVENUES ARE 
NOT NEEDED TO MEET DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS AND RESERVE REQUIREMENTS. 
1976-77 
CURRENT TRANSFER FOR DEBT SERVICE 
1. TUITION AND MATRICULATION FEES 
2. STUDENT AND FACULTY HOUSING REVENUES 
ADDITION TO PLANT FUNDS TO COVER DEBT SERVICE, NOTES 
AND PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS 
1 . LIBRARY, PLANT IMPROVEMENTS AND SPECIAL 
STUDENT FEES . . . . . 
2. MULTI-PURPOSE AUDITORIUM FEES. 
3. FOOTBALL ST ADI UM FEES. . 









DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO THE ADMINISTRATION 
IN APPROVING THIS BUDGET, THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES RECOGNIZES 
THAT THE AMOUNTS SHOWN AS INCOME ARE ESTIMATES AND SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE, AND THAT THE AMOUNTS SHOWN FOR EXPENDITURES ARE A 
REFLECTION OF PLANS AND WORKLOAD ESTIMATES AS OF THE TIME THE 
PROPOSED BUDGET WAS PREPARED . IT FURTHER RECOGNIZES THAT EACH 
DAY MAY BRING NEW CHALLENGES AND DEVELOPMENTS REQUIRING 
ADJUSTMENTS IN PLANS, PROGRAMS, ESTIMATES, AND BUDGET ITEMS. 
IN ORDER TO PROVIDE FOR CONTINUITY AND ESSENTIAL FLEXIBILITY IN 
OPERATIONS, THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES REAFFIRMS FOR FISCAL YEAR 
1976-77 THE DELEGATION OF NECESSARY AUTHORITY TO THE PRESIDENT 
TO ACT IN ALL MATTERS, AND TO THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS 
AND FINANCE TO ACT IN FISCAL, CONTRACTUAL AND OTHER BUSINESS 
MATTERS, INCLUDING SPECIFICALLY AUTHORITY TO NEGOTIATE AND MAKE 
TIMELY CHANGES IN CONTRACTS AND ADJUST OPERATING, PERMANENT 
IMPROVEMENT AND OTHER INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ITEMS, AND TO 
TAKE SUCH OTHER ACTIONS CONSIDERED NECESSARY IN FISCAL, 
CONTRACTUAL AND OTHER BUSINESS MATTERS IN RESPONSE TO CHANGING 
CONDITIONS AND ESTIMATES. THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, THE 
BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE, THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OR THE 
FULL BOARD ARE TO BE CONSULTED FOR FURTHER SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS 
















FULL TIME TO PART TIME 
LEAVE WITH OUT PAY 
PROMOTED 
PART TIME CHANGE 








COLLEGE, DIVISION, AND DEPARTMENT 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DEAN OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DIRECTOR OF RESIDENT INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION ADMINISTRATION 
EXTENSION HOME ECONOMICS - STATE 
HOME ECONOMICS - COUNTY 
4-H CLUB WORK 
COUNTY AGENT WORK 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
DIRECTOR-AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
AGRONOMY AND SOILS 
ANIMAL SCIENCE 
DAIRY SCIENCE 










PEE DEE STATION 
SANDHILL STATION 
TRUCK STATION 
DIRECTOR OF REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMS 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL SERVICE 
PLANT PESTS REGULATORY SERVICE 
SEED CERTIFICATION 
FERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS 
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY HEALTH 



































































COLLEGE, DIVISION, AND DEPARTMENT 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
DEAN OF ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE STUDIES 
BUILDING SCIENCES 
HISTORY VISUAL STUDIES 
PLANNING STUDIES 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
DEAN OF EDUCATION 
AEROSPACE STUDIES 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND PLACEMENT 
MEDIA CENTER 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DEAN OF ENGINEERING 





CONTINUING ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING SERVICES 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

















































TABLE OF CONTENTS 
COLLEGE, DIVISION, AND DEPARTMENT 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
DEAN OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
FORESTRY 
RECREATION AND PARK ADMINISTRATION 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT & TEXTILE SCIENCE 
DEAN OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT & TEXTILE SCIENCE 





COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 








COLLEGE OF NURSING 
DEAN OF NURSING 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE PROGRAM 
GRADUATE PROGRAM 
NURSING RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM 















































COLLEGE, DIVISION, AND DEPARTMENT 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DEAN OF SCIENCES 
BOTANY 
CHEMISTRY AND GEOLOGY 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
MICROBIOLOGY 
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
ZOOLOGY 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
COMPUTING CENTER 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAMMING SERVICES 
DIVISION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT-ADMIN. 




OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
DIVISION OF CAREER SERVICES 
PHYSICAL TRAINING & INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
MULTI-PURPOSE AUDITORIUM OPERATIONS (COLISEUM) 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND REGISTRATION 
COUNSELING CENTER 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID 
BOOKSTORE 
CANTEEN 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 



















































COLLEGE, DIVISION , AND DEPARTMENT 
STUDENT AFFAIRS, CONT. 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
STUDENT AND FACULTY APARTMENTS 
DORMITORIES 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
DEAN OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
DEAN OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS & FINANCE 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING 






PURCHASING AND SUPPLY SERVICES 
CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTER 
OLD HOUSES AND PREFABS 




MISC. INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSES 



















































COLLEGE, DIVISION, AND DEPARTMENT 
DEVELOPMENT 







MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS 














BASKETBALL - MEN 
BASKETBALL - WOMEN 




SWIMMING - MEN 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 

























































COLLEGE, DIVISION, AND DEPARTMENT 
ATHLETICS, CONT. 
TENNIS - MEN 
TENNIS - WOMEN 
TRACK 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 











CLE .. SON U'IIVEPSITY - SALAPY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
cnLt EGE ~F AGQl(ULTURAL SCIENCES 







03 51-00 17 
NAMf TITLE 
LUTHEII P ANDERSON DEAN COLL OF AG SCI 
242-32-1018 1- 40- 0301 - 51 
BETTY R KIRKPATRICK SECY 11 
?50-40- 1352 1-40-0301-51 
MYRA LYNN ELLE'IBU'lG CLK STENO I I 
?4 7-78-7930 l-40-0301-51 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
T~TAL U'ICLASSIFIEO 
TOTAL, '30TH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
E:.IPlOY:ES IN OTHE'l DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
AL I\FPT GANTT INVENTORY CNTL SUPV 
249- 20-14 74 1-41)-0301-51 
FRANC':'S C WEEOE'I CLK I 11 
J5Q- l0-2767 l-40- 0301-51 
f"'PlCl'f EES IN OTHE~ DE>ARTMENTS PAID BY T~I S OEPT 
F"'PLOYEES fN T~IS DEPARTl1ENT PA ID BY OTHEII DEPTS 
ACTUAL BlJOl';ET RATE 
GPAOE 
OEGQ EE i FULL 
CO"fTRACT TIME 
NT 18 F 12-100 
lit l't F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
17 10 F 12-100 
l3 14 F 12- 100 
BUOPRO ll-03 
PAGE l 
SOURCE Of FU'IIOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-11 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOE11 IC SUPPOH 35,625 37,0't8 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOE111C SUPPO'lT 8,198 9,llt8 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
AC ADE 111 C SUPPO'lT 6,387 6,641 
15,185 15, 789 
35,625 3 7 ,Olt8 
50,810• 52,837• 
ACADEMIC SUPPO'l T 10,317 10,728 
ACAOEl'tlC SUPPO'l T 2,257 2,346 
12,571t 13,074 
63 , 384• 65 , 911* 
-07131/76 
FQIU,1 CUS0-1 04 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCl=NCES 
CLE~SON U'IIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 






0303-UOOl JESS W JONES 
249-60-25ltl 
0303-U002 GEORGE R VON-TUN;ELN 
320-30-9361 
TITLE 
ASSOC DEAN & DIR 
l-'t0-0303-51 
ASSOC DEAN & OIR 
l-'t0-0303-51 




DfGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
Of' INST TE 18 F 12-100 
OF INST TE 18 F 12-100 
AG ECO TE 18 F 12-100 
8U')PR01 l-03 
PAGE 2 
SOURCE OF FU'ID5 CURRENT PROPOSED RE~ARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDJCATION A'ID GENERAL REPL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 31,695 
BASIC ED~CATION A'ID GEN::RAL RETR 
AC ADE 111 C SUPPOltT 32,715 
BASIC EDUCATIO.., A..,D GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
'"· 72lt '"· 911 0355 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 22,116 23,686 
TOTAL 27,500• 28,597• 




lit 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND !.ENERAL 







69 • 327• 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIEJ 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHE~ DE?ARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0363-U004 JACOB J JANZEN 
337-30-5538 
0363-U006 JA'1ES W KELLY 
248-54- 2231 
0310- CC09 PAULK GABLE JR 
247-60-6849 
PROF DY SC I 
5-20-0303-25 
ASSOC PROF DY SC I 
5-20-0303-25 
BUS & FIN ANLS T 
l-40-0303-51 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART,..ENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 
PIPLOYFES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAIO 8Y OT'iER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- -- - - -
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
30 16 F 12- 100 
-
GOVERNMENTAL GRA ... TS & CO'iTRACT 8,575 
GOVERNMENTAl GRANTS & CO .. TRACT 3,228 







COLLEGE n~ AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
031C EXTE~SJ(IN ADMINISTRATlJN 







0310-UOOl WAYNE T ODELL 
247-30-2439 
0310-U002 JIM"4Y 8 COPELA"iJ 
257-30-3333 
C310-U003 ADGER B CARROLL 
248-58-0887 
0Jl0-U004 BENNIE L CUNNINGHAM 
475-32-2899 
0310- 00?1 KENNETH R BELL 
247-26-6663 
0,10-0002 LOLA A BURRELL 
251-60-94 73 
0310-0003 LINDA COLLINS 
247-02-724-4 
0,10-0005 BETTY M CRANDALL 
251-40-8398 
0310- 0006 MARSHA F DAVIS 
258-82-0024 
0310- 0C07 MARTHA A DUNCAN 
249-42- 8181 
C31C- CC08 RUTH R EVANS 
24 7-66-1193 




0~ 10-0ClO P~BERT C HUBBARD JR 
248-64-5940 




CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TI '4E 








TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMIT~-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMIT~-LEVER AMENDED 
ST LOR EXT CCM & RES DEV TE 18 F 12-100 
l-36-0310-12-0000 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
STATE LOR EXT SPEC PROG TE 17 F 12-100 
l-36-0310-12-0000 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
ASST COORO EXT DEV & SYS 27 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0310-12-0000 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
COMPUTER PROG TRAINEE 
1-36-0310-71-0COO 
CLERK ST ENO II 
1-36-0310-71-0000 






STAFF ASS11 I 
1-36-0310-71-0 000 







1-36-0:! 10-12-0 000 
SECY II 
l-36-0310-12-J 000 
19 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
10 13 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
13 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-t.EV ER OFFSET FUND 
13 12 F 12-100 
S"4ITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
16 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FU~D 
16 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
30 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOE14 IC SUPPORT 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
26 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER A'4ENOEO 
26 18 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
14 12 F 12-100 











9, 693 1 O, 079 
3,269 3,398 0303 







8,798 9, llt8 
07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUBO-lOlt PROPO SED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0310 EXTENSION ADMINISTRATION 










SUSAN J BROWN 
21t7- l3-8913 
EVELYN S LOMAS 
250-70-6086 
JUIES C MILLER JR 
21t9-70-7078 
LINDA H NtCtCLS 
251-76-lt283 









CLERK STENO II 
l-36-0.310-71-0 000 
KEY & PER OPER 11 
l-36-0310-12-0000 





KEYPUNCH & PE OP R I I 
l-36-0310-71-0 000 
SUPPLY CU: I 
l-36--0310-71-0 000 
COORO EXT DEV t SYS 
l-36-0310-71-0000 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 





10 12 F 
13 HF 
23 17 F 
12 12 F 
13 12 F 
06 10 F 











SOURCE OF F UNOS CURRENT 
RATE 
-~----------------
SM ITH-LEV ER Of FS ET FUNO 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
SMITH-l.EVER iJFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 





































FORM CUBO- 104 
COLLEGF OF AGPICULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLEMSON ~ IVEq SITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOS EO 1976-11 
~AOE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
----------------------------------








0312-U002 RUBY M CPAVEN 
24 7-78-0706 
0312-UOOJ ROSE J DAV(S 
249-62-3106 
C312-UC04 KARIE S H(NDMAN 
250-56-6357 
C312-UC05 IJQSULA A HOLAHAN 
060-14-6181t 
0312-UCC6 JUDITH S KLINE 
251-80-1371 
C3 l2-UC07 J •Jll A B TAYLOR 
248-26-9923 
03 12-U009 HELEN M ~OOTEN 
423- 64- 9659 
03 12-UOll JA"IICE R l'CREE 
411-68-1491 
03 12-lJ0 12 JoYCE HRVOL JEN< l~S 
250-84-2897 
0 312-U0 15 C TCM MOUNTER 
493-38-2884 
03 12 - C'CO l El)ITH L BURGESS 
251-30-5446 
OH 2 - <'C02 eqENDA G GR AY 
247-04-0708 
ASSOC PROF Of HOME EC 
L-36-0312-71-8001 
PROF Of HOME ECONOM(CS 
l-36-0312-12-0000 
PROF Of HCME ECON 
l-36-0312-12-0000 
ASSOC PRCF HOME EC 
l-36-0312-19-80C7 
l-36-0312-19-8011 
ASSCC PRCF HCME EC 
1-36-0312-71-0COO 
ASSGC PROF HOftE EC 
1-36-0312-71-0000 
ASST PROF CF HOME ECON 
l-36-0312-12-0000 
ASSOC PROF HONE EC 
l-36-0312-12-0 000 
I NS TR HOME EC 
l-36-0312-12-0000 
INSTR (N HOME ECON 
l-36-0312-19-8001 
l-36-0312-19-8 Cll 
ASST PROF OF HOME ECON 
l -36-0112-12-0 000 




CLERK ST ENC l I 
l-36-0 312-73-0 coo 
TE 17 F 12-100 PROM 
SMlTH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 17,519 19,112 
NT f 12-100 REPL 
FEDERAL SM(TH-LEVER AMENDED 21,040 
NT 18 F 12-100 RETR 
FEDERAL SM(TH-LEVER AMENDED 29,000 
TE 17 f 12-100 PROM 
TE 11 f 12-100 
TE 11 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
I\T l 7 F 12-100 
12 12 f 12-100 
10 14 F 12-100 
SM(TH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTR(TION 5,403 5,885 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDER.AL NUTRITlON 12,608 13,736 
TOTAL 18,011• 19,621• 
SM(TH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 18,909 19,66ft 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 20,133 20,937 
FEDERAL SMlTH-LEVER AMENDED 15,266 16,663 
FEDERAL SMlTH-LEVER AMENDED 19,910 20,705 




FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,939 4,095 
FEDERAL NUTRITlON 11,817 12,288 
15,156• 16,383• 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED llt,851 15,4't't 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 16,500 11,160 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,925 8,240 
SMITH-LEVER NO~ OFFSET FUND 5 ,911 6,208 
-07 /31/76 CLEMSON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BlJ:JPRO l l-0 3 
FORM CUB0-1 0 4 PROPOS ED l 97b- 77 PAGE 6 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SClcNCES 
0312 EXTE~SI ON HCME EC~NOMICS - STATE 






















MARY JANE R MARB.JT 
H9-60-4799 




CLERK STENO 11 
1-36-0312-73-0COO 
CLERK STENO II 
l-Jb-0312-12-0 000 
CLEIIK STENO II 
1-36-0312-12-0 000 
CLERK STENO II 
I-36-0312-12-0000 
ASST HCME ECOf EXT SRV 
l-3b-0312-19-8 011 
ASST HOME ECOf EXT SRV 
l-3b-0312-19-8 011 
CLK STENO 11 
1-36-0312-19-8011 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
E"'PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY T~I S DEPT 
0355-U046 ~ILLIAM A TINSLEY 
330-28-1233 
PROF AG ECO & R SOC 
1-36-0312-71-8 001 
E"4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
---- - -
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
10 14 F 12-100 
10 F 12-100 
10 F 12-100 
10 14 F 12-100 
21 F 12-060 
21 16 F 12-060 
10 l" f 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF f l.NOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
SMITt+-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,902 
FEDERAL S"tlTH-LEVER 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER 
FEDERAL SM ITt+-LEVER 
SMITH-l.EVER, FEDERAL 
























SMITt+-lEVER OFFSET FUND 11,300 12,352 
11,300 12,352 
256,547• 263, 962• 
-
PCT 
07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 
FORK Cl.80-104 PROPOS EO 1976-77 HGE 7 
COLL EGE Of AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0314 HC~E ECOI\OMICS - ClklNTY 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
r.RAOE 
POSI TICN NAME TITLE CEGREE I FULL SOURCE OF Fu:-40S CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




03 llt-UOIJl ELIZABETH B BERRY ASSOC PRCF HCKE ECCN TE l 7 F 12-100 
250-30-5351 l-36-0314-71-0COO SMlTH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 22,500 23,itOO 
03 l't-U002 NELDA K HOWELL ASSCC PRCF HCJf4E ECON TE 17 F 12-100 
243-5't-2436 1-36-03 llt-71-0 000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 22,350 23,21t2 
03l4-UC03 VACANT ASSCC PPCF HOME EC NT 17 F 12-100 100 
0314-U003-V 1- 36-0314- 71-0 000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 21,790 
0314-U003 SARAH S KNOX ASSCC PROf HOolE EC NT 17 F 12-100 RETR 
249-60-9013 l-36- 03llt-7l-O 000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 22,350 
0314-UOO't KATHY l LITTLEFIELD ASS CC COUNTY LOR 00 16 F 12-100 
247- 76-6623 l-36-0311t- 12-0000 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 12,500 13,000 
03 14-U005 LONIEAL H JACKSON ASSOC CNTY EXT l OR NA 16 F 12-100 
13"-l't-9225 1-36-031"-12-0 000 FEDERAL SHIT H-LEV ER 4'49'DEO 13,917 ••• lt72 
0314-U006 BARBARA O l EW IS ASSCC COUNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
245-58-8762 l-36-0311t-7l-OOOO SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 14,037 lit,597 
0314-U007 JANIS G HUNTER ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 LWOP 083 
25'}- 80- 5622 l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO llt,347 
03 14-UOOB RACHEL E ANDERSON ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
251-ltB-7147 l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITH- LEVER OFFSET FUND 11t, 071t 14,635 
03 14-U009 EVELYN S WILLIA'IS ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
24 7-78-0014 l-36-0314-71-0000 SH ITH-LE VER OFFSET FUND llt,8lt8 15,41t0 
0314-UOlO LI LL IE B CROSBY ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
271t-32-'t302 1-36-03 l 't-71-0 000 S-'4 ITH-LE VER OFFSET FUNO ll ,467 1",00lt 
0314-U:>ll JUD 1TH l Gt.OVER ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR t.A 16 F 12-100 
247-60-1031 l-36-0314-71-0000 SK ITH-LE VER OFFSET FUNO 14,105 14,668 
03 14-U012 J OANN R ZEIGLER ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR I\A 16 F 12- 100 
248-60-4996 l-36-0314-71-0000 SKI TH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 14,262 llt,831 
C314-U0 13 LILLIAN R GOL D8E~J ASSCC CI\TY EXT LOR I\A 16 F 12-100 
251 - 36-7353 l-36-03llt-71-0000 SHI TH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 15,977 16,615 
Ol l4-U0 14 L UC ILLE B Al Sll'iJ ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR I\A 16 F 12-100 
247-62-7392 1-36-0314-71-0COO SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 15,284 15,894 
0 ~14-U(\}5 J JI) I TH C GA SK I NS ASSCC CNTY EXT l DR 2 NA 16 F 12-100 
251-70-0198 1-36-03 lit- 71- 0 coo SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,707 14, 25', 
-07131/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
------------------------------------------------------
0314-U016 HELEN H EPPS 
247-90-9756 
C314-U017 SUSAN T EADDY 
2lt9- 78- 73lt3 
0314-UOlS ~IRIAM J DAVIS 
250-60-6 763 
03llt-U019 SARA E ROPER 
259-48-lt2 76 
03llt-U020 CLAIRE M BAKER 
249-44-5187 
0314-U021 BERNICE H BROWN 
248-58-9456 
0314-U022 COROTHY O HERLO~G 
251-10-6910 
0314-U023 THERESA W BECKHA~ 
251-14-88" 
0314-U02lt HATTIE P LOWERY 
096-24~219 
0314-0025 OORTl«.ILA B BONDS 
080-26-6573 




03llt-U027 ANNIE L MCCOLL 
2lt7-78-25Bl 
031lt-UC28 REBECCA G PLATTS 
24 7-66-0797 
0314-UC29 ~ARIAN M WATSO~ 
072-26-4443 
0314-U030 FRA"4CES P TH0'4AS 
248-86-3418 
- - - - -
ASSCC CO EXT LOR 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LM 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSCC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSCC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0COO 
ASSOC CTYN EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0COO 
ASSCC CCUNTY LEADER 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSCC CNTY EXT LOR 
1- 36-03 l't- 71-0 coo 
ASSCC CNTY EXT LCR 
1-36-0314-71-:>COO 
ASSCC CNTY LEADER 
1-36-0314-71-0COO 
ASS CC (NTY EXT LOR 
l- 36-0314- 71-.J coo 
- - -
NA 11 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 17 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
hA 16 F 12-100 
U 16 F 12-100 
~A 16 F 12-100 
00 F 12-100 
~ 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 




SOURCE OF F UNO S CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,000 13,520 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,320 13,852 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,000 14,560 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,979 15,577 
SMITH-lEVER OFFSET FUND 1",535 15,115 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND F,,723 15,310 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 1'4,2 75 14,8'44 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,057 1'4,618 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,083 13,605 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,075 13,596 
REPL 100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 15,392 
RETR 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND llt,442 
SMITH-LEVER OFFS ET FUND 14,263 14,832 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,057 14,618 
SHITH-LEV ER JFFSET FUND ll,505 l4,0't4 
- - -
07/3)/76 
FORM CUB0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SClHICES 




03 14-UOll ~ARY S CAY 
250-80- 8152 
03l4-U032 CAROLYN P TOLS0'4 
251-68-9055 
0314-U033 HELEN C CAMP 
251-72-0981 
0314-U034 SALLIE M LOVRA'40 
247-80-2293 
0314-U035 MARGARET G MCF4JDEN 
C86-16-0995 
C314-U036 CLARA R HANVEY 
249-40-1124 
03 14-U037 BARBARA C MEARES 
247-78-2552 
03 l4-Un38 L L OUISE HERIOT 
247-78- 0113 
03 14-UC39 MILDRED K HOLLI DAY 
249-30-0052 
03 14-UC40 AN~ B YELTON 
241-60-5808 
C3 14-UC41 HULDAH P MCKNIGHT 
249- 78- 5204 
C3 l 4 - U042 MARY P BATSON 
250-36-5816 
~3 L4-U043 DORIS B FEARRINGTON 
249-32- 3846 
C3 14-UC44 ~YRTICF T ~OAZM~~ 
25 l- 76- 1920 
03 l4 -U045 l INCA C O~HAM 
l50-82-6148 
03 14-U04o DEAN H LUCAS 
25) -60-2688 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 
PROPOSED 1976-77 PAG[ 9 
---------------------------------------------------------------
TITLE 
ASSCC CNTY EXT L DR 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT l OR 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-031't-7l-lJ 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-J 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l -36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC C .. TY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSCC CNTY EXT LOR 
l- 36-03 l'o- 71-0 coo 
ASSOC CNTY LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0 coo 
ASS CC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
4SSCC C .. TY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-031't-71-0000 
ASSCC CTY EXT LEADER 
l-36-0314-71-JOOO 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
3-36-0314-50 
ASSOC COUNTY LEADER 
l-36 - 0 314-71-0 000 
GRADE 
DEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
hA 16 F 12-100 
t,A 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
t.A 16 F 12-100 
hA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NT 1 7 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
.. A 17 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
SMITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,604 15,187 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,401 14,976 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,722 15,309 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,267 14,836 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 15,882 16,516 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,206 13,733 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 15,1't2 15,746 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 16,360 17,014 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,327 14,899 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,391 14,965 
SMITH-LEVER OF FSET FUND 14,344 14,916 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,634 15,218 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 18,500 19,240 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,234 13,762 
LOCAL GOV ER~'4ENT S 15,100 15,704 
SMITH- LEVER ~ FFSET FUND 15 ,994 16,632 
07131/76 
FORM CUBO-lO't 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE .. CES 
03l't HO~E ECONOMICS - COUNTY 
POSIT ION 
NUMBER 
NANE Tl TLE 
CLEHSO .. UNIVERSIT'V - SALARY ROLL 
PIIOPOS ED 19 7 6- 11 
GRADE 








03l't-U047 RUBY C JOHNSON 
239-68-7""6B 
0314-UO't8 POLLY M CONNOR 
251-16-8894 
0314-0049 JENNIE N RIDDLE 
247-03-3310 
0314-0001 HELENA P HUNT 
238-90-5809 
0314-0016 LINOA MCCASLIN 
248-64-0731 
0314-0017 SYLVIA F STRANGE 
240-6/t-7797 
0314-0018 MILDRED GALLEN 
250-72-2393 
03llt-003l EDNA K DUPREE 
075-22-3456 
0314-0032 LINDA 8 CREECH 
241-56-4 75 7 
0314-0046 BARBARA L HODGES 
250-86-1097 
0314-0Cl.7 PEGGY A KERNODLE 
245-80-8710 
031't-0048 ANITA WALKER REED 
256-74-9867 
03l't-OO't9 MARLANE PALMER 
248-90-'t836 
0314-0061 CLARICE O COCK~ELL 
250-80-7373 
- --
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASST HONE ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSOC HCf'E ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
NA 17 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
tJ 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
ASSCC HOP'E ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SNITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND l 3,224 l3, 751 
SNITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND l3,348 l3,880 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,414 14,989 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,062 
SMITH-LEVER OFFS ET FUND 11,109 11,552 
l-36-03llt-19-8 011 SMITH-LEVER, FEDER.Al NUTRITION 13,745 14,293 
CLERK STENO I 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
07 12 F 12-100 
ASSCC HOME ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
l-36-0314-71-0000 SNITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SECY I 
1-36-0314-n-o ooo 
12 12 F 12-100 
ASSCC HOME ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
l-36-03l't-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
ASST HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC HONE ECO .. 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
CL ERK STENO I 
l-36-0314-73-0000 
4SSCC HOP'E ECO .. 
1-36-0314-19-8007 
1-36-0314-19-8 01 l 
-
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 13 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
-
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NJTRITION 
TOTAL 
SMITH-LEVER .. ON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITI ON 















LWOP 09 2 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULT I.R AL SCIENCES 
0314 HCHE ECO~OMICS - COJNTY 
CLE'I SO"I UNIVER SITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-77 






0314-0062 KATIE D MCMILLI'~ 
424-42-9031 
C314-0 063 DORIS 8 BISHOP 
249-26-4567 
C314-0 0f4 PAULETTE CHALL 
248-94-8239 
0314-00 76 J UANITA S HOLLOWAY 
257-76-6164 
C3 14-CC77 PAULETTE J ROONEY 
l58-36-"tllt7 
0314-C091 MARTHA G BINGMAN 
244-76-2752 
03 14-0092 LOUISE S WILLIA~S 
250- 72-2573 
03 14 -0093 NANCY K TROY 
264-94-4 773 
0314-0106 DORIS T DAUPHINEY 
248- 70-4946 
0 314-0 10 7 WANDA F HORTON 
250-9 2-32 75 
0 314-0 1J8 ROSA M RANSOM 
24 7-86-5995 
0 314-0 l Q9 LU DIE D DAVIS 
251-22-HTI 
(3 14-0 121 KATIE Y VASSER 
257-82-0 315 
0314-0 122 COROTHY CULMER 
251-60-9207 
Gf!ADE 
TITLE CE GREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMAR KS 
ASSCC HOME ECON 
1-36-0314-71-0COO 
CLK STENC I 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
CLK TYPIST I 
1-3tr-O 314-19-8 011 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 




ASSOC ~ME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
23 16 f 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
23 16 F \2-100 
ASSOC HOME ECO~S T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRIT I ON 
SMITH-LEVER OFF SET FUND 
TOTAL 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 

















l-36-0314-20-8007 SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 12,997 13,515 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-20-8011 
06 12 F 12-100 
ASSOC HOME ECONS T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 5,577 5,799 
l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 12,649 13,153 
ASSOC HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSCC HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0314-19-8 011 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASST HCME ECCN EXT SRV 




23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 1 2 F 12-1 00 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 11,433 ll,889 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 11,514 11,973 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
TOTAL 














COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
OEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
---------------------
0314-0123 MARILYN R AMAKER 
249-98-0164 
0314-0136 MARILYN LEE BROACH 
406-14-1 850 
CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-03llt-19-8011 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
C6 12 F 12-1 00 
ASSOC HOME ECONST-EXT 9t 23 16 F 12-100 
l-36-031"-19-8007 
1-36-0314-19-8 011 




SOURCE OF FUNDS 
SHITl+-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
SHITl+-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITIO~ 
TOTAL 












0314-0137 EMMA C BROWN 
251-84-3309 l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,775 13,284 
0314-0138 TONI ESCOTT 
251-04-6487 
0314-0139 HAZEL Z REYNOLDS 
251-60-6454 
0314-0140 IUMIE M WILLIAMS 
248-12-8765 
0314-0152 LEOTA S LITTLEJO~N 
247-60-6370 
0314-0166 LINDA H MCCORKLE 
250-70-6689 
0314-0168 PHYLLIS OKAY 
247-80-7580 
0314-0169 PEGGY O CROUCH 
249-98-- 5097 
0314-0181 JANET E ENSOR 
250-88-6590 
0314-0182 CANNELLA R VALE~TINE 
Zit 7-96-2462 





ASST HCME ECON 
1-36-0314-71-0COO 
SECY I 
1-36-03 lft-12-0 000 
CLK TYPIST I 
1-36-031ft-19-8011 
SR ASSOC HCME ECCN 
l-36-0314-71-0000 




CLK STENO I 
l-36-0314-19-8 011 
l-36-0314-71-0COO 
ASST HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASST HOME EC~ EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-71-:>000 
CLK STENO I 
l -36-0314-73-0 000 
ASST H0'1E ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
- -
21 16 F 12-100 
12 1ft f 12-100 
06 lit F 12-060 
26 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
07 13 F 12-100 
21 l6 F 12-100 
21 16 f 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
21 l6 F 12-100 
- -
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL ,._,TRITION 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITt+-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
SHITl+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
SMITl+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER ~FFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER ~~N OFFSET FUND 

























1, l 01 
10,494 
~E PL 000 
07 /31/76 
FORl'I CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
C314 HCME ECONCHICS - COUNTY 
CLEflSON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 








CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 




0314-0191 LINDA R WOOD 
249-86-1164 
0314-0198 DIANA LANIER 
24 7-02-4 705 
0314-0211 ELIZABETH C HOUSTLN 
242-88-3608 
0314-0212 GLORISTINE WILLIAHS 
252-80-3114 
0314-0213 LYNETTE 8 FRYAR 
248-84-4494 
0314-0214 FAYE E RISTER 
251-48-6'i05 
0314-0215 MELODIE JAN R BAXrER 
251-90-0393 
0314 -0226 JOYCE B FRANKL!" 
251-74-0485 
0314-0227 HARSHA G HJOSO~ 
256-92-7310 
0314-0228 JANICE C RUGGLES 
250-82-0302 
03 14-0229 HILDRED F CUNNIN~~AM 
250-20-6960 
03 14-~210 J ~ ANNE C ELLIOTTE 
2ft7-46-l 707 
03 14-~241 BRENDA GARNETTE 
249-90-1211 
C3 14-0242 CYNTHIA TOWNSEN) 
2 49-96-6lt69 
Ol l4-C256 MARY R BANKS 
2c;e-e6-l553 
ASST HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASST HCME ECON 
l-36--0H4-7l-OOOO 
ASST HOME ECON EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
21 11 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASS CC HCf'E ECONS T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
TERM 
SMITtt-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,092 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,512 9,891 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NJTRITION 10,688 11,114 
l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITtt-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12, 228 12, 716 
CLK STEN( I 
l-36--03H-7l-OOOO 
CLK STENO I 
l-36--0355-18-0000 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
ASST HOME ECON 
1-36-031<t-Tl-0000 
07 12 F 12- 100 
07 13 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASSOC HOME ECO"ST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-t.EVER OFFSET FUND 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AHO DEVE 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL MJTRITION 
TOTAL 











l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITtt-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,884 13,398 
ASST HOME ECON EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
ASSOC HOIIIE ECON 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-031<t-7l-OOOO 
ASST HCME ECCN EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-12-0000 
ASST H0'4E ECON EXT SRV 
l- 36-0 314-19-800 7 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-064 
07 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 10,158 10,563 
SMITtt-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 11,585 12,041 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 4,392 <t,566 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,2't8 5,456 
LWOP 
SMITH-LEVER aFFSET FUND 11,266 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,705 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION l~,'tOO 10,816 
07 /31/ 76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0314 HCME ECONOMICS - cou ... rv 









0314-0257 TALLEY WEST ASST HCME EC~ EXT SRV 
247-86-0053 1-36-0314-71-0COO 
0314-0258 ROSA C LEMON CUC TYPIST I 
250-74-9349 l-36-03l't-19-80ll 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
C314-027l MARY JEAN MCKENZIE ASSCC HOME ECO~ 
260-18-1 795 l-36-0314-19-8007 
0314-0212 MARY H OUZTS ASSCC HOME ECONST-EXT SR 
248-58-8112 l-36-0314-71-0 000 
0314-0273 MARY KATHERINE BUH CLK TYPIST I 
258-90-0282 l-36-0314-19-8011 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
0314-0274 EDITH H STONE CLK STENO I 
247- 46-3831 l-36-0314-71-0000 
0314-0286 Q.ORU JENKINS ASST HOME ECON 
248-02-1051 l-36-0314- 19-8007 
0314-0287 BARBARA 8 RI LEY ASSCC HO~E ECONST-EXT SR 
249-92-1463 l-36-0314-73-0(00 
0314-0288 MARGIE W MENG CUC STENC I 
248-34-3279 1-36-0314-19-8 011 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
C3 llt-0301 SARAH M DANNER ASSCC HC~E ECON 
413-lt6-8632 l-36-0314-19-8007 
l-36-03llt-19- 80ll 
014-0302 ELVIE A ESKEW ASST HOME ECc»i EXT SRV 
250-80-lt530 l-36-0314-71-0 000 
03llt-0303 GAIL W SCAR80ROJ GH ASST HOME ECO. EXT SRV 
249-94- 7188 1-36-03llt-71-0000 
0314-0304 PONTHEOLA E WIL SJ" ASSCC HCME ECONSl-EXT SR 
251-90-8321 l-36-0314-71-0000 
- - - --
- -
GRADE 
CE GREE t F Ul.L 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
a 16 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-100 
07 1't F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 14 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
- -




SMITH-LEV ER OFFS ET FUND 1 L, 502 11,961 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,201 3,328 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 3,201 3,328 
TOTAL 6,402• 6,656• 
SM ITH-LEV ER, FEOERAL NUTRITION 11,127 11,571 
SMlTH-t.EVER OFFSET FUND 13,249 13,777 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 2,920 3,036 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 2,920 3,036 
TOTAL 5,840• 6,072• 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,700 6,968 
SMITH-LEVER, FEOERAL NUTRITION 9,965 10,362 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 11,979 12,457 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,432 3,568 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 3,432 3,568 
TOTAL 6,864• 7,136• 
S~ITH-LEV ER, FEDERAL NUfR IT ION lt,686 4,872 
SM l TH-LE VER, FEDER AL NUTRl TION 7,029 7,309 
TOTAL 11, 715• 12,181• 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FU~D 9,868 10,261 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10, 440 l 0 , 85 7 
SMITt+-LEVER JFFSEl FUND 12,173 12,658 
- - - - - - - -
01 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE"fCES 




0314- 0305 GLENDA H BECKHA~ 
248-04-1397 
0314--0306 EDITH O WILSON 
251-86-7742 
0314-G317 GERTRUDE A PARKER 
251-18-9549 
0 314-0331 LAURA M MCNEELY 
218-76-9550 
0314-0332 LINDA L RUSSELL 
247-80-9642 
0 314-0333 DORIS P GIBSON 
248- 46-2153 
03 14-0346 JANIE LANCASTER 
2't8-4-'>-9767 
031 4-0347 .,ARY P WILLIAMS 
577-'tlt-0423 
03 14-0348 HELEN 8 LONG 
250-32-8236 
C314-0361 MARY P CAMPBELL 
2't 7-60-6596 
C314-0362 LINDA K SHEFFIELD 
It 49-80- D 533 
0 314-03 76 ~ARTHA A BURRIS 
249-94-2121 
0314-0377 DEBORAH R WILLIA~SON 
2 39- 76- 6684 
0314-0378 SYLVIA R GRAHA~ 
247-06-5937 
0314-0379 FSTHER P SQUIRES 
249-84-7698 
C314 -0391 THOM ASINA C TYLE~ 
250-88-2912 
CLEMSO"f lJHVER SITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-77 
BUOPRO l l-03 
PAGE 15 
GRADE 
TITLE CEGRH t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl !CE 
SOURCE OF FU"fOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
CLK STENO I 
1-36--0314-73-0000 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
CLK STENC I 
l - 36-0314-71-0000 
ASST HCME ECON EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-71-0COO 
07 1't F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-067 
07 12 F 12-058 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASSCC HC.,E ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
RATE 1976-77 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,603 5,826 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,444 3,580 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 3,963 4,120 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,965 10,362 
l-36-0314-71- 0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,988 13,506 
CLK STENC I 
l-36-0314-71-0 coo 
07 12 F 12-100 
ASSCC HOME ECONST-EXT SR 23 11 F 12-100 
S!CITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,312 6,563 
l-36-0314-19-8007 SMITl+--l.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 12,954 13,471 
ASSCC HC.,E ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
l-36-03l't-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,697 13,203 
06 12 F 12-060 CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 SMlTH-l.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,003 4,162 
ASSOC HOME ECONS T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITH-LEV~ OFFSET FUNO 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0314-71--0000 
ASST H014E ECON 
l - 36- 0311t-1l-OOOO 
ASST HCJll~E ECON 
l-36-031-\- 71 - 0 000 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0314- 73-0 000 
SECY I 
l-36-0314-73-00JO 
07 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12- 100 
12 12 F 12-100 
ASSCC HC.,E ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
S141TH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER "fON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER NJN OFFSET FUND 
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03llt-0392 ELOISE L WALL 
251-llt-8323 
0314-0406 JULIA A BROCK 
251-70-8083 
0314-0407 JOYCE S COLLINS 
2lt9-84-9050 
C314-0408 BRIDGETT W SMITH 
238-94-"365 
03llt-0409 PATRICIA M WILLIAMS 
251-78-71" 
0314-Clt21 JESSIE J SHAN .. ON 
2lt8- 54-386" 
0314-0437 JUDITH C MCNINCH 
249- 50-9966 
0311t-Olt38 EVA R LADD 
251-09-lt852 
0314-0439 GAYNELL L THO~AS 
237-86-89ltlt 
0314-0451 ZOE S JAMES 
21t8-02-6577 
0314-0466 BETTYE BAIRO 
255-68-3503 
0314-0468 BERNICE D JOHNSu~ 
256-88-2868 
0314-0lt69 ~ILLIE MAE WI!iGAR) 
249-48-0788 
C314-C470 JOY J KELLEY 
426-38-6210 
- - - - -
CLEMSON U'flVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS EO 1976-77 




TITLE CEGREE I FULL 
CON TUC T Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FlNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
l-36-03llt-20-8007 
CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-20-8011 
06 13 F 12-100 
ASS CC HCf~E ECOHS T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
RAl E 1976-77 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 6,126 6,370 
TOTAL 12,252• 12,740* 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 6,677 6,91t3 
l-36-03llt-l9-8011 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL t• JTRIT ION 13,369 13,902 
ASSOC HCME ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0H't-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 11,979 12, lt57 
ASST HGME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASST HOME ECON 
1-36-0 3 llt-19-8 007 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASS CC t«lME ECONS T-EXT Sil 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,696 10,082 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 9,965 10,362 
l-36-03llt-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,91t6 13,lt62 
SECY I 
l-36-03llt-12-:>000 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-03llt-7l-O 000 
ASST HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-12-0000 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
ASST HCME ECCN EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
12 12 F 12-100 
C7 13 F 12-1 00 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASSCC HCME ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL S~ITH--LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
TOTAL 







7, 3 7ft 





l-36-0314-71-:>COO SMI TH-LEVEq OFFSET FUND 14,310 14,881 
ASST HC~E ECCN EXT SRV 
1- 36-0 314- l 9-8 007 
CLK STEN( I 
l-36-0314-71-0 coo 
CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
- -
21 16 F 12-100 
01 14 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-060 
- -
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 10,983 ll,lt21 
SMITH-LEVER JFFSET FUND 6,864 7, 137 





COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE~CES 
0314 HC~E ECO~C"llCS - COUNTY 
POSl Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAMF 
0314-0481 LENDORA P WIOE.'4AN 
237-90-0590 
03 14-0482 Ll NOA C GABLE 
250-96-3485 
0314-C496 MARGARET S CASSELS 
249-98-1224 
0314-0497 SHIRLEY M PATTERSJ~ 
201 -30-0545 
03 14-0498 ELlZA8ETH B J OH~SJN 
248-07-3687 
0314-0511 ROSA 8 BRIGHT 
249- 78-4059 
0314-0512 CAROLYN O 8ULLA~D 
249-58-2128 
r314- 0526 GAIL E OXNER 
250-80-7371 
r3 14-0527 LOU ISE GILLIAM 
251-76-0115 
0314- 0528 BENNIE M PORTER 
256-80-2796 
O~l4-C54l MARY C HARRIS 
249- 8 2-3 778 
Cll4-0542 PATRICIA O SMIT~ 
249-88-3985 
C3 \4-C556 MARGARET A CULLER 
24 7-90-0637 
03 14-0557 A~N ETTE R GlLMORE 
247-82-3447 
03 14-C558 JOYCE M MCCORMlCK 
250- 78- 7938 
CLE~SON UN(VERS(TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSEO 1976-77 
TITLE 
ASST HOKE ECON 
1-36-03llt-19-8007 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASST HOME ECON 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
21 16 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-060 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASSOC HOME ECONS T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SOU~CE OF FUNDS 
SMITl+-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
SMITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
1-36-0314-71-0000 SMITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
CLK STENO I 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-12-0000 
CLK STENO I 
1-36-0314-73-J 000 




ASST HCME ECON 
1-36-03 llr- 71-0 coo 
C7 12 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 14 F 12-060 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 14 F 12-100 
21 17 F 12-100 
ASSCC HOME ECONST EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITl+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
1-36-0314-71-0000 SMlTt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SECY I 
1-36-0314-71-:> 000 
12 12 F 12-100 
ASS CC HOME ECONS T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITl+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
ASSCC HO "IE ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
CLK STENO I 
1-36-0314-71-JOOO 
07 12 F 12-100 
SMITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE 17 
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CLEMSO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
C-R ADE 
DEGREE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT Tl "4E 
&JDP RO l l-03 
PAGE 18 




03llt-0571 KATHY DUNNE LEROY 
21t8-88-0050 
03llt-0572 BONNIE G JONES 
249-66-l 51t3 
0314--0586 RHOOAN P MCCOLLOM 
l"-26-0698 




0314-0588 CHRISTINE A SENEROTE 
020-38-8793 
0314-0589 MAE E WELLS 
250-88- 3600 




03 llt-0591 KATHERINE H RODGERS 
415-94-0923 
0314-0601 SYLVIAN RINEHART 
lit 1- 78-6929 
03llt-C616 BARBARA M MAXWELL 
2H-68-lt019 
0314-0617 MARTHA H PHILLIPS 
251-82-3675 
03llt-0618 CIANN E TEAGUE 
243-70-1221 
0311t-0619 DELPHINE O THOR~TJ~ 
4H- 40-2534 
0314-0620 NANCY H WILLIAMS 
247-46-8338 
- - ---
ASSOC HOME ECON 
l-36-03H-71-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36~311t-12-0000 
ASSCC HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSCC HOflE ECON 
1-36-0314-71-0COO 
ASSOC HCME ECON 
1-36-031 lt-71-0 coo 
ASST HOME ECON 
1-36-0311t-19-8 007 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 
23 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASSCC H0'4E ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 11,586 12,0lt8 
FEDERAL S~IT~-LEVER AMENDED 5,751 5,980 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,557 llt,098 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13.557 H,098 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 9,696 10,082 
l-36-031lt-7l-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,1t54 12,951 
cue STENO I 
l-36-0314-12-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
07 12 F 12-100 
07 F 12-100 
FEDERAL S"41TH-LEVER AMENDED 6,776 7,046 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDER.Al NUTRITION 5,299 
LWOP 
REPL 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
07 12 F 12-100 TERM 
ASSOC HOME ECON 
1-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASSOC HOME ECO~ 
l-36-0314-12-0000 
ASSOC HCME ECON 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
ASSOC H0"4E ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
ASSOC HOME ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRJTIO~ 5,4"2 
SMITH-t.EVER OFFSET FUND 11,553 12,0H 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 11,877 12,351 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITI ON 11,634 12,098 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,853 11,286 
l-36-0314-71-0000 S141TH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,635 14,179 
SR ASSOC HME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
--
26 16 F 12-100 






COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0314 HC l"E ECONOMICS - COUNTY 
POS I TICN 
NUMeER 
NAME 
0314-0 621 CLEORA K SMITH 
248-1 o-7164 
0314-0t22 TESSIE I SMITH 
247-26-1931 
03 14-0t23 DOROTHY F HUNTER 
249-64-3199 
C3 14-0t32 DELORIS O KELLER 
250-90-7209 
03 14-C633 JACQUELINE MCKNI GHT 
21t 7- 72- 8213 
03 14-0634 DIANE E /IICKINZIE 
564- 70-041tl 
0314-C646 CASERTA I FOGAN 
250-02-1271 
0 314-061t7 HELEN C SMITH 
250-34-95/tO 
03 14-0661 VERONICA D ALSTJ~ 
248-84-3612 
03 14-0662 CHALYS F CHESNUTT 
3'7-48-7541 
03 14-0663 GRAC IE J CONYERS 
250 -72-4559 
OJ llt-0664 BETTY J LEE 
247- 66- 676~ 
03 l4-0t65 JEAN NE S RAMSEY 
248-94-931 2 
03 14-Ct 76 V4SHTIE B HAMIU 
259 - 60-9318 






TITLE DEGREE % FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FINDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
SEC\' I 
1-36-0314-12-0COO 
CLK STENO I 
1-36-0314-73-0 coo 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l- 36-0311r-l«r'.8 011 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASSCC HCl"E ECON 
l-36-03llt-19-8007 
12 12 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12- 100 
ASSCC HOME ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUNO 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL tt.JTRITION 













SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 11,586 12,048 
l-36-0314-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12, 773 13,282 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
ASST HOME .ECON 
l-36-0314-12-0000 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0314-71-0 000 
ASST HOME ECON EXT SRV 
l-36-03llt-7l-OOOO 
ASST HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-12-0000 
07 13 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
07 14 F 12-085 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASSOC HOME ECONST-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
l-36-03llr-19-8 011 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
CLERK STENO I 
1-36-0355-07-0COO 
06 13 F 12-060 
07 12 F 12-100 
ASSCC HCl"E ECONST-EXT SR 23 17 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 5,401 5,616 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AME~DED 9,ltl9 9,794 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,1t79 5,697 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,965 10,362 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 9,696 10,082 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 





SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,055 3,176 
TITLE V RURAL DEVELOPMENT 5,750 5,978 0355 




COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0314 HCME ECONQMICS - COU~TY 









0314-0677 CAROLE A SHELTON 
250-86-1135 
0314-0678 ~ARGIE S SIPPEL 
247-7&-9220 
ASST HOME ECON 
l-36-0314-71-0000 
ASST HCME ECON EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-8007 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
ASS CC MJME ECONS T-EXT SR 23 16 F 12-100 




SMITH-LEV ER OFFS ET FUND 9,696 10,082 
SMITH-t.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 10,136 10,540 
0314-C679 JOHNNIE G SLOAN 
2-H-32-8998 1-36-0314-71-0COO SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,039 14,599 
0314-0681 LINDA KAYE GIBSON 
249-92-8346 
0314-0691 JANICE O JONES 
247-80-9760 
0314-0701 SHIRLEY P RIVERS 
251-88-2453 
0314-0702 SANORA E PINCKNEY 
250-94-6136 
0314-0716 JANIE G WRIGHT 
248-12-6523 
0314-0717 ELIZABETH M CARSO~ 
247- 54-4340 
0314-0718 NELLE 8 ODOM 
251-09-4873 
0314-0720 MAGGIE F NORRIS 
249-66-4997 
0314-0721 VIRGINIA L REID 
250-50-9028 
0314-(722 JEANNETTE S MASSEY 
251- ltB- 1094 
0314-C723 RUTH R SMITH 
242-56-0861 
0314-(731 PAULINE 8 ABEL 
251-54-9137 












PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314- 19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0 coo 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-03 L4-19-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l - 36-0314-19-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-03L4-19-1000 
PROG AS ST EXT SR V 
l-36-0 314-19-0 000 
- - -
07 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 6,061 6,302 
12 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 7,854 8,167 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
CB 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,291 4,461 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,591 4,773 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,593 4,775 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,603 4,786 
08 14 F 12-06 7 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,603 4,786 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,593 4,775 
08 15 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEOE~4l NUTRITION 4,503 4,682 
08 l 5 F 12-06 7 
SMITH-LEV ER, FEDER AL NUTRITIO'II 4,374 4,547 
08 11 F 12-067 
SM ITH-LEVER, FEOE•Ul NUTRI TIO'II 4,580 4,763 
- - - -
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




0314-0733 ~ERIA W MCMILLAN 
249-84-2393 
0314-0734 tlATTIE M SANDERS 
250-58-2256 
0314-0735 BARBARA P TYLER 
248-94-7284 
0314-0736 JESSIE Z LANCASTER 
247-84-0380 
0314-0737 t'ElEN 8 BEARD 
251-03-8618 
0314-0738 MARILYN A HERNDON 
250-22-2523 
0314-~746 DOROTHY T ALSTON 
248-22-5948 
0314-(747 LILLIE MAE Y BROW~ 
251-54-5612 




0314-C751 EVELYN F BANNER 
250-78-2140 
0314-C752 ~ARGARET H BROWN 
247-52-9859 
0314-C757 LCRETTA FLEMING 
257-90-1265 
0314-C763 REBECCA N GADSDEN 
2'-9-46-2 no 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
PROG ASST EXT SR II 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR II 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-20-0000 









1- 36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG ASST GROUP LEADER 
l-36-0314-19-0000 







OEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
ca 14 F 12-061 
CB 10 F 12-067 
CB 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 11 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 l 2 F 12-06 7 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 F 12-061 
08 10 F 12-067 
08 14 F 12-067 
12 12 F 12-067 
CB 09 F 12-067 
CS 13 F 12-067 
CB F 12-067 
BUOPROll-03 
DAGE 21 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
SMlTH-1..EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH-lEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,249 4,417 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 4,653 4,838 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 4,653 4,838 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 3,746 
REPL 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,638 
TERM 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 3,746 
SMITH-l.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITlON 3,994 4,152 
SMlTH-1..EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,785 3,935 
LWOP 
SHITH-l.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRlTION 4,143 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
-07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE~CES 
0314 HOME ECONCMICS - COUNTY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 






CEGREE l FULL 









0314-0778 LUCENOA H BONAPARTE 
250-66-1740 
0314-0779 MARY MOSLEY 
251-40~343 
0314-C780 LILLIE M SHULER 
247-68-7484 
0314-0781 FRANCES 8 SUM"'ERS 
247-22-8035 
0314-0791 FLORENCE H THOMAS 
251-24-2403 
0314-07~ GEORGIANA BENNETT 
249-30-1489 
0314-0795 JUANITA K CASSELL 
"19-38-3879 
0314-0796 ELNORA S ElLERBEE 
249-58-8055 
0314-0798 MARY F LANE 
248-58-9616 
0314-0799 VIOLET J KILGORE 
250-64-3297 
0314-0800 BONNIE L BARRINEAJ 
251-94-5107 
0314-0802 BOBBIE C DAVIS 
251-30-7714 
0314-0806 CATHERINE L WEIR 
077-01-7358 
0314-0807 MARYE DYE 
248-78-2804 
0314-C808 ELIZA C RHINEHART 
247-36-3224 














PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0000 








PROG ASST GROUP LEADER 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0 cco 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0 314-19-0 coo 
PROG AS ST EXT SRV 
1- 36-0314-19-0000 
- -- -
08 12 F 12-06 7 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION J,737 3,885 
08 12 F 12-06 7 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL ,._.TRITION 3 1 737 3,885 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NJTRITION J,737 3,885 
12 16 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,792 4,982 
08 11 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
08 09 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,267 4,436 
08 16 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,716 4,903 
CB 11 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,028 4,188 
08 16 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
12 1 3 F 12-06 7 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,721 4,908 
08 14 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,291 4,461 
08 16 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL IIUTRITION 3,859 4,012 
08 13 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL ,.._,TR ITI ON 4,291 4,461 
08 12 F 12-'.>67 
SMITH-LEVER, FE DERAL N:JT~ITIO'II 4,291 4,461 
- --- --
07/"l/76 CLEMSON UN IVERS ITY - SALAR Y ROLL BUDPROll-03 
FORM CUB0-10 4 PROPOSEO 19 76-77 PAGE 2 3 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUR AL SCIENCES 




POSITT CN NAl'E TITLE CEGR EE l FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
,.,UMBE R CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-------- --------------·--------------------------------------------------------------
0314-CBlO eARBAIIA W GORE PROGR4H ASST CB lit F 12-067 
0 48- 2 6-6449 1-36-0314-19-0 000 SH ITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,568 3,709 
0 314-0 821 114LVENU H WELLS PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 11 F 12-067 
250-74-5406 l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,478 4,656 
0314-0822 VACANT PROG ASST EXT SR V ca F 12-067 
0 314-0822-V 1-36-0314-19-0 000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDER4L NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
0 314-0823 MAZIE A 8RAILSF3~D PROG ASST EXT SRY cs 12 F 12-067 
25)-46-9638 l-36-0314-19-0000 SH I TH-LE VER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,21t9 4,417 
C314-0824 LILL IE 8 COARD PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 11 F 12-067 
247~2-3303 l-36-03llt-19-0000 S~HTH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,291 lt,461 
0 314-0825 DORC4S S R TOG ILL PROG ASST EXT SRV OB 12 F 12-067 
24 7-96-8586 l-36-0314-19-0000 SHI TH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,249 4,417 
0314-0826 A'lj"IIE W HATFIEL) PROG 4SST EXT SRY 08 12 F 12-067 
578-26-9626 l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
0 314-082 7 MAMIE 14 HILTON PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12-06 7 
250-62-7491 l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL MJTRIT ION 4,249 4,417 
0314-C828 J4NNIE L OOZIER PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12-067 
199-28-9955 1-36-0314-19-0COO SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4, 5ft 7 
03 l4-Cl!36 REBECCA O LEE PROGRAM ASST 08 12 F 12-067 
250-68-2t,86 1-36-0U't-l 9-0 000 SMITH-LEVER, FEOERAl. NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
03 14-Ce-37 ALILY H WASHINGTON PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 lit F 12-06 7 LWOP 092 
250-76-0273 l-36-0314-19-0000 SM ITH-LEV ER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,37ft 4,5't8 
C314- C838 JULI A T ROBINSON PROG ASST 08 12 F 12-067 
250-l:4-446 7 l-36-03l't-l 9-0 000 SM ITH-t. EV ER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
03 14-C840 GERALDINE A REIO PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 11 F 12-067 
2S0-56-3555 l-36-03l't-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,009 4,168 
C3 14-C84l TRI S P l'IMS PRCG ASST EXT SRV cs 12 F 12-067 
249-12- 5959 l-36-03l't-19-~000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,687 4,873 
0 314-084 2 LUCILLE 11 ~CKTNNEt PROG ASST EXT SR V CB 13 F 12-066 
106-28-00 63 l-36-03l 't-l9-)000 SM ITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,215 't,382 
0 314-0843 RACHL S GR AYSO~ PROG ASS T EXT SRV ca 12 F 12-067 
248- 32- 2392 l -36-0314-19-0 000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,089 4,251 
-07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE~CES 
0314 HO~E ECONO~ICS - COUNTY 
CLEMSO'l lNI VER SI T'r - SALARY ROLL 
PRODOS EO l 916-17 






0314--0844 LENA C KINSEY 
247-14-9170 
0314-0851 DORIS A KELLEY 
248-32-66H 
0314--0852 LUEBIROIE BOSTON 
250-40-7149 
0314-0853 RUBY M ROGERS 
250-36-0353 
031'9-0854 VIRGINIA A HENDRIX 
248-20-4 773 
0314-C857 GLADYS O SANDERS 
247-84-5957 
0314-0860 JOYCE W LEE 
249-38-0912 
0314-C861 IOELL F MILLER 
251-72-5384 
0314-0€66 LENA M KIZER 
251-80-1304 
0314-0867 CORINE B BROWN 
251-52-5004 
0314-C869 CAROLYNN HARRISON 
248-02-5531 
0314-0870 AIDES M PEARSON 
578-68-7524 
0314-0871 WILLIE M JOHNSO'l 
24 7- 58-0876 
0314-,881 ROSA BELLE H COLE~AN 
250-58-3214 
0314-0883 ~ARGARET S HERLO'l~ 
249-34-1335 




Tl TLE CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




PROGRAM A SST 08 13 F 12-06 7 
l-36-031't-19--0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3 , 636 
PROGRAM ASSISTANT 08 12 F 12-067 
1-36-0314-19--0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,672 3,811 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,549 4,729 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 11 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 S~ITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,250 4,418 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12--067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NJTRITION 4,549 4,729 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NJTRITION 4,549 4,729 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 13 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NJTRITION 4,452 4,629 
PROGR ASST GROUP LEADER 12 12 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-000D SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,721 4,908 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12-067 
1-36-0314-19-JOOO SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITlON 4.374 4,547 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 08 12 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITt+-t.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
PROG ASST EXT SRV C8 12 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,249 4,417 
PROG ASST EXT SRV CB 12 F 12-067 
1-36-0314-19-JOOO SMITH- LEVER , FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,314 4,547 
PROG ASST EXT SRV CB 08 F 12-067 
l-36--0314 -19-0000 SMITt+-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITIO'l 4,593 4,775 
PROG ASSl EXT SR V 08 10 F 12-067 
l-36-0314-19-0000 SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITIOl'f 4,124 4 , 911 
PRClG ASST EXT SR V 08 12 F 12-06 7 
l-16-031 4-19-0000 S~ITH- LEVER, FEJERAL NUTRITI O'l 4,724 4, 9 11 
- -- - - -
07131/76 
FORH CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0314 HCME ECO~OHICS - COUNTY 
CLEMSON UHi VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 







0314-0896 PATRICIA 14 CASTLES 
240-70- 2l't8 
0314-08S7 SARA M BOLICK 
250-09-1029 
031 4-C8S8 CORA LEEP JACKSON 
270-26-9784 
0314- C899 ELLA B HARRISON 
213-30- 3025 
0314-oqoo EUN ICE H JENKINS 
219-28-3785 
03 14-CSOl EUNICE D GILBERT 
386-26-6709 
0314-C9ll ASZALEE BROCKINGTON 
251-26-8654 
C3 14-CS12 NORMA J MCDONALD 
249-42-4957 
0314- 0913 LIZZIE S DICKEY 
250-6s-5qos 
03 14-09 14 LE~NA G GARY 
249- 34-6987 
0 314--0915 ~AUOESTER GMAC< 
250-64-6196 
03 14-0916 AUDRINE B THOMAS 
251-40-0315 
0314-CSl T GLADYS T MCCUTCHELN 
247-16-7807 
0314- cq1s AUDRE Y C PERRY 
250-64- 624 7 
~3 14-0920 EDNA B THOMPSON 
248- 26-1681 
0314- (927 A~"'ilE M BOWIE 
248-42-8282 
TITLE 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19--0 000 




PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROGRAM ASS I SUN T 
l - 36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 




PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SP V 
1- 36-0314-19-0COO 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
08 13 F 12-06 7 
08 13 F 12-061 
08 12 F 12-066 
08 12 F 12-061 
08 lit F 12-067 
08 10 F 12-067 
08 13 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
CS 12 F 12-067 
CS 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12--067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 l l F 12-061 
08 11 F 12--067 
SOURCE OF FIJ'olDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RUE 1976-77 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,785 3,935 
SMITH-LEVER, FEOERAL NUTRITION 4,580 4,763 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,133 4,297 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,785 3,935 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITIO~ 4,549 4,729 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,672 3,817 
SMITH-LEVER, FEOERAL NUTRITION 4,549 4,729 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,549 4,729 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,612 3,811 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,503 4,682 
SMITH-LEVER, FEOERAL NUTRITION 4,593 4,775 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,672 3,817 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL f«JTRITION 4,593 4,775 




COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCI ENCES 
0314 HOME ECONOMICS - COUN TY 
CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSEO 1976-77 BWPROll-03 PAGE 26 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




OEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF F ~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT ______________________________________________ , _________________________ _ 
03l4-0S28 ~AMIE J WILLIAMS 
282-30-9718 
0314-0S29 REBA C HASTINGS 
248-12-8455 
0314-0930 MATTIE L M HILL 
247-60-3581 
0314-0931 MABLE M NORMAN 
250-46-81t47 
03 llt-0932 MAY E OUZTS 
130-14-1736 
0314-0933 MILDRED C RASOR 
248-01-3879 
0314-0934 WILLIE JO C GOOO~AN 
247-76-1394 
0314--0941 JULIA MAE F GRAVES 
247-72-5351 
0314--0942 ROSABELLE A HUTSON 
250-60-1724 
0314-0943 NATHANIEL R JO~ES 
249-60-3940 
0314-0944 WILIMENA C BROWN 
258-34-8875 
0314-0945 REBECCA L MALPHRUS 
250-lt2-8942 
0314-0S46 IDA M POLITE 
247-72-7479 
C314- CS47 DOROTHY M RILEY 
103-34-0021 
0314-CS48 GENEVIEVE P SHUMAN 
250-42-8954 
0314-(949 LEILA R S~ITH 
11)5-22-9403 
--- - - - -
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-'lOOO 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0000 




PROG ASST GROUP LEADER 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
1-36-0314-20-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-20-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-20-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-20-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-20-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-03H-20-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-20-0 000 
PR OG ASST EXT SRV 
1- )6-0 314-20-'l 000 
PROG AS ST EXT S~ V 
l-36 - !>314-20 - 0 000 
- - -
08 12 F 12-066 
SMITtt-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,282 4,452 
08 11 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,591 4,773 
08 10 F 12-067 
SMITtt-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,591 4,773 
08 11 F 12-067 
SHITH-t.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,593 4,775 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-t.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,591 4,773 
08 11 F 12-067 
SHITtt-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION it,022 4,181 
12 12 F 12-067 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 5,056 5,257 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH lEVER-NUTRITIONtSANITATI 4,549 4,729 
08 12 F 12-067 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITIONtSANITATI 4,724 4,911 
08 12 F 12-100 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITI ON&SANITATI 6,856 7,129 
08 09 F 12-06 7 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 4,102 4,265 
08 11 F 12-067 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 4,090 4,252 
08 12 F 12-06 7 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 4,494 4,672 
08 15 F 12-067 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITION&SANITATI 4,699 4,885 
08 11 F 12- 06 7 
SMITH LEVER-NUTRITICN&SANITATI 4,724 4,911 
CS 10 F 12-067 




COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SC lENCES 
03 14 HOME ECONO~ICS - COUNTY 




0314-0956 fARBARA L HARR(S 
250-90- 1" 11 
0314-0957 EUNICE CHATTEN 
248-62-9304 
0314-0958 MATTlE 8 LEE 
250-52-t,367 
0314-0959 C4THER INE A HINSJ'4 
251-54-0452 
0314-0960 ETHEL M JOE 
159- 32-4040 
03 14-C~fl SARAH H MOBLEY 
250-36- 2735 
03 14-0~62 VONCILLE M GOFF 
250-92-0666 
03 14-0~63 VIVIAN H SOWELL 
248-18-1440 
03 14-CS73 ALLIE S LUSTER 
247- 52-7437 
03 14-CS 74 FRANCES M TERRY 
249- 28-646 l 
03 14- 0S 75 ALICE ~ PRUITT 
248-60-8808 
0314- C977 DELLA C THOMASON 
251-82-5109 
0314 - CSBl LIZZIE S WALKER 
251 -54-1476 
G314 - 0S86 THELMA DIXON 
24 9-90- 5494 
03 14-0987 SANORA L BYRO 
2413-64- 63!39 
13 14-0S38 CA~CLY N C FERNELL 
247-54 - 5093 





PROG ASST EXT SR II 
l-36-0314-19-0000 




PROG ASST EXT SR II 
l-36-0314-19-0000 




PRCG ASST EXT SRI/ 
1- 36-03 lit- l 9-0 000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0 000 




PROG ASST GROUP LEADER 
1-36-0314-19-0 000 




PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG AS ST EXT SR II 
l -36-0314-19-0 000 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
C8 13 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
CS 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-06 7 
08 1 l F 12-061 
08 09 F 12-061 
08 12 F 12-06 1 
08 1 7 F 12- 06 7 
12 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
CS 13 F 12-067 
CS 12 F 12-067 
CB 12 F 12- 067 
BUDPRO l 1- 03 
PAGE 27 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1916-11 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,672 3,817 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,291 4,461 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NU TRITI ON 4,249 4,411 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,498 3,636 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,249 4,411 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,581 t,, 76 3 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRIT(ON 3,498 3,636 
SMlTH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRlTlON 4,474 t,,651 
SMlTH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITlON 4,374 4,547 
SMITH--t.EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,330 4,502 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRlTION 3,737 3,885 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDER AL NUTRITION 4,800 4,992 
SMlTH--LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,581 4,763 
SHlTH--LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 3,746 
SMlTH-LE VER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,785 3,935 
LWOP 
SMITH-LEVE R, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,931 
-07 /31/76 
FORM CUBO-lO't 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCl~NCES 






D311t- 0989 JACOUEL [NE O LYKES 
2"8-86-5306 
OJl't-0990 WILMA B HOWARD 
2"8-V. ~""" 
03l't-1001 VERA G RICHEY 
249-50-8310 
03l't-1002 MILDRED 8 WOOD 
249-'t0-2143 
031't- 100't NAOMI CANNADY 
577-5't-4192 
03l't- 1005 EULAH MATTISON 
249-18- 0862 
03l't-1016 CHARLIE M S ABLE 
250-12-2901 
03l't-1017 CLARA S BECKHAM 
2't8- l2-6 798 
03l't - 1018 JANIE R CAUGHMA~ 
250-lt't-'t979 
0311t-1019 CYNTHIA T HAYNES 
251- 98-~5 
03l't-1020 DOROTHY S MOSS 
21t9-26-3601 
0314-1021 ANNIE R TORRENCE 
249- 18-5757 
0314-1022 VACANT 
0311t - 1022-V 
OJl't-1022 ELLIE H ROBl~SDN 
251-20- 2684 
0314-1023 LOIS L ROOF 
251-lt2-5025 
C314-10~2 PATRICIA~ OXLEY 
21t7-44-9429 
- - - - -










PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-03l't- l9-0 000 




PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0311t-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-03l't-19-0000 








PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-03l't-19-0COO 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0 coo 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0COO 




CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
--------
08 12 F 12-067 
OB 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 13 F 12-061 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
CS 11 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
CS 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 10 F 12-067 
08 F 12-06 7 
OB 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-061 
08 15 F 12-061 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-17 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTR[T[ON 1t,37't 4,51t7 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL MJTRITION 3,603 3,746 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NJTR[TION 't,580 't,763 
SMlTH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTR[TION 1t,37't 4,51t7 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 3,71t6 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,166 't,331 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,721t lt,911 
SHITH--lEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION lt,680 lt,867 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION lt,503 lt,682 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 3,71t6 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 3,71t6 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 3,71t6 
REPL 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,637 
TERM 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION lt,721t 
SMITH-LEVER, FE DERAL NUTRITIO~ 4,549 4,729 




COLLEGE OF 4GRICULT~AL SClENCES 
0 314 ~OME ECONOMICS - COU~TY 
CLE~SON UNIVERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 19 76-77 
BUOPROl 1- 03 
PAGE 29 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAME 
0314-1034 JUANITA H GOODWIN 
250-56-6229 
0314- 1035 OPAL V WILKERSON 
251-30-0863 
0314-1036 AILEEN S BROCK 
248-01-lHO 
0314-1037 NONA F WINGO 
251-50-9139 
0314-1038 ISABEL E STEWART 
251-48-9197 
0 314-1046 GARDENIA O WALKER 
251-74-8551 
0314-1047 ANN T JACKSON 
108-18-7321 
0314-1048 A~SLIA K FULWOOD 
249-62-9343 
C314-l049 ROSALEE 8 RICHA~OSON 
251-24-3420 
~3 14-1050 MIRIAM C ROHAN 
249-76-2 73 7 
0 314-10~1 VIRGINIA M JACKSON 
251-54-7768 
0 314-10 52 MARTHA B PORTER 
251-34-8142 
03 14-105~ DOROTHY SlNGLETON 
247-84-0 372 
C314-1C61 LEARLENE ~ BENNETT 
247-68-4254 
C~l4-l 062 LENDEL S MCCREA 
2 51-34-8681 









PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314- 19-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-03l 4 - 19- 0000 
PROG ASST EXT Sfl V 
l-36--0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 








PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0 000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0314-19-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0314-19-0 000 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 11 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-100 
08 13 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
CB 10 F 12-067 
08 11 F 12-067 
08 10 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 14 F 12-067 
08 11 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-061 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 14 F 12-067 
SOURCE OF F l.NOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARK S 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,724 4,911 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTR I TION 3,603 3,746 
TERM 
LOCAL GOVERN~ENTS 5,888 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRlTlON 4,716 4,903 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,465 4,642 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITlON 4,249 4,417 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRlTI ON 4,208 4,375 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,087 4,249 
SM[TH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTR[TION 4,374 4,547 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,166 4,331 
SM[TH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,672 3,817 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL t-lJTRITlON 3 ,498 3,636 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRIT[ON 3,498 3,636 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,504 4,683 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,455 4,632 




COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0314 HOME ECONOMICS - CO~TY 










0314-1064 THOMASENIA ARMSTRONG 
248-80-6872 
0314-1066 MAMIE L ADAMSON 
247-84-2717 
0314-1067 !LANCHE L NESMITH 
211-16-8763 
0314-1068 VIVIAN S MOBLEY 
24 7-72-4 737 
0314-1069 LOIS T MCCUTCHEN 
250-72-6538 
031-4-1076 PAULINE H DAVES 
250-56-2066 
0314-1077 JESSIE J LINEBERGER 
250-36-8850 
0314-1078 DrntOTHY R NEELY 
248-14-1971 
0314-1C79 EARSIE M WOODRUFF 
248-44-3241 
0314-lC80 PERNETTIA R ROWELLS 
248-62-9 398 
0314-1081 REBECCA W TEAGUE 
241-22-1850 









PROG ASST EXT SR V 
1-36-0314-19-0 000 




PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0314-19-0 000 






TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHtR DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0318-0CSO C4MILLA MAE RICHEY 
251-70-8154 
- - -
CLI< TYPIST I 
1- 36-0314-19-8 011 
-
GRAOE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT T 114E 
CS 09 F 12-067 
08 10 F 12-067 
CS 12 F 12-067 
cs 12 F 12-067 
08 13 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12--067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
08 14 F 12-06 7 
08 13 F 12-067 
08 12 F 12-067 
06 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-17 
PCT 
SMIT~EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,546 4,726 
SMIT~EVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,672 3,817 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,593 4,775 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,503 4,682 
LWOP 
SMITtt-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,819 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,535 4,715 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,124 
LWOP 066 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,859 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,593 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 4,250 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 3,603 




SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL .. UTRITIO .. 3,291 
4,012 












CLEMSON UN IV ERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRIC ULTURAL SCIENCES 





E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTME~TS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CClt.T RACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
S~ITH-LEVER NCN OfFSET FUND 
BUDPRO l 1-03 
PAGE 31 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 







2,711,583• 2,870 ,894• 
-01 /31/76 
FORM CU 80-1 Oft 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0316 't-H CLUB WORK 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAME 
0316-UOOl JOE K JONES 
250-20-4274 
0316-U002 WM C CLINKSCALES 
249- 78-5935 
0316-U003 E JOYCE RIC HAROS ON 
419-52-5264 
0316-UOOit GEORGIA T ROBERSO~ 
251-76-4518 
0316-U005 WILLIAM R ROBERTS 
247-5-\-2287 
0316-U006 GEORGE H BAKER 
249-26-0720 
0316-UOOJ KARY H STONE 
221-28-7944 
0316-0001 LOUISE BOOKARD 
250-56-2578 
0316-0002 SUE M CARWILE 
248-46-7804 
0316-0003 ANTIONETTE YVONNE ELROD 
Z't9-96--163l 
0316-0C04 MARYS HARVEY 
247-88-2652 
0316-0005 CLAUDE W HOSEA 
578-34-54 77 
0316-0006 ALBERTA G JARRELL 
251-52-6871 
C316-CCC7 HENRY JONES 
248-32-3749 
- - - - -
TITLE 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE :I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FtY<IDS 
----- -----------
ASSCC PROF OF AN SC 
l-36--0316-71-0000 
ASST PROF AGRIC ED 
l-36--0316-12-8009 
l-36-0316-71-0000 
TE 16 F 12-100 
TE 16 F 12-100 
INSTR IN HOKE ECON NT 17 F 12-100 
SKITH-t.EVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 
TOTAL 
l-36-0316-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
ASSOC PROF OF HOME ECON TE 17 F 12-100 
l-36-0316-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
INSTRUCTOR IN AGRIC ED 
1-36-0316-12-0000 
1-36-03l6-1Z-8 009 
ASST PROF AGRON 
1-36-0316-12-0000 
INSTRUCTOR IN HOM EC 
l-36-0316-12-0000 
1-36-0316-12-8009 
VOL SERVICE ASST 
l-36--0316--12-8 009 








VOL SERVI CE ASST 
1-36-0316-12-8 C09 
CARETAKER 
1-36--0316- 74-:> 000 
NA 16 F 12-100 
TE 16 F 12-100 
hT 17 F 12-100 
11 13 F 12-100 
11 12 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
06 08 F 12-100 
11 12 F 12-100 
06 09 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL S~ITH-LEVER AMENDED 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER A~E~DEO 
CAMP LONG 






























CLEMSO~ UN IVERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 








0316-0011 EASTERS MOORE 
092-30-1700 
0316-0012 ROBFRTA L SPARRJ, 
248-08-0009 






r3 16-00l5 MARY J PISTOLE 
510-36-7873 





CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0316-12-0000 
VOL UNTEER SRVS ASST 
l-36-0316-12-8008 
VOLUNTEER SRVS ASST 
l-36-0316-12-8 008 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0316-12-8008 
VOLUNTEER SRVS ASST 
l-36-0316-12-8008 
VOL SERVICE ASST 
l-36-0316-12-8009 
VOLUNTEER SRVS ASST 
l-36-0316-l2-8C09 
VOLUNTEER SERVICE ASST 
l-36-0316-12-8C09 
VOL SERVICE ASST 
l-36-0316-12-8 009 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED A~D UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
03 18- rOO l GARY J SAN JULIAN 
235-76-448:> 
r3t8-0002 EQ~fST C SIMPSO~ 
250- 98-1748 
0318- 0 137 KINSLER B ~ACK SR 
248-46-934 l 
ASSCC CCUNTY AGEhT 
l-36-0316-12-8008 
ASST COUI\TY AGT 
l-36-0 316-l2-8CC8 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0 316-12-8 C09 
F~PLOYEES IN OTHEk DEPART~ENTS PAI D 8Y THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEE S IN THIS DEPARTME ... T PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTU AL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGlt EE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
C7 14 F 12-100 
11 F 12-100 
11 13 F 12-1 00 
C7 15 F 12-100 
11 12 F 12-100 
11 F 12-100 
11 F 12-100 
11 14 F 12-100 
11 F 12-10:> 
23 1 7 F 12-100 
2 1 16 F 12-100 
23 11 F 12-100 
BUOPROll-03 
P4GE 33 
SOURCE OF FU..,DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-17 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,657 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,096 
FEDERAL SHI Tli-LE VER AMENDED 6,430 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,657 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,657 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 




















FEDERAL S~ITH-LEVER AMENDED 9,674 10,059 






COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE~CES 





0318-UOOl WM H FUNCHESS J~ 
2't9-lt0-6056 
0318-U002 MARVIN S CELY JR 
250-52-l9H 
0318-U003 GEORGE H LIEBENROOO 
247-38-4915 
0318-0007 JAMES S JONES JR 
248-5+-9447 
0318-UOOB JAMES H EVANS 
248-lt2-16 77 
0318-UC09 JOHNNY L BREWER 
251-58-0457 
0318-UOlO HERBERT O MARETT 
251-60-5078 
0318-UOll FRANKLIN O HCALHANY 
249-64-5973 
0318-U012 JOHN B GRIFFITH 
248-61t-6522 
0318-0014 JAMES E YONCE 
251-64-6786 
0318-U015 ROGER N CHASTAI~ 
249-51t-8809 
0318-U016 BARRETT S LAWRIMORE 
251-56-8718 
0318-U017 JACOB G BOWMAN 
251-28-6121 
0318-U018 CAVIO C WYLIE J{ 
251-12-8968 
0318-U019 JACK W PRUITT 
250-46-8062 
0318-U020 ROBERTO MCNAIR 
250-28-4860 
- - --
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1916-17 
TITLE 
A SSCC PRCF CF AG 110\ 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASST PRCF GF HORT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASSCC PROF OF AN SCI 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-0318-12-0000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-0 318-13-0 000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-0318-73-0 000 
COUNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-12-0 000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-0318-12-0000 
CNT'r EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-73-0 000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
CNT't EXT LOR 
1-36-0318-73-0 coo 
CI\TY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-71-0 coo 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
TE 17 F 12-100 
HT 17 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
I\A 16 F 12-100 
I\A 16 F 12-100 
I\A 16 F 12-100 
I\A 16 F 12-100 
I\A 16 F 12-100 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE H 
SOURCE OF F~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-17 
PCT 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 23,500 21t,'tlt0 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 23,000 23,920 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 24,000 24,960 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 15,271 15,880 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 16,769 17,lt38 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 15,923 16,558 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 18,000 18,720 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 15,671 16,296 
SMITH-LEVER ~ON OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 15,930 16,566 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER ~ON OFFSET FUND 18,'t56 19,193 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 15 , 37 7 15,991 
FEDERAL SMIT~-LEVER A~ENOEO 17,217 17,904 
SMITH-LEVER ~JN OFFSET FUND 15,174 15,779 




COLLEGE OF AGRICULTlJI.AL SCIENCES 
0318 COJNTY AGENT WORK 









CiEGREE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




0318-UOZl JAMES R WHITE JR 
21t8-28-71t60 
0318-U022 JAMES M PAPNELL 
21t8-'t't- l 993 




0318-UOZ't CAVIO E EPPS 
21t9-42-0lt02 




0318-U026 HATT~EW H LYNN 
248-16-8465 
0318-U027 HF LIVINGSTON JR 
249-Zit-9593 
031~- U028 tuBERT BENSON HARJEE 
247-42-1266 
Q318-U029 CLARENCE K PALME~ 
249-22-8642 
0318-U030 THOMAS J BRYSO~ 
248-40-2925 
0318-UO~l EDWARD C WALLACE 
554-24-1688 
0318-UC32 W~ 0 WITHERSPOON 
227- 46-336 7 
0318- UC33 ERNEST G TATE JR 
247-30-4462 
0318-U034 ecrKER T "CINTOSH 
21t8-20-4 763 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-12-0COO 
CCUNTY EXTEN LEADER 
l-36-0318-71--0000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36-031&-71-0COO 
COUNTY EXTEN LEADER 
1-36-0318-12--0 000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
1-36--0318-13-0 000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-73--0 000 
COUNTY EXTEN LEADER 
l-36--0318-73--0 000 
~ 16 F 12-100 
NT 16 F 12-100 
M 16 F 12-100 
00 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NT F 12-100 
CNTY EXT LOR ~A 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER ~ON OFFSET FUND 
l-36-0318-73--0000 SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR t.A 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR l(A 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR ~A 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0COO SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR ~A 17 F 12-100 
l-36-031&-12-0000 FEDERAL S'41TH-LEVER AMENDED 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-12-0000 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-12-0000 FEDERAL S'41TH-LEVER AME'iOEO 
CCUNTY EXTENSION LEADER NT 17 f 12-100 






















07 /? 1/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0318 COUNTY AGENT WORK 







0318-U035 DONALD R GOWAN 
250- 52- 3 596 
0318-U036 ~AREf OUTZ 
21t9-22-091tl 
0318-U037 DONALD WHITE 
251-64-7957 
0318-0038 RAYMOND L BOOZER 
250-"-4903 
0318-U039 JOE R MEREDITH 
250-12-697" 
0318-UOltO MARION J CARTER 
251-24-1380 
0318-UO'tl RAY C SMITH 
21t9-21t-ll67 
0318-UO't2 HENRY LEASON 
549-36-7980 
0318-UO't3 ALANO BOGGS 
251-"6-0583 
0318-UC4" DAVID W HOWE 
250-52-4428 
0318-U045 NOEL C ANDERSON 
248-lt2-9 l6 7 
0318-U046 JOHN W RISER 
250-58-3230 
0318-U047 WILLIAM T WALL 
250-80-0293 
0318-UC48 GEORGE W BOWEN 
249-50-9056 






TITLE CEGREE S FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS 
CONTRACT TIME 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 17 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SM ITH-LEVER 1,!0N OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SMITt+-LEVER NON OFFSET FUl,10 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-12-0000 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 17 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SMITt+-LEVER NON OFFSET FUNO 
CNTY EXT LOR ,.. 17 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SMITt+-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR hA 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SMITH-LEVER ... ON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR ~A 16 F 12-100 
1-36-0318-12-0COO FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
CNTY EXT LOR ~A 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0CCO SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUNO 
COU~TY EXT LEADER ~T 16 F 12-100 
1-36-0318-73-0COO SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
1-36-0318-12-0COO FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
CNTY EXT LOR ~A 16 F 12-100 
1-36-0318-73-0COO SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR NA 16 F 12-100 
1-36-0318-71-0COO SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
COUNTY EXTENSION LEADER NA 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT LOR ~A 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-73-0000 SMITH-LEVER 'iO ... OFFSET FUND 
CNTY EXT Lf>R M 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-71-:>000 SMITH-LEVER ,JFFS!:T Fu ... o 















15 t 114 15,779 
15,623 16,246 
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CLEMSON UNIVERSIH - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl 14E 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE 37 




0318-0050 JOHN L COCHRAN 
250-64-0470 
0318-U051 ROBERT M JOHNSTON 
416-38-22 71 




0318-UC53 JOSEPH J MITCHELL 
248-26-0300 
C318-UC54 WILLIAM P YATES 
24 7-68-6 773 
03 18-UC55 JOHN~ STOUT 
40 9-66-9 511 
0318- UC56 VACANT 
0318-U056-V 
0318-U056 CHARLIE W THCMPSDN 
249-28-4048 
03 18-U057 BERNARD W SHERER 
250-14-4100 
0318- U058 ROBFRT F VAUGHAN JR 
249-48-4161 
03 18-U059 JESS EE BARKER 
250-38-0066 
03 l8 - U060 A'4THONY G CIRELLI 
142-05-8780 
0 318-0061 LAN TER S LIVINGSTJN 
249-78-5132 
03 18 - U062 VACANT 
03l8-U062-V 
0 3 18-l062 CL EVEL ANO SANDHS 
248-44-9230 
CNT'T EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
COUP\TY EXT LEADER 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
CNTY EXT LOR 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
ASSCC AREA AGENT EXT 
l-36-0318-71-0COC 
ASSOC AREA AGENT EXT 
1-36-0318-71-0 coo 
ASSCC AREA AGT EXT 
1-36-0318-ll-O COO 
ASSCC AREA AGENT ~ORT 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASSCC AREA AGENT EXT 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASSCC AREA AGENT-EXT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
ASSOC AREA AGPH-EXT 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASSCC AREA AGENT 
1-36-0318-73-0 000 
ASSCC AREA AGE'4T-EXT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASSOC AREA AGENT-EXT 
l-36-0318-12-0 000 
AREA AGENT AGRI MECH 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASSOC AREA AGENT 
1-36-0 318-73-0 000 
~ 16 F 12-100 
NT 16 F 12-100 
~A 16 F 12-100 
F 12-100 
~A 17 F 12-100 
~A 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NA F 12-100 
NA 17 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 17 F 12-100 
NA 17 F 12-100 
1'1,A 16 F 12-100 
00 F 12-100 
ASSCC AREA AGT HORTICULT ~A 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEV ER OFFS ET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITli-LEVER AMENOEO 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDE D 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVE R '40N OFFSET FU~D 



























COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 





CLEMSO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FlA'iOS 
------------------------------------
0318-U063 STAHLEY G CLEMENTS JR 
312-46-5ltl8 
0318-U064 JOHN C PARDUE JR 
247-74-9772 
0318-U065 JOHN H VAUGHAN 
447-3~-6476 
0318-U066 JOHN MOTT JR 
250-52- 2345 
0318-UlOO ROBERT L HURST 
0&-05-6002 
0318-UlOl LEONG CHAVOUS 
251-64-9578 
03 18-Ul 02 VACANT 
0318-Ul02-V 




0318-Ul04 LILLIE J LIMEltlUSE 
249-78-5916 
0318-0105 MARGARETE JOHNSON 
253-78-0792 
0318-0001 GARY J SAN JULIA~ 
235-76-4~80 
0318-0001 CARROL P CULBE~TSJN 
250-02-8563 
0318-0002 ERNEST C SIMPSON 
250-98-1748 
0318-0003 DOROTHY WADDELL 
24 7-52-5865 




ASSOC AREA AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASSCCJATE AREA AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
ASSCC AREA AGT EXT 
l-36--0318-12-0000 
ASSCC AREA AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0COO 
STATE COORD 1890 EXT 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PIA 16 F 12-100 
PIA 16 F 12-100 
!'.A 17 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-050 
ASST COORO 1890 EXT PROG NA 17 F 12-060 
FEDERAL SHIT~-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER, 1890 COLLEGE 
l-36--0318-22-0000 SMITH-LEVER, 1890 COLLEGE 
OROCO t AST PF RE 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
0 R O CO t AST PF RE 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
ORD CO t AST PF RE 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
ORO CO t AST PF R E 
1-36-0318-22-0 000 
ASSOC DIST COORO 1890 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0316-12-8008 
ASST CCUflTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-71-0COO 




SR ASSOC CCUt.TY !GENT 
l-36-0318-73-0COO 
- ---
HA F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 
NA 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-t.EVER,1890 COLLEGE 
NA F 12-100 
SKITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 
t.A 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER, 1890 COLLEGE 
NA 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COt..LEGE 
23 1 7 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
21 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
21 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMIT~-LEVER AMENDED 
12 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER JFFSET FUND 
26 17 F 12-100 






























07 /~ l/76 
FOIIH CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0318 COUNTY AGENT WORK 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 




POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAME 
0318-0017 THOMAS 8 EARLE JR 
247-40-7621 
C318-0018 CLINTON H HALLMAN 
075-18-3597 
C318-0019 SYDNEY S WHITE 
25/t-30-1655 
C318-0031 HOWARD H HILLER 
3 26- 38-4450 
0318-0032 MARTHA K BROWER 
247-78- 7767 
0318-0046 LEES KEESE 
249-18-8950 
03 18-0047 ERNEST L LOCKE 
248-98-4399 
03 18-)048 AMOS WELLS JR 
248-68-5103 
03 18-0049 FRANC ES A MAULDIN 
250-18-1597 
~3 18-00 50 CAMILLA MAE RICHEY 
251-70-8154 
0 ~18- 0051 THEODORE R WILLIAMS 
250-50-9043 
0~1 8-C052 EDDS ~CURRY 
249-12-4501 
03 18- CC53 FURMAN PCRTER 
249-24-5800 
C318- C054 BROADUS W BANNISTER 
250-44-9<;92 
C318-0055 B~TTY T RADA 
249-42-5593 
TITLE 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 




ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0 000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 




CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-0314-19-8011 
l-36-0314-73-0000 
AG SCI ASST 
l-36-0318-22-8 013 
AG SC I ASST 
l-36-03l8-22-8 013 
AG SCI ASST 
l-36- 0 3l8-22-8 013 
AG SC I ASST 
l-36-0318-22-8013 
CLERK STENO II 
l - 36-0318-22-0000 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TI HE 
21 lf F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
C7 13 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 14 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
18 08 F 12-100 
18 10 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF F UiDS 
FEDERAL S~ITt+-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITt+-LEVER A~ENDED 
SMITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SHITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SHITl+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SHITt+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER, FEDERAL NUTRITION 






SMITH-L EVER,1890 COLLEGE 



























FORM CUBO- lOlt 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0318 COUNTY AGENT WORK 
CLEMSCN UN IVERSITY - SAL ARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
------------------------------












0318-0061 SA'WEL B GLOVER 
251- 81t-l302 




0318-0063 JOHN T WALKER 
250-88-lt709 
0318-0076 JOHN C FOLK JR 
21t8-82-5651t 
0318-0077 HARV A BISHOP 
21t8-86-0698 
0318-0091 TRACY PARKER 
21t7-98-951t6 
0318-0C92 FREDERICK E DUCEY 111 
21t8-82-9891 
0318-0093 MARIE Y MCBRYDE 
255-18-9298 
0318-009ft Llt«>A FAYE ROBINSuN 
241-86--6608 
0318-0106 HENRY E ~CKNIGHT 
241-92-906 7 
0318-0107 JACOUELE~E JOHNSTON 
251-60-61t78 
0318-01C8 ELIZABETH P JONES 
249-l't-3529 
0318-0109 HEYWARD H MCCORD 
248-86-3846 
0318-0136 THOUS W ACKER 
251-74-30,9 
- -- - -
1-36-0318-73-0 CCO 
ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
SECY I 
1-36-031 e-12-0 ooo 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASST CCUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASSCC CCUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
1-36-0318-12-0COO 
ASST COU~TY AGENT 
l-36--0318-12-0000 




CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-0318-71-0000 




CLK TYPI ST I 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASSOC CO~N TY AGENT 
t-,6-03 18-12- 000~ 
- -
23 17 F 12-100 
12 14 F 12-100 
21 F 12-100 
21 17 F 12-100 
23 1 7 F 12-100 
07 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 17 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
06 1 3 F 12-1 OC 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
C6 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
-
S~ITH-LEVER NCN OFFSET FU ND 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AME NDED 
FEDERAL SMIT~-LEVER AMENDED 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL S"41TH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER A"4ENDED 
SMITH-LEVER ~ON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER aFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL S~IT<1-LEVER AMENDED 
























COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




0318-0137 KINSLER B HACK SR 
248-46-9341 
0318-0138 LINZIE H HULDROW 
247-70-1093 
0318-0139 DEBORAH A WESTON 
247-98-2084 
0318-0140 SANORA R HARVEY 
250-04-3860 
0318-0141 JUDITH H STERNER 
070-32-3517 
C318-Cl5l WILLIAM J HENDRIX 
251-84-8137 
0318- 0152 HUEY 6 PASLEY 
250-38-5802 
C318-0153 JIMMIE H LOWRY 
251-64-8044 
03 18-0154 LORE NNE O TURNER 
247-11-3266 
0318-0166 CLYDE N STRANGE 
251-52-2890 
03 18-0181 JA~ES N SWEENEY 
248-90- 3076 
0318-0182 PATSY A GRIGGS 
250-60-6526 
0318-0195 SHARD~ K BILLUPS 
248- 08- 8100 
0318-0196 FLOYD B HIOTT JR 
249- 82-5002 
0318-0197 FRANCES V MCELVEE~ 
248-52- 2708 
0318-0198 HAROLD C SCOVILLE 
249-56-7540 
CLEMSON UNIVEl!SITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
ASSOC COUNTY AGE Nl 
l-36- 0316-12- 8009 
ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
CU( STENC I 
l - 36-0318-71-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0318-71-0COO 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0318-71-0COO 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 




CLERK TYPIST I 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 
SR ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l -36-0 318-71-0 000 




CLERK TYPIST I 
l -36-0318-71-0 000 




ASSCC CCLNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
GRADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
23 17 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 14 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12- 100 
23 16 F 12- 100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-080 
06 12 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
C6 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
BUDPRO 11-03 
PAGE 41 
SOURCE OF FU~DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 11,218 11,665 0316 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND llt,053 llt,614 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,496 5,714 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,096 5,298 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,41t6 6,702 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 13,815 llt,366 
SMITH-LEVER OFFS ET FUND 13,499 lit, 037 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,839 6,071 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,091 5,293 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND llt,125 14,688 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,390 12,884 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 1,11t1 8,055 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,091 5,293 
FEDERAL S~ITH-LEVER AMENDED 10,337 10,71t9 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,925 8,2lt0 
SMITH- LEVER ~ON OFFSET FUND 13,736 14,284 
07131/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 
0318 COUNTY AGENT WORK 






0318-0199 Et.LEND MILLER 
249-84-3188 




0318-0212 KEITH H GRIFFITH 
247-96-4268 
0318-0213 LUCILLE R CULPEPPER 
250-38-1599 
0318-0226 JACK L LWDERMILK 
235- 72-2033 
0318-0228 WILLIAMS RUGGLES 
289-36- 2 723 
0318-0229 MAUDE M GOODSON 
251-05-5789 
0318-0230 ANORENA W POOl.ER 
249-96-5409 
0318-0241 CHARLES C ADAMS 
245-54-7595 
0318-0242 KATER MCKENZIE 
249-34-9058 
0318--0256 JERRY L GOWDY 
250-64-4619 
0318--0257 JAMES ULMER Ill 
247-84-47l5 
0318-0258 CAROLYN C REEVES 
249-78-6748 
0318-0259 CATHERINE P HORNE 
251-60-6483 




ClK STENO I 
1-36-0318-71-0COO 
ASSOC CGUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0COO 




ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71--0000 




CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-0318-73-0 000 
ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0 318-12-0 000 
SECY I 
l-36--0318-73-0 000 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASS CC CCLI\ITY AGE NT 
1-36-0318-71-0COO 








CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF Fl.JiDS 
01 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
23 17 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
21 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUI\ID 
21 17 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
12 14 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
23 16 F 12-100 
SH ITH-LEV ER OFFSET FUND 
23 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
12 12 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
C6 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
23 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
12 13 F 12-100 
SMITH-LE VER 1110111 OFFSET FUND 
23 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
06 13 F 12-060 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
12 14 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVEq 1110111 OFFSET FUNO 
23 16 F 12-100 



























COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0318 COJNTY AGENT WORK 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAME 
0318-0272 CURTIS R TUTEN 
251-38-0272 
0318-0273 MIRIAM W SAGGUS 
252-30- 5163 
0318-C286 ~ARVIN A OWINGS JR 
241-18-4103 
0318-0288 MARGARET P STEVENSON 
251-05-7351 
0318-0301 GtEN I GARR IS 
249-84-1106 
0318-0302 ANOIIEW J KINDER 
262-54-1517 
0318-0303 NEWTON R LESTER JR 
250-80-4435 
03 18-0305 C!'JRIS J JOiNSO~ 
248-74-9140 
0318-0306 LAV AL OXENDINE 
247-t.8-4319 
0318-0301 BOYD W WEAVER 
249-42-0989 
0318-0316 KIRK P WILLIAMS 
261-60-1322 
0318- 0317 A~HIE ED HCKNljiT 
249-58-0101 
0'\18-0~18 SARAH MILLOWAY 
251-12-1729 
0~18-0~21 ~ARY M BUTLER 
248-82-9940 
C318-0~'\l SAMUEL A CHEATHAM 
250-80-1228 
0318-0332 HOWARD GOATES 
247-44-6603 
CLE~SON UNIVERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 








ASST COUNTY AGT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASSOC COUNTY AGE NT 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l -36-0 318-71-0 000 
CLK STENO I 
1-36-0318-73-0 000 




ASSOC CCUNTY AGE NT 
l-36-0318-73-0COO 
CLK STENC I 
1-36-0 318-73-0 coo 
SECY I 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
PAOG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0318-22-0000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-U-0 COO 
ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
21 11 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 14 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-062 
12 14 F 12-100 
08 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 4'\ 
SOURCE OF F lNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976- 77 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND lft,310 14,881 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 7,426 7,722 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,696 10,082 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 7,257 7,546 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 9,868 10,261 
SMITH-LEV~ OFFSET FUND 13,738 H, 286 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 12,060 12,542 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 6,864 7,137 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUM> 12,060 12,542 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,326 7,618 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 13,412 l3,9ft7 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 4,09ft 4,256 
SMITH-LEVER OFFS ET FUND 7,384 7,678 
SMITH-LEVER, 1890 COLLEGE 6,175 6,420 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 10,440 10,857 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 14,310 14,881 
C7 /3l/76 
FORM CUS0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0318 COUNTY AGENT WORK 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 








CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




0318-0333 CLAUDE SMITH JR 
24 7- 78- 5965 
0318-0334 ALMA H SHORE 
2 38-14-459/t 
0318-0346 FARRIS C PARKER JR 
250- 92-8737 
0318-0347 HERMAN A WILL lA'tS 
251-70-8340 
0318-0348 Gt.ADYS 8 BUTLER 
249-88-9375 
0318-0349 FRANCES VON WIEGA~DT 
247-30-8467 
0318-0361 JO-iN A FREDERICK 
247-86-6502 
0318-0362 HENRY S '400RE 
248-84-1582 
0318-0363 PHOEBE S LONG 
249-60-3835 
018-0376 SA"4UEL LANE 
587-03-9869 
Cll8-0~77 8qYAN C PAGE 
251-90- 0071 
C318-0379 oq8EDELLA S HOL~ES 
248-68- 7385 
0318-0391 ROBERT L SANFORD JR 
257-72-1664 
0318-C392 GERTRUDE M DEMPSEY 
248-24--8 781 
0318-0406 ~ICHAEL N HUNT 
248-92-1895 
0318-04:>8 GRACE B POLK 
249- 70-b854 
-
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
SECY I 
l - 36-0318-71-0000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 




CLK STENC I 
1-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318- 71-0COO 
ASST CCU~TY AGENT 
1-36-0 318-71-0 000 
SECY I 
1-36-0 318- 73-0 coo 
ASST COONTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0 000 
ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0COO 
CLK STENO I 
l - 36-0318-73-0COO 




ASST COUNTY AGENT 




21 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,965 10,362 
12 13 F 12-100 
SMITH-lEVER OFFSET FUND 1,819 8,130 
21 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,348 10,760 
23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,816 14,367 
12 12 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 1,554 1,855 
07 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,678 5,904 
21 l 7 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,317 10,728 
21 17 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,965 10,362 
12 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 7,335 7,627 
21 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 10,638 11,062 
23 16 F 12- 100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 11,979 12,457 
07 14 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 6,864 7,137 
21 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,771 10,160 
12 12 F 12- 100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 7,384 7,678 
21 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 9,868 10,261 
12 16 F 12- 100 
FEDERAL SMIT~-LEVER AMENDED 7,554 7,855 
- - -
07 /3 l/ 76 
FORM CU80- l 04 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




0318-0409 GLENDA T SAYERS 
237-72-8083 
0318-0421 CLARENCE M PAYNE 
250-86-5112 
0318-0422 BILLIE REEVES CATOE 
251-54-6007 
0318-0423 BELVA L SNIPES 
248-04-8916 
0318-0436 THADDEUS M JONES 
247-80-4919 
0318-C437 THADDEUS 8 REEVES JR 
249-72-0757 
0318- 0451 JOHN D GRIFFIN 
250-88-8972 
0318-0453 ANN W DRAYTON 
250-40-9570 
0318- C454 ANNIE M SHAW 
251-76-6449 
0318- 0466 WILLIAM C JONES J R 
251-60-0797 
C318- 0467 ARNOLD SCREEN 
259-66-8639 
0318 - 0468 FLOY R(CHAROSO~ 
251- 54-9115 
0318 - 0481 PAUL A REIO 
249-88- 3562 
0318-0482 SUSAN L GOFF 
254-78-5178 
0318-0496 WILLIE A JONES J~ 
249-68-9339 
~318-0497 HAROLD Q ~LA~l 
240-44-9439 
TITLE 
CLEMSON UNI VER SI n - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 








CLK TYPIST I 
1 - 36-0318-73-0 000 




CU< STENO I 
l-36-0318-71-0COO 
ASSOC CCUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0COO 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 




CU< TYPIST I 
l-36-0318-73-0 000 
SR ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-3b-03 l 8-11-0 000 




ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l -36-0318-71-0 000 
SECRETARY I 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASSGC COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-73-0000 
ASSCC COUNTY AGE NT 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
06 12 F 12-078 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
07 13 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
21 l 7 F 12-100 
12 H F 12-100 
06 12 F 12- 100 
26 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,024 5,223 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 10,600 11, 021t 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 7,551t 7,855 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,695 5,921 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,398 10,812 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 13,926 14,482 
LWOP 
FEDERAL SMITli-LEVER AMENDED 10,084 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,554 7,855 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,914 6,11t9 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,310 14,881 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,600 11,024 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,629 7,933 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,671t 10,059 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,020 6,260 
SMITH-LEVER NJN OFFSET FUND 12,740 13,249 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 14,050 14,610 
01/3U16 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICutT~AL SCIENCES 
C318 COUNTY AGENT WORK 






0318-0498 LOUVENIA P DAVIS 
248-26-1207 
0318-0511 WILTON C GOROON JR 
250-S.-2105 
0318-0513 ANN J MCGILVRAY 
2lt7-16-8361 
0318-0526 t«JWARO DILLON JR 
425-92-0466 
0318-0527 JAMES O DONKLE 
Zlt9-lt0-ltl 11 
0318-0528 PHILIP O EPPS 
251-72-13 76 
0318-0529 EMMA G CRUMP 
Zlt9-66--5852 
0318-0541 FRANKLIN L SMITH 
250-92-9801 
0318-0542 JANE R FRASIER 
249-88-3617 
0318-0556 JAMES L BRANNE~ 
50l-4b-0570 
0318-0557 LEON CARSON JR 
248-H-1585 
0318-0558 JO.-.i l HAYDEN 
251-22-0122 
0318-0559 EDWIN 8 ROGERS 
251-90-3669 
0318-0560 ALBERT F WILLIAMS 
251-40-815't 
0318-0561 LUCILLE H HOOVE~ 
250-22-4186 





ASSOC CCUNTY AGE NT 
1-36-0 318-12-0 000 
SECY I 
1-36--0318-71-0COO 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-12-0000 
SR ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 
CLK STENO I 
1-36-0318-13-0 000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
ASSOC CO~TY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0000 
SR ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318-73-0 000 
ASST COU~TY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 




CLK STE"C I 
l- ]6-0318-12-0 cco 
- ---
GRADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
12 12 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
21 17 F 12-100 
C7 12 f 12-060 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 
12 ll F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
BWPROl l-03 
PAGE 4 b 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 197b-77 
PCT 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 7,579 7,881 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 12,884 13,398 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,554 7,855 
FEDERAL SM ITH-LEVER AMENDED 10,171 10,576 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,310 14,881 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 9,965 10,362 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,747 7,015 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,696 10,082 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 4,086 4,248 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,696 10,082 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 13,466 14,003 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 14,310 H,881 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 9,696 10,082 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,125 14,688 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,919 8,234 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER A~ENDED b,354 6,607 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0318 COJNTY AGENT WORK 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMefR 
NAME 
0318- 0563 RICHARD HILLARD 
249-56-7228 
0318-0571 ROBERT E SPALDING JR 
249-18-0821 
0318-0572 ANNO CCOLER 
247-36-4655 
C3l8-C586 eRUCE A DECOCK 
184-44-5515 
0318-C587 CHARLIE BRONSON JR 
249-40-5513 
0318-0588 OWEN F HUFF 
249-24-7606 
0318-0589 LORETTA HALL 
251-04-3097 
0318-0590 MILDRED LEVER 
251-60-6474 
0318-0601 PHILIP R PERRY 
250-94-8708 
0318-C~02 FRANCESE SMITH 
259-68-2080 
0318-0tll MARTHA L R081NSON 
248- 92-1345 
OllB-0616 CHARLES H GRAY 
247-M- 5583 
Oll8-C617 CLARENCE M LESTER 
249-70-0277 
Oll8-Ctl9 OELOPES ANN SMITH 
248-96-1696 
0318-06ll ALLENE BAYLES 
~26-66-4229 
C318-Ct32 ROBERT M CULP 
251- 78-9593 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
AG SCIENCE ASST 
1-36-0318-12-0 000 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
l - 36-0318-73-0COO 
SECY I 
l-36-0318-71-0 000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
SR ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
SR ASSOC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 




ASST COUNTY AGENT 





SR ASSOC CCUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0318- 71-0 coo 
ASSOC CCUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0 000 
CLK TYPIST I 
l-36-0318-73-0 coo 
ASSOC CCUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
1-36-0 318-71-0 000 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
1 8 1 3 F 12- l 00 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 
07 13 F 12-100 
12 14 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12- 100 
06 13 F 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
BLOPROl 1-03 
PAGE 47 
SOURCE OF F~DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 9,207 9,574 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 1,335 7,627 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,512 9,891 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,310 14,881 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND llt,310 14,881 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,932 6,168 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,925 8,240 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,512 9,891 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 6,689 6,955 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 6,891 7,165 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,125 14,688 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 12,677 13,183 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUNO 6, 148 6, 392 
FEDERAL SHIT>t-LEVER AMENDED 11,658 12,123 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 9,868 10,261 
07 /31/76 
FORM CU80-10it 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 





0318-0633 El.LIS WATSON JR 
2it9-86-0277 
0318-063'- GARDEN IA T BUTLER 
267-22-0016 
0318-0635 SANORA H lffATT 
2it9-9it- 7906 
03 18-06'-6 WI l l UH J RUFF 
Zito-64-9 89ft 
0318-06it7 MARTHA N BUCKNER 
249-36-0085 
0318-0661 J_,.ES F FITTS 
21t8-30-833it 
0318-0663 JOHN" SCOTT 
249-Blt-8650 
0318-0664 NELLIE O BARTON 
250-lt6-5it66 
0318-0665 BERNICE C HCFAD~EN 
21t7-06-8575 
0318-0666 CHARLES R BLACK 
21t9-91t-7332 
0318-0676 JIN"IE W PRIDMORE 
25 l-44- lit93 
0318-0677 JA"ES D WILLIANS 
2it9-21t-8272 
0318-0678 BETTY J ADAMS 
2it9-52-40l3 




0318-0693 SYLVIA E KEASLER 
247-02-7374 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
ASST COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-73-0000 








ASSCC COLNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-12-0000 




CLK TYPIST I 
1-36-0318-73-0 coo 
ASST CIJJNTY AGENT 
l-36-035S-C7-0000 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-71-0000 






CLERK STENO I 
l -36-0318-71-0 000 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0318-71-0000 
GRADE 
OEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
21 16 F 12-100 
07 lit F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
12 lit F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
12 16 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
07 F 12-100 
C7 13 F 12-100 
BUDPROl l-03 
PAGE 48 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-71 
PCT 
SHITt+-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND ll, 188 11,63it 
S"ITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 6,551 6,812 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,020 6,260 
SNITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND lit,310 lit,881 
SNITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 7,503 7,802 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 13,738 14,286 
FEDERAL SNITH-LEVER AMENDED 10,869 11,302 
SNITti-LEVER NON OFFSET FUNO 7,229 7,517 
S"ITti-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,it87 5,705 
TITLE V RURAL DEVELOPMENT 9,696 10,0B2 0355 
S"ITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND lit,285 lit,855 
SNITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 14,125 lit,688 
SNITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7, 7it6 8, 05it 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,075 7,356 
REPL 000 
SMITH-LEVER JFFSET FUNO 5,881 
TFRH 
SMITH-LEVER OF FSET FU~D 5,656 
07/31/76 
FOR-'4 CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




0318-0701 JOHNNIE W GARV IN 
249-94- 7 836 
0318-0704 BENJAHIN BURISnN 
259- 01 -6313 
0318- 0705 ISH~EL WASHINGTON JR 
250-62-450'+ 
03 18-0706 SAMUEL O BASS 
250- 90-1682 
0318-0708 ~ARY E BETHEA 
250-68-5999 
C318- C7C9 JAMES W STOKES 
251-66-8504 
0118-(710 ~AOELYN F WALKER 
241-'+6-7428 
03 18-(714 BARBARA L DENNISON 
250-76-2904 
0318-C715 LEE C BENTON 
251- 22- 2246 
03 18-0716 T~ELMA R RIV ERS 
251- 70-61t23 
03 18-( 718 CAROLYN A ARNOLD 
249-86--8474 
03 18-0719 LOR ENF R TANNER 
247-48-1927 
03 18 - 0 720 FLOSS IE H BRANT 
251-70-3649 
0318 -0722 St.NOR AH CROSBY 
250-84-1894 
03 18- 0 723 EL OU ISE B FA~~Et 
263-56-9090 
0318-0 724 WILLIA~ 8 BROWN 
239-26-5494 
CLEMSON ll'IIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
PROG ASST E Xl SR" 
l -36-0318-22-0000 
PROG ASST GROUP LOR 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
ASSOC CGUNTY AGE NT 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
ASSCC COUNTY AGENT 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
STAFF ASST II 
1-36-0318-22-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0318-22-()000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SR V 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PROG ASS1 EXT SR V 
l-36-0318-22-0000 





CEGRH t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
08 12 F 12-100 
12 11 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
08 12 F 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 
18 16 F 12-065 
08 12 F 12-100 
08 12 F 12-100 
08 13 F 12-100 
CB 14 F 12-100 
CB 12 F 12-100 
CB 12 F 12-100 
08 12 F 12-100 
08 12 F 12-100 
12 11 F 12-100 
BUOPROl 1-03 
PAGE 49 
SClJRCE OF FU~DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,175 6,420 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,816 7,087 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COlLEGE 10,810 11,241 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 11,855 12,328 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COlLEGE 5,7'>7 5,975 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 11 , 109 11, 552 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 7,019 7,298 
SMITH-LEVER, 1890 CII.LEGE 6,175 6,420 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,175 6,lt20 
SMITH-l.EVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,115 6,358 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,115 6,358 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,175 6,420 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,175 6,420 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,175 6,'t20 
SMITH- LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,175 6,420 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 6,398 6,652 
01/3 U 16 
fOR.,a CUB0-104 
COLLEGE Of AGRlCUlTURAL SCIENCES 
0318 COUNTY AGENT WORK 
----------------------------
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 





0318-0726 VERNELL HC1MES 
248-98-558-\ 
0318-0727 PEARLIE M BRANTLEY 
249-94-7851 
0318-C728 MYRTLE 8 GADSON 
247-76~836 
0318-0729 JOSEPHINE JORDAN 
248-92-H04 
0318-0730 ALMETTA f ELLISON 
0 76-24-1 709 
0318-C731 JO A CHAVIS 
250-74-4103 
0318-0732 PATRICIA G CHAVIS 
251-60-9111 
0318-0733 ALEXANDRA C STUBBS 
247-74-2580 
0318-0734 JOANN P ISAAC 
250-5-\-0368 
0318-0HO MARY J MCCALL 
249-96-3428 





CLK STENO [ 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
1-36-0318-22-0000 
CLERK STENO I 
1-36-0318-22-0 000 
PRCG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0318-22-0 000 
PROG ASST EXT SRV 
l-36-0318-22-0 000 
VOC..UNTEER SRVS A SST 
l-36-0318-22-0000 




PROGRAM ASST GROUP LOR 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
CLERK STENO II 
l-36-0318-22-0000 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED AhO UNCLASSIF[EO 
EMPLOYEES [N OTHER OEPARTME~TS PAID BY THlS DEPT 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




07 12 f 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 
07 13 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 
08 12 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 
07 12 F 12-100 
SM[TH-LEVER,1890 CC1LEGE 
08 05 F 12-100 
SM[TH-l.EVER,1890 CC1LEGE 
08 11 F 12-100 
SM[TH-LEVER,1890 CC1LEGE 
11 13 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 CC1LEGE 
CB 13 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER, 1890 CC1LEGE 
12 15 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 
12 H F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER,1890 COLLEGE 



















5607-0042 R LAWRENCE SMITH 
247-80-4579 
PUBLIC INFORMATlCN SPEC 18 16 F 12-100 
l-36-0318-12-8013 FEDERAL SMlTH--LEVER AMENDED 3,550 
3,550 
31, l 70 
E~PLOYEES [N OTHE~ O~PARTMENTS PA[O BY T~IS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN T~IS OEPART .. tNT PA[O BY OTHER OEPTS 





C7/~l/16 CLE.,SON Ut-.lVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSEO 1976-77 
BWPROl l-03 
PAGE 51 
(OLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0351 CIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




DEGREE t FUlL 
CONTRACT Tl 14 E 
SOURCE OF F~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
____________________________________________________________________ , _________________________ _ 
0351-UCOl WILLIE C GOOLEY 
251-28-4529 
C351-U002 ABSALOM W SNELL 
2'-7-28- 7't81 
0351-UC03 KATHRYN S POWELL 
266-64-lt692 
0351-U005 SARAH S MILLS 
249- 68-3849 
0351-U007 JAMES E KONLANDE 
123-26-8570 
0351-0001 DORIS B MCNEELY 
238-32 - 6807 
0351-0002 NELLE E BRIDGES 
247 - 84- 2759 
0351-0003 VACANT 
0351- D003-V 
0351-0CD3 ALICE A BUCHANA~ 
249-07-0929 
0351-0004 CLIFTON T CARTEE JR 
250-52 - 3261 
0351-0007 Dlll\lNA H SENN 
247-04-0927 
r351-0Cl2 ALBERT GANTT 
249-20-1474 
0351-0013 GEORGE l HARDY 
251 - 56-7904 
Ol51-0C15 VICKIE M TAYLOR 
249-11-2632 
ASSCC OEAN OIR EXP STA 
l-31-0351-66-0135 
ASSO DIR PROF AG ENGR 
l-31-0351-66-0135 
PRCF H014E ECON 
1-31-0373-04-0 826 
ASST PROF NUTRITION 
l-31-0373-04-0015 
ASSOC PROF FD ~TR 
l - 31 - 0373- 04- 0826 
SECY I 




CANTEEN CPERATOR I 
l-31- 0351-66-0574 
CAHEEN CPR I 
l - 31-0351 - 66- 0514 
CANTEEN SUPERVISOR 




INVENTORY Ct-Tl SUPV 
l-40- 0301-51 
FAC DESIGN ENGR II 
l-31-0351-66-0518 
CLERK STENO I 
l-31- 0351-66-0140 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-0lC 
~A 17 F 12-010 
NA 18 F 12-007 
12 13 F 12-100 
14 12 F 12-100 
08 F 12-100 










08 12 F 12-100 
lit 12 F 12-100 






17 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
AClDEMIC SUPPORT 
28 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 































10,317 10,728 0301 
18,315 19,046 
5,096 5,298 
07 /31/76 CLEfllSON UNIVE RSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-1 04 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0351 DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 










FRANCES C WEEDEN CLK Ill 
259-10-2767 1-40-0301-51 
l-31-0351-66-0135 
RUTH M KELLY SALES CLK 
247-26-3122 l-31-0351-66-0574 
WILLIAM E CRAWFORO DRAFT ING TECH I I I 
249- 72-2690 l-31-0351-66-0518 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
PAULK GABLE JR BUS C. FIN ANLST 
247-60-68it9 l-31-0351-66-0135 
JAMES C MILLER JR ADKIN ASST II 
249-70-7078 1-31-03s1-M-a135 
DONALD CALLICOAT LAB INSTRUHENTAT SPEC 
232-4it-48it 0 l-31-0351-66-0140 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PA 10 BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
I( 
GRADE 
OEGREE I F Ul.L 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
13 14 F 12- l 00 
05 09 F 12-100 
19 15 F 12-100 
C5 10 F 12-100 
30 16 f 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 





SOURCE OF FU-.DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-17 
PCT 
----------------------------------
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GE~RAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 2,257 2,346 0301 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,104 6,347 
TOTAL 8,361• 8,693• 
PTFT 
AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 62'1 5,905 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 11,440 11,897 
PTFT 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,577 5,579 
96,788 105,982 
73, 8it5 75,067 
170,633• 18l,Oit9* 
AGR IC.UL TURAL RESEARCH 1, loll 7,706 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,0oz 7,281 




__ ,.__ _ 
- -
-
07/31/76 CLE~SON U .. IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FOPM CUB0-1 04 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0355 AGRICULTURAL EC0'40!41CS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
POSI TI CN 
NUM8ER 
NAME T lTLE 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
-------------------------------------------------------
0'\55-UCCl J EOklN FARIS HEAD t PIIOF AG EC t R SO NT le F 12-100 





0355- U002 VACANT A.SST PROF AG EC t RU sec ._T F 12-100 
0355-U002-V l-3l-0355-66-0140 
OV.i5-UC02 LEHMAN M BAUKNl~~T PRCF AG ECON & R SOC TE 17 A 09-100 
248-58-1621 l-20-0355-51 








0355-UOOS VACANT ASST PROF AG ECON t R so .. T F 12-100 
0355-U005-V l-31-0355-66-0140 
:>355-U006 RALPH K OEHAVE'<I ASSOC PROF AG ECON TE 18 F 12-100 
497-32-7992 1-20--0355-51 
l-31-0355-66-0140 






0355-ll0)8 JAMES C HITE PROF AG EC & R soc TE 18 F 12-100 
415-66-8736 1-20-0355-51 
l-31-0355-04-0147 
BW PROl 1-:>3 
PAGE 53 
SOURCE OF FU'<IDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GE NE RA.L 
l~TRUCTION 9,420 10,775 
HATCH R.R.F. 5,000 3,265 
HATCH R.R.F. 5,000 3,265 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,61B 4,570 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,362 10,775 
TOTAL 31,400• 32,650• 
REPL 075 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 19,000 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL RETR 
INSTRUCT ION 20,600 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 8,714 10,289 
HATCH R.R.F. 3,593 
HATCH R.R.F. 3,593 6,247 
TOTAL 15,900• 16,536• 
BAS IC EDUC AT lON ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTlON 7,059 
HATCH R.R.F. 9,800 6,466 
u.s.o.A. 4,200 1,035 0357 
TOTAL 14,000• 14 ,560• 
092 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 18,500 18,500 
BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 16,932 20,330 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,068 3,586 
TOTAL 23,000• 23,916• 
BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCHON 7,526 9,327 
HATCH 4,323 
HATCH 9,327 4,324 
HATCH l, 54 7 
u.s.0.1. (WRRI ANNUAL ALLOTMEN 4,600 5,942 
TOTAL 23,000• 23,916• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PROM 
INSTRUCT ION lo, 756 
HATCH 10,881 
07/'?l/76 CLEMSON UN(VERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
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0355-UCC9 JOHN WM HU88ARO 
403-24'-0595 
0355-UOlO WILLIAM J LANHAM 
260-05-782" 
0355-UOll JGiN S LYTLE 
278-38-3667 
0355-0012 LEWIS O MALPHRUS 
24'9-60-2429 








Of GR EE I F Ull 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




l-?l-0355-04-0S81 HATCH lt,663 
3-35-0355-15 U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE 28,552 
TOUL 26,300• 28,552• 
PROF AG ECC~ & RURAL SOC TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-0355-51 INSTRUCT ION 7,100 6,769 
l-31-0355-0tt-0005 HATCH 3,650 3,384 
l-3l-0355-04-0C73 HATCH 3,650 3,385 
l-31-0355-05-0868 HATCH R.R.F. 7,300 9,027 
TOTAL 21,700* 22,565• 
PRCF AG ECON t RU SOC TE l 8 F 12-100 
1-31-0355-0lt-0005 HATCH 8,517 
l-31-0355-04-0058 HI.TCH 11,356 
l-31-0355-0lt-0156 HATCH 8,516 
l-31-0355-04-0987 HATCH 9,100 
l-31-0355-66-014'0 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 18,200 
TOTAL 27,300• 28,389• 
ASSO PROF AG ECON t R SO TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-0355-51 INSTRUCT ION 10,974 16,098 
1-? 1-0355-0tt-O COS HATCH 8,896 
l-31-0355-04-0701 HATCH 4,448 5,942 
1-31-0355-66-0 OltO AGR(CULTURAL RESEARCH 1,482 4,788 
TOTAL 25,800* 26,828• 
ASSOC PROF AG EC & R soc TE 18 F 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
l -20-0355-51 INSTRUCTION 1,260 l,601 
l-31-0355-04'-0131 HATCH 4,24'3 4,SO<lt 
l-31-0355-04-0151 HATCH 1,<lt14 
l-31-0355-05-0952 HATCH R.R.F. 4,2<1t2 lt,804 
l-?l-0355-05-0953 HATCH R.R.F. <it,2<1t2 4,804 
TOTAL 15,401• 16,013• 
PROF AG ECON & RURAL soc TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-0355-51 INSTRUCT ION 3,560 11,315 
1-31-0355-04-0128 HATCH 2,827 
1-31-0355-0lt-0987 HATCH 9,456 
l-3l-0355-05-0S70 HATCH R.R.F. 14,184 14,144 
TOTAL 21 ,200• 28,286• 
ASSIST PROF AG ECON & RS I\ T F 12-100 REPL 075 
l-31-0355-66-0140 AGR !C ULTURAL RESEARCH 19,000 
ASSC PROF AG ECOi\ & R so TE 18 F 12-100 BAS IC EDLICAT IO'i ANO GENERAL RETR 
l-20-0355-51 INSTRUCTIO'l 8,888 
07/31/16 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY- SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
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0355 AGR ICUL TURAL ECONOHICS ANO RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRADE 
NAME TITLE CEGR EE I FULL SOURCE OF FlNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




0155-UC15 JAMES M STEPP 
237-18-4264 
03 55-U016 CAPL S THOMPSON 
406-68-8663 
0355-U017 RIJBERT L ADOISO~ 
250-52-0159 
0355-U018 "4EL VIN O ROGERS 
250-54-5686 
03 55-U0 l9 ROGER H FOSTER 
504-26-3243 
03!:5-U030 NELSON L JACOB 
463 - 70-4 888 
0355- U03 l J 'JHNNY W JORDA~ 
4 l 9-62-2033 
C355- UC32 G~ AOY A KING JR 
24 7-66-1886 
0355- U033 STEPHEN C LILLEY 
435-76-4206 
JR 
0355- U034 LEON H LANGL EY J~ 
24 7-76-2739 
C355- U035 MAX I LOYD 
243-58-4835 
L-31-0355-0lt-O 099 HATCH 
TOTAL 







R SO TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ASST PROF AG EC & R soc NT 18 F 12-100 
l-20-0355-51 
l-3 l-0355-C4-0C58 
AG STA LEC AG EC & RU so ~ 17 F 12-010 
l-31-0355-66-0 877 
AG ST LEC AG EC & R soc NA 16 F 12-010 
l-31-0355-66-0 877 
AG STATI STICUN ... 16 F 12-030 
1-31-0 355-66-0 811 
INST IN AG ECON & RU sec t.T 17 F 12-100 
l-31-0355-C7-00CO 
I NS T IN AG EC & RU SOC I\T 17 F 12-100 
l-3l-0355-C4-0058 
l-31-0355-66-0140 




IISTG AST PRO AG EC RU so I\T 17 F 12-100 
l-36-0355-C7-0COO 
INSTR AG ECCN RURAL SOC I\T 17 F 12-100 
I-36-0355-18-0COO 







PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 




AGR ICUl. TURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 








TITLE V RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
RESOURCE CONSERVATI ON AND OEVE 





























13,500 l't, 040 
23,600 22,089 
PTFT 
07131/ 76 CLE,.,SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
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NA .. E TITLE 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 






0355-U036 DAN L MCLEMORE 
255-70-2217 
0355-UOH STAFFORD M MISHOE 
251-82--\025 
0355-U038 WlLLIAM O MIZELLE 
237-68-3028 
0355-0039 AOR IAH L PADGETT 
2~9-~0-6130 
0355-00ltO JEROLD F P[TTMAN 
20-o\0-7206 
0355-U04l KENNETH J ROBERTS 
H3-68-0286 
0355-U042 BOBBY H ROB lNSON 
239- 70-5879 
JR 
0 355-U043 EVERETT W SIEOSCHLAG 
33-\-16-5094 
l-31-0355-66-01~0 
ASST PROF AG ECON & R SO 
l-36-0355-71-8005 
ASST PROF AG ECON & R SO NT 18 F 12-100 
AGR[CULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




l-36-0355-71-8005 SM[TH--LEVER OFFSET FUND 21,000 
lNST AG ECON & R SOC 
l-36-0355-21-0000 
INSTR AG ECON & RU SOC 
l-36-0355-12-800-\ 
l-31-0355-66-0 776 
ASST PROF AG EC & R soc 
l-36-0355-23-0000 








NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 




PROF OF AG ECON & RU 
1-31-0355-0lt-0005 




SOC NT 18 F 12-100 
[ NS TR AG ECON & RU SOC 
l-36-0355-16-0COO 
NT 16 F 12-100 
COMMUNITY RESOURCES OEVELOPMEN 12,500 13,000 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




























U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE 20,070 
FEDERAL FUNDS V[A STATE GOVERN 15,690 
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l-36-0355-72-0COC A.M.A. MARKET FACILITlES OFFSE 4,356 4,529 
1-36-0355-n-oooo SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 4,ft88 ft,666 
TOUL 13,200• 13,724• 
C355-UC44 D4NfEL 8 SMITH ASSO PROF AG ECON/RU SOC NT 18 F 12-100 
421-48-3099 l-36-0355-12-8CC6 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 20,600 19,281 
l-31-0355-66-0140 AGAICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,lft2 
TOTAL 20,600• 21,423• 
C355-U045 RUSSELL W SUTTON ASST PROF AG EC & RU SOC NA 18 F 12-100 
4')3-56-434 7 l-36-0355-12-8004 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 19,500 18,250 
1-31-0355-66-0 HO AGRlCULTURlL RESEARCH 2,028 
TOTAL 19, 500* 20,278• 
0355-UO!to WILLIAM A TINSLEY PROF AG ECO & R soc NT 18 F 12-100 PROM 
330-28-7233 l-36-0355-12-8006 FEDERAL SMITl+-LEVER AMENDED 11,300 12,352 
l-36-0312-71-8(01 SMITH-LEVER Ot=FSET FUND 11. 300 12,352 0312 
TOTAL 22t600• 24, 704* 
0355-U047 EDDIE D WYNN ASST PROF AG EC ~ R soc I\T 17 F 12-100 
4~4-46-5080 1-36-0 355-21-0 000 COM,..UNITY RESOURCES DEVELOPHEN 16,000 16,640 
0355- U048 R LYNN HARWELL ASST PROF AG EC & RU soc ~T 18 F 12-100 
461t-44-7652 1-36-0355-12-8 006 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 18,500 17,316 
l-31-0355-66-0140 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,922 
TOTAL 18,500• 19,238• 
0355-U049 HAROL O 14 HARR IS H ASSOC PRGF AG EC & R SC I\A 18 F 12-100 
421-5.ft-0681 l-36-0355-12-8C04 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER ANENOEO 22,500 21,060 
l-31-0355-66-0140 AGAICULTURAl. RESEARCH 2,338 
TOTAL 22,500* 23,398* 
0~55-LCSO CLAYTON GRANT VSTG AST PRO AG EC & R S I\A 18 F 12-100 
256-66-8833 3-36-0 355-63 F CUNOAT IO NS 18,000 18,720 
0355-UCSl LYNN A STANTON ASST PROF AG ECON RU soc NT 18 F 12-100 
105- 26- 926 l l-36-0355-12-8006 FEDERAL S,..ITH-LEVER AMENDED 9,500 9,880 
3-35-0355-67 OTHER ORGANIZATIONS/ASSOCIATIO 9,500 9,880 
TOTAL 19,000• 19,760• 
0355-UC52 RUE IGH ( WARD JR VIS IT ,~sr AG ECON RU so NT 16 F 12-100 
249- 9 6- 54 85 3-35-0355-67 C!THER ORGANIZATIONS/ASSOCIATIO 9,500 9,880 
0355-U053 LARRY L BAUER ASSOC PROF OF AGRI ECON NA 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION lND GENERAL 
357-34-68q8 l-20-0355-51 INSTRUCT CO~ 5,848 
1-31-0355-0't-0107 HATCH 5,848 
07 n t/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
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0355 AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS ANO RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRADE 




l-31-0355-04--0146 HATCH 5,848 
l- :?1-0355-04-0 701 HATCH 5,850 
l-31-0355-66-0140 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 22,500 
TOTAL 22,500• 23,394• 
0355-UC56 JAMES E THOMPSON VSTG INST AG ECO t RU so NT 16 F 12-100 
250-96-6963 3-36-035S-63 FWNOATIONS 10,000 12,900 
0355-U057 VACANT VS ASST PROF AG EC t RS NA F 12-100 
035S-U057-V l-31-035S-04-0C73 HATCH 3,610 
3-36-0355-38 FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 15,690 15,000 
TOTAL 19,300* 15,ooo• 
0355-U058 VACANT VST ASST PR AG EC t R SO NT A 0&-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 050 0355-U05&-V l-20-0355-51 INSTRUCT JON 9,r.65 10,756 
l-31-0355-04-0147 HATCH 9,575 15,544 
l-31-0355-04-0987 HATCH 4,103 
TOTAL 23,143• 26,300• 
0355-TOOl WILLIAM O MULKEY VST INSTR AG EC t RU SOC NA 11 F 12-100 
420-52-4 79 l l - 31-0355-04-0147 HATCH 11,070 11. 511 
l-31-0355-66-0140 AGR ICUl. TURAL RESEARCH 1,230 1,278 
TOTAL 12, .300• 12,789• 
0355-0(03 ELSIE K DAVIS KEY t PE II OPR l I 13 12 F 12-100 REV 249-52-1317 l-31-0355-66-0877 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,851 8,573 
0355-0004 SALENA ODAY CLK STENO I C1 13 F 12-100 
249-96-lt227 l-31-0355-04-0llt7 HATCH 3,603 3,71t6 
l - 31-0355-04-0156 HATCH 2,080 
1-31-0355-0lt-0952 HATCH 2,000 
TOTAL 5,603• 5,826• 
0355-0C05 NINA Y FOLK CLK TYPIST 11 09 11 F 12-100 REV 249-48-1224 1-31-0355-66-0 877 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,129 7,549 
0355-0006 SARA W GAMBRELL SECY l 12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
2't9-34-1045 l-20-0355-51 INSTRUCT IO"I 3,722 3,869 
l-31-0355-04-0970 HATCH 1,898 
1-31- 0355-0S-0953 HATCH R.R.F. 2,000 1,647 
l-]l-0355-05-0970 HATCH R.R.F. 2,203 
l-)l-0355-05-0982 HATCH R.R.F. 823 
TOTAL 7,925• 8,237• 
0355-0CCl VACANT SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMER 22 F 12-100 TERM 
0355-0007-V l-31-0355-66-0140 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,755 
07/31/76 CLE~SON U~IVERS I TY - S ALARY ROLL 
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0 355-0C07 CHRIS A DEWITT 
249-02-7687 
0355-0 009 NA NC Y L LOONEY 
249- 9 6-0545 
03 55 - 0CI O GLORIA O MCDOWELL 
250-98-1 228 
0 355-0011 VACANT 
0355-0011-V 
0 355 -0011 BARBARA H LEROY 
249-66-0247 
0 355--C013 SANORA O ~ORGA~ 
239-88-74~3 
0 355-001 4 J OSEPH R PEAY 
249-84-0420 
0355- CC 15 ~ANCY J PETTIGRcW 
250-94-8867 
C,_55- 0 C l 7 L Y~N C WELLS 
250-98- 3325 
0 355- CCl8 LCLA ~A E J S~ITH 
25)- 0 7-7437 
C355 - CCl 9 R':8ECC A A A~RROSE 
250-92- 8317 





CLK STENO 11 
1-36-0355-12-8005 
CLK TYPIST I 
1-31-0355-04-0 058 
l-31-0355-04-0(99 
CLERK STENO II 
l-36-0355-12-8006 
CL ERK STENO 11 
1-36-0 355-12-8 006 





MAIL RM SUPV I 
1-31-0355-t6-DE77 




CLK TYPIST 11 
l-31-0355-66-0 877 
CLERK STENO II 






l-31-0 355-05-0 970 
~ADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CCNTRACT TIME 
22 f 12-100 
10 1 2 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12- l 00 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-075 
21 16 F 12-100 
09 11 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FlA'<IDS 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 




FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
















S UO PRO l l-0 3 
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NA"E TlTLE CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
SOURCE OF FU~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
1- 31-0355-CS-OS 1!2 HATCH R.R.F. 2,550 
TOTAL 1.925• 8,238• 
0355-0022 DEBORAH J CAMPBELL CLERK STENO [ I 10 13 F 12-100 
250-04-7303 l-31-0355-04-0868 HATCH 2,105 2,188 
3-31-0355-13 u.s.D.A. 1,830 1,902 
3-31-0357-13 u.s.D.A. 1,830 1.902 0357 
TOTAL 5.765• 5,992• 
0355-0023 VACANT COMPUTER PROGRAHER 21 F 12-100 REPL 025 
0355-0023-V l-31-03S5-66-0 140 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,583 
0355-0023 CHRIS A DEW lTT COMPUTER PROGRAHHER 21 14 F 12-100 TRS 249-02-7687 l-31-0355-66-0140 AGR [CULTURAL RESEARCH 9,676 
0355-0024 MARTHA T SUTHERLA~O SECRETARY I 12 14 F 12-100 
21t9-80-3446 l -36-0355-12-8 006 FEOERAL S~ITH-LEVER AMENDED 1,100 8,008 
0355-0025 BARBARA H LEROY SECRETARY I 12 14 F 12-100 REV 
249-66-0247 3-36-0355-63 FOUNDATIONS 7,234 
0355-0025 TERESA J GIBSON SECRETARY l 12 14 F 12-100 TERH 
251-06-0304 3-36-0355-63 FOU'«>A TIONS 6,020 
TOTAL CLASSIFIE) 150,549 164,467 
TOTAL UNCLASSlFIED 864,341 879.906 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSlFIED AND UNCLASSIFlEO 1,014,890- 1,044.373• 
EMPLOYEES lN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0303-U002 EEORGE R VOl+-TUNGELN COOR SP PROG PROF AG ECO TE 18 F 12-100 
320-30-9361 1-20-0355-51 lNSTRUC TlON 4,124 4,911 
0357-U039 NEALE E BlRD ASST PROF AG ENGIN NT 17 F 12-100 
586-01-0427 3-36-0355-38 FEDERAL FUNOS VIA STATE GOVERN 15,500 16, 120 
0365-U035 DAVlD C SHITH INSTR lh ENT t,,T 17 F 12-100 
25 l-6o-9275 3-36-0355-38 FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 12,000 14,00:> 
0314-0214 FAYE E RI STER CLK STEf\O l 07 13 F 12-100 
251-48-6905 l-36-0355-18-0000 RESOURCE CONSERVAT[ON AND DEVE 3,419 3,554 
0314-0(:65 JEANNE S RAMSEY CLERK STENC [ 01 12 F 12-100 
248-94-CJ312 l-36-0355-07-0 cco TITLE V RURAL DEVELOPMENT 5.750 5,978 
07/31/76 CLEl'SON U"IVERSITY - SALARY RGLL BWPROl l-03 
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0355 AGRICULT URAL ECO~O~ICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
--------------------------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------
POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
0318-0666 CHARLES R SLACK 
249-94- 7332 
0365-0018 SHERRYE A GUIDRY 
~85-82-6'.53 
TITLE 




E~PLOYEES IN OT~ER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGR EE :I: FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
21 16 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-050 
SOURCE OF FU"'lDS CURRENT PROPOSEO REMARKS 
RATE 1976-71 
TITLE V RURAL DEVaOPME~T 9,696 10,082 










COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0357 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 








DEGREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BUDPRO 11-03 
PAGE 62 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE l 9 76-17 
PCT 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0357-UOOl VACANT HEAD AG ENGINEERING NT F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
0357-UOOl-V 1-20-0357-51 I NS TRUC T IO .. 9,345 8,098 
l-31-0357-66-0140 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 20,247 22,675 
l-36-035 7-71-0000 SHITlt-LEVER OFFSET FUND 1,558 1,619 
TOTAL 31,150• 32,392• 
0357-UC02 RICHARDO HEGG ASST PROF AG ENGR NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
504-54-8960 1-20-0357-51 INSTRUCT ION 1,248 3,007 
l-31-0357-05-0049 HATCH R.R.F. 5,800 
l-31-0357-66-0049 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,100 
l-31-0357-66-0106 AGRICULTURAL RE SEARCH 3,120 2,163 
l-31-0357-66-0120 AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 2,912 6,867 
l-31-0357-6b-OS63 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,484 
3-30-0357-29 u.s.0.1. (WRRI HATCHING lGREEH 4,000 4,326 
3-30-1003-29 u.s.0.1. IWRIU HATCHING lGREEH Z,236 2,163 1003 
TOTAL 20,800• 2 1,626• 
0357-0003 JAMES T CRAIG lSSOC PROF AG ENG TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-32-806 7 1-20-0357-51 INSTRUCTION 16,000 16,640 
0357-UOO't JOHN A COLLIER VSTG INSTRUCTOR lG ENGR P..A 17 F 12-100 
252-76-6159 1-31-0 357-66-0 173 AGR IC lJL TURAL RESEARCH 12,600 l3 ,104 
0357-U005 JERRY 8 DAVIS INSTRUCTOR AG ENGR t,.A 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
255-7ft-0013 l-20-0357-51 INSTRUCTION 1,032 2, 72 l 
l-31-D357-05-0C85 HATCH R.R.F. 5,368 2,630 
1-31-0357-66-0C66 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,326 
1-31-035J-66-0173 AGR !CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 3,200 2,630 
3-31-0357-13 U. S.O. A. 3,200 
TOTAL 12 ,800• 13,307• 
0357-0007 THOMAS H GARNER PROF AG ENGR TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION lND GENERAL 
241-58-1521 l-20-0357-51 INSTRUCT ID .. ll, l 90 9,9ft0 
1-31-035 7-05-0 C85 HATCH R.R.F. 6,000 2,94ft 
1-30-1003-06-9027 MCINTIRE STENNIS 2,500 2,94ft 1003 
l-31-0357-66-0C66 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH it,644 
l-31-0357-66-0173 AGRICULTURlL RESEARCH 2,835 9,162 
l-31-0357-66-0991 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,275 
3-31-0357-13 u.s.o.A. 1,700 
TOTAL 28,5GO• 29,634• 
0357-0008 THOMAS R GARRETT INSTRUCTCR AG ENGR I\A l7Fl2-1DO 
248-84-9573 l-31-0357-66-0065 AGR !CULTURAL RESEARCH 5,085 
1- 31-0351-66-0 107 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH b,225 5,084 
l-31-0357-66-0701 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,000 1,906 
07 /31/76 
FOR.-i CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLEMSON UN IVE RSIT) - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-17 
GRADE 
CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
BUOPROll-03 
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03 57-U009 VACANT 
0357-U009-V 
0357-UClO CLARENCE E HOOO JR 
240-62-4505 
03 57-UOll ANDREW GILBERT JORDAN 
255-6lt-0401 
0357-U012 JERRY R LAMBERT 
263-48-5084 
0357-UCl3 JAMES T LIGON 
249-62-5216 
0357-U015 ERNEST B ROGERS 
248-28-7140 
1-31-0357-66-0HO 










INSTRUCTOR AG E~GR 
l-31-0357-66-0114 
3-31-0357-38 
PROF AG ENGR 
l-20-0357-51 






















12,225• 12, 710• 
HATCH R.R. F. 2,800 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 





u.S.D.I. (WRRI HATCHING AGREEM 
TOTAL 12,800• 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 







FEDERAL FUIC>S VIA ST ATE GOVERN 
TOTAL 













u.s.0.1. (WRR( ANNUAL ALLOTHEN 
u.s.D.1. (WRRI ANNUAL ALLOTMEN 
STATE HATCHl'iG (WRRI) 
TOTAL 
TE 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
HATCH R.R.F. 

















































COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 
0357 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
POSI Tl CN 
NUIHER 
NAME 
0357-U016 BYRa.l K WEBB 
249-48- 7571 
0357-0017 THOMAS V WILSON 
247-42-4186 








0357-U030 GERALD D CHRISTENBURY 
243-68-2626 
0357-UOll BARBARA J GRIFFIN 
251-46-1528 











DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SO~CE OF FU'4DS 







TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION MID GENERAL 
ACTING DEPT HEAD AG ENGR TE 18 F 12-100 
l-20--0357-51 
l-31-0357-66-0186 










FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T ION 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
u. s.D.A. 
u.s.D.I. (WRRI ANNUAL ALLOTMEN 
U.S. O. I. C WR.RI MATCH I NG AGREEM 
TOTAL 





NA 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ASST PROF 
l - 31-0357-66-0091 
VISITlt.G lhSTR AG ENGR 
3 - 31-0357-33 
~STG INSTR AG ENGl!,EER 
3-31- 0357-11 
ASST PRCF AG ENG R 
l-36-0357-12-0COO 
ASST PROF AG MEC~ 
1-36-035 7-71-!) coo 
4SSCC PROF AG ENG 
l-36-0357-71-0COO 
ASSCC PROF AG ENGR 
1-36-035 7-12-0 000 
t.T F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
l,T F 12-100 
1,A 18 F 12-100 
,._T 17 F 12-100 
NT l 7 F 12- 100 








NATIONAL SCIENCE F(JJNDATION 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER A14ENDED 
SMITl+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
3,184 








































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0357 AGR ICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 






0357-U033 MARTIN C MCKENZIE 
251-76-4599 
0357-U034 CHARLES V PRIVErrE 
249-72-2883 
0357-U035 CLYDE L BARTH 
321-34-0040 
~357- UC37 JAMES ODONALD J~ 
255-74-0023 
~357- U038 VACANT 
0357-U038-V 




0357-UC41 ~ K RICHARDSON 
239-54-3459 








CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




ASSCC PROF AG ENGft 
l-36-0357-12-0000 
ASST PROF OF AG ENGR 
l-36-0351-12-0000 





ASST PROF AG ENG 
l-36-0357-12-0000 










ASSOC PROF ME 
l-31-0351-66-0810 
ASSOC PROF E&CE 
l-31-0357-66-0101 




COMPUTER PROGRAMMER II 
l-31-0357-04-0064 
NT 16 F 12-100 
NT 1 7 F 12-1 00 
TE 18 F 12-100 
I\A l 7 F 12-100 
I\T F 12-100 
I\T 17 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENOEO 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 





FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 























FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 15,500 16,120 0355 
23 
23 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 






























COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 






0357-0002 RONALD E BAKER 
248-76- 599't 
0357--0003 DOROTHY H BURCHFIELD 
249-66-0776 
0357-0004 BYRON V BURKETT 
249-20-6557 
0357-0C05 RALPH E BURRELL 
2"9-61t-9565 
0357-0006 WILLIAM P CHILD~ESS 
251-03- 3606 
0357-0007 CHERYL M COATS 
251 - 94-7560 
0357- 0008 CHAPLES R DUBOSE 
249-74-8603 
CLEMso-. UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUDPROll-03 




CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUIIIDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 








DRAFTING TECH II I 
1-36-0357-12-0000 





LAB ,..ACHINIST I 




LAB MACHINIST Ill 
1 - 31-0357-°"-0107 
l-31-0357-Clt-0173 








DRAFTl~G TECH Ill 
l - 3l-035 7-Clt- OC64 
1-31-035 7-et,- O 065 
1-31- 0357-0lt-O 1C7 
l -31-0351-04-0 70 l 
l-31-0351-05-0 C 85 
1-31-0157-66-0114 
19 15 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
15 09 F 12- 100 
20 10 F 12-100 
18 01 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 





NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
HATCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
u.s.D.1. (WRRI ANNUAL ALLOT HEN 












AGRJ CULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
AGRJClA. TURAL RESEARCH 









































ll, 't28• ll,878• 
01 n 1/76 
FOR"4 CUB0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF l GR IC ULTUR AL SCIENCES 
0 3 57 AGR I CULTURAL ENG I NE ERI NG 
PO SI TICN 
NU'4 BER 
NA"1 E TITLE 
CLEMSON UN I VERS ITY - SALAR Y ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
(RADE 
DEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 6 7 




03 57-0 ( 09 RCNALD EARNEST GANTT 
251-82-9029 
0357-CCl O R ICHARD C GARVIN 
251- 74-6782 
0357-C'O ll ROGER L HANEY 
25 l-94-q963 
1357-r o12 WILL I AM E HARDE N 
249-38-8499 
0357-0013 WILLIA~ F KREBS 
250- 76-4'H0 
03 57-CC14 VACANT 
035 7-0 014-V 








AG SCIENCE ASST 
1-31-0351-0lt-0064 





LAB ,tACHINIST I 
l-31-0357-66-0329 









LAB TECH I I 









21 16 F 12-100 
18 15 F 12-100 
15 13 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
13 16 F 12-100 























AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 





u.s.D.I. IWRRI MATCHING AGREEM 




























































COLLEGE Of AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 
0357 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
TITLE 
CLEMSON UhlVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE I fUl.L 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
--------------------------------------------------
0357-001.ft BLEKA CHERRY KOL8 
21t8-10-8375 
0357-0015 PATRICIA C VIRUNURM 
158-50-0351 
0357--0015 SANORA H ..COONALD 
21t7-78-6llt5 
0357-0016 DAVID M ..CLAUGHLI~ 
21t9-82-2025 
0357-0C17 ISAAC MICKLER 
251- lit- H96 
0357-0018 J A ROWLAND 
250-12-0367 
0357-0019 DEBORAH C SCHRADER 
251-02-8330 







CLK STENC I 
l-36-0357-12-0000 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0357-12-0000 
LAB MACHINIST II I 
1-31-0357-66-0lllt 
3-31-035 7-38 





l-31-0351- 05-0 091 
LAB MACHINIST 11 I 
l-36-0357-73-0 000 








LAB MACHINIST I I 
l-31-0357-0lt-0107 
1 - 31-0357-0lt-0701 
1-? 1-035 7- 04-o e 10 
l-31-0357-66-0107 
l-31-0357-66-0114 
lit 12 F 12- 1 00 
01 12 F 06-100 
01 12 F 12-100 
20 17 F 12-100 
lit O 1 F 12-100 
20 13 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
18 lit F 12-100 
BUDPROl l-03 
PAGE 68 





HATCH R.R.F. 2,200 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH It, 36 7 
TOTAL 8,767• • 
TERM 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 2,51t8 
REPL 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER A"ENDEO 5,114 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,19.ft 8,126 
FEDERAL FUN>S VIA STATE GOVERN 1,000 l ,1t31t 





HATCH R.R.F. 1,205 
HATCH R.R.F. it,ltOO 
TOTAL 8,510• • 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 11,921 12,568 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIOIII 3,371 3, 50.ft 
HATCH 1,782 
HATCH 76.ft 
HATCH R.R.F. 1,576 1H 
HATCH R.R.F. 1,551 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,163 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 13b 
TOTAL 7 ,4b5• 7,756• 
REV 
HATCH 3,402 
HATCH it,000 2,833 
HATCH 2,000 2,833 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4, 3.ftlt 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,2b7 
TOTAL 10,344• 11,335• 
07/H/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUtAL S:IENCES 
0357 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
POS I TIO"I 
1'.U"lfER 
NAME 
0357-0021 PEGGY C THOMPSON 
247-92-3427 
TITLE 
CLEMSON UNI VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
07 13 F 12-100 





BUDPR O 11-03 
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3- 30-0357- 27 
3-30-0357-45 
u.s.D.1. (WRRI ANNUAL ALLOTMEN 















NATIONAL SCIENCE FCJJNDATION 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E"'PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
C355- UC04 THOMAS A BURCH 
256-14-3697 
C359- UC ll VIRGIL L QUISENBERRY 
401-66-45 77 
0921 - UC20 "'ELVIN K RICHARDSCN 
239-54-3459 
0355- 0C22 DEBORAH J CAMPBELL 
250-04- 7303 
0359- 0013 CEC IL H HAMILTON 
251-'98-0575 
0383- 0040 RONALD W WEATHERS 
249-96-1544 
5607-0042 R LAWRENCE SM ITH 
247-80-4579 
ASST PROF AG EC & RU SOC TE 17 F 12-100 
3-31-0357-13 u.s.D.A. 
ASST PROF AGRON & SOILS NT 18 F 12-100 
3-31-0357-33 E.P.A. 
ASSCC PROF ME TE 18 A 09-100 
l-31-035 7-66-0870 AGRI CUL TURAl RESEARCH 




AG SCIENCE ASSOC I 
3-31-0351-33 
10 13 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 





EMPLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
FMPLOYfES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 




























COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0359 AGRO~OMY AND SOILS 








0359-0001 GARNET R CRADDOCK 
226-32- 7506 
0359-0002 ELIAS 8 ESKEW 
251-40-8855 
0359-UC03 81 LLY JCE GOSSETT 
412-56-8343 
0359-UCOlt W OOYCE GRAHA'4 JR 
457-M-8607 




03 59-U006 ULYSSES S JONES Jf< 
226-22-6318 
TITLE 






DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F U-.DS 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GEIERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 
TOTAL 
ASSOC PROF AGRON & SOILS TE 17 F 12-100 
1-20-0359-51 
























ASSCC PROF AGRON & SOILS TE 18 F 12-100 
1-20-0359-51 




















TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 










































































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0359 AGRON~~y ANO SOILS 









o ,59 - UCll 
0" 59-lJC l Z 
0359-U C13 
NAME 
MICHEL W JUTRAS 
012-28-600 7 
KERHI T S LAFLEUR 
007-05-6657 
JAMES D "4AXWELL 
426-82-0497 
El.£ENE F MCCLAIN 
~18-26-0900 
VIRGIL L 0UISEN8:RRY 
4')1-66-4577 
JA~E S S RICE 
4l3-72-7Z02 
EARLENE A ~UPEiU 
560-94 - 0398 
TITLE 





1-31-0 359-66-0 896 






ASSC PROF AGRON & SOILS 
1-20-0359-51 
1-31-0 359-66-0796 


















ASSOC PRCF AGRON & SOI LS 
l-20-0359-51 
GRADE 
OEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT TI HE 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
p..y 18 F 12-100 
BUOPRO 11-03 
PAGE 71 
SOURCE Of FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EOUCATI CN ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION ll, 355 11,262 
HATCH 290 1,751 
HATCH 871 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,191 
AGR !CULTURAL RESEARCH 81839 
TOTAL 21,355* 22,204• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 5,385 4,521 
HATCH 4,467 10,368 
HATCH 11,"o 
HATCH 4,468 
HATCH R.R.F. 11,000 
TOTAL 25,320* 26,329* 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO.., 3,014 5,918 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 11,456 15,368 
TOTAL 20,470* 21,286* 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 4,599 3,622 
HATCH 3,008 6,255 
HATCH 3,008 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,ZlZ 7,839 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,213 
TOTAL 17,040* 11, 716• 
BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 2 , 253 5,512 
HATCH 700 
HATCH 790 820 
HATCH R.R.F. 3,121 9,378 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,094 1,136 
E. P.A. 5,746 0357 
STATE HATCHING (WRRI) 2,500 
TOTAL 16,204• 16,846• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 3,753 4,052 
HATCH 5,000 5,200 
AGRICULTURAL RESE&\RCH B,897 9,101 
TOTAL 17,650• 18,353• 
BASIC EDUC AT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 5,890 6,902 
07/31/16 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRJCUl.TURAL SCIENCES 
0359 AGROhOMY ANO SOILS 









DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TJ ME 
SOURCE OF F~OS 
--------- --------------
0359-UOllt HORACE O SKIPPER 
23&-66-lt316 
0359-U015 Bill R SMITH 
454-62-5200 
0359-U016 JAMES R WOODRUFF 
365-34-61tllt 
0359-U030 LEONARD R ALLEN 
235-20-06 77 
0359-U031 ROWLAND P ALSTON 
249-78-99/t.6 
0359-U031 DON A BENTON 
250-61t-7 273 

























ASSC PROF AGRON SCIL 
l-31-0359-66-0102 
l-36-0359-11-8002 








NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GEPERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
HATCH 
AGR I CUL TUR AL RES EAR CH 
TOTAL 




U.S.O. I. I WRRI MATCH I NG AGRHM 
STATE COMMISSIONS/BOARDS 
TOTAL 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l'IT 18 F 12-100 
l'IT 11 F 12-100 









SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL S~ITH-LEVER AMENDED 
ASS CC PIICF OF AGIICN SO IL NT 16 F 12-100 
l-36-035CJ-71-8C02 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
PRCF AGR SOILS 
l-36-0359-12-8002 
1-31-0 359-66-0 79lt 
NT 18 F 12-100 
FEDERAL S"ITH-LEVER A~ENOEO 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 






































CO LLEGE OF AGRICULT URAL SClENCES 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 




OEGR EE t FULL 
CON TRACT Tl HE 




0359 - U034 CLIFFORO N NOLAN 
266-42- 5143 
0359-U035 JAMES H PALMER 
249-72-2650 
0359-U036 CLYDE L PARKS 
551-46-8n7 
Ol59-UC37 ROBERT L STEPHENS 
248- 50- 8668 
(359- 0COl SUSAN V MALCOLM 
257-14-3939 
0359-0002 LINDA L BREAZEAL E 
248-78-8721 
C~5Q- COO~ kOOOROW BURDETTE 
249-20-1967 
Ol59- CC04 DONALD A CALLICOAr 
249-02-4747 
035~-0005 RON AL D W SMITH 
250-88- 2351 
(~~q-oco6 CARlELL F COTHRAN 
249-42-8740 
PROF AGRON t SO ILS 
l-36-0359-71-8002 
ASSOC PROF OF AGRON SOIL 
l-31-0359-66-0956 
l-36-035S-7l-8CC2 




ASS T PROF AGRON t SOILS 
l-36-0359-71-8002 
RES TECH I I I 
l-31-0359-66-0l't2 
CLK TYPIST I I 
l-20-0359-51 
1-31-0359-66-0 202 
1-31-0 359-66-0 984 
AG AIDE II 




AG SCIENCE ASSISTANT 
l-31-0359-66-0103 
1-3 l-0359-66-0S56 
1-31-0 359-66-0 968 





I\T 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
t.T 18 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
22 16 F 12-100 
C9 12 F 12-100 
09 08 F 12-100 
16 13 F 12-100 
18 15 F 12-100 
16 11 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER JFFSET FUND 27, l't5 28,229 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,191 4,357 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND lo,764 17,433 
TOTAL 20,955• 21,790• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,537 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2, 4't 1 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 21,97ft 22,851 
TOTAL 24,'tl5• 25,388• 
PROM 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 15,655 16,874 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,755 10, 1"94 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
INSTRUCT ION 3,240 3,630 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,811 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,415 
TOTAL 6,655* 7,441• 
LWOP 
HATCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,712 3,859 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,712 3,859 
TOT AL 7,424• 7, 718• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,097 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,941 4,097 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,941 
TOTAL 7,882• 8, l 9't• 
HATCH 2,437 
AGRIC ULTURAL RESEARCH 2 ,533 
STATE COH~lSSlONS/BOAROS 6,516 
STA TE MA TCHlNG (WRR ll 6,267 
TOT AL 8,704* 9,049• 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-101t 
COLL EGE OF AGRICULTURAL S Cl ENCES 




CLEMSO~ U"IIVERSITY - SALARY ROU 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 








0359-0COT VICKIE B GREENE 
21t9-08-1187 
0359-0C08 GUSTAVE C OURIEZ 
250-70-5880 
C359-0C09 LOUISE C ELLIOTT 
21+-20-82"3 
0359-0010 SI-IELBY J ELROD 
21t9-96-1632 
0359-0011 MICHAEL H FOSTER 
21t9-02-Hl8 
0359-0012 DONALD 8 FOX 
21t&-98-303 l 
0359-0013 CECIL H HAMILTON 
251-lt&-0575 
0359-00lit ERNEST L HANEY 
21t9-32-628" 
0359-0015 PAUL F WILLIA~S JR 
250-98-2168 
0359-0016 GAIL G JAMESON 
249-64- 7212 
- - -
CLERK STENO II 
1-36-03 59-12-8 002 
AG AIDE II I 
l-31-0359-66-0 Olt5 
l-31-0359-66-00itl 




CLERK STENO I 
l-36-0359-12-8002 
AG AIDE 11 
1-31-0359-0lt-O 795 










1-31- 0 359-66-0 921 
l-31-0359-66-0SH 







10 1" F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,902 6,137 
13 H F 12-100 
AGRI CUL TURAl RESEARCH 3,969 8, 251o 
AGRICULTURAL RESURCH 3,969 
TOTAL 1,938• 8,251t• 
0<1 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 




TOTAL 6,it38• 6,693• 
07 12 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,672 5,897 
09 12 F 09-100 
HATCH 
"· it90 6,228 
13 12 F 12-100 
U.S.O. A. 6,806 1,011 
16 12 F 12-100 REV 
HATCH 3,821t 
HATCH R.R.F. 3,212 1,6it9 
AGR ICUL TURAl RESEARCH 369 2,it25 
E. P.A. 1,820 0357 
TOTAL 9,225• 10,011o• 
16 09 F 12-100 REV 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,000 3,325 
AGRI CUL TURAl RESEARCH 3,000 3,325 
AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 2,000 2. 115 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,226 1,309 
TOTAL 9 ,226• 10,074• 
19 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,299 
MISC.FEOERAL,NEC. 6,932 0365 
STATE COMMISSIONS/BOARDS 1,696 
TOTAL 8,299• 8,621J• 
12 13Fl2-100 BASIC EDUC AT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUC TIO~ 3,962 4,119 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-1 0 4 
COLLEGE OF AGR ICULTURAL SClE'iCES 




0359-CClT FRA NCES J LANGSTON 
248-28-6505 
0 359-0018 CHARLES R MARTlN 
254-80-2490 
C3 59-0 Cl9 BENJAMIN C MORTON JR 
25 1-74-3690 
C3 59 - 002 0 JAMES WINFRED REIO 
249-64-6056 
0159-o c ::n DEBBIE J ROWELL 
248-0 8-6865 
C359- (1022 AI KO SEO 
312-42-4463 
0359- 0023 ANTON A SIMMONS 
24q-10-2310 
C359- 0 C24 "INSTON W SWANEY 
25 1-16-6655 
C359- CC25 J OE E TE RRY 
2 4 T- 54-4 752 
JR 
CLEMSON ~ l VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1916-11 
TITLE 







RES TECHNOL I 
l-31-0359-66-0081 
AG SCIEI\CE ASSOC I II 
l-31-0359-04-0795 
1-31-0 359-66-0 081 
l-31-0359-66-0896 
l-31-0359-66-0 922 




CU< STENC I I 
l-36-0359-71-8002 








1-:? 1-0359-66-0 045 
l-31-035<J-66-0 047 
AGRICULT URAL FOREMAN 
l-31- 0 35<;-04-0 2 0 2 
l-31-0359-04-074 2 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
12 14 F 12-100 
17 H F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 
19 10 F 12-100 
10 14 F 12-067 
18 17 F 12-100 
16 09 F 12-100 
13 07 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 75 
SOURCE OF FU'iOS CURRE NT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 





TOTAL 7,922• 8,235• 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 7,925 8,240 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,479 9,857 
HATCH 3,598 3,740 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,H5 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,285 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,762 9,111 
TOTAL 15, 6to5• 16,266• 
REV 
HATCH 3,508 3,690 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,727 3,875 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,127 3,875 
TOTAL 10,962• l l, io40• 
SMITH-LEV ER OFFSET FUND 4,481 4,659 
u.s.o.A. 10,489 10,907 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,793 8,103 
HATCH 2,379 2,473 
HATCH 2,io73 
HATCH 2,379 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1, 339 2,783 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,339 
TOTAL 7,436• 7,72<J• 
REV 
HATCH 9,577 
HA TCH 8,770 
TOTAL 8,770• 9, 577• 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0359 AGRONOMY ANO SOILS 









0359-0026 EDWARD C MURDOCK 
15S-<\2- l 565 
0359-0C27 WILMA S !LACKMON 
247-~-0803 
0359-0C28 JANICE R GROVER 
025-28-6976 









CLK STENC II 
l-36-0359-71-8002 
LAB TECH II 
l-20-0.359-51 
l-31-0359-66-0933 
AG SCIENCE ASSOC I 
3-31-0359~3 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0393-UOOl JOHN O BLACK JR HEAD SEED CERT & LECT 
2't9- S.-9830 l-31-0359-66-0l'tO 
039't-U001 HILTON V ROGERS HD FRT INSP & A~ Al & L EC 
2.\5-16-6633 1-31-0359-66-0l'tO 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- - -
GRAOE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
23 16 F 12-100 
10 lit F 12-100 





SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 




21 16 F 12-100 
STATE COMMISSIONS/BOARDS 
NA 17 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
NA 17 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
-
























COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SC I ENCES 
0361 ANIMAL SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY RCLL 






CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FlNOS 
--------- ---------------------------·--------
0361-UOOl RICHARD F WHEELE{ 
249-60-4225 
C3~1- U002 ROBERT LEE EDWARDS 
241-58-1953 
0361-U003 ALLEN RAY ELLICOTT 
505-52-8003 
036l-U004 DA LE L HANDLIN 
512-28-3674 
C36l - U005 J AMFS R HILL 
z4q- 56-9C06 
0361-U0~6 JAMES C MCCONNE~L JR 
415-80- 5216 





























ASSOC PRCF AN SC I 
l-20-0361-51 
1-? l-0361-04-0 019 
l-31-0361-04-0022 
1-? l - 036l-C4-0C77 
l-31-0361-04-0139 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 
TOTAL 
TE 18 F 12-100 BAS IC EDU CAT ION ANO GENERAL 














AGR ICUl TURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR ICUL TUR4L RESEARCH 
TOTAL 












BUOPR Ol l-03 
PAGE 11 
























<11,897 1,65 ... 
2,660 















COLLEGE OF AGRICULTU\AL SCIENCES 




0361-U007 GEORGE C SKELLEY JR 
.4 7-38-6990 
036l-U008 CARLE THOMPSON 
200-32-2983 
036 l-U009 TONAS GI NENEZ 
250-29-2777 
0361-UOlO SAMUEL L MOORE 
2•9-60-2"78 
0361-UOll NORWOOD J VANOY,E 
251-8-'t-5503 
036l-U012 DEE LEWIS CROSS 
~06-60-4063 
0361-0030 CARL W ACKERMA~ 
2't8-.. -9887 
036l-U031 JOtfl E ALBRECHT 
202-32-0025 
- --















ASST PROF AN SCI 
l-20-0361-51 
l-31-0361-66-0102 
VIST INSTR AN SCI 
l-31-0361-66-0068 






CEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 












t.T 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 18 F 12-100 






LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u. s.o. A. 
TOTAL 
INSTRU IN ANIMAL SCIENCE NT 17 F 12-100 
1-20-0361-51 













ASSOC PROF AN SC I 
l-36-0361-71-8003 







NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
t. T 1 7 F 12-100 






SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 

















































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUlAL s:IENCES 
0361 At.I '4AL SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 







_____________________ , __ _ 
0361-U032 Will I AH G BROW"I JR 
415-46-0567 
C361-U033 LEWIS F CATO 
72 6-09-2 80ft 
C361-U03" LARPY W HUDSO~ 
224-56-2439 
0361-U035 JOHN N WILLIA'4S II 
409-72-959't 
0361-U036 JJHN F WISE 
242-4"4-9456 
0361- CC02 NANCY S BOCK 
l 54-38-1152 
C361-C003 C~ARLES E BUTTS 
247-80-9826 
CJcl-0004 JESSE C EARGLE 
250-86-4 378 
ASSOC PRCF ANIMAL SCI 
l-36-0361-71-BCC3 
ASSCC PRCF ANI SCI 
l-36-0361-12-8003 




PRCF OF AN( SCI 
l-36-0361-12-8003 
l-31-0361-66-0102 
ASSCC PRCF ANI SCI 
1- 36-0361-12-8 C03 






















CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
NT 18 F 12-100 
t,,T 17 F 12-100 
t,,T 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
I\T 11 F 12-100 
10 H F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF Fl.fiDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 21,3't0 22,193 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 1 a, 752 19,501 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 1.648 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AME~DED 14,977 16,67't 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,643 
TOTAL 11, 620* 18,322• 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AIENDED 25,107 21,142 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 't,968 
TOTAL 25,107• 26, 110• 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 18,650 19,394 
HATCH 699 725 
HATCH 1,398 1,452 
HATCH 699 
HATCH 699 138 
HATCH R.R.F. 699 1,451 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,048 1,088 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,748 1,816 
TOTAL 6,990* 1,210• 
BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 3,896 4,050 
HATCH 1,169 1,105 
HATCH 1. 32't 
HATCH 119 809 
HATCH R.R.F. 623 1,618 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 514 
TOTAL ,. 791• 8,096* 
HATCH 1,207 1,254 
HATCH 1,207 2,509 
HATCH 1,207 
HATCH 2,'>15 
HATCH 2,415 1 ,25'> 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE~CES 
0361 ANIIUL SCIENCE 









CEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED 
RATE 1976-77 
------------------------------------------------
0361-0005 BARBARA 8 ENTREKIN 
251-76-4266 




0361-0007 KATHY L HOLLIDAY 
248-92-0833 
0361-0008 SIDNEY W KENNEDY 
251-54-'t71t2 
0361-0010 JOE M BURKETT 
21t8-68-6231t 
0361-COll MARGARETE PAINE 
012-40-7738 











CLK STENO II 
1-36-0361-71-8 003 
CLERK STENO II 
l-36-0361-71-8003 
CLK STENC I I 
l-36-0361-71-8C03 













LAB TECH"ICUN I 
l-31-036l-04-0C74 
l-31-0361-04-0896 






12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 







SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SHI TH-LE VER OFFSET FUHO 






















































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0361 ANl~AL SCIENCE 









CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




0361-0013 CHRISTINE T STROBLE 
0361-00 l 3-V 
0361-0014 HAROLD W ABERCROMBIE 
24 7-02-5948 
C36l-C015 RALEIGH P SOLT 
250- 16-5 723 
0'61-CC16 R~NALD Y FLEMING 
249-80-4036 
0361-COlT OAV!O L HWSON 
249- 88-3519 





l -31-0361-66-D 102 
l-31-0361-66-0~59 
















LAB TECH Ill 
1- 31-0361-0lt-0074 
l - 31-0361-04-0896 
l-31-036l-05-0S66 
l-31-0361-66-0102 
l - 31-0361-66-0959 
AG SC I ENCE 4SS T 
1-31-0361-0lt-0068 
l-31-0361-04-0 0 74 
1-31-0361-66-0162 
AG 41DE 111 
1-31-0361-0lt-0019 
l-31-0361-04-0020 
10 12 F 12-100 
l7 12 F 12-100 
09 03 F 12-100 
16 14 F 12-100 
18 14 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
HATCH 2,800 2,912 
HATCH 2,800 2,912 
HATCH R.R.F. 2,800 2,912 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 2,000 2,080 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,195 2,281 
TOTAL 13,995• 14,882• 
HATCH R.R.F. 2,6-45 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,991 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,976 
TOTAL • 6,612• 
HATCH 811 
HATCH 2,454 3,407 
HATCH 1,643 
HATCH R.R. F. 1,643 3,407 
AGR !CULTURAL RESEARCH 1,643 1,705 
TOTAL 8, l'H•• 8,519• 
HATCH 1,352 1,405 
HATCH 1,414 1,178 
HATCH R . R.F. 1,497 1,178 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,414 2,138 
AGR I CUL TURAI. RESEARCH 1,414 1,650 




HATCH R. R.F. 1,580 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,580 
AGR !CULTURAL RESEARCH 1,580 
TOTAL 7,900• • 
PROM 
HATCH lt,784 5,35ft 
HATCH 956 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,827 5,354 
TOTAL 9, 56 7• 10,708• 
H4TCH 1,206 
HATCH 603 628 
-07 /31/76 
FORM CU80-101t 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED lq76-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 






0361-0019 DON R PRATER 
21tS-90-920lt 
0361-0019 RONALD Y FLEMING 
21t9-80-'+036 
0361-0020 FREEMAN C SNITH 
250-26-8it86 
0361-0021 JO~ S WILEY 
2it9-92-8825 



































1-31-0 361-66-0 '159 
AG SCIENCE ASSISTANT 
1-20-0361-51 




DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
18 15 F 12-100 
18 15 F 12-100 
09 03 F 12-100 
18 lit F 12-100 


































































































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUR AL SCIENCES 




CLEMSO~ UNIVERSlT\' - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
(RAOE 
CEGR fE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
BUDPROl l-,H 
PAGE 83 




E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0375-0035 ARLENE H J ONES 
250-11-3821 
CLERK STENO 11 
l-36-D361-12-8003 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
10 13 f 12-100 










COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




0363-UOOl WILLIS A KING 
249-60-2565 
0363-U002 CARROLL C BRAN'fJ'f 
251-60-7130 
0363-U003 JOSEPH F DICKEY 
244- 50- 2 151 
0363-U004 JACOB J JANZEN 
337-30-5538 
0363-U005 BRUCE F JENNY 
137-36-8035 
0363-U006 JAMES W KELLY 
248-51t-2231 








DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BUOPRO 11-03 
PAGE 84 




DEPT ~EAD PROF DY SCI TE l 8 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-0363-51 INSTRUCT ION 8,092 8,091 
1-31-0363-0lt-O 15 7 HATCH 3,000 
1-31-0363-66-0 140 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,762 13,594 
l-36-0363-71-8 CC3 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 10,271 10,680 
TOTAL 31,125• 32,365• 
ASSOC PROF DY SC I TE 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-0363-51 INSTRUCTION 2,470 
l-3l-0363-66-0C70 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,000 
1-31-0363-66-0452 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 11,080 15,292 
TOTAL 17,08~ 17,762• 
PROF DY SCI TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-0363-51 INSTRUCT ION 11,908 11,731 
l-31-0363-66-0029 AGR I CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 2,787 
1-31-0363-66-0 068 AGRICut TUR AL RESEARCH 6,816 1,081 
1-31-0363-66-0 84 7 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,816 4,951 
TOTAL 2S 1 540• 26,556• 
PROF DY SC I TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A'fO GENERAL 
1-20-0363-51 INSTRUCTION 7,018 6,412 
1-31-0363-0lt-0157 HATCH 7,280 
l-31-0363-66-0029 AGRICUl. TURAL RESEARCH 42't 4,655 
l-31-0363-66-0072 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,725 
l-31-0363-66-0182 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,980 
l-31-0363-66-0988 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,980 
5-20-0303-25 GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS t CONTRACT 8,575 0303 
TOTAL 16,017• 27,032• 
ASST PROF DY SCI H 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20--0363-51 INSTRUCTION 2,322 3,266 
l-31-0363-66-0 095 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,378 7,165 
l-31-0363-66-0098 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,000 6,932 
TOTAL 16,700• 17,363• 
ASSOC PROF DY SC I TE 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-2 0-0 36 3-51 INSTRUCT ION 1,072 1,253 
l-31-0363-66-0452 AGRICULTURAL RESEJ\RCH 1,000 6,932 
l-31-0363-66-0989 AGR !CULTURAL RESEARCH 5,085 8,851 
5-20-0303-25 GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS t CONTRACT 3,22B 0303 
TOTAL 16,385• l 7 ,036• 
PROF DY SC I TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 




COLLECE OF AGRICULTUR AL SCI ENCES 




CLEMSON LNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOU RCE OF FUNDS 
---------------------·----- -------------------------------
0363-UCOB GLE N D ODELL 
241-30-2055 
0363-U009 GRAYDON W BRANOT 
008-14-1576 
0363-UOlO ELAINE R fOLLIDAY 
2'>9-78-7891 
0363-U030 GEORGE E GRAMLINj 
390-30-7221 
01f3-U031 WILLIAM L NORTHER~ 
240 - 2'>- 3317 
0361 - U032 FRED E PA~DUE 
242- 54-9365 
0363-UC33 CALVIN 8 REEVES 
440-14- 540 l 
0 363-U0 34 ROBER T E W~IGHT 
253-46-6 3 26 














1-31-0 363-66-0 068 
ASSOC PROF DY SC I 
l-31-0363-66-0014 
1-36-0363-71-8 003 





PROF OF DY SCI 
l-36-0363-71-8003 
ASSCC PROF DAIRY SC 
l-36-0363-71-8003 
ASSOC PROF AN PA TH 
l-36-0363-71-8 003 
AG SC I ASSOC I 
l-3 1-0363-04-0070 
l-31-0363-C4-00~B 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
hf 16 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-100 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 




SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 





SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR ICUl TURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
SHITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SM ITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 




BUDPRO l l- 03 
PAGE 85 































• 9,602 • 
07/31/76 
FOR., CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SClENCES 
0363 DAIRY SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNI VERS(TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
--------------------------------------




CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl NE 
BUOPROl l-03 
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0 363-0001 VACANT 
0363-0001-V 
0363-COOl GEORGE M BELL 
250-12-7006 
0363-0002 DAWN G SCHUESSLER 
498-52-8780 
0363-0003 KATHRYN C BARGE~O~ 
255-80-0520 
0363- 0C04 FLORENCE M CRAWFORD 
249-05-0037 
C~t3- CC05 THOMAS A FRANKS 
250-36-5783 
016~- 0006 AUST INO VI NSON 
247-38-6125 
0363- C007 JOHN C HEUSTESS 
248-34-5310 
0363-CCC8 $~AUNA R STEPHENSON 
!:29-82- 3439 
C363 - CC09 LILA A PINCKNEY 
24 7-80- 4951 
0363-0010 HOYT J SHERIFF 
251-18-6679 
0363-00 11 REBECCA A WAROLAlf 
249-78-8188 
0363-0012 ~APOLO A BREAZEALE 
247-54-3530 
-- -
AG SCI ASSOC I 
1-31-0363-c+-0(70 
1-31-0363-<Y.-0098 
AG A IDE 111 
1-31-0363-66-0 847 




RES TECHl'IOL I 
l-31-0363-C4-0C95 
LAB TECH II 
l-31-0363-04-0(72 
1-31-0363-0'.-0157 




AG SCIENCE ASSOCIATE 
l-31-0363-66-0451 
LAB TECH l 
l-31-0363-66-0075 
AG AIDE I ([ 
l-31-0363-66-0847 
AG A IOE It I 
l-31-0363-66-0452 
AG A IOE 111 
l-31-0363-66-0452 
AG SCIENCE ASSOCIATE 
1-31 -0 363 -66-0 452 
21 18 F 12-100 
13 06 F 12-100 
07 16 F 12-100 
17 16 F 12-100 
13 13 F 12-100 














16 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEfERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
21 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
10 15 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
13 15 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
13 08 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
13 12 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEA~CH 
21 16 F 12-10:> 































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLE,.SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU ... OS 
------------------------------
0363-0013 EDGAR GERARDO SOTO 
251-76-2837 
0363-0014 HELENS BICE 
24 7-3't-6403 
03f3- COI5 JOE J MOORE 
251-68-2657 
03f3- 0017 PAMELA R CANTRELL 
250-90-2146 
0363-0018 SARAH T BIERLEY 
251-78-5950 
C3f3-0019 LEROY RICE 
251-14-6238 
C363-0020 DOYLE E M~GAN 
251-70-8100 
C363-C02l BOBBY R SHER(FF 
251-60-5826 
C363- C022 CLL S SHULTS 
409-28-2398 
0363-0023 GARY W KAZMER 
429-86-0854 
0363 - 0025 CALVIN E MANN 
249-88-3388 
0363-0026 WILL(AM C WEATHERS 
423-12-1208 
03f3-0027 EDWARD J WATKI ... S 
249-20-8919 
C3f3-0028 JEANETTE S STRl3LING 
2t.9-5h-1490 





AG AIDE II 
l-31-0363-66-0068 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-31-0363-66-0095 
l-31-0363-66-0989 
RES TECHNOL I 
1-31-0363-04-0 e1t 1 
AG AIDE ll 
1-20-0363-51 
AG AIDE II 
l-31-0363-66-0C72 
AG AIDE II 
l-31-0363-66-0452 
AG A I OE 111 
l-31-0363-66-0451 
AG AIDE Ill 
l-31-0363-66-0452 
AG A IOE II 
l-31-0363-66-0098 
AGRICULTURAL FOREMAN 
1-31-0 363-66-0 029 
AG AIDE I ( I 
1-31-0363-66-0 451 
AG A I OE 111 
l-31-0363-66-0095 
13 12 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
l2 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
09 09 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-100 








09 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
09 09 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
09 07 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
13 07 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
13 15 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
C9 09 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
16 08 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
13 09 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 





































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTlRAL SCIENCES 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
~ADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FU"4DS 
------------------------------
0363-0029 ROY P WHITFIELD 
249-66-1181 
03f3-0C30 J3HN W WHITMIRE JR 
248-58-6669 
0363-0C3l CANDICE R HERRON 
247-9lt-2862 
0363-0031 SANORA M "IAHAFFEY 
249-0't-5676 
0363-0C32 ASHBY B BODINE II 
579-62-0166 
Cl63-C034 J3HN C ELLERS 
232-42-3315 
0363-0035 TEOH OUBOSE 
250-70-5365 
0363-0036 CAROL H ABERCRO~BIE 
434-80-0938 
~l63-rOJ7 BILLY J HAW 
24 7-36-8 743 
0363-C038 ROBERT D HARTIN J~ 
145-48-13861 
~363-0040 REBECCA L GILSTRAP 
248-08-5623 




C~6~-CC42 CECIL O Hl£Y SR 
247-03-3214 
-
AG AIDE II 
l-31-0363-66-0(70 
AG SCIENCE ASST 





RES TECHIIOL I 
l-3 l-0363-C4-0029 
1-31-0363-~-0072 
RES TECHNOL 111 
1-31-0363-~-0070 
1-31-0 3f3-0't-O<i03 




AG SCIENCE ASSOCIATE 
l-31-0363-66-0452 
AG SC I ASSOC I 
l-31-0363-66-0452 
CLK STEhC 11 
1-36-036 3-73-8 003 
CLK STENC r 
1-36-0363-71-8 CC3 
ASST CAIRY SCIENCE 
l-36-0363-12-8003 
ASST OAl~Y SCIENCE 
1- 36-0363-12-8 003 
09 12 F 12-100 
18 10 F 12-100 
08 F 12-100 
08 14 F 12-100 
17 16 F 12-100 
22 17 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 15 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 















S~ITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUNO 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
































COLLEGE OF lGRICULTU~AL SCIENCES 
0363 OAIRY SCIENCE 








NAHE TITLE DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
SOURCE OF Fl .. OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
----------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------




CLK STENO 11 
l-36-0363-73-8C03 
TOTAL, BCTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 
l O 14 F 12- l 00 
ASSOC PRCF ~N PATkOLOGY ~A 18 F 12-100 




C3~1-UC10 SAMUELL MOORE 
249-60-2478 l-31-0363-66-0514 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,058 
8,058 
11,803 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
f'1PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID 8Y OTHER OEPTS 










07/~l/76 CLEMSO~ U .. IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 
f ORH CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-71 PAGE 90 
COLLEGE Of AGR ICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0365 ENTOMOLOGY ANO ECON0'4IC ZOOLOGY 





CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TlME 




0365-UOOl SIDNEY 8 HAYS 
416-40- 5372 
0365-U002 THEODORE R AOKl~S JR 
257-42-3164 
0365-U003 GERALD R CARNER 
258-68-4977 
o,65-U004 ARNOLD G EVERSOLE 
209-32-3864 
0365- 0005 RICHARD C FOX 
366-22-7412 
0365-0006 JAYO HAIR 
222-28-4616 
C3t5-UOC7 SA MUE L G TURNIPSElO 
245-48-3307 
03t5- UCC7 A'DNEY L HOLLOMAY 
43J - 80-5004 
- - -














1-31-0 365-66-0 908 















PROF ENT & ECON ZOO 
l-31-0365-05-0 908 
ASST PROF ENT EC Z 
1-20-0365-51 
-
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ID,. 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITl+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
REGULATOtY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 
TOTAL 






















REGULATORY & PUBl.lC SERVICE PR 
u.s.0.1. CWRRI ANNUAL ALLOTMEN 
TOTAL 
NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON A .. D GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 f 12-100 

































































C~ LLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
r365 FNTOMOLOGY ANO fCO~OMIC ZuUL CGY 
POS IT l(I\ 
I\IL '4BfR 
NAME TITLE 
CLEMSON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CQ11j TRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF F UI\IOS 
BUOPR01 l-J3 
PAGE 91 




1-~ l-03t5--(.,._0(43 HATCH 500 
1-31-0365-<Yt-0129 HATCH 3,500 
1-31-0365-66-0 Olt3 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,891 
l-31-0365-66-0129 AGlt !CULTURAL ltESEARCH 2,500 
l-31-0365-66-0902 AGR I CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 3,000 
TOTAL • 11,01o1• 
03 t5-UCCB EDW IN W KII\IG PRCF ENT & EC Z TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
010-12 -1550 1-20-0365-51 INSTRUCTION 8,200 9,888 
1-3 l-0365-04-0 211 HATCH 2,000 
1-31-0 365-CS-O C42 HATCH R.R.F. 7,it24 
l-31-0365-66-0042 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,493 
1-31-0365-66-0 21 l AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 13,194 
TOTAL 21o,111• 25,082• 
0365 - U009 HAROLD A LOYACA ... O JR ASSOC PROF E & ECZ & z TE 18 F 12-100 BAS IC EOUCATI ON ANO GENERAL PROM 
436-58-4056 l-20-0365-51 INSTRUCT I ON 6,506 8,573 
1-20-1915-51 INSTRUCTIOI\I 2,233 2,it52 1915 
1-31-0365-04-0144 HATCH 2,313 2 ,it82 
l-31-0365-66-0l4lt AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,457 6,905 
3-31-0365-lt9 1'41SC. STA TE ,NEC. 1,017 
TOTAL 18,586• 20,412• 
0 3t,5 - U0l0 JOHN C MORSE ASST PROF ENT & ECON ZOO NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
242- 78-6625 l-20-0365-51 INSTRUCTION 6,225 3,803 
1-31-0365--66-0~26 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,884 6,120 
l-36-0365-71-8002 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,073 6,617 
TOTAL 15,182• l6,5ltO• 
1">f5- UC 1 1 G.\YLE P NOBLET ASST PROF ENT & ECO"! ZOO NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
447-48-0199 l-20-0365-51 INSTRUCTIOI\I 705 1,401 
l-20-1915-51 I NS TRUC TI 01\1 lo, 790 5,it05 1915 
l-31-0365-04-0C67 HATCH 1,000 1,000 
l-31-0365-04-0126 HATCH 1,000 1,000 
1-31-0365-66-0 067 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,135 3,836 
1-31-0365-66-0126 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,000 7,376 
TOTAL 17,6304' 20,018• 
Jl65-tJ)J2 RAY'40fl,0 NOBLET ASSOC PROF ENT r. EC z TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
260-70-2224 1-20-0365-51 INSTRUCTION 1,081 7,601 
1-31-0365-04-0116 HATCH 1,000 
l-31-0l65-04-0117 HATCH 1,000 l ,it85 
l-31-0365-04-0 l 72 HATCH 1,485 
l-31-0365-04-074l HATCH 1,000 
1-31-0 365-66- 0116 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,200 
l- 31-3365-66-0117 AGlt(CUL TUltAL RfSEAltCH 4,300 4,975 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE CF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0365 E~TO~OLOGY AhD ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 
-------------------------
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 






CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF Fl.NOS 
----------------------~ 
-----------------------
03f5-UC13 BUFORD MERLE SHEPARD 
258-64-4513 
0365-U014 THOMAS E SKELTON 
251-40-5741 
0365- U015 LLOYD G WEBB 
256-56-3641 
0365-U016 JEWEL A JORDAN 
255-62-1433 
03f5-U017 JOHN R SWEENEY 
218-46-1592 
0365-0030 RANDALL P GR IFF!~ 
248-92-4879 
0365 - U031 JO..-.i B KISSA~ 
252-48-9165 

















ASSCC PROF ENT & EC Z 
1-20-0365-51 




REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 
TOTAL 








TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 





NT 18 A 09-007 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRU:TION 
NT 18 A 09-055 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF ENT & ECCN ZCO ~T 18 F 12-100 
1-20-0365-51 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
l-31-0365-66-
l-31-0365-66-0210 










1',A 17 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 





SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 
HATCH 
AGR I CULTU RAl RES EAR CH 




SMITH-L EVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 






































COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 




0365 E"ITOMOLOGY ANO ECONJ'41C ZOO L&GY 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAME 
0365-U033 0 LA"IAR ROBINETTE 
419-52- 9220 
0365-UC34 LEGRAND M SPARKS 
248-64-8470 
0365-U035 CAVIO C SMITH 
251-60-92 75 
0365-U036 JOHN C FRENCH 
421-36-0606 














0365- U04l DARRELLE SEARS 
432-84-5505 
C365- LC42 VACANT 
0 365-U042- V 
0~65-UC47 J OHN THOMAS WALKER 
250-88-4709 
03t5- CCC1 ~AXl~E C BLA~ELY 
248-98- 3102 
0365 -CC02 RICHARD L BRIGHT 
247- 78-6649 
GRADE 
T JTLE DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FI.NOS CURRENT PROPOSED PEMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
ASST PROF ENT & EC ZOOL NT 18 F 12-100 
l-36-0365-71- 8002 S•HTH-LEV ER OFFSET FUND 19,250 20,018 
ASSCC PROF ENTO"I NT 17 F 12-100 RETR 
l-36-0365-71-8002 SMlTH- LEVER OFFSET FUND 17,974 
NT 17 F 12-100 INSTR IN ENT 
3-36-0355-38 FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 12,000 14,000 0355 
PROF ENT & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365- 12- 8002 
INST IN ENT & ECON ZOO 
l-36- 0365-12-8002 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 1 7 F 12-100 
VS ASSOC PROF EN & E ZOO NT 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 25,000 26,000 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED llt,000 14,900 
SMITH--l.EVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 18,000 18,720 
VSTG INST I,.. ENT & EC ZO hT 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
F 12-100 TERM 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO "T 
1- 36-0 365-24-0 000 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO "T 
l - 36-0365-2lt-OOOO 
VSTG INST lh ENT & EC ZO "T 




SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
SMITH-LEVER , SPECIAL COTTON PR 
SMITH- LEVER , SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 






VSTG INST E"T & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
"T f 06-100 TERM 
SMITH-LEVER , SPECIAL COTTON PR 7,000 
VSTG INST E"T & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
F 12- 100 REPL 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO U 
l - 36-0365-2lt- 0000 
VS T G I NS T IN ENT & EC ZO M 
1-36-0 365-2lt-O 000 
F 12-100 
F 12-100 
CLK STENO I 
l-31-0365- 66-0140 
07 12 F 12-100 
RES TECHNOL I 
l-31-0365-66- 0093 
17 l 2 F 1 2- l 00 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL CITTTON PR 14,000 
TERM 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL cmTON PR 14,000 
REPL 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
AGRICULTURAL RES EAllCH 6,207 6,45't 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,701 't,500 
PCT 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-1 )4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
03f5 ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 















0365-0003 DOR IS 8 BYRO 
239-36-1368 
0365-0 004 J OHNS CRANE 
018-H-2946 
03f5-0006 JOOY G GREEN 
251-76-2540 
0365-0007 HARRY C LUSK 
223-68-7698 
0365 -)008 LYNN A LUSZCZ 
028-36-3218 
0365- 0CC9 RANDY E MCWHORTER 
25 l- 78- l lt93 
Olf5-0C10 G Jl~MY PILGRIM 
251-70-7621 








LAB TECH 11 I 
l-31-0365-66-0lltlt 
ACCCUNTI~G CLERK I 
l-31-0365-66-0lltO 



























13 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRLCTION 
16 16 F 12-100 
08 13 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
16 14 F 12-100 
19 l't F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 














































































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 19 76-77 
BUOPIIOll-03 
PAGE 93 
0365 ENTOMOLOGY ANO ECONJ~I C ZOO LuGY 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMB[R 
NAME 
0365-U033 D LAMAR ROBINETTE 
419-52-9220 
0365-UC34 LEGRAND M SPARKS 
248-64-8470 
0365-U,35 CAVID C SMITH 
251-60-9275 
0365-U036 J OHN C FRENCH 
421-36-0606 






0365 - U039 ~EYWARO B DOUGLASS 
251-84-2032 
0365-U040 VACANT 
C365- U040- V 
r365- U040 KEITH H GRIFFITH 
24 7-96-4268 
~l65- U041 VACANT 
0365-U041-V 
0365- U04l DARRELLE SEARS 
432-84-5505 
C365- LC4 2 VACANT 
0365-U042-V 
0 ~65- UC4? JOHN THOMAS WALKE R 
250-88-4709 
0365- rCCl ~AXl~E C BLA~ELY 
248-98-3702 
0365- CC02 RICHARD L BRIGHT 
247- 78-6649 
GRADE 
TITLE DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU"IDS CURRENT PROPOSED IIEHARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
ASST PROF ENT & EC ZOOL NT 18 F 12-100 
l-36-0365-71-8002 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 19,250 20,018 
ASSCC PIIOF ENTO"I NT 17 F 12-100 RETR 
l-36-0365-71-8002 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 17,971t 
NT17Fl2-100 INSTR IN ENT 
3-36-0355-38 FEDERAL FUM>S VIA STATE GOVERN 12.000 14,000 0355 
PROF ENT & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365-12-8002 
INST IN ENT & ECON ZOO 
l-36-0365-12-8002 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT l 7 F 12-100 
VS ASSOC PROF EN & E ZOO NT 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 25,000 26,000 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 14,000 14,900 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 18,000 18,720 
VSTG INST ll't ENT & EC ZO ,_,T 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
F 12-100 TERM 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO ~T 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO ~T 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO ~T 




SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14.000 






VSTG INST E~T & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
~T F 06-100 TERM 
SMITH-LEVER• SPECIAL COTTON PR 7,000 
VSTG INST E~T & EC ZOO 
1-36-0 365-24-0000 
F 12-100 REPL 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO ~T 
l-36-0365-24-0000 




CLK STENO I 
l-31-0365-66-0140 
07 12 F 12-100 
RES TECHNOL I 
l-31-0365-66- 0093 
17 12 F 12-100 
SHI TH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14, 000 
TERM 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
REPL 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6 , 207 6,454 





COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
- - - -
CLE~SON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 19 76-77 
-- - - - - -
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 93 
0 365 E"IT OMOLOGY ANO ECONJ~lC ZOOL~GY 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAME 
0365- U033 D LA~AR ROBINETTE 
419-52-9220 
0365- UC34 LEGRAND M SPARKS 
248-64-8470 
0365-U~35 CAVID C SMITH 
251-60-9275 
03 65-U036 JOHN C FRENCH 
421-36-0t:06 
C365- U037 PAUL M HORTON 
248- 72-4055 
0365 - U038 VACANT 
C365-U038-V 
0365 - uo3q VACANT 
0365- U039-V 




rJ65- U040 KEITH H GRIFFITH 
24 7-96-4268 
~365- U04l VACANT 
Ol65-U04l-V 
0365- U041 DARRELLE SEARS 
432-84-5505 
C365 - UC42 ~ACANT 
0365-U042-V 
0~65-UC47 JOH~ THOMAS WALKE R 
250-88-4 709 
03 65-CC Cl ~AXl~E C 6LA~ELY 
246-98- 3 702 
0365-CC02 RICHARD L BRIGHT 
24 7-18- 6649 
GRADE 
TITLE DEGllEE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF F ~OS CURRENT PROPOSED PEMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
ASST PROF ENT & EC ZOOL NT 18 F 12-100 
l-36-0365-71-8002 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 19,250 20,018 
ASSCC PPOF ENT0'4 NT 17 F 12-100 RETR 
l-36-0365-71-8002 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND l 7,974 
NT 17 F 12-100 INSTR IN ENT 
3-36-0355-38 FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 12,000 14,000 0355 
PROF ENT & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365-12-8002 
INST IN EtH & ECON ZOO 
l-36-0365-12-8002 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
VS ASSOC PROF EN & E ZOO NT 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITtt-LEVER AMENDED 25,000 26,000 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENOED 14,000 14,900 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 18,000 18,720 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO NT 
1-36-0 365-24-0 000 
F 12-100 TERM 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO t-.T 
l-36-0365-24-0 000 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO ~T 
l-36--0365-24-0000 





SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
REPL 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
TERM 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
REPL 
SMITH-lEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14,000 
VSTG INST EH & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365-24-0000 
~T F 06-100 TERM 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 7,000 
VST G INST E~T & EC ZOO 
l-36-0365-24-0 000 
F 12-100 REPL 
VSTG INST IN ENT & EC ZO 11.T 
l-36-0365-24-0000 




CLK STENO I 
l-31-0365-66-0140 
07 12 F 12-100 
RES TECHIIIOL I 
l-31-0365-66-0093 
17 12 F 12- 100 
SHI TH-LEVER, SPECIAL cm TON PR 14,000 
TERM 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL CITTTON PR 14,000 
REPL 
SMITH-LEVER, SPECIAL COTTON PR 14. 000 
AGRI CULTURAL RESEARCH 6,207 6,454 
AGRI CULTURAL RESEARCH 4,70 1 4,500 
PCT 
0713 l/ 76 
FOPM CUB0- 104 
CLEMSON UNlVEPSlTY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 
0365 ENTC~OLOGY ANO ECO~O~lC ZOOLOGY 
POSl Tl CN 
NUHeER 
NAME 
0365-0012 KATHY 8 SEXTON 
251-94-1948 
C365-00l3 PATRICIA Z STOKES 
250-96-2 545 
0365-0C14 LINDA H VAN DYKE 
248-78-2566 
0365-0014 JANICE OURITZO WALKER 
251-13-0330 
0365 - 0015 BRENDA W ORUMMa~D 
415-78-4298 
0365-0016 NAIDEEN C WHITE 
251-86-5929 
0365-0017 REBECCA S WESTFALL 
24 7-98-4860 










CLK STENO 11 
l-36-0365-12-8002 
CL ERK STENO II 
l-36-0365-12-0000 
CLK TYPIST II 
l-31-0365-66-0140 
CLK STENO I 
l-36-0365-12-8002 
RES TECHNOLOGIST I 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED A~C U~CLASSIFIEO 
E~PLCYEES IN OTHER OE~ART~ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0383-U007 SAHUEL G TURNIPSEEU 
245-48-3307 
0383-UClO ~ICHAEL JACK SJLLIVAN 
453- 78-6382 
0387-UOOl JI~MY K GOLDEN 
256-l:8-9928 
PROF ENT & ECON ZOO 
1-31-0365-05-0180 
l-31-0365-66-0180 
ASST PROF ENT EC Z 
3-31-0365-39 
SUPT LECT IN t<JR T 
l-36-0365-71-8002 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
12 12 F 12- 100 
12 1't F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
10 F 12-100 
C9 12 F 12-100 
C1 12 F 12-100 
17 16 F 12-100 
06 13 F 12-050 
TE 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NA F 12-100 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 95 
SOURCE OF F~DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976- 77 
PCT 
-----------------------------
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO~ 3,521 3,660 
AGR ICUl. TURAL RESEARCH l,873 4,026 
TOTAL 7,394• 7,686• 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,825 7,096 
TERM 
FEDERAL SM ITH-LEVER AMENDED 6,116 
REPL 
FEDERAL SM ITH-LEVER AHENDED 5,765 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,613 5,836 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,734 5,962 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,167 3,920 
AGR ICUL TU RAL RESEARCH 1,300 3,920 
TOTAL 7 ,46 7• 7,840• 












COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
03t5 E~TO~OLOGY ANO ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 














LOUIE ~ SENN DIR REG£ PUB SVC£ LECT 
250-26-5925 l-31-0365-66-0140 
HERMAN B JACKSO"I JR HO PLNT PEST REG SVC/La: 
24 7-6.\- 0096 l-31-0365-66-01.\0 
PAUL F WILL U"'S JR RES TECHNOLOGIST I( 
250-98-2168 3-31-0365-39 
RACHEL E GI BSO"I LAB TECH I 
251-94-996.\ l-36-0365-29-0000 
GLOR U J SANDERS RES TECHNOL I( 
251-96-3851 3-31-0365-39 
FRANK J HOWARD J~ ENTCMOLOGlST Ill 
251-62-921.0 l-36-0365-71-8002 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
hA 18 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
10 10 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
25 11 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUIIIOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-17 
PCT 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,959 3,17.\ 
AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 2,.\31 2,61.\ 
NISC.FEOERAL,NEC. 6,932 
SNITH-LEVER:cono111 INSECT PEST 3,026 3,146 
N(SC.FEOERAL,NEC. 10,035 10,.\35 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND lt,616 4,799 
40,611 49,338 
31,400 34,324 









COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0367 EXPERIMENTAL STATISTI:S 
__________________________________________________ , ____________________________________________________ _ 




DEGREE 1: FULL SOURCE OF F~DS 
CONTRA( T Tl ME 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
0367-UOOl WILBERT P BYRO PROF EXP ST AT TE lB F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
240-40-7845 1-20-0367-51 I NS TRUCT ION 
l-31-0367-66-0513 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
0367-UC02 ~ALTER E JOHl'.'STON PROF EXP STAT TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
464-64-6689 l-20-0361-51 INSTRUCT ION 
1-31-0367-66-0513 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
0367-U003 JfJE E TOLER VST INS TR E XPElt STATISTl NT 17 F 12-100 
25'>-70-0929 l-31-0361-66-0513 AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
0367-U004 JEANNIE M CURRI~ INSTR EXPER STAT NT 16 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON AND GENERAL 
248-04-0129 1-20-0367-51 INSTRUCTION 
l-31-0367-66-0513 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
C361-UC05 PETER " B~ROWS ASSOC PROF EXPER STAT NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION AND GENERAL 
24'"-88-6710 1-20-0367-51 INSTRUCTION 
l-31-0367-66-0513 AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
0367-CCOl CYNTHIA E FREEMAN KEY t PER OPR II l3 12 F 12-100 
250-21-35'>2 1-31-036 7-66-0 513 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
CH7-CCC3 F~ANCES EWALD SECY I 12 lit F 12-100 
247-44-4651 l-31-036 7-66-0513 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
C"H7-CCC4 SUL TANA ALAM KEY t PEio OPR II l3 12 F 12-100 
3)8-56-0770 1-3 l-036 7-66-0513 AGR I CUL TU RAl. RESEARCH 
TOTAL CLASSlFIEO 
TfJTAL UNCLASSIFIE) 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLCYEES IN OTHER OEPART~ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
7803-U002 JAMES R HOLMAN ASSC PROF t STATISTICIAN U 18 F 12-100 
4)8-70-3757 l-20-0367-51 t NSTRUCT ION 
E~PLOYEES (N OT~ER DEPART~ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
F~PL OYEES (N TH(S DEPARTMENT PA lO s.y OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOGFT RATE 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
25,810 27, llt4 
3,190 3,016 
29,000• 30,160• 
12. 17l l3,71t0 


























CLEMSON UNIVERSIT't - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 BUOPROl 1-03 PAGE 98 
-------------------------------------------------
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




0369-UOOl JnHN S EVANS 
240-46-6648 
0369-0001 J OHNNIE H HUNNICUTT 
251-80-1538 
0369-C002 DONALD h SANDERS 
24 7-66-0648 
0369-0004 TOM LINDSEY 
247-44-4171 
0369- 0005 BEN JOE KEASLER 
247-38-5626 
03 69-rOC6 w,RREN LATIMER 
247-22-9938 
0369-C007 CURTIS F GAMBRELL 
247-02- 5001 
C369-CC09 NA MORRIS 
249-20-1220 
0369-0010 ~ILLIA'1 C PATTERSON 
249-10- 6378 

















AG A IOE I I 
1-31-0369-66-0 195 
1-31-0369-66-0 930 
AG AIDE II I 
l-31-0369-66-0195 
AG AIDE II 
l-31-0369- 66-0195 
AG A IDE 11 
1-31-0369-66-0197 
AG AIDE 111 
l-31- 0369-66-0198 





EhG t.A 16 F 12-100 
12 14 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
09 07 F 12-100 
13 07 F 12-100 
09 07 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
13 07 F 12-100 

























AGR I CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 



































































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0369 FAR'4S 









CEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 















AG AIDE II 
l-31-0369-66-0198 
AG A IDE 111 
l-31-0369-66-0195 
AG A IDE 111 
l-31-0369-66-0195 
AGlt ICUl TURAL FOREMAN 
l-31-0369-66-0930 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 





05 F 12-100 REV 
AGR !CULTURAL RESEARCH 7,155 7,549 
01 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,571 7,872 
07 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,361 8,694 
08 F 12-100 






COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0371 FOOO SCIENCE 








C3 71-U001 WOOD IE P WILLIA~S JR 
? 16-- 30-4161t 
C3 71-UC02 JAMES C ACTON 
259-66-3132 
037 1-U003 ROBERT F BORGMAN 
23l-31t-10Bl 
C3 71-UC04 ROBERT G BURSEY 
011-32-7397 




CEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




PROF & DEPT HO FD SC[ TE 18 F 12-lCO BASIC EDUCAT[CN AND GENERAL 
l-20-037l-51 INSTRUCTION llt,700 15,288 
l-36-0371-12-0000 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 1,it70 1,527 
l-31-0371-66-0115 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,000 3,120 
l-31-0371-66-0lltO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,350 10,638 
l-31-0371-66-0511 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,880 
TOTAL 29,itOO• 30, 573* 
ASSOC PRCF FD SC l TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-0371-51 INSTRUCT [0~ 8,561 9,lt69 
1-31-0371-0lt-0092 HATCH 2,155 
1-31-0371-0lt-0113 HATCH 2,106 3,261 
l-31-0371-0lt-0121t HATCH 2,302 
1-31-03 71-D't-0996 HATCH 1,998 2,689 
l-31-0371-05--0112 HATCH R.R.F. 2,7H it, lt82 
l-31-0371-05-0966 HATCH R.R.F. 1,700 
l-31-0371-66-0092 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,509 
TOTAL 21,555• 22,ltlO* 
PROF FD SC l TE 18 F 12-100 BAS lC EDUC AT lON AND GENERAL 
1-20-0371-51 INSTRUCTION 12,538 13,808 
1-31-0371-0lt-0092 HATCH 2,653 
1-31-0:Hl-Oit-Ol 77 HATCH 2,831 
1-31-0371-0lt-0867 HATCH 6,809 
l-31-0371-04-0938 HATCH 5,237 
l-31-0371-05-0206 HATCH R.R.F. 3,106 
l-31-0371-05--0 2C7 HATCH R.R.F. 
l-31-0371-66-0092 AGR [CULTURAL RESEARCH 2,831 
1-31-0311-66-0178 AGR I CULTURAL RESEARCH 2,841 
l-31-0371-66-0938 AGR [CULTURAL RESEARCH 2,909 
TOTAL 27,237• 28,326• 
ASSOC PROF FD SC I l'\T 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PROM 
1-20-0311-51 INSTRUCT ION 9,231 15,026 
l-31-0371-04-0511 HATCH 2,078 
1-31-0371-0lt-0938 HATCH 3,777 
1-31-0371-66-0 llO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,899 2,351 
1-31-0 371-66-0 938 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,212 
TOTAL 17, 985* 19,589• 
PRCF FD SC I & BIOC TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-0371-51 INSTRUCT [ON 2,604 8,827 
1-20-1913-51 INSTRUCT IO"I 7,959 8,276 1913 
1-31-0371-0lt-0068 HATCH 7,959 
l-31-0371-04-0847 HATCH 8,007 
- - - -
- -- - - - -
07 /31/ 76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLEMSO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CFGREE I FULL 
CON TUC T TI ME 
SOURCE OF FlNDS 
--------------------------------------------------
0371-U006 JOSEPH J JEN 
539-42-3904 
0371-UC07 MICHAEL G JOHNSON 
351-32-9315 
03ll - UCC8 JAC K H MITCHELL JR 
3't7-12-8't2't 
03 71-U009 OONALO EARLE TURK 
124- 26- 9070 
03 71 -UO lO VACANT 
0371-UOlO-V 
0371 - UC29 GUNNAR FIN~E 
534-62-1 629 
03 71-U030 TE RR Y C TITUS 
532 - 36- 6976 
0371 - CCO l CAROL A CALOWE LL 
1:>5-38-4624 
o, 11-oco2 A~O~A LYNN DICK 
551 - 58- 4249 
l-31-0371-66-0068 
l-31-0 371-66-0E47 





ASSCC PROF FO SCI IIICRC 














ASST PROF OF FOOD SCI 
l-31-0371-66-0140 
3-40-0371-63 
VSTG ASSIST PROF FD SC I 
3-36-0!71-67 
ASSOC PACF OF FD SCI 
1-36-0 371-12-0 000 
CLK STENO II 
1-31-0371-66-01.toO 
ctES TECH,.,OL (( 
1-31-0371-04-0C'ilZ 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR I CULTU AAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 



















AGR (CUL TURAl RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
,._T F 12-100 
A~ IC UL TUR AL RESEARCH 
F ClJNDAT IONS 
TOTAL 
,.,. 18 F 12-100 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS/ASSOCIATlO 
NT 18 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
10 12 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 


















8,197 8,523 1909 
3 ,'t't3 6,192 
6,595 6,178 




















FORM CUB0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF AGR IC ULTURAL SCIENCES 
0371 FOOD SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 BUOPROl l-03 PAGE 102 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POSITI C ... NA"'E TITLE 
NUMBER 
GRADE 
DEGREE I Fll..L 
CONTRACT TIME 





0371-0003 A ... N F GILREATH 
249-64- 56 50 
03 71-0004 JAMES L JOHNSO~ 
221- 34-1552 
C371 - 0005 STEPHEN F LIGHfSEY 
249-82-2823 
0371-0C'J 7 HARV A CASHIO ... 
522-64 - 9388 




03 71-0 C09 HERBERT M TENNANf JR 
204-42-0268 










1- 3 l-0371-66-0 lltO 











RES TECHhOl II 
l-31-0371-66-0068 
l-31-037l-66-08lt7 
RES TECHhOL II 
l-31-0371-04-0006 
l-31-0371-0lt-012<t 
RES TECHNOL II 
1-31-037 L-04-0068 
1-31-0371-0lt-08<,9 
RES TECHNOL II 
l-31-0371-66-0068 
CLERK STENO II 
l-36-0371-12-0000 
12 HF 12-100 
19 1 7 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
19 17 F 12-100 
19 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
10 14 F 12-100 
-
HATCH 1,118 It ,2ltlt 
HATCH 1,598 
HATCH 1,520 2,121 
HATCH R.R.F. 2,lt90 it, 21t-'t 
HATCH R. R.F. 1,300 
TOTAL 10, 206* 10,609• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 3,959 
"• 116 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,959 4,116 
TOTAL 7,918• 8,232• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,912 3,321 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,173 
AGRICUl TURAL RESEARCH 3,0it3 6,169 
TOTAL 9, 128• 9,it90• 
HATCH 2,912 
HATCH R.R.F. 2,912 
AGR ICUL TURAl. RESEARCH 888 911 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,912 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH it,001 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH It, lt-'t6 
TOTAL 9,335• 9,101• 
AGRICUl. TURAL RESEARCH 8,713 it,530 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH <t,530 
TOTAL 8,713• 9,060• 
HATCH 3,388 5,870 
HATCH 7,904 5,870 




TOTAL • 8,627• 
TERM 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 9,608 
FEDERAL S~ITli-LEVER AMENDED 3 ,164 3,352 
- - - - - - - -
07 /31/16 
FORM CUBO- 104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
03 71 FOOD SC I ENCE 
POSIT ICN 
NUHBER 
NAHE Tl TLE 
CLEHSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
l-3l-O:Hl-66-0140 







FOSTER B WARDLAW JR 
248-72-6329 








RES TECHNOL 111 
l-31-0371-66-0115 
LAB TECH 11 
1-31-0371-0\-0 722 
RES TECHNOLOGIST II 
1-31-0311-66-0 722 
RES TECHNOLOGIST II 
l-31-0311-66-0122 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER OEPARTHENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS OEPARTHENT PA ID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
TOTAL 
22 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
13 16 F 12-055 
HATCH 
19 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 



































COLLEGE CF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 







K4THRYN S POWELL 
266-64-4692 
SARAH S '1ILLS 
249-68-3849 
JAMES E KONLANDE 
123-26-8570 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
PRCF HOME EC~ 
l-31-0373-04-0826 
ASST PROF NUTRITION 
l-31-0373-04-0015 
ASSOC PRCF FD NTR 
l-31-0373-04-0826 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
t.A 18 F 12-010 
NA 17 f 12-010 
NA 18 F 12-007 
E'1PLOYEES IN OTHt:R DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'1PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID SY CTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET UTE 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 104 










- - - - - -
07 /31/76 
FORH CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTU~AL SCIENCES 




0375-UOCl TAZE L SEN~ 
24-4-50-2977 
03 75-U002 ROBERT G HALFACRE 
247-70-4104 
03 75-UOOJ J OSEPH R HAUN 
222 -20-7950 
0375-U004 WRI GHT S JORDA~ 
257-56-4195 
03 75-UCC5 ALTAR KINGMAN 
247-36-4731 
03 75-U006 A~CHIE J LEWIS 111 
251-70-3801 
0375-U007 ANTHONY R "1AZUR 
036-26-1299 
03 75- UOC8 WAYNE L OGLE 
409-22-8554 
TITLE 
CLE"1SON l.NIVERSI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF fl~OS 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 105 

















ASSOC PROf HORT 
1-20-0375-51 
l-31-0375-66-0797 




INST IN HORT 
1-20-0375-51 
1-31-037 5-04-0 055 






1- 31-03 7 5-04-0 70 l 
l-31-0375-66-0972 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T I ON 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 






TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 








hT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 




~T 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INS TRI.JC TION 
HATCH 
TOTAL 
































































01 n 1116 
FOIi~ CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULT UR AL SCIENCES 
0375 HOPTICULTURE 









DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
SOURCE OF Fl.~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARK S 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




03 75- UClO HAROLD J SEFICK 
249-60-2382 
03 75- UO l l E~ NEST T SIMS JR 
259-60-204lt 
C3 75 - l012 BOBBY J CE SKELTON 
250-52-1401 
C3 75-UC13 GEOPGE E STEMBRI DGE 
Zit 1-66- 0302 
03 75- UC1 4 FREDERICK W THOJ c 
249-07-1774 
C175- U015 VACA~ T 
OH5-U015-V 
C3 75 - U0 l5 L O VAN- BLARICO~ 
~44- 05-61& l 
.---
ASST PROF HORT 
l-20-0375-51 
l-31-0315-66-0512 






















ASS CC PRCF HORT 
1- 20-0 375-51 
PRCF CF ~ORTICJLTURE 
l-20-0375-51 
l-31-0375-66-0 509 
PRO F HOR T 
l-20- 0315-51 
-





















AGRICULTURAL RESEARC H 
TOTAL 









TE 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENE RAL 
I NS T RUCT ION 
NT F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT IOl'l 
AGRIC ULTURAL RESEARCH 
TO TAL 
TE 17 F 12-100 BASI C EDUCATI ON ANO GE"IERAL 
I 'lS TRUC T ION 









































FOR"I CUBO- lOlt 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUR AL SCltNCES 








03 75- U036 









JERE A BRITTAIN 
245-60-9481 
WILTON P COOK 
251-72-2305 
CAN C EZELL 
249- 58-lt305 
JOHN P FULMER 
257-22-1265 
E'40RY V JONES 
251-68-7066 
LANDON C MILLER 
248-54-2261 








ASSOC PRCF HORT 
l-31-0387-66-0090 
l-36-0375-71-8002 
ASSOC PRCF .. ORT 
1-31-0 375-66-0 509 
l-36-0375-71-8002 
ASSCC PIIOF HORT 
l-31-0387-66-0310 
l-36-0375-71-8002 
ASST PROF OF HO~T 
l-36-0375-12-8002 
ASSCC PROF HORT 
l-36-0375-12-8002 
l-31-0375-66-0'i12 
ASSOC PROF HORT 
1-20-0315-51 
l-36-0375-71-8002 
ASST PROF OF HORT 
l-36-0375-12-8002 
ASST PRCF OF HORT 
l-36-0375-12-8002 
l-31-0375-66-0003 
ASST PROF OF HORT 
1-36-0375-71-8 CO2 





CEGR EE l FULL 
CON Tl{AC T Tl ME 
M 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 




SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SM ITH-LE VER OFFSET FUND 
TOT AL 
FEDERAL SM ITH-LEVER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
SMITH-LEV ER OFFS ET FUND 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL SM ITH-LE VER AMENDED 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
AGR I CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 

















18, 576* 19,318• 




17,100 11, 18.t, 
lt,275 4, "" 21,375• 22,228• 
lt,978 6,567 













FORM CUB0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 
C375 ~ORTICULTURE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
-------------------------------------




CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF Fl~OS 
----------------------------------------
0 315-000 1 KATHY D SOMERVI LL E 
248-86-1760 
C3 75-0CC1 GLORIA B CORN 
249-88-9073 
03 75 - 0002 FAYE L l'IILLER 
lt06- 44-0964 
03 75- CCC3 LI ND A J CARTEE 
249-80-3651 
03 75-0 CC4 GLEN W CHRISTIAN 
251-60-7680 
03 75-0CC5 JAMES H CRAWFORD 
247-28-3057 
Ol 15- 0 CC6 JACK EUGENE CRUMPT ON 
247-44-2711 
03 75 - CCC7 RICHARDO ROACH 
25 7-8e- 0 906 
03 75 --00J8 TENN I E C FAR~ER 
249-78 - 0466 
CLK STENC I 
1-20-0375-51 
l-31-0375-66-0797 
CLK STENO I 
l-20-0375-51 
l-31-0375-66-0797 
CLK STENO II 
l-31-0387-66-0090 
l-31-0387-66-0310 
1-36-03 75-71-8 002 




1-31-0 375-66-0 788 
AG AIDE II 
l-31-0375-66-0972 




TRADES WRKR SUPV 
1-20-0375-51 
l-35-0375-99 
AG A lOE 11 
l-31-0 375-66-0 0 0 2 
l- 31-0375-66-0 797 
SECY I 
l-31-03 75 -66-0 011 
1-31-0 375-66- 0<;7 2 
07 12 F 12-100 
01 12 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
09 04 F 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 
20 11 F 12-100 
09 10 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
-










SMlTH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 






BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
E XTENSlON t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL RES EARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
AGR IC UL TUR AL RESEARCH 
AGRI CULTURAL RESEARCH 
TO TAL 
- - -
BWPROl l - 03 
PAGE 108 











1,710 1,777 0387 
l ,710 1,777 0387 
3,420 3,556 























COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCl~NCES 
C375 ~ORTICULTURE 








0375-0009 DONALD A FERGUSO~ 
251-84-4721 
03 75-0010 VACANT 
0375-0010-V 
0375-0Cll SHARON N FOX 
25l-52- 38n 
0375-0012 VANCE GEORGE 
249-24-8466 
C375-0013 SARAS FIELDS 
247-19--0702 
C3 75-CC14 PAULA 8 HENDERSON 
249-88-3999 
0375~015 SANORA W COOPER 
464- 78-8786 
03 75-{;0 16 WILLARD H HUNNICUTT 
247- 50-6244 
03 75-C01 7 LlNDA M JENKINS 
249- 78-0039 
03 75-0(18 A~S W JULIAN 
251-01-7 73lt 
0375-CC19 CHARLES H MATTHE~S 
250- 60- 3928 
TITLE 
AG SCIENCE ASST 
1-31 -0375-66-0512 




AG SCIENCE ASST 
1-31-0315-66-0011 
1- :H-0375-66-0027 
AG SUPER VI SOR 
1 - 31 -0375-66-0002 
l-31-0375-66-0797 
1-31-0315-66-0~72 
LA8 TECH I 
l-31-0375-66-0509 
CLK STENO I 
1-36-0315-73- 8 002 
ACCOUNTING CLERK I 
1 - 31-0315-~-0061 
1- 31-0375-0lt-0105 
1-31-0375-~-0698 
l - 31- 0375-66-0003 
l-31-0375-66- 0133 
l-31-0375- 66- 0788 




AG SCIENCE ASST 
1-31-0375-66-0509 
AG SCIENCE ASSOCIATE 
1-31-0375-04-0 C09 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
18 16 F 12-100 
18 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-1 00 
10 12 F 12-100 
C7 13 F 12-100 
CB 15 F 12-100 
09 11 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12- 100 
18 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 























SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
HATCH 


































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0375 ~ORTICULTURE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 BUDPROll-03 PAGE 110 
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C3 75-0020 JAMES E MCKENZIE 
2ft7-04-0227 
0375 -0021 VACANT 
CJ75-0021-V 
03 75-0021 THOMAS R GULLEDGE JR 
248-78-2758 
0 375~02 1 CAROL A HECKltAN 
291-52-5473 
'.H 75 -0022 VACIINT 
0375-0022-V 
03 75-0023 WILLIAM C NEWALL JR 
249-78-8795 
0375-0024 COUGLAS W OWENS 
249-60-2515 
0375-0025 OO~ALD J WILSON 
410-82-4351 
C3 75-0031 THOMA S R WILSON Ill 
249-90-3031 
03 75- 0(~2 DEBORAH J CA ~P8cLL 
247-04-0166 
C375-0 C3~ BE~NY F HALLMAN 
24 7-96- 3571 
1-31-0375-0ft-0105 
AG AIDE I 
l-31-0375-66-0132 
3-35-0375-36 
RESEARCH ANALYST II 
3-31-0375-07 
RESEARCH ANALYST II 
3-31-0375-07 
RESEARCH ANALYST II 
3-31-0375-07 
LAB TECH Ill 
l-31-0375-66-0132 




AG A IOE 111 
1-31-0375-0't-0055 
l-31-0375-66-0133 
AGRIC SCI ASSOC I 
1-31-0375-04-0788 
l-31-0375-66-0788 
AG SCIENCE ASSOC I 
l-31-0375-04-0C61 
l -31-0375-66-0 061 
CLK STENC II 
1-31-0 37 5-66-0 509 
1-36-0375-71-8002 
AG SCIENCE ASSOC Ill 
1-36-03 7 5-26-0 000 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FUl.L 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF F~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
06 11 F 12-100 
19 F 12-100 
19 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
16 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
13 07 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 lit F 12-100 
10 14 F 12-100 




ft, 963 5 , 16 0 
12,ft08• 12,901• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,743 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 5,971 













AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
KATCH 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL RES EARCH 
SMI TH-LEVE~ OFFSET FUND 
TOT AL 

























07 /? l/76 
FORM CUBO- l:>4 
COLLEGE OF AGR ICULTU~AL SCI E:NCES 
03 75 HORTICULTURE 









DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




0375-0034 FREDERICK D SINGLETON 
223-B0-5886 
03 75-0035 ARLENE H J ONES 
250-11-3821 
0375-0C36 CHARLES E MCGONIGLE SR 
117-26-0170 
Ol75-0C37 GEORGE A MARTIN 
250-04-5793 
03 75-0038 CLIFTON SMITH 
250-02-7889 
C375-0C39 SHARON L ~ILLIAKS 
249- 13-9424 
0375-0040 ROBERT B SKELTON 
249-02-4553 
0375-0041 CHRISTOPHER T GILLIAM 
250-21-0441 
03 75-0042 DORIS R MAXEY 
249-64-5902 
0375-0043 MARYL HARMON 
249-88-2918 
03 75-0044 JACKSON V MCELVEE~ JR 
250-86-2341 
03 75-0045 SAMUEL C LEROY 
249-11-3948 
C375-0046 EVELYN F EASLER 
251-90-3593 
C375-0C47 ROBERT V MORGAN 
249-66-0213 
TOTA L CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIEJ 
AG SCIENCE ASSOC Ill 
l-36-0375-26-0000 
CLERK STENO 11 
l-36-0361-12-8003 
1-31-0 387-66-0 lltO 
l-31-0387-66-0171 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG A IOE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375- 36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0315-36 
AG Al OE 
3-3 5-0 315-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
26 17 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
06 14 f 11-100 
06 12 F 11-100 
06 Oft F 11-100 
06 12 F 11-100 
C6 11 f 11-100 
C6 09 F 11-100 
06 15 F 11-100 
06 l't F 11-100 
06 12 f 11-100 
06 10 F 08-100 
06 12 F 11-100 
06 12 f 11-100 
SMITH-LEVER, PEST 14ANAGEMENT 













APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSlO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO it,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 3,432 3,569 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 












CLEMSO'I l1HVERS1TY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOS ED 1976-77 
COLLEGE CF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 









E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENT S PAID BY THIS DEPT 
JIM ROY .. ATKINS JR AG SCI ASST I 
29 7- 98-1581 1-36-0375- lZ-8 002 
VACANT CLERK I 
4001-002 7-V 2-60-0375-00 
J OSEPH H CHEEK SEC OFF 
250-0S- 7130 Z-60-0375-00 
CLAUDE BROCK SEC OFF 
251-18-6958 2-60-0375-00 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEE S IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- - - -
~ADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
18 16 F 12-100 
10 01 F 12-100 
10 10 F 12-100 
- -
SOURCE OF FUNDS 




BU DPROll-0 3 
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- - - - - -
01 n 1111:; 
FOR"4 CUB0-1'.>4 
COLLEGE OF AGR IC ULTURAL SCIE:NCES 
03 75 HOR T (CULTURE 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 








DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 




0375-0034 FREDERICK D SINGLETON 
223-80-5886 
0375-0035 ARLENE H JONES 
250-11-3821 
0315-0C36 CHARLES E MCGONIGLE SR 
117-26-0170 
0375-0C37 GEORGE A MARTIN 
250-04-5793 
03 75--0038 CLIFTON SMITH 
250-02-1889 
C3 75-0C39 SHARON L WILLIAMS 
249- l3-91t24 
03 75-0040 ROBERT 8 SKELTOIII 
249-02-lt553 
03 75 -0041 CHRISTOPHER T GILLIA14 
250-21-0441 
03 75-0042 DORIS R MAXEY 
249-64 -5962 
0375-0043 MARYL HARMON 
249-88-2918 
03 75-0044 JACKSON V MCELVEEIII JR 
250-86-2341 
03 75-0045 SAMUEL C LEROY 
249-ll-391t8 
Cl75-0046 EVELYN F EASLER 
251-90-3593 




AG SCIENCE ASSOC 111 
l-36-0375-26-0000 
CLERK STENO II 
l-36-0361-12-8003 
1-31-0 387-66-0 lltO 
l -31-0387-66-0 171 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-03 75-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG A IDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 




AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
AG AIDE I 
3-35-0375-36 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASS IFIED ANC U~CLASSIFIED 
26 l 7 F 12-100 
10 ll F 12-100 
06 14 F 11-100 
06 12 F 11-100 
06 04 F 11-100 
06 12 F 11-100 
C6 11 F 11-100 
C6 09 F 11-100 
06 15 F 11-100 
06 14 F 11-100 
06 12 F 11-100 
06 l O F 08-100 
06 12 f 11-100 
06 12 F 11-100 
SMITH-LEVER, PEST 14ANAGEHENT 13,080 13,603 












APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPAlACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4 1 121 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4 ,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 4,721 4,910 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 3,432 3,569 




APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSlO 4,721 
317,786 
485,639 







CLEMSO~ ~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSEO 1976-77 










JIM ROY .. ATKINS JR AG SCI ASST I 
297-98-1581 l-36-0375-12-8002 
VACANT CLERK I 
4001-0027-V 2-60-0315-00 
JOSEPH H CHEEK SEC OFF 
250-05-1130 2-60-0375-00 
CLAUDE BROCK SEC OFF 
251-18-6958 2-60-0375-00 
E"IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
-CTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- - - - - - - -
GAADE 
CEGRH i FULL 
CONTRACT TI HE 
18 16 F 12-100 
10 01 F 12-100 
10 10 F 12-100 
- -
SOURCE OF FUNDS 





















- - - - - -
07 / 31/7 6 
FORM Cl,B0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF AGR ICULTUR AL SC l :NCES 
03 77 PLA~ T PATHOLCGY A~O PHYS IOLOGY 
POS IT IC~ 
NUMeER 
NAME TITLE 
CLE"ISON LNI VE RSI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 19 76-77 
--------------------------· 
GR AD E 
CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TI HE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
---------------------------------------------------------
C'377-UOOI WILL 1AM H EPPS 
249-60-4908 
C3 77- UC02 ORTUS W BARNETT 
U2- 74-9256 
n n - l.C 03 LUTHER Ii BA XTER 
402- 36-9775 




01 77- UC05 GEORGE E CARTER J R 
244- 74-6 788 
~3 71-UOQ6 GRAYDON C KINGSLA~O 
008-18 -3102 
03 77-U007 STEPHE N A LEWI S 
16 2- 32- 3500 
PROF & HO PL PA t PH 
l - 20-0377-51 
l-31-0377 - 04-0080 
l-31-0!77-66-0C30 
l-:H-0377-66-0035 
l-31-0377-66- 0 824 
1-36-0377-71-8002 
ASSCC PROF PL PA t MICRO 
l - 20-0377-51 
1-20-1909-51 
l - 31-0377-04-0948 
l-31-0 377-66-0 76 7 
1 - 31-03 77-66-0 948 
PROF PL PA & PH 
l-20-0377- 51 
l - 31-0377- 04- 0 767 
l-31-0377- 66- 0030 
l-31-0377-66-0767 
l-31-0371-66-0824 
ASSCC PRCF PL PH t BOT 
l-20-1903-51 
l - 31 - 0371-04-0 199 
1-31-0377- 66-07',9 
3-31 - 0377-37 




ASSOC PRCF PL PA & PH 
1-20-0377-51 
l-31-0377-04-0994 
l - 31-0377- 66-0994 
ASST PROF PL PA & PH 
l-20-0 377-51 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION AND GENERAL. 
INSTRUCT ION 
HATCH 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOT AL 





AGRI CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




AGRICUl TURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




COASTAL PLAINS REGIONAL COM~IS 
TOTAL 





TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
HAT CH 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
~T 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
BUDPR Oll-0 3 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




C377- UC08 WESLEY •ITCHER 
225-26-6169 
0377-U009 ELDON I ZEHR 
513-36-5532 
C3 77-UC3 1 ROBERT~ MILLER JR 
l7it- 32-3"39 
03 77-U032 FRED H S141TH 
254- 44-4 5 70 
0377-(001 LEWIS 14 MERCK 
249-94 -547't 
03 17-0C02 RICHARD 8 BAKER 
244-84- 0397 
C3 77-CC03 CHRISTINE M BRO•~ 
047-34-7444 
-
CLEfCSOH UNI VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 












l -3 7-0392-83 
3-30-1003-3-\ 
ASSOC PROF PL PA & PH 
l-20-0377-51 
1-31-0 377-66-0 035 
l-31-0377-66-0824 





PROF OF PL PA & PH 
l-36-0377-12-8002 
l-31-0377-66-0030 
AG AIDE 11 
l-31-0377-66-0460 
3-30-1003-3it 




1-31-0 377-66-0 76 7 
1- 31-0317-66-0 799 
- -
~ADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 












REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 
ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
TOTAL 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 18 F 12-100 
t.T 18 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 























































































COLLEGE OF AGR ICULTUR AL SC lE NC ES 
03 77 PLANT PAT HOLOGY ANO PHYS l OLOG ~ 
POS ITI C"'I 
NUMB ER 
NAME 
0377-C 004 MARY LY NN O COCKE 
26 7-20-4548 
0377-0005 KATHRYN LU~AN ELLl RS 
250-86-1198 
C3 77-0006 SUSAN A FAGAN 
254-56-0 577 
03 77-000 7 KAT HRYN P HARRELL 
260 - 22-2033 
03 77 - 0008 THOMAS F 1-Uff 
250-90-7395 
03 77-0009 JIM W JACKSON 
251-66 -6858 
03 77-CO lO ~ARY A OWE N 
249 -58-5547 
~l 77-r,11 OEVEREE A KENNEDY 
26 7-21-5875 
C3 77-~0 l 2 GER ALD W KIRBY 
251-62-6109 
0~77-CCl l ~ILDREO C PARHAM 
248-24-4059 
CLEMSON UN I VERS lTY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 19 76-77 
TITL E 
l-31-0377-66-0~48 







RES TECHNOL I 
l-31-0377-04-0799 
LAB TECH II 
l - 31-0377-66-0767 
CLK TYPIST 11 
l - 31-0377-66-0035 
l-31-0377-66-0080 
l-31-0377-66-0C87 
RES TECHNOL I 
l-31-0371- 04-0080 
AG A lOE I l 
1-31-0317- 66-0140 
l-31-0H7-66-0 76 7 
LAB TECH I 
1-31-0377-66-0 767 
LAB TECH 11 
3-31-0377-13 
LAB TECH 11 
1-31-0377-66-0 C35 
1-31-03 7 7-66-0 824 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
16 16 f 12-080 
17 16 F 12-100 
13 14 F 09-050 
09 12 F 12-053 
17 16 f 12-100 
C9 13 F 12-100 
10 12 f 12-080 
13 13 f 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 






REG ULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 

















AG Al DE 111 
l-20-0377-51 
1-31-0 377-66-0 035 
13 14 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT IO~ 
AGRIC ULTURAL RESEARCH 
BUOPRO 1 1-0 l 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
C377 PLANT PATHOLCGY ANO PHYSIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 






CEGREE 1 FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




03 77-0014 REBA K BROWN 
248-46-0783 
0~77- 0015 LORNA COLLINS RIFE 
507-14-0970 
0317-0016 C.\RCL W SHULER 
250-98-1689 
C311- 0016 MARIA T ZIMMERMAN 
335-46-9211 
03 77-0Cl 7 S•JZAN 8 SIMMONS 
414-86-5713 
C3 77- CC18 CL YOE O ICALO 
250-26-8025 
c~ 11-0019 CR.VILLE "' WHITE 
243-6~4566 
03 77-0C33 JOSEPH E CELY 
249- 72-0546 
C3 77-CC34 RaCHEL E GI BSON 
251- 94- 9964 
l-31-0377-66-0080 
l-31-0377-66-0460 












l-31-0 377-66-0 948 
l-31-0377-66-0994 
RES TECHhOL II 
l-31-0377-66-0S48 
RES TECH,..OL II 
l-31-0H7-66-0S48 
RES TECHhOL I 
1-31-0 377-66-0 C87 
AG Al OE 1 II 
l-31-0377-04-0994 
AGR ICULTURAL FOREMAN 
l-31-0377-66-0S48 
ct ES T EC HNOL 11 
l-36-0377-71-8002 
LAB TECt· I 
l-36-0365-29-0000 
l-36- 0 377-71-8 CC2 
09 F 12-100 














12 H F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT JON 
19 16 F 12-100 
19 F 12-100 
17 16 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
16 16 F 12-100 
19 1 7 F 12-100 










SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
SMITH-LEVER:COTTON INSECT 
SMITH-LEVER ~F FSET FUND 
TOTAL 
PEST 













































FORM CU80- lOlt 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
C377 PLANl PATHOLOGY A~O PHYSIOLOGY 
FOSITICN 
NUMBER 
NAME Tl TLE 
CLEMSO~ ~IVER SIT'\' - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSED 1916-17 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
BUDPROl 1-03 
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0377-0035 VACANT CLERK STENO l I 10 F 12-100 TERM 
C377-0035-V l-36-0377-12-8002 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,lt91 
0377-0035 NORMA JEAN 8 Rl:HlRDSON CLERK STENO II 10 F 12-100 REPL 
249-60-0251 l-36-0377-12-8002 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,765 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 156,570 162,366 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 237,712 251,692 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 39lt,282• ltlit,058• 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0383-U0:18 CYRIL W BLACKMON ASSCC PROF PL PATH TE 18 F 12-100 PROM 
248- 26-49\9 1-31-0371-66-0 918 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,070 
0387-UOOl J I M.-Y K GOL OEN SUPT LEC T IN HORT t.A F 12-100 
256-68-992 8 l-36-0377-71-8002 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 4,992 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 5,070 4,992 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PA ID BY OTHER DEPTS 15,408 18,989 
,cTUAL BUDGET RATE 383, 9~4• it00,061• 
07 /31/16 
FORtt CUB0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0379 POUL TRY SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------








CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT _____________________________________________________________ , ________________ _ 
Ol79-UC01 BOBBY O eARNETT 
429-52-8913 
0 379-U002 BERT W 8 I ER ER 
251-60-5908 
0379-U003 HERRITT A BOONE 
54l-28-801t8 
C3 79-UC04 VACANT 
C379-U004-V 
Cl1'i-UC04 JAMES 8 COOPER 
249-60-2577 
03 19-U005 VAC~NT 
0379-U005-V 
03 79 - U006 J,HN ~ DICK 
509-52-8608 
.---









PROF Pl TRY SCI 
l-31-0379-66-0532 




ASST PROF OF PLTRY SCI 
l-20-D379-51 
1-31-0 3 79-66-0 000 
1-31-0379-66-0 074 












1- 31-0 H<;-66-0 532 
l-31-0379-66-0904 
l-31-0379-66-0971 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 






TE 18 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
















F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 












































2,550 2, 121 
3,600 
5,225 2, 121 
11,000• 17,675• 
07 /31/76 
FOP,.. CU R0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF AGPICULTURAL SC l c NCE S 
0379 PW LTRY SCIENCE 
POS I TI O, 
NU14eF R 
NAl"E TITLE 
CLE~SON UhlVE RSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 19 76-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT T1"4E 
SOURCE OF FlNOS 
BUO PROll-0 3 
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0 379-UC0 7 BUOOY L HUGHES 
248-70-9749 
0379-UC?B JACK E J O~E S 
267-36-200', 
C3 79 - UC09 WILLIAM H WILEY 
036-26-6253 
C1 79 - UOl O VACA NT 
C379-U010-V 
0 379 - U0 30 CAVIO P HOL DER 
444-42-9 B22 
03 79-UC3 1 KENDRICK A HOLLEM.Ah 
455-52-026 5 
0 379 - U03 2 CHARLES F R ISHcR 
250- 30-9206 
0 379 - U033 WALTER S WALKER 
248- 4 0-5044 
03 79 -U:> 34 J 'Jt-f',l f WELTER 
218-54-1785 
ASSCC PROF PL TRY SCI 
l-20-0379-51 




PRCF PCU SCI 
l-20-0379-51 
1-31-03 79-66-0 076 
l-31-0379-66-0194 
1-31-0 379-66-0 873 
PROF PLTRY SCI 
l - 20-0379-51 





ASST PROF POU SCI 
l-36-0379-12-8003 
l-31-0379- 66- 0108 
1-31-0379-66-0143 
l-31-0379- 66-0 l 94 
PRCF POU SC I 
1-31-0379-66-0074 
l-31-0379-66-0101 
1-36- 0379-71-8 C03 
ASSOC PROF POUL SCI 
l-36-0319-12-8003 
ASSOC PROF POU SCI 
1-36-0379- 12-8003 
ASSOC PROF POU SCI 
l - 36-0379-71-8C03 
NT 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
NT F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
t.T 18 F 12-100 
NT 16 F 12-100 
t,T l 7 F 12-100 
t,T l 7 F 12-100 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PROM 
INSTRUCT ION 2,340 
HATCH 1,600 2,038 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,000 2,038 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 12,000 6,703 
u.s . o.A . 8,153 
TOTAL 19,600* 21,272• 
SAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 9,976 18,318 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,400 4,226 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,409 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 11,724 4,226 
TOTAL 27,100• 28,179• 
BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL RETR 000 
INSTltUCT ION 21,800 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 2, It 75 1,886 
HATCH 6,691 
FEDERAL SMITt+-LEVER AMENDED 8,250 8,578 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,775 
TOTAL 16, 500• 17,155* 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 13 , 360 5,209 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,670 1,735 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,670 6,946 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,473 
TOTAL 16,700* 17,363* 
AGRICUl TURAL RESEARCH 5,200 2,704 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 2,704 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 20,800 21,632 
TOTAL 26,000* 27,040* 
PROM 
FEDERAL SHIT'i-LEVER AHENDED 19,500 2 1,171 
FEDERAL SHIH-LEVER AMENDED 20,500 21,320 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 1 r ,ooo 11,680 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0379 POULTRY SCIENCE 







CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FINDS 
BUDPROl l-03 
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0379-0002 EDNA T GA~BRELL 
247-80-6247 
0379-0003 PENNY B CARPENTER 
250-61-9526 
0379-0004 JOAN M WALDROP 
250-98-1594 
0379-COQ7 CHARLOTTE A MILLEt 
527-76-7259 
C379-CC08 MARGARET B MILLER 
250-18-0385 
0379-C009 klLLIA~ E MULLIKEN 
Cl5-34-6544 
0379-COlO ELIZABETH A HAtES 
248-04-5665 
C~79-CC12 FREDDIE R SMITH 
248-84-5894 




CLERK STENO lI 
l-31-0379-66-0014 
l-31-0379-66-0904 
1-31-0 379-66-0 'i 79 
LAB TECH I 
l-31-0379-66-0109 
CLERK STENO II 
l-36-0379-12-8003 






















AC. SCIENCE ASSOC 
l-20-0379-51 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 16 F 12-100 
10 lit F 12-100 
18 15 F 12-100 
12 16 F 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 
08 16 F 12-100 
13 l to F 12-100 
16 07 F 12-100 
21 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,317 1,368 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,635 2,739 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,537 1,597 
TOTAL 5,489• 5,704• 
TERM 
AGR ICUl TURAL RESEARCH 5,765 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,491 5,709 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,141 4,305 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 3,978 4,136 
TOTAL 8,119• B,lt41• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 5,830 6,062 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 1,198 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 942 978 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,153 
TOTAL 7,925• 8,238• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 12, 121 12,60lt 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1, l 61t 
ACRI CULTURAL RESEARCH 1,122 2,041 
AGR I CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 561 874 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,io69 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,459 1,11t9 
TOTAL 5,611• 5, 828• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 6.115 6,358 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,201 lt,368 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,368 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,201 
TOTAL 8 ,402• 8,736• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC TI 'lN 9,235 9,603 
07/31/76 
FOP,. CUB0-104 
CLEMSON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCtS 
0379 PClJLTRY SCIENCE 






EDWARD G BURKETT AG SUPERVISCR 
248-26-5646 l-31-0379-66-0'i71 
3-31-0379-13 





TOT AL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E'IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMEhTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
klLLIAH T OERIEUX VETERINARIAN II 
247-60-4277 l-31-0379-66-0532 
l-31-0379-66-0S71 
E'IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E'IPLOY EES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
16 05 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
30 18 F 12-100 




AGRICUl TURAL RESEARCH 





















ltl 7,233• 378 ,366* 
-07/31/76 
FOP'4 CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUR AL SCIENCES 
0381 COAST STATt O"l 









CEGq_ EE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 













OWIGHT O WILLIAMS 
251-92-4359 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
ASST FARM MGR 
l-31-0381-66-0102 
AC AIDE It [ 
l -31-0381-66-0 102 
AG AIDE II 
l-31-0381-66-0102 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E"IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E"IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID l!Y OTHER DEPTS 





13 F 12-100 REV 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 10,317 11,335 
04 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,361 8,694 
11 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,886 6,120 
24,564 26,149 
24, 564* 
- - - - -
01 n I/76 
FOAM CU80-l04 
COLLEGE Of AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0383 EDISTO STATION 













CARBIE 14 GRANBERRY 
lt20-58-6982 
HAROLD L MUSEN 
403-20-8530 
WILLIAM A BALK 
253-22-6002 
HAX G HAMIL TON 
577-28-2032 
C3 €~-UCC6 REYNOLD F SU~AN 
2"3-24-82l4 
C3 e3 - UC07 SA~UEL G TU ANIPSElO 
245-48-33C7 
Ol 83-U01 8 CYRIL W BLACX~O~ 
248-26-4 919 
CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SAL.RY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
SUPT PROF PL PATH 
l-31-0383-66-0140 
l -31-0383-66-0951 
ASST PROF OF HORT 
l-31-0383-66-0190 
ASSISTANT PROF OF HORT 
l-31-0383-66-0334 
PROF AGRON & SOILS 
l-31-0383-66-0913 
l-31-0383-66-0921 
ASSOC PROF AG ENGR 
l-31-0383-66-0078 
l-31-0383-66-0944 





ASSCC PROF AGRON & SOILS 
l-31-0383-66-0152 
1-31-0383-66-0 l51t 
PRCF ENT !; ECON zoo 
l-31-0365-05-0180 
1-31-0"! 83-C5-0 l 8C 
l-31-0365-66-0180 
1-31-0383-66-0180 
ASSOC PROF PL PATH 
1-31-0383-66-0728 
1-31-0 383-66-0 729 
l -31-0377-66-0918 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
TE l8 F l2-l 00 
hT F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 17 F l 2-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
BUOPROl l-03 
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AGRICULTURAL. RESEARCH 19,680 20,467 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 10,,000 10,400 
TOTAl. 29, 680• 30,867• 
REPL 
AGR ICUL TURAl. RESEARCH l 7,680 
TERM 
AGR ICUL TURAl. RESEARCH 17,000 
AGR ICUL TURAl. RESEARCH 13,395 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 25,761 13,395 
TOTAL 25,761• 26, 790• 
AGR IClA. TURAL RESEARCH 13 ,ooo 13,520 
AGRICULTURAL. RESEARCH 5,503 5,722 
TOTAL 18,503• 19,242• 
AGRICUl. TURAL RESEARCH 6,000 3,654 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 6,000 3,654 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,062 3,654 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,699 
TOTAL 15,062* 15,661• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 13,000 6,760 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,160 
TOTAL 13,000• 13,520• 
TRS 
HATCH R.R.F. 0365 
HATCH R.R.F. 19,808 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 0365 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,966 
TOTAL • 26,774• 
PROM 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,474 8,913 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,000 8,093 
AGR ICUl. TURAL RE SEARCH 5,070 0377 
TOTAL 15,544• 17,066• 
01 nt/76 
FOR"' CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 





C383-UC09 SA14 G WOODS 
~47-38- 7231 
0383- UOlO MICHAEL JACK SULLIVAN 
453-78-6382 




031J3-0C02 JOHN C BOLEN 
250-22- 6032 
03133-0003 JAMES H FAUST 
250-56-0258 




C383-CC05 G~ORGE L WELLS 
247-74-6739 




CLE14SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
INSTR AN SCI 
l-31-0383-66-0102 
ASST PROF ENT EC Z 
3-31-0365-39 




AG AIOE I 
l-31-0383-66-0233 
l-31-0383-66-0235 
AG A JOE I 
l-31-0383-66-0233 
l-31-0383-66-0235 
AG AIOE Ill 












1-31-0 38 3-66-0 729 
SECY I 
1-31-0 383-66-0 C82 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT T U1E 
TE l 6 F 12-1 00 
NT 18 F 12-100 
C6 0 l F 12-1 00 
06 F 12-100 
Cb 01 F 12-100 
13 09 F 12-100 
17 07 F 12-100 
16 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 





























- -- - -
BUDPROll-03 
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CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
11,811 12,282 











































COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUPAL SCIE~CES 
C3S3 EDIST~ STATION 







0383-0011 CHRISTOPHER R JWE~S 
250-06-2369 
038l- 0012 JC ETHEREDGE JR 
100-30-4 397 
C383-0C12 GEORGE L WELLS 
247-74-6739 
Cle3- CC 14 S~MUEL W HUTTO 
248-44-3975 
C38J - C0 15 JAMES HA,.~OND SR 
251-5&-7533 
C383-CC16 ELIJAH S HUTTO 
247-48- 6189 
C383 - 0C 17 CEOPGE C "CCOllMICK 
249-96-9 893 
03'i3- 00 l 8 VACANT 
0383-0018-V 








AG A IOE 111 
l-31-0383-66-0(82 











AG A IDE I 
l-31-0383-66-0190 
l-31-0383-66-0334 
AG AIDE I 
1-31-0 38 3-66-0 921 
AG A IOE I 
1-31-0383-66-0102 
AG SCIENCE ASST 
l-31 - 0383 -66-0 078 
l-31-0383-66-0140 




TRAOE S WRKR 
l - 31 - 0383-66-0140 
CR ADE 
CEGR EE % FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU~DS 
13 12 F 12-100 
19 11 F 12-100 
19 11 F 12-100 
06 07 F 12-100 
06 02 F 12-100 
06 0 2 F 12-1 00 
18 14 F 12-100 
14 07 F 12-100 
14 07 F 12-100 












































































COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIENCES 




0383-0019 CLYDE C PIGMA~ 
403-80-5153 
0383-0020 BOBBIE C BATES 
24 7-56-3953 
0 383-0024 JIM L REDMOND 
250-60-7935 
C383 - 0C26 CLEVE WILLIAMS 
250-32-382't 
0383-0027 WILLIE WILLIAMS 
250- 52-9397 
0383-0028 J OHN RAYSOR JR 
248-30-4516 
C3e3- CC29 ~ARTI N DANIELS 
251-20-0403 
0383- 0030 F~ANK FELDER 
250-22- 6 426 
0383 -<'031 SPENCER 8RAXTO~ J~ 
249-92 - 2 906 
~383-0f37 BOBBY CROFT 
250-70- 2807 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 












AG AIDE I 
l-31-0383-66-0102 
AG AIDE I 
l-31-0383-66-0 078 
1-31-0383-66-0~H 
AG AIDE I 
l-31-0383-66-0180 
l-31-0 383-66-0 908 
l-31-0383-66-0921 





AG A IDE I 
l-31-0383-66-0140 
l-31-0383-66-0152 






OEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ~E 
14 14 f 12-100 
07 13 f 12- 100 
13 10 F 12-100 
C6 09 F 12-100 
C6 06 f 12-100 
06 04 F 12-100 
13 03 F 12-100 
(6 06 f 12-100 
06 07 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
-



























AGRIC ULTURAL RESEARCH 
800PR01 l-03 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL StlENCES 
0383 EDISTO STATION 
PC1SI Tl c,-. NAl"E 
NU"!eER 
C383-0033 CHARLES W EPPS 
254-90-2531 
0383-0C34 GLORIA J SANDERS 
251-96-3857 
0383-0035 WILLIAM L JONES 
247-76-5914 
0"83- 0036 JOHN A WI SE 
247-94-4730 
C383-0 C37 JAMES EDWIN DYCHES 
251-40-3113 
0383-0C38 LARRY J STl LL 
247-68-9410 
C38"1-0 Cl9 Qr::!BE IH C CR I DER 
251-56-1067 
C'l8l-OC40 P1 NALD ~ ~EATHERS 
249-96-1544 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TQTAL IJNCLA SSI FIE) 
TOT Al, BOTH CLASSIFIH> 
CLEMSON UhlVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976- 77 
TITLE 
l-31-0383-66-0729 
AG AIDE 111 
l-31-0383-66-0102 
RES TECHNOL It 
3-31-0365-39 














AG SCIE"-CE ASST 
l-31-0383-66-0C82 





CEGREE t FU...L 
CONTRACT TI ME 
13 13 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
18 16 F 12-100 
18 14 F 12-100 
16 1 1 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
18 10 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
E'4PLOY EES IN OTHE~ DEPARTMENTS PAIO BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYHS IN T ti IS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPT$ 
ACTUAL auc>r.ET .UTE 
BWPROll-03 
PAGE 127 
SOURCE OF FlNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-17 
PCT 
AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 4,992 5,190 
TOTAL 8,320* 8,650• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,427 6,683 
MISC.FEDERAL,NEC. 10,035 10,435 0365 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 19,384 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,321 
TOTAL 9,321* 19,384* 
AGR I CULTURAL RESEARCH 8,902 9,257 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,195 8,521 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR I CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 2,537 
AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 4,243 4,411 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,684 1,750 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,274 
TOTAL 8,464• 11, 435• 
AGR I CULTURAL RESEARCH 8,277 8,607 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,951 
E. P.A. 4,650 0357 





358, 132• 419,993* 
C7 /31/76 
FORM CUBO- 10 4 
COLLEGE OF AG RIC ULT URAL SCIENCES 
0 385 PEE DE E STATI ON 
POS (TI CN 
NUMBER 
NAME TITLE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE I F ULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
------------------------
C385-U001 J OHN 8 PIT~ER 
054-28-4729 
0 385- U0 0 3 At.F RED HANWILLER 
4 8 1-16-9529 
C385- U0 0 4 J OHN G At.PH IN 
246-60 - 7610 
03E5- UC0 5 ll 'lBERT E CURRI N 
246-30-4769 
C3e5- UCC6 J OHN A DURANT 
24 7-62- 3264 
C385- UC07 ALB ERT W J OHNSOl'i 
2 49- 7 2- 3646 
0385- UCCB F'lAII.K C PATT EN 
24 7- 66-6 581 
0385-UO~ J ESSE C LAPRADE 
l"ll-52 - 8114 
03115 - 0001 SANTEE THc»'AS 
247-26-7867 
('385- 0(02 J 'lH~NY BRU~SON 
248-20 -71 27 
"385- 0003 RIJ'4HL 8RU~ SON 
24 7-46-1 265 
II I 
SUPT & PROF AGRON & SOil 
l-31-0385-66-0140 
l-31- 0385-66-0148 
l - 31-0385-66- 0192 





ASSCC PIICF AGRON & SOI LS 
l-31-0385-66-0lft9 
ASSCC PRCF AG ENG 
l-31-0385-66-0148 
l-31-0385- 66-0727 
ASSCC PIIOF AGRON & SOILS 
l-31-0385-66-0193 
l-31-0385-66-0798 
ASSCC PROF ENT ECON & l 
l-31-0385-66-0189 
ASSCC PROF ENT ECON & z 
l-31-0385-66-0188 
I NSTR IN AGR E~G IN 
l-31-0385-66-0lft8 
1-31-0 385-66- 0 727 
A.SST PROF Pl PA & PH 
1-31 -0 38 5-66-0 29ft 
AG AIDE I 
l-31-0385-66- 0984 
AG AIDE 11 
l-31-0 385-66-0187 
COS TOO IAL WCRKER I 
1-31-0 ~85- 66- 0 l ftO 
TE 18 f 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 16 F 12-100 
11.T 18 F 12-100 
06 Oft F 12-100 
09 Oft F 12-100 




SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMAR KS 
RATE 19 76-11 
PCT 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 20,090 4,951 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,735 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,498 
AGRICULTURAL RES URCH 5,5ft6 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,822 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,084 
AGR ICUl. TURAL RESEARCH 2,292 3,565 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,392 3,565 
TOTAL 29,680• 30,860• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 17,293 17,983 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 26,790 
AGR t CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 25,761 
TOTAL 25,761• 26,790• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 18,4ft0 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 11, 732 
TOTAL 17,732• 18,440• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 19,114 19,877 
PROM 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 19,234 20,903 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 12,547 
AGRIC ULTURAL RESEARCH 12,066 
TOTAL 12,066* 12,5ft7• 
AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 15,197 16,421 
AGRIC ULTURAL RESEARCH 5,53 2 5,752 
AGR IC UL TUR AL RE SEARCH 7,155 7,440 
AGR ICULT UR4l RES EA RCH 5, 6 78 5 , 904 
01n1116 
FORM CUi30-l04 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTU~AL SCIENCES 




0385-0004 KERNELL MCCLELLlN 
248-60-0880 
0385-0005 MILLER DAVIS 
248-32-7405 
03E5-0CC6 ~ILLIE L DAVIS 
247-70-7730 
C385- CC07 ALBERT D FORE 
251-48-6216 
0385- 0CC8 TRACY W HANC OCK 
241-42-2122 
C385-0C09 ROBERT M PITTS 
250-98-5308 
0385-0010 ~ANNIE JAMES 
247-20-0395 
0385 - 0011 DIANE~ PARROTT 
251-82-4655 
C385-C012 J~MES SANDERS 
251 -60-5921 
03@5-0C13 JryHNNY G NEWTO~ 
242-56-1211 
c~es-CC14 ~ILLIAM MONTGOMERY 
125-24-1673 
CLE~SON L~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
AG AIDE I 
1-31-0 3~5-66-0 794 
AG AIDE I I 
l-31-0385-66-0 188 
AG A I OE 11 I 
l- 31-0385-66-0148 
1-31-0 385-66-0 727 
AG SCIENCE ASSOCIATE 
l-31-0385-66-0148 
l-31-0385-66-0727 
AG A IDE I [ 
l-31-0385-66-0188 





AG A IDE I 
1-31-0 385-66-0 149 










AG HOE I I 
l-31-0385-66-0795 
GRADE 
OEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
06 12 F 12-100 
09 04 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
C9 06 F 12-100 
18 16 F 12-100 
C6 03 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
16 13 F 12-100 
oq 06 F 12-100 

























































COLLEGE CF AGRICULTURAL SCIE~CES 
0385 PEE DEE STATION 
PCS fT ICN 
NUMBER 
NAH 
0385-0C15 TERRY DAVIS 
247-11-9957 
C3B5-0Dl5 FRENCH MULDROW 
250-18-5615 
0385-0016 WILBUR M PARROTT 
248-74-9486 
0385-0017 oa "IALO E PURVIS 
250-52-5652 
C385 - CC 18 CURT IS BONAPHTE 
251-26-0120 
0385-CCl 9 GAYLE S Cl-<APL I~ 
241-82-3453 
0385 - 0020 LUCIUS DARGAN 
250-52-5146 
0385 - 002 1 EODIE 8ENJAl11"1 
249- 88 -1003 
C385-C'~22 FRED A MILSON 
250-2 0 -6982 
o"'e':i - CCB SY81 L S loARRE"I 
250-68-7152 
JR 
CLE'4SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
AG AIDE 11 
l-31-0385-66-0192 














VEH ICLE QPR 11 
1-31-0385-66-0187 
AG AIDE I 
l-31-0385-66-0148 
l-31-0385-66-0727 
AG AIDE I I 
l-31-0~85-66-0C39 
l-Jl-0385-66-0192 









DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT T U4E 
C9 12 F 12-100 
oq 05 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
22 12 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
11 03 F 12-l 00 
06 12 F 12-100 
09 08 F 12-100 
17 13 F 12-100 
-
BUD PRO ll-03 
PAGE 130 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
REPL 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,558 
ReTR 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,259 
000 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,949 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,568 
TOTAL 9,568• 9,949• 
AGR !CULTURAL RESEARCH 3,055 3,334 
AGR I CULTURAL RESEARCH 4,489 4,900 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,902 5,351 
TOTAL 12,446• 13,585• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,532 5,752 
AGR ICUL TUR Al RESEARCH 6,686 
u.s.o.A. 6,430 
TOTAL 6, ft30• 6,686• 
AGR ICUL TUR.Al RESEARCH 6,739 1,001 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,752 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,532 
TOTAL 5,532• 5,752• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,259 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 7,548 
TOTAL 7,259• 7,51t8• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,678 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,831t 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,204 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,923 
AGR !CULT J RAL RESEARCH 1,980 
AGR ICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,678 2 ,922 
TOTAL 9 ,190• 10,029• 
C7 /31/76 
FOR"4 CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0385 PEE DEE STATIO~ 







DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE CF FUNDS 
8UDPR011-03 
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CWIGHT B DAVIS 
250-06-1S88 
EUGENE H TAYLOR 
248-62-0886 
ALBERT B LYNN 
249-82-1659 
ZARVIS T FORD 
25 l -50-46 70 
R4NOY J LOWDER 
241-78-3515 




AG A IDE I 
l-31-03a5-66-0039 
l-31-0385-66-0192 
AG SC I ENCE ASST 
1-3l-0385-66-0 189 
AG SC I A SST 
l-31-0385-66-0188 
AG SCIENCE ASSOCIATE 
l-31-0385-66-0039 
l-31-0385-66-0192 
AG SC I ASST I 
l-31-0385-66-0294 
AG SCI ASST [ 
1-31-0385-66-0193 
TOTAL, BCTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PA IO BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYE~S IN T~IS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 
6CTUAL BUDGET RATE 
C6 12 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,2H 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 5,4~9 
TOTAL 5,241• 5,4~9• 
18 12 F 12-100 
AGR [CULTURAL RESEARCH B,971 9,328 
18 13 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,971 9,328 
21 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 11,590 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 12,052 
TOTAL 11,590• 12,052• 
18 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8,652 
18 12 F 12-100 





07 /3 l/ 76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTLRAL SCIENCES 
0387 SA~OH!LL STATION 








~387-UOOl WILLIAM H RHODES 
251-56-6452 
0387-UOOl JIHHY K GOLDEN 
256-68-9928 
C~E7- UC02 CARLE GAlfflRELL JR 
249-32-9486 
038 7-UC24 THO~AS L JONES 
338-20-2041 
C~E7-CC01 J~HN H BURNS 
25 l-24-7174 
0387-0003 WALTER E GIBBS 
250-22-4127 
CJe7- CC05 O~ LAND L MOTLEY 
247- 58- 5503 
TITLE 













ASSCC PROF HORT 
l-31-0397-66-0062 
1-31-0 387-66-0063 
1-31-038 7-66-0 HO 
l-31--0387-66-0310 
l-31-0381-66-0311 
ASST PRCF HORT 
1-31-038 7-66-0<;72 
AG AIOE I I 
l-31-0387-66-0140 
1-31-0 387-66-0 310 
1-31-0381-66-0<;72 





AGRICULTURAL FOR EMA~ 
l-31- 038 7-66-0 C<;O 
l- 31 - 0381 - 66- 0 140 
l- 3 1- 0 38 7-66-0 310 
GRADE 
OEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF Fl.NOS 
----------------
~A 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR ICUL TURA.L RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR ICUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 





SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUNO 
SMIH+-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
TE 17 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 





~T 18 F 12-100 
AGR I CUL TURA.L RESEARCH 
09 02 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGR [CULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




AGR !CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
16 12 F 12-100 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTU RAL RESEARCH 
TO TAL 








































FOR"1 CUB0 -1 0 4 
COLLEGE OF AGRI CULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLE'1SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE S FULL 
CONTRACT Tl 14E 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
--------------------------------------------
0 387-0 0 0 6 CPARL[E SCOTT JR 
249-70-5145 
03 87-0C07 VACAt.T 
0387-0007-V 
03 e7-CCC7 CA"1ERON PLAYER 
247-42-1982 
0397-00~8 JANIE W MCDONALD 
241-64-86 75 
o~e 7-CC09 ALBERT J BURNS 
248-66-2577 
~38 7-CClO BERt. AR D MOOR E 
251-08-8267 
0 3 E7-CC 11 -ILB ER T HUDSON 
249-84-2647 
AG AIDE I[ 
l-31-0387-66-0059 
1-31-0387-66-0 310 
1-31-038 7-66-0 972 




AG AIDE II 
l-31-0387-66-0C59 
1-31-0 38 7-66-0 062 













AG AIDE 11 
1-31-0381-66-0100 
1-31-0 387-66-0 171 
l-31-0387-66-0310 
l - 31 -o 38 7 -66-0 31 l 
l-31-0387-66-0<;72 
AG A IDE 11 
l-31-0387-66-0140 
l-31-0387-66-0310 
AG A I OE I 
1-31-0 387-66-0 310 
09 11 F 12-100 
09 F 12-100 
09 10 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
06 09 F 12-100 
09 12 f 12-100 
































AGR ICULTURAL RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
BUDPRO l l-03 
PAGE 133 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




5, 615* 5, 836• 












































CLEl'SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




0387-CC12 ttlRACE W PEAKE 
248-66-5809 
OJ87-C013 O~NALO W JACOBS 
247-78-8638 
03€7-00 14 VACANT 
0387-0014-V 
C387-0 C14 ~ILLIAM A ~ATSUN 
250-90-2159 
TiJTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TITLE 
1-31-0 387-66-0? 11 
l-31-0387-66-0<;72 







AG SCIENCE ASSOC I 
l-31-0387-66-0(59 
AG SC I ASSOC I 
l - 31-038,7-66-0171 
AG SCI ASSOC I 
l-31-038 7-66-0171 
TOTAL, ROTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0 ~75-UCJO JAMES 8 AITKEN 
264- 6C- 8807 
CJ75-UC32 JERE A BRITTAIN 
245-60-9481 
0375 - CC02 FAYE L "!ILLER 
406-44-0%4 
0315-0C35 ARLENE H JONES 
250-11-3821 
ASSCC PPCF HORT 
l-31-0387-66-0090 
ASSCC PPOF HORT 
l-31-0387-66-0310 
CLK STENO 11 
l-?l-0387-66-0090 
l-31-0387-66-0310 
CLERK STEt,,C 11 
l-31-0387-66-0140 
l-3l-03i7-66-0171 
E-.PLOYHS 1111 OTHH OtPARTNE'HS PAI!> BY T'il S DEPT 
E-.PLOYEE S IN T~IS OtP~RTME~T PAI D ev CTHEP OEPTS 
ACTUAi 8UllG ET RAT!: 
- --
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
19 12 F 12-100 
21 12 F 12-100 
21 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
--
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BUOPROl l-03 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUR AL SCIENCES 
0389 TRUCK STATION 









DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
-----------~-------------------------------------------
0389-UCOl WAYNER SITTERLY 
273-22-9105 
o~e9-U(02 MARION LERON ROBBINS 
248-72-7853 
0389-0(01 NOR~A F BECKETT 
"21-03-2799 
0389-0002 WILLIS BROWN 
249-46-0144 
0389- ~003 GUY L BUCKNER J~ 
726-07-3124 
0389-0004 ACAM GR AHA~ 
251-24-8695 
0389- ~0~5 F~EOOIE HO~ARD 
247-62-6973 


















AG A IDE I( 
1-31-0 389-66-0 174 
l-31-0389-66-0326 





1-31-0 389-66-0 326 




1-31-0 389-66-0 326 
AG AIDE ( ! 
1-31-0389-66-0174 
TE le F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-063 
C9 06 F 12-100 
21 12 F 12-100 
C9 05 F 12-100 
09 04 F 12-100 




AGR I CULTURAL RESEARCH 1,'>88 1, 51t6 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9, 8 7't 10,267 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH it,589 it,771 
AGR I CUL TURAl. RESEARCH 't89 507 
AGR (CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 941 977 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 8, 7"5 9,093 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1, 3 71t 1,'>27 
TOTAL 27,500• 28,588• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,081 2,163 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,180 2,267 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,117 7,400 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 251 260 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,280 1,331 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,273 7,562 
TOTAL 20,182• 20,983• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,475 2,572 
AGRI CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 2,475 2,572 
TOTAL 4,950• 5,14'>• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,571 3,719 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,577 3,719 
TOTAL 7,154• 7,'>38• 
AGR I CUl. TURAL RESEARCH 3,055 3,176 
AGR (CUL TURAl RESEARCH 4,006 it,165 
AGR I CUL TUR AL RESEARCH 682 708 
AGR (CUL TURAl RESEARCH 752 781 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,255 it,424 
TOTAL 12, 150* 13,254• 
AGlt (CULTURAL RESEARCH 1,809 1,880 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,809 1,880 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,809 1,880 
AGR I CUL TU RAl RESEARCH 1,809 1,880 
TOTAL 7,236• 7,520• 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,577 3,719 
07131/76 
FOR.- CUBC-1J4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
C389 TRUCK STATION 





POS ITI ON 
f\UMBEI! 
NAME 
0389- 000b PALMER L KAISER J R 
292-26-1076 
0389-COJ8 ROBERT SfABROOK 
250-68-44 71 
C389- CC09 JAMES L MEGGETT 
247-62-9773 
0 ~89-0ClO JIM ROY WATKINS JR 
ZH-98-1581 
l'HAL CLASS! FIED 
TJT AL UNCLASSIFIED 
TITLE 
l-31-0389-66-0326 
FAR" HGR I 





AG AIDE (( 
1-31-0389-bb-0174 
l-31-0389-66-0326 
AG AIDE 111 
1-31-0389-bb-O l H 
l-31-0389-66-0326 






TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN T~IS DtPARTHENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
~CTUAL BUDC.ET RATE 
- --
GRADE 
CE GREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
19 12 F 12-100 
09 08 F 12-100 
13 07 F 12-100 
18 lb F 12-100 
-












































































07/31/76 CLE'4SON IJNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FOR14 CUS0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
C390 ClR~CTOR OF REGULATORY ANO PU~LfC SERVICE PROGRAMS 
PnSI TI C .. IIIAME TITLE 
NUMfER 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF Fl~DS 
SUOPROll-03 
PAGE 131 




C390-U001 LOUIE H SE~N 
250-26-5925 
DIR REG & PUB SVC & LECT t.A 18 F 12-100 
l-31-0)65-66-0140 







TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 
C365-uo,1 SIDNEY B HAYS 
416--40-5372 
HD & PROF Et.T & EC Z 
1-37-0390-83 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID SY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
14 12 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,959 3,174 0365 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 26,637 27,603 
TOTAL 29, 596• 30, 777• 


















FOll"4 CUB0- 104 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
BUOPRO l l-03 
COLLEGE OF AGIIICULTURAL SCIENCES 







CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FU1'4DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1 976-71 
PCT 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0391-UOOl N~RWOOO R PAGE 
249-60-4<;07 
0 39l-U002 VACANT 
C39l - U002-V 
0 391-000 1 ALFRED C BURKETT 
247-22-6148 
C391-P002 J ULIA E HA~EY 
251-52-4881 
0 391-0003 PATRICIA A BELLEW 
250-84-2299 
C3 <;1 - CC04 MESLEY R MCCASKILL 
239-24-8382 
c ~c;1-oco6 SHELBY B OUATTLEHAUM 
25 1-60-7517 
c ~c;1-coc8 DEBRA A WALTERS 
251-96-6657 
03Sl-CC09 EVELYN H TURNER 
247-56-9C81 
( 3<;1-0C lO CAIIOLY~ ~ wlLBOR~ 
24 7-44-4460 
CJ<;l-0 011 J OHN S BOSWELL JR 
247-64- 3890 
0 391-0012 GEORGE T GALE JR 
272-40-5942 
039L-0J l3 CHARLES l "4CCORD J R 
24 7- 96- 7 029 
0391-00 14 THE L~A K BAR~E TT 
24 7-40 - 9646 
-- -





ASSOC CHEM LEC AG SOil 
l-31-0391-66-0764 
LAB TECH II 
l-31-0391-66-0 221 






CLK I II 




LAB TECH I 
l-31-0391-66-0221 
CLK STENO 11 
l-31-0391-66-0221 
CHE .. IST I 
1-31-0391-66-0 221 
CHEMIST I 
l -3 7-0391-83 
CHE"I I ST I 
l - 37-0 391-83 
LAB TFCH I 
l-H-0391-83 
- -- -
TE 18 F 12-100 
~T F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
10 08 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
27 17 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
21 17 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 17 F C7-100 




REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 


















REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 17,949 18,667 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 



















REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 10,309 10,721 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 5,356 9,604 





FOR,. C Ui30-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 




CLE"S~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF FlNDS 
BUDPROl l-03 
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HADE LI NE J PEACOCK 
418-66-5486 
JOHN A SAUS 
252-86-0431 
ERNEST E LESLIE 
249-60-2653 




DAVID H CURRIE 
424-70-2214 




BILLIE ~ BURCH 
258-22-8951 
CECILE E CAMPBELL 
251-40-9541 














CHEM 1ST I 
1-37-0391-83 





LAB TECH I 
1-37-0391-83 
LAB TECH I 
1-35-0 391-66-0 221 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHtk DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
21 16 F 07-100 
21 F 06-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
24 16 F 12-10, 
24 16 F 12-100 
21 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
10 11 F 06-100 
10 12 F 06-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
LWOP 058 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 12,750 13,260 
REPL 042 
9,604 0398 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVI CE PR 10,158 10,564 
RETR 
REGULATORY & PU&. IC SERVICE PR 15,101 
REPL 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 11,794 
REPL 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 9,604 
TRS 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 10,309 
AGR JCUl TURAL RESEARCH 4,848 5,042 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 4,B48 5,042 
TOTAL 9,696• 10,084• 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 1,315 7,766 
AGR IC Ul. TUR AL RESEARCH 3,404 1,018 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,249 6,754 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 9,235 9,604 
195,766 219,858 
47,000 48,880 
242, 766• 268, 738• 
07 /31/76 
FORM Cl>B0-104 CLE'4SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL PROPOSED 1976-77 BUOPROl l-03 PAGE 140 COLLEGE Of AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 






CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




0377-0004 MARY LYNN D COC~E 
267-20-4548 
LAB TECH 11 f 
1-37-0391-83 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
-
16 16 F 12-080 
- -









COLLEGE OF AGRICULT~AL SCIE~CES 




C392 PLANT PESTS REGULAT ORr SERVICES 
POSI TI C'"' 
NUMl!ER 
NAME 
0392-UOOl HERMAN B JACKSO~ JR 
24 7-64-0096 
C3<;2- 0C02 alLLIAM K GLENN JR 
250-80-8261 
C~92 - 0C03 NEIL OGG 
412-80-1661 




0392 - 0C05 LESLIE R MORGA~ 
249- 38- 7113 
0392 - 0006 VACANT 
Cl92-0005-V 
0392-0006 LESLIE R MORGAN 
2't9-38-7ll3 
0392- 0007 OO~ALO C WEEKS 
OH-l't-6349 
<'"392-C'COS CRENOA S WHITTlKH 
247- 80- 9 142 
OJ<;2- CC~9 DONALDS AOA~S 
455-56-7737 
0392- <'0lO J OYCE P WILSON 
24 7-08- 0599 
Cl',2-0011 KATHY F GORDON 
245- 02-4105 




CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF F~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
HO PLNT PEST REG SVC/LEC ~A 18 F 12-100 
















l -37-0392 -83 











AG A I OE I 
3-37-CH2-49 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 21,938 22,733 
TOTAL 2't, 375• 25, lit 7• 
25 17 F 12-100 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR l't,369 14,9't2 
27 l 7 F 12-100 REV 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 12,854 14,034 
25 l 7 F 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 4,616 4,799 0365 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 10,771 11,200 
TOTAL 15,387• 15,999* 
25 F 12-100 TERM 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 11,461 
25 16 F 12-100 REPL 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 16,591 
25 F 12-100 REPL 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 11,918 
25 16 F 12-100 TERM 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 15,954 
27 17 F 12-100 REV 
REGUl.ATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 17,810 18,733 
12 13 F 12-100 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 7,790 8,100 
27 l 7 F 12-100 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 13,496 l't,034 
10 12 F 12-100 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 6,0'tO 6,281 
06 14 F 09-100 000 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 5,190 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 3,577 5364 
TOT AL 3, 5 77• 5, 190• 
06 14 F 09- 100 025 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 3,74't l, 297 
01 n t/76 
FOP'4 CUB0-10 4 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 











f3f:5 - UOC5 
0365- UO 12 
03 7 7-U)t;8 
Oct 77-CCC4 
NAME TITLE 
CHARLIE CHANCY SR AG AIDE I 
241-28-8031 3-31-0392-49 
BERLEY FAWLL ING AG AIDE ( 
250-32- 2511 3-3 7-0392 -49 
CHARLIE CHANCY JR AG AIDE I 
248-86-6725 3-37-0392-49 
ROBERT L BROW'4 AG AIDE ( 
249-96-9028 3-37-0392-49 
W6.SH NELSON AG AIDE ( 
251-90-4161 3-37-0392-49 
CHARLES A JONES AG AIDE ( 
250-32-9134 3-37-0392-49 
CARL S IRICK AG Al OE I 
248-1 2 -1477 3-37-0:?92-49 
V:JN H 14CCASKILL PESTICIDE SUPERVISOR 
249-62- 8537 1-37-0:?92-83 
TO TAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'1PLOYHS IN OTHE:R OE:PARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
RI CHARO C FOX PROF ENT & EC Z 
366- 22-7412 l-37-0392-83 
RAY140NO NOBLET ASSCC PRCF ENT & EC Z 
260-70 - 2224 l-37-0392-83 
W':SLEY ~I TCHER PRCF PL PA & PH 
225 -26-6169 l-37-0392-83 
MARY l Y"'N D co:1<.E LAB TECH Ill 
267-20 - 4 548 1- 3 7-0392-83 
E'4PLOVEE S IN OTH~ k UEPAR T~E,..T S PAI C BY THIS DEPT 
f'!PLOYFfS IN THI S DEPA~THE'4T PAID BY CTHE P OEPTS 
AC TUAl SU!>GE T RAT E: 
-
GRADE 
OEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
Cb 12 F 09-100 
Cb 10 F 09-100 
C6 12 F 09-100 
06 12 F 08-100 
06 12 F 09-100 
06 12 F 09-100 
06 11 F 09-100 
30 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
16 16 F 12-080 
-
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
IUSC. STATE,NEC. 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
HI SC. STATE,NEC. 
HI sc. STATE,NEC. 
HI SC. STA TE ,NEC. 
HI sc. STATE,NEC. 
HI SC. STATE,NEC. 
BUDPROl l-03 
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3, 74ft 1,297 
025 
3,744 1,297 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 17,948 18,664 
166,180 183,371 
2ft, 3 75 25,3't7 
190,555• 208,718• 
REGULATORY f; PUBLIC SERVICE PR 3,600 3,600 
REGULATORY f; PUBLIC SERVICE PR 2,640 2,61(, 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERV ICE PR 3,600 3,600 
REGULAT ORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 
9,840 9,Bl't 
10 ,630 7, 'tl3 




COLLfGE OF ,GRICULT~AL SCIENCES 
C393 SEED CERTIFICATIO~ 








03<;3-UOOl JOH~ 0 Bl.ACK J~ 
249-54-9830 
C39~-C003 ROSS A JAMESON 
352-32-0204 
C3<;3-CC05 B,RBARA J CANTRELL 
248-58-1200 












CLK STENC II 
1-37-0393-83 
SPEC 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPT$ 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
~A l 7 F 12-100 
25 1 7 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
10 l't F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FlliDS CUA.RENT PROPOSED REH•RKS 
RATE 1976-77 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,300 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 20,700 
TOTAL 23,000• 
REGULATORY & PUBLlC SERVICE PR 15,954 
REGULATORY & PUBLIC SERVICE PR 7,862 




















FORM CU80-1 J4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIEhCES 
CLE,.,SON LN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
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NAME TITLE CE GR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
------------------------------------
nJ94- UOOl HILTON V RJGERS 
245-16-6633 
C3~4- CCC2 T~OMAS J ALT~AN 
249-26-0778 
0394- 0003 SAMUEL G GILLIAM 
250-46-7861 
C~94- 0004 CTIS OLIVER BARWICK 
248-54-7715 
C394-0005 JOHN L BELL 
250-82-2361 
C3 94- 0CC6 t'ElEN P KI NG 
247-72-9222 
C394 - CC07 WELDON M CASH 
247-03-9566 
0394-~008 FRA~KLIN HIERS 
250-48-3 794 
0394 -0009 VACANT 
0394-0009-V 
0 394-00)9 U~A R HARVEY 
253-42-3402 
C194-C010 Ll~OA G SIMPSO~ 
247- 88-4 618 
C394-rC ll C MAJ OR THO~AS 
249-60-4940 
r394- 00 12 SARA J GRA~GER 
251 - 82- 8049 
0394- C-013 ~~ B ~ILKER SO~ J R 
251-44-758:> 
TOTAL CLASSIFlc:J 
TJTAL 1"4CLAS<; If I ED 
HO FRT I hSP t ANAL t LEC r,.A 17 F 12-100 
l-31-0359-66-0140 
l-37-0394-83 
FERTILIZER INSECT INSP 
l-37-0394-83 
FERT INSECT INSPECTOR 
l-37-0394-83 
FERTILIZER I'6ECT INSP 
l-37-0394-83 




FERTILIZER INSECT INSP 
l-31-0394-83 
FERT ILIZER INSECT INSP 
l-3 7-0394-83 
CLK STENO I I 
l-37-0394-83 
CLK STENO 11 
l-37-0391t-83 
KEY t PER CPER I I 
1-3 7-0394-83 
FERTILIZER INSEC T I NSP 
l-37-0394-83 
KE Y t PER CPR I 
1-37-0394-e3 
FERTILIZER !"SECT INSP 
l-37-0394-83 
14 11 F 12-100 
14 16 F 12-100 
14 11 f 12-100 
14 12 F 12-080 
14 14 F 12-100 
14 16 F 12-050 
14 15 F 12-040 
10 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
13 13 F 12-100 
14 13 F 12-040 
10 13 F 12-100 
14 13 F 12-040 
T1 TAL, BC TH CLASSIF ltU A"U UNCLASSI FI ED 
- - -
RATE 1976-77 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,577 2,679 0359 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 23,198 24,124 
TOTAL 25,775• 26,803• 
REGUlATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 5,262 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 7,410 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 8,798 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 7,030 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 8,065 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 4,014 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 3,515 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 
REGUlATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 6,581 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 8,222 
REGULAT ORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 3,515 
REGULATORY t PUBLIC SERVICE PR 5,824 
REGULATORY t PU6LIC SERVICE PR 3 , 5 15 
























CLEHSO~ U .. IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSEO 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF 4GRICULTURAL SCltNCES 




E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0359-UCOl GARNET R CRADDOCK 
226-32-7506 
HD PROF AGRCN t SCILS 
l-37-039it-83 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTnER DEPART~EhTS PAID BY THIS CEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
TE 18 F 12-100 
BUDPRO 11-03 
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SOURCE OF FU .. DS CURRE .. T PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-17 









07 /"! 1/76 
FOR" (UBC-104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCl~NCES 
0398 
CLE"SON UN[VERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
BUDPROll-03 
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DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 








EMPLOYEES IN OTH ER OEPART~ENTS P,JD BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DE PARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
--




COLLEGE CF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0399 LIVESTOCK ANO POULTRY HEALTH 






POSITICN NAME TITLE OEGR EE i FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




C399-U001 WALTER T CARLL HI STOPATHOLOGI ST NA 18 F 12-010 
248-64-9 73 7 l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POI.A. TRY HEAL TH 5,434 5,650 
0399-0001 CAf!L E BOYD DIR LIV & PL TRY HLTH 013' 33 18 F 12-100 
269-40-0231 l-3 7-0399-85 LIV ESTOCK & POI.A. TRY HEAL TH 27,248 28,336 
0399-0002 JOHN 8 THOMAS ASSOC DIR LIVST-PLTR HLT 32 18 F 12-100 
257-36-7195 l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POI.A. TRY HEALTH 25,189 26,195 
0399-0003 LLOYD V FRY ASSOC DIR LIVST-PLTR HLT 32 18 F 12-100 
4 79-12-0195 1-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 11,520 ll ,980 
3-37-0399-13 u.s.o.A. 11,520 11,980 
TOTAL 23 ,040• 23,960• 
0399-0004 H GAFFNEY BLALO:K ASSOC DIR LIVST-PLTR HLT 32 18 F 12-100 
255-54-1157 l-37-0399-85 LI VE STOCK C. POULTRY HEALTH 25,189 26. 195 
0399-0005 GUS A VANINETTI VETERINARIAN II 30 18 F 12-100 
537-18-098't 1-37-0399-85 LI VE STOCK 
' 
POUl. TRY HEALTH 10,627 11,051 
3-3 7-0399-13 u.s.o.A. 10,627 11,051 
TOTAL 21,25'1>• 22.102• 
C3<i9-CCC6 OSBORNE E BAKER VETERINARIAN 11 30 18 F 12-100 
249-34-6494 l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK r. POULTRY HEALTH 21,488 22,346 
OH9-CCC7 JULIAN C CORNWELL VETERINARIAN II 30 18 F 12-100 
248-34-3112 1-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 21,488 22,346 
(3<;9-CCC8 t.lLLIAH T OERIEUX VETERINARIAN II 30 18 F 12-100 
24 7-60-4277 l-31-0319-66-0532 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,212 4,379 0379 
1-31--0 319-66-0 971 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,160 1,206 0379 
l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 16,116 16,759 
TOTAL 21,488• 22,344• 
0399-0009 THOMAS H ELEAlH VETERINARIAN 11 30 18 F 12-100 
247-50-9016 l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEAL TH 21,798 22,668 
03<;9-0010 DAVIDE GOODMAN VETERINARIAI\ I I 30 18 F 12-100 
251-54-0831 l-37-0399-85 LI VE STOCK r. POULTRY HEALTH 21,488 22,346 
(3<;9-001 l t.'4 HARLEY RHODES VETERINARIAN 11 30 18 F 12-100 
250-09-0436 l-37-C399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 21,798 22,668 
(3<;9-0012 JA'4f S C EPPS JR LIVESTOCK LAW ENFCMT Off 23 16 F 12-100 
247-52-1217 1-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 14,310 14, 881 
07/31/76 
FOR,. CUB0 -10 4 




COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
0 399 LIVESTOCK ANO POULTRY HEALT H 
_________________________________________ , _________________________________________________________ _ 
POSI Tl CN 
NUHHR 
NAHF 
Ol~9- CC 13 CHA RLES L FLE~ING 
251-54-5268 
0 ~99-00 14 CHARLE S E GRA~T 
249-66- 8139 
C3S9 - 0015 JOHNSON H COPE 
24 7-28-5822 
C39 9- CC16 LAURTE O MORRIS 
248- 48- 5663 
C399-CC 19 CLIFFORD 8 JORDAN 
251-24-2188 




0399-0022 PEARLESS H SNOwUE~ 
250-20-7289 
0399 - 0023 WILL IAM O AULL 
219-20-5413 
03qq- OQJ4 J OE S HARRELL J~ 
248-94-2033 
c~99- ryc2 5 FURMAN G PFAKE 
248-66-5814 
C1~9- CC26 HASKELL ~ARSH 
24 8-76 -2617 
(1S9- rc, 1 LJU E GAMBRELL 
2 !+7-40- 63q 8 
o ~ s9- CC~8 ~ I LLIAM J STA~EY 
249-6 4- 5 8 22 
ClS9- c:,9 o r QI S P FELTS 





CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
LIVESTOCK LAW ENFCHT OFF 23 lt F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POUL TRY HEAL TH 
LIVESTOCK LAW ENFCMT OFF 23 16 F 12-100 













19 16 F 12-100 
19 12 F 12-100 
19 12 F 12-100 
19 12 F 12-100 
19 F 12-100 
19 12 F 12-100 
LIVESTOCK LAW ENFCMT Off 23 15 F 12-100 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIV ESTOCK & POUL TRY HEAL TH 
LI VE STOCK & POUl TRY HEAL TH 
LI VE STOCK & POUl TRY HEAL TH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
llVESTOCK & POUL TRY HEALTH 
1-37-0399-85 llVESTOCK & POUlTRY HEALTH 
3-37-C399-13 u.s.o.A. 
PUB HLTH SC I ENTI ST 
l-37-0399-85 
HISTOLOGY TECH I II 
1-37-0399-85 
LAB TECH I I 
l-37-0 399-85 
LAB TECH I 
1-37-0399-85 
AD,. I N ASST I I 
l-37-0 39 9-85 
ACCT G CLK Ill 
l-37-0 3q9- 85 
- -- -
TOTAL 
21 16 F 12-100 
LIVESTOCK & POUl TRY HEAL TH 
16 12 F 12-100 
LI VE STOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
13 12 f 12-100 
LIVEST OCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
10 12 F 12-010 
LIVESTOCK & POUlTRY HEALTH 
23 14 F 12-1 0 0 
LIVEST OCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
16 1 2 F 12-1 00 
LIV ES TOCK & POJLTRY HEAL TH 
- -
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C399-0030 STOKES M HJGHES J R 
250- 7 2- 3 734 
0399 - 0031 elLLIE D J ONES 
249-62-1367 
0399-0032 DEBORAH K NELSO~ 
250-96-2813 
0399- CC33 ANN J T~EADGILL 
250-62-6087 
0399-0034 JAMES H WILSON 
251-0it-3924 
0399-0035 ROBERT L GRAY 
249-it2-5230 
C3S9-0C36 DIANE B "4CCOY 
248-02-3740 
03S9-0C37 BENJAMIN F STOKES 
250-16-2864 
03 S9-0038 EMMA LEE BARBER 
251-3&-7896 
C3 S9-0039 SARAH G WHITE 
249-68- 5 388 
03 S9-0040 ~ELLIE G ENGLISH 
248-66-3314 
C399- C04 l NADINE K PORTER 
251-04-3098 
0399-0043 KATHY A POS TON 
?4 7- 98- 7011 
0399-0044 SARAH B EGGL ESTO'l 
?50-80-0920 
TITLE 
CLE~SON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
!:RADE 
OEGR EE % FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
LABEL ANO QUAL CONT SUPV 19 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU~OS 







CLK STENO 11 
1-37-0399-85 
















CLERK TYP IS T II 
3-37-0399-13 
PUB LIC HEALlH SCI 
l-37-0399-85 
lit 12 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
14 12 F 12-100 
lit 08 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
10 05 F 12-100 
03 10 F 12-100 
03 09 F 12-100 
03 08 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POUl.TRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
LIVESTOCK C. POUL TRY HEAL TH 
u .s.D.A. 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
BUOPROl l-03 
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0 399-0045 J OHN H WARNER JR 
249-84-6937 
C399-C046 AARON F ALLISO'lf 
135-32-5041 
(399-(047 F~ANK A MCWILLl,MS 
420-09-8437 
C~99- CC48 8ENJA~IN H GILLESPIE 
249-38-8848 
C~99-0049 JAMES M ALEXANDER 
24 7- 56-9468 
(l99- C~5~ ~AP OLO E CAMPBELL 
248- 68- 8965 
0399 - 0351 RALP~ G HOWELL 
2 ... 7-7.4- 2361 
~399-0052 DAVID M SPEARMA~ 
248-76-4005 
Cl99- ~053 D~NAL O E LYNN 
249- 22-7 29 0 
C~C9- CC54 C~NRAO HAL L 
4)3-26-4222 
-







CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FU~DS 
PUB HEALTH SCIENTIST 11 23 17 F 12-100 
















'4EA T INSPR 
1-3 7-0399-85 
3-37-C399-l3 
'4EA T INSPR 
l-3 7-0399-85 
3-37-C399-13 
l'EA T I NSPR 
l-37-0399-85 
3-3 7-C399-l 3 
" EAT INSPR 
l-37-0399- 85 
-
28 18 F 12-100 
28 18 F 12-100 
18 10 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 ll F 12-100 
15 l 5 F 12- l O 0 
-
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U .S .o. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u. s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POUl.TRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U. S.O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u . s .o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK L POULTRY HEALTH 
u . s . o .A. 
TOT4L 
LIVESTOCK & PnULTRY HEALTH 
--
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0399-0055 ERICH MARTIN 
248-88-4094 
0399 -0056 JOHN L POORE 
249- 60-2192 
0399-0057 CHRISTOPHER R PRUITT 
251-86-2484 
0399--0058 JOHNNY F REIO 
251 -70-3811 
C3S9-0059 STUART H SIMPSON 
247-44-5120 
("'<;9- CC60 HCANT 
0399-0060-V 
C3 S9-CC60 HOWARC 8 SLIDER 
111-20- 7463 
0399-00 61 GERALD F SCHROEDER 
524-12-630' 
































OEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 11 F 12-100 
28 F 12- 100 
28 18 F 12-100 
28 18 f 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 




LIV ESTOCK & POUL TRY HEAL TH 
U.S. O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u .s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEAL TH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u . s.o.A. 
TOTAL 













































5,256 5, lt65 





F(1R"4 CUB0-1 04 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUR AL SClcNCES 
c3q9 LIVESTOCK ANO PCULTRY HEALTH 
CLEMSON LNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 




POSI l ION 
NU 141!EP 
NAMf 
03q9 - C063 LEONARDO O PADGETT 
251-56-0667 
ClS9- (C64 SAMUE LL BLAYLOCK JR 
240-40-6296 
0399- ~C65 l HOMAS C MATHIS 
246-34-2357 
039q - 0066 ~~RRY E COLLINS 
26 2- 12-3906 
0399-0067 ALVI NE EFIRD 
431-46-0110 
0399- n068 P~ ILIP E OEN~IS 
247-28 -5328 
C3S9- CC69 AUBREY J DILL 
266-26-9191 
c,s9- 0C70 HAR OLD A PARRISH 
250-90- 7515 
C3S9- C071 H~YT ENLCW 
251-22-5576 
0399 - 0072 Kf~NElH J HYSLOP 
515- 34- 9079 
TITLE 












14EA T INSPR 
1-37-0399-85 
3-37-C399-l3 
MEAT I NSPR 
1-37-0399-85 
3-3 7-0399-13 









" fAT I NS PR 
l -3 7-0Jq9-85 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
18 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 10 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 11 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FINDS 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POlA.TRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U. S.O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POlA.TRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TO TAL 
LIVESTOC~ & POULT~Y HEALTH 
























































FORM Ct.80-1 0 4 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
C~99 LIVESTOCK ANO POULTRY HEALTH 









CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl "IE 




03'19-00 73 DAVID HYRE 
235-14-6246 
C3S9- 0C 74 JAMES L JEFFERS 
249-50-7694 
C399- CC 75 LOUIS 8 J OSLIN 
428-50-1818 
c39q- oc16 IRVI~ N BOATWRIGHT 
251- 70-'t882 
Q3q9-0077 KENNA L LYBRA~D 
251-54-4581 
0399-~078 MACLELLAN CASH 
263-20-3454 
C399- C'C 79 V4CANT 
0399- 0079-V 
C~SQ- CC8C ~ GERALD QUATTLEBAUM 
248-36-0320 






























15 08 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 f 12-100 
15 15 F 12-100 
15 F 12-100 
15 13 f 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u . s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u. s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U. S.O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POll..TRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s .o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEAL TH 





















































FORM CU30- 11)4 
COLLEGE CF AGRICULTURAL SCIEhCES 
03S9 LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY HEALTH 







DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
----------------------------------------------------
0399-0082 RDBERT O ~ARD ING 
252-46-4463 
0399- P083 WIL BER T M KLETT 
478-14-3562 
03S9- CC84 ALVA W DANNELLY 
251-56-2277 
c~sQ-0085 LYhWCOD R BATES J R 
250- 78-9479 
C399- CC86 BARNEY A BOLES SR 
248- 58- 0526 
0399 - 0087 MALCCLM R FERSNER 
248-64-6900 
C3S9- 0038 WALTER G FLOYD 
249-07-3602 
CJ99- 0C39 ~ILEY P ETHERIDGE J R 
249-56 - 6 6 62 
;'."'IS9- CC9l T lM"IY L HUTTO 
250-56 - 008 1 
(3SQ - (C97 RAY~r~n N J ONES 




VETER I NAR Uh I 
l-37-0399-85 
3-3 7-0399-13 

















3 -3 7-C399-13 





15 12 F 12-100 
28 18 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 11 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 l 2 f 12- l 00 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U.S.D. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POlA.TRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POUL TRY HEAL TH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POlA. TRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POlA.TRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & P OULTRY HEALTH 
u .s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u . s .D.A. 
TOTAL 
l IV ES TOCK & P OUL TRY HEAL TH 
BUDPROll-03 
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07 /"! 1/76 
FORM CUB0- 104 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUR AL SC IENCES 




CLE~SCN UN IVER SITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1q76-77 
GRADE 









3-37-C399- l3 U.S. D. A. 4,617 4,800 
TOTAL 9, 23/t* 9,600• 
03qC)-0093 FRANK M HARR IOTT MEAT INSPR 15 12 F 12-100 
24 7- 72-5583 l-3 7-03q9-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 4,015 4,ll't 
3-37-0399-13 U. S.D. A. 4,015 4,17', 
TOTAL 8,030• 11,348• 
C3'i9-C'094 ROBYN A REED 14EAT INSPR 15 12 F 12-100 
250- 72- 65•H l-37-0Jq9-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH lt,365 4,538 
3-3 7-0399-13 u . s.D.A. le,365 4,538 
TOTAL 8,730• 9,076• 
C399- 0C'i6 JIMMY C CROFT MEAT INSPECTOR 15 12 F 12-100 
248-7"-13% l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEAL TH 3,698 3,844 
3-3 7-0399-13 U .S .D.A. 3,698 3,84', 
TOTAL T,396• 7,688• 
oc;q- cc97 FLOYD MACK SANDEL MEAT INSPR 15 12 F 12-100 
251- 42-0le27 l-37-039'r85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEAL TH 4,617 4,800 
3-37-0399-13 u.s.o.A. 4,617 4,800 
TOTAL 9,, 23-4• 9,600• 
O'i9- C098 HAF!OL D WILLI Al-lS ON MEAT INSPR 15 12 F 12- 100 
250-44-1925 1-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEAL TH 4,015 4,174 
3-31-03qq-13 u. s.o. A. 4,015 4,174 
TOTAL 8,030- 8,348• 
O"\'i9-009q JAMES N FAR ISH MEAT INSPR 15 12 F 12-100 
247-52-97q5 1-31-039q-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 4,196 4,362 
3-37-039CJ-13 u .s.o.A. 4,196 4,362 
TOTAL 8,392• 8, 724• 
0 399-'.) 102 BELAL .. AB0HSAL A'4 VETERINARIA"f I 28 18 F 12-100 
084-48-2954 1-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 8,603 8,946 
3-3 7-039CJ- l3 u .s .o. A. 8,603 8,946 
TOTAL 17,206• 17,892• 
c39q- J103 tiUGUST 0 BARRANCO MEAT lNSPR SUPV 18 12 F 12-100 
5'.>0-16-7395 1-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 5,372 5,585 
3-37-0399-13 u.s.o.A. 5,372 5,585 
TOTAL 10,744• 11,170• 
(3<;<;- 0 l ')4 JrJBIE C JACKSON l'EH INSPR 15 12 F 12-100 
249 -72 - 8400 l-37-0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 4,617 4,800 
3-37- 0399-13 u.s.o.A. 4,617 4,800 
TOTAL 9,234• 9,600• 
-C1 /3 l/76 
FOP!' CU80-l0 4 
COLLEGE OF AGP I CULTUPAL SCIENCES 
03q9 LIVESTOCK ANO POULTRY HEALTH 
CLE"SON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUDPROl l-03 
PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 156 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POSI Tl (N 
ll;U,..BER 
0399- Cl 05 
C3<;9 - 0l06 
0399 - 0107 
"399-01 )8 
r3q9- Jl09 
c,.c;c; - c 110 
('>9q- 0111 
':399- Cl 12 
0399 -0 l 13 
1"]9<}-'.)l 14 
NAME 






E!)WARD SIDNEY HYM4N 
25l-76-9702 
DAN IEL G JACKSON 
247-76-4421 
JJL I US H GEHRKE 
396-38-2374 
JOHii. L JOiNSO"I 
24 7-48-3580 
J OHNll;IE ~ MOORE 
249- 2 6- 0868 
J4"FS A ROYAL 
2'>1 - 80- 8065 
AL '4111\i E s-. I T'i J{ 



























'4FA T INSPR 
l-37-0399-85 
3-37- C3<;9- l3 
'tE AT INSPR 
1 - ·H-01q9-95 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 10 F 12-100 
15 13 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 10 F 12-100 
15 14 F 12-100 
15 12 f 12-100 
15 lO F 12-lOO 
SOURCE OF F ~OS 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
U.S. O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
u . s . o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
u .s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
u.s. o.A . 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POUL TRY 
u . s . o .A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POUL TRY 
u .s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LI VE STOCK & POJLTRY 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
HEALTH 4.617 4,800 
4. 61 7 4.800 
9,234• 9, 600* 
HEALTH 3.369 3,502 
3.369 3.502 
6, 738* 1.004• 
HEALTH 4,617 4,800 
4,617 4,800 
9,234• 9,600• 
HEALTH 4.61 7 4,800 
4.617 4,800 
9,234• 9,600• 
HEALTH 4.'t61 4,638 
4,461 4,638 
8,922• 9,276• 
HEALTH 3,706 3,853 
3.106 3,853 
7,412• 1.106• 
HEAL TH 4,617 4 ,800 
4 ,61 7 4,800 
9,234• 9,600• 
HEALTH 4,336 4.508 
4,336 4,508 
8,6 7 2• 9,016• 
HEAL TH 4,545 4,725 
4,545 4,725 
9,090• 9,450• 
HEALTH 4, 61 7 4,80.J 
07 /31/76 CLE.WSON lJN IVERSITY - SA LARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 
FOPM CUB0-1 ()4 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 151 
COLLEGE PF AGRICULTURAL SC I ENCE~ 
c39q LIVESTOCK ANO POULT RY HEALTH 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------







(3<;9- 0 122 
099- 0 123 
099- 0124 
0399 - 0 1 ~6 
EOWIN STRICKLAN) 
250-38 - 9747 




SHIRLEY G RUSH 
5l8-24-708l 
HANZOOR H CHAUU~Y 
578-76-7372 
DUDLEY W LAWSON JR 
241-42- 8 787 
Jc\CKIE L ALEXANDER 
249-88- 7 320 
P'lBfRT E DONAHUE 
256-36-2450 
















VE TERI NARI Al'i I 
l-3 7- 0399-85 
3-3 7-0399-13 













CEGREE t FULL 
CON TUC T Tl 14E 
15 11 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
28 18 F 12-100 
18 15 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-l 00 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
u.s.o.A. 't,617 't,800 
TOTAL 9,234• 9,600• 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 't,,617 4,800 
u.s.o.A. 4,611 4,800 
TOTAL 9,23't• 9,600• 
LIVESTOCK & POUt.TRY HEAL TH 4,522 It, 701 
u.s.o.A. 4,522 lt,701 
TOTAL 9,0lt-lt* 9, 't02• 
LIV ESTOCK & POI.J.. TRY HEALTH 3,503 
u .s.o.A. 3,503 
TOTAL • 7,006• 
LIVESTOCK & POUl.TRY HEALTH .. ,181 .. ,353 
u.s.o.A. lt,187 lt,353 
TOTAL 8,371t• 8,706• 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 7,50't 7,803 
u.s.o.A. 7,504 7,803 
TOTAL 15,008• 15,606• 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 5,371t 5,587 
u.s.o.A. 5,371t 5,587 
TOTAL 10,71t-8* 11. 171t• 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH it, 5 l 5 4,69lo 
u.s.o.A. 4,515 't,694 
TOT Al 9,030• 9,388• 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEAL TH lt ,lt35 't,800 
U. S.O. A. 't ,1t35 4,800 
TOTAL 8,870• 9,600• 
LIVESTOCK & POI.A. TRY HEALTH 4,466 <\,643 
u.s.o.A. 4,466 "'· 643 
TOTAL 8,932• 9,286• 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0- 104 
COLLFGF OF AGRICULTURAL SCIE~CES 




0399-0 127 EUGENE R JOH ... SO~ JR 
225-48 - 6443 
C399-0l28 WALTER C STROUD 
249-80-6348 
C399-J l29 SAMUEL G WRIGHT 
250-72- 3179 
( 199-0 110 DENNI S ~ WOODS 
238-68-6361 
( 1 99- 0 131 JA"IES E RHITEHEA~ 
247-q4-6627 
)399 - J l 32 WIL BURN 8 COCHRAN 
442-16-583? 
~l9Q- )J33 CLIFFORD L GRAVES 
253-1 0 -5372 
( 3~9- 0 134 J OSFPH D BROW .. 
on- 20- 12g4 
(399-0 115 ARTH~R CORDRAY 
24 7-5(\- 3216 
C3 '19 - CI 36 J =~ll Y f CVEPALL 
2'• 9- 713 - 9&:;f-)3 
-


















VETER INARUN I 
1-37-0399-85 
3-37-C399-13 









MEAT I ... SPR 
1-3 7-0 39~ -135 
GRADE 
CFGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
15 14 F 12-100 
15 14 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
28 18 F 12-100 
18 10 F 12-100 
15 13 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12- 100 
15 12 F 12-100 
-
SOURCE OF Fu-.os 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U.S.O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POUl.TRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U.S. O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
U. S.O. A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.o.A. 
TOT4L 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LI VE STOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u.s . D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
u . s.D.A. 
TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY HEALTH 
8UOPR01 l-03 
PAGE 158 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE l 976-77 
PCT 
--------------
4 ,61 1 
4,617 
9,234• 















































C7/3 l /76 
FOR'4 CUB0-1!> 4 
CO LL EC E CF AGR ICULTUR AL SC IE NCES 
0399 LI VESTOCK AND POULTRY HEALTH 
POS ITI CN 
NU"l BER 
0399 -0 137 STEVE L RICKENBA<ER 
250-76-1862 
03~9- 0 138 VACANT 
0 399-0138-V 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
T1TAL UNCLASS IFIED 
CLE~SON UN IVERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
PP OPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 







DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
15 12 F 12-100 
30 18 F 12-100 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
F"lPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~EhTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
ASSOC PROF AN PATHOLOGY hA 18 F 12- 100 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 159 
SOURCE Of FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-11 
U. S. D. A. 't.196 't, 362 
TOTAL 8,392* 8,72't• 
LIVESTOCK & POIA. TRY HEALTH 





LIVESTOCK & POIA.TRY HEALTH 
1,339,131 
5,'t3't 









0361 -UO l O SAMUELL MOORE 
249-60-2478 l - 37- 0399-85 LIVESTOCK & POIA.TRY HEALTH 2,686 
2,686 
2,792 
2,792 3-37- C399-l3 U. S.O. A. 
E"lPLOYEES IN OTH ER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E"lPLOYEE S IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 





0 7 /3 l/76 
FOEIM CUBO-L J 4 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
C5Cl DEA~ QF APCHITECT URE 
CLE'4SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 






CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU~DS 
--------------------------------------------------~-
0501-UOO l HARLAN E MCCLU~E 
578-18-7241 
c,01-uoo2 JAMES f OALTD" 
282-36-6 789 
C5CI-UC01 ROBER T DEAN EFLIN 
5 14-24-7111 





PROF/ASST TO DEAN TE 
1-20-0':03-51 
1-40-0501-51 
14S T II PLNR ASSOC PIIOF ARC NT 
1-20-0503-51 
1-40-0501-51 
17 F 12-100 
l 7 F 12-100 
l 7 F 12-100 
BASIC EDUCATION AND 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION l PlliLIC 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL 











l-44-5601-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
C5C l-U00 4 CESARE FERA 
249-19-1269 
G5 J L-11))5 BASI L E HALL 
?50-86-0749 
C50 l -OOOL C1RR INE ~ LASKEY 
47l-Z2 -9882 
~51 1-roo2 FLIZABETH 8 ~ARTI~ 
251-14-4828 
ns1L - COJ3 C JANF REEVES 
448-10-7595 
C5~1-1fQ4 SA~DRA S ~Yf RS 
25 1-82- 995 1 
~5)1 - r005 T~O~A S W 0 1~~~0 
0!2 -34-36Ll 
C5Ct - CCC6 fL Al ~f K F I OS~~ 
2,4-90-4 354 
:sc1-r co1 c , PrL ~ Hn~r 
25 l-•H - 2 4)5 




INSTRUC TCR/SHOP FOREMAN 
l-4-0-0501-51 
CLK STENC II 
l-40-0501-51 
ACCTG CLK I 
l-40-0501-51 
SECY I I 
1-40-0501-51 
CLERK STEI\O I 
l-4D-O':Dl-51 
CC'ORD I NA TOR EDUC MEDIA 
l-4C-0':0 1-51 
CLK STEN( 11 
1-40 -C~ Ol-51 




t.T 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOIJCAT ION AND GENERAL 




I\T 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
10 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPP()qT 
14 l5 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
07 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
23 l, F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 




CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
6,899 7,175 0503 
3,449 3,587 0511 




11,200 12,H8 0503 
11,200 12,H8 
22, 400* 24,296* 
7,020 7,300 0503 
2,470 2,569 
13,911 1 '"· 468 5601 
23,401• 24,337• 
11,880 12,355 0503 










3,854 4, 00 7 
07/ ~l /76 
FCII" CUBC - 1)4 CLE~SON UNIVEP SITY - SALARY ROLL PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE ~F ARCH ITECTUP ~ 
0501 GEA~ ~F ARCH ITECTURE 
P!JSI Tl CN 
NUMMR 
NAME 
TOTAL CLASS I Fl ED 
TOTAL UNCLA SS IFIED 
TITLE 
3 - 35-0501-63 
TQTAL, BOTH CLASS IFIE~ ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID ev OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF f lJIIDS 



















COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
C5C3 ARCHITECTURE STUDIES 












05C"?- U01 1 




GEORGE C !'EANS JR 
277-18-5523 
JOSEPH L YOUNG 
457- 32-8817 
JOHANNES P HOLSCHNEIOtR 
251 - 72- 1211 
PETER R LFE 
389-24-0997 
KENNETH E CARPENTlk 
443-40- 6247 
BEI\JAHIN T ROOK 
251-74-0450 
KENNETH J RUSSO 
147- 22 - 5846 
~ILLIA~ A PHILLIPS 
258-50-7874 
JA"IE S R WA SHBUk ~ 
251- 54- 2850 
JflRGE "ICR.\LES 
lJS-32-91 76 
l'.HTHE ,t A (LARK 
249- 15-6842 
CLE~SON 1..NIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PIIOPOS ED 1976-71 
TITLE 




CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
IH 17 F 12-100 
PROF ARCH & COORD OF RES TE 17 A 09-100 
1- 20-0'5,B - 51 
1-30-0 503-51 
l-35-0'503- 51 
PRCF 4RCH TE 17 A 09-100 
1-20-0503-51 
PROF OF ARCH I\T 18 A 09-100 
l-20-0'503-51 
PRCF ARCH TE 17 • 09-100 l-20-0503- 51 
l-35-0503-51 




INSTR IN ARCHITECTURE I\T 17 A 09-100 
l-20- 0503- 51 
ASSCC PRCF ARCH TE 17 A 09-100 
1-20-0!03-51 
ASSCC PRCF ARCH I\T 1 7 A 09-100 
1-20-0'503-51 
ASSCC PRCF ARCHITECTURE NT 17 A 09-100 
1-20-0503-51 
ASST PROF ARCHITECTURE NT 1 7 A 09-100 
l-20-0503-51 









BAS IC EOUCAT ION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 24,750 25,740 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,750 2,860 
TOTAL 27,500• 28,600• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 11,065 11,508 
RESEARCH 6,639 6,904 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 4 , 426 4,603 
TOTlL 22 , 130• 23,015• 
BAS IC EDUC AT ION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T ION 21,700 22,568 
BAS IC EDIJCAT IOii ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 19,000 19,760 
BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 17,850 21,840 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 3,150 
TOTAL 21,000• 21,840• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 12, 250 12,740 
RE SEARCH 3,500 3,640 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 1,750 1,820 
TOTAL 17,500• 18,200• 
BAS IC EDUC AT ION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 12,500 13,000 
BASIC EDUCATION 4NO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 18,500 19,21,0 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 19,500 20,280 
BASIC EDUCUrn'II A'\10 GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 17,120 17,801, 
BASIC EOUC4TION A'lli> GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO'i 16,910 17,586 
BASIC EOUCATIO'i A'\10 GENERAL TRS 
INSTRUCT ION 19,500 
0 7/~l/76 
FORM CUB0-10 4 
CQLL EGE CF ARCHITECTURE 
0503 ARC HITECTURE STUDIE S 
CLE 'ISON UNIVER SIT Y - SALARY ROLL 








CEGR EE '.I F ULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




0503 - 1,013 CONAL O LYNN COLLl'fS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ARCH TE 1 l A 09-1 OD BASIC EOUCATlON AND GENERAL 
24 3- 60- 5418 l-20-0503-51 INSTRUCTIO'f 16,920 17,596 
0503-U014 G1ROO~ W PATTERSO~ ASST PROF OF ARCH NT 16 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATlON ANO GENERAL 
429- 6 8-6805 l-20-0503-51 INSTRUCTION 11,760 12,230 
1-30-0!:0 3-51 RESEARCH 3,360 3, lt94 
1-35-0503-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 1,680 1,747 
TOTAL 16,800• 17,47U 
05C3- UC15 DE AN 8 VGLLENOORF ASST PROF OF ARCHITECTUR NT l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
3q1-24-7536 l-20-0503-51 INSTRUCT ION 14,000 l't,560 
C5 C3 - U016 OLGUN E RSENKAL VISITING ASST PROF ARCH NA l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL TRS 
l 19-52-H69 l-2C-0503-51 INSTRUCTION 13,800 
05C3- UC16 J OHN O JACQUES ASSIST PROF OF ARCH NT 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
141-36--58<;8 l-20-0503-51 I NS TRUC T ION 7,280 
1-30-0 503-51 RESEARCH 4,368 
1-3 5-0503-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,912 
TOTAL • lit,560• 
C5C3- UCl 7 JAMF S A NEAL VIS IT ASST PROF ARCH NA 16 A 09-030 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL FTPT 
25 1-56-968 2 1-20-0503-51 INSTRUCTION 10,500 5,000 
0503- UCl 8 MARK R HUDSON ASST PROF OF ARCH NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEMERAL 
2 18-46-1885 1-20-0503-51 INSTRUCT IO'i 6,000 5,200 
1-20-0 509-51 INSTR UC HON 4,000 5,200 0509 
TOTAL 10,000• 10,400• 
C5C1- UCl 9 R~BERT W DRUMMOND ASSCC PROF OF ARCHITECT NT 17 A 09-100 8ASI C EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
437-66--2698 1-20-0503-51 lNSTRUCTIOlf 17,000 17,680 
C5C3 - U020 l'AIH IN A DAV I S ASST PROF ARCH NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l33- 38-8322 1-20-0503-51 INSTRUCT ION 7,500 
3-30-0915-13 u.s.o.A. 11,000 7,500 0915 
TOTAL 11,000• 15 ,ooo• 
T~T AL CLASSIFIED 
T~ TAL UNCLASSIFIED H2,880 3H,160 
TOTAL, BOTH CLA SSIFIEIJ ANO UNCLA SSIFIED 342,880• 334,160• 
E~PLOYE FS I N OTHEk DEPARTMENT S PAI D 8 Y THIS DEPT 
CS Cl - UCOl t' AqLAN E 'ICCLU~ E DEA~ C PROF ARCH TE 17 F 12-1 00 
5 78-1 8- 1241 1-20-051)3-51 I NSTRUCT ION 6,899 7,175 
0 7/31/16 
f'Jll'I CUB0-104 
C~LLFGE Of ARCHITECTURE 
C503 A~CH ITECTURE STUDIES 
POSITICN 
"IUll'f!ER 




JAMfS E DAL TON 
282-36-6789 
RCJBERT DEAN EFLIN 
514-24-71 l l 
CESARE FERA 
249-19-1269 
CLE ... SON UN IVER SIT 'f - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
PROF/ASST TO DEAN 
1-20-0503-51 
f1STR PLNR ASSOC PROF ARC 
1-20-0503-51 




CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
TE 17 F 12-100 
"'T 17 F 12- 100 
l',T 18 A 09-100 
f ... PLOYEES IN OTHH< DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E.,.PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RAH 
------
- ---- - - -
&JDPROl 1-03 
PAGE 164 




INSTRUCTIO'l 11,200 12,l't8 
INSTRUCTION 7,020 7,300 
INSTRUCTION 11,880 12,355 







COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
C5C7 BUILDING SCIE"ICES 
NA'1E 
0507-UOO l RALPH E KNOWLA"IO 
413-28-5234 
05C 7-U002 LA'IA R H BROWN 
422-1 6 -1879 
05C7- UC03 CLARENCE L ADOISO"I 
577-46-ll25 
C5C7- UC04 HARTIN DAVID EGAN 
135-32-9650 
CLEMSON lJNIVERSIT'Y - SALARY 'lOLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
PROF ANO HEAD BLOG 
1-20-0 507-51 
l-35-0507-51 
ASSCC PRCF 8LO SCI 
1-20-0507-51 
1-35-0507-51 
ASSCC PROF BLDG SC 
1-20-0 ~o 7-51 
1-35-0 507-51 





CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
TE 17 F 12-100 
Tf 16 A 09-100 
P,.T 16 A 09-100 
TE l 7 A O'r 100 
SOURCE OF FU"IDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1 NSTRUC Tl ON 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EOUCATIO"l ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 




C5C7 - UC05 CHARLIE R MITCHELL A.SSOC PROF BLDG SC TE 17 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION °"m GENERAL 
0517-UJOc 
n5C7 - U:lJ7 
2?4-38- 8199 
~GH W wEBS 
251 - 01 -7581 
..,'lRMAN L ~OOK 









T~TAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AhO UNCLASSIFIED 
BLOG SC 
BLOG SC 
E'IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~ENTS PAIC BY THIS CEPT 
E'IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 




P,.f L 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION 4ND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO!II 
"'T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTR UC TlO"f 
BUDPROl l-03 
PA.GE 165 














































COLLEGE CF ARCHITECTURE 
0509 HISTORY VISUAL STUUIES 
CLE'4SOIII INlVERSlT'f - SALARY ROLL 






0509- UOO l JOHN T ACORN 
148- 28-3150 
~509- UO~l THOMAS E 11CPEAK 
514-28-2440 
~509- uro2 HAROLD N COOLEJGE JR 
452-36-4010 
C5C9- LC03 VERNCN ~ HODGES 
032-0S- 3896 
•)S.:9- UOJ4 1nsrR T H HUNTER 
539- 26 -l'i54 
f5C9-~C05 J 1HN T ACORN 
l '•8-28-3150 
( 5C~- u c:s T~OMAS f ~(PE A~ 
514-28-2440 
: 5C0 -UC06 IQELA~O G REG~ll~ 
4 31-2{-1C9) 
('5(9-IIC'.)7 J !\NE T B "ULHOLLArW 
3 7 7-48-9<;6~ 
( <;(o - 11r)e Sl '4LIF'L " '-<\lllr; 
4 70-48- .2('91 




DEPT HO f; PROFESSOR 
1-20-0509-51 
1-35-0509-51 
DEPT HO & ASSOC PROF 
1-20-0509'-51 
l-35-0509-51 
ALUMNI PRCF CF ARCH 
1-20-0509-51 














ASS CC PIIOF ARCH 
l-2(-0~09- 51 
AS ST PIIOF AAH 
1-20-0 509-51 
ASSr:C PIIOF ARCH 
I - 2C- 05(l9-5l 
ASST PIIOF OF' ARCH 
l-2('-C509-51 
GRADE 
CEG~EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUIIIOS 
TE 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
NT 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 11 A 09-100 
NT l 7 09-100 
TE 1 7 A 09- 100 
NT l 7 A 09-100 
Tf 1 7 A C9-l00 
.. T A 09- 100 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOT A-L 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
BASIC EOUC4TIO~ AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EOUCATIO"f ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
BASIC EDUCATlO'i AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
BASIC EOUCATlON A'ljD GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
BASIC EDUCATlO.., A'ljD GENERAL 
INSTRUC Tl u~ 
















































C7 / 31/7b 
FORM CU'\0-104 
CLE'4SON UN IVEPSIT'r - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1916-77 
C"LLEGE CF ARCHITECTURE 
C509 HISTORY VISUAL STUDIES 
POS IT IC ... 
'H,"'BER 
NA'1E 
0509 - UOJ9 T~O~AS G TUR"I ER J R 
343- 36-~794 
0509-UOLO JAMES A STOCKHAM 
279-32-H20 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEi> 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TITLE 
ASST PROF OF ARCH 
1-20 - 0509- 51 
ASS T PROFESSOR ARCH 
1-20-0509-51 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAI D SY THIS DEPT 
0503- Uj l B HARK R HUOSON 
218-46-1885 
ASST PROF OF ARCH 
1-20-0509-51 
E'1PL OYEES IN OTHE R DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN TH IS DE PART14ENT PAID 8Y OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GR ADE 
CfGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU"IDS 
~T 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09- 100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 





















FORM CUR0-1 0 4 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
0511 PLAN~ING STUDIES 









0511-l,001 GLE"IN E VARENHJRST 
063-26-4305 
05 11-UOO l MATTHEW A CLAq~ 
249-15- 6842 
C5 11-UCJ2 EDWARD L FALK 
474-24-0869 
"5 l l-U"IJ3 GL fNN E VA~ ENI-OR ST 
063 -26-4385 
05 11-U003 J OHN D JACQUES 
141-36-5898 
05l l-lJCJ4 CLGU"l ERSENK AL 
119- 52- 3 469 
l'llbL CLASSIFIED 
t n TAL UNCLASS!FIEJ 




ASSOC PROF DEPT HEAD 
1-20-0~11-51 
l-35-0511-51 








ASSIST PROF OF PLANNING 
1-20-0 511-51 
1-30-0~ll-51 
1-35-0511 - 51 
ASST PROF OF PLANNING 
l-20-0511-51 
TOTAL, POTH CLASSlflEu ANL UNCLASS IFI ED 
F'~PLOYEES IN OTHE:P DEPART"lHHS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
C5C !-UCOI ~ARL A~ F ~CCLUR t 
518-18- 7241 
DEA ~ l Pl-CF ARCH 
1-30-051 l-51 
1-35-0511-51 
F~PLOYEFS IN QTHl~ ~EPAK TH=NTS PAI D BY THIS DEPT 
c ~FlOYE~S I~ THI S ~EPA~T Hl~T PAID RY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL RunGf T {AH 
-
GRADE 
DEGREE :S FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 




NT 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION 6 PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
NT 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I hS TRUCT lON 
EXTENSION l PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION l PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
~T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTICN 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION f'. PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
~A 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO"l 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION l PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATlOIII ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IOIII 
TE l 7 F 12- l 00 
RESEARCH 










































CLE'4SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF EOUCATIOIII 





~AROLD F LANOR ITH 
251-10-5720 
FRANCES T BRAIIIOT 
275-01-9?89 
MART IN R KOL DYKE J R 
305- 26-5168 
TOTAL CLASS I FIEJ 
T~TAL UNCLASSIFIE~ 
TITLE 
DEAN & PROF EO 
l-40-070 1-51 
STAFF ASST I 
l-40-070 1-51 
A0'41N ASST I 
l-40-0701-51 
T~ TAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AN O UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~E~TS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYFES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID 8¥ OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GR ADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
TE 18 F 12-100 
16 14 F 12-100 
21 17 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU~OS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 














52,36~ 55, 096-• 
52,369" 
C7/31/76 
FOP~ CUB0- IJ4 
COLLEGF CF EDUCATI ON 
n 105 AEROSP AC~ STUOIES 
CLE~SO~ UN IVERSI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSED 1976-77 





CEGREE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT TH4E 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE l 9 76-17 
PCT 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 7 (5 - 0001 cnROTHY A CABLE 




TOTAL CLASS IFI ED 
TOTAL UNCLA SSI F 11:::D 
TOTA L, BCTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCL ASSIFIEO 
E~PL1YEES IN OTH ER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS OEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOGFT RATE 
- - - - -
C6 16 F 09-100 









FOP"' CL'30-1 0 4 
COLLEGF ~ F EDUC ATIO~ 
0707 AGPI CULTURAL EDUCATIO~ 
PC'S! 11 CN 
NUl'leEP 
NAl'IE TITLE 
CLE~SCN U~ IVERS ITY - S ALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GR ADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl 14E 
SOURCE OF F lND S 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE l 71 




C7C7-UCC 1 EARL T CARPENTER 
494- 20- 54 39 
C7 C 7-liC02 JCHN A HASH 
230-44-5752 
J 7 0 7-U003 J1HN H RODGERS 
250-14-6601 
HD t PROF AG ED 
l-2C-0707-51 
3-20-0707-41 
PROF AG ED 
1-20-0707-51 
3-20-0707-•H 
PROF AG ED 
1-20-0707-51 
3-20-0707-41 
TE le F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
TOTAL 
TE 18 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
TOTAL 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
JNSTRUC T ION 
STATE DEPT. Of EDUCATION 
TOTAL 
07J7- U004 JA~ES H DANIEL S 
429-82-1247 
ASST PROF AG EDUC/AG EhG ~T 17 F 12-100 
l-20-0707-51 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
tNSTRlJC TION 
,,: ,-uro5 LL OYD H BLANTO~ 
2 47-66-2 185 
:7C 7-CC01 'tl RGIN IA S BENSON 
225-58-9582 










CLK STENC I 
l-2Cr0707-51 
TflUL, BCTH CLASSIFIED ANli UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEFS IN OTHtR DEPARTME NTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEFS I N THIS DEPARTMtNT PAID BY OTHER CEPTS 
ACTUAL ~U1GET iATE 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
TOTAL 
~T 18 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
12 12 F 12-100 
STATE DEPT. Of EDUCATION 
TOTAL 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 































C'1R .. CUR'l -1 04 
C0LLFG" OF "DUCATION 
07 0q fLE ~E~TAqy 4ND SECO~~ARY t~UCATION 
POSI Tl ("4 
NU"PER 
I\A /o' E TITLE 
CLE~SON UI\IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPO S l.:O l 97 6-17 
GR ADE 
DE GREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TINE 
SOURCE Of F~OS 
BLOPROll-03 
PAGE 172 






C7C9-T013 hfNNIF V WILLIAMS 
428-56-0826 
c1cq- ro14 J~~ES 8 SPEAP~AN 
251- 70-2963 
0 7CQ-T015 VACANT 
C7C9-T01S-V 
0 7(q-T 0 16 J OHN P MARTIN 
138-32-623 1 
r7rq-TQ17 L UTHER F SHEALY 
247-46-9046 
0 709- J")l ~'1RRIS A KING 
252-26-5342 
C7C9-UO)l fQNfST J KOZ~A 
269-20-8974 
C7C?-LC ~7 JOSEPH H A~AI R 
237-32-2852 
"1 f'l - lJC::n I OA C BR I SCOE 
257-52-024 7 
r7C9-tJCJ4 S~" l BUCKNER 
744-68- 1327 
c1cq- Lc:~ TERYL[ h CARPENTER 
~99- 36- 8452 
C7(Q- 1Jf06 CYESTfR R FREElt 
245- 34- 2 141 
r 1 :<> - llc:1 FLIZ68ETI-' B GALL O.,AY 
2'i l-4C- 3711 
fl 70Q-ll))R GlP('r)il. ,l C.PAY 
4C9- 4fl-4247 
.)7-,C - 11")9 I Jll(K ffL')MA'lj 
,,;,-~,, -,1-~s 
VSTG INSTR ED 
1-20-0 709-51 
VSTG INSTR IN ED 
1-20-070<;-51 
VSTG ASST PROF O F ED 
1-20-070<;-51 
VSTG ASST PROF OF ED 
l-20-0709-51 
VSTG ASST PROF ED 
l - 20- 0709- 51 
VSTG ASST PRCF ED 
l-20-0709-51 
HO & PROF ED 
l-20-0709-51 
HO & PROF CF EDUCATION 
l-2C- C 70'7-51 
ASST PROF ED 
l-20-0709-51 
ASSCC PROF EO 
l-20-0709-51 
ASSCC PRCF EO 
1-20-c1cc;-51 




ASSOC PllOF ED 
1-2c-c10c;-51 
PROF FD 
l - 2n- G 1)<;-51 
A'>S T 1'->!:Jf ED 
1-ZO-v 701-51 
NA l 1 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A 04-025 BASlC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 04-025 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
I\ T A Olr-025 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 18 A 04-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
I\A 18 A 04-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A O'r 100 BASIC EDUCATlO ... ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
Tf 18 A O'rlOO BASIC EOUCATIO ... ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"I 
TE 18 A O'rlOO BASIC EOUC ATIO"I ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO~ 
lf 18 A O'rlOO 8.ASIC EOUC ATI O ... AND GENERAL 
I "4S TRIJC T IO~ 
~ T 18 A O<;-L OO B~SIC EOUC .ATI C~ A~O GE~ER .AL 












lit, 155 14,720 







07/31/76 CLE'4SON ~ IVERS! TY - SALARY ROLL BUDPR O 11-03 
FnRM CL80-104 PliCPnS ED 19 76-77 PAGE 173 
CCLLEfE OF EDUCAT ION 
C7C9 ElE'IENTAPY ANO SECONuARY E~u~MTION 
------------------------~------------------------- --------------------------
f.R4DE 
POSIT I C'-' NA'4f TITLE CEGREE i FULL SOURCE OF FUtiDS CURRE"H PROPOSED REMARKS 
M,MllfR CONTRAC T TI '4E RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-----------------------------------------------
0 7 0<1-UOlO JAMFS E "'IATTHE~S PROF ED TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
76,-80-3726 1-20-0709-51 INSTRUCTION 18, 761 19,510 
n 109- 1101 1 EOIIARO F OL IVE ASSOC PROF ED TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOOCAT ION AND GENERAL 
438-26-8591 1-20--0709-51 INSTRLCTION 16,386 17,~0 
1)709- UO 12 H()M4S ~ P4RRY ASSCC PRCF ED TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCU ION AND GENERAL 
265-46 -1169 1-20-0709-51 INSTRUCTION H,,316 16,967 
0 7 ) 9-UO 13 ~ILLIA'I W PENNS: J TT PROF ED TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION AND GENERAL 
339- 24 - 9740 1-20-0709-51 INSTRUCTION 17,970 18,689 
!'709- U'll4 4F Tf!N O BROOKS ASSOC PROF ED u 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUC AT ION AND GENERAL 
41 0 -64- 5782 l-20-0709-51 INSTRUCTION 16,231 16,879 
C7 C9- l.Ol 5 IIILLIAM O CORDER PROF ED t-.T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PROM 
720-12-0862 1-20-0709--51 INSTRUCT ION 17,092 19,126 
J7C9- lJCl6 OL IVER R LUMPKIN ASSOC PROF ED NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
258-24-4310 1-20-0709--51 INSTRUCTION l6,21t2 16,890 
07C'9 - l.C\7 RALPH K PEDE N ASSOC PROF ED NT 18 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
24 7-50-76"3 l-20-0709-51 INSTRUCT IO'f 16,231 16,879 
C7C9- UC\8 BRUCE L S4NDBERG ASSOC PROF ED NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
333-28-7718 1-20-0709-51 INSTRUCTION 22,778 23,688 
0 7 O·"> - UC! 9 FqEOCR ( CK C RAETSCH 4SS OC PROF ED NT 18 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PR0'4 
31:S- 40-6432 l-20-0709-51 INSTRUCT ION 22,179 23,566 
C7CQ-IJ020 ~UTH 4 CZlARD ASSOC PROF ED t-.T 18 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PROM 
l 12- 32-6225 l-20-0709-51 INSTRUCT ION 15,268 16,829 
C7C9 - U021 VIRGJ~JA 8 STANLEY ASST PROF ED NT l 7 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PR0'4 
2~9-6~-4722 l-20-0709-51 INSTRUCT IO~ 11, 6.\9 12,765 
010<1 - uo:n CON F KELLER 4SST PROF ED NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
4qo- 40- 0214 l-20 -0709-51 INSTRUCTION lit,576 15,158 
C7 )O - IJ023 J OHN V HA-.BY ASSJC PP OF EO NT 18 A C9-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PR0'4 
249-56-C717 1-20-0 709-51 INSTRUCT ION tt,.,576 16,.\31,. 
07J~ - U024 LILLIAN B HART 4 SST PROF ED hl 18 A C9-100 BAS IC EDUC AT I ON ANO GENERAL 
,49-70 - 2659 l-2'l-0 709-5l INSTR LC TION 13,952 15,165 
07 .)q- 11 H5 JOH!\ H W4L'<ER 4SS'lC PROF ED 11,T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PROM 
4~2- 70 - 7054 l-20-0709-51 I NSTRUC Tl 0~ tt,.,576 16,.\31t 
C7 n l/76 
FOP~ CUB0-104 
C"LLfGE OF EDUCA TION 
0711 I"OUST~IAL EOUC ATIO~ 
CLE~SON UNIVERSIT Y - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
BUOPROll-03 




C7 ll-TCJ4 ALICE G ~ ENTZ ER 
3)1-32-6556 
C711 - fCl0 F~A~K C TGWNSENU 
237- 44-8<i08 
0711 - T:lll CECIL H JOHNSON 
250- 70- 7423 
0711 - TJl~ VACANT 
en 1-To12-v 
~711-T013 #ILLIA~ 0 RENTZ 
247-54- 4840 
07 ll-T)l4 «ILLIE L BELL J~ 
260- 56- 2484 
J7 ll-TJ 15 r,~ARO H ARNOLO 
249-1 6-~415 
~7ll-T017 A~US HYKES 
192-3')-056 1 
n711 - ·.Jf\11 1 ALFREO F NEWTO'i 
249-47-8668 
C7\l - ~CJ? H\RV(Y F ~ORGAN JR 
246-22-5128 
0 711-LCl, 1, ... ALO [ ~A URER 
315-26- 3671 
C711-UC04 JA~ES P CROUCH 
564-5t:- 6880 
C7! 1- ~C05 FPANCIS A 80 SOELL 
2 4 S-03- 9632 
"7ll - llC16 PllUL (. CALEY 
2i5-34-2955 
TITLE 




DEGREE I F ULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FU ... OS 
H l 7 A O'r-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
VSTG ASST PROF OF IN ED NT 18 A 04-025 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-0711-51 INSTRUCTION 
VSTG ASST PROF OF IN ED NT 18 A Olt-025 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-0711-51 INSTRUCTION 
VSTG ASST PROF OF IN EO NT 
l-20-0111-51 
A 04-025 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
VSTG ASST PROF OF IN ED NT 17 A 04-025 BASIC EDUCATI ON 4ND GENERAL 
l-20-0 711-51 INSTRUCTION 
VSTG ASST PROF OF IN ED ~T 18 A Olt-02 5 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-0711-51 INSTRUCTION 
VSTG ASST PROF OF IN ED NT 17 A O'r-0 25 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-0 711-51 INSTRUCTION 
VSTG INSTRUCTO R IN INEC NT 17 A 0~-025 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-0711-51 INSTRLCTION 
HO & PROF OF IN EO 
l-2J-0711-51 
3-20-0 71141 
ASSCC PPGF OF IN ED 
l-20-0711-51 
PROF OF IN ED 
l-20-07ll-51 
PROF OF IN ED 
1-20-0Hl-51 
ASSCC PRCF OF IN ED 
3-20-0711-41 
ASSCC PRO F OF IN ED 
1-20-0Hl-51 
TE 18 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
TOTAL 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 F 12-100 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 

































FOR·~ CUB0- l 'l4 
COLLEGE PF couCAT I CN 
0711 l"'OUSTRt AL EOUCA TtUN 
CLE~SON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
8UOPRO 11-03 
PAGE l 76 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(RADE 
Pr SIT I(·~ 
"4U"8ER 
NA'1 E TITLE CE~EE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
07ll - UC07 ~I LLIAM E WEST 
L79-32-2334 
07ll-U0)8 NORMAN A BAKER 
Ol5- 22- 3697 
n11 1-u~09 BENJ AMIN L SMI T~ 
264- 62 -1 060 
r111-uoto ELM[R J D1CKE"4S 
129-28-0063 
''17 l l-U99Q 
C7l l - U999- V 
( 711-TCln f.ARY E LIGI 
()73- 36- 0351 
C7ll - CCOI ALIC~ P LIBERTY 
022- 03 - 4670 
-7,1 - C~J2 ALICE P C~FFRE Y 
260-58- 3297 
0111-cc:-. G~~PG£ T SLUDER 
247-09-3966 
C7ll-CCC4 CAP~LY~ M ALEXA~UtR 
250-84-9546 
ASSOC PROF OF IN ED 
l-20- 0711-51 
3-20-0711-49 
ASST PROF OF IN ED 
1-20--0 711-51 
3-40-0711-43 
TE 18 A C9-1CO BASIC EOUCATICN ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
Ml SC. STATE,NEC. 
TOTAL 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO~ 
STATE COMMISSIONS/ BOARDS 
TOTAL 
INSTRUCTOR OF IN ED ~T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-0711-51 INSTRUCTION 
VSTG ASST PROF I~ IN EC ~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-0711-51 INSTRUCTION 








LAS IIIACHINIST I 
l-20-0711-51 
CLERK TYPIST 11 
1-20- 0111-51 
14 l 7 F 06-090 
12 14 F 12-100 
BASIC EDJCATJON ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
F OUNOAT IONS 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
12 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
15 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
09 12 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUC ATI ON ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT 10"4 


















T~TAL U"'CLA SSIFI EO 








E'1PLOYF~s IN lTHtK JcPARTMENTS PAID S Y THI s DEPT 
c'1rL~YEfS I~ THIS UtPARTME\T PAI D BY CTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAl RUOGET ~AT: 
5,250 




COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CO~RACT TIME 
SOURCE OF Fl~OS 
0713-~0Jl OGVE H PATE JR 
248- 70-1073 
COOR t ASSOC PROF OF EC TE le F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-0113-51 INSTRUCT ION 
C71~-CC01 ~ARY R ESHELMAN 
250-70-5994 
C713-CC02 GAPY F CA'4PBELL JR 
250-80-8900 
TOTAL CLASS I FI ED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
CLK STENO II 
l-20-0713-51 
AOMSTV ASST I 
l-20-0713-51 
TQTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYFES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER CEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET ~ATE 
10 
21 
12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION 
INSTRUCT ION 





PAGE l 77 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 







FOR II CUB0-l')4 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 




C715-U001 ARTHUR K JENSEN 
393-22-8283 
07 15-U002 BYRON V BURKETT JR 
251-62 -6528 
0 715-UCC3 RICHARD C DAVENPORT 
478-38-5226 
0 715- tJilC4 lt,BfRT J '4ERC':R 
244- 38-24 75 
C7 15- UCC5 6':TTY P -ATKINS 
249-78 - 5548 
C715- lCOb llllNALO O l'ATTOX 
256-68-3702 
C7l~- UCC7 ROBFQT T BENSON 
1')73-28-361'1 
0 7l5-COOI CANNY B ASHWORTH 
259-64-l212 
0715-0002 SH IRLEY J EDGAR 
249- 54-9624 
07 15 - 0003 J AMES D CRANE 
251-60-5084 
J 7l5- 00J4 fllZA~ETH O BOPP 
137-lC'- 0122 
~7 l 5 - 00J5 J1YCE G FARq 
250- 56-6687 
n71s-r~Q6 E~~A w ~CKENZIE 
25 1-70-7Q74 
07 15- rJ: 7 ~~RV ~ETH BR YANT 
;> ,9- 02 -4864 
r115- rr:s LI~r~ L aRnw~ 
2 .. 7-94 - ::nb 
C71"' - :: )<; R1p.c:;p ~ "-'l'"FR V I Ll l 
l34-42-50Jb 
CLE14SON UN( VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 19 76-77 
TITLE 
DIR voe ED "EO(A CTR 
3-35-0715-•\l 
ASS CC PRCF voe ED 
3-35-0715-41 
ASST PROF voe EDUC 
3-35-0715-41 
ASSCC PRCF voe ED 
3-35-0715-41 
ASSCC PRCF voe ED 
3-35-0715-41 
INSTRUCTOR IN voe ED 
3-35-0715-41 
PRCF voe ED 
3-3 5-0115-4 l 
OFFSET PRESS OPER Ill 
3-35-0715-41 
OFFSET PRESS OPER 
3-35-0715-41 




EDITORIAL ASST l l 
3-35-0715-41 
CLERK TYP( ST 11 
3-35-0715-41 
flF F SE T PRESS OPER 
3-35-0715-41 
CI NEl'A TOGRAPHER 
3- 35- 0 715-41 
~Q APHIC ARTS AI DE 
3- 35- 0 715-4l 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRA( T Tl 14E 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
t.T 17 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
TE 1 7 F 12-100 
NT 16 f 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-1 00 
17 12 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
l2 12 F 12-100 
17 15 F 12-100 
09 15 F 12-100 
10 12 F l2-100 
19 l8 F 12-100 
10 ll F l2-1 00 
-
SOURCE OF Fl.NOS 
STATE DEPT . OF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EOJCATION 
STATE DEPT . OF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. QF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCUION 
STATE DEPT. JF EOUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATI ON 
STATE DEPT. QF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION 
STATE DEPT. OF EOUCATIO~ 
STATE DEPT . JF E~UCAT I ON 
S TA TE OE PT. OF ED•JC AT I0!'4 
BUDPROll- 03 
PAGE 178 




















8 , 7l3 9 , 06J 
6 , 383 6 ,637 
01 n 1116 
FnR"l CIIB0-1.)4 
CnLLEf.E OF EDUCATION 
0715 ~EOIA CE~TER 
P£1SI l IC "f 
~Wl'e(q 
"'AME TITLE 
CLE~SCN U~ IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRAOE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
BUOPR 011-03 
P4GE 1 79 




0715-0CIO FRANCES H EARLE 
251-46-7002 
TOT AL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIEJ 
CLERK STENO I I 
3-35-0715-U 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASS1f1EO ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DtPARTHENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THI S DEP~RT~ENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RAH: 
10 13 F 12-100 












Cn LLEGE OF ~"IGl ,..,EER tNG 
C9C I CEA"! f'F EM; I "EERING 





PnS ITI C"I 
NU"PER 
NA"f 
09 01-llO'H LYLE C ,IILCOX 
:!67-10- 225? 
Cq') l-1Jrl')2 JA'lf S L EDWAC!.OS 
248-18-7393 
'l9 Jl-llOH 8 E GILL !LANO 
419-44-9495 
( Cj"l-lJ..-'lt. J CH ARLES HESTER 
46 1-5b-9038 
(Of l-(C1' SHAPr " 1 NEWTON 
249-12- 0138 
i"ICj') l-•"\ry~ '1': Ll H RU')E 
Z42 -30 -7b40 
')9 :ll-0004 V \ CANT 
09<)1-000 4-V 
CCl1l - i ;})4 "JIIP.:,Y r; P[R~Y 
, .. 7-6;:: - 549>, 
Tl TLE 




























3 - 30 - 0 91 5 -61 







CEGREE '.I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ~E 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 11 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
14 12 F 12-100 
20 F 12-100 
20 13 F- 12-10 ) 
- -
SOURCE OF FUl'iOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 5,000 
EXTENSION&. PU8lIC SERVICE 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 26,291 37,048 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 4,333 0915 
TOTAL 35,624• 37,048• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
RESEARCH 2,450 2,548 
EXTENSION&. PUBLIC SERVICE 4,900 5,096 
ACAOEHI C SUPPORT 17,150 17,836 
TOTAL 24,500• 25,480• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PROM 
RE SEARCH 10,199 16,562 
EXTENSION&. PUBLlC SERVlCE 4,424 4,600 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 9,510 9,890 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 4,667 0915 
TOTAL 28,800• 31,052• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PROM 
RESEARCH 22,456 10,607 
EXTENSION&. PUBLIC SERVICE 1,544 7,846 
ACAOEHI C SUPPORT 12,659 0921 
ENERGY RESEARCH&. DEVELOPMENT 2,799 4,000 0921 
TOTAL 32,799• 35,112• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 2,372 2,465 
EXTENSION &. PUBLIC SERVICE 2,312 2,465 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 2,372 2,465 
TOTAL 1, 116• 7,395• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 2,900 3,016 
EXTENSION&. PUBLIC SERVICE 2,900 3,016 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 2,900 3,016 
TOTAL 8, 100• 9,048• 
REPL 
CORPORATl3'1S/FIR'IS 9, l 07 .)915 
BAS I C [ OIJCAT{ 'l'lj .\'ljl) G'::'lj':R 4L TE: P"' 
RE S!:ARCH 5,06) ~903 
COR0 0RATI C~S/FI R~S "> , JbJ J9 1 "> 




COLLEGE OF ENGINEEqlNG 
0901 OHN OF ENGit.EFRING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROP') SEO 1976-77 SUOPROl 1-03 PAGE 181 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POSI llf'~ 
t.UM fE Q 
NAME TITLE 
GRADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 












T'JTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BWGET RATE 
19 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 





















FO RM CUl30-10 4 
COLLEGc oc ENG I NEERING 
0903 CFFICE OF ENGINEERl'IG RESEARCH 





POSI Tl ('I 
NU .. eER 
TITLE 
GRADE 
DEGREE :S FUlL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




09C'.\-C.001 q,JBY G '!OSHEY 
250-01- 7 293 
C9C3- C002 ~ANCY H SALi~ 
248- 98- 2933 
0903-0002 GINA A LEWIS 
448-46-9232 
0903- C00 3 VACANT 
090'> - 000'>- V 
(90)-oro3 ~~'ICY H SALi\\ 
248-9€- 2933 
coc'l-CC04 OEB~P AH L DAVIS 
248-98- 3097 
C9C3- CC05 ~A RY A~I\ f EDDY 
24 7-78-t,158 
0903-JJ:)6 GAElllllC'l YI\ HA"lll TO'I 
25 l-87-8E:29 
0903 - 0)07 'IAPY l 'rN ~ THO'IPSJ'I 
H7-l4-6086 
J9C3-0u)8 JfRRY A ~HIT'll ,c 
249- 62-2569 
--





















KEY & PER OPR 11 I 
l-20 - 0903-51 
l-30-C903-51 
ACCT'; CLERK II 
1 - 30 -0903-51 
A'JMl'I ASST 111 
l-20-0903-51 





















12 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT IO"I 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




13 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 
26 17 F 12-100 BAS IC EOuCATIO'I ANO GENERAL 















































COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
C903 OFFICE OF ENGINEE~ING RESEARCr 










DEGREE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 




09C~-OC09 A~A~OA L BANNISTER 
260-78-1821 
C9C~-0010 REGINA FREEHAN 
073-32-8018 
0903-00 10 SUSAN P CULBRFATH 
247-04-0542 
C9 C3- 0 C12 S~ARON M STARKS 
250-04-5350 
C9C~-COl3 BEVEPLY K CRENSHA~ 
24 7-04-2494 





CLI< STENO II 
l-30-0903-51 




CLERK TYPIST II 
1-20-0903-51 
l-30-0903-51 
CLERK TYPIST fl 
1-20-0903-51 
l-30-0903-51 





T1 TAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
09C5-L0 10 PAUL DE HOFF JR 
2'.>7- 26- 15 70 
VIS ASSOC PROF BIOE 
l-30-0903-51 
10 12 F 12-100 
09 F 05-100 
09 13 F 12-100 
09 14 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-l 00 
06 l3 F 09-100 
ELECTRONIC TECH'UCIA1'4 II 20 13 F 12-100 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
BAS l C EDUC AT lON 
RESEARCH 









BASIC EOUCAT lON 







MISC. STATE, NEC. 
RESEARCH 
09Cl -0004 l'URRAY G PERRY 
241-60- 5493 1-30-0903-51 RESEARCH 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY T~IS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN T~lS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 




















































COLLEGE OF EN(,INEERING 
0905 INTERDISCIPLINARY STU)IES 
1>n s1 Tl r'II 
'IIUMHFI 
NAl'E 
09C5-UCJ1 F~ANCIS • COOKE 
136-28-8375 




0905-U004 DAVID O '40YLE 
191-34-1258 
J905-U005 SARPY W SAUER 
213-38-1850 
0905-U006 JAMES S WOLF 
276-28-2289 
JQ15 - IJ01)7 J )()~, A P bqK 
0 !4-"l. f -9549 
oq r ~- JC)q VA( A~T 
C l C~ - t"C''l -V 
- -
CLEl'SON U"IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 





CE GREE l F Ull 
CONTRACT TIME 
E MAT E TE 18 F 12- l CO 




ASSOC PROF BIOE MAT E NT A 09-100 
l-20~905-51 
l-30-0905-51 















ASST PROF 810 E MlT E f\T 18 A 09-100 
l-20-0905-51 
l-30-0905-51 
AS<;CC PRCF BIDE MAT E NT A 09-100 
l- ZJ- 0 90 5-51 
SOURCE OF Ft.NOS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l NSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTM. 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUC TJO'II 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
A IR FORCE 
CCRPORATIONS/FIRMS 
TOTAL 
BAS IC EDUC AT ION AND GENERAL 
INSTR UC TIO'II 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
BAS IC EDJCAT ION ANO GENERAL 







































01 n 1116 
FOR"' CUB0- 104 
COLLEGE OF ~NG l ~EEPING 
C9C5 INTER~IS( I PLINAPY S TUD I ES 
P(lS IT Jr"f 
r,;uMeER 
0905- U008 CAVIO F WILLIAMS 
250-29-331t6 
09C5- U009 ALBERT 8 PRUITT 
2 39- 70-0665 
0905-UOlO PAUL OE HOFF JR 
207-26-1570 
0905-0001 SYBIL S CLARKE 
247-34-929? 
C9C5 - C002 CANCACE ~ UNOER~OJ O 
156- 36- 9403 
09CS- CCC3 NANCY N PRESTON 
092-12-S275 
09C5- C'CC4 JOHN C CARTER 11 
249-68- 2498 
C9C5 - CC05 SYIHL S CLfMl:~S 
2't9- 94-5590 
l'1T Al Cl ASS IF 1£:0 
T1TAL U~CLASS I F IE& 
CLE"ISON IJ',j ! VERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 




CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT T l "IE 
SOURCE OF FlNOS 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 




BIDE HATE ~A 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
VSTG INST MATERIALS ENG NA 18 A 09-100 
3-30-0905-01 AIR FORCE 











RES TECHNOL I 
3-30-0 'i05-6l 




12 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
10 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
17 13 f 12-100 
22 14 F 12-100 
RESEARCH 






























RES TECHNOL Ill 
3-30-0'i05-34 
3- 30-092l-31t 
ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 13,941 
LAB TECH II 
l-30-0905-51 
3-30-0905-61 
ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 13,lt06 0921 
TOTAL ll,lt06• 13,941• 














'J7 / ~ l /7'> 
FnQ~ CLB0-l'J4 
C0LL EGE OF ENG l ~EERING 
(905 l~TFRDI SCIPLI NAPY STu LJ IES 







CEGREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




E~PLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTMENTS PAI D BY THIS DEPT 
C9C3-CC10 REGINA F~EEMAN 
073- 32- 8018 
Cl EIIK TYPIST I I 
l-30-0905-51 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
F~PLOYEES IN T~IS DE PARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDG ET RATE 
- - - - - --- -
C9 F 05- 100 
RES EARCH 1,467 
173,597• 227,508• 
- - - - - - - - -
07 /3 1/76 
FORH CLBC-1 04 
CLE,..SON Ut-lIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 19 7 6- 77 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
09C7 CER \~IC ENGINEERING 
PrSITlf'4 
~U,-BFll 
NA .. E 
oqo1-uoo1 GILBERT C ROBINSJ~ 
B9-l 8-0743 
0907-UC02 H H WILSON 
242-30-0804 
C9C7-UC03 CHARLES C FAIN 
251-30-2317 
090 7-UOQ4 HENRY G LEFORT 
2 13-24-4187 
090 7-UOJ5 WILLIA~ W COFFEEN 
26~-12-4493 
(9C7-~COl H41l0LO D MOORE 
249-47- 9 416 
09C7-J~02 ~~~I[ F DAVENPORT 
2H- 5J-7!l97 
T')TAL CLASSIF ID 
TlTAL UNCLASSl~IEO 
TITLE 













ASSOC PROF CER ENG 
1- 20- 0907-51 
1-30-0907-51 
l-35-0907-51 




LAB MACHINIST Ill 
l-20-0907- 51 
1-30-0907-51 
1-3 5 - 0 90 7-51 
SECY I 
1-2c-oc;o1-51 
1 - 30-0907-51 
1-35-0907-51 
T1TAL , BOTH CLASSI FIEu AND UNCLASSIFI ED 
E~DL1YEES IN OTHt~ utPART~E~T~ PAID BY THI S OEPT 
F~PLOY FF S IN THIS utPARTHt~T PAID BY OTHER OfP TS 
GRADE 
Cf GR EE i FULL 
CONTOC T Tl "IE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
TE 18 A 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t P~LlC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PU~LIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A O'r 100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 






















































8 , 638 












ACTUAL RUDGET RATE 
01 n 1111., 
F'JR" C t,;8'1- I 04 
COLLFGE nF ENG INEERING 
090Q CH~"'ICAL ENGINEERING 
P(l SI l IC" 
"-U"'eEP 
NA"4E 
~qoQ-JOOt wlLLIAM B BARLAGE JR 
162-2 6-9898 
090Q - U002 F1RREST C ALLFY 
418-42-7 784 
C9C9- LiC'.>3 '.~CANT 
c io9-UOOJ-v 
1q09- UJ'.>4 CAh~Y O EOIE 
271-38-5517 
,o~o- u,n5 Ql(HAPO C HARSH14A~ 
2%-1 13-lf:!41 
CJCQ-1. C::lt, \o/lLLI A\4 F BFCK,.!T-i 
4110-3A-5281 
,qc9- ur07 JlSEPH C "'ULLl "S 
410-52-9979 
(9C<;-u::e STEPH~~ ~ "4EL5-i~l~~R 
439-7J - v 762 
- - -
CLEMSON U"ll VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 








ASSOC PROF CHE'1 ENGR 
l-20-0909-51 
l-30-0909-51 





PROF CHEfll ENGR 
l-20-0909-51 
t-35-0909-51 




ASSCC PROF CHEM E"GR 
l-20-0909-51 
l-30-0909-51 
ASSCC P~CF OF CHE~ ENGR 
l-20-09C9-Sl 
-
l -~ 0 - 0909-51 
l-35-C'<;C9-5l 
3-V)-C/'109 -6 l 
-
GRADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
TE 18 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU'4DS 
BAS IC EOUCAT ION AND GENERAL 
I NSTRUCTlCN 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTR UC TIO"'f 
NT 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION l PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 




NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTRUC TlON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSlON l PUBLIC SERVlCE 
CORPORATIONS/FlRHS 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION l PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
Tf 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lO"'f 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 








FXTFNS I ON l PUBL IC SERVICE 



























































F!)R'4 CUB0-10 4 
COLL~GE QF ENGINEERING 
~909 C~~'41CAL FNGINEERl~G 
CLE \IS ON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 






09G9 - 00'>l 





J OHN N eEARD JR ASSOC PROF CHE'4 ENGR 








CLAUDE E ALEXANDER LAB MACHINIST 11 
249-05-9818 1-20-0909-51 
1-30-090<;-51 
LfJRETTA C S~!TH CLERK STENO 11 
416-52-2 745 l - 20-0909-51 
l-30-0909- 51 
l-35-0909-51 
'44.RY A HAYDEN SECY I 
251- 54-8849 l-20-0909-51 
l-30-0909-51 
l-35-0909-51 
VACANT MANAGER OF LABS 
0909- 00'.)4-V 1-20-0909-51 
1-30-0909-51 




T'JTH J"ICLA SSI FI E:O 
TOT AL. ROTH CLASS I FIEO ANC ll"ICLAS <; IFl fO 
[4PLCYEES IN OTHE~ OEPART~E"'TS PAID BY THIS OEPT 
f'-IJ-L r YEFS IN TH I S OEPAKTM~"IT PAIC BY OTHER OEPTS 
AC TIJ Al l\•Jl)GfT Hli: 
GRADE 
CE~EE i F ULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
Tf 18 A C9-100 
NT 17 A 09-100 
18 12 F l 2-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
21 F 12-100 
15 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOS ED REMARKS 
RUE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERA!. 
INSTRUCT I0:11 11,351 13,636 
RESEARCH 2,500 
EXTENSION & PUSLIC SERVICE 3,405 3,540 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 4,162 0921 
TOTAL 18,918• 19,676• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION ll ,000 ll,440 
RESEARCH 2,500 2,600 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 1 , 800 1,872 
TOTAL 15, 300* 15,912• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 9,950 10,348 
RESEARCH 949 987 
TOTAL 10,899• 11,335• 
BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL REV 
INSTRUC Tl ON 3,898 4,257 
RESEARCH 796 869 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 796 869 
TOTAL 5,490• 5,995• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IIN 6 , 737 7,005 
RE SEARCH 326 338 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 861 894 
TOTAL 7,924• 8,237• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
I NS TRUCTION B,644 
RE SEARCH 960 
TOTAL • 9,604• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL RETR 
INSTRUCT ION 8,311 
RESEARCH 923 








COLLFGF OF CNGl"IEF~!NG 
C9 ll CIVIL E GINEER ING 









CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ~E 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
('9 11-IIOG l HRBEPT i. BUSCHI~G 
~18-30-1396 
C9 11-U002 WILLIA~ PARON 
122- 28-7441 
oq11 - uoo~ JAMES E CLARK 
248- 46-7457 
~q 11-J ~ ) 4 RJQOLF E cLLI NG 
C~7-20- 50S l 
')<> l l-t•1JS J~CK ( 14CCORMA(. 
2,8- 57 - 5076 
(O[ l-UC , 6 J 1S[DH o R'lSTRU~ 
560-1 8 - 3002 
-0 1 l - llCC7 CJNAL O I\ <;TAFFCJRJ 
239- t-2-9'i:\'.) 
co 11- JC)A BILLY L EnGF 
no- S·)- Lu 10 
-- - -





























.\SSCC PROFESSOR CE 
1-20-0911-Sl 
-
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 A 09--100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
Tf l 7 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 0 9--100 
BASIC EOUC.TION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSIO"I & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lCN 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EOt..JCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTR.UC TION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION A'IO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
U.S. O. I. lWRRI AN'IUAL ALLOTMEN 
TOTAL 
BASIC EOUCAT I ON lNO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
l lt, 550 llt,132 
7,275 8,566 
7,275 7,566 



























0 7 /?1/76 
FOR'4 CUB0-1:>4 
CO LL ~GE ~ F ENG I NEERING 
090 9 C~f ~ ICAL FNGI NEERING 
CLE "1SON UN I VERSIT Y - SALARY ROLL BUDPROl 1-03 






CE~ Ef I FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RUE 1976-77 
PCT _____________________________________ , ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
09C9-U009 JOHN N eEARO JR ASSOC PROF CHEM ENGR lf 1 8 A C9-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
249- 52-91 70 1-20-0909-51 INSTRUCT IOl'ol ll. 351 13,636 
1-30-0909-51 RESEARCH 2,500 
1-35-0909-51 EXTEl'ol SION & PUBLIC SERVICE 3,405 3,540 
3-30-0921-61 CORPORATI ONS/FIRMS 4,162 0921 
TOTAL 18,918• 19,676• 
C9C9- UIJ10 WILL I AM H TALBOTT ASS T PROF CHEH ENGR r,.T 1 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
zqo-38 - 5940 1-20-0 909-51 INSTR UC TION 11.000 11,440 
1-30-0 909-51 RESEARCH 2,500 2,600 
l-35-09C9-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 1,800 1,872 
TOTAL 15,30~ 15,912• 
Q9C9- 00')l CL AUDE E AL EX4N0Eil LAB '4ACHI N I ST II 18 12 F 12-100 BASI C EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
2 49-05-9818 1-20-0909-51 INSTRUCT IO"I 9,950 10,348 
1- 30-09oc;-51 RESEARCH 949 987 
TOTAL 10,899• 11,335• 
0909 - 0002 Lf)RETT A C SM 1TH CL ERK STENO II 10 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL REV 
416-52 - 2 745 l -20-0909-51 INSTRUCTION 3,89 8 4,257 
1-30-0909-51 RESEARCH 796 869 
l-35-0909-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 796 869 
TOTAL 5 , 490• 5,995• 
(9 C9- ('C03 '4.\RY A HAYDEN SECY I 12 1 3 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
25 1- 54- 8849 l-20-0909-51 INSTRUCTION 6,737 7,005 
1-30-0909-51 RESEARCH 326 338 
1-35-0909-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 861 894 
TOTAL 7,924• 8,237• 
09C9- l'CJ4 IIACANT MANAGER OF LABS 21 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
0909- 00'.)4-V 1-20-0909-51 INSTRUCTION 8,644 
1-30-0909-51 RESEARCH 960 
TOTAL • 9,604• 
O'lCQ- CQ04 CHAUNCEY C WILSON L AB MACH IN [ ST I 15 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL RETR 
261-l'>-2409 1-20-090 9-51 INSTRUCT ION 8,311 
1- 30-0909-51 RE SEARCH 923 
TOTAL 9,234• • 
TQTAL CLASSI FIED 33,547 35, 171 
T'JU L JNCLA SSI FI t D 185,634 210,893 
TlTAL, ROTH CLASSI F I ED ANC INC LA S<; IF lrn 219,181• 246,064• 
[~PLrYEE:S I N OTHE~ OtPAK T~E°"TS PAI D BY THI S DEPT 
f " f-LrYEFS I N TH I S OE:PAk TNc:°"T PA I C BY OTHER OEPT S 4,162 
IIC T•J6.L l\•ll)(';fT Hlc 215,019• 246, 064• 
07 / H/ 76 
FOR,.. C U~'l- l'} 4 
( OLLFGE OF ~NGl~EEitNG 
C9ll CIVIL E GI NE~Ql~G 









CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRA( T Tl '4E 




('911 - 1100 1 t-ERBEPT i. BUSCHIIIG 
~18-30-1396 
C9ll-U002 WILLIA~ PARON 
122-28-7441 
0911 - UOO~ JAMES E CLARK 
248-46-7457 
1'9 11-U'.))4 R•Jl)OLF E c L LI NG 
CH-20 - 5051 
')O ll-l•JJ5 J.\CK C MCCOPMAC. 
2~8 - 57 -5076 
rn ll-llC , !, JlS[DH O P'lSTRU"j 
5&0-1 8 - 3002 
..,0 11-urc1 C1NALO R <;T.O.FFCJRJ 
239-t-2-9'i~Q 
(O\\ - IJ()A BILLY L EOGF 
n6-5·)- 1010 
-- ---- - -




ASSOC PROF CE 
l-20-0911-51 
l-30-0911- 51 
l - 35-0911-51 
















ASSCC PPOF CE 
1-20-oc;11-51 
l-30-0911 - 51 
1-35- 0'ill- 51 
3-30-0911 - 27 
.\SSCC PROFESSOR CE 
l - 20-0911-51 
lE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE l 8 A 09-l 00 
TE l 7 A 09-100 
Tf l 7 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-10:> 
BASIC EOlJCjTION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 14,550 14,132 
RESEARCH 7,275 8,566 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 7,275 7,566 
TOTAL 29, 100- 30,264• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 17, 001 17,187 
RESEARCH 1,000 1.535 
EXTENSIO'II & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,000 2,080 
TOTAL 20,001• 20,802• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT HN 16,224 16,380 
RE SEARCH 2,028 2,603 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,028 2,108 
TOTAL 20,280• 21,091• 
BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 17,746 18,454 
RESEARCH 985 1,030 
EX TENS ION & PUBLIC SERVICE 985 1,023 
TOTAL 19, 716• 20,507• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INS TR UC T I ON 15,896 16,530 
EX TENS ION & PUBLIC SERVICE 836 872 
TOTAL 16,732• 17,402• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 16,985 15,680 
RESEARCH 1,998 3,565 
EXTENSION & PU8LI C SERVICE 999 1,037 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 500 
TOTAL 19,982• 20. 782• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 12,107 14,670 
RE SEARCH 3,228 2,356 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 807 838 
u. s. o. 1. (WRRI ANNUAL ALLOTNEN 1,995 1,000 
TOTAL 18, 137• 18,864• 
BASIC EDUCATION lNO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 7,354 7,655 
07/31/ 76 
F'lRM cuao- 1::,4 
COLLEGE CF ENGINFERING 
09 11 CIVIL ENGl~EfRINr. 
CLE'4SO~ lNIVE~SITY - SALARY ~OLL 
PRCPOSED 1976-77 
_______________________________________________________________________ , ___ _ 
Prs IT If'~ 
NU"BE R 
NA"'E TITL E 
GR ADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl14E 








CQ 11-LC09 ROBERT C DARLI NG 
013-16-5436 
09 11 - U009 VACANT 
)91 l - U009-V 
09l l-UC09 FRf OOY L ROBERTS 
432- 74-438b 
C9 ll-U0 1D PA~Vll F RAO 
278-46-4185 
OQ ll-UO ll AL BERT G LAW 
377-?6-3560 
r9ll-U012 SUBHASrl CANAN~ 
H l -42 - 9 133 
00ll - UJ13 PAUL B ZIEL 1'-'Si<. I 
?-Q4- 7f!- 2618 
r9t l-L014 R1P~RT F ,~~ACi<. 
051- 1 f!-7H 7 
1-30-CSll-51 
1-35-0911-51 
VSTG ASS CC PROF CE 
1-20-0911-51 
ASSOC PROF CE 
1-20-0911-51 
1-30-0'ill-51 





ASSCC PRCF C E 
1-20-0'ill-51 
l-30-09ll - 51 
1-35-0911-51 
ASSOC PROF CIVIL ENGR 
1-20-0911-51 
1-30-0911-51 










ASSCC PR~F CIVIL ENGR 
1-20-oc; 11-51 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAl 
t.T 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT JO~ 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO~ 
t.T 18 A 09-100 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
TOTAL 
BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAl 
I NS TR UC Tl ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTI 0~ 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
lNSTRUCTIO~ 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 
FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 
TOTAL 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATlON AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT 10~ 
11,lt65 11,920 












































FOR"I CUBO- l'l4 
C~LLEGf 0 ~ ENGlNEERING 
C91 1 CIVIL ENGINEERING 









DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




C9 l l - UC 17 VAOr.. T 
091 l - UQl 7-V 
09 ll-U0 17 J OSEPH L HA"l"IAC~ JR 
2H-68- 6J81 
P9 1l-UO IR "llCHAfL L "IORRELL 
l 13- 34 - 9 569 
O~ll - 1..Cl9 R1BER T L NICHOLLS 
5)8-26-5767 
~Q I I - UC 7 0 VACA~T 
0'1 l l-U020-V 
( 9 ll - JC) l Ll'lf A G ALLE'l 
248- 72 - 854i) 
~qlJ - fG)2 "IILF ePn R w~LO 
.249-42-9674 
1'1'1 11-00"3 Gi:RALDl"IE f AUt.T'4~N 
263- 86- ~27 l 
(q11 - cr~4 J\~JCf F QUE LL E 
s:n- 44-5776 
---- -
ASST PROF CIVIL ENGIN 
l-20-09ll-5l 
l-30-0911-51 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CE 
1-20-091 l-51 
1-30-0911-51 





VISITING PROFESSOR CE 
l-30-0911-51 







LAB MACHINIST 11 
1-20-0'ill-51 
l-30-0911-51 
1-35- 091 l-51 
CLERK TYPIST 11 
J - 30-0911-49 
CLK STENC I 
l-20-0911-51 
l - 30-0911-51 
l-35- 09 11-51 
-
I\T A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT lON 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUC Tl ON 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 






NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
RESEARCH 




12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO'I 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
18 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUC ATION A"D GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO" 
09 14 F 12-100 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERV ICE 
TO TAL 
Ml SC. S TATE,~EC. 
07 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I O"l 
RES EAR CH 




























10,21 2• 10,620• 
5,666 5,893 
2 ,124 2,207 
2,714 2,821 
1,062 1, l 03 
,,900• 6 ,131• 
07 / 31/76 
Fnl~'4 Cl,;80 -104 
CLEMSO'°' ll'-IIVERSITY - SALAR Y ~OLL 
PRCPOSED 19 76-77 
BUDPRO ll-03 
PAGE 193 
CC LL EGE OF ENGl'lEERING 











TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNC LASSIFIED 
E"IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~ENTS PAID ey THIS OEPT 
0357 - U013 JAMES T LIGON 
249-62-5216 
PROF AG ENGR 
3-30-0911-27 
~"IPLOYEES [N OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E"IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID ev CTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGFT ~ATE 
GR ADE 
C:EGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl "IE 
12 13 F 09-050 
TE 18 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU'lOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
R.\TE 1976-77 

















fOl!M CLB0-1 04 
COLLEGE OF ENGl~ EERI NG 
C913 CONTINUI~G ENGINEERING EDUCATION 









CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TI HE 
------~----------------------~-------------
0913-UOOl JAM ES K JOHNSON J R DIR & ASSOC PROF 
251-36-8854 1-35-0<;13-51 
C9 l3-CC01 OAR LENE K ME DLI N SECRETARY I 
249-02- 2609 1-35-0<;13-51 
0913- 0002 GAi L O BOLT CLK STENO 11 
247-80-4577 l-35-0913-51 
0°13- 0C03 DUNC AN W RABEY JR ASST PROJ ADMI N 
253-20-7205 L-30-0913-51 
1-35-0913-51 
C913 - CC04 CYNTH IA G GA INES CLK TYPIST II 
251- 02-8971 l-3S-0913-51 
0913- 0035 VACANT SECRETARY I 
1)913-0005-V 1-35-0913-51 
THAL CL ASS IFIED 
TDTAL UNCLASSIFIEJ 
TOT AL, BOTH CLASS IF I EO A"f D UNCLASSIFIED 
E'IPLOYEES IN OTHER 
r 0 11-ccos ~4qy LrJU FLOWE 
250-8')-0788 





F~PLCYFES IN OIHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
f~PLOYfFS IN THIS OtPART MtNT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATt 
- - - -
TE l 7 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
LO 16 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
09 13 F 12-100 
12 F OS-100 
12 13 F 09-050 
SOURCE OF FlJ1'4DS 
BASIC EOc/CAT[ON AND GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PU8l.lC SERVICE 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
PARTICIPANTS FEES-SERVICES 
-



























6 0 ,414• 
PCT 
07 /31/76 
FCllH1 C uB0-1 04 




cnLLEGf VF ENGINEERING 




CEGREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 




C9 15 - UOOl Al BERT L DUKE 
411 - 34-7891 
09l5 - U002 JA~ES A CHIS~A~ 
277-?0-2998 
(ql5- UCC3 T~QMAS L DRAKE 
370-36-0039 
CQ 15-U004 LEWIS T FITCH 
249-46-38'.>3 
O<; l 5- IJC)5 VACANT 
0915-U005 -V 
"9 15 - IJC.l5 WILLIA'4 B IIEULA~J 
393-30-0213 
(915- uCu6 RAL PH W GlLCH~IST 
122-09-9270 
rq15- ur,07 CIPTIS P GOOD (~ 
403-01-4792 
C9 l"--UC:8 J 'lH°" ~. GOWDY 
446-40 - 4 453 











ASSOC PROF ECE 
1-20-0915-51 
l-30-0915-51 
ASSCC PROF SE 
l - 20-0915-51 
1-30-0915-51 







ASSCC PRCF ECE 
l-20-0915-51 
ASSCC PROF ECE 
l-20-0915-51 
l - 30-0915-51 
l-35-0915-51 
t,T 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
NT A 09-100 
P..T 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
BASIC EDJCAT ION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT I ON 13 ,OitO 13,562 
RESEARCH 9,780 10,171 
EXTENSION l PUBLIC SERVICE 9,780 1 o, 1 71 
TOTAL 32 ,600* 33,90«.• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PROM 
INSTROC TION 18,177 lB,911 
RESEARCH 2,272 3,355 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,272 2,365 
TOTAL 22,121• 21o,6ll* 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 17,521t 18,228 
RESEARCH 7,089 7,370 
TOTAL 2«.,613• 25,598• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 18,359 18,103 
RESEARCH 990 
TOTAL 18,359* 19,093• 
BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL REPL 
INSTRUCTI~ 13,866 
RESEARCH 6,'H2 
TOTAL • 20,798• 
BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL TER,C 
I NS TRUCT I ON 15,500 
RESEARCH 3,875 
TOTAL 19,375• • 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 19,61t9 20, lo39 
RE SEARCH 't ,912 5,107 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 1,998 2,07b 
TOTAL 2b,559• 27,622• 
BAS IC EOOCAT ION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 12,156 12,61tZ 
BAS IC EOUCAT liJN AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 8,521t 7,635 
RESEARCH 6,596 10,21t0 
EXTENSION l PUBLIC SERVICE 774 2,290 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-1)4 
COLLEGE OF ENGI NEEqlNG 
0915 ELECTRICAL ANO COMPUTER ENGINEERING 









OEGRH i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF Fl~OS 
-------------------------------------------------------
C9l5-UC09 J KENT SRYAN 
491-46-1 3 71 
C~ l 5- L0 10 J1HN J KO~C 
4H-44-0452 
(915- lCll JAY W LATHROP 
0:>7-28-0454 
C9 15-U012 JI~ T LONG 
245- 22-3163 
0~ 15- U0 13 CARL w MALSTRO~ 
4J 8-54-5 802 
C9 1~-U3 14 J CAMPBFLL MARTI N 
012-28-0070 
~Q l 5 - U3 15 H VE~NON POE 
747- 30- 1 041 
r a t 5-U~ l E: R,BFPT w S"IFLS l ~t 
I '37 - ?E:-969~ 
--
- - -
3-30-0 c; 15-61 
























ASSOC PROF ECE 
l-20--0915-51 
1-35-0<; 15-51 
ASSCC PROF ECF 
l-20 - 0915-51 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 
TOTAL 
NT 18 A 09-100 BA S IC EDUCATION ANO :;EtERAL 
INSTRUCTIO"I 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSI ON & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERlll 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTlON 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TR UC Tl ON 
- --



















































01 n 1116 
FnR"'I Clil30-l04 
COLLEGE OF ~NGINEERING 
CQl5 ELECTRIC AL AI\D COMPJT~R ENGINEERING 





PQSITIO ... NAl'E 
NlJMP.fR 
CQJ5- UCl7 J~~ES N THURSTON 
074-01-3665 
C915-UC18 EVERETT L THCMAS J R 
443-30-4127 
CQ l5-UO l9 MAURICE L WOLLA 
502 - 22-0325 
oq 15 - uo20 EDWARD W PAGE Ill 
250-74-?882 
0Ql5-U021 JJHN E BENNETT 
41 l-48 - 2666 
C915- UC22 J H~USTON COUCH 
249-60-2595 
OQ15- lC~' CARL M l'CHUGH 
248-42-<;C88 
(Ql5-UC24 ROSERT ~ HAPNElT 
439- 58-1353 
r915 - LC75 J~H~ L PR I NCE Ill 
449-62- 393 l 
TITLE 
l-35-C9l5-5l 
ALUl'NI PROF ECE 
l-20-0915-51 
5-20-0915-31 








ASST PROF ECE 
l -20-091 5 -51 
1-30-0915-51 





ASSCC PRCF IND ENGR 
l-20-0S15-5l 
ASSCC PROF ENG GRPH 
l-20-0H5-51 
2- 60-1133-00 




ASSCC PROF ECF 
1-20-oc;1,-51 
GRADE 
CE GR EE '.I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl,.E 
TE 18 A 09-10) 
NT 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
I\T 18 A 09-100 
I\T 18 A 09-100 
TE 11 A 09-100 
TE 16 A 09-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO ... 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDOCA Tl ON ANO GENE RAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 





BASIC EDUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTROC TI ON 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
BAS IC EOI.JCAT ION AND GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSI ON & PUBLIC SERVICE 
u.s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 




NT 18 A 0<;-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lO ... 
RESEARCH 
ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
TOTAL 
NT 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUCATION A"'IO GENERAL 
l P.S TRUCT ION 




22 ,396• 23, 293• 






22,500• 23 ,ltOO• 
12,006 12,lt85 
13,6.\7 13, 19.\ 
1,000 


















0 7 /31/1 6 
FORM CUB0-10 4 
COL LEGE CF ENG I NEE RI NG 
091 5 ELECTQ I CAL AND COHPUTE x ENGINEER lhG 









CE GR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 




09 l 5 - U026 THOMAS E BURK E 
116-20-7546 
09 15- U027 BARRY P KEANE 
264-8 4-41 59 
Cq l 5- U028 EL ISHA R BAKEQ I V 
OiH-3 8-9354 
oq15- uc~o FQEO R SU S 
;) l7-24-19q3 
Qql5- UOJ1 QYOOES PROFESSORS~IP 
09 15- U031-V 
M 15- 0001 L YNO A H BROCK 
24 7-94- 9 16 4 
C915-000? VACANT 
C915-00C2-V 
C9 15-0 C02 LINDA ~ CRENSHAW 
24 7- 78- 6 506 




ASSOC PROF ENGINEERI NG 
l -20--0915-51 
l - 35--0915--51 
ASST PROF ECE 
1-20-09 15-51 
l-30- 0915-51 
VI S ASST PROF SYS 
1-30 - 0 915-51 
3-35-0915-33 
















l-30- 0 9l5-51 
1-15-o q15-51 
CLK STENO 11 






NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
hT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTROC TION 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RE SEARCH 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS, t CONTRA 
TOTAL 
hT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
10 13 F 12- 100 
12 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
-
RESEARCH 
EXTENSI ON & PUBLIC SERVICE 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, t CONTRA 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
RESEARCH 




BASIC EDUCATI ON At-40 GENERAL 
I NSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBL I C SERVICE 
TO TAL 
BAS I C EDUC A Tl O'l A"IO GENERAL 






























2 , 689 







01 n 1116 
FOR~ CUS0-10 4 




COLLEGE CF ENGINE ERI NG 
0915 ELECT~ICAL ANO CQ"IPUTER ENGINEERING 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




1-30-CHS-Sl RESEARCH 3,362 3,496 
1-35-0915-51 EXT ENS ION & PU8L IC SERVICE 672 699 
TOTAL 6,723• 6,992• 
C'i l 5-0 CC4 JACQUI O~EN LAS TECH,...ICIAN 1 I 13 16 F 12-100 REV 
251-88-9026 3-30-09 l5-61 CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 6,341 6,858 
G91 5- 0C05 J DAVI O MEDLIN ELECTRONI CS TECH II 20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-92-5011 l-20-0'il5-51 INSTRUCTION 4,628 4,813 
l-30-0915-51 RESEARCH 6,942 7,220 
TOTAL 11,570• 12,033• 
('915-0006 JAMES E NH MS ELECTRONIC TECH 111 23 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCA TION ANO GENERAL REV 
249-78-8500 1-20-0915-51 INSTRUCTION 5,392 5,889 
1-30-0915-51 RESEARCH 5,392 5,889 
TOTAL 10,784• 11,778• 
('915 -00'H ll"lDA G BOWEN CLK TYPIST II C9 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
250-86-0030 1-20-0915-51 INSTRUCTION 5,072 5,275 
l-35-0915-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 1,515 1,575 
TOTAL 6,581• 6,850• 
TIJTAL CLASSIFI ED 56,020 61,092 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 555,004 622,229 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 611,024* 683,321• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
OSOl-ll '.l?O "A~T Pl A DAVIS ASST PROF ARCH hT 17 A 09-100 
1B-3B-8322 3-30-0915-13 u.s.o.A. 11,000 7,500 
l')q ,)l -uoo l LYLE C WILCOX DEAN ENGR & PROF E&CE TE 18 F 12-100 
367-30 -2252 3-30-0915-61 CORPOAATlONS/FlRMS it,333 
O<; '.l l - lJC J3 B E GILLILAND ASST TO DEAN PROF ECE TE 18 F 12-100 PROM 
4,9-44-9 495 3-30-0915-61 CORPORATIONS/FIRMS it,661 
l)q\) 1-00)4 VACANT ELECTRON IC TECHNICIAN II 20 F 12-100 
0 901-0 0 04-V 3-30-0915-61 CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 9,107 
C'9Cl l-0004 "l:JRRA'I' G PERRY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN 11 20 13 F 12-100 TERM 
24 7-60 - 5 493 3-30-0915-61 CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 5,060 
r q 11-00 16 S JSAN K CAR TEq LAB STCREKEEPER 11 13 F 12-100 
181 -42 - 8024 3-30-0<;15-bl CORPORATIONS/FIR"IS 1,3 53 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLFGE OF E~GINEE~l~G 
C915 ELECTRICAL ANO COMPJTER ENGINEERING 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSE> 1976--77 BlDPROl l-03 PAGE 200 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




OEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




t 919-0001 FRED l OELVECCHIJ 
538-38-2691 





CLERK TYPIST II 
3-35-0915-33 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY GTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- - - -
29 14 F 12-100 
C9 12 F 12-100 
-










0 7 13 1/76 
FORI' CUB0- 104 
CLE MSON UN I VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-77 
BUOPROll-0 3 
PAGE 201 
COLL EGE OF ENGINEER I NG 
C91 7 CI V I S I CN OF EkGl ~EER l kG SERV I CES 
------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------
PO SI Tl O'i 
NUMEER 
,.AME 
Q9 l7-U001 RONAL D J K~PCZYK 
32 1-32 - 6 558 
09 17-00D l ROBERT L HIC~S 
2 51-76-3997 
C917-0C02 WILLIAM E CROOKS 
249- L0- 7983 
C9 17-0C03 JESSICA A 8 SMITH 
2 56-92-9167 
09 17-0004 KIT M HARDY 
0 917-0004-V 
09 l7-0 004 F~ ED A SCOTT 
2 56-18- 961 l 
C9 17-C005 J OSEPH PI NI ON 
249- 74-832 4 
0 91 7- CTCOb k!L L I A~ J BEAKLEY 
0 41- 24- 3369 
TITLE 
ASST PF ENGR DI R Ell. SE RV 
l-20 - 0917-51 
1-30-091 7-51 
l-35-0 917-51 

























CEGR EE I FUL L 
CONTRACT TI P'IE 
" T l 7 F 12-100 
18 14 F 12-100 
15 06 F 12-100 
12 14 F 12-100 
20 F 12-100 
20 14 F 12-100 
15 13 F 12-100 
LAB I NS T IIU MENT AT ION SP EC 23 14 F 12-100 
1-20-o c;11-51 
1-30 - 091 7- 51 
SOURCE OF FlNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE l976-77 
PCT 
BAS IC EOJCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 8,901 9,257 
RESEARCH 11,385 11,840 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE H4 431 
TOTAL 20,100• 21,528• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTROC TIO~ 2,383 2,479 
RESEARCH 5,363 5,578 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 766 796 
TOTAL 8, 512• 8,853• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 3,509 3,648 
RESEARCH 5,079 5,281 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 646 670 
TOTAL 9,234• 9,599• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 2,262 2,352 
RE SEARCH 4,007 4,167 
EXTENSION & PUBt.lC SERVICE 193 201 
TOTAL 6,462• 6,720• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
INSTRUCT ION 3,641 
RESEARCH 4,916 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 544 
TOTAL • 9,101• 
BASIC EClJCATION ANO GENERAL RETR 
INSTROC TlO~ 4,823 
RESEARCH 6,511 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 723 
TOTAL 12,057• • 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 2,964 3,083 
RESEARCH 4,002 4,162 
EXTENSI ON & PUBLIC SERV I CE -4-4/t 462 
TOTAL 7,410• 1,101• 
BAS IC EOUCATl Oflf ANO GENERAL 
lNST RU CT lON 1,652 1,118 
RESEARCH 11,059 11,502 
TOTAL 12,711• 13, 220• 
011~1116 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE Of ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
0917 OIVISICN Of ENGINEERING SERVICES 
POSITICN 







465-44-2 l 71 
TITLE 
LAB INSTRU'4ENTAT SPEC 
l-30-0917-51 
1-31-0351-66-0140 






CEGR EE t f ULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
25 13 F 12-100 




SOURCE Of FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RUE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
RESEARCH 7,831 8,lltlt 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7,831 8, lltlt 0351 
TOTAL 15,662* 16 ,288* 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"I 8,197 8,525 
RESEARCH 6,<\29 6,686 
EXTENSION & P~LIC SERVICE 1,"6 1,50ft 
TOTAL 16,072* 16, 715• 
C9 l7-CC09 THOMAS F HARBIN LAB MACHINIST II 18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-54-8707 1-20-0917-51 INSTRUCT ION 3, 03ft 3,15ft 
1-30-0917-51 RESEARCH 5,376 5,590 
1-35-0917-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 260 270 
TOTAL 8,670• 9,0llt• 
0917-001 0 HAROLD B BERRY COMPUTER SPECIALIST 22 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-92-2748 1-20-0'il 7-51 INSTRUCTION 5,121 5,326 
1-30-0917-51 RESEARCH 5,121 5,326 
TOTAL 10,2lt2• 10,652• 
C917-C011 GERH ARD D SPANGENBERG ELECTRONICS TECH I l 20 15 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCA HON ANO GENERAL REV 
150-32-7521 1-20-cc;17-51 INSTRUCT JON 2,630 2,927 
1-30-091 7-51 RESEARCH 7,891 8,781 
TOTAL 10. 52 l• 11, 708• 
09 17-C012 WILL 1AM M CATHEt ELECTRONIC TECH I I I 22 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
249-82-5122 1-20-0917-51 INSTRUCT IO"I lt,733 5,291 
l-30-0917-51 RESEARCH 7,9't2 8,880 
1-35-0917-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 561 628 
TOTAL 13,236• llt,799* 
0917-0013 JOiN E COUCH LAB MACHINIST Ill 20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIO"I AND GENERAL 
249-18-2319 1-20-oc;11-51 INSTRUCT ION 4,833 5,027 
l-30-0917-51 RESEARCH 5,236 5,lt~6 
TOTAL 10,069• 10,'t73• 
09 17-0014 W .. WALTON WILSON TECt-NICAL SHOP SUP ERV I SO 24 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
251-30-0502 l-20-0917-51 INSTRUCTION 6,416 7,129 
l-30-0917-51 RESEARCH 5,909 6,547 
l-35-0'il7-51 EXTENSIO"I & PUBLIC SERVICE 749 873 
TOTAL 13,074• 14,5tt9• 
C9l7- CO l 5 S.\MUEL O GI Llllll'I AUDIO VISUAL TECH 14 14 F 12-10') BASIC EDUCATI OIII A'40 GENERAL 
249-02-0606 1- 20- oc;i 1-51 I IIISTRUCT I0'4 3,842 3,994 
- - - - -
01 n 1116 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
0917 DIVISION OF ENGINEE Rl~G SERVICES 









OEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FlA'-IOS CURRENT PROPOSED Ra-AllllS 
RA TE 1976-77 
f'CT 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------











TOTAl. BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNClASSIFIEO 
EMPLOYEES IN OfHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY GTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
11 13 F 12-100 
RE SEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBllC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BAS IC EllJCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 



























FORM CUB0-10 4 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
0919 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 









CEGR EE S FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 




0919-UOOl JOHN H AUSTIN 
579-38-6941 
09 l9-U002 ATWELL R ABERNATHY 
241-46-4294 
09 l9-U003 O)NALD S GRAHA~ 
216-68-6714 
C9 19-UC03 BENJAMIN C DYSART 
410-56-8568 
0919- UC04 THOMA S H KEINATH 
365-42- 9 725 
)919-U005 LINVIL GR ICH 
353-01-7175 
09 19-U036 THC'~AS J OVERCA~> 
419-60-9852 
C919- UC07 THP~AS E POLLOCK 
250-31- 2 126 
-- -





























ASST PRO F ESE NA l 7 A 09-100 
1-20- 091(} -51 
- -
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION l't,800 15,392 
RESEARCH 5,920 6,157 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 8,B80 9,235 
TOTAL 29, 600* 30,784* 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 9,223 9,095 
RESEARCH 5,435 3,268 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 1,811 1,882 
u.s.0.1. (WRRI ANNUAL ALLOTMEN 2,035 5,000 
TOTAL 18,5{µt• 19,245• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 000 
INSTRUCTION 7,280 
RESEARCH 3,360 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 3,360 
TOTAL 14, 000* • 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PROM 
INSTRUCT ION 12,000 
RESEARCH 7,000 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 4,640 
TOTAL • 23,640• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 9,877 10,276 
RE SEARCH 8,000 8,319 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 1,~0 2,017 
TOTAL 19,817• 20,612• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO"I 20,928 21,764 
RESEARCH 5,979 6,217 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 2,989 3,107 
TOTAL 29,896• 31,088• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 7,500 7,800 
RESEARCH 6,000 6,240 
EXTENSION C PUBLIC SERVICE 1,500 1,560 
TOTAL 15,ooo• 15,600• 
BASIC EOUCATIC ... ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"'I 9,360 
C7 / 3 1/76 
FOR "I CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
CLE"ISO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSEO 1976-77 
0919 E~VIRQNMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 













THOMAS E POLL0::11. 
',99-00-0035 
FRED L DELVECCHIO 
538-38-2691 
ZONELL E CLARK 
250-44-7504 




R0"4A W NOR TON 
251-94-8827 




LYNN O WILSON 
248-06-9803 





















CLERK TYPIST II 
3-20-0919-33 




CLERK STENO I 
3-30-0919-61 
CLERK STENO I 
3-30-0919-61 





CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl'4E 
NA 17 A 09-100 
29 14 F 12-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
12 14 F 12-100 
F 12-100 
09 12 F 12- 100 
12 13 F 12-100 
F 12-100 
07 13 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU~OS 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
E.P.A. 
TOTAL 
8ASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
E .P.A. 











































COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
0919 ENVIROl'\MENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 








NAME TITLE CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 






E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY llH S DEPT 
ALICE G MENTZER VSTG 11'\ST IN IN ED 
331-32-6556 1-35-0919-51 
JOE F ALLEN ASSOC PROF CHEM 
252-50-8072 3-20-0,;19-33 
VACANT NEWS EDITOR 
5605-002'1-V 3-35-0919-33 
CEBORAH G DUNNING PUBLICATION EDITOR 
251-98-5566 3-35-0919-33 
E~PLOYEES IN OfHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN TrllS DEPARTMENT PAID ey OTHER DEPTS 








17 A 09-100 TERM 
EXT ENS ION t PUBLIC SERVICE 5,250 
18 A 09-100 
E.P.A. 9,750 
F 12-080 REV 
E.P.A. 6,146 








COLLEGE OF ENGlNEERING 
0921 P'ECHANICAL EI\GINEERING 









CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF FU'IDS 
------------------------------------------------
092 1-UOO l EUGENf H BISHO? 
428-56-1490 
09 21-U002 CRAIG A BRANDO~ 
242-50-2281 
0921-0003 GOROON F ROBINSON 
501-42-7321 
0921-U004 HARVIN W DIXON 
435-60-0240 
0921 -U005 ALVON C ELROD 
250-52-2978 
0921-U006 THURMAN C HARDIN 
415-38-8679 
C921-1.,00 7 EUGfNE HARR( SON 
462-28-5350 
C921-uCC8 D1UGLAS k BRADBURY 
250-12-6037 










ASST PROF ME 
1-20-0921-51 
1-30-0921-51 









PROFESSOR P' E 
1-20-0921-51 
1-30-0921-51 





ALUP'NI PROFESS OR ME 
l-20-0<;21-51 
11.T 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
BAS IC EOJCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTROCTION 
RESEARCH 








TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I~ 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
E.P.A. 
TOTlL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL 




PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 
TOTAL 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 


















































COLLEGE CF ENGINEERING 




09 21-U009 WILLIA~ G HUDSON 
257-30-3155 
C921 - U010 PATRICIA J BISHOP 
261-86-5<;38 
0921-UO ll ALEXANDER D LEwlS 
410-03-3246 
092 1-U012 CARL S RUDISILL 
240-40-0421 
092 1-U0 13 SAMUEL M WATSON J R 
245-10-9461 
C921- U01 4 TAH TEH YANG 
443-38-8248 
0921-U0 15 JOSEPH L GADDIS 
455-58-6842 
C92l - UC16 NfLSON R SAULO JR 
232-44-9861 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 












ASST PROF ME 
1-20-0921-51 
1-30-0921-51 
PROF M E 
1-20-092 l-51 
1-35-0921-51 













3 - 30-0921-33 





OEGR EE t F ULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
TE 17 A 09-100 
NT l 7 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
- -
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-11 
PCT 
RESEARCH 3,161 3,286 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 2,107 2,190 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, t CONTRA 2,000 2,000 
TOTAL 23,010• 23,993• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 9,750 H,349 
RESEARCH 4,047 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 't,600 4,784 
TOTAL 18,397• 19,133• 
BASIC EDUCATION A.NO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 10,053 
RESEARCH 5,447 
TOTAL • 15,500* 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION ll,625 14,168 
EXTENSION£ PUBl.lC SERVICE 4,541 4,725 
TOTAL 18, 166• 18,893• 
BAS IC EOOCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 16,486 17,147 
RESEARCH 5,496 5,714 
TOTAL 21,982• 22,861• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 15,709 16,337 
BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 12,763 8,708 
RESEARCH 11,S·H 11,839 
OTHER ORGANIZATlONS/ASSOCIATIO 1,222 
TOTAL 25,526• 26,547• 
BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 9,785 11,952 
RESEARCH 640 7,400 
NASA 't,283 
E.P.A. 
"· 860 1,000 TOTAL 19,568• 20,352• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T (ON 17,383 18,077 
RESEARCH 5,794 6,027 
TOTAL 23,177• 24,104• 
- - - -
07/31/76 
FORlol CUB0-104 




COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
0921 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POSI Tl (N 
NUMBER 
092l - U01 7 
0921-U018 
0921 - U019 




~92l - U0~5 
WALTER E CASTRO 
053-28-7957 
JAMES G GOREE 
261-50-3603 
E HARRY LAW 
158-30-9609 
~ELVIN K RICHARDSON 
239-54- 3459 
R'lBERT L PERRY 
253-22-1710 
CECIL O HJEY J R 
251-68-4625 
CUA TT LE BAUM l>POFESSORSHIP 
0921- U023-V 
WARRFN E JAMI SON 
138-26-7421 
TITLE 



















ASSOC PROF ENGR TECH 
l-20-0921-51 












OEGREE l Fll..L 
CONTRACT TIME 
TE 18 A C9-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
NT 18 A 09-100 
A 09-100 
NT 18 A 09-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GEfERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 10,747 8, 12 l 
RESEARCH 3,581 7,647 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 5,374 5,587 
FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 1,793 1,000 
TOTAL 21,495• 22,355• 
8ASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PROM 
INSTRUCT ION 14,416 14,136 
RESEARCH 4,806 5,155 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 2,000 
TOTAL 19,222• 21,291• 
8ASIC EDUCATION AND GEfERAL 
INSTRUCTION 10,997 4, lt48 
RESEARCH 4,967 1,000 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 1. 774 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 7,000 
TOTAL 17, 738• 18,448• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 13,011 10,03ft 
RESEARCH 5,581 
EXT ENS ION & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,002 
AGR IC UL TUR AL RESEARCH 5,203 0357 
TOTAL 15,013• 20,818• 
BAS IC EDUC A Tl ON ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 13,438 13,976 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 16,500 16,160 
RESEARCH 500 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 500 
TOTAL 16,500• 17, 160•. 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 15,900 
RESEARCH 10,400 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 5,200 
TOTAL • 31,500• 
BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 14,063 14,62S 
RESEARCH 2 ,81 7 2,930 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF ENG(NEER(NG 
0921 ~ECHANlCAL ENG(NEER(NG 
POSIT (ON 
NUMeER 
NAME Tl TLE 
CLEMSON UNlVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1916-11 
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 








l-35-0'i21-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 1,870 1,945 
TOTAL 18,750* 19,500• 
0921-U026 BERN ARO E OIJP,IKL E ASSOC PRCF ENG GR TE 17 A 09-100 BAS l C EDJ CAT ION ANO GENERAL. 
455-t,2-8213 l-20-0921-51 (NSTRUCTIO,. 13,287 13,817 
0921-0827 LAKE H JAMESON ASSOC PRCF ENGR GR TE 17 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-32-7687 1-20-0921-51 ( NSTRUC Tl ON 12,619 13,124 
C921-0001 FRED M JENSEN ELECTRONICS TECH ( II 23 12 F 12-100 BAS ( C EOUCAT ION AND GENERAL 
069-2 8-7979 1-20-0921-51 I NS TRUC Tl ON 10,926 11,363 
1-30-0921-51 RESEARCH 1,213 1,262 
TOTAL 12, 139• 12,625• 
C921-0C02 (NGR ID J JACKSON CLK STENO l l 10 12 F 12-100 BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
218-48-2498 1-20-0921-51 INSTRUCT ION 3,307 3,439 
1-30-0921-51 RE SEARCH 2,465 2,563 
1-35-0921-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 240 250 
TOTAL 6,012• 6,252• 
C92 l-0003 TILLA H WILL(AMON SECRETARY ( 12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-60-240't 1-20-0921-51 INSTRUCTION 4,585 4,767 
1-30-0921-51 RESEARCH 1,528 1,588 
1-35-0921-51 EXTENSION C. PUBLIC SERVICE 1,528 1,588 
TOTAL 7,641• 7 ,943• 
J9 21-0004 SANORA M GREGORY CLERK STENO I 07 15 F 12-100 BAS(C EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250-84-6123 1-20-0921-51 INSTRUCTION 3, 145 3,895 
1-30-0921-51 RESEARCH 1,070 1, 112 
l-35-0921-51 E XTENSlON C. PUBLIC SERVICE 535 556 
TOTAL 5,350• 5,563• 
C92 l-OC05 l<lTHRYN A Ml"HCK CLERK TYPIST I 06 13 F 12-lOC 
564-80-1761 3-30-0921-33 E .P.A. 2,620 2,725 
3-30-0921-67 OTHER ORGANIZATIONS/ASSOCIAT(O 2,620 Z, 725 
TOTAL 5,240* 5,450• 
0921-0006 GORDON W KELLEY LAB fl1ACHIN(ST ( 15 12 F 12-100 
o,4-22-9040 3-30-0921-33 E .P.A. 8,021 8,341 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 44,403 46,174 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 465,121 538,241 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASS1F(Hi ANU UNCLASSIFIED 509,530• 584,415• 








COLLEGE CF ENGINEERING 






DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl14E 




09Cl-U004 J C~ARL ES HESTER ASSOC CEAN PROF ME TE 18 F 12-100 PROM 
461- 56- 9038 l-40-0921-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 12,659 
3-30-0921-34 ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 2,799 4,000 
09C9-U009 JOHN N BEARD JR ASSCC PRCF CHEM ENGR TE 18 A 09-100 
249-52-9170 3-30-0921-61 CORPORATIONS/FIRMS ~.162 
C91 l-U013 PI\UL 8 llELINSKI ASSCC PRCF CE & EM TE 18 A 09-100 
394- 28-2618 3-30-0921-38 FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 1,071 3,000 
0915-UC24 ROBE RT 14 HARNETT ASST PROF SE NT 18 A 09-100 
439-58-7353 3-30-0921-3/t ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 3,586 
13C7-UC08 J D-IN J PORTER PROF TEXT ILES TE 18 A 09-100 PROM 
253-46-1283 3-30-0921-33 E.P.A. 9,933 9,~~3 
09C5-C004 JOHN C CART ER 11 RES TECHNOL II [ 22 H F 12-100 
249-68-2498 3-30-0921-34 ENERC.V RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 13,~06 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 3~,957 29, 102 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 5,203 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 544,~81• 608,314* 
07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-1 0 4 PROPOSED 19 76-77 
COLLEGE CF FOR EST A"'D REC REATION RE SOURCE S 
10 0 1 DEAN OF F ORE ST AN O RECREATI ON RESCURCES 





1oc1-uoo1 ~" CAVIS MCGREGOR 
26 7- 50-6175 
1001-0COl MADLYN O LANGDON 
215-01-3543 
l j01-C003 MARTHA G PACE 
2't7-54-ll96 
TIJTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLA SS IFIEJ 
TITLE 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU~DS 
---------------------------------------




F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOE"IC SUPPORT 
"CINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 












TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPO~T 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION 
TOTAL 
16 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
"CINTIRE STEt,!NIS 
FOREST & RECREATION 
TOTAL 
09 12 F 12-050 BASIC EllJCATION ANO 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 

































TOTAL. BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 42,200• 46, 134* 
10C3 - UC20 
10C3 - U02 1 
1003- U029 
E~PLOYEES I N OTHER DEPART"ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
C~ARLES A GRES HAM ASSIST PROF FORESTRY 
251- 78-8310 3-30-1001- 65 
J OHN R SCHOLTENS INS TRUCTOR IN FORESTRY 
401- 72-4928 3-30-l 001 -65 
W~ DAVI S MCGREGJ R 
267- 50-6175 1-40-1001 -51 
E~PLOYE ES IN ~T HEk DEPARTMENT S PA( O BY T~ ( S DEPT 
E~PLfJ YEES I N HI S DE PAKTMt"ll PA ID eY OTHER OEPT S 




1 7 F 12-100 
16 F 12-100 
18 F 12-100 
a.w. BARUCH FOUNOATI ON 







07 /31/76 CLEMSON UI'\ IVERS ITV - SAL ARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSEO 1976-77 






POSI Tl CN NAME TITLE DEGREE t FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




1003-UOOl POBERT '4 All EN HEAD PROF FOR TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
333-18-3667 l-20-1003-51 INSTRUCT ION 8,592 8,934 
l-30-1003-06-9006 MC INTI RE STENNIS 5,304 5,515 
l-36-1003-12-8002 FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 5,728 5,956 
l-30-1003-87-9140 FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 7,956 8,279 
3-30-1003-65 s.w. BARUCH FOUNDATION 1,060 1,102 
TOTAL 28,640• 29,786* 
1003-U002 8 INGHAM M COOL PROF FOR TE 18 F 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
364-38-547't 1-20-1003-51 INSTRUCTION 24,140 25,106 
1003- U004 CAR l l LANE PROF FOR TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL PROM 
240-36-8871 1-20-1003-51 I NS TRUCTION 5,"4 5,951 
l-30-1003-06-9016 MCINTIRE STENNIS 3,763 1,465 
l-30-1003-87-9014 FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 5,137 802 
3-30-1003-29 u.s.0.1. (WRRI MATCHING AGREEM 3,2" 7,228 
3-30-1003-34 ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 1,550 4,015 
3-30-1003~5 STATE MATCHING lWRRlt 1,000 2,569 
TOTAL 20,138* 22. 030* 
1003 - U005 LARRY DREAMER ASST PROF FOR TE 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
195-24-3350 1-20-1003-51 INSTRUCTION 1,087 2,504 
l-30-1003-87-9013 FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 10,972 10,039 
l-30-1003-87-9140 F<JlEST t RECREATION RESEARCH 6,057 6,298 
TOTAL 18, 116• 18,841• 
l 003- U006 ROLANDE SCHOE~IKE ASSCC PPCF FOR TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
391-20-7810 l-20-1003-51 INSTRUCT ION 15,374 12,828 
l-30-1003-06-9020 MC INTI RE STENNIS 3,599 5,246 
l-30-1003-06-9704 MCINTIRE STEN~IS 1,693 3,148 
1-30-1003-87-9024 FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 764 1,049 
l-30-1003-87-9910 FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 1,000 1,056 
TOTAL 22,430* 23,327• 
10C3-U007 '°'4 ARTHUR SHAIN ASSCC PROF FOR TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
400-38-1712 1-20-1003-51 INSTRUCTION 17,517 19,633 
l-30-1003-06-9004 MCINTIRE STENNIS 1,946 
l-30-1003-87-9140 FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 609 
TOTAL 19,463• 20,242• 
l'J03-UOJ8 Do\V IO H VA .. -LEAR ASSOC PROF FOR TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
2"\0-50-3294 l-20-1003-51 INSTRUCTION 8,316 8,710 
l-30-1003-06-9007 MCINTIRE STENNIS 1,200 3,066 
l-30-1003-06-9015 MC I .. Tl RE STE'iNIS Z,329 1,223 
l-30-1003-87-9009 FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 2. 757 3,056 
07 n 1/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 










1003-IJ009 JOHN P WARNER 
220-18-3229 
1QC3- U010 l~OMAS E WOOTEN 
245-52-9763 
1on-uo11 ARTHUR T SHEARIN 
250-54-3753 
1003-U0 12 OJN AL O HOOK 
430-52-7948 
1003-U013 A"ISfL E MILLER 
438-56-1712 
10 0 3-U014 L&WRE~CE ENIX 























DIR BARUCH INST PROF 
l-30-1003-87-9500 
ASST PROF FRSTRY 
1-20-1003-51 
l-30-1003- C6-9019 
l - 30-1003-06-9022 
l-30-1003-87-9023 
ASS CC PRCF FORES TRY 
1-20-1003-51 
1 - 30- 1003 -06-9 021 
l-30-1003-06-9C27 
l-30-1003-87-9025 
1-30-1003-87- 9 026 
l-30-1003-87-9140 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
H 18 F 12-100 
t.T 18 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED RE"ARKS 
RUE 1976-11 
PCT 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 687 610 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 688 611 
FOREST & REC RE AT ION RESEARCH 1,957 2,446 
u.s.o.A. 1,176 1,222 
ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 968 
TOTAL 20,138• 20,944• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRl.C TION 13,521 17,873 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 1,927 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 12,920 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 7,699 
TOTAL 26,441• 27,499• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 10,894 13,868 
..C lNTIRE STEIIINIS 12,293 10,246 
TOTAL 23,187• 24, 114• 
BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 3,700 4,063 
MCINTIRE STENN( S 593 566 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 1,336 1,362 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 6,886 6,254 
u.s.o.A. 502 1,135 
u.s . 0.1. (WRRI MATCHING AGREEM 1,813 2,043 
TOTAL 14,830* 15,423* 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 21, l 03 28,187 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
IN S TR l.C Tl ON 4,572 4,753 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 7,417 8,998 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 3,091 3,219 
FOREST & RECREAT lON RESEARCH 1,854 641 
TOTAL 16,934• 17,611• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PROM 
I NS TRUC T ION 4,482 2,919 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
'"· 79lt 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 3,581 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 1,913 2,388 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 1,913 1, 193 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 3,981 
TOTAL 8,308• 18,856• 
07nl/76 CLEMSON UNIVERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1 976-77 









CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




1003-UC15 e ALLEN CUNN 
ltll-66-9096 
1003-UD16 GENE W WOOD 
227-52-9356 
1003 - UO l7 PHILLIP J PRZESTRZELSKI 
C89-36-3102 
1003- UD18 ALLAN MARSINKO 
131-34-2063 
1DC3-UC19 THO~AS ~ WlLLIAHS 
471-58-7720 
1oc,-uo20 C~ARLES A GR ESHAM 
251- 78-8310 
1003 - U02 l J OHN P SCHOLTENS 
40 7- 72-4928 






ASST PROF FORESTRY 
l-30-1003-06-9502 
l-30-1003-87-9500 












ASSIST PROF FORESTRY 
1-30-1003-87-9 500 
l-30-1003-87-9505 





INSTRUCTOR IN FJRESTRY 
l -30-1003-8 7-9 500 
3-30-1001-65 
3-30-1003-65 
NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATICN AND GENERAL 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
INSTRUCT ION 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATIO~ RE SEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
NT 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
~T 17 F 12-100 
NT 17 F 12-100 
NT 16 F 12- 100 
I NS TRUCT ION 
FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST t RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
e.w. BARUCH FOJNDATION 
B. w. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
TOTAL 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
8.W. BARUCH FOUNDATION 

























































13, ODO• 13, 520* 
,--
07 / 3 1/16 CLEHSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-10 4 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF FOREST ANO RECREATI ON RESOURCES 








DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE Of F .... os 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
10C3 - UC22 PETER LAeOSKY 
154-28-1994 
l 0C3-U023 JAMES G WI LL IAMS 
2 51- 76-41t60 
1003 -U024 CONRA D W BREWER 
254- 6 2 - 5 352 
10C3- U025 DONAL D L HAM 
350- 36 -7702 
D03-U026 GUY E SABIN 
251-52-9 10 3 
1003 - U027 GEORGE O KESSLER 
094-"34-821 8 
l003- U028 VACANT 
l i:l0 3- U028 - V 
l003- U028 S A14UEL A MA RBUT 
254-1 8 - 9696 
1003- U029 l.'4 DAV I S •14C GREGJ R 
267- 50- 6175 
1003- 0001 C~ARLF S R COLLI~$ 




ASSIS T PROF Of FORESTRY 
l - 30-1003-06-9033 
l - 36-1003-12-8002 
1-30-1003-87-9 031 
l-30-1003-87-9031t 
INSTR IN FORESTRY 
l-36-1003-87-0000 
1-30-1003-87-9 lltO 
ASST PROF FORESTRY 
l-36-1003- 87-0000 
l-30- 1003-87-9 lltO 
ASST PROFESSOR FORESTRY 
l -36-1003-87- 0000 
1-30-1003-87-9036 
l-30-1003-87-9l'tC 
ASST PROF FOR 
l-36-1003-12-8002 
ASSOC PROF FORESTRY 
l-36- 1003-12-8002 
ASST PROF FORESTRY 
l-36- 1003-12- 8002 




l-30-1 003-87- 9140 
FORESTRY AW E I 
l-30-1003-87-90 13 
l-30- 1003-87-9 140 
NT 18 f 12-100 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDEO 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
NT 17 F 12-100 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & REC RE AT ION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
NT 17 f 12-100 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
NT 18 F 12-100 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
NT 17 f 12-100 
FEDERAL SliJITH-LEVER AMENDED 
TE 18 f 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AHENDEO 
t.T f 12-100 
FEDERAL SHI TH-LE VER AHENOED 
f\ T 16 F 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AHENOEO 
TE 18 f 12-100 8AS1C EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
AC ADE HI C SUPPORT 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION RES EARCH 
TOTAL 
19 12 F 12-100 
FOREST & RE CREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREAT ION RES EARCH 
TOTAL 








18, 250* 18,980* 
9,282 9,652 
3,978 lt,138 
13 ,260* 13,790* 
12,000 12,ltSO 
5, lltlt 5,350 














7 , 791 
• 31,166• 
l O ,203 10,757 
l, 097 1, l 't l 
11,300• 11,898• 
-
07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FOR"4 CU80-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 








1003-0002 JAMES E PORTER 
251-40-8954 
10C3-0003 R IRIS '4CCLAIN 
518-36-2619 
10C3-0C04 FRA~K J ~ERCK 
249- 38-6198 
1003-0005 ANTHONY C MALCOL"4 
256- 72-3306 
1CC3-0006 ELEANOR H SMITH 
257-41t-5190 
1003-0007 STILES Hot.LADAY 
247-42-3561 
10C3-~008 JOSEPH W SEABORN 
247-44-2807 
ICC~-ccoq BILLIE VANDIVER 
251-60-9209 
TITLE 
AG SUPER VI SCR 
l-30-1C03-87-9013 





3-20- l 003-29 
3-30-1003-45 












AG AlOE II 
l-30-1003-87-9013 
l-30-1003-87-9140 
AG AIDE I 
l-30-lC03-06-9020 
l - 30-1003-06-9 704 
l-30-1003-87-9013 
l-30-1003-87-9140 





CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
16 07 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
06 03 F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
MC INTI RE STENNIS 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
u.s.0.1. (WRRI MATCHING AGREEM 
STATE MATCHING (WRRlt 
TOTAL 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCA TION ANO GENERAL 
09 11 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
INSTRUCT ION 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
e.w. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
TOTAL 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 




FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
12 14 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
























































07/~l/76 CLE,..SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 







OE~EE l F ULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 218 





10C3-0C 10 STEVEN M JONES 
327-44-9872 
1003-0011 EVERETT E JOHNSON 
24 7- 80-4918 
1003-00 12 STEWAPT BELL 
251-70-7813 
10C3-CC13 CHARLES J GAMSLE 
248-42-1057 
1003-0014 L INOA P COPELAND 
251-66- 66<;5 
l003-0016 CAVIO L S~ITH 
249-62-4796 
1003-0017 DOROTHY H MILLE~ 
228-76-7925 












FORESTRY AIDE I 
1-30-1003-87-9 501 
l-30-1(03-87-9503 








LA S TECH I 
1-30-1003-06-9020 
AG A IDE II 
l-30-1003-87-9013 
l-30-1003-87-9140 
FORESTRY AIDE I 
l-30-1003-87-9500 
l-30-1003-87-9507 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-20-1003- 51 
l-30-1003-06-9006 
l-30-1003-87- 9 llo O 
23 17 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
19 14 F 12-100 
16 11 F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
09 07 F 12-100 
19 16 F 12-100 
06 14 F 12-100 
MCI hTI RE STENhlS 3,216 3,343 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 2,354 2,"1 
TOTAL 7,924• 8,237• 
MCINTIRE STENN IS 2,057 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 3,774 577 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 1,377 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 1,154 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 539 1,154 
FOREST & REC RE AT ION RESEARCH 3,361 8,661 
TOTAl. 11, 108* 11,546• 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 4,356 4,529 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 4,356 4,529 
TOTAL 8, n2• 9,058• 
REV 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 2,730 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 2,094 4,575 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 1,397 686 
u.s .0.1. IWRRI MATCHING AGREEM 3,651 4,667 
STATE MATCH I NG I WRR I I 600 1. 509 
TOTAL 10,472• 11,437• 
8.W. BARUCH FOUl'iOATION 8,010 8,329 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 6,968 7,245 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 5,807 6,038 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 290 300 
TOTAL 6,097• 6,338• 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 2,238 2,326 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 6,716 6,983 
TOTAL 8,954• 9,309• 
BASIC EOUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 1,926 2,002 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 1,301 1,358 
FCREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 2,306 2,397 
TOTAL 5, 53 9• 5,757• 
- -
- - - -
07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVER SITY - SALARY ROLL 
FOR"I CUB0-104 PllOPOS EO 19 16-11 
COLLEGE OF FOREST A~D RECREAT I ON RESOURCES 








CEGR EE I FULL SOURCE OF FU"fOS 
CONT RACT TIME 
------------------------------------------
10 03-00 19 FLORENCE N CUNilNGHAl'I 
2 84- 12-6179 
10 0 3-00 20 ALEX J LOWE RY 
259- 90-9444 
10 03-0021 E~MA E SLIKER 
137-09-6507 
1003-00 22 DOUGLAS Y GREEN 
248- 94-70't6 
10 C3- 0 023 DONALD J LIPSCOMB 
226-56- 2832 
1003 - 0024 JAMES O BENSON 
251-94-1840 
10 C3-CC2 5 '4AR Y H BRUCE 
255-14-1247 
100'-0026 ELIZABETH MCCANTS 
249-0 6-1499 
10(3 - 0027 J AMES L BESS INGER 
251-92- 3852 
l OC3 - 0C29 f 0 '4f ~O GREE N 
250- 68-4583 
I OC3 - 0C3C J OHN PYATT 
250- 7('- 9240 
1)03-0031 JAMES SANDERS 




FORESTRY AIDE I 
3-30-1003-65 




FORESTRY AIDE II 
l-30-1003- 87-9500 




RESEARCH FORESTER I 
l-30-l003- B7-9024 
CLERK TYPIST II 
1-20-1003-51 
l-30-1003-06-9006 
l-30- 1003-87- 9140 
CUSTGOIAL WORKER 
3-35-1003-65 








12 12 F 12-100 
19 14 F 12-100 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEA RCH 
B.W . BARUCH FOUNDATION 
TOTAL 
e.w. 8ARUCH FOUNDATION 
09 14 F 12-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
21 16 F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
B-W. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
TOTAL 
B.w. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
09 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
03 08 F 12-020 
06 12 F 12- l 00 
03 10 F 12-100 
C3 0 8 F 12-100 
C3 0 l F 12-1 00 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
B.W. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
B.W. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
B.w. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
B.W . BARUCH FOUNDATION 
B.w. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 





















13, 466 14,705 
10,810 11,580 
1,007 




















-07/31/76 CLEHSO'i IMIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORH CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 





1003-0033 JAHES L BOGGS 
249- 38-7576 
1003-0034 MAX H FLEMING 
247-34-8440 
1003-0035 RONNIE E BRENNEMA~ 
188-'t0-9934 
10C3- 0036 FQEOERICK H GIBSON 
248-84-2132 
10C3-CC38 PAMELA I' GIBSON 
250-80-1679 
10C3-0Cl9 DIANE H CANTRELL 
247-13-7461 
1003-0041 WALTER G COOPER 
249-74-7821 
1CC3-0043 CRESTONE MCALISTER JR 
250-80-8756 
1003-0C44 JAMES L ARTHUR 
247-13-3764 
1003-0045 GENE E JAMES 
251-68-4207 
1003-0046 JOHN P l'ILAN 
247-80- 9498 
1003-0047 JOHN C NEAL 
251 - 86-0505 
1003-0048 EUGE ... E DANIELS 
249-58- 3185 




CEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
HEA~Y EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 14 12 F 12-100 
1-30-1003-87-9013 
l-30-1003-87-9140 
AG Al OE I 
l-30-1003-87-9013 
FORESTRY AIDE I 
l-30-1003-06-9502 
FORESTRY AIDE I 
3-35-1003-65 
CLK STENC II 
l-36-1003-12-8002 
CLERK STENO I 
l-36-1003-87-0000 
l-30-1003-87-9 l'tO 
FOREST WCRKER II 
3-35-1003-49 
FOREST WORKER l 
3-35-1C03-49 
FOREST WORKER I 
3-35-1003-49 
FOREST WORKER I 
3-35-1003-49 
FOREST WORKER 11 
3-35-1 C03 -49 
FOREST WORKER II 
3 -35-1003-49 
FOREST WORKER I 
3-35-1003-49 
FOREST WCRKER I 
3-35-1003-49 
06 07 F 12-100 
19 17 F 12-100 
19 H F 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12-100 
09 14 f 09-100 
06 09 F 09-100 
06 12 F 09-100 
C6 09 F 09-100 
C9 16 F 09-100 
09 14 f 09-100 
06 11 f 09-100 
C6 l O f 09-100 
SOURCE OF FU"fOS 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
FOAEST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
!tCINTIRE STENNIS 
B.W. BARUCH FOUNDATION 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AHENDEO 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 





















































07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
BUDPROl l-03 
PAGE 221 








CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FIJIIDS 
--------------------------------------
1003-0050 TIMOTHY L LOLLIS 
247-02-6104 
10C3-0051 JOSEPH G HOLDEN 
248-58-6166 
1003-C052 TIMOTHY G VOYLES 
249-l l-45lt5 
10C3-0053 JOE B HUNTER 
250-08-8974 
10C3-0C5lt F PAGE MORGAN 
249-64-1093 
10C3-0055 BRADLEY R BYCE 
247-94-3518 
1003-0056 UL YE SS K MCDO°'ALD JR 
249-02-41 n 
10C3-0057 PAUL U TERRY 
2lt9-06-0998 
1003-0058 MICHAEL R FLE"41NG 
25l-82-8C75 
1003-0059 CYNTHIA T DUNN 
250-86- 2415 
1003-0060 KENNETH E VINSO~ 
250-17-8667 
1003-0061 ROGER D LOLLIS 
247-02 - 5103 
1003-0062 EDWIN W WALLACE 
251-40-3838 
IQC3-0064 H~WARD L FERGUSON 
549- 70-4945 
10C3-C065 JA~ES H WILLIAMSON Ill 
249- 02 - 2682 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
FOREST WORKER I 
3-35-1C03-lt9 
FOREST WCRKER 11 
3-35-1003-lt9 
FCREST "CRKER I 
3-35-1003-lt9 
FCREST WCRKER I 
3-35-1003-lt9 
FOREST WCRKER JI 
3-35-1003-lt9 
FCREST WORKER I 
3-35-1 C03-49 
FOREST WORKER I 
3-35-100349 
FCREST WORKER I 
3-35-100349 
FOREST WORKER II 
3-35-1003-49 
FOREST WORKER I 
3-35-1003-lt9 
FOREST WORKER I 
3-35-1003~9 




FORESTRY AIDE 11 
3 -30-1003-13 
FOREST WCRKER I 
3-35-1 (03-49 
TQTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED A~D UNCLASSIFIED 
06 11 F 09-100 
,osc. STATE,NEC. 
09 08 F 09-100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
06 12 F 09-100 
MISC. SUTE,NEC. 
06 11 F 09-100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
09 12 F 09-100 
MISC. ST ATE,NEC. 
06 12 F 09-100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
06 l 2 F 09--100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
06 10 F 09-100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
C9 1 it F 09-1 00 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
C6 12 F 09--100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
06 12 F 09-100 
MI SC. STA TE ,NEC. 
06 12 F 09-100 
Ml SC. STATE,NEC. 
06 10 F 12-100 
B.W. BARUCH FOU'iOATION 
21 l 7 F 12-100 
u.s.o.A. 
06 14 F 09-100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
























07/31/76 CLEHSO"f UN[VERSlTY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 








NAME TlTLE DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TlME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 











0 3 77-0004 
EMPLOYEES [N OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
RICHARDO HEGG 
504-54-8960 
THO~AS H GARNER 
241-58-1521 
BILL R SMITH 
454-62-5200 
lolESLEY al TCHER 
225-26-6169 
~ORWOOD P PAGE 
249-60-4907 
RALPH E BURRELL 
249- 64-9565 
LEw [S 14 MERCK 
249-94-5474 
~ARY LYNN O COC<E 
267-20-4548 
ASST PROF AG ENGR 
3-30-1C03-29 
PROF AG ENGR 
l-30-1003-06-9(27 
ASST PROF AGRON & SOILS 
3-30-1003-29 




HO AG Ct-EH SR PROF 
3-30-1003-29 
LAB MACHINIST II( 
l-30-1003-06-9021 
AG AIDE II 
3-30-1003-34 
LAB TECH ([[ 
3-30-1003-34 
E~PLOYEES [N OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY TH[ S DEPT 
EMPLOYEES [N THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
-
u 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
NT 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
20 10 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
16 16 F 12-080 
u.s.D.1. (WRRI HATCHING AGREEM 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
u. s. o. (. (WRR( HATCHING AGREEH 
MC I NT [ RE STENN IS 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
U .s .0.1. (WRR( MATCHING AGREEH 
MCINTIRE STENNIS 
ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
























07 /31/76 CLE.,SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSEO 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF FOREST A~O RECREATIO~ RESOURCES 








DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE Of F lliO S 
--------------------------------------------------------
1005- UCOl HERBERT BRANTLEY 
240-48-1492 
1005-U003 GORDON E HOWARD 
130-32-6561 
1005-U004 REVIS M FRYE 
246-03-3808 
10CS-U005 J OON L STEVENSON 
23'\-40-0936 
1005-U006 LAWRENCE W GAHAN 
32S-30-6912 
1005-U007 A~N E JAMES 
294-38-7140 
lj05-U0~8 C~ARLIE R WHITE J~ 
245-64-8312 
1005- U009 RJBERT W MCLELLA~ 
261-11-0460 



















ASSISTANT PROF RPA 
1-20-1005-51 
l-35-1005-87-0000 









lE le F 12-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 1 7 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09--100 
t.T l 7 A 09-100 
~T 17 F 12-100 
H 18 A 09--100 
BASIC EDUCATION AND 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC 
FOREST & RECREATION 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
FOREST & RECREATION 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND 
INSTRUCT ION 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
INSTRUCT ION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC 
FOREST & RECREATION 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND 
INSTRUCTION 
FOREST & RECREATION 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC 
FOREST & RECREATICN 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC 
FOREST & RECREATION 
TOTAL 






SERVICE 4,000 4,160 
RESEARCH 3,380 3,515 










SERVICE 900 936 




SERVICE 1,200 1,248 








SERVICE .3,800 lt,158 
RESEARCH 11. 700 12,805 








07 /31/76 CLEMSON UN( VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF FOREST ANO RE~REATION RESOURCES 





POSI l ION 
NUMBER 
NAME 
1005-UO 10 HARCI.. D JESSE G{OVE 
161-32-5208 
1005-UOll EDWARD A MERRELL JR 
4 l6-6't- 2736 
1005-U012 RICHARD A CO~OVER 
344-26-6273 
10C5-U013 CHARLES E POTEAT 
245-76-7923 
10C5-U014 MABLE H WYNN 
420-60-2456 
IOC5-U015 !'ARY C KH,G 
250-96-8719 
1,05-UOl7 CHARLES P KR(ESE 
308-56-6567 
10C5-UC19 GEORGE R BOETTNER 
237-66-4347 
JR 
l005-uq99 EXTRA PAY FOR RESEARCH 
l )0-5U-9999 




CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI HE 
SOURCE OF FlNDS 
---------------·---









ASST PROF REC & PARKS 
1-20-1005-51 





M 17 A 09-100 BASIC EOJCATION AND GENERA!. 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
hT 18 A 09-100 
hT l 7 A 09-100 
NA 17 A 09-050 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
BAS IC EDUC AT ION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l NS TRUCT ION 
VT INSTR RPA TENNIS COAC NA 17 A 
1-20-1005-51 







INSTR RPA & TENNIS COACH ~T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-20-1005-51 INSTRUCTION 
2-60-7135-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPR (SES 
TOTAL 
AST PRO RPA AST SWIM COA NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1005-51 INSTRUCT ION 





FOREST t RECREATIO ... RESEARCH 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"f 




























































- - - - -
-
07 / 3 1/76 CL EMS0'4 UNIVEll SITY - SALARY ROLL BUDP RO 11-03 
PAGE 225 FORM CUB0 -104 PRCPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 





CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




lOC5-0COl PEGGY W MILLER 
40 5- 2 6-5064 
1005-0002 CECILE I DYCK 
548-58-8151 
1005-0003 ELAINE I SOKOLOSKI 
24 7-94-36 77 
1005-0004 V4CANT 
1005-0004-V 
1005-0004 THERE SA W CLEVELA'4D 
251-82-9851 
10C5-0005 KEITH A LAL OR 
223-74-3610 
1005-0006 KIMBERLY W HOLbROOKS 
247-86-3112 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSI FIED 
SECY II 
1-20-1005-51 
CLERK STENO I I 
5-35-1005-90 
CLERK STENO I 
l-20-1005-51 








TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANG U~CLASSIFIEO 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
4001-U003 BUFORD E TRENT 
251-42-4057 
401~-U004 JAMES R POPE J~ 
212-54-3043 
DIR UN ASST PROF RPA 
1-20-1005-51 
DIR OF AQUATICS & LECT 
1-20-1005-51 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS OEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET ~ATE 
14 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
10 13 F 12-100 
PART IC [PANTS FEES-SER VICES 
C7 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO'f 




FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 
12 13 F 12-100 
17 16 F 12-100 
06 12 F 09-100 
M 17 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 7,791 
FOREST & RECREATION RESEARCH 7,840 
Ml SC. STA TE, NEC. 
INSTROCTION 
























07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
cnLLEGE OF INOUSTRI ll. ... ANAGl:MENT ANIJ TEXT ILE SCIENCES 















l 301 - 00C6 
NAME 
WALLACE C TREVILLIAN 
288-18-0008 




COROTHY W HOUX 
249-72-482'> 
KAT~ EEN HANNAH 
395-52-7308 
LIJUIE 8 KING 
251-16-6531 
MARTHA JA .. ICE KIN:; 
247-34-5375 
BETTY M CA-.PBELL 
248-46-0203 
JO ANN DAVI S ABERNATHY 
2 50-86-414 l 
H BETTS WILS~ 
249-05-2135 
TITLE 
DEAN t PROF 
1-40-1301-51 
ASSOC DEAN RES DIR 
l -40-1301-51 
LIB TECH ASST II 
1-40-1301-51 
LIB TECH ASST I I 
l-40-1301-51 
LIB TECH ASST 11 
1-40-1301-51 
(RADE 
CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
11 F 12-100 
SOURCE Of FUNDS 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPOfU 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TECHNICAL SHOP SUPERVISO 24 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-40-1301-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
LAB TECH I 
1-40-1301-51 










12 F 12-010 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 






IJOI-CCC7 J1ANNE M ~ULKEEN 
029-24-9061 
AOMIN ASST I 
l-40-1301-51 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSlfll:O ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
f~PLIJYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RAH 
- -
-




























07/31/76 CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORH CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL ~ANAGEHE~T ANO TEXTILE SCIENCES 











13C3-U002 CHAPLES O WIGGINS 
258-12-9879 
13C3-U003 JAMES O ACKER 
24 7- 50- 7 4'i2 
l303-U004 RICHARD V CALVASINA 
221-28-5288 
1303-U005 ALISON C DREWS 
389-44-4212 
1303-U006 FUPHAN R GRAY 
257-28-9330 
l303-U007 JAMES A TURNER JR 
249-58-7637 
1303-UOOB JOHN H WANNAHA<ER 
248-22-0614 
1303-uo,q KJGH A HOBSON 
259-70-9922 
1303-UClO JIMMY D SHERIFF 
24 7-66-4255 
1303-UOll NEil E BYERLEY 
4 l 5-44-4627 
l3C3-UC12 GEORGE 8 VASE"! 
318-16- 7422 
13C3-UC13 A MICHAEL SIBLEY 
332-36-5238 
l~C3-U014 SAMUEL C BECKWITH Ill 
251-72- 4025 




CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF F UNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
--------------------
HO & PROF ACCT & FIN 
l-20-1303-51 
ASSCC PROF ACCT & FIN 
l-20-1303-51 
ASST PROF ACCT & FIN 
1-20-130 3-51 
ASST PROF OF ACCT 
l-20-1303-51 
TE l 7 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
ASSOC PROF OF ACCT & FIN NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1303-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF OF ACCT 
l-20-1303-51 
ASSOC PROF ACCT 
l-20-1303-51 
PROF ACCT 
l - 20-1303-51 
PROF ACCT 
l-20-1303-51 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF ACCT & FINANCE hT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-20-1303-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF ACCT FINANCE 
l-20-1303-51 
PT VIS LECTURER ACCT 
l-20-1303-51 
hT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 17 A 09-075 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
PT VIS PROF ACCT FINANCE ~A 17 A 09-050 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-20-1303-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASSCC PROF ACCT & FINA~C NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l - 20-1303-51 INSTRUCTION 
PT VIS LECTURER 
l-20-1303-51 
ASST PROF ACCT & FIN 
l-ZC- 1303-51 
NA 17 A 09-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 





















07131/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 228 
COLLEGE Of INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMEhT ANO TEXTILE SCIENCES 















VACANT ASST PROF ACCT t FIN 
l303-U015-V l-20-1303-51 
KAY S WERK VIST INSTR ACCT 
395-58-4929 l-20-1303-51 
VACANT VIS INSTR ACCT 
1303- U016- V l-20-1303-51 
VINCENT GUIDE VIS INSTR ACCT 
197-20-9345 1-20-1303-51 
VACANT VIS ASST PROF ACCT 
1303-U017-V 1- 20-1303-51 
DAVID LOVE VIS ASST PROF ACCT 
252-80-5820 2-52-8058-20 
VACANT VIS ASSOC PRCF ACCT 
1303-UOlB-V l-20-1303-51 
ELAINE H ROWELL SEC I 
247-04- 2588 1-20-1303-51 
VACANT CLERK TYPIST 
1303-0002-V l-20-1303-51 




TOTAL, 8CTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E'1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
-
GRADE 
CEGR EE I FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
CONTRACT TI ME RATE 19 76-17 
PCT 
hT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
INSTRUCT ION 18,323 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
INSTRUCT ION 12,500 
NA A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
INSTRUCTION 
t.A A 09-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL REPL 
INSTRUCTION 12,500 
hA A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL TERM 
INSTRl.C TION 
NA A 09-100 REPL 
15,000 8058 
t.A A 09- 100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION A~O GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 20,000 
12 14 F 12-100 BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 6,891 7,165 
06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
INSTRUCTION 
06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUC A Tl ON ANO GENERAL REPL 





267,009* 36 l, 439• 
- - -
07/31/16 CLEl'SON UNIVE RSlTY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0 -104 PROPOS ED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL ~A N4GE HE NT AND TEXTILE SC IENCES 




1305-UOOl BOYD J TODD 
247-26-6945 
1305-U002 EVANS A L4ROCHE 
248-42-8955 
1305-U003 CLI NTON H WHITEHURST 
027-18-3893 
nc5-UOC4 CYRIL O SHULER 
24 7-03-0627 
l305-U0 04 GENE C USELTON 
452-40-8345 
13C5-U005 JOELL RICHARDSON 
259-24-9967 
l3 05- U006 E EARL BURCH JR 
251-70-2293 
13C5-U007 CHESTER R SHITrl 
572-38-9485 
1305-UOOB SUSAN H BROWN 
424-40-1268 
l305-U009 GERALD L WADDLE 
276-38-9430 
1305-tJO lO DAV ID M SWANSO ... 
240-72-0607 
t3 05 -U0ll BALA N BATAVIA 
241-88-2031 
1305-UOll J4HE S M MCDONAL) 
253-76-3617 
130 5-U0 12 Wl~PEN W HE NKE 
524-05 -8540 
13C5-U0 13 Cl RL W GOOD I NG 
220-40 - 04 34 




CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
PROF & HO I hO MG MT DEPT TE 18 f 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1305-51 INSTRUCTION 
PROF IH TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1305-51 INSTRUCTION 
PROF IH TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-1305-51 INSTRUCTION 
PROF IH TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1305-51 INSTRUCTION 
PRCFESSOR OF IH 
1-20-1305-51 
ASSOC PROF IM 
1-20-1305-51 




ASSOC PROF IM 
l-20-1305-51 
ASST PROF I M 
l-20-1305-51 
ASSOC PROF IM 
l-20-1305-51 
ASSISTANT PRCF IM 
l-20-1305-51 
ASST PROF IND HGT 
1-20-1305-51 
ASSCC PROF I H 
1-20-130 5-51 
ASST PROF I H 
l-20-130 5-51 
INSTRUCTOR l H 
1-20- 130 5-51 
NT A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A O'r-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRIXTION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTRUC HON 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION A'iO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T ION 
BUD PRO l l-03 
PAGE 229 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RAT E t976-77 
PCT 




















07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUS0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEHE~T AND TEXTILE SCIENCES 
1305 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
POSI TI CN 
NUME'ER 
NAME 
1305-U015 THOMAS B MAERTENS 
257-20-68llt 
1105-U016 THOMAS MOORE PATRICK J R 
248-68-8831t 
1305-U017 ROBERT E TOOHEY 
032-05-6 792 
13C5-UC18 ROBERT L BROWN 
248-24-4058 
13C5-UC19 GEORGE H WORM 
437-60-671t0 
1305-UOZO VACANT 
l 105- U02 0-V 
l305-U021 V4CANT 
l105-U021-V 
1305- U022 ~ICHAEL H SANDERS 
248-72-6639 
1305-U023 PAUL F PETERSEN 
479-44-5558 
1305-U021t J4HES M MCOONALJ 
253-76-3617 
l305-U024 HUGH C HAYNSWORTH 
578-44-9988 
1305-U025 JOHN O WILLIAHSJN 
224-64-9389 
13C5-UC25 HAL G ROBBINS JR 
244-36-0070 
11C5-U0 26 RALPH T BROWN 
4l3-76-8941 





PT TIME VIS LEC IH 
1-20-1305-51 
PT VIS LECT IH 
l-20-1305-51 
PT VIS LECT IH 
l-20-1305-51 
ASSOC PROF IH 
l-20-1305-51 
VIS PROF 1111 
l-20-1305-51 
VIS ASSOC PRCF IH 
1-20-1 305-51 
ASST PROF IND HGT 
1-20-1305-51 
VIS INSTRUCTOR IH 
3-20-1307-17 
VSTG ASST PRCF OF IM 
1-20-1305-51 
VSTG INSTRUCTOR CF IH 
l-20-1305-51 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF F ~OS 
NT l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 17 A 09-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 18 A Olt-025 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
~A 18 A Oit-025 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 18 A O'r-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTR~TION 
~A 17 A 09-100 
HEW ( PHS) 
~T 17 A 05-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
VSTG INSTRUCTOR IND HGT NT 
1- 20-1305-51 
A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
VIS ASST PROF IM 
3-20-1307-17 
ASST PROF IM 
l-20-1305-51 
VIS ASST PROF IM 
l-20-1305-51 
~A 17 A 09-050 
HEW (PHS) 
NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
BUOPR O 11-03 
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13,800 l It ,352 












13C5-U028 P4TRICK RIVETT ALUMNI VSTG PROF IND ~GT NT 
5-20-1305-31 
A 05-100 TERM 
l 305-U028-V PRIVATE GIFfS,GqANTS, t CONTRA 8,250 15,000 
-
07nl/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF I NOUS TRI Al "IANAGEMEhT ANC TEXT ILE SCIENCES 





OEG'tEE l FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
BUDPROl l-03 
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1305-U029 JOHN D WILLIAMSON 
224-64-9389 
l305-U029 HAL G ROBBINS 
244-36-(700 
1305-0001 MARILYN L HUGHSTO~ 
245-96-2451 




VIS INSTRUCTOR OF IM 
3-20-1307-17 




CLERK TYPIST t 
l-20-1305-51 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
4054-U004 RICHARD S ROBINSO~ 
378-44-8640 
STAFF PHYSICIAN & LECT 
l-20-1305-51 
E"IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEE s IN Tri Is DEPARTMENT PA ID eY OTHER OEPTS 
ICTUAL BUDGET RATE 
P.A 16 A 05-050 
NA 18 A 09-075 
12 lit F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-100 
HEW CPHS I 
HEW CPHSI 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
INSTRUCT I ON 



























07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 197tr-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEME NT ANO TEXTILE SCIENCES 
13C7 TEXTILES 
POSI TIO"'! NAME TITLE 
NUMeER 
--------------
1307-UOOl EDWIN I STEARNS 
llt2-10-1053 
l307-U002 ERNEST B BERRY 
186-05-5183 
1307-U002 JOHN V WALTERS 
248-10-6980 
13C7-U003 J ULIUS C HUBBARD JR 
251-07-2801 
13C7-U00lt CARLET ON W ROBERTS 
llt4-20-0436 
1307-UOJ5 EDWARDS OLSON 
242-l't-2302 
13C7-U006 FREDERICK T SIHON 
206-07-3507 
1307-UC07 J OHN H VARVIN JR 
2lt7-22-8646 
1307-UOOB J OHN J POR TER 
253-lt6-l283 
-
DEPT HEAD & PROF 
l-20-1307-51 
l-35-1307-51 
















SIRR PROF TEXTILES 
1-20-130 7-51 
l - 35-1307-51 
5-20-1307-38 
ASSCC PROF TEXT 
l-20-1307-51 
l-30- 1307- 51 
1-35-1307-51 





CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl KE 
u 18 F 12-100 
HT A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 1s A oc;-100 
TE 17 F 12-100 
TE l 7 A 09-100 
TE 17 A 09-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
-
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BWPROll-03 
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BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 22,780 23,691 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 6,000 6,21t0 
TOTAL 28,780• 29,931• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REPL 
INSTRUCTION 18,000 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL RETR 
INSTRUCT ION 19,200 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION llt,101 14,664 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 4,799 4,989 
TOTAL 18,900• 19,653• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PROM 
INSTRUCTION 9,706 12,983 
RESEARCH 5,000 5,lt16 
EXTENSION & PUSL IC SERVICE 4,000 lt,332 
u.s.o.A. <t,09lt 1,980 
TOTAL 22 ,800• 2lt, 111• 
BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 13,500 14,0~0 
RESEARCH 1,000 7,280 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 5,000 5,200 
TOTAL 25, 500* 26,520• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 16,000 16,640 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE lt,000 4,357 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRA,.,,TS, & CONTRA <t,000 3,961 
TOTAL 2<t,OOO• 24,958• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 11,700 12,168 
RE SEARCH 2,100 2,184 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,000 2,080 
TOTAL 15,800• 16,432• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PROH 
I NS TR UCT I O"'I 9,067 9,869 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 2,000 3,527 
E.P.A. 9,'H3 9,41t3 0921 
TOTAL 21,000• 22,839• 
-
07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTR IAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCES 
l ~C7 TEXTILES 
POSITION 
NliMBER 
NAME Tl HE 
GRADE 
C6GR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BUDPROl 1-03 
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1307-ll009 JOHN D HATCHER 
407-48-48C7 
1307-UOlO DONALD W LYONS 
393-34-9024 
13C7-U011 ROBERT H BARKER 
579-46-7509 
1307-U012 EDWARD A VAUGK~ 
300-30-63 73 
1~07-U013 ROGER L BARKER 
225-66-6 792 




1307- 0001 GLUPKER N AIKE~ 
250-24-5«;79 










~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRLCTION 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
u. s.o.A. 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
RESEARCH 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
MISC.FEDERAL,NEC. 
TOTAL 





TEX CHEM TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




VIS INSTR TEXTILES 
l-30-1307-51 
3-30-1307-13 






LAB MACHINIST II 
l-20-1307-51 
l-35-1307-51 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE 
PRIVATE GIFTSeGRANTS, & CONTRA 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 
u.s.D.A. 
TOTAL 




NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
RESEARCH 
U.S . DEPT. OF COMMERCE 
CORPORATIONS/FIRMS 
TOTAL 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
18 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 





















































07 /31/76 CLEHSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL 14AN,GEMENT ANO TEXTILE SCIENCES 






CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF fl.NOS 
-------------------------- ----------------
1307-0002 MELVIN H BURNS 
249-03-5614 
13C7-0003 •ILLIAM R SMITi 
247-10-2993 
1307-0004 LAKE G WHITE 
251 -05-1461 
13C7-CC05 MACKE POLLARO 
239-66-73'19 
1307-0C06 PHYlll S W EVATT 
250-80-8696 
13C7-0007 ANN N BRACKETT 
l'tl-98-6460 
1307-0007 LINDA G BRIDGES 
249- 80-3350 
1307-J008 W[LTON R MCOUEE~ 
249-38-5362 
1307-0009 BETTY N WOODALL 
25it-50-2715 
1307-0011 LnlS MARIE CD88 
540-70-7708 
11(7-0012 NORMA J OWEN 
247-54-4743 
13C7-CC13 DEBORAH• KELLER 
249-84-7304 
llC7- CC14 PHYLL[S E MARION 
251-96-1751 
- -
US MACHI NI ST 11 
l-20-1307-51 
LAB MACHINIST 11 
1-20-1307-51 
LAS TECH II 
1-20-1307-51 




















LAB TECH I 
3-30-1307-13 
LAe TECH I 
3-3C-13J7-15 
-
18 12 F 12-100 BASIC ED.JC.AT ION A'iD GENERAL 
I NS TRUC TI ON 
18 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
20 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
EXTENSION £. PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
12 H f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
EXTENSION£. PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
EXTENSION£. PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
15 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION£. PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
14 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
12 12 F 12-100 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE 
12 12 F 12-050 
u . s.o.A. 
10 16 F 12-100 
u. s. o. A. 
10 14 F 12-093 
u.s. DEPT . OF co~~ERCE 
BUOPROl l-03 
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C7 I'! 1/76 CLEMSON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM cua0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTR IAL ~ANAGEMENT ANC TEXTILE SCI ENCES 
1307 TEXT ILES 
BUD PRO 11-03 
PAGE 235 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




1'307-0015 !<OBERT O BAILEY LAB MACHINIST II 18 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AlfO GENERAL 
249-66-5083 l-20-1307-51 INSTRUCT ION 8,200 8,528 
1307-0016 BRUCE C DOUBERLEY LAB MACHINIST I 15 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
251-82-9828 1-20-1307-51 INSTRUCT ION 7,075 7,356 
TOTAL CLASSI FIED 122,404 126,082 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 293,403 305,153 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASS l FI ED ANO UNCLASSIFIED lt15,807• 't31,235• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY Ttll S DEPT 
I3 05- UC23 PAUL F PETERSEN VIS INSTRUCTOR IM NA 17 A 09-100 
479-lt4-5558 3-20-1307-17 HEW (PHSI 12,160 12,646 
13C5-U025 HAL G RCBBINS JR VIS ASST PROF IM NA l 7 A 09-050 TERM 
244-36- 0070 3-20-1307-17 HEN (PHS l 6,560 
13C5-U029 J CJ-iN D WILLIAMS ON VIS INSTRUCTOR OF IM NA 16 A OS-050 TERM 
22/t-64-9389 3-20-1307-17 HEW (PHS l lt,532 
1305-U029 HAL G ROBBINS VIS ASST PROF OF IM NA 18 A 09-075 REPL 
244-36-0700 3-20-1307-17 HEW (PHS l 10,332 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER OEPARTMEr<fS PAID BY THIS DEPT 23,252 22,978 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 9,933 9,'tlt3 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 't29,12b• ltltlt, 110 • 
--
07 /31/ 76 CLEMSON UNI VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 




















CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
-------------------------------
THOMAS B YANDLE J~ HO ECON ASSOC PROF TE 18 f 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
237-42-2000 1-20-1309-51 INSTRUCT ION 
3-30-1309-27 u.s.0.1. IWRR( ANNUAL ALLOTMEN 
TOTAL 
HUGH H MACAULAY ALUl'NI PROF EC t IM TE 18 A O'r 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-22-7900 1-20-llO'r-51 INSTRUCTION 
3-30-1309-39 MISC.FEOERAL,NEC. 
5-20-1309-31 PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, t CONTRA 
TOTAL 
WILLIAM C WHITTEN JR PROFESSOR ECCN TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION AND GENERAL 
2 49-42-66 73 l-20-1309-51 I NS TIH#; TI ON 
BILLY R SkEL TO~ PROFESSOR ECON TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
247-44-2708 1-20-1309-51 INSTRUCTION 
3-30-1309-38 FEDERAL FUNDS VIA STATE GOVERN 
TOTAL 
RUSSELL D SHANNON PROF ECON TE 18 A O'r 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
263- 52-6286 1- 20-1309--51 INSTRUCTION 
DOOLEY W flLAIR ASST PROF ECON NT 18 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
467-84-6960 1-20- 1309--51 INSTRUCT ION 
HOLLEY H ULBRICH ASSOC PIIOF ECON NT 18 A O'r 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
045-32-7818 1-20-1309-51 INSTRUCT ION 
3-30-1309-39 MISC. FEOERAL,NEC. 
TOTAL 
!'ARVIN E IRELAND ASST PROF ECON NT 18 A O'r 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
449- 74-41t30 1-20-1309-51 INSTRUCT ION 
VACANT ASST PROF OF ECONOMICS NT A O'r-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1309-U009-V l-20-1309-51 INSTRUCT ION 
RICHARD C WILLIA~S VISITING INSTRUCTOR EC~ NA l 7 A OS-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
267-96-5534 l-20-1309-51 I NS TRUC T ION 
ROONEY H MABRY ASST PROF EC~ NT 18 A C'r-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
403-62-8800 1-20-1309-51 INSTRUCTION 
3-30-1309-39 MISC.FEOERAL,NEC. 
TOTAL 
RALPH DELANO ELLIOTT ASSCC PRCF t DIR PO TE 18 F 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
22 5-o0-0782 l-20-1309- 51 I NS TR UC T I ON 
BUOPROll-03 
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- - - - - - - - - - -
07/31/76 CLEMSO"I UNIVERSITY- SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUS0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGf OF INDUSTRIAL MANlGcHENT ANO TEXTILE SCIENCES 
1309 ECC~CMICS 
POSIT I ON 
NU"ll!ER 
NAME 
1309-UC13 RALPH TRU~N BYRNS II 
527-58-4561 
1309-UC14 MICHAEL T MALONEY 
587-32-5832 
1309-U015 A ~AUREEN OBRIEN 
lolb-72-0815 
13C9-UC16 SUE O SHAW 
~ 78- 58-5630 














l309- U999 EXTRA PAY 
1309-U999-V 
13(9-0001 DEBORAH STEGALL 
248-04-8398 




ASST PROF ECON 
l-2C-1309-51 




CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF Fl.NOS 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




INSTRUCTOR ECO~ NT 17 A O'r-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1309-51 INSTRUCT ION 
VIS ASST PROF ECON NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1309-51 INSTRUCTION 
VIST INSTRUCTOR OF ECON NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1309-51 INSTRUCTION 
VSTG INST IN ECONOMICS 
1-20-1309-51 
ASST PROF IN ECON 
1-20-1309-51 
VIST PART TIME INSTRUCTO 
1-20-1309-51 
VSTG INST ECON 
1-20-1309-51 
VSTG I NS T ECON 
1-20-1309-51 









A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTR UC Tl ON 
A 05-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTROC TION 
A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NSTRUCTlON 
12 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
BU!>PROll- 03 
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CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 


























COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 






POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAME TITLE DEGREE '.I FULL SOURCE OF F UNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
CONTRACT Tl ME RATE 1976-77 







TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
o\CTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- - ---















07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNI VE RSI TY - SALARY ROLL 
FOR'4 CLBO-lOlt PROPOSED 1976-77 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGE~ENT ANO TEXTILE SCIENC=S 










LILLIAN A ,oBBINS 
2 l3-26-6ft48 
MARCELLA K JOROlN 
247-66-lt736 








CLERK TYPIST II 
l-35-1311-51 
ASST PROJ ADMINISTRATOR 
l-35-1311-51 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
1309-U012 RALPH DELANO ELLIOTT 
225-60-0782 
ASSOC PROF & OIR PD 
1-35-1311-51 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS OEPilTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGREE i FULL 
CO"ITIUC T Tl ME 
12 1-\ F 12-100 
09 l3 F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 




SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSEO REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION t PUBUC SERVICE 45 ,6 7ft 
BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSlON t PUBLIC SERVICE 7,925 8,240 
BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 6,299 6,51t9 
BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 13,080 13,603 
27,304 28,392 
it5, 6 74 
2 7,3~· 74,066• 
PTFT 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 12,720 20,198 
12,720 20,198 
40, 02,... 
07/31/76 CLEMSON UNlVERSlTY - SALARY ROU BUOPROll-03 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 240 
COLLEGE OF ll8ERAL ARTS 
1501 OEA~ OF ll8ERAL ARTS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------






l5Cl - 0005 
NAME TITLE 
H MORR(S COX PROF ENGL DEAN ll8ARTS 
245-24-7391 l-40-1501-51 
SANORA S BURKETT STAFF ASST ( 
2lt9-72-4310 l-40-1501-51 
BETTY M MOORE CLK TYPIST ll 
251-52-lt090 l-\0-1501-51 
FLORA M WALKER Cl ERK ST ENO 11 
188-24-2692 l-lt0-1501-51 
JENNIE S JOHNSON CLERICAL INTERN 
249- 74- 8045 3-35-5364-\9 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSlFIEO 
TOT AL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER OEPART~ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAlO BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- -
GRADE 
OEGR EE I F Ull 
CONTRACT Tll~E 
TE 18 F 12-100 
16 12 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-060 
10 12 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EOUCAT(ON ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 32. 233 33,522 
BASIC EOUCATlON ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 7,965 8,2B2 
BASIC EOLCATlON ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 4,347 4,519 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 5,806 6,037 
TERM 






- - - - -
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1503 ENGLISH 









DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 





1503- UCOl RCNAl.D W MORAN 
044-28-4678 
1503-U002 RAYFORD E BARFIELD 
252-62-8039 
15C3-U003 RAYMOND C SAWYER 
161-34-4133 
1503-U004 ~ILTON S VAN-HOY 
239-64-9722 
15 03-U004 DEBORAH J JAMES 
245-86-3859 
1503-UOOS CLIFTON SM EGA~ 
311-42-8197 
1503-U005 SYLVIA L GILMORE 
420-~-0315 
1503-U006 HALLMAN B BRYANT 
255-66-1626 
1503- UC~ l RICHARD J CALHOUN 
409-32-1975 
1503- UCC7 DAVID C TILLING~AST 
411- 58-8211 
1503-UCC8 CLA IRE O CASKEY 
245-16-4878 
1503- UC09 B~UCE M FIRESTONE 
072-38-4984 
1503-UOlO HAROLD L GOODALL JR 
211-42- 4299 
l5C3 - U010 CHARLES A DELANCEY 
3'.lS- 50-4 ll l 
HEAD t PROF ENGLISH 
l-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENGL 
l-20-1503-51 






ASST PROF OF ORAMA 
l-20-1503-51 
VISIT INST IN ENGL 
l-20-1503-51 
ASSOC PROF El'ljL 
1-20-1503-51 
3-40-1503-39 
ALUMNI PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
5-20-1503-31 
VIST ASST PROF Et\GLISH 
1-20-1503-51 
ASSCC PROF ENGL 
l-20-1503-51 
ASS [ST PROF Of E NGUSH 
1-20-1503-51 
INSTR IN SPEECH 
1-20-1503-51 
VSTG INSTR SPEECH 
l-20-1503-51 
NT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 
TOTAL 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO .. 



































1503-UOll THOHAS E DOUGLASS 
Ul-lo8-3466 
1503-llOlZ STERLING EISIMl~GER 
230-51t-41Bl 
1503-U0 13 ARTHJII J FEAR 
303-14-9689 




1503-U014 JEROME HERBERT MANDEL 
289-32-8405 
1503-U015 DAVID C TILLIN~HAST 
411-58-8211 
150~-UC15 SYLVIA S TITUS 
442-50-5412 
15C3- U0 16 DEUEL N GRIFFIN 
250-50-5258 
1503-UC 17 J OAN 80B81TT 
437-64-4610 
15C3- U018 DIXIE E HICKMAN 
lo27-92-5519 
15C3-U019 RrJGER B ROLLIN 
209-28-0577 
15J3-ll020 LOU IS L HENRY 
251-46-0122 
l503-U021 ROBERT W Hill 
239-64-6117 
- - - -
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
ASSOC PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 






CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE Of FUNDS 
TE le A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATICN ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTROC TION 
VST ASST PROF OF ENGLISH NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-1503-51 INSTRU:: TION 




ASST PROF Of ENGLISH 
l-20-1503-51 
VISIT INSTR ENGL 
l-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENQ. 
1-20-1503-51 





LEMON PROF LIT 
1-20-1503-51 
5-20-1503-31 
ASSOC PROF ENGL 
1-20-1 503-51 
ASST PROF ENGL 
l-20-1503-51 
-
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
PRIVATE GlfTS,GRANTS, & CONTRA 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRU:: TION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTR UC TlON 
BUOPRO 11-03 
PAGE HZ 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




























COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
l 5C3 ENGLISH 





POSIT I ON 
NUME'ER 
NAME 
1503-UC22 HARRIET R HOLMAN 
250-26-0165 
15C3-U023 ALBERT H HOLT 
250- 16- 3973 
1503-U024 JOHN L IDOL JR 
245-42-6878 
15C3-UC25 R~NALD F LUNSFORJ 
242-82-3363 
1503-UC26 CHARLES 14 MCGEE JR 
249-60-2422 
15C3-UC27 JCliN J MCLAUGHLIN 
206-14-6711 
1503-U02 8 HAROLD L GOODALL JR 
2ll-42-4299 
1503-U028 CHARLES L MONTGOMERY 
307-56-141 l 
1503-U029 CONNIE M ERICSO~ 
511-56-2652 
1503-U030 HARRY E CURTIS JR 
236-68-7473 
15Q3-U030 ROBERTA C SCHWARTZ 
367-36-9892 
15:3-UO} l ALFREO L RECOULLEY Ill 
43/t-68-0287 
15C3-UC32 TERRY L NORTON 
248-96-9913 
1503-UOl2 PAUL R BRANOT 
501 - 56-1960 




CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 






ASSOC PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASSCC PRCF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF OF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASSCC PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASSCC PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
3-40-1503-39 
VISIT INST SPEECH 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF OF SPEECH 
1 - 20-1503 - 51 
TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTI0'4 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GH£RAL 
INSTRUCT ION 




NA ll A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
VISIT ASST PROF ENGLISH NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-1503-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF OF ENGLISH 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
LECTURER IN ENGLISH 
1-20-1503-51 
LECTURER ENG LI SH 
1-20-1~03-51 
ASSCC PROF ENGL 
l-20-1503-51 
~T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOl.lCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
NA 1 7 A 09-100 BASIC EWCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 






















COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1503 ENGLISH 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAME 
1503-U034 BARBARA H HONTGOHERY 
307-46-3423 
15C3-U035 CORINNE H SAWYER 
"77-22-0707 
1503-U036 JOHN BARBER Sl~~S 
407-36-5884 
1503-U037 BEVERLY N SKAROON 
261.-16-4556 
1503-U038 MARKS STEAOMA~ J~ 
260-38-7938 
1503-U039 RICHARD A UNOE~•OJD 
363-'.\0-5978 
1503-U040 MALCOl.M O USREY 
455-44-7140 
1503-U041 F~EOERICK W SHILSTONE 
142-38-9346 
1503-U042 EDWARD P WILLEY 
248-48- 8120 
1503-U043 FRANKL DAY 
005-30-0256 
15c,- uc44 CHARLES H WOODELL 
237-64-7474 
1503-U045 LEIGH H STRIBLING 
248-88-3653 











ASSOC PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
l-40-5105-51 
ASST PROF ENGl 
1-20-1503-51 




ASST PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASSOC PROF EN'.iL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENGt. 
1-20-1503-51 
ASSOC PRCF EN'.iL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 
INST IN ENGLISH 
1-20-1503-51 
ASST PROF ENGL 
1-20-1503-51 




DEGREE i FUl.L 
CONTRACT TIHE 




NA l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEPERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




TE l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRt.C Tl ON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRt.C TION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
t.T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAl. 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 





























- - - -
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 














JOYCE M STEELMAN 
24 7-80-4 992 
OFF CAMPUS TEACHl~G 
1503-U999-V 
JUDY B PAYNE 
250-84-0924 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSEO 1976-77 
TITLE 
PT TIME INST I~ ENGLISH 
l-20-1503-51 
VIS IT INST IN ENGLISH 
1-20-1503-51 









DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
NT 17 A 09-050 
NT A 09-100 
NA 17 A 09-100 
12 12 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
BUOPROl 1~3 
PAGE 245 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
INSTRUCT IO'II 5,000 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 9,000 
BASIC EDUC AT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 5,000 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTllUC TION 7,538 7,838 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTllOC TION 6,195 6,441 
13,733 14,279 
654,448 754,259 
668,181* 768, 538* 
4,438 4,680 
663,743• 763 ,858• 
-07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1505 MUSIC 









CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




l5C5-U001 JOHN H euTL ER PROF ANO HO MUSIC TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
320- 28- 5940 l-20-1505-51 INSTRUCT ION 12,500 13,000 
l-42-4COl-51 STUOE•H SEil.ViCES 12,500 13,000 4001 
TOTAL 25,000* 26,000• 
1505-UOOZ EOITH 8 CARD ASST PROF MUSIC TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-22-9021 l-20-1505-51 I NS TRUC TION l3 ,600 llt,l" 
1505-U003 BRUCE F COOK ASSOC PROF MUS TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL PROM 
465-46-6317 l-20-1505-51 INSTRUCTION 10,395 11,515 
l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES it,it55 4,935 4001 
TOTAL llt,850• 16,it50• 
1505-UC04 EDWIN A FREEMA~ ASST PROF l!US TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
434-52-0153 l-20-1505-51 I NSTRUC Tl ON 13 ,ltOO 13,936 
l 505-U005 WILLIA~ W CAMPBELL INSTRUCTOR MUSIC t.A l 7 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUC AT ION ANO GENERAL 
461-72-3322 1-20-1 !05-51 INSTRUCTION 8,505 8,844 
l-it2~001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 3,61t5 3,789 itOOl 
TOTAL 12,150• 12,633• 
1505-UC06 LILLIAN UTSEY -tAR)ER It.ST RUCT OR MUS NA 11 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PTFT 
250-70-8673 1-20-1505-51 INSTRUCT ION 6,000 11,750 
15C5-U007 VACANT VIST INST IN 14US IC NA A 09-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
l 505-U007-V l-20-1505-51 INSTRUCTION 11,500 
15C5-U007 RUTH E MOCK VIST INSTR IN MUSIC NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
158-32-8048 l-20-1505-51 INSTRUCTION 11,500 
15C5-U<;99 EXTRA PAY FOR BAND DIR BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
150-5U-999 l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 2,205 4001 
l 5C5-0001 P4TRICIA J SEITZ SECRETARY I 12 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
411- 76-9178 l-20-1505-51 INSTRUCT ION 1,750 1,950 
l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,250 5 ,851 itOOl 
TOTAL 1,000• 7,801* 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 7,000 7,801 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 96,500 108,618 
T'JTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 103,500• 116, 419• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTME~TS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES It. THIS DEPARTME:NT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 25,850 29,780 




- - - -
07/31/76 CLEHSO"I INIVERSIT'r - SALARY ROLL BUOPRO 11-03 
FORM CUBO- lO't PRCPOS ED 1976-11 PAGE 247 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1507 HI STORY 
------------------------------·-·----------- ------------------------
GRADE 
POSITICN NAME TITLE CEGREE t FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CI.JlRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




1507-UOOl ALAN SCHAFFER HO DEPT PROF HIST .. T 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
106-24-0028 l -20-1507-51 INSTRUCTION 27,500 28,600 
1507-U002 HEW I TT O ADAMS ASST PROF HI ST TE 17 A 09-100 BAS IC EOJCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
526-54-3149 1-20-1507-51 INSTRUCTION lS,500 16,120 
1507-U003 J'lSEPH L ARBENA ASSCC PRCF HI ST TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
5 79-50--()895 1-20-1507-51 INSTRUCTION 17,600 1B,30't 
1507-U004 JA14ES W BARNHILL ASST PROF HI ST TE 17 A 09--100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
251-22-4101 1-20-1507-51 INSTRUCTION 12,300 12,792 
1507-U005 ELIZABETH O CARNEY ASST PROF HISTORY .. T 18 A 09--100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
160-38-0773 1-20-1 ~07-51 I NS TRUC Tl ON 11,300 11,752 
15C7-UC06 LEONARD J GREENSPOON INST IN HISTORY .. A 17 A 09--100 BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
225-60-3298 1-20-1 ~07-51 INSTRUCT ION ll,000 11,ititO 
1507-UOC7 RICHARD M GOLDEN ASST PROF HISTORY NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
262-86-6086 1-20-1!07-51 I NS TRUC T ION ll, 000 11, 't'tO 
15C7-UCC8 RUBY S DAVIS ASST PROF HIST TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
255-26-6178 1-20-1507-51 INSTRUCT ION 12,000 12,it80 
1507-U009 CHARLES A GRUBB ASST PROF HIST TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL LWOP 
215-36-4675 1- 20-1507-51 I NS TRUCT I ON 13,900 
1507-UC09 JEFFREY A JOHNSON VIST ASST PROF OF HIST OR NA 18 A 09-100 BA SIC EOUCA Tl ON ANO GENERAL REPL 
22&-68-1882 l-20-1507-51 INSTRUCT ION 11,000 
1507-UOlO PHRICIA K Hill ASSOC PROF HIST TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUC A Tl ON ANO GHERAL 
249-60-2227 1-20-1507- 51 INSTRUCT ION 17,600 18,512 
15C7-UOll ERNEST I' LANDER JR ALUMNI PROF HIST TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-09-2806 1-20-1501-51 INSTRUCT ION Zit,000 25,0'tO 
5-20-1507-31 PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS,, CONTRA 2,000 2,000 
TOTAL 26,000* 27 ,0'tO• 
1507-U012 JOHNY LEBOURGEJIS ASST PROF HI ST TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
439-50-3152 l-20- 1507-51 INSTRUCTION 13,650 l It, l 9't 
1507-U013 ROGER P LEEMHUIS ASST PROF HIST TE 18 A 09--100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
189- 28-6856 l-20-1507- 51 INSTRUCTION 12,500 13,000 
1507-U014 ALAN OAVIO HCCLARE ASSIST PROF CF HI STORY M 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUC AT ION ANO GENERAL TERM 
097-34-6018 l-20-1507-51 INSTRUCTION 12,200 
-07 /31/76 
~ORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
15C7 HISTCRY 









l507-U014 JOHN W JOHNSON 
474-54-5704 
l5C7-U015 JOEL MCCOLLOUJH 
246-4/t-7654 
1507-U0l6 RAMETH R OWENS 
242-52-8527 
1507-UC17 CHARLES H LIPPY 
077-34-2329 
1507-U017 -ALTER H PHARR JR 
254- 70- 2 200 
1SC7-U0l8 JANIS ROGAINTS 
533-38-0224 
15C7-UC19 JERO~E V REEL 
435-54-4501 
1507-UCZO ROBERT I COTTOH JR 
20S-38-4588 
l507-U020 NANCY T WOLFE 
221-18-7841 
1507-U021 RICHARD L SAUNDERS JR 
353-34-9112 
15C7-U022 WILLIAM F STEIRER JR 
160-28-0048 
15C7-U023 ROBERT S LAMBERT 
136-12- 5243 
1S07-U02S CAVIO F WHITE JR 
231-28-5438 
1507-00(>1 BETTY L BARRETT 
249-94-5260 
TIJTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
ASST PROF OF HISTORY 
l-20-1507-51 
ASST PROF PHIL 
1-20-1507-51 
ASST PROF HIST 
1-20-1507-51 




ASST PROF HISTORY 
1-20-1507-51 
ASSCC PROF HIST 
1-20-1507-51 
INSTRUCTOR IN HISTORY 
1-20-1507-51 
ASST PROF OF HIST 
1-20-1507-51 
ASST PROF HIST 
l-20-1507-51 








T,TAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
f~Pl~Y~fS IN OTH~K UEPART~ENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
E~PLCYEES I~ THIS UEPARIM~~T PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
- - -
GRADE 
CEGR EE I FULL SOURCE OF Fl .. DS 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
~T 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EDJCU ION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T ION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GEl'ERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAl 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
TE l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T ION 
- -





























ACTUAL BUDGET R4TE 
07 /31/76 
FORM CLB0-104 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1509 POLITICAL SCIENCES 










CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU"IOS 
HO DEPT ASSOC PROF POLS ~T 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1509-51 INSTRUCTION 









1509-t..1002 HAROLD E ALBERT 
234-36-6275 
ASSOC PROF POL SC 
1-20-1509-51 





1509-U003 EDWIN M COULTER 
245-52-5669 
15C9-U004 IURVIN R PILO 
051 -36-3891 
15C9-U005 H~RACE W FLEMIN~ JR 
256-62-9342 
15C9- U006 ~ALTON H OWENS JR 
264-52-9816 
l 5C9-UCC7 VACANT 
1509-U007-V 
15C9-UC07 MARY R ~ARTZ 
262-60-'t 741 
15C9-U007 MICHAEL A MORRIS 
347-42-4103 
15C9-U008 KARTIN ~ SLA"IN 
33 7- 34-4901 
1509-U009 STEPHEN H WAINSCOTT 
237-12-8376 
1509-U009 JACK E TUTTLE 
706-09-3662 
1509-UOlO MICKEY R CLINE 
250-60-3703 




TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
ASSOC PROF POL SC 
1-20-1~09-51 
INSTRUCTOR POl SC 
1-20-1~09-51 
ASST PROF POL SC 
1-20-1 ~09-51 
ASS CC PIIOF POL SC 
1-20-1509-51 
ASST PROF OF POL SCI 
1-20-1~09-51 
ASST PROF POL SC 
1-20-1509-51 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTlON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT JON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
VIST ASST PROF OF POL SC NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1~9-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASSOC PROF POL SC 
1-20-1509-51 
ASST PROF OF POL IT SCI 
1-20-1509-51 
ASSOC PROF PCI.. SC 
1-20-1 509-51 
INSTR POL SC 
l-20-1509-51 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T ION 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTlO"I 
12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTROC TION 
12 F 03-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTROC TIO"I 




























E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E"4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 





COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1511 PSYCHOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
------------------------------------------------·----
PO Sf TIC"I 
~UMBER 
NAME 
1511-UOOl BERNARD CAFFREY 
169-26-2659 
1511-U002 LEONARD BERGER 
210-36-51tl2 
1511-U003 SPURGEON N COLE 
257-56-5742 
1511-U004 JOHN O DAVENPORT 
248-22-2906 
1511-0005 JOSEPH G NESBITT JR 
235- 70- 7950 
1511-U006 DAVID J MARX 
31t8-36-3 7 85 
1511-0007 LAURETTA I PARK 
273-30-2128 
1511-UOOB CAROL F BRAINERD 
213-lt8-6123 
15ll-U009 NANCY C SIMMONS 
251-72- 1610 
1511-0010 DAVID J SENN 
522-48- 9356 
1511-UOll E~WIN G BRAINER) JR 
041-36-9151 
15ll- U012 MICHAEL Y PATTERSON 
250-74-6lt61 
1511-tJ013 GEORGE W ONE I LL 
2 54-68-5 71 It 
1511-U0\4 JERRY O FREY 
2!12-46-3032 
TITLE 
HO DEPT PROF PSY 
1-20-1511-51 
ASST PROF PSY 
l-20-1511-51 
ASSCC PIIOF PSY 
l-20-1511-51 
ASS CC PIIOF PSY 
l-20-1511-51 
2-60-it05it-OO 
ASST PROF PSY 
l-20-1511-51 
ASST PROF PSY 
1-20-1511-51 
3-30-1511-50 
ASST PROF PSY 
1-20-1511-51 
ASST PROF PSY 
l-20-1511-51 
INST IN PSYCH 
1-20-1511-51 
ASSCC PROF PSY 
l-20-1511-51 
3-30-1511-50 
ASST PROF PSY 
1-20-1511-51 
VISIT ASST PROF PSY 
1-20-1511-51 
ASSIST PIIOF PSYCH 
1-20-1511-51 
VIST ASST PROF PSYCH 
l-20-1511-51 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F~OS 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERA!. 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 




NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~A 17 A 09-100 BASIC EWCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRU: TION 




~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
~A 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 










1 , 000 7,280 



























DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 








CLAUDE A RUFFALO 
116-40-3318 
C MICHAEL TROUTMAN 
441-44-5744 
KAY O MERCER 
246-46-8891 
TERESA E WALTERS 
251-68-3191 
TOTAL Cl ASS IF I EO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
VIST ASST PROF PSYCH 
l-20-1'511-51 




CLERK TYPIST 11 
3-30-1511-50 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RlTE 
NA 18 A 
NT 11 A 
12 13 F 
09 14 F 
05-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEtERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 























COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1513 SOC I CLOGY 




_______________________________________________________________________________________________ , _________ _ 




DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF f LNOS 
-----------------------------------------
1513-UOOl JOSEPH E LOWE JR 
41S-56-3460 
1513-U002 WILLIAM C CAPEL JR 
438-26-6352 
1513-UC03 GRACIE ~ JAMES 
432-06-5145 
1513-UOOlt RONALD G STOVER 
252-14-4144 
1513-U004 HELEN L FLEISHMAN 
529-30-4596 
1513-U005 RONALD J KNAPP 
311-34-0565 
1513-U006 LARRY G PEPPERS 
414-76-4233 
1513-U007 CHRISTINE A HOPE 
513-50-2658 
1513-UOOB JOE M TURNER 
401t-52-4277 
1513-U009 ORVILLE R CUNNINGHAM 
427-66-2186 
1513-U009 FRANCES H POOLE 
453-78-5875 
1513-UOlO JON DWELLS 
538-40-2837 
1513-~Cll ROBERT H HINGERS 
12"-40-2567 




1513-UOI2 CHRISTOPHER~ SlEVERDES 
230-60-8065 
PROF & HEAD SOCIOLOGY 
1-20-1513-51 
ASSOC PROF SOC 
1-20-1~13-51 
INST OF SOC 
1-20-1513-51 
VST ASST PROF OF SOC 
1-20-1513-51 
ASST PROF SOC 
l-20-1513-51 
~T 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE l 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
ASSOC PROF SOC TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1513-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF SOC NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1513-51 INSTRUCTION 
INSTRUCT!Mt IN SOCIOLOGY NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1513-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF SOCIOLOGY NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1513-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF OF SOC 
l-20-1513-51 




VISIT INSTR SOC 
1-20-1513-51 
ASST PROF OF SOC 
1-20-1513-51 
VIST ASST PROF Of SOC 
1-20-1513-51 
VIST ASST PROF OF SOC 
l-20-1513-51 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 






























COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1513 SOCIOLOGY 








1513-0001 '11SHfllf 8 WHITE 
250- 70- 5128 





TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'IPLOYEES lN OTHER DEPARTME~TS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
4DC1-UOC2 FRA~K A BURTNER 
243-36- 5586 
PROF SOC DlR FRAT AF 
1-20-1513-51 
E'IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
F'IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGR EE I FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
12 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 F 12-100 
INSTRUCT (ON 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 














FORM CUBO- l 04 
COLLEGE OF llBEPAl ARTS 
1515 LANGUAGES 







1515-UOOl ~ARRY E STEWART 
3:>9-28-1841 
l515-U002 DURANT Y BqAN~JCK JR 
243-50-3568 
l515-U003 SARAH l FOGG 
232-72-0912 
1515-U003 DANIEL J CALVEZ 
255-78 -9345 
1515-U004 JORDAN A DEAN 
409-03-9741 
1515-UC05 Bill G OURHA~ 
249-42-7474 
15l5-UC06 ELENA G FERNANDEZ 
264-70-5611 
1515-UCC7 GASTON J FERNA"fOEl 
264-10-5688 
1515-uooe SAMUEL C KING 
434-66- 8 771 




1515-UOlO RUSSELL ~ILLINGHAM 
254- 58-1 no 
1515-UOll MARGIT H SINKA 
294-'\4-l 700 
1515-tlJ 13 JACQUES 8 MACY 
245-52-7834 
1515-U014 RJB R MCGREGOR JR 
430-~8-6349 
1515-UClS JO ANN MCNATT 
24 8 -58-62 b4 
Tl TLE 
HO DEPT PROF FRENCH 
1-20-1515-51 
ASST PROF FR 
l-20-1515-51 
GRADE 
C:EGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl "4E 
SOORCE OF FUNDS 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRU: TIO"f 




ASSOC PROF MOO LANG 
1-20-1515-51 




ASSCC PROF SPAN 
1-20-1515-51 








ASST PROF GER SPAN 
1-20-1515-51 
ASST PROF FR 
l-20-1515-51 
AS SOC PROF FR 
1-20-1515-51 
ASST PROF FR 
l-20-1515-51 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I 01\f 
NA 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
TE l 8 A 09-100 BA SIC EDUC A Tl ON AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT l 7 A 09-075 BASIC EOUCA Tl ON AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA A 09-050 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO!lf 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION A!lfD GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"f 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATlON AND GENERAL 
INSTR UC TlON 




























FORM CUB0-1 0 4 





1515-U016 ROBERT F MIXON 
248~-2740 
1515-U01 7 PEDRO F PARRAOO 
261-7't-8943 
1515-UOlB SHARON Y CHERRY 
3't9-36-5 550 
1515-UC18 LEONARD T PERRY 
573-'t0-3057 
1515-UC19 LUDMILA A SAVITSKY 
263-62-1346 
1515-U020 LEONE SEAMON 
25't-62-5133 
1515-U021 EDWIN P ARNOLD 
091-28-960't 
1515-U022 REGIS H ROBE 
247-06-1357 
1515-U022 CYNT HIA A WILLlAltS 
270-"2-5631 
15 15-U023 PATRICIA W WAN~AHAKER 
249- 40-5584 
1515-U024 JERRY M WHITMIRE 
243- 56-2 752 
1515-U025 J UD ITH HARV MELTO~ 
4)8-66-8107 
1515 - 0001 PATRICIA M HA WKINS 
248-76-7877 
15 15-r0~2 JOSEFINA A PA~~A)~ 
248 -98 -3167 
1515- 00~3 O~RA M MILLER 
410-46-6580 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSI FIED 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
ASST PROF SPAN 
1-20- 1 !:15-51 
ASST PROF SPAN 
1-20-1515-51 










VSTG ASST PROF FR 
1-20-1515-51 
VST ASST PROF FR & SP 
l-20-1515-51 
ASSOC PROf' GER 
l-20-1515-51 
ASST PROF SPAN 
l - 20-1515-51 







1-20- 1 !: 15-51 
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF Fl.NOS 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
t.T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 16 A 09-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
lNSTRUC TION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
05 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDU CATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
05 16 F 12-070 BASIC EDUC ATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTI ON 
lJTAL, BOT~ CLASSIF IED At.O UNCLASSIFIEC 
Bu:>PROl l-03 
PAGE 25~ 































E~PLOYEES IN OTHtR DtPARTHENTS PAIC HY IHIS UtPr 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 334 , ooc• 362,185• 
07 /31/76 
FORP' CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
17Cl CEAN OF NURSING 















GERALDINE LABEC~I DEA~ NURS PROF NURS 
008-22-5265 1-40-1701-51 
VACANT ASSCC PRCF Of f«JRSING 
1701-U002-V l-40--1701-51 
3-20-1103-21 
PATRICIA M PADGETT STAFF ASSISTANT I 
250-80--2845 l-40--1701-51 
VACANT OFF ICE SERVICE AIDE 
1701-0002-V 3-20--1703-17 
CHRISTINE P KIRVEN OFFICE SERVICE A IDE 
250-06-11•n 3-20--1703-17 
DEBORAH R MOORE STAFF ASST II 
242-88-3 717 3-20-1103-17 
JOHNNY O WELLS CLERK 111 
2 50--96-5040 1-40-1701-51 
TOT Al CLASS I FI ED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOT Al, 80TH Cl.ASS If I ED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PL OYEES IN OTHER DEPARTP'ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PA IO BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RUE 
-
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
TE 18 F 12-100 
NT F 12-100 
16 1't F 12-100 
F 12-100 
08 16 F 12-050 
18 17 F 12-100 
13 15 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF Fl,...OS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
AC ADE Ml C SUPPORT 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
HEW (PHS I 
HEW (PHS I 
HEW (PHS I 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
ACADEMIC SUPPOltT 
-

























07 I! 1/76 
f'ORM CUB0- l 'l4 
COLLfGE CF ~URSl"'IG 
1703 BACCALAUREATE DEGREE P~OGRAM 
CLE ~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 






1703-UOOl jRL I NE M DUVALL 
216-24-'t85l 
1703-0002 RAYMOND M EWERT 
388-18-7050 
1703-0003 MARY TIPTON 
250-52-1960 
1703-0003 CONSTANCE S THIBJOEAU 
250-70-7941 
1703-UOO't REGINA THOMPSO~ 
093-30-1182 
1703-U005 OPAL S HIPPS 
239-52-1311 
l703-U005 JUNE K (HANDLE~ 
't91-lt0-337't 
l703-U006 SHARON W THOMPSJN 
't004>'t-'t't66 
l 7C3-UC0 7 VACANT 
l 703-U007-V 
17C3- U007 CLAUDIA 8 HUBBARJ 
2't2-72-900 l 
170~-uccs CYNTHIA A BELCHER 
265-90-7 38't 
I 7C3-UC09 VACANT 
l 703-U009-V 
17C3-UCO~ RONNIE G TOLLEY 
"i08-68-8 7't8 
17C3- U010 GLORIA A TANNER 
254-"i6-2638 
TITLE 
DIR BS PROG PROF NLRS 
l-20-l 703-51 
ASST PROF IN NURSING 
l-20-1103-51 
INSTRUCT OF NIJRS 
l-20-1703-51 
VISIT INSTRUCT OF NURS 
1-20-1 703-51 
ASST PROF NURS 
1-20-1703-51 
ASST PROF NURS 
1-20-1703-51 
ASST PROF OF NURSING 
1-20-1 703-51 
INSTRUCTOR IN NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
ASST PROF OF NURSING 
l-20- l 703-51 
ASST PROF OF NURS 
1-20-1703-51 
ASST PROF OF NURS 
1-20-1703-51 
INSTRUCTOR IN NURSING 
3-20-1103-17 
ASSISTANT PROF OF NURS 
l-20-1103-51 
3-20-1103-17 




CEGR EE I FULL SOURCE OF FU"'IOS 
CONHIACT Til4E 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"'I 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"'I 
NT 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 16 A 05-047 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRLCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTRLC TIO.N 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTI~ 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC TI ON 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCTI ON 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 11 A 09-100 
HEW CPHS) 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
HEW C PHS) 
TOTAL 


































07/31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 
FORM CUBO- 104 PROPOSED 1976-17 PAGE 258 
COLLEGE OF MJRSING 




POSIT ICN NA'4E TITLE tEGREE I FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NUMBER CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976- 77 PCT 
-----------------------------------------
----
1703-UOll VACANT INSTR IN NURSING ~T A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
1703-UOll-V l-20-l 703-51 INSTRUCTION 12,966 
1703-UOll JUL IA HIGGINS ASST PROF NURS NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL REPL 
249-50-5855 1-20-1703-51 INSTRUCTION 16,302 
1703-0012 MARY A KELLY ASST PROF NURS P,T 17 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
250~8- 8790 1-20- 1703-51 INSTRUCTION 16,330 
1703-U012 KATHLEEN C WILSON INSTRUCTOR IN NURSING ~A 17 A 09-100 BAS IC EOJCAT ION ANO GENERAL TERM 
261- 62-5271 1-20-1703-51 INSTRUCTION 13,500 
IT03-U013 VACANT ASSOC PROF OF NURSING NT A 09-100 BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1703-U013-V 1- 20-1703-51 INSTRUCTION 18,000 18,720 
17C3-UC14 G~EER G LEVINE VISIT INST IN NURSING NA 17 A 09-039 BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
258-68-5487 1-20-1703-51 I NS TRUC T ION 1,008 1,048 
3 - 20-1703 - 17 HEW (PHS) 3,897 4,052 
TOTAL ~,905• 5,100• 
17C3-U015 GEORGIA A SNELL ASST PROF IN NURSING NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
255-30-4902 1- 20-1703-51 INSTRUCT ION 15,500 16,120 
17C3- UC 16 VACANT INST IN NURSING NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REPL 
l 103-U016-V 1- 20-1 703-51 INSTRUCT ION 12,006 
l 7C3- U016 BETT Y M DAVIS VIS IT INSTRUCT IN NURS NA 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
249- 78- 0617 1-20-1 703- 51 INSTRUCTION 8,ft56 
l 7C3-U017 JUNE CHANDLER ASST PROF OF NUR S NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
',91-40- 3374 1-20-1 703-51 INSTRUCT ION 16,640 
1703 - UOl 7 C rno v L A FENTON ASSIST PROF NURS NT 1 7 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCAT(ON ANO GENERAL TERM 
54 5- 42-7206 l - 20-l 703-51 INSTRUCTION 15,982 
17 0 3-00 18 VACANT INSTR IN NURSING ~T A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
1703-UOlB- V 1-20-1 703 - 51 INSTRUCTION 13,578 
1703 - U0 18 RONNIE TOLLEY AS ST PROF OF NUR S NT 17 A 09-l 00 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
4 ) 8-68-8 748 l-20-l 703-51 INSTRUCTION 18,720 
1703-UO l q EOYTHE J CROWE VI SIT I N STR IN NURS ~A 17 A 09-008 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
z4q-56-4'H6 l-20-l 70 3-51 INSTRUC Tl ON 1,008 1,048 
l 103-U020 C J OAN KELLER VISIT I NSTR IN N URS u 1 7 A 09-008 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 






COLLEGE OF NURSING 
17C3 eACCALAUREATE DEGREE PROGRAM 





NAHE TIT LE 
GRADE 
CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FlNDS 
------------------------------------------------
1703-U021 PATRICIA L HEDGES 
239-74-6325 
l7C3-U022 R~SEHA~Y A SPADONI 
053-28-2284 
17C3-UC23 S~ERYL HARTZ 
368-54-8402 
1703-UC24 SUSAN H ANDREWS 
258- 70-51t82 
l 703-U025 VACANT 
1703-U02S-V 
L7C3-UC25 VIRGINIA BROCKWAY 
36 7-2 7-0lt62 
l 703-U026 VACANT 
l 703-U026-V 
1703-U026 VIRGINIA BROCKWAY 
367-27-0462 




l703-U027 MARGARET G OKTAVE: 
239--7lt-7168 
1703-U027 JOYCE CtftlSTENSE~ 
'i72-5B-0072 
17 03-U028 VACANT 
l703-U028-V 
17C3-UC29 HELEN T COTTER 
413-07-4639 
1703-U030 KATHY JEANS 
249-80-973lt 
VSTG ASST PR<F OF NRS 
3-20-1703-21 
ASST PROF OF NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
VISIT ASST PROF NURS 
3-20-1703-21 
INSTRUCTOR IN NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
INST IN NURSING 
l-20-1703-51 
INST IN NURSING 
l-20-1103-51 
I NS T IN NURSING 
1-20-1103-51 
INST IN NURSING 
1-20-1103-51 
INSTRUCTOR IN NURSING 
1-20-1103-51 
INST IN NURSING 
1-20-1103-51 
U l 7 f 12-100 
HEW (NECI 
~~ 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 17 F 12-100 
HEW (NECI 
NT 11 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
'-T A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION AND GEtERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
NT 17 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEtERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
NT 17 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
NT 17 A O'rlOO BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT lON 
NT A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO't 
VISIT INSTRUCTOR IN NURS ~T 17 A 09--083 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAt 
l-20-1703-51 INSTRUCTION 
INSTR IN NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
VSTG INST NUltSING 
1-20-1703-51 
ASSCC PRCF 1'- NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
ASST PROf Of NURSIM, 
l-2C-l 703-99 
3-20-1 703-79 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INS TRUC Tl ON 
NT A 09-050 BASIC EO!JCATION A~D GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOIJCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCHON 































COLLEGE OF NURSING 
1703 BACCALAUREATE DEGREE PROGRAM 





POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAME 
1703-U030 ANN R LUKAWECKI 
258-32-3908 
l 703-U032 VACANT 
l 703-U032-V 




1703-U033 BARBARA BORDEAUX 
2"-86-7781 
1703-U033 PAMELA MOORE 
1t34-76-l3Dl 
1703-U034 SHARON R MONAHA~ 
369-40-5279 




1703-COOl MARTHA A WATSON 
251-68-4151 
17C3- C002 REBECCA P BRYANT 
247-78-768't 
17C3-CC03 PATRICIA O NORRIS 
251-06- 0287 





ASST PROF OF NURSING 
l-20-170)-99 
3-20-1703-79 
INST IN NURSING 
1-20-1 703-51 
INSTR IN NURSl~G 
1-20-1 703-51 
INST IN NURSING 
1-20-1 703-51 
INSTR IN NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
INSTROCTOR IN NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
ASST PROF OF NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 
VISIT INST IN NURS 
1-20-1703-51 
INST IN NURSING 
1-20-1703-51 




CLERK TYPIST II 
1-20-1703-51 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-20-170.3-51 
TOTAL, 8CTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
- -
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE Of FUNDS 
NT l 7 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I~ 
MI SC., PRIVATE ,NEC. 
TOTAL 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INS TRIX: TION 
NT 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTROCTION 
hT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
06 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
12 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
06 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 




































CCLLEGF OF NURSING 
CLElo!SON l.NlVERSlTY - SA LARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-77 





CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI KE 
-------------------------------
E"1PLOYEES IM OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIO BY THIS DEPT 
17Cl-UC02 VACANT ASS CC PRCF OF NU RS ING NT F 12-100 
170 1-UOO 2-V 3-20-1703-21 
4054-UC02 oaNALO K FREEMAN JR DIR OF M H f. LECT NA 18 F 12-100 
~71-36-5111 l-20-1703-51 
4054-UC05 ROBERT H BURLEY CLIN DIR PHY MEO f. LECT NA 18 F 12-100 
247-78-1031t 1-20-1 703-51 
17Cl-C002 VACANT OFF ICE SERVICE AIDE F 12-100 
1701-0002-V 3-20-1 703-17 
1701-0002 CHRISTINE P KIRVEN OFF ICE SERVICE AIDE CB 16 F 12-050 
2 50-06-1792 3-20-1 703-17 
170 1-0003 DEBORAH R MOORE STAFF ASST II 18 17 F 12-100 
242-88-311 7 3-20-1703-17 
1705-0001 BRENDAN WILKS SECRETARY I 12 13 F 12-100 
247-74-8102 3-20-1703-17 
E"1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E"1PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOGET UTE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
HEW (NECl 
I NS T RUCT ION 
INSTRUCT ION 
HEW (PHS l 


























COLL EGE OF NURSING 


















TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED 
CLE,..SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
PROF NURS DIR GRAD 
l-20-1705-51 
ASS QC PRCF OF NU RS ING 
1-20-1705-51 







CEGREE i FUlL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
NT 18 F 12-100 
NT A O'r 100 
NT A 09-100 
12 13 F 12-100 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER OEPARTIENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 








BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 24,000 24,960 
BASIC EOUC.\TION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 18,000 18,000 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 18,000 18,000 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL LWOP 
INSTRUCT ION 3,490 
HEW (PHSl 3,490 1703 






C7 ,, 1/76 
FORI' CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF ~URSING 






1707-0001 BRENDA G MANLEY 
251-90-3460 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 




DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNOS 
ASSOC PROF NURS-DIR-RES NT 
l-20-1707-51 
F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATICN A~O GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
l-30-1707-51 




C9 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
BUDPRO ll-03 
PAGE 263 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 














01 I~ 1/16 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FlliDS 
----·--------------------------------------------------
1709-UOOI LE~ ROSWAl. 
126-14-0138 
1709-U002 AILEEN S PREVOST 
240-20- 3827 
17C9-UC03 HARRIETTE WHITLEY 
245-52-5581 
l 709-U004 MARY F BARBER 
248- 70-3626 




1709-U005 MARY A BRANDT 
257-88-8178 
l 70CJ-U006 VACANT 
1 709-U006-V 
17C9-UC06 CYNTHIA T MCOA~IEL 
244-88-8124 
l 709-U007 VACANT 
1709-U007-V 
17C9-0007 JJLIA H HIGGINS 
249-50-5855 
1709-UOOS HELEN M GIBBS 
071-20-7213 
17C9-UC09 HU8ERT C MADDOX 
254-48-4602 
17(9-UClO PATRICIA~ SELLERS 
472-30-6444 




DIR AO ASSOC PROF NURS 
l-20-1709-51 
ASS CC PPOF l'fJRS 
l-20-1709-51 
ASST PROF NURS 
l-20-1709-51 
INSTRUCTOR lN NURSING 
1-20-1109-51 
INSTRUCTOR IN NURSING 
1-20-1 709-51 
ASST PROF Of NURSING 
1-20-1709-51 
ASST PROF NURS 
1-20-1709-51 
INSTRUCTOR Of NURSING 
1-20-1 709-51 
TE l 7 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
t,T 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
VSTG INSTRUCT IN NURSII'«; NA 16 A 05-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-l 70CJ-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASST PROF OF NURSING 
l-20-1709-51 
ASST PROF NURS 
1-20-1709-51 
INSTR IN NURSING 
1-20-1709-51 
INST IN t.URSING 
1-20-17C9-51 




NT A 09-100 BASIC EDIJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EOIJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
t,A 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I0'4 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT I0'4 
TOTAL , 80TH CLA~SIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 264 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
































E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DtPARTHENTS PAID HY THIS OtPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS OEPARTME~T PAID ev OTHEP CEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 148, 133• 161,501• 
01 n t/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE CF SCIENCES 
1901 DEAN OF SCIENCES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSEO 1976-77 







DEGREE l F UlL 
CONTRACT Tll4E 
SOURCE OF F~DS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
19Cl-UOD1 HENRY E VOGEL DEA~ PROF OF PHYSICS TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-32-8 l 64 1-40-1901-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
1901-0002 JANIE C 01 LLON ADMINISTRATIVE ASST II 23 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
238-42-9589 1-40-1901-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
19Cl-0003 VIRGINIA A STANLEY OFFICE MANAGER 19 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-60-466 7 1-40-190 l-51 AC ADE Ml C SUPPORT 
1901-0003 O~AWAY C MULLIGAN OFF ICE MANAGER 19 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
442- 22- 3293 l-40-1901-51 ACADEMIC SUPPcr.tT 
19Cl -OC04 CAROL A BAKER SECRETARY l l 14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
041-38-7622 1-40-1901-51 ACAOEM IC SUPP~ T 
1901-0004 CLEVE ANN SENN SECRETARY I I 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-74-37"31 l-40-1901-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E"4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOG ET UTE 
-
















62, 845* 64,233• 
071:! 1 /76 
FOIIM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1903 BOT ANY 





NAHE TITLE DEGREE ~ FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS 
CONTRACT TlHE 
19C3-U001 CL YOE J UMPHLETT HD t PROF BOT.ANY TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON AND 
228-20-9707 1-20-1903-51 INSTRUCT lON 
1903-U002 RALPH P ASHWORTH PROF OF 80T APl'f TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND 
237-18-8920 1-20-1903-51 INSTRUCTION 
l 9C3-U003 CHARLES R DILLON ASSCC PROF OF BOT TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
244-34-4179 1-20-1903-51 INSTRUCT ION 
19C3-U004 JOHN E FAIREY Ill ASST PROF OF BOTANY TE l 7 A 09-100 8ASIC EDUCATION AND 
234-12-6024 1- 20-1903-51 INSTRUCT ION 
19C3-U005 LAWRENCE A DYCK ASSOC PROF OF BOTANY NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
556-56-1682 l-20-1903-51 INSTRUCT ICN 
1903-0006 JOHN 8 WHITNEY JR PROF OF BOTANY TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND 
237-34-2678 1-20-1903-51 INSTRUCTION 
1903-0007 THO~AS MCLEOD MCINNIS JR ASSOC PROF OF BOTANY TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUC.ATION AND 
238-78-0324 l - 20-1903-51 INSTRUCTION 
1903-U0:>8 ROBERT E BALLARD ASST PROF OF BOT.ANY NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
301-38-0512 1-20-1903-51 INSTRUCTI~ 
19'l3-U999 RESEARCH BAS l C EOUC.ATI ON ANO 
l90-3U- 9999 1-30-1903-51 RESEARCH 
1903-0001 SHARON E MERCK CLERK STENO 11 10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO 
250-80-4757 1-20-1903- 51 INSTRUCTION 
1903-C002 JAMES A RANK.AR LAB TECHPII I I 13 13 F 12-050 8.AS IC EDUC AT ION ANO 
276-46-5846 1- 20-1903-51 INSTRUCTION 
1903-0003 SETTY LOU NEWTO~ LAB TECH 11 13 13 F 12-050 BA-SIC EDUCATION ANO 
24 7-54-4480 1-20-1903-51 INSTRUCTION 
19C3-CC04 Mo\R THA A S'4 I TH CLEIIK TYPIST I 06 12 F 12-053 BAS IC EDUCATION ANO 
249-11-6244 1-20-1903-51 INSTRUCTION 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
T'lTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E'1PLOY EES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 266 
































01 /31/ 76 
FORM CUB0-104 





0377-0004 NYAL O CAMPER 
2H~8-9077 
TITLE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
OE GR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
----------------
ASSOC PROF PL PH & BOT 
l-20-1903-51 
TE l 8 F 12-100 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 













FORM CUB0- 104 
COLLEGE OF SC J E~CES 
190 5 CHMISTRY ANO GEOLOGY 
CLE~SON UN IVERS ITY - S ALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 19 7 6-77 
BUOPROl l-0 3 
PAGE 268 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----




CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




19C5-UOOI HAROLD GARTH SPENCER 
265-40-6994 
190 5-U002 J OE FALLEN 
252-50-8072 
19C5- U003 GEORGE 8 PARK 
248-8't-2312 
l90 5-U004 ROY H BAILEY 
241- 16-7185 
1905-U005 ADOLPH L BEYERLEl"i 
512- 34-6235 
19 0 5-tJ0'.>6 CARL BARNES B ISHJP 
248-52-4285 
l905-U007 MURIEL BOYD BISHJ' 
421-30-1771 
19 05-UOO B H KEITH ~COOWELL 
245-70 -8523 
1905-U0~9 JAMES C FANNING 
534-32-6721 
190 5-UOlO J JHN F GELOARO 
337-40 -5307 
1905- UOll J HARVEY HOBSO~ 
247-18-0671 
19C5- UC 12 J ~HN NM HI.Ff!l4AN 
3 3 1-28 - 5653 
\ 9 0 5- UOI3 OTHA J OHN JACOBUS 
413-6 4-1205 
\ 905- UC14 KNOX S LANDE RS 
4 22-24- 2 482 
PROF CHEM DEPT HEAD 
1-20-1c;o5-51 
ASS CC PRCF CHEM 
1-20-1905-51 
3~20-0919-33 
ASST PROF CHEM 
1-20-1905-51 
AS SOC PROF CHE'41STRY 
1-20- 1905-51 
ASSOC PROF CHEM 
l-20-1905-51 
ASSOC PROF CHEM 
l-20-1905-51 
ASSCC PROF CHEM 
1-20- 1905-51 




ASSOC PRCF CHEM 
1-20-1905-51 








ASSOC PROF CHE'4 
1- 20-1905- 51 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT JON 
TOTAL 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATlON AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"I 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRIX Tl ON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRIXTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INS TRIX Tl ON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRIXTlON 
TE 18 A 09- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EO\JCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
PRIVATE GIFTS,~ANTS, t CONTRA 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUC ATION AND GE~RAL 

















19,650 l3, 111 
8,253 1913 
19,650* 21,424• 
15,450 16, 066 
07 /31/76 CLHISO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPRO 11-03 
FORH CU80-10lt PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 269 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1905 CHE141STRY ANO GEot.OGY 
---- ------ ------------------------
GRADE 
POSITICN NAHE TITLE DEGREE I FULL SOURCE Of FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




1905-U015 F J LINDSTROM PROF CHEM TE 18 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
391-26-lOltl 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 21,100 21, 9ltlt 
1905-UD16 NICASIO P IIARULLJ PROF CHEM TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
106-22-108lt 1-20- 1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 20,500 21,320 
l905-U017 ALBERT R PINDER FHH CALHOUN PROF CHEM TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL J 
261-92-ltllt5 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 21,712 22,691 
5-20-1905-38 PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, t CONTRA 2,988 2,988 
TOTAL 2lt,700• 25,685• 
1905-UOlS DON C BEER ASST PROF CHEM NT 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
273-38-3638 1-20-1905-51 INSTR UC Tl ON 13,200 13,728 
l905-U019 JAMES R SALLEY ASSCC PROF CHEH TE 17 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
250-14-5012 l-20-1905-51 I NSTRUCTI OH 16,700 17,368 
l905-U020 GEORGE B SAVITS(Y PROF CHEfllSTRY TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
267-62-8551 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 20,300 21,112 
1905-U02l J L VON-ROSENBERG JR ASSCC PROF CHEH TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUC AT ION ANO GENERAL 
lt63-34-4 739 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 18,ltOO 19,136 
l9C5-U022 PAULK BIRKHEAD PROF GEOLOGY TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
lt99-22- 5167 l-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 18,650 19,39ft 
1905-U023 VILLARD S GRIFFIN JR PROF GEOLOG\' TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
230-lt6-1158 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 19,550 20,330 
l 9C5-l,C2ft GEORGE M HASELTON ASSCC PIIOF GEOL TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL LWOP 
010-26- 3134 l-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 16,700 
1905-UC24 VACANT VSTG ASSOC PROF GEot.OGY NT A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1905-U02lt-V 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 
19C5-U02lt HUGH H MILLS VSTG ASSOC PROF GEOl.OGY NA A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REPL 
242-66-9118 l-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 12,000 
19C5-U025 ROBERT D HATCHER JR PROF GEOL TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION A-.o GE PERAL PROM 
412-10-1317 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 18,700 20,lt38 
l9C5-UC26 CAY IO S SNIPES ASS CC PROF GEOL TE 18 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
24S-30-9535 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 16,100 16, 7't4 
1905-U027 F BARTOW CULP JR VIS IT INSTRUCTJR IP>f CHEii NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-64-4982 1-20-1905-51 I NS TRUCT IO"l 10,500 10,920 
07 /31/76 
FORH CLB0-1'.>4 
COLLEGE CF SCIENCES 
I9C5 CHEMISTRY ANO GEOLOGY 









CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
___________________________ , __________________ _ 
1905-UOZB VACANT VSTG INST IN GEOL A 09-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO 
190 5-U02 8-V l-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 
1905-U028 DOUGLAS E GLASS VSTG INST IN GEOLOGY NA 16 A 05-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION A .. o 
253-88-4803 1-20-1905-51 l NSTRUC TION 
1905-U029 VACANT VSTG INST Ih CHEi- BAS IC EOUCAT ION A-.o 
1905-U029-V 1-20-1905-51 I NS TRUC Tl ON 
1-30-1905-51 RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
l9C5-US99 RE SEARCH BAS IC EDUCATION ANO 
l 90-5U-9999 1-30-1905-51 RESEARCH 
I9C5-0001 ELAINE C PRICE CLERK TYPIST I 06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
244-02-5528 1- 20- 1905-51 INSTRUCTION 
1905- 0002 HERMAN W BUSCH LAB STOREKEEPER 11 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
247-32-8727 1-20-1 S05-51 INSTRUCTION 
I9C5-C003 CAVIO H HIXON LAB GLASSBLOWER 19 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
251-61t-5476 l-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 
19C5- 0C04 CHARLES F HULLER STOREKEEPER I 14 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
2't7-09-2511 l-20-1905-51 INSTRUCTION 
19C5-0005 JOAN B DICKSON SEC I I 14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
249- 7't- 7051 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT lON 
I 9C5-CC06 SANORA C ROWLAND CLERK TYPIST 11 09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
249-02-3925 1-20-1905-51 INSTRUCT ION 
1905-0007 FRED L HERR ING JR LAB INST SPECIAL 1ST I I 25 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO 
521-66-3746 1-20- 1905-51 INSTRUCTION 
1905-00)8 VACANT CL ERK STENO 11 10 14 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON ANO 





TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~ENTS PAIO BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DtPARTHENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RAH 




































07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNI VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 271 
COLLEGE Of SCIENCES 




POSITION NAME TITLE CEGREE I FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NUMPER CONTRACT Tl ME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-------
1907- JEAN E OUN8AR VISIT INSTR MATH SCI NA 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL TERM 
250-80-1457 1-20-1S07-51 I NS TRUC Tl ON 11.000 
1907-UOOl JOHN W KENELLY JR HO & PftOF MATH SCI TE 18 F 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
436-48-9283 1-20-1901-51 INSTRUCTION 30,808 32,039 
1907-U002 KHUR SH EEO ALAM PROF MATH SCI TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
312-54-8680 1-20-1901-51 INSTRUCTION 22,700 23,608 
19C7-UC03 CLAIRE ll AUCOIN ASST PROF HATH SCI TE 17 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
25S-36-4584 1-20-1901-51 INSTRUCTION 13,600 15,544 
l907-U004 CLAYTON V AUCOIN PROF MATH SCI & IMS TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
438-38-3277 1-20-1901-51 INSTRUCT ION 26,300 27,352 
l907-U005 MARSHALL C BELL ASSOC PROF MATH SCI TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-60-4784 1-20-1901-51 INSTRUCT ION 16,000 16,640 
l 907-U006 W ROBERT BOLAND ASSOC PROF MATH SCI TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
266- 54-0009 l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION 21,000 21,840 
19C7-U007 ANIL K BOSE ASSOC PROF MATH SC I TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
243-68-1599 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 18,700 19,448 
1907-UOOB JOEL V BRAWLEY JR PROF MATH SC I TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
238-52-5960 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION 24,000 24,960 
1907-U009 FRANK M CHOLEWINS<I PROF Of HA TH SC I TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
417-38-9973 l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 26,200 27,248 
1907-UOlO t'ERMAN f SENTER ASST PROF Of MATH SCI ~,T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
245-64-5690 1-20-1901-51 INSTRUCTION 13,200 13,728 
1907-UOll ALAN S COVER ASSOC PROF MATH SC I TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
210-24-577lt 1-20-1901-51 INSTRUCTION 19,300 20,072 
1907-U012 ELEANOR O'M HARE VISIT INSTR MATH SCI ~A 17 A 05-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
226-46-5404 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION 5,500 
1907-U012 SUE K OUNKL E ASST PROF HATH SCI TE 1 7 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL REPL 
239-52-1815 1-20-1901-51 I NS TRUCTI ON 15,137 
1907-U013 ROBERT E FENNELL ASSOC PROF MATH SCI TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
356-32-9275 1-20-1907-51 I NS TRUC T ION 16,700 17,368 
19C7- U014 JAME S L FLA TT ASSCC PROF P'ATH SCI TE 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION A..,O GENERAL 




COLL EGE OF SC I ENCE S 
1907 ~AT~EMATICAL SCIENCES 





POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
NAfl,E 
l907-U015 LOUISE G FULMER 
251-60-6627 
1907-U016 JOiN D FULTON 
228-46-9232 
l9C7-U017 Jc»iN C HARDEN JR 
425-52- 5249 
1907-UOlB ~ILLIAM R HARE JR 
431-66-64:144 
1907-UC19 ROBERT E HAYMOND 
249-36-8807 
1907-U020 ALFRED T HIND 
254-42-5025 
1907-U021 PAUL T HOLMES 
535-32-2195 
l907-U022 PERINO M DEARING JR 
260-58-6235 
l907-U023 RENU C LASKAR 
238-80-2331 
1907-U024 OO"IALD R LATOUE 
247~2-7370 
l907-U025 JEUEL G LATORRE 
248-56-9465 
1907-U026 J!JHN K LUEDEMA~ 
311-42-0702 
l9C7-UC27 STANLEY M LUKAWECKJ 
Ol.ft-24-0111 
l907-U028 J4MES H NICHOLSON 
461-46-2099 
1907-UC29 EUGFNE PARK 
256-09-9327 
19C7-L030 J~N C PECK 
431-62-9002 
TITLE 
INSTR MATH SCI 
1-20-1c;o1-51 
PROF HATH SC I 
1-20-1c;o1-51 
ASST TO HO ASSO PROF 
1-20- 190 7-51 
PROF MATH SC I 
1-20-1907-51 
PROF OF MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
PROF OF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
PROF OF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
ASSOC PROF OF MA TH SC I 
l-20-1907-51 
ASSOC PROF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
PROF "'ATH SCI 
1-20-1c;o1-51 
ASST PROF "'ATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
ASSOC PROF fl.ATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
PROF MATt' SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
ASST PROF MATH SCI 
l-2C-1907-51 
ASS(C PROF MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FUU 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F U'lDS 
TE 16 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANL> GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GEJERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"I 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO"I 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC T ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO'i 
hT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION A"ID GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO"I 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO"'f 
CIR OISD ASSOC PROF W.ATH TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT IO"I 






















l 7, 160 
-07 /?.1/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 






1907-U031 CARL WAHLERS 
449-76-4588 
l907 -U032 JAMES P JARVIS 
246- 74-5819 
1907-U033 THOMAS G PROCTJR 
237-48-0287 
1907-U034 JAMES A RENEKE 
266-48- 3917 
l907-U035 LAWRENCE A RIFE 
501-12-1518 
l9C7-UC36 IIILLIAM H RUCKLE 
159-30-3680 
JQ(7-U037 CHARLES 8 RUSSELL 
248-b8-7M2 
1907-u c,8 KENZ O SEO 
306-46-1511 
19C7-UC3 9 Al'«>REW F SOBCZYK 
OlS-24-1137 
19 07-UC4 0 JAMES M WESTALL JR 
246-16-9188 
1907-U04l J OHN R SULLIVAN 
082- l 8- 7635 
l907-U042 KENNETH T WALLE~lUS 
567-38-0683 
1907-U043 ALBERT J TURNER J~ 
262-48-9107 
- -







DEGREE :S FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l-44-2BC 7-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
VSTG ASSOC PROF MATH SCI NT 
l-20-1907-51 
A 05-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUC TIO"I 
ASST PROF ~ATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
ASST PROF OF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
-
PROF MA TH SC I 
1-20-1907-51 
ASSOC PROF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
ASSOC PRCF MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
PROF OF MATH SC I 
l-20-1907-51 
ASS( PROF MATH t [MS 
l-20-1907-51 
ASSCC PROF MATH SCI 
1-20-190 7-51 
MARTIN PROF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
5-20-1907-37 
ASST PROF OF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
ASSCC PROF MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
PROF OF MATH s:1 
l-20-1907-51 
AS ST PROF OF MAT H SCI 
l-20-190 7-51 
-
hA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 18 A 09-100 8ASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
JNSTilUC TION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRLC TJON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCAHON A"lO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT JON 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, t CONTRA 
TOTAL 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT JO"I 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO"I 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT IO ... 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUC ATI ON A ... 0 GENERAL 

















2 1,500 28,600 







FORM CU80- l04 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1907 MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
CLEMSON lli lVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-17 
BUOPROl 1-03 
PAGE 2 74 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------




CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOU RCE OF FU',I OS 
-----------------------------------------
1907--0044 EUGENIE V BARTMESS 
436-38-3735 
1907--0044 IRIS B IBRAHIM 
438-66-8790 
1907-U045 KATHERINE R WATS0',1 
557-12~477 
1907-U046 FREDERICK W MO~jA~ 
433-70-2981 
19C7-U046 EUGENIE V BARTMESS 
436-38-3735 




l907-UC49 LOIS M LUNDBERG 
lt33-86-7522 
1907-UC50 RQBfRT FLING 
liO 1-54-4 724 
19C7-UC51 MERRILL C PAL~ER 
413- 30-69 89 
1907-U052 VACANT 
l907- U052-V 
19 07-U053 VACANT 
1907-U05"l-V 
19 07- U054 VACANT 
l 9 07-U054-V 
19(\7-U055 VACANT 
l -107-U055-V 
19 C:7-UC'56 VACA NT 
1907-U056-V 
INSTR IN MATH S:I 
1-20-1907-51 
l NS TR IN MA TH SC I 
1-20-1907-51 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
INSTR IN MATH TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1907-51 lNSTRUCTlON 
ASST PROF MATH SCIENCES NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 
INSTR MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
ASSCC PROF MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
ASST PROF MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
INSTR MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
1-H-2809-51 
ASSOC PROF OF MATH SCI 
1-20-1907-51 
ASSCC PROF OF MATH SCI 
l-20-1907-51 
VSTG ASSOC PROF MATH SCI 
3-40-1907-11 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
A 05-100 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
VSTG ASSOC PROF MA TH SCI t.A 
3-40-1907-11 
A 05-100 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
VSTG PROF MATH SCI 
3-40-1907-ll 
VSTG ASST PROF MATH SCI hA 
1-20-1907-51 
VSTG ASSCC PROf MATH SCI t..A 
1-20-1907-51 
A 05-100 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
A 03-050 BASIC EOU CATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
A 05-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




























COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 215 




l9D7-U057 VACANT ASST PROF '4ATM SCI I\T ,. 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1907-UD57-V l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT I ON 12,500 
19C7-U058 VACANT INSTR MATH SCI I\T A 09-100 BAS IC EDUC AT ION A'iO GENERAL 
1907-U058-V l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 11,500 
I9C7- U'i99 EXTRA PAY FOR TEACH I NG BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1907-U999-V 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 20,.r.76 
I9C7-U'i9'i RESEARCH BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
190-7U-9999 1-30-1907-51 RESEARCH 10.000 
19C7-000l ROSEK BUFFINGTON CLK TYPIST 11 09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251- 76-3193 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION 6,019 6,260 
19C7-C002 PA~ELA L PLANCHARO CLERK TYPIST II 09 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
435-86-4612 l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION 5,880 6,115 
l 9C7- 0C03 MARY K HINTON SECY II 14 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7- 78-4253 l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION 8,798 9,150 
19C7 - 0004 VACANT CLK STENO II 10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
1901-000.r.-v 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION 7,766 
1907-0004 CLEVE A SENN CLK STENO II 10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
25l-74-H31 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCT ION ,. 173 
1907-0005 DEBORAH R MCCO~BS CLK STENO 11 10 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-90 - 4216 l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 7,166 
l-30-1901-51 RESEARCH 1, .r.67 
TOTAL 1,.r.61• 7,766• 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 35,337 37,057 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 960,387 1,066,260 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 995, 72't* 1,103,317• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHE R OEPART~EI\TS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
280 7 -UOO l J l"lHN C PECK 0 IR O l SO A S SOC PROF '1A TM TE 18 F 12-100 
4 3 7-62 -9002 l-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 6,0ltO 
E'1PLOYEES IN OTHt~ DEP AR TMENT S PAID BY THIS DEPT 6, OltO 
E"IPLOYH S IN THIS DcPAi!.T MENT PA ID BY OTHER OEPTS 15,240 









CLEMSON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGR EE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF F U"IDS 
BUDPROl l-03 
PAGE 276 





1909-UOOl l'ALCOL'4 J B PAYNTER 
~ 10- 74- 7632 
1909-0002 ANN W BAXTER 
3l9-l2-9483 
1909-0003 J OHN H BOND 
"33-12-3759 
1909-UOOlt FRED J STUTZENBERGER 
407-60-3565 






1909-00~1 HILDA B GEER 
251-14-4486 
19C9-0002 MARY C MOORE 
24 7-74-8559 




HD & PROF MICRDBIOL 
1-20-1909-51 
ASSOC PROF MICROBIOL 
1-20-1909-51 
ASSOC PROF MICROBIOL 
l-20-1909-51 
ASSOC PROF MICRO 
l-20-1909-51 
ASST PROF OF MICRO 
1-20-1909-51 
TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO!i 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 18 A 09-100 BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
VSTG ASST PRCF OF MICRO ~A 
1-20-1909-Sl 
A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
1-30-1909-51 
CU( STENO I I 
l-20-1909-51 
LAB TECH I 
1-20- l 909-51 
CLK TYPIST II 
l-20-1909-51 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
RESEARCH 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
10 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
09 12 F 12-050 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AN£ UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOY EES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
ASSCC PROF FD SC I MICRC TE 18 F 12-100 0371-UOO l MICHAEL G JOHNSON 
351-32-9315 l-20-1909-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASSCC PROF PL PA & MICRO TE 18 F 12-100 Cl77-U002 ORTUS ~ BARNETT J R 
432-74-9256 1-20-1909-51 INSTRUCTION 
19tl-UC23 LYNDON L LARC OM 
172-30-7840 
ASST PROF MICRO PHYS 
l-20-1909-51 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES I N TH IS OEPARTME"IT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 

































COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1911 PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 






1911-TOOl CHARLES L WATLINGTON 
409-68-7955 
1911-UOOl JOHN P MCKELVEY 
185-22-3716 
1911-U002 BEVERLY B BOOKHYER 
165-12-2521 
1911-U003 BURT B V BRONK 
183-24-6700 
19ll-UC04 JOHN A THOMCHICK 
194-34-796 7 
19ll-U004 CONRAD R STURCH 
300-32-8863 
1911-U005 PHILIP B BURT 
'i:>9-52- 7626 
1911-u006 ROBERT L CHAPLIN JR 
256-28-8358 
19ll-U007 THOMAS F COLLINS 
254- 52- 3865 
1911-UOOB WILLIAM E GETTYS 
250-54-5911 
1911-U009 JOHN A GILREATH 
247-50-7184 
1911-u,10 JOHN L GING 
084-24-()656 
1911-UOll HENRY W GRABEN 
259-52-1860 




CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF FlNOS 
-------------
VSTG INSTR IN PHYSICS 
1-20-1911-51 
~A 18 A 05-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I ON 
PROF PHYS & HEAD OF DEPT hT 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-20-1911-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASSCC PROF PHYS & ASTR TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-1911-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASSCC PROF PHYS & MICRO TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1911-51 INSTRUCTION 
VISIT ASST PROF OF PHYS NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-30-1911-51 RESEARCH 
VISIT ASST PROF PHYSICS NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-20-1911-51 INSTRUCT ION 
PROF OF PHYSICS 
1-20-1911-51 
PROF PHYS [CS 
1-20-1911-51 
ASST PROF PHYSICS 
1-20-1911-51 
1-35-1911-51 
PROFESSOR PHYS! CS 
1-20-1911-51 
ASST PROF PHYSICS 
l-20-1911-51 
1-30-1911-51 




ASSCC PROF PHYSICS 
l-Zl-1911-51 
TE 18 A 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOJCATION AND GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 






























0113 l/ 76 
FOIIM CU B0 -1 04 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1911 PfiYSICS AND ASTRO~D~Y 
POS I TICN 
NU14eER 
NAME 
l9ll-UD13 J OH~ A THOMCHICK 
194-34-7967 
19ll-LD13 A~ULYA L LASKAR 
238-80-2232 
19ll-U014 JOSEPH R MANSO~ 
223- 54-846>5 
l9ll-U015 DONALD P MILLER 
439-22-06>51 
19ll-U016 MAX G MILLER 
241-38-1707 
1911-U0 17 J OHN R RAY 
303-38-4387 
1911-U018 MlX D SHERRILL 
242 - 38- 0890 
l9ll-U019 MALCOLM JOHN SKOVE 
293-26- 7992 
19 ll-U0 20 PINCKNEY A STEINER 
259-54-027ft 
19ll-UC21 RAYMOND C TURNER 
186- 30-991tl 
19ll-U0 2 2 CARLTON W ULBRICH 
047- 24- 8862 
l911-U023 LYND ON L LARCOM 
l 72- 30- 7840 
19 11-L024 E P STILLWELL JR 
241-46-5<;60 
CLE .. SON U~IVERSI TY - S ALARY ROLL 
PROPOS ED 1976-77 
TITLE 















ALU .. NI PROF PHYSICS 
1- 20- 1911-51 
5 - 20-1911-31 
ASSOC PROF PHYSICS 
1-20-1911- 51 
ASST PROF PHYSICS 
1- 20-1911- 51 
ASSCC PIIOF PHYSICS 
1-20-1911-51 
3-30-1911-61 
ASST PROF MICRO PHYS 
1-ZC- l 909-51 
1-20-1911-51 
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS 
l-20- 19ll - 51 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF F UPfOS 




TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NSTROC HON 
PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, t CONTRA 
TOTAL 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl 0"1 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 








TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
BLOP ROll-03 
PAGE 2 78 























8 , 720 9,068 1909 
8,720 9,068 





COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1911 PHYSICS ANO ASTRONOMY 
CLEHSO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 





l9 l l - U025 VACANT 
1911-U025-V 
19ll-U025 HUDSON M HOBGOO~ 
413 - 78--6876 
TITLE 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI HE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
------------·----·----
VI SIT ASST PROF CF PHYS I\A 18 A 09-100 
3 - 30-1911- 03 ARMY 
VISIT ASST PROF OF PHYS 
1-20-1911-51 
3-30-1911-03 




ALUMNI VISIT PROF OF PHY I\A 18 A 09-100 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 279 










1911-U026 FRANKS HAM 
047-22-4486 5- 20-1911-31 PRIVATE GIFTS,GRANTS, f. CONTRA 30,000 
1911-0001 JAMES O EU!ANKS 
267-34-9735 
1911 - 0002 SYLVIA 8 !400RE 
249-60-0450 
1911-0004 LYNN B DALTON 
251-94-1337 
1911-0005 ~ILLIA'4 C LYLES 
248-46-1109 
1911- 0006 JEWELL B HARPER 
415-09-9173 
1911-0007 JAMES E MANN 
249-80-4809 
1911-0008 J nHN L GAINES 
249-60-1 c;11 
1911-0009 '4ICHAEL F HCLEOil 
247-04-4857 
1911-0010 MARY J WAITES 
251-'\6- 1373 
1911-COll 03NNA L NEUHAUS 
l 56-38-9130 




ELECTRICAL Et«;fNEER II 
1-20-1911- 51 
SECY II 
l - 20-1911-51 
CLERK TYPIST II 
1-20-1 «.11- 51 
26 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
09 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
LAB INSTRUMENTATION SPEC 23 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1- 20- 1911-51 INSTRUCT ION 
LAB MACHINIST II 
1-20-1911-51 
LAB MACHINIST II I 
l - 20- 1911- 51 





l - 20 - 1911-51 
l-30-1911-51 
CLERK TYPIST II 
l-20-1911- 51 
LAB TECH II 
l-30-1911-51 
18 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
20 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
25 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 




09 14 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
13 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 






















E~PLOYEES IN OTHER OEPART~ENTS PAIO BY THIS OEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS OtPART~ENT PAIO BY OTHER OEPTS 






COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1913 elCCHEMISTRY 






1913- UOOl JESSUP M SHIVELY 
316-36-1043 
l913-U002 JAMES K ZIMMERMAN 
506-54-3572 
1913-U003 CAROLYN S BROWN 
248-64-0592 
l9l3-U003 GARY L POWELL 
558-58-1207 
1913-U004 RICHARD H HILDERMAN 
516-50-2733 




1913-UC06 CAP OLYN S BROWN 
21t8-64-0592 
l 9 l3-U007 VACANT 
19 l 3-UOO 7-V 
1913-U999 RESEARCH 
191-JU-9999 
1913-0001 ELIZABETH A MERRILL 
165-38-440 7 
1913-0001 ROSEMARY~ RHINEHARDT 
231-58-2249 




OEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF Fl~DS 
PROFESSOR & HEAO BIOCHEH TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1913-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASSOC PROF OF BIOCH 
1-20-l'iB-51 
3-30-1913-17 
Vt SIT ASST PROF 8IOCH 
1-20-1913-51 




ASSIST PROFESSOR BIO 
1-20-1913-51 
3-30-1913-17 
ASST PROF BIOCHEMISTRY 
1-20-1913-51 
VSTG ASST PROF 8IOCHEH 
l-20-l'il3-51 
VSTG ASST PROF 8IOCHEH 
1-20-l'ilJ-51 





SEC RE TAR Y I 
l-20-1913-51 
CLK TYPIST II 
l-20-1913-51 




NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUCT ION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
HEW (PHS I 
TOTAL 
~A 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC TI ON 
HEW (PHSI 
TOTAL 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NT A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
RESEARCH 
12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTIO~ 
















2, Hl 2,851 


















FO R'4 Cl,80-104 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1913 BICCHEMJSTRY 
CLEMSCN UN I VE R SI TY - SALARY RO LL 
FROPOSED 1976-77 




1913-0003 RHONDA P WILLIA~S 
409-90-7263 




LAB TECHNICIAN I I 
3-30-1913-67 
LAB TECHNICIAN I II 
3-30-1913-17 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 




DONALD H HENRIC~S PROF FD SC I & 8IOC 
491-40-2329 l-20-1913-51 
J OSEP H J JEN ASSOC PROF FD SCI & 81 CI: 
539-42-3904 1-20-1913-51 
OTHA JOHN JACOSUS PROF CHEM 
413-64-1205 3-30-1913-17 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID 8'11 OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
(RADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
13 17 F 12-100 
16 16 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
TE 18 A 09-100 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 281 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURR ENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976 - 77 
OTHER ORGANIZATI ONS/ASSOCIATIO J,970 























01 n 1176 
FORM CUBO-lOit 





1915-UOOl CARL WHELMS 
279-28-8197 
1915-UD02 EDWARD 8 PIVORUN 
003-36-it855 
1915-UOC3 RICHARD R MONTANUCCI 
!:53-56-lt812 
1915-UO!)f. SIDNEY A GAUTHREAUX 
"34- 58-3822 
1915-UC05 RUTH L HAYS 
253-60-2906 
1915-U005 ,.ARY ANN M Al.LA-. 
264- 74-221t9 
l915~0i)6 BYRON R INGRA'4 
237-62-7690 
l915-UOi>7 ALFRED P WHEELER 
l21t-38-6309 
1915-U00 7 KATHLEEN A WALL 
253-68-1776 
1915-U0)8 AVERETT S TOMBES 
228-36-2488 
1915-U~J9 RICHARD F WALKE~ 
l 53-30-3070 
1915-UOlO CATHERl.,.E F SIG~J~ 
240-80-2441 
1915-UO lO JAMES E SC~INDLER 
4 77-44-9983 
1915-UOll OARRElL G YARDLEY 
lt52-7t>-3097 
1915-uC lZ JACK 8 WAIDE 
46 1-74- 13 71 





CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Til4E 
SOURCE OF FlNOS 
BUOPROl l-03 
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PROF t HEAD DEPT ZOOLOGY M le F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1<;15-51 INSTRUCT ION 
ASST PROF ZOC1.0GY 
1-20-1915-51 
NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ZOC1. NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20-1 Sl 5-51 I NS TRUCT I ON 
ASSCCIATE PROFESSOR ZOC1 TE 18 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1915-51 INSTRUCTION 
ASS CC PROF ZOOL 
l-20-1915-51 
INST IN ZOOLOGY 
l-20-1915-51 
ASSOC PROF ZOOL 
1-20-1915-51 
ASST PROF OF ZOOL 
l-20-1915-51 
VSTG ASST PROF OF ZOOL 
1-20-1915-51 
PROF OF ZOOLOGY 
1-20-1915-51 
ASST PROF ZOOl 
1-20-1<;15-51 
VISIT ASST PROF ZOOL 
1-20-1915-51 
ASSCC PROF ZOOL 
1-20-1915-51 
ASST PRCF ZOOLOGY 
l-20-1915-51 
TE 18 A 09-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
NA 17 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 18 A 09--100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
TE 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
~A 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 
~T 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
~~ 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTJ0',1 
ASST PROF ZOOLOGY NT 18 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-20-1915-51 INSTRUCTION 
VISITING ASST PROF ZOOL NT 17 A 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 





























COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
1915 ZOOLOGY 
















DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 





CATHERINE F SIGMD'II 
240-B0-2ltltl 
SANORA M DAVIS 
250-94-3178 
PATRICIA H HER~IN~ 
251-90-3266 
JACQUELYN D BARKER 
251-06-0577 
TOTAL CLASSI fl ED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
VISITING ASST PROF 
l-20-1915-51 
VISITING ASST P~OF 
3-30-1915-27 
3-30-l'il5-39 





CLERK TYPIST II 
l-20-1915-51 





TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
HAROLD A LOYACANO J R ASSCC PROF E & ECZ & l 
436-58-105!> l-20-1915-51 
GAYLE P NOBLET ASST PROF ENT & ECCN zoo 
#tit 7-18-0199 1-20-1915-51 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTMER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOGET RATE 
NA 18 A 09-100 BASIC EOUCA Tl ON AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCT I014 13,000 
NA 











12 13 f 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
09 12 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
09 12 F 12-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCT ION 
TE 18 f 12-100 
I NS TRUC Tl ON 

























CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 19 7 6-77 
GRADUATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 





2801-UOOl ARNOLD E SCttfU.TZ 
080-26-0635 
280l-U002 ROBERT W HENNIN~SON 
07't-14-8816 
2801-U003 FARRELL B BROWN 
241-46-4102 
2801-0001 TERESA C NOWELL 
2't9-78-9103 
2801-0002 C RUTH CLEMENS 
247-54-1985 
78Cl-0003 JACQUELYN W CORBETT 
251-02-1829 
2801-0004 DOROTHY B HCCLllN 
247-34-8502 
2801-C005 HERRY P SNODDY 
439-74-6922 
2801-00J6 HARIA O HUNTER 
249-08-1178 
28Cl - 0007 MARY BELLES NIX 
250-28-15 l't 








DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
DEAN GRA STU U RES PR CE TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-40-2801-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
ASST DEAN UN RES PR DYS TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAl 
1-40-2801-51 ACAOE"41C SUPPORT 
ASST DEAN GRADS PR CHE TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-40-2801-51 AC4-DEMIC SUPPORT 
CLERK 11 
l-40-2801-51 
KEY & PER OPR II 
1-40-2801-51 
ACCCUNTING CLERK II 
1-40-2801-51 
ADIIJN ASST I 
l-40-2801-51 
RES ANLST I 
1-40-2801-51 
CLERK TYPIST I 
l-40-2801-51 
DATA CNTL CLK 
1-40-2801-51 
'-SST PROJ AOHSTR 
l-40-2801-51 
ASST PROJ ADMSTR 
l -40-2801-51 
08 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
13 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENER4-L 
ACAOE Ml C SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
21 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
17 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
26 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
AC A OEM IC SUPPORT 
26 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFlEO 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
28C3 - CC46 N EUGENE RAMSEY 
242-80- 8238 
-- -
CAU COORD 111 
3-35-2801-49 
21 14 F 12-100 
"41 SC . ST ATE, NEC. 
BUDPROl 1-03 
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GRADLATE SCHOOL A~D UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
2801 DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOC..L 









OEGR EE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




2805-001 7 I\ EUGENE RAMSEY CATA COORD I I I 21 l', F 12-100 TRS 
242-80-8238 3-35-2801~9 MISC. STATE,NEC. 10,000 
2807-0005 MICHAEL K BATE COMPUTER PROG I I 23 14 F 12-100 
303- 52-6 720 3-35-2801-\9 MISC. STATE,NEC. 10,000 5,000 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 20,000 9,951 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 175, 333• 168,065• 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUS0-104 
GRADUATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
2803 CC~PUTING CENTER 









CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
-----------------------------------
2803-UOOl RUSSELLS SCHOUEST 
435-62-9646 
2803-U002 JAMES R HOLMAN 
408-70-3757 
2803-0001 FLORENCE H WALKER 
251-68-2679 




2803-0004 AGNESS HITE 
264-78-7890 
280~-0005 HILDA P COLLINS 
251-76-4920 
28C~-0006 BEATRICE F COLE 
254-46- 7258 
28C3-C007 PHILLIP M ARSENAULT 
193-44-0278 
2803 - 0008 JAMES A SADLER JR 
249-94-5766 
28C3-0009 WILLIAM O OAWSO~ 
249-94-5589 
2803-0010 JAMES VERNON HOPKINS 
421-70-5527 
2803-0011 JUDY C NEWMA .... 
250-86-1878 
2803-0012 Tl-iQMAS E COLLl~S 
249-74-5983 
2803-0013 R0BERT E CHAPEL 
571-34-74<'2 
DIR/ASST PROF MA TH SC 
l-40-2803-51 
NA 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
ASSO PROF & STATISTICIAN NA 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-20- 0367-51 INSTRU: TION 
l-40-2803-51 ACAOE14IC SUPPORT 
C014PUTE R QPR 111 
l-40-2803-51 
KEY PER CPR II 
l-40-2803-51 
SYSTEMS PROGRA14MER II 
l-40-2803-51 
SCI PROGRAMMER II 
1-40-2803- 51 




COMPUTER OPERATJR II 
l-40-2803-51 
OPERATIONS MGR I 
1-40-2 803-51 
COMPUTER OPR 111 
1-40- 2 803-51 
OPERATIONS MGR 
l-40-2 803-51 
SEC RE TAR Y I I 
l-40-2803-51 
TOTAL 
21 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOIJCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
13 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
28 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEMI C SUPPORT 
25 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOU:ATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
13 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
19 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
24 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUP PO~ T 
21 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
24 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
14 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
COMPUTER OPERATICNS MGR 29 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 




26 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
-
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
24,000 24,960 























FORM CUB0-10 4 
GR ADUATE SCHOOL ANO UN IVERS ITY RESEARCH 
2803 CCMPUTING CE NT ER 
CLEMSON U'-4 IVERSI TY - SALARY ROLL 









CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE Of f l.NOS 
--------·-----
2803-0014 BOYCE O R08INSJ N 
248-04-8989 
28(3-0015 ANSLEY H FRASER 
247-88-5300 
2803- 0016 YVONNE P POORE 
249-02-4262 
2803-0017 BETTY C Hl.88ARO 
248-92-1911 
2803-0018 ELAINE K LAIEWSKI 
251-78-0651 
2803-C0\9 RICHARD R KIRX 
249-82-6166 
2803-0 02 0 WILLIAM M LEPTICH 
231-74-0120 
28 C3-C021 PAGEL ~ITE 
24 7-02-1895 
2803-C022 VICTORIA G WAl..JKE,ICZ 
247-92-0360 
28 03 - 0023 DOUGLAS M GUNTHJRPE 
239-98- 1449 
2803-0024 J OHN 8 GATCH 
247-92-5305 
2803- 00 25 OON AL O H FRASER 
248-98-8088 
2803- 0 0 26 P~ILIP 8 ROSS 
244-76-5658 
230J- rr21 GARY B ALEXANDER 
24 7-84-6525 
2803-00 28 J OHN H RAGLAND 
249 -82-4835 
2803- C029 V~CANT 
28C3 - 0029-V 
COMPUTER OPERATOR 
1-40-2803-51 
COMPUTER QPR I 
1-40-2803-51 
KEY PER CPR II 
l-40-2803-51 
KEY PER SUPV I 
l-40-2803-51 
STAT CLK I 
1-40-2 803-51 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER II 
1-40-2 803-51 
KEY PER OPR 11 
l-40-2803-51 
COMPUTER OPR 111 
1-40-2803-51 
COMPUTER OPR II 
1-40-2 803-51 
SYS PROG I 
1-40-2803-51 
SOFTWARE SYS SUPP TECH 
1-40-2803-51 
17 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEMI C SUPPORT 
17 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
13 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
15 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
14 16 f 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
23 15 f 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
13 15 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENE~AL 
ACAOEH IC SUP PIJt T 
21 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
19 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
26 14 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
26 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER II 28 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-40-2803-51 ACAOEIHC SUPPORT 
SYS ANLSl II 27 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-40-2803-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER I 26 14 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON ANO GENERAL 
l-40-2803-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
SYS DESIGN SOFTWARE ~R 30 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-40 -2803-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
CO~PUTER OPERATICNS MGRI 24 
l-40- 280 3-51 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 















16,905 1 7,580 
12,168 12,653 
18,758 19,507 
10 ,858 11,291 
01 /3 l/ 76 
FOIIM CUB0-104 
GRAOLATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
2803 CO~PUTING CENTER 

























2803- 0040 CECELIA W MCWHORTER 
249-66-0155 
2803-C04l SYLVIA O HUNNICUTT 
249-80-4052 
2803-C042 SHIRLEY P MCGAHA 
247-8e-4069 
2803-0043 ALICE F PATTERSJN 
249-72-1154 
28C3- CC44 MI\RY I RICHARDSON 
249-62-4 324 
28C3-0045 R1BEPT L WIGGlNS 
251-46-5995 
2803-0C46 N EUGENE ~AMSEY 
2;2-80-8238 
SYSTEMS ANALYST ll 
l-40-2803-51 
SYSTEMS ANALYST ll 
l-4C-2 803-51 




OPE RA Tl ONS MA'fAG Bt 11 
l -40-2 803-51 




COMPUTER OPERATOR lll 
l-40-2803-51 
KEY ENTRY SUPERVISOR I I 
l-40-2803-51 
KEY ENTRY OPER I 
l-40-2803-51 
KEY Et-TRY QPR II 
1-40-2803-51 
KEY ENTRY OPERATOR 
l-40-2803-51 
KEY ENTRY OPR 11 I 
l-40-2803-51 
DATA PRCC ADMIN 
l-40-2€03-51 





OEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F~OS 
27 l l F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEMlC SUPPORT 
27 F 12-100 BASlC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 





F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEM lC SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEM lC SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEMlC SUPPORT 
F 12-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
17 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
10 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENER.Al. 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPP ORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON ANO GENERAL 
AC ADE Ml C SUPPORT 
30 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
21 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
MISC. STATE , NEC. 
TOT AL 
- -




































01 n 1116 
FORl4 CUB0-1:>4 
GRADLATE SC~OOL A~D UNIVERSITY RESEARC~ 
2803 COMPUTING CENTER 









CEGREE % FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSEJ REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-71 
PCT 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
28C3-0047 JO CALE G HOWELL 
247- 8 8-4 564 




CATA COORDINATOR I 
1-40-2803-51 
TAPE LIBRARIA~ I I 
1-40-2 803-51 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOGET RATE 
17 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUP PO~ T 














07/H/ 76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSEO 1976-77 
GRADUATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 





DEGREE '.l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF Fe.MOS 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE 290 




?805-UOOl A DARRELL HICKMAN 
412-58-2684 
2805-U002 GEORGE O ALEXANDER 
2 58-66- 7699 
2805-U003 KENNETH H COOPER 
456-82-3595 
2805-0001 RICHARO l MCCALL 
251-16-3615 
2805-0002 VIRGINIA G LALOR 
553-86-6194 
2805-0004 El IZABETH M OICKSJN 
250-70-594 l 
2805-0005 MATTHEW '4 LAIEilS(I 
248-76-3568 
2805-0006 ANNE B SPROUSE 
249-66-2270 
2805-0007 MARGARET M GRIFFIN 
247-84-796't 
2805-C008 JUDITH N HISER 
260-74-2333 
2805-0009 BRUCE R AUERBACH 
141-34-8054 
?805-COlO SANORA R BOYLSTON 
253-92-9958 
2BC5-COll CECELIA W MCWHORTER 
249-66-0155 
?8C5-CC12 SYLVIA O HUNNICUTT 
249-80-4052 
2B05-0C13 S~IPLEY P MCGAHA 
247-88-4069 
2RC5-00\4 ALICF F PATTERSGN 
249- 72-1154 
DIR ADM PROG SERV & LECT hA 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INSTITUT l~AL SUPPORT 
PROG TEAM CHIEF ANO LECT NA 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l--H-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
PROG TEAM CHIEF & LECT NA 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS ANALYST Ill 28 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
CAT A COOROINATO~ I I 19 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1~4-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
PROGRAMMER ANALYST 25 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS ANALYST 25 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS ANALYST Ill 28 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1~4-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS ANALYST II 27 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS ANALYST II 27 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
PROGRA~MER ANALYST 25 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
PROGRAMMER ANALYST 25 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
KEY ENTRY SUPERVISOR 11 17 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
KEY ENTRY OPER I 10 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GEl'ERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
KEY ENTRY OPR II 13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-2805-51 INST ITUT IOl'Ul SUPPORT 
KEY ENTRY OPERATOR JO 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATlON A"4D GENERAL 






















07/'!l/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ctOLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRAOLATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 







2805-0015 HARV I RICHARDSON 
249-62-4324 
2805-0016 ROBERT L WIGGl~S 
251-46-5995 




2805- 0C19 JO DALE G HOWELL 
247-88--4564 
2805-0020 MARY O ZIEGLER 
251 -98-7235 
2805- 0022 JOHN P HARMAN 
239-72 -5395 
:?8C5- CC23 JOSEPH T HAYES 111 
251-78-3147 
28C5-0024 S SUF LING 
408-66-3885 
78C5- 0C26 G:OFFROY T ROACH 
437-72-0796 
'805-C027 MICHAEL G GOSSETT 
243-78-5633 
2805-0028 JOHN C TRICE 
2 50-90-5696 
28C5-CC29 THOMAS G ROBINSON 
248- 78-3'H6 






DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
------------------------------------------·-------------------------------
KEY ENTRY OPR II I 
l-44-2805-51 
DAT A PROC AOMI ~ 
1-44-2 805-51 







TAPE LIBRARIAN I I 
l-44-2805--51 
SYSTEMS ANALSYT Ill 
l-4'e-2805-51 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER II 
l-41t-2805-51 




COMPUTER PROGRAMMER II 
l-44--2805-51 








14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
30 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 




19 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
17 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAl. 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
28 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
23 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
25 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
23 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
27 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
21 17 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
























9,235 9,603 5364 
9,235 9,603 5364 
10,706 
000 
07/31/76 CLEMSO"f U"flVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM cuso-1,.,. PRCPOSEO 1976-17 
GRADUATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 








CEG~EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 


























SYSTE~S ANALYST II 
l-44-2805-51 
SYS TE HS ANALYST 111 
l-44-2805-51 
PROGRAMMING TEAM LIBRARl 
l-44-2805-51 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFlEO ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
-
BASIC EOUCATION A"fO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOOCATION A"IO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
















07/31/76 CLEMSON U~IVER SIT'r - SALARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 
FOq"I CUB0-10 1t PRCPOS ED 1976-71 PAGE 293 
GqAOUATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARC H 
280 7 OIVI SI ON OF l"F ORHATI LN SYSTE~S OEVELOP~ENT-AOMINISTRATIO N 
----- ---------------------- ------- -- ---
C-flAOE 
POS ITI C~ NA"IE TITLE CEGREE t FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CtMt RENT PROPOSED REMARKS 





2807-UOJl J O~ C PECK DIR OISO ASSOC PROF HA TH TE 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
4 37-62-9002 1-20-1907-51 INSTRUCTION 6,040 1907 
l-41t-2807-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 16,748 
l-44-2809-51 INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 4,668 2809 
TOTAL • 27,456• 
2807-U002 LOI S fol LUNBERG TEA"I CHIEF t LECT BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
"33-86- 7522 l-lt',-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 20,500 2809 
2BC7-0001 HARVEY I DUI-ON SYS ANLST Ill 28 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
"39-84-8010 l-'tlt-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 17,855 18,568 2809 
28 07-000 2 VACANT SYSTEMS ANALYST II 27 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
28C7-0002-V l-44-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 12,no 2809 
28 07-0 003 JACK V CROSBY J R SYSTEM ANALYST I 25 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
248-96-6458 l-4lt-2809-5l INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 11,lt61 11,91B 2809 
2807-0 004 ER IC J SONGY SYSTEMS ANALYST I 25 17 F 12-100 BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
lt35-86-ll57 l ~4-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 11,461 11,918 2809 
28 07-0005 MICHAEL K BATE COMPUTER PROG II 23 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
303-52-6720 l-44-2809-51 INSTITUTl~AL SUPPORT 1,068 2809 
3-35-28C9-51 EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 6,511 2809 
3-35-28Cl-lt9 IH SC. STATE,NEC. 10,000 5,000 2801 
TOTAL 11,068* 11,511• 
2807-0006 DONNA W Bl.AIR SECRETARY' II lit 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
46 1-80-8735 l-"-2807-51 INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 7,069 7,350 
2807-0007 VACANT SYSTEMS ANALYST 25 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
2 807-0007-V l-'tlt-2809-51 lNSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 11,lt61 11,918 2809 
2807-0008 CHRI STOPHER W FJUHAN SYSTEMS ANALYST II 27 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l 98-38-8034 l-4lt-2809-5l INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 14,701t 2809 
25 :n -0009 CHARLES R OELCA~B~E SYSTEMS ANALYST I II 28 16 F 12-100 BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
417-88-2114 1-44-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 16,848 17,520 2809 
?807-C'O lO PATRI CK O SNODDY SYSTEMS SUPERVISOR 29 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
4) 5-70 -6238 l-44-2807-51 INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 9,385 9,759 
l-41t-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 9,385 9,759 2809 
TOTAL 18,770• 19,518• 
2801-(lO ll KENNETH B PRUITT SYSTEMS ANALYST ll 2T 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
250-80-6591 l-44-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 12,854 14,70 4 2809 
07 /'?.1/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED l'H6-77 
GRADLATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
2807 DIVISION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT-ADMINISTRATION 









JOHN M RUSNAK SYSTEMS ANALYST II 
145-38-3472 l-44-2809-51 
VACANT SYSTEMS ANALYST 
2807-0013--V l-44-2809-51 
'it.CANT SYSTEMS ANALYST 
2807-0014-V l - 44-2809-51 
VACANT SYSTEMS ANALYST I 
2807-0015-V l -~lt-2 809-51 
TIJTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOT AL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
'i3 7-62- 9002 l-ltlt-2 807-51 
JOHN C PECK DIR OISO ASSOC PROF MATH 
"37-62-9002 l - 44-2807-51 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 
•cTUAL BUDGET RATE 
- -
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
27 l 7 F 12-100 
25 F 12-100 
25 F 12-100 
25 F 12-100 
TE 18 F 12-100 
BWPROll-03 
PAGE 294 
SOURCE OF F UNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BAS IC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
INSTITUTICNAL SUPPORT 12,854 llt,704 2809 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 11, lt6 l 2809 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTl~AL SUPPORT 11,461 2809 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 11,461 2809 
131,701 201,446 
47,956 
131, 701• 249,4-02• 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TRS 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 9,240 
9,240 
115,247 215,545 
25 ,694• 33,857• 
07/31/76 CLE MSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY RCLL 
FOR" CLB0-104 PROPOSEO 1976-77 
GR ADUATE SCHOOL ANO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 








CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




1907-UO't9 LOIS M L~OBERG 
't33-B6-7522 
2B07- U001 JOHN C PECK 
437-62-9002 
2807-U002 LOIS M LUNBERG 
433-86-7522 




28C7-0C03 JACK V CROSBY JR 
2 't8-9b-6458 
28C7-0CO't E~IC J SO"IGY 
"35-86--1157 
28C7-0005 ~ICHAEL K BATE 
303-52-6720 
28C7- CCC7 VACANT 
2807-0007-V 
2807-CCCS CHRISTOPHER W FOREMAN 
198-38-8034 
28C7-CC09 CHARLES R DELCAMBRE 
437-88-2114 
28C7-CCL O PATRICK O SNODDY 
435- 70-6238 
28C7- 0Cll KENNflH B PRUITT 
250-80-6591 
28C7-0C12 JOHN M RUSNAK 
145-38- 3 472 
28(7-0013 VACANT 
2807-0013-V 
IIIISlR MATH SCI 
l-4lt-2809-51 
M 16 A 09-100 
DIR OISO ASSOC PROF MATH TE 18 F 12-100 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
l-4-4-2809-51 I NSTI TUTI ONAL SUPPORT 
TEAM CHIEF & LECT 
l-'t4-2809-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
SYS ANLST 11 I 
l-'t4-2809-5l 
SYSTEMS ANALYST II 
l-'t4-2809-51 
SYSTEM ANALYST I 
l-4't-2809-51 
SYSTE"5 ANALYST I 
1-44-2809-51 





SYSTEMS ANALYST II 
l-'t4-2809-51 




SYSTEMS ANALYST II 
l-4lt-2809-5l 




28 16 F 12-100 
27 F 12-100 
25 17 F 12-100 
25 l 7 F 12-100 
23 14 F 12-100 
25 F 12-100 
27 F 12-100 
28 16 F 12-100 
29 16 F 12-100 
27 16 F 12-100 
27 17 F 12-100 

































07 /31/76 CLE"1SOl\j UNlVERSlTY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CU80-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
GR•DUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 














SYSTEMS ANALYST I 
l-44-2809-51 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET ~ATE 
<:RADE 
DEGREE % FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
25 F 12-100 
25 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
INSTITUTlONAL SUPPORT 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 












3001 COOPER LIBRARY 
POSI TI CN 
NU14eER 
NA.,E 
30Cl-UC01 JCHN W G GOURLAY 
249-60-2lt82 
30Cl-U002 .,YRA A ARMISTEAD 
24 8- 52-0924 
30Cl-U003 MARYE BRAGG 
l03-18-76't0 
3001-U004 PEGGY H COVER 
247-60-6042 
300l-U005 JAMES R MARTIN 
246-68-9313 
3001-U006 CHARLES W TRICHE Ill 
435-82-7840 
3001-U007 BETH A REULAND 
445-44-9332 
3001-U0:>8 MARGY H NOWACK 
249-60-4237 
30Cl-U009 DOROTHY C PORTER 
414-34-0139 
~001-UOlO VACANT 
3001 - UOlO-V 
3001-UOLO OJNALD O MILES 
315-40-4079 
3001-UOll IDA S FOSTER 
249-74-1324 
~OC1-U012 DAVID A FISTE 
284-48-6413 
~001-UC13 SOPHIA E SULLIVAN 
257-60-3084 
30Cl-U0l4 PRISCILLA SUTCLIFFE 
003-01-5752 
,oct- U015 .. ARIAN H WITHINGTCN 
248-46-2499 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED lq76-77 
TITLE 




CAT AL OGER 
l-40-3001-51 
HEAD SCI TECH DIV 
l-40-3001-51 
REFERENCE LIB SS &H 
140-3001-51 




HEAD ACQUISITIONS DEPT 
l-40-3001-51 
HEAD SOC SCI HUM 
l-40-3001-51 
REFERENCE LIB S& T 
l-40-3001-51 
REFERH.CE LIB SST 
l-40-3001-51 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F UNOS 
TE l 7 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A"fO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TE 17 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TE 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TE 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPP~T 
NT 17 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
NT 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPOAT 
~ 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TE 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
NT 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEM IC SUPPORT 
"T F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOE'H C SUPPORT 
"T l 7 f 12-100 BAS IC EOUCU ION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
REFERENCE LIBRARIAh SS&H hT 17 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-40-3001-51 ACADEMIC SUPPO~T 
CATALOGER 
l-40-3001-51 
HEAD CATALOG DEPT 
l-40-3001-51 
SPEC COLLECTIONS LIB 
l-40-3001-51 
REFERENCE LIB SS &H 
l-40-3001-51 
NT 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TE 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPCJU 
TE 17 f 12-lOJ BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 




























LI BR ARIES 
3001 COOPER LIBRARY 









3001-U0\6 LAWRENCE R WOOD 
198- 30-1703 
3001-UOl 7 LOIS J GOODMAN 
249-60-2436 
3001-0001 JACQUELYN H MCCURRY 
249-82- 3277 
3001-0002 GEORGE H FERGUSON 
250-84-1516 
3001-0002 FREIDA J LIGI 
251-86-0923 
3001-0003 WIL"A C BURKETT 
Z'tB- 76-3324 
3001-C004 CAROLYN S RHOTO~ 
402-76-3159 
3001-0005 PHYLLIS A PIVORUN 
477- 52-7075 
3001-0006 LINOA S EDDY 
070-40- 8543 
30Cl-CCC7 PEGGY H COOK 
248-48-7709 
30Cl-CCC8 ROCHELLE S CRAWFORD 
249-26-1490 
~001-0009 JUANITA CLINKSCALES 
439-70-9816 
3001-0010 S~EILA R BINGER 
238- 78-1513 
30Cl-CC11 MARGERY L MCFADDIN 
247- 96-8187 
30Cl-0012 RONALD L WILLIFORD 
249- 78- 783 7 







l-40-3001 - 51 
LIB TECH ASST I 
1-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY ASSISTANT 
l - 40- 3001-51 
LIBRARY ASSISTANT 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST V 
1-40-3001-51 
ll 8 TEC ASST I 
1-40-3001-51 
LIB TECH ASST ti 
1-40-3001-51 
STAFF ASST I 
l-40-3001-51 
LI 8 TECH ASST I 
1-40-3001-51 




LIS TECH ASST Ill 
l-40-3001- 51 
LIS TECH ASST 11 
1-40-3001-51 
L 18 TECH ASST I 
l-40-3001-51 




CEGR EE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl"E 
SOURCE Of FU-.DS 
TE 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
TE 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
CS 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADE"IC SUPPORT 
08 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 14 F 12-100 BASIC EWCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
21 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADE"IC SUPPORT 
16 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
16 14 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
16 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
CB 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
AC ADEH IC SUP PM T 
08 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATIO .. AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPO'l T 
























30Cl COOPER LIBRARY 
POSIT I O'i 
NUMRER 
NA'4E 
3001--0014 ~ARIANO POOLE 
246-72-5308 
3001-0015 CATHY H HUFF 
250-92-0506 
!001-0016 CYNTHIA J MOORE 
271-42-8370 
300l-C017 GLADYS D MILLER 
247-18-4649 
3001-0018 PATRICIA C SMIT~ 
2H-96-52ll 
30Cl-OC19 MILDRED 8 MASSEY 
249- 28-943 l 
300l-OC20 EDNA V HOLLIDAY 
24 7-34-2766 
30(1-0021 LINDA P COLLINS 
247-78-5637 
~oot-00?2 DILL'4AN 8 SORRELLS 
495- 48-3514 
3001-0023 PATRICIA W BRANHAM 
250-92-1966 
3001-0024 ELIZABETH W SCHMIDT 
425-62-9093 
3001-0025 MARSHA 8 WHITMORE 
266- 78-4 111 
3001--0026 DEBRA L ROBINSJ~ 
249-80-3251 
3001-0027 LYLA 8 BAUMA'iN 
150-80-9754 
3001--0028 NJP~A V KOEFOO 
5~2-54-87't9 
3001-0029 (qlS L MAW 
249-64-7402 




LIBRARY TECH ASST 'w 
l -'t0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 
l-'t0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST II 
1-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY ASSISTANT IV 
l-40-3001-51 






LIB TECH ASST V 
1-40-3001-51 
Ll8RARY TECH ASST V 
l - 't0-3001-51 
L 18 TECH ASST IV 
1-40-3001-51 
LIB TECt' ASST I 
l - 't0-3 001-51 
LIB TECH ASST I 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 11 
1-40-3001-51 
L 18 TECH ASST I 
l-40-3001-51 





CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPOIH 
ll 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
19 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACAOEMI C SUPPORT 
11 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATIO'i AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
05 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
05 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AHO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
21 16 f 12-100 8AS[C EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
21 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
19 16 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEIUC SUPPORT 
CB 16 f 12-100 BAS[C EDUCATION AHO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 15 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
CS 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEM[C SUPPORT 
CB 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 





























3001 CCCPER LI BRARY 






3001-0030 A BERNICE HOLT 
251-60-9219 
30Cl-003l KATHY A HIRSCH 
229-78-6373 
~001-0031 BOBBIE J NEVINS 
386-62-2311 
3001-0C32 LINDA A BEARDEN 
247-88-it2ll 
30Cl- OC33 hANCY K SAUNDERS 
"11-92-80it2 
3001 - 0034 JANET C MARTIN 
24 7-02-566 7 
3001-0034 SHANNON C WELCH 
260-84-5612 
3001-C035 VICKIE C CORNELISON 
lo00-80-0l9lt 
30 Cl-0036 DEBORAH A F EOA!l 
llol-lolo-l lltO 
3001-<>037 CHARLOTTE F WILSO~ 
247-30-1263 
3001-<>039 SUSAN C FISHER 
24 3-98-9't22 
3001-0040 KAY W RICKARD 
249-04-2941 
3Q01-00lol MARGARET H BATES 
2't7-78- 9266 
3001-00lol RITA B SCHUBERT 
266-96-5198 
3001-00lo2 SUSANNE S NORTJ~ 
246-92- 8825 




CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F~DS 
SPECIAL COLLECTI CNS COOR 22 15 F 12-050 BAS IC EWCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
l-'t0-3001-51 ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 11 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST II 
l-it0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST Ill 
l-40-3001-51 
LIB TECH ASST I 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LI 8 TECH ASST II 
1-40-3001-51 
LIB TECH ASST II 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST Ill 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST II 
1-40-3001-51 
LIB TECH ASST II 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST II 
1-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIB TECH ASST I 
1-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 
l-'t0-3001-51 
--
11 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
AC ADE Ml C SUPPORT 
16 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
16 15 f 12-100 &ASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACAOEM IC SUPPORT 
08 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOtJCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 


























5,'t82 5 , 70 l 
01 /31/ 76 
FORM CUB0-104 
LIBRARIES 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
3001 COOPER LIBRARY 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAME 
?001-0044 JANICE P MUNGO 
250-02-H96 
?001-0046 DEIDRA B BRYAN 
230- 74-9121t 
30Cl-0047 CHRISTINE K HOWE 
150-38-3138 
3001-0048 HICKEY L AMARI 
262-23-0lt 19 
3001-0049 NANCY P HAY 
250-04-3505 
3001-0049 FREIDA J LIGI 
250-86-0923 
300 l -0050 VACMIIT 
3001-0050-V 
3001-0051 MARY J HARRIS 
138-40-0833 
3001-0053 DANIEL H JONES 
251-86-3820 
3001-0054 PENNY K ODELL 
221-42-4986 











LI 8 TECH ASST II 
1-40-3001-51 
LI BRA RY TECH ASST II 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 11 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST I 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST I 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST 
l-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST Ill 
1-lt0-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST V 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST II 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST I 
l-40-3001-51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST Ill 
l-lt0-3001- 51 
LIBRARY TECH ASST Ill 
l-40-3001-51 
LIB TECH ASST II I 
l-it0-3001-51 
LIB TECH ASST V 
l-lt0-3001-51 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIE~ A~C UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER OEPARTKENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PL~YfFS IN THIS OEPARTKENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
11 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 




F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENER.Al. 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
11 16 F 12-050 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
08 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
AC ADE MIC SUPPORT 
16 
16 
F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENER.At. 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
16 16 F 12-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
21 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 30 l 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 


































ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
07/31/76 CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 









DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
--------------------~-------------------------------------
4001-UOOl WALTER T COX 
24 7-18-4 306 
400l-U002 FRANK A BURTNER 
243-36-5586 
40 01-L003 BUFORD E TR ENT 
251-42-4057 
4001-U004 JAMES H KING JR 
565-86-0077 
4001-U005 RICHARD C ROBBINS 
460-14-6200 
4001-0001 MARY W MORGAN 
246-28-1680 
4001-0002 LYNN R REEVES 
247-04-9068 
4001-0003 GEORGE E COAKLEY 
578-03-0464 




4001-0005 SUSAN G DELONY 
lt23-24-0542 
it001-00J6 S~ARON K RUSSELL 
250-13-5998 
4001-0007 JCJ-iN W PACE 
250-52-583& 
V PRES STU AFFAIRS NA 
1-42-4001-51 
PROF SOC DIR FRAT AF TE 
1-20-1513-51 
l-it2-4001-51 
DIR UN ASST PROF RPA NA 
l-20-1005-51 
l-42-4001-51 
ATH COACH DORM CNSLR I\A 
l-42-4001-51 
2-60-7127-00 
ACADEMIC ADVISER NA 
1-42-itOOl-51 
STAFF ASST II 18 
1-42-4001-51 
CLK STENO t I 10 
l-42-4001-51 
ASSOC DEAN OF STU 29 
l-42-4001-51 
RESID HALL SUPV 11 11 
l-42-4001-51 




ASSOC DEAN OF STU 29 
1-42-'tOOl-51 
CLERK STENO II 10 
l-42-4001-51 
ASST DEAN CF STUDENTS 25 
l-42-4001-51 
16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 












16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
l't F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 





17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
1 7 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




12,215 12,702 1513 
12,215 12,702 
24, 430* 25,404• 




3,060 2,475 7127 















07/31/76 CLEl'ISON UNIVERSlTY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
STUDENT AffA IRS 
4001 OFFICE Of THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 




DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE Of F U'iDS 
BWPROll-03 
PAGE 303 




4001-00C8 ~ARY J MCMAHAN 
241-62-2791 
4001-0010 MANNING N LOMAX 
251-68-0550 
40Cl-0011 BRENOA l ZETTLE 
247-78-7822 
40Cl-CC12 JANE P TURBEVILLE 
248-84-926 7 
40Cl-0013 PATRICIA A DICKSON 
249-08-0335 
40Cl-CC14 LINOA SHELLER 
416- 56- 3295 
40Cl-0015 JOEL l FELS8URG 
175-34-5440 
4001--0016 JOSEPH f SULLIVA~ 
244-05-6060 
40Cl-0017 MARYE RICHARDSON 
248-16- 6919 
40Jl-OC18 THEO H DUNCAN 
247-22-7285 
SWITCHBOARD OPR II 
1-42-4001-51 










l - 42-4001-51 
RES HALL SUPV 11 
1- 42-4001- 51 
2-60-4(75-00 
2-60-5375-00 
AOMIN ASST 111 
1-42-4001-51 










RESIDENCE HALL SUPV II 
l-42-4001-51 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 









12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
12 H f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 




















































07nl/16 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSEO 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 









4001-0019 RALPHO WATKINS 
251-01-3992 
40Cl-OD20 GEORGE M GILCHRIST 
247-78-6559 
4001-0021 JOAN H NEWTON 
250-40-5514 
4001-0022 CATHY C T~NER 
't2l-62-l H7 
40Cl-0023 PEARL D DILLINGHAM 
420-64-6233 
4D0l-00l4 THOMAS C DALTON 
250-18-384 7 
4001-0025 HULDA T JOHNSON 
Z,.8-84-7036 








DEGREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 













SWITCHBOARD OPER II 
1-42-4001-51 
ASST DEAN OF STUDENTS 
1-42-4001-51 















10 12 F 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 




10 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUOENT SERVICES 
22 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
09 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 














RESIDENCE HALLS SUPV I l 11 
l-42-400 l-51 






































07/31/76 CLE~SON U~ IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORH CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
STlJOENT AFFAIRS 





POSI Tl CN NAHE TITLE OEGllEE i FULL SOURCE OF F LNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




ltOOl-0027 VACANT CLERK I BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REPL 
ltOO 1-0027-V l-"2-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 3,430 
2-60-03 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 0375 
2-60-ltC75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 380 4075 
TOTAL • 3,810• 
4001-0028 JOSEPH H CHEEK SEC OFF 10 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL PTFT 
250-05-7130 l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,38ft 3,732 
2-60-0375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 0375 
2-60-4C75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 3,731 4075 
TOTAL 5,384• 7,463• 
4001-0029 CLAUDE BROCK SEC OFF 10 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL PTFT 
251-18-6958 1-42-\001-51 STWENT SERVICES 4,324 2,997 
2-60-0375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 0375 
2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,996 4075 
TOTAL It, 321t* 5,993• 
4001-0030 FRANCES J ADDIS CLK I 05 12 F 0~100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7- lt0-9661t 1-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 't-,013 3,755 
2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 416 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5375 
TOTAL 4,013• 4,171• 
itOCl-001 JUANITA S ROTHELL CLERK I 05 12 F 0~100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
251-lt0-9891 l-42-4001-51 S TUOENT SERVICES 3,836 3,589 
2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5375 
TOTAL 3,836• 3,987• 
4001-0032 NANCY C NIX CLERK I 05 01 F 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
251-62-5165 l-lt2-4001-5l STUDENT SERVICES 3,836 3,589 
2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 4075 
2-60-5315-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5375 
TOTAL 3,836• 3,987• 
4001-0033 LULA E BENNETT CLERK I 05 ll F 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
424-30-3199 l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVI CE S 3,836 3,589 
2-60-itCl5-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 4075 
2-6 0-5 315-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5375 
TOTAL 3,836• 3,987• 
ltOCl-0034 OLIVE 8 MORTON CLERK I 05 11 F 0~100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
247-07-3665 1-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 3,836 3,589 
2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 lt075 
07 /3 l/ 76 CLEMSON U~lVERSlTY - SALARY ROLL 
FOIIM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFA[RS 
4001 OFflCE OF THE VlCE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------




CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT T [ ME 
SOURCE OF F UNOS 
-------------------------------------------------- "--------------
40Cl-0035 S AL~EOA ROGERS 
2't9-9t,.-4087 




4001-0037 JOANNE C WILLIS 
242-44-0693 
4001-0033 THELMA J WILL[AMS 
248-34-0937 
40Cl-OC39 JUDY A WATSON 
253-92-3460 
40Cl-CC40 CONNIE F FAST 
250-80-9082 
400 l-00 40 VACANT 
4001-0040-V 
2-60-5375-00 




































10 12 F 09-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUOENT SERVICES 


























F 09-100 BASIC EOUCAT[ON AND GENERAL 








































07/31/76 CLEfllSON UNIVERSlTY - SALARY ROLL 
FOR .. CliB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
4001 CFFICE OF THE VICE P~ESIOENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 









HELEN L PORTER 
44 3- 20- 7 800 




JANET W GAMBRELL 
249-08-1023 
REVONOA S HOLLIDlY 
21t4-88-1208 













CLK TYPIST I 
1-42-ltOOl-51 




CLK TYPIST I 
l-lt2~001-51 





TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC SY THIS DEPT 
1505-UOOl JOHN H BUTLER PROF ANO HO MUSIC 
320-28-5940 1-42-ltOOl-51 
1505-UO!H BRUCE F COOK ASSOC PROF fllUS 
465-46-6317 l-42 -4001 -51 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONUAC T Tl ME 
05 11 F 09-100 
10 12 F 09-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF F u~os 





BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUOENT SERVICES 





BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUOENT SERVICES 





06 lit F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 




TE 18 F 12-100 
STUDENT SERVICES 

























7,660 8,320 5364 







07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 




40Cl OFFICE Of THE VICE PRESIDENT fCR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
--------------------------------
GRADE 
POSIT lCN NAME TITLE CEGREE t FULL SOURCE Of FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
•w11eER CONTRACT Tl HE RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-------------------------------------------------------
1505-0005 WILLIAM W CAMPBELL INSTRl.CTOR MUSIC "'A 17 A 09-100 
461-72-3322 l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 3,645 3,789 
1505-U999 EXTRA PAY FOR BAN) DIR 
150-5U-999 1-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVI CE S 2,205 
713 7-U002 JAMES L MOORHEAD AST TR CO & AST ACAD ACV NA 17 F 12-100 TERM 
247-60-4107 l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5.500 
7137-U002 VACANT AST TRCO & AST ACAO t-lA F 12-100 REPL 
7137-U002-V l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,720 
15C5-C001 PATRIC l A J SEITZ SECRETARY l 12 16 F 12-100 REV 
411-76-9178 1-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,250 5,851 
40~6- 0COl NASH N GRAY ACHIN ASST II 23 16 F 12-100 
247- 40- 8147 l-42-4001-51 STUOENT SERVICES 14,147 14,882 
4056-0C02 OTIS O t;ELSON STU COONSELOR 11 23 17 F 12-100 
416-34-6 716 1-42-ltOOl-51 STUDENT SERVICES 14,147 14,882 
4056-CC03 8088 l E O PALMER SECY II lit 12 F 12-100 
251-52-2977 l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 8,556 9,150 
4056-0(08 ARTHUR BUTLER HARTZOG ACHIN ASST 11 23 17 F 12- 100 
250- 70-28't7 l - lt2- 4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 12,804 13,983 
4056-C009 ROSIN L HARDIN YMCA PROGRAM COlRDINAT!Jt 22 16 F 12- 100 
250-80-3826 1-42- 4001 - 51 STUDENT SERVICES 10,730 11,158 
4056-C Cl l PEARLIE E SULLIVAN STU CTR 1-«JSTESS 09 12 F 12-100 
244-07-0018 l-lt2-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 7,129 7,549 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 98,863 107 t 104 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAIC BY CTHER OEPTS 25,91t 1 108,527 
•cruAL BUDGET RATE 505,225• lt58, 217• 
01 n 1116 
FORM CUS0-104 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
4007 DIVISION OF CAREER SERVICES 









CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF FINDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-11 





ROBERT A BANISTER 
247-22-3624 
ALFRED HATlillSEN JR 
150-H-4445 
SARAH C COUCH 
249-20-8836 




OR CP EO ASSC PF EG 
l-42-4007-51 






TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID 8Y OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
TE l 1 F 
25 11 F 
12 13 F 
12 13 F 
12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 21,67B 22,544 
12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 13,741 14,289 
12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 6,915 7,190 
12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 




07 /31176 CLEJIISON UNI VE RSI TY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CLB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 












DIR INTRA ATH & ,. co 
l-42-4015-51 




4015- U002 WILLIAM C MALPASS AONI N ASS 1ST ANT & COACH 
251-58-5138 l-42-4C1S-5l 
4015-U003 FRED CONE AST DIR INTRA & A co 
424-20-0851 l-42-401S-51 
4015-UC04 JAMES R POPE JR DIR OF AQUATICS t LECT 
212- 5+-3043 l-20-1005-51 
l-42~015-51 
4015-0001 IKE LLOYD CROOKS GROUNDSK EEPER I 
248-68- 7032 l-42~015-51 
4015-0002 OEWILLA B GAINES CLK STENO I I 
250- 86- 0540 l-42-4015-51 
4015-0003 MARY JOE H WILLIA~S RECEPTIONIST 
251-68-9539 1-42-4015- 51 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
~A 16 F 12-100 
NA 17 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
07 12 F 12- 100 
SOURCE OF FIJ'IIDS 
BAS IC EOOCAT JON ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEhERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 




BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVI CES 
















2,642 2,748 1005 
7 , 927 8,245 








74, 74~ 76,340• 
07 /31/76 CLEMSO'i UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FOPM CUB0-104 PRCPOSEO 1976-77 
STUDENT AFFA IPS 
4017 MULTIPURPOSE AUDITO~IUK OPERATION(COLISEUM) 











BEBE K ANDERSO'f 
411-54-7526 
BILL If C NORRIS 
2't9-40-9746 
TOTAL CLASS IFIE:> 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
T ITlE 
ADMIN ASST [ ([ 
1-42-4017-51 
2-60-7101-00 
ADKIN ASST [ ([ 
l-42-4017-51 
ACCOUNTING CLERK II 
1-42-4017-51 
ASST SUPT OF CUSTOD 
l-42- 4017- 51 
TOTAL, BOT~ CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
SRV 
f~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID 8Y OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
26 15 F 12-100 
13 16 F 12-100 
18 12 f 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU"'OS 




BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
















32,231• 30, 580• 
5,188 
30,580• 
07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 FORM CUBO-lO't PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 312 STUDENT AFFAIRS 




POS I TICN NAME TITLE DEGREE S FULL SOURCE Of FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




4019-UOOl KENNETH N VICKERY ASST V P STU AFFAIRS tlA 16 f 12-100 BASIC ECUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-60-2't08 l-42-4019-51 STUOENT SERVICES 30,000 31,200 
4019-0001 REGINALD J BERRr REGISTRAR Ill 30 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-60-2557 l-42-4019-51 STLOENT SERVICES 21,798 22,668 
4019-0002 FRANCES H BLAIR STAFF ASST 11 18 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
't29-40-llo88 l-'t2-'t019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 10,279 11,334 
4019-0003 MARTHA G BAILEY CHF CLK 16 H f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
2H-26-2069 l-42-'tC19-51 STUDENT SERVICES 9,394 10,080 
4019-('00't LINOA N WELLS CLERK TYPIST II 09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
250-82-8489 l-'t2-'t019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,346 5,558 
4019-0005 ALICE H ALLEN ASSOC EDITOR 18 16 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
246-34-025't l-'t2-4019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 10,899 11,333 
4019-0C06 RIJBY H THOMPSON STAFF ASST I 16 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
247-18-43'tl l-"2-'t019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 8,18't 8,510 
4019-00C7 DEBRA C KELLEY CLERK 111 13 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-13-0764 l-'t2-4019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 6,'t20 6,676 
4019-0C09 JANE W JOHNSO KEY & PEIII EWIP OPR II 13 l't F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
2't9-96-16 73 1-42-'tCl 9-51 STUDENT SERVICES 6,115 6,358 
4019-0010 ANNETTE GAMBLE Cl ERK STENO II 10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-90-9691 l-'t2-4Cl9-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,765 5,994 
4019-0011 JERJEtllA O WILLIS CLK TYPIST 11 09 l 't F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
247-02-1225 l-42-'t019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 6,0't3 6,283 
4019-0012 RONALD C POTTS COMPUTER PROGRA~MER II 23 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
250-80-096't l-42-lt019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 10,810 11,805 
lt019-0013 JANET A LANDRUM CLERK TYPIST II 09 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248- ll-0318 l-42-4019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,613 5,836 
4019-0014 WILL 1AM R '4ATTOX DIR OF ADMS 111 30 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GE~RAL 
251-36-5704 1-42-4019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 19,406 20,181 
4019--0015 FREDA 14 DILL SECRETARY I 12 14 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAflON AND GENERAL 
249-02-6303 1-42-ltOl 9-51 STWENT SERVICES 7,040 7,321 
4019-0016 REBECCA S COPELA~O STAFF ASST I 16 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL TRS 
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4019-0016 ELAINE O TEAT 
251-46-4 704 
40l9-0017 KATIE C ROWLANJ 
249-20-6824 
4019-0CI8 HELEN N SISK 
249-38-9941 
4019-0019 WALTER A MAYFIELD 
251-52-4951 
4019-0C20 OCNNA E MILLER 
2't9-7 2- 1135 
4019-C021 SHARRON E CHESLEY 
521-70-32l0 




4019-0023 MAHALEY l WINOHA~ 
223-92- 7448 
4019-0024 LYNN S COOK 
250-86-0652 
4019-0025 ALBERT 8 MARX 
ll l-07-6245 
'tJl9-0026 MARY J CRAIG 
251-76-274.lt 
4019-0027 DONNA G MCCALL 
238-76-8222 
4019-<'028 ZEMILY M GILBERT 
251-74-3077 
4019-0029 LINDA 8 LAW 
042-38-0201 
4019-0030 STANLEY 8 SMITH JR 
251-66-6855 
TITLE 
STAFF ASST I 
l-42-4019-51 








CLERK TYPIST II 
l-42-4019-51 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTR~C T Tl ME 
SOURCE OF Ft.NOS 
16 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOIJCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
13 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
27 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
KEY t PERI EQUIP OPR I II 14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-42-4019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 
KEY t PERI EQUIP OPR 111 14 
l-42-4019-51 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 






09 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
29 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
KEY t PERI EQUIP OPR II 13 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-42-4019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 
CLERK TYPIST 11 
l-42-4019-51 




ASST REGISTRAR I I 
l-42-4Cl9-5l 
09 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
16 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
22 l6 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
27 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
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DEGREE i FUl.L 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
-----------------------------------------------------
4019-0031 JUDITH A RAY STAFF ASST I 16 12 F 12-100 248-68-9598 l-lt2-401 <;-51 
4019-0032 JERRY A JORDAN OPRS MANAGER I I 26 14 F 12-100 
251-62-9248 l-42-4019-51 
4019-0033 DIANE P JOHNSON HffO CLERK I 10 13 F 12-100 
250-08-9668 1-42-4019-51 
4019-0034 DAVID 8 FLEMING AOMIN ASST II 23 16 F 12-100 
21t8-82-909lt l-lt2-lt0l 9-51 
4019-0035 ~ELISSA J KLOSTERMAN KEY t PER OPR I I 13 16 F 12-100 
249-98-2618 l -42-ltOl 9-51 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STU DENT SERVICES 8,185 8,511 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
STUDENT SERVICES 15,906 17,586 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 6,006 6,245 
BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 13,489 llt,027 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 6,573 6,834 
4019-0036 BETTY J HERRON KEY ANO PER OPR 11 13 l't F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 250-9't-3't59 l-42-lt019-51 STUDENT SERVICES 6,691 6,957 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 33ft, 76 7 350, 81t8 TJTAL UNCLASSIFIE) 30,000 31,200 TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 361t,767* 38Z,Olt8* 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PA ID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET ~ATE 364,767• 382,0lt&• 
- - - - -
C7/3l/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
STUDENT AFF41 RS 
4022 CWNSELING CENTER 










GALEN t- STEELE 
233- 51t- 8259 
JOHN R ANOERS0',1 
719-llt-0672 




L INOA E MCCALL 
249-13-7566 






TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED 
CLE .. SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
TITLE 






CLERK STENO I 
l-42-4022-51 










DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
29 18 F 12-100 
26 17 F 12-100 
12 16 F 12-100 
01 12 F 12-100 
01 12 F 12-100 
26 F 12-100 
26 F 12-100 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER OEPART,ENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 315 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 170338 18,030 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
STUDENT SERVICES 160693 17,586 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 60134 70002 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
STUDENT SERVICES 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
STUDENT SERVICES 5,299 
BAS IC EOUClT ION AND GENERAL REPL 
STUDENT SERVICES 140040 
BAS JC EOUCAT ION AND GENERAL TERM 
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PRCPOSEO 1976-77 
GRADE 
CE~EE 1 FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
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4023-0001 HARVIN G CARMICHAEL UNIV FINA~IAL A to OIREC 27 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-84-5507 1-42-4023-51 STUDENT SERVICES 13,818 14,369 
4023-0002 SARA S MCGUFFIN STAFF ASST I 16 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 251-40-1390 l-42-4023-51 STWENT SERVICES 9,567 10,080 
4023-0003 SHIRLEY L CAUTHEN CLK I II 13 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 250-86-0794 l-42-4023-51 STUOENT SERVICES 7,620 8,518 
4023-0004 BARBARA O MICHAEL CLERK 111 13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-70-3288 1-42-4023-51 STUDENT SERVICES 6,959 7,236 
4023-0005 JANN S ALBERTSON CLERK TYPIST II 09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
2't8-90-66B3 l-42-4023-51 STUOENT SEIi.ViCES 5,346 
4023-COOS VACANT CLERK TYPIST II 09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
4023-0005-V l-42-4023-51 STUDENT SERVICES 5,558 
~023-0C06 THOMAS F GENTRY J~ ADMINISTRATIVE ASST 21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-92-3971 l-42-4C23-51 STUDENT SERVICES 9,696 10,082 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIE) 53,006 55,843 
Tl:JTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 53,006* 55,843• 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 53,006• 55,843• 
- - - -
01 /31/ 76 
FORM CUB0-1J4 
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PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FlNDS 
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4050-0001 J OHN C C~ETON BOCKS TORE MGR IV 28 15 F 12-100 REV 
2'>1-46-2645 2-60-4(50-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 19,134 20. 182 
4050-0002 JANICE S ABLES BOOKSTORE SALES CLK II 07 12 F 12-100 
250-94-9718 2-60-4050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,394 6,648 
4050-CC03 GLADYS GANTT BOCICSTORE SALES ClK 05 11 F 12-100 REV 
249-38-8574 2-60-4050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,969 6,519 
4050-0C04 LORETTA RENTZ BOCKSTORE SUPV TEXT BKS 24 12 F 12-100 
250-74-9587 2-60-lo050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 12,616 13,119 
lt0 50-0C05 A'fTHONY W CRAFT BOCKSTORE MGR I 20 16 F 12-100 
248-90-7518 2-60-lo050-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 9,632 10,016 
4 050-0C06 ALRED C WAI TS CLERK Ill 13 15 F 12-100 
255-80-89311 2-60-4050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,115 6,358 
4050-0COT LILLIE O ALEXANDER CLERK I 05 14 F 12-100 
249-96- llo58 2-60-4050-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 5,132 5,336 
4050-C C08 ~ORMA I CLARK ACCOUNTING CLEftK II 13 12 F 12-100 
246- 56-3934 2-60-4050-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 6,115 6,358 
4050 - 0010 ELAINE R YOUNG CLERK TYPIST II C9 13 F 12-100 
212-72-7614 2-60-4050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,346 5,558 
4050-0011 JEANETTE R ELEY CLERK I 05 12 F 12-100 
238-11-3492 2-60-4050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,132 5,336 
4050-0012 MARYS ARROWOOD CLERK TYPIST I I C9 12 F 12-100 
258-54-3346 2-60-4050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,346 5,558 
4050-0014 AqT HUR ROSE JR CLERK II 08 14 F 12-100 
249-04-2734 2-60-4050-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,221 5,428 
TOTAL CLASSIFIEJ 92,152 96,416 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 92, 152* 96,416• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~E~TS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
07131/76 CLEMSO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUDPRO 11-03 






POSIT ION NAME TITLE DEGREE t FULL SOURCE OF FU-.DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NLMeER CONTRACT TI ME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-------------------------- ----
4052--0001 F O MILLER CANTEEN MGR II 25 12 F 12-100 
247-20-5083 2-6J-4052-00 AUXILIARY HHERPRI SES 15,954 16,591 
4052-0002 BETTY M WILLIAMS CU( TYPIST I 06 13 F 12-100 
241-60-4924 2-60-4052-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,7H 5,959 
4052--0003 MARTHA B '4ANLEY CLK 11 08 12 F 12-100 
363-2 8-8099 2-60-4052-00 AUXILIARY EN TERPR I SES 6,779 7,049 
4052-0004 CLARENCE H LOMAS JR CUHEE N MGR I 21 13 F 12-100 
25l -68-'t957 2-60-4052-00 AUX( LI ARY ENTERPRISES 12,417 12,912 
4052-0005 VICKIE M TEAT FOCD SRV AIDE II 05 12 F 12-100 
248-90-2583 2-60-4052-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,595 5,817 
4052-0CC6 HELEN 8 BARKER CLK I 05 10 F l2-100 
247-50-5876 2-60-4052-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,489 6,747 
4052-CC07 ROMELLA S RUTLEDJE FOOD SRV AIDE I I 05 10 F 12-100 REV 
247-10-9533 2-60-4052-00 AUXILl ARY ENTERPR lSES 6,406 6,747 
4052-0CCS RUBY J RUSSELL FOGO SRV AIDE II 05 08 F 12-100 
256-42-0096 2-60-4052-00 AUX IL I ARY ENTERPRISES 6,281 6,5H 
4052- 0009 LI NOA E SMITH FOOD SEV AIDE II 05 10 F 12- 100 TERM 
248- 11-3155 2-60-4(52-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,137 
4052 - 0009 VACANT FOOC SEV AIDE II F 12-100 REPL 
4052- 0009-V 2-60-4052-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 5,341 
4C52-0C10 BARBARA N MORGAN COOK I C5 12 F 12-100 
247-48-5518 2-60-'t052-00 AUXILIARY ENTER.PR I SES 5, 32lt 5,535 
4052--001 l il1'4NA F WILL l A'4S COOK I C5 01 F 12-100 
250-50-8lt92 2-60-4052--00 AUXILl ARY ENTERPRISES 5,636 5,860 
4052-0012 JAKE 8 SIMS CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 05 F 12-100 
250-26-9075 2-60-4052-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,156 6,ltOl 
4052-0013 !DELPHIA S CRE~SHA~ FOOD SEV AIDE II 05 11 F 12-100 
249-30-9181 2-60-lt052--00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,844 6,076 
t,052-0014 ETHEL L JOHNSON COOK l NIGHT 05 12 F 09-100 
251-96-1705 2-60-4052-00 AUXILIARY E1'4TERPRI SES 4,0H lt, l 73 
40 52- C'O l 5 J OSEPH J RICHARJS JR CUSTCDIAL WCRKER 03 08 F 12-100 REV 
247-66-2261 2-60-4C52-00 AUX( LI ARY ENTERPRISES 6,032 6,401 















4052-0016 CAROLYN WILLIAMS 
249-11~243 
4052-0017 MARIE H JOHNSON 
250-50-8027 
4052-0018 CAROLYN B GILSTRAP 
248-58-6558 
4052-0C19 LOYCE A STEPHENS 
248-31.-8217 
4C52-0020 KAY R RACKLEY 
251-70-7923 
4052-0C2I RICHARD E WHEELER 
250-96-9361 
4052-0C22 ~ATTIE P TEAT 
415-24-1066 
4052-0023 KAY FRANCES BENNETT 
248-62-5322 
4052-CC24 CARVEN CANNON JR 
247-38-8725 
4'52-0C25 F~ANCES K GENTRY 
262-20-8270 
4052-0026 J~YCE TOLLISON 
547-46-5485 
4052-0027 LILLIE M RANDOLPH 
251-56-9896 
4052-0030 JEANELLE D GIBSON 
241-62-3840 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TITLE 










CANTEEN CPR II 
2-60-4052-00 






CANTEEN OPR II 
2-60-4052-00 




FOOD SERV AIDE 11 
2-60-4052-00 
T~TAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~FLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID SY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUOCET RATE 
GRADE 
CE~EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 




05 13 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,366 5,579 
05 12 F 12-100 REV 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,156 6,726 
05 09 F 12-100 081 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,387 5,60 l 
05 11 F 12-100 081 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,928 6, l6't 
05 12 F 12-100 081 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,553 5, 77't 
12 15 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,676 6,942 
05 11 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,156 6,401 
05 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,928 6,164 
14 15 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,716 8,023 
12 13 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,675 7,980 
05 11 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,073 6,057 
05 12 F 12-1 00 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,09't 6,336 
C5 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,137 5,3•H 
183,640 191,228 
183 ,640• 
07 /3 l/76 
FORM Cl.B0-104 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 




4054 STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
POSITION 
NlJMBER 
NAME Tl TLE 
GRADE 
OEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tll~E 
-----------------------




4054-UOOl JUDSON E HAIR 
250-22-3702 
4054-UC02 DONALD K FREEMAN JR 
371-36-5171 
4054-UC03 BYRON 8 HARDER JR 
250-66-4999 
DIR & PHYSICIAN 
2-60-4054-00 
2-60-7109-00 
DIR OF M H & LECT 
1-20-1703-51 
2-60-40H-OO 




4054-UC04 RICHARD S ROBINSO'II 
378-44-8640 
STAFF PHYSICIAN & LECT 
1-20-1305-51 
4054-U005 ROBERT H BURLE\' 
24 7- 78- l 034 
2-60-4 054-00 
2-60-7109-00 




4054-COOl FAE I MCLEAN NURSE Ill 
399-42-1145 2-60-4C54-00 
4054-0C02 JUDITH A CONE CLK TYPIST II 
390-32-2468 2-60-4054-00 
4054-0C03 JEAN 8 BAILEY NURSE IV 
302-18-2816 2-60-4054-00 
4054-CC04 SARA FRANCES F PATT ERSGN CLK TYPIST 11 
250-92-1656 2-60-lt054-00 
4054-0005 LESSIE C HIGH NURSE Ill 
265-30-2504 2-60-4054-00 
4054-0006 JUDITH R LYLE NURSE l I l 
231-92-4315 2-60-4054-00 
& LEC T 




~A 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
I NSTRUC Tl ON 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
TOTAL 
t.A 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY E ... TERPRISES 
TOTAL 





NA 18 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTRUCTION 
21 16 F 12-050 
09 14 F 12-100 
23 1 5 F 12-100 
09 l4 F 12-100 
21 15 F 12-100 











1,800 1,672 7109 
38,425• 39,960• 
2,136 2,220 1703 
33,945 35,301 
36,081• 37,521• 
2,004 2,083 0109 
26,822 27,893 



























- - - - -
07/31/76 CLE HSO..., UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BlJDPROl l-03 FORM CUB0-104 PliOPOS ED 1976-77 PAGE 321 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
4054 STUDENT HEAL TH CENTER 
--------------------------- --------------------------------
GRADE 
POSITION NM4E TITLE CEGREE I FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NUMBER CONTRACT Tl "E RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
--------- --------------------
4054-0007 GENEVA S BROWNLEE CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 08 F 12-100 REV 
249-64-6436 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,406 6,944 
4054-0008 JOAN O COLEMAN CLK TYPIST II 09 13 F 12-100 
249-78-0281 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,080 1,363 
4054-0C09 MARY E CRENSHAII NURSE SUPV 25 16 F 12-100 
557-22-5846 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 14,680 15,267 
4054-0010 MILDRED J BENSON CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 10 F 12-100 REV 
249-64-5676 2-60-4C51t-OO AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,808 6,31tl 
4054-0Cll SANORA C SM I TH OIR Of NURS I 26 15 F 12-100 
251-78-0148 2-60-4C51t- OO AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 14,761 15,350 
4054-CC12 EVELYN J WEBB LIC PRACT NURSE II 14 1" F 12-100 
248-76-8591 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 8,095 8,417 
4054-0013 THORNLEY 8 GRAVLEY CHIEF PHARMACIST II 29 18 F 12-100 
488-32-2482 2-60-405ft.-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 20,181 20,987 
4054-CC14 SHARON C STRICKLAND NURSE I II 21 14 F 12-100 
234-76-7075 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 12,165 12,650 
4054-0015 MARY C KNOX NURSE II I 21 15 F 12-100 
241-56- 8710 2-60-4C54-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 9,235 9,603 
4054-C0l6 ELLEN G KINGSLAND NURSE SUPV 25 15 F 12-100 REV 
0)9- 14-0955 2-60-4054- 00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 14,653 16,001 
4054-C017 LINDA O COLLIER NURSE 111 21 15 F 12-100 
254-18-5339 2-60-4054-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 10,158 10,563 
4054-0018 GEORGE LIGON NURSING ASST 08 12 F 12-100 
249-60-2564 2-60-4054- 00 AUXILIARY EN TERPR l SES 6,864 7,137 
4054-0019 EVELYN O LITTLETJN RES TECHNOL I 17 l't F 12-100 
247-34-9533 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 10,317 10,128 
4054-0020 MAR I AN C RANDEL NURSE II I 21 16 F 12-100 
383- 32-1630 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 11,413 11,930 
4054-0021 NORMA S Will lAMS STAFF ASST II 18 13 F 12-100 REV 
248-34-2256 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 9,881 11,054 
4054 - C022 FRANCES R HARTIN NURSE I I I 21 16 F 12-050 




4054 STUD E"'IT HEAL TH CENT ER 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 







CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE Of fl~DS 
--------
-----------------------------
4054-0023 MILDRED H LINK 
249-44-4395 
4054-0024 KAREN A VERNON 
248-06-77't3 
4054-0C24 ROSEMARY V GLEASON 
249-02-9245 
4054-0(25 SHIRLEY F SWAYNGHAM 
250-82-841t2 
4054-0C27 CLAUDIA MERRELL 
423-72-9965 
4054-CC28 ANNICE W COPE 
251-74-3601 
4054-0029 RUTH C ROSWAL 
147-22-7670 
4054-CC30 REVA W BURNS 
249- 56-1440 
4054-0C3l FLORA W BROWN 
248- 58-1382 
4054-0032 CAPOLYN R WILLEf 
26 l- 52-9443 
4054-0033 JESSIE L CAMPBELL 
248-46-4191 
4054-0034 EDWIN 6 BLANTO~ 
250-76-8363 
4054-0035 MARY H LADD 
251-62-6909 
4054-0036 RUTH O DURHA~ 
260-26-1375 
4054-0C37 A"'INIE L VANDIVE~ 
248-46-4183 
4054-0038 EDITH B BAUMGARDNER 
249-56-2399 
r--
NURSE 11 I 
2-60-4D51t-OO 
X RAY TECHNOLOGIST 
2-60-4051t-OO 
X RAY TECHNOL I 
2-60-4051t-OO 
CLK TYPIST II 
2-60-4054-00 
























21 15 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
17 lit f 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
17 lit f 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
09 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
21 15 f 12-033 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
21 15 F 12-050 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
21 15 F 12-050 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
21 15 F 12-05C 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
09 lit F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
07 16 F 12-050 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
25 15 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
36 18 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
13 14 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
23 15 F 12-060 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
03 10 F 12-100 
AUX ILIARY ENTERPRISES 
21 15 F 12-033 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 























4054 STUOPfl HEALTH CENTER 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAME TITLE 
CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1916-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F ~OS 
BU>PROl 1-03 
PAGE 323 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4054-0039 KATHY B MOSS CLERK STENO 11 10 H F 12-100 
24 7-88-4093 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,491 5,709 
4054-0040 PATRICIA A DOBEY NURSE 111 21 16 F 12-050 
227-56-4918 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,075 5,276 
4054-00ltl BARBARA O KOON NURSING ASST 08 16 F 12-050 
248-12-1442 2-60-4054-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,912 3,027 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 355,990 372,321 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 166,64!, 173,298 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 522,636• 545,619• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
1511-UC04 JOHN O DAVENPORT ASSCC PRCF PSY TE 18 A 09-100 
2't8-22-2906 2-60-'t05+-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,57't 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 2,514 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 13,148 13,669 




4056 UNIVERSITY UNION 






4056-0001 NASH N GRAY 
247-40-8147 
4056-0002 OTIS O NELSON 
416-34-6716 
4056-C003 BOBBIE O PALHER 
251-52-2977 
4056-C004 ARCHIE LEE GILLIARD 
2'>7-38-7316 
4C56- 0005 ELIZABETH A WOODRUFF 
245- 50-6802 
4~56-CC06 MILLIAH C WOOTEN Ill 
422-58-7168 
4056-0C07 MILES B CHRISLEY 
248-46-4827 
4056-CC08 ARTHUfl BUTLER HARTZOG 
250- 70-284 7 
4056-0C09 ROBIN L HARDIN 
2 50-80- 3826 
4056-0010 EDWARD A SINGLETON 
24 7- 56-- 8 506 
4056-0011 PEARLIE E SULLIVAN 
244- 07-0018 
4056 - 0C12 KAREN L OALTO"I 
247- 78-6255 
4056-0013 INA ij DURHAM 
237-84-5283 
4056-0014 CANTEY M RICHARDSON 
240-88-0998 
4056-0016 A"IOREW 8 HARRIS Ill 
247-98-2923 
4056-CJ17 BEVERLY A EARGLE 
255-94-7282 
TITLE 
AOHIN ASST II 
1-42-4001-51 












AOHIN ASST 11 
l - 42- 4001-51 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
23 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
23 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
lit 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
05 lit F 12-025 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
21 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
18 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
23 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
YMCA PROGRAM COORDINATOR 22 16 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-42-4001-51 STUDENT SERVICES 
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 
2- 60-4056-00 
STU CTR HOSTESS 
l-424001 - 51 
CLERK STENO II 
2 -60-4 056-00 
INFORHATION CLK 
2-60-4056 - 00 
RECREATIC"I SPECI AUST 
2-60-4056-00 
RECREATION SPE:: I ALI ST 
2-60-4056 - 00 
CLERK STEliO I I 
2-60-4056- 00 
17 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
STUDENT SERVICES 
10 14 F 12- 100 
AUXILIARY E~TERPRISES 
10 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
18 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY EliTERPRISES 
18 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 





ClAtRENT PROPOSED REHARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
llt,147 llt,882 ltOOl 
llt,llt7 llt,882 4001 




12,SOlt 13,983 4001 
10,730 11,158 4001 
10,025 10, 42" 










CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PPOPOSEO 1976-77 









STU UNIOh SUPV 
Z-60-4056-00 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID 8Y OTHER DEPTS 
jCTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
21 

















4074 STUDENTS & FACULTY APARTMENTS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - So\LARY ROLL BUDPRO 11-03 









VACANT DIR OF Al.X ENT 
5360-0005-V 2 -60-lt C 74 -00 
VACANT SECY 11 
5360-0006-V 2-60~074-00 
JOHN W YOUNG JR ASSOC DIR OF HOUSING 
183-18-0946 2-60-407~00 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BOOGET RATE 
GRADE 
OEGREE 1: FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
32 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
lit F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
26 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
-- -


















4001-0010 MANNI NG N LOMAX 
251-68-0550 
40Cl-C014 LINDA SHELLER 
416-56-3295 
4001-0015 JOELL FELSBURG 
115-34- 5440 
40Cl-0016 JOSEPH F SULLIVAN 
244-05-6060 
400l-00l7 KARY E RICHAROSON 
248- 16- 6919 
400l-0019 RALPHO WATKINS 
251-01-3992 
4001-0020 GEORGE M GILCHRIST 
247-78.-6559 
4001-C024 THOMAS COALTON 
250-18 - 381t7 





4001 - 0027- V 
40Cl-OC28 JOSEPH H CHEEK 
250-05- 7130 
40CI - OC29 CLAUOE BROCK 
251-18-6958 
40Cl-CClO FRANCES J ADDIS 
24 7-40-9664 
4001-0031 JUANITA S ROTHELL 
251-40-9891 
CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
RESIO HALL SUPV II 
2-60-ltC75-00 
DIR OF HOUSING I II 
2-60--4C75-00 
RES HALL SUPV 11 
2-60--4075-00 












RESIDENCE HALL SUPV II 
2 - 60-4C 75-00 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE Of F ~OS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
29 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
11 16 F O'r-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
26 17 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
10 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
11 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
10 12 F 09-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
22 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
10 12 f 09-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
11 15 F 09-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
RESIDENCE HALLS SUPV 11 11 











CL ERK I 
2-60-4(75-00 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
10 07 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
10 10 F 12- 100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
05 12 F O'r-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 

































40Cl-0032 NANCY C NIX 
251-62-5165 
4001-C033 LULA E BENNETT 
424-30-3199 
40Cl-0034 OLIVE 8 MORT~ 
247-07-3665 
4001-0035 S ALMEDA ROGERS 
249-94-4087 
4 J01-0036 VACANT 
4001-0036-V 
4001-0037 J OANNE C WILLIS 
242-44-0693 
4001-0038 THELMA J WILLIA~S 
248-34-0937 
4001-0039 J UDY A WATSON 
253-92-3460 
4001 - 0040 CO~NIE F FAST 
250-80-9082 
4001-00 40 VACANT 
4001 -0040-V 








5360- CC06 VACANT 
5360-0006-V 
5373-'.lCOl GAIL C WHITFIELD 
409-66-2823 
-




















CLERK I I 
2-60-4075-00 
RES HALL SUPV II 
2-60-4(75-00 






CLERK STENO II 
2-60-itC75-00 








DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
05 07 F 09-100 
05 11 F 09-100 
05 11 F 09-100 
23 l 7 F 12-100 
12-100 
05 13 F 09-100 
05 12 F 12-100 
08 13 F 12-100 
11 16 F 09-100 
11 F 09-100 
05 11 F 09-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
32 F 12-100 
14 F 12-100 
10 I 2 F 12-1 00 
- -
SOURCE OF FUNDS WRRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-17 
PCT 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,876 
REPL 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,997 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 399 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 671 




AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,204 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 398 
REPL 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,250 
AUX ILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,996 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,607 
AUX ILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,670 
REV 
AUX ILIARY E~TERPRISES 6,885 
- - - - - -
07 /31/76 CLE"SO"I UN IVER SI TY - SALARY ROLL SUOPROl l-03 
FOAM CUB0-104 PPOPOSEO 1976-77 PAGE 329 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
4075 0011"4 ITOR IE S 
----------------- --------------------------- -----------------
GRADE 
POSITICN NAME TITLE CEGREE l FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NUMBER CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976-17 
PCT _____________________ , ___________________________________________________________________
53 75-0001 JOHN W YOUNG JR ASSOC OIR OF HOUSING 26 16 F 12-100 
183-18-0946 2-60-40 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,996 
53 75-00C2 NA BANKS CUSTOOIAL WORKER II 06 03 F 12-100 REV 
251-28-8021 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,94ft 
5375-0003 BERTHA L ROBINSON CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 08 F 12-100 
248-92-4558 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,623 
53 75-0004 E LOUISE Bl ACK CUSTODIAL WORKER I I 06 12 F 12-100 
25 l-'t0-8396 2-60-'t075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,639 
5375-0005 BEATRICE H SHAW CUSTODIAL WORK.ER II 06 12 F 12-100 
249-.lt2-8809 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,228 
5315-0006 EDITH BRO~ CUSTODIAL WORKER I II 09 12 F 12-100 REV 
251-56-8921 2-60-it075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,333 
53 15--00C 7 JACK BROWN CUSTODIAL WORKER I II 09 07 F 12-100 
247-18-2572 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,333 
~315-0008 OAVIO REESE CUSTODIAL WORKER I 03 Q2 F 12-100 
251-22-9913 2-60-.ltC75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES .lt,908 
5315-0009 EVA R CANNON CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 
249-80-4863 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,.lt44 
~315-CClO CASSIE E AUSTIN CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 09 F 12-100 
247-50-5250 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,l't6 
5375-0011 FLOYD GANTT EXEC HOUSEKEEPER 21 12 F 12-100 REV 
251-22-9070 2-60-'tC75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 11.972 
5H5-0C12 Cl YOE E OUREN CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 TERM 
251-98-2550 2-60-4( 75-00 AUX I LI ARY ENTERPRISES 
5375-0C12 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 REPL 
5375-0012-V 2-60-'tC75-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 4,908 
5375-0Cl3 ,..ARY L WILLI AMS CU S TOO IAL WORK ER I I 06 12 F 12-100 
249-60-2583 2-60-4C75-D0 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,012 
5375-0014 ELOISE HAM( LTON CUSTODIAL WORKER I I 06 12 F 12-100 
249- 12-4816 2-60-4075-00 AUX IL I ARY ENTERPRISES 6,553 
53 75-CC15 1'4ATT IE HICKS CUS TOOIAL WORKER I I 06 08 F 12-100 
251-52-4203 2-60-·H 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,44', 
07 /31/76 CLE'4SON ~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUDPROll-03 
FORM CU80- l01t PROPOSED 1916-77 PAGE 330 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
4075 DORM I TOR IE S 
------------------------------------ -----
GIUDE 
POSITICN NAME TITLE CEGREE I FULL SOURCE OF FU'iDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NUMBER CONTRACT Tl '4E RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-------------- ------------ --------
5375-0016 CATHERINE L MARTI~ CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 08 F 12-100 
21t5-3't-5678 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,385 
53 75-0017 HERMAN ALLEN CUSTODIAL ~ORKER 03 Olt F 12-100 
250-50-6619 2-60-.\075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,llt6 
5375-0018 CLARENCE REESE CUSTODIAL WCRKER 03 10 F 12-100 
248-.\8-7512 2-60-lt075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,385 
5375-0019 WESLEY E HAMILTON CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
250-24-7397 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5, llt6 
5375-0020 BARBARA H WOODRUFF CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
249-66-081tl 2-60-itC75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,363 
5375-0(21 JAMES L GILLIARD CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 09 F 12-100 
2"7-34-3867 2-60-itC75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,623 
5l75-0022 HUMPHREY C STUR~IES CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 
350-22-2 799 2-60-itC7S-OO AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES it,908 
5175-0(23 ARTHUR HOLMES CUSTODIAL WORKER 111 09 03 F 12-100 
249-07-8052 2-60-it C75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,266 
5375-0024 WM MARVIN KNOX CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 
24~%-2551t 2-60-lt075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,lit6 
5375-0025 INEZ J l'CWHORTER CUSTODIAL WORKER 111 09 12 F 12-100 REV 
250-44-9573 2-60-ltO 75-00 AUX ILi ARY ENTERPRISES 7,333 
5375-0C26 POLLY L HAM! LTON CUS TOO IAL WORKER 11 06 10 F 12-100 
248- 58- 6565 2-60-lt075-00 AUX IL I ARY ENTERPRISES 6,161t 
53 75-0C28 DOROTHY REESE CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 C6 l l F 12-100 
241- 38-990it 2-60-4C 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,272 
53 75-0029 HARRY '4 WESTON CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 REPL 
069-22-6532 2-60-lt075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES it,908 
53 75-0029 SA"IUEL J HENDERSO~ CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 ll F 12-100 TERM 
245-50-4059 2-60-it075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
5375-0030 SUEN DAVIS CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 10 F 12-100 
251-82-8133 2-60-it075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,731 
5l 75-003l SJ E E REESE CUSTCOIAL WCRKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 





-= - - - - -
07/31/76 CLE"4SON UNI VERSl TY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 331 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
4075 DOR 14 ITOR I ES 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRADE 
POSI H ON NAME TITLE CEGREE l FULL SOURCE OF FlNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NU'4 BER CONTRACT HME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
--------------------------------- ----------------------
53 75-0032 WILLIAM l KINCAID HOUSING MGR 23 l 7 F 12-100 REV 
237-24-9875 2-60-4(15-00 AUX[ LI ARY ENTERPRISES 13,876 
53 75-0033 FRANKLIN SIMPSON CUSTCDIAL WCRKER l l 06 09 F 12-100 REV 
249-74-8710 2-60-4(75-00 AUXIUARY ENTERPRISES 6,640 
5375-0034 JANICE G JACKSON CUSTODIAL WCRKER 03 12 F 12-100 
251-82-9817 2-60-4075-00 AUXlllARY ENTERPRISES 5,623 
5375-CC35 JOHN H STARKS CUSTODIAL WORKER l l 06 04 F 12-100 RETR 
251-14-5593 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
5375-0C35 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER ll 06 F 12-100 REPL 
5375-0035-V 2-60-4C 75-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 4,908 
5375-0036 KATHLEEN C STEWART STAFF ASST I 16 13 F 12-100 REV 
251-05-3437 2-60-40 75-00 AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 9,678 
5375-0037 L1X ILLE H BROWN CUSTODIAL WORKER t 03 08 F 12-100 
24 7- 51t-3 860 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY HHERPRISES 5,731 
!:375-0038 VIRGINIA l OGLESBY CUS TOO UL WORK ER 11 06 12 F 12-100 
216-32-4210 2-60-40 75-00 AUXIL URY ENTERPRISES 6,596 
5375-0039 llRRY E WALLACE CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 l<t F 12-100 
249-42-7352 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,791 
5375-0040 Will IE E WEBB CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 11 F 12-100 
250-56-6081 2-60-'t075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,553 
5375-0041 SYLVIA ANN J KEASLER CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 
249-02-2599 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,146 
5375-0042 JAMES H W Ill IA '4S HOUSEKEEPER II 15 07 F 12-100 REV 
249-20-1295 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 8,825 
5375-0043 L Ill IE M SMALL CUSTOOIAL WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
250-50-8523 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,623 
5375-0044 LELA W "40RRIS CUSTODIAL WGRKER 111 09 12 F 12-100 
249-66-0655 2-60-4C75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,332 
5375-0045 E"4HA J YOUNG CUSTGDIAL WCRKER 111 09 12 F 12-100 
251-72-1969 2-60-4( 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,791 
~375-0046 HAE E MYLES CUSTCDIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 










POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAME 
5375-0C47 LOUIS HARTIN JR 
249- 22- 8 399 
5375-0048 FRANCES D AUSTON 
249-60-0388 
5315-CC49 SUSIE GANTT 
248-46-099/t 
5375-0C50 ~AE LITTLES 
24 T- 94-8056 
5315-0051 MAMIE LEE J SMITH 
251-74-3611 
5375--0052 ISAAC KEASLER 
249-66-4546 
5375--0053 'URLENE WILLIA~S YOUNG 
24 8-68-1565 
5375-0054 PERCEL RE ID 
249-30-75-n 
5375-0C55 ALMA C HA~ILTON 
250-56-7177 
5375-0~56 MATTIE E SIMS 
2 51-62 -9885 
5375-C05T KATIE '41SSOU'tl 
579-34-2410 
~375-0C58 DOROTHY GRIER STEPHENS 
250-84-8094 
5375-0(59 SUSIE M YOUNG 
247-54-1820 
5375-0(60 RUBY NELL GILLIARJ 
24 7-02- 7 298 
5~15-CC60 S~E SELL SANDERS 
248-34-2132 












CUSTOOIAL WORKER II 
2-60~075-00 




CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
2-60-4075-00 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER II 
2-60-4075-00 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER 
2-60-4( 7 5-00 
CLS TCOIAL WORKER 
2-60-4C75-00 
CUSTODIAL WORKER t 
2-60-4( 75-00 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER II 
2-60-4(75-00 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
2-60-4C15-00 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
2-60-4C15-00 




DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
03 08 F 12-lCO 
03 06 F 12-100 
03 0 8 F 12- l 00 
03 08 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
C6 06 F 12-100 
C3 10 F 12-100 
06 04 F 12-100 
06 11 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
03 10 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
06 09 F 12-100 
06 F 12-100 
06 10 F 12-100 
09 l l F I 2- l O 0 
-









































01 n 1/76 
FORH CUB0-101t 
















EDNA HAE ABRAHAM 
250- 50-9092 
JOHN J SIMPSON 
251-lt6-5852 
LARRY M MORRIS 
25l-06-0631t 
ROBERT P REIO 
21t9-96-0235 




DONALD W BREWER 
251-62-769/t 
J T GANTT 
363-26-6381t 
BENNIE J MCGEE 
251-68-6681 
GROVER C LITTLEJO~N 
251-05-9867 
P'ARION B BENSON 
2lt9-32-590 l 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
2-6~C75-00 
MAI NTENAt«:E ME OUN IC 
2-60~075-00 



















DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT T( ME 
C6 07 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
C6 12 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
09 09 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
09 07 F 12-100 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 




SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE l 9 76-11 
PCT 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,012 
REV 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 8,51tl 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,012 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,385 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,llt6 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,623 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 9,319 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,051 
AUX( LI ARY ENTERPRISES 7,266 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7, 5.ft8 




FORM CU130-10 4 
PRES I DENT'S OFFICf t BOARD OF TR USTEE S 
50 02 CFFlCE OF THE PRESIDENT 
CLE'4SON UN[VERSITY - SALAR.Y ROLL 








OEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




50 02-UOOl ROBERT C EDWARDS PRE SIOENT t.A 18 F 12-100 BASIC E!lJCAT[ ON ANO GENERAL 
244-05-491 l 1-44-5002-51 INST[TUT[ONAL SUPPORT 42,384 42,384 
50 0 2-U002 J OSEPH 8 HCDEVlTT VP FOR EXEC AFF NA 18 F 12-100 BASlC EOUCAT[ON ANO GENERAL 
353-18-5963 l-44-5002-51 INST[TUTlONAL SUPPORT 32,233 33,522 
50C2- UC03 ELMER N TYNDALL ASST TO THE PRESIDENT I\A 17 F 12-100 BAS[C EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
221-10-6714 1-44-5002- 51 INSTITUT[ONAL SUPPORT 19,026 19,786 
50 0 2- 0001 DOROTHY L ABBOTT AD"41N ASST I 2 1 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
247-34-6863 1-44-5002-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 12,750 13,258 
5 0 02-0002 '4ARY F 14 SPEAR.HAN CHF CLK 16 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
249-74-8127 l-44-5002-51 INSTITUT[ONAL SUPPORT 9,693 10,079 
5J C2-000 3 ELS IE 8 WILSON STAFF ASST I 16 14 F 12- 100 BASIC EOUCAHON ANO GENERAL REV 
0 58-18-3186 l-44-5002-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 9,567 10,079 
5002- 0004 OR.ENE G FLEMING INFO CLK II 14 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
259-66-9368 1-44-5002-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 7,069 7,350 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 39,0 79 40,766 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIEJ 93,643 95,692 
TOT AL, BOTH CLASSJ FIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 132,722• 136,lt58* 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY TH[ S DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
AC TUAL BUDGET :UTE 132,722* 136,458• 
- - - - - -
01 n, 1/ 76 CLE.,SCN Uf\lVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1916-77 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
5101 OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADE.,IC AFFAIRS 









A~NETTE H KESLER 
251- 58-5849 
ELAINF R PRICE 
251-12-1211 
LINDA E HANN 
250-14-9521 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TITLE 
VP ACA AFRS DEAN 
l-40-5101-51 




STAFF ASST II 
l-40-5101-51 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
UN 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 6Y THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 




TE 1 e F 
16 12 F 
12 12 F 














BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 37,316 38,809 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 9,567 10,081 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 3,215 3,342 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 








5103 CEAN OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
POS( Tl CN 
NUMBER 
TITLE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1q16-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURCE OF FU~DS 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE 336 






51 C3- 0002 
-
SAMUEL I' WI LL ( S 
248-34-8106 
HARV W 14Ur-£All 
243-18-6179 




DEA~ UNIV EXT & PROF IM 
1-35-5103-51 
STAFF ASST ( 
1-35-5103-51 
AFF ACTION SPECIALIST 
l-35-5103-51 
TOTAL, BOTH ClASSlflEO ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES (N OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY TH( S DEPT 
EMPLOYEES (N TH(S DEPARTMENT PA(O BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
,--
TE 1e F 
16 lit F 
25 17 F 
12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBl.IC SERVICE 35,626 37,050 
12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 8,767 9,802 
12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 








5105 CEA~ OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
CLEl'ISON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 







CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
----------------------------------------
5105-UOIJl CLAUD B GREEN DEAN UNDERGR STU PR ENGL TE 18 F 12-100 
249-60-4788 1-40-5105-51 
5105-0001 REBECCA S COPELAN) STAFF ASSISTANT 16 F 12-100 
249-66-1330 l-40-5105-51 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIO BY THIS DEPT 
l503-U035 CORINNE H SAWYER ASSCC PRCF Et«;L TE 18 A 09-100 
477-22-0707 l-40-5105-51 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BWGET RATE 




BASIC EOJCAT ION AND GENERAL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 35,626 37,050 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REPL 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 10,081 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL TERM 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 7,132 
7,132 10,081 
35,626 37,050 
42 • 758• 47,131• 
AC ADEN( C SUPPORT 4,438 4,680 
4,4-38 4,680 
4- 7 • 196* 51,811• 
07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSlTY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 338 
BUSl~ESS A~O FINANCE 






DEG~EE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE Of FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT _____________________________________________________________________________ , ______ _ 
5301-UOOl MEL FORD A WILSON VP FOR BUS t FIN NA 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-60-2838 1-44-5301-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 38,895 40,449 
5301-0001 ELMER H MCCARTER ASST VP SPEC P~OJ 30 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
245-16-9546 1-44-5301-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 21,798 22,668 
5301-0002 JUL IA A CATO STAFF ASST 11 18 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
163-14-8668 l-44-5301-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 10,524 11,335 
5301-0003 JAMES T ROBERTS INTERNAL AUDITOR 28 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-56-8114 1-44-5301-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 19,191 19,951 
5301-0004 GERTRUDE C KING SECY 11 lit 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-38-4005 l-41t-5301-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1,5l3 1,812 
5301-0005 VACANT AUDITOR ll I 26 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5301-0005-V l-"-5301-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 12,653 
5301-0006 VACANT AUDITOR Ill 26 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5301-0006-V l-44-5301-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 12,653 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 59,026 87,078 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 38,895 ltO, "9 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 91,921• 127, 527• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHfR DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 97,92l• 121,527• 
07 /31/76 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SAURY ROLL BUOPRO 11-03 
FORM CUBO- 104 PIIOPOS EO 1976-11 PAGE 339 
BUSU.ESS ANO FINANCE 
5303 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
---------------------------------
----------------------GRAOE 
POSIT ION NAME TITLE CEGREE l FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NLHBER CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976- 71 
PCT 
----------------- ---------
5303-0001 TRESCOTT N HINTJ~ ASST VP FIN HGT 33 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-28-7501 l-44-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 27,248 28,337 
5303-0002 BETTY O JAMES ACC TG CLK I OB 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
249-66-1505 1-44-5 303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,891 1,333 
5303-0003 CARLE HENSON ACCCUNTANT I I I 26 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-92-51t68 l-'tit-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT lit ,888 15,485 
5303-0004 KAREN H STRICKLAN) ACCTG CLK 11 13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL LWOP 
251-86-1012 l-lt4-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 8,001 
5303-0005 CAROLINE F HAMILTON STAFF ASST I 16 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
248-16-3990 l-ltit-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 9,567 10,081 
5303-0006 JOHN T CLEMENS ACCCUNTANT I 20 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250-86-2352 l-41t-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 9,413 9,790 
5303-0C07 COY H HOWARD ACCCUNTANT 111 26 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
248- 22-8462 1-44-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 15,102 16,492 
5303-0CCS JANE O KIRBY ACCTG CLK II 13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
249-80- 26 7 l l-4or-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 7,526 8,219 
5303-0009 PATSY K HCLOER ACCT CLERK 11 13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AltD GENERAL REV 
249-60- 1931 l-41t-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,115 6,678 
5303-0010 GARY 14 MCC0146S ACCOUNTANT 111 26 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
2 48-90-3454 l-41t-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 15,794 16,427 
5303-CCll S4RA L STANG ACCTG CLK I 08 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-12-0 776 l - lt4-5303- 51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,195 6, 41t3 
5303-0012 ELEANOR K GIBSON ACCTG CLK 11 13 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
247-38-9399 144-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SuPPORT 7,526 8,219 
5303-0013 AUOII EY 114 THOHPSO'II ACCTG CLK I II 16 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
249- 70-9002 1 - 44-5 303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 8,369 9,140 
5303-0014 W"I A T HOHPSON JR ACCTG MGR 28 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
24 7- 54-4584 l -Lt4-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 19,13/t 20,182 
5303-0015 RALPH H KESLER ACCOUNTANT 111 26 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
245-44-2301 l-44-5303-51 INSTITUTIO'IIAL SUPPORT 13,686 14,234 
5303-0016 KATHRYN S CAWOJO ACCTG CLERK I 08 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
456-80-4280 l-44-5303-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 5,470 5,689 
07/31/76 
FORM CU80-104 
BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
5303 FINA~CIAL MA~AGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 





5303--0017 MARY O CAMPBELL 
428-50-0299 
5303-00l8 LUCI MADAMS 
25l-96-099't 
53C3-0019 DOROTHY 8 DILLARD 
248-48-9680 
5303-0020 HILMA H MEANS 
284- l4-2670 
5303-0021 DOROTHY C GAMBRELL 
266-56-6955 
5303-0022 RONALD T HERRIN 
242-66-2455 
5303-0024 GWYNN L Gl8SCW 
429-02-8825 
5303-0025 GAIL R ROBERTS 
251-62-6104 
5303-0026 CYNTHIA M COOLEY 
249-82-5400 
5303-0027 GREGORY A PADGETT 
386-48-6289 
5303-0029 RICHAPD P WILSO._. 
249-80-~765 




5303-0033 S JEWEL MALPASS 
250- 60-0736 
5303- 0033 VACANT 
5303-0033-V 




CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 
--------------------------------




ACCTG CLK 11 
1-44-5303-51 
CLERK STENO It 
l-44-5303-51 
PAYROLL CLI< I I 
1-44-5303-51 






CLK STENO II 
l-"-5303-51 
PAYROLL CLK II 
l~-5303- 51 
ACCT SPEC ULIST 
1-44-5 303 - 51 






ACC CUN TA NT 111 





ACCCUNTl~G CLERK Ill 
l-44-5303-51 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
08 14 F 12-075 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
26 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 13 f 12-075 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
21 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AHO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
26 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
12 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 


























01 n 1116 
FORM CUB0-104 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
5303 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 BI.DPROll-03 PAGE 341 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------














LI NOA W MAR TIN ACCCUNTING CLERK II 
251-64-5967 1-44-5303-51 
FA ITH H PRICE ACC ClJNT I NG CLERK 11 
249-92-5100 l-H-5303-51 
VACANT ACCCUNTING CLERK II 
5303-003 7-V 1-44-5303-51 
RON HERRIN 4CCOUNTING MANAGER 
242-66-2455 1-44-5303-51 
VACANT ACCCUNTING MANAGER 
5303-003&-V 1-44-5 303-51 
VACANT ACCOUNTING CLERK I II 
5303-0039-V 1-44-5303-51 
VACANT ACCOUNTING CLERK 111 
5303-0040-V l-44-5303-51 
VACANT INSI.MlANCE ASSISTANT 
5303-0041-V l-44-5303-51 
VACANT ACCOUNTANT II 
5303-0042-V 1-44-5303-51 
VACANT DIR FIN INFO & REPORTING 
5303-0043-V 1-44-5 303-51 
JOHN R ANDER SON ACCCUNTAhT II 
25l-64-353't l-44-5303-51 
TOTAL CL ASS l Fl ED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFlEO 
TOTAL, SOT~ CLASSIFlEO ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMEhTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
13 14 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
13 F 12-100 
28 F 12-100 
28 F 12-100 
16 F 12-100 
16 F 12-100 
16 F 12-100 
24 F 12-100 
30 F 12-100 
24 16 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU"IDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
·------------------------
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,406 6,663 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL TERM 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,115 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
INSTITUTIO..,AL SUPPORT 6,360 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 17,535 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 100 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 16,468 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTION4L SUPPORT 7,354 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 7,354 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIO..,AL SUPPORT 7,354 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 10, 753 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTION4L SUPPORT 15,184 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 






El.JSINESS ANO FINANCE 
5305 ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING 
















VIV JAN R HARRELL DATA PROC AOHIN I 
252-16-0609 l-44-5305-51 
ROY J CAMPBELL J~ DATA COORDINATOR II 
251-46-5519 l-44-5305-51 
SANORA L HAWKINS KEY & PER OPER II 
019- 30-7380 1-44-5 305-51 
LENOORA S SHEDD KEY & PER OPR I I 
251-68-5295 l-44-5305-51 
SJE C WARDLAW KEY & PER OPER I I 
250-56- 6968 l-44-5305-51 
ELIZABETH S LYLES CATA COORDINATOR 
245-38-6927 l-44-5305-51 
MICHIKO K PEKAREK KEY & PER OPR I 
318-36-0185 1-44-5305-51 
VACANT KEY & PE RI OPER I 
5305-0007- V l-ltlr-5305-51 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PA to ev OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGREE i FULL 
CON T~AC T Tl HE 
29 14 F 12-100 
19 12 F 12-100 
13 13 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
lT 12 F 12-100 
10 13 F 12-100 
10 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU'4DS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTl0'4AL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 

















70,362• 73, 710• 
70,362• 73, no• 
07/31/76 
FOIIH CUB0-104 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
5310 BUDGETS & SYSTEMS 








5310-0001 l'ELVIN E BARNETTE 
251-46-6817 
5310-0002 ALDEN L MCCRACKEN 
2.\0-42-1739 
5310-0003 PATRICIA O ROCHESTER 
249-58-6553 
5310-000lt WILLIAM F GEER JR 
251-68-.\698 
5310-0005 PATRICIA P WATKINS 
249-98-8896 
5310--0006 J HARVIN BENNETT 
499-32-3153 
5310-0007 JULIETTE H MCDOW 
250-80-7209 
















DEGREE % FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU'IOS 
ASST VP BUDGETS & SYSTE<'t ~3 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEtERAL 
l-4'r-531C-5l INSTITUT 10/IIAL SUPPORT 
SUP CONT ACCT & ASST 80 30 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GEtERAL 
l-~'t-5310-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
STAFF ASST l 16 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GEtERAL 
l-.\lr-5310-51 INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 
ACCOUNT ANT 111 
l-.\lt-5310-51 
ACCCUNT ING CLERK l l 
1-.4-5310-51 






ACCOUNTANT I 11 
l-41t-5310-51 
ACCCUNTI NG CLERK 11 
1-4.\-5310-51 
ACCCUNTI NG SPECI AUST 
1-.\,._5 310-51 
AGEhCY BUDGET 01 R 
l-ltir-5310-51 
GRAP.TS COORO II 
l-4ir-5310-51 
26 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
33 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
25 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 







F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AhC UNCLASSIFIED 
E'IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'IPLOYEES IN T~IS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 









11 ,1t6l 11,918 











BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
CLE~SON ur,.1vERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
5360 FACILITATING SERVICES 








HENRY H HILL JR 
24 7-20-9429 
JOHN C NEWTON 
577-54-7304 
BERTHA RCBERTA JAMES 
251-66-6614 









ASST VP FAC SRVS 
l-4/t-5360-51 



















T~TAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
.---
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHE~ OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE :I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
?3 16 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
32 F 12-100 
lit F 12-100 
SOURCE OF Fl-"IDS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
Ir,.STITUT IONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
lNSTITUTl~AL SUPPORT 
















BUD PR 011-03 
PAGE 344 






2,035 2,115 5362 



















BUSI NESS ANO FINANCE 
5361 CENTRAL DUPLICATING 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAME 
5361-0001 WILLIAM D CROMER 
249-56-l'tBl 
5361-0002 WYLY W ADDIS 
261t-05-3697 
5361-0003 DEVER T POWELL 
248-lt6-3285 
5361-0004 A~THONY J MCDOWELL 
21t9-08-0921t 
53 61-0005 CA THY S BURNS 
240-92-1't94 
5361-0006 DORISE ROWLAND 
251-96-0755 
5361-0007 NATICA M TOLAR 
248-0't-248lt 
5361-0008 FAULSTINE W S~ITH 
24 7- 56-2580 
5361-0009 JAMES W CANNON 
248-46- 3213 
5361-0010 LAWRENCE E REID 
251-07- 8't25 
5361-0011 THELMA V TIPPY 
410-80-222't 
5361-0012 BONNIE JEAN W ~UNTER 
247-664650 
5361-0013 JUDY B DAVIS 
249-92- 558 l 
5361-0014 JOSEPH O HAMILTON JR 
247-94-3380 
5361-C015 MARGARET 8 HUNNl:UTT 
251-72-3441 




CLEMSON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 












OFFSET PRESS OPERATOft 
l-lt-lt-5 3bl-51 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
SOURCE OF Fl.~OS 
24 lit F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
19 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
OFFSET PRESS OPER II 14 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-'t4-53bl-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
POSTAL CLERK 13 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-'t4-5361-51 INSTITUTIONAL SuPPORT 
HAil RM SUPV Ill 19 lit F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-'tlt-5361-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
OFFSET PRESS OPER 10 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-'t4-536l-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
OFFSET PRESS OPERATOR 10 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-ltlt-5361- 51 INSHTUTIONAL SUPPORT 
OFFSET PRESS OPERATOR I 10 12 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-5361-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
POSTAL CLERK 13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAHON AND GENERAL 
l-4'9-5361-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
OFFSET PRESS OPER 111 17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-5361-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
OFFSET PRESS OPER Ill 17 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-ltlt-5 361-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
BlDPROll-03 
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7 , 51" 7,813 
1,818 8,192 











-E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAIO ev OTHER DEPTS 




BUSl~ESS AND FINA~CE 
5362 GENERAL INSURANCE 












EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
13 12 F 12-100 













CLEMSO'i UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSEO 1976-71 
BUSl~ESS A~O FINANCE 





5363-0001 MILDRED R MOORE CENTREX SUPERVISOR 
247- 32- 8122 1- 44-5 363-51 
5363-0002 MONTEZ R BURGESS CENTREX OPERATOR 
248-46-4828 l-'>4-5363- 51 
5363- 0003 DOROTHY GRAY ROBERTS CENTREX CPERATOR 
250-50-9593 1-44-5363- 51 
5363-<004 WILLIAM R GALLOWAY CENTREX CPERATOR 
249-20-1573 l-'t4-5 363-51 
5363- 0005 ROBERTO MORRIS CENTREX CPERATOR 
251-46-1523 l-4+-5363-51 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASS I FIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIO BY THIS OEPT 
5360-C004 ZELDA R RANKI" CLERK Ill 
249-88-3414 1- 44- 5 36 3-51 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E"IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PA ID BY OTHER OEPTS 
AC TUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ~E 
1't 10 F 12-LOO 
ll 12 F 12-100 
11 12 F 12-100 
11 12 F 12-100 
11 13 F 12-040 
11 12 F 12- 100 
13 12 F 12- 100 
SOURCE OF FU'iDS 
BASIC EDUCATION A"O GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
8AS(C EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 























01 n 1116 
FORK CUB0-104 
BUSl~ESS ANO FINANCE 




5364-0001 RAY l T~OMPSON 
242-56-6267 
5364-0001 JOHN B GENTRY H 
247-42-3423 
5364-0002 RAYL THOKPSCJi JR 
242- 56-626 7 
5364-0002 VACANT 
5364-0002-V 
5364-0003 WALTER E BERRY 
24 7-60-7094 
5364-0004 KARY A CARLTON 
249-84-(,878 
5364-0005 RHONDA C A~THUR 
248-92-1873 
5364-0006 PATRICIA S COLLINS 
249-64-7509 
5364-00C7 RALEIGH FREEKAN 
423-32-1433 
5364-0COB NANCY S BROCK 
251-76-4804 
5364-0009 SUSAN B MCWHORTER 
248-16-95 39 
5364-0010 T GRADY PAINTER 
247-18-8472 
5364-0011 TERRY GILKORE GARDNER 
248- 70- 3 721 
5364-0012 GEORGE H BONNETTE 
251-24-2817 
5364-0013 MARGARETE BOWERS 
250-80-4666 
5364-0014 F~Af\K MAULO IN 
24 7- 50-9697 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
PERSONNEL O IR IV 
l-'t4-5364-51 
PERSONNEL DIR IV 
1-44-5 364-51 
GRADE 
DEGREE 1 FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU'fOS 
32 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTICNAL SUPPORT 
32 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
ASSOC PERSONNEL DIRECTOR 28 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-4..r,-5364-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
ASSOC PERSONNEL DIRECT(Jt 28 
l-44-5364-51 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 










CLK I II 
1-44-5364-51 
OAT A CNT L CLK 
1-44-5364-51 
STAFF ASST SAFETY OFF 
1-44-5399-51 
23 16 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
19 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
19 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
PERSONNEL TECH I II 24 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-5364-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
AOMIN ASST III 26 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-'44-5364-51 INSTITUTIIJl'fAL SUPPORT 
CLERK II CB 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-5364-51 INSTITUTIO ... AL SUPPORT 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SPEC 25 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A'fO GENERAL 
l-44-5364-51 INSTITUTIO'fAL SUPPORT 
BUOPROll-03 
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CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 


























&JS l~ESS A~O FINANCE 




5364-0015 SUSAN~ WOOD 
248- 08- 6828 













PAIS CONTRCL CLERK 
l-44-5399-51 
GR ADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl "IE 
C6 14 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
MISC. STATE,NEC. 
10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E"IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
0392- 00 11 KATHY F GORDON 
245-02-4105 
0 7 05 - 0001 DOROTHY A CABLE 
467-42-2532 
0709- ('007 SANORA H CHAP"IA~ 
249- 02 - 3917 
C903-C014 SHIRLEY A GRIMES 
061 - 38 - 804 l 
10C5- 0006 KI "I BERL Y W HOLB~OOKS 
247-86-3112 
15Cl-C005 JEN I E S J OHNSON 
249-74-8045 
28C5-CC29 THO"IAS G ROBINSON 
248-78-3976 
2SC5- 0Cl0 RICHARD~ RHODES 
251-84-5742 
40Cl-CC46 ~ILLIA"I B S WINGER 
248-58-6909 
56(7-1 052 EDWAR D R JONES 
2 49- 82- 8084 
















06 14 F 09--100 
06 16 F 09-100 
06 12 F 09-100 
06 13 F 09-100 
06 12 F 09-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
21 17 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 









3-35- 536lt-50 LOCAL GOVERN'1E'4TS 
CL ERICAL PHER'I 
3-35- 5}64-49 
06 16 F 09- l 00 
MISC. STATE, "IEC. 
&JOPROl l-03 
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BOSl~ESS AND FINA~CE 
5364 PERSO~~fL ADMINISTRATION 









DEGREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 




5607-T051t ANNE A eELLISSIMO CLERICAL INTERN C6 16 F 09-100 
2B-06-57~ 3-35-536/t~CJ MISC. STATE,NEC. 3,577 3,719 
5607-1055 HOLLY 11 CALLICUTT CLERICAL INTERN 06 13 F 09-100 
24S-02-8862 3-35-536/t-\9 MISC. STATE,NEC. 3,577 3,719 
E14PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 59,530 lt9,81t0 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 25,573 32,217 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 208,758• 198,920• 
07/31/7b 
FORM CUB0-104 
BUSl~ESS AND FlNANCE 




5365-0001 JACK N WILSON 
249-54- 7502 
5365-0002 N RUDOLPH ADDIS 
251-07-2562 
5365- C003 JAME S M SOLEMAN J~ 
250-80-6713 
5 365-0004 MARGARET G KELLEY 
25l-03-b864 
5365- 0005 RQBERT S STEWART 
249-1 0 -6631 
5~t5-0CC6 MlCHAFL S BROWN 
251-94-1232 
~3t5-0CC7 FLIZABETH A REIO 
249-70-0903 
~3t5-0CC8 MARYL PURCELL 
198-24-7108 
5.,65- 0010 JA~ES L HOWARD 
25 1-14-4963 
5365- COl l ALI NOA C PALMER 
251- 82- 7543 
5365- 0013 SAMUEL P PHILLIPS 
248-48-8384 
5365 - C014 GEORGE H ~(LAM 
251-64-1673 
53b5-0015 G~ORGE S ~OORE 
24 7- 54-06b6 
53b5-0016 FAITH F NIX 
251 - 68- 4874 
5365-00 18 J EANET TE O SHUG A~T 
251 -40 - 8">58 
5365-0019 RnYCE B GILL IAM 
251-07-2045 




CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl "IE 
SOURCE OF FU'lDS 
DIR OF PURC!iAS ED INST 30 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-44-5365-51 INST[TUTIO'lAL SUPPORT 
ASST MGR PURCH & SUPPLY 21 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-5365-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
ASST DIR OF PURCH 24 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-5365-51 INSTITUT[ONAL SUPPORT 
ACCTG CLK l 08 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-5365-51 [NSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
ASST MGR PURCH & SUPPLY 21 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-5365-51 I NSTI TUTI ONAL SUPPORT 
SUPPLY CLK 111 14 12 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-44-5365-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
CLERK TYPIST II 09 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-44-5365-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
STAFF ASSISTANT 16 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-44-5365-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
PROP CUC I 
1-44-5365-51 
ACCCUNTING CLERK II 
l-44-5365-51 




SUPPLY CLK III 
l-44-5365-51 





l -44-5 365-51 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A"ID GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
14 ll F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUC ATI ON AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTI ON AL SUPPOR T 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUC ATI ON ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
2 1 14 F 12-100 BAS[C EOUCAT ION AN D GENER AL 
lN STITUTI O'lAL SU0 POR T 
BUDPR Ol l-03 
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CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 















8 ,212 8,968 
REV 
6,996 
6,510 6 ,769 
REV 
12,113 13 , 228 
07 /3 l/ 76 
FORH CUB0-104 
BUSl~ESS ANO FINANCE 
















WILLIAM G GILLESPIE SUPPLYCLKIII 
250-86-0152 1-41t-5365-51 
RUFUS~ ALEXANDER ASST "<iR PURCHAS t SUP PL 
251-62-59"1 l-ltlt-5365-51 
DAVID HAROLD GARRETT SUPPLY CLERK Ill 
251-56-8777 1-44-5365--51 
DAVID L PALMER BUYER II 
249-72-1375 l-41t-5365-51 
WILLIAM C WHITTIKER JR SUPPLY CLK Ill 
249-72-2565 l-44-536S--51 
EVELYN B EARNHART PROP CLK I 
251-61t-6544 l-ltlt-5365-51 
BILLY F BROCK PROP CLK I 
248-46-4918 l-41t-5365-51 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIEil ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIO BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN TH IS DEPARTMENT PAIO BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTU4-L BUDGET iUTE 
GRADE 
CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 




14 12 F 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT T,691 7,997 
21 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 10,624 11,047 
lit 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 7,424 1,719 
21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 10,309 10,720 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1,069 7,350 
14 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 7,610 7,913 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 8,334 8,666 
09 14 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 5,366 5,579 
216,097 226,411 




BUSl~ESS A~O FINA~CE 
5372 CON TINUING EOUCATION :ENTER 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 







5372-0001 VERNEii E CATHCART 
248-50-1246 
5372-0C02 MYR~A J BREWER 
26 7-60-2 709 
5372-C004 FRANK J GREEN 111 
248-88-2866 
53 72 - 0005 STEPHEN O FULTON 
267-13-3103 
53 72-0CC8 JAMES L GIBBS 
250-18-3108 
5l 72 - 0009 JAMES R GR IER 
251-46 - 2612 
5372 - CClO J WAYNE CROFT 
247-98-0514 
53 72-0014 NANCY KIRKLEY 
249- 60- 4803 
5372 - 0015 BARPY R GRIER 
251-06-0267 
5372-CC16 LILLIF ~ CRAIG 
249-58-6011 
5372 - C017 A"4NA B GA"ITT 




CEGREE i F ULL 
COIIITRACT Tl14E 




RES MGR CLE11SN HOUSE 29 16 F 12-lCO BASIC EOUCATICN ANO GENERAL 
L-35-5312-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 15.412 
l-ltlt--5372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 16,028 
2-60-53 72-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5.13s 5.344 
TOTAL 20.550• 21,372• 
CLK 111 13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
1-35-5372-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 6,049 
l-44-5372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6.522 
2-60-5372-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,016 2.115 
TOTAL 8,065• 8,697• 
CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-040 
2-60-5 372-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,976 2.oH 
HOTEL DESK CLERK 01 14 F 12-100 
2-60-5372-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5.345 5,557 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER 03 03 F 12-120 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-35-5372-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 7.384 
l-44-5 372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1 .618 
TOTAL 7,384• 7,678• 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 09 09 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCA TION ANO GENERAL 
1-35-5372-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 7,217 
l-44-5372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 9,011 
TOTAL 7, 217• 9,011• 
HOTEL DESK CLERK C7 15 F 12-060 
2-60-5372-00 AUXILIARY E"ITERPRISES 3,892 
HOT El OE SK CLK 01 15 F 12-120 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
1-35- 5372-51 EXTENSION & P UBLIC SERVICE 8,132 
l-44-5372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 8 ,566 
TOTAL 8, 132• 8,566• 
CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 10 F 12-040 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-35-5372-51 EXTENSION t PUBLIC SERVICE 2 ,163 
l-44-5372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,248 
TOTAL 2, 163• 2,248• 
CUS TCOI AL WCRKER 03 05 F 12-100 
2-60-5 372-00 AUXILIARY PHERPRISES 5,844 6 , 0 76 
CUSTCD IAL WCRKEP 03 12 F 12-100 




BUS INE SS ANO FI NA~CE 




5372-CClB GERTIIUOE E MCNElLL 
263-20-7295 
5372-0020 BETTY L RAY 
251-76-2741 
5372-0021 MARION P HYDER 
250-70-5010 
5372-0022 TERESA F HEDDEN 
2lt9-l3-0371 
5372 -0023 MARY E GANTT 
2"7-54-3395 
5 372-002lt LOUIE KEASLER JR 
25l-lt6-lt926 
5 372-0026 MARGARET O ANOE~SJN 
233-09-63lt7 
5312- 0027 JAl'tES J WILLIAHS 
249-30-9295 
53 12-0 028 LOU! SE GREEN 
248-52-0215 
5172-0C30 AGNES B LESLEY 
24 7-0 5-5641 
CLE~S CJN U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 






ACCTG CLK I I I 
l-35-5312-51 
l ~lt-5 312-51 
2-60-5 3 72-00 
ACC TG CLK I 
2-60-5372-00 







DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
09 12 F 12-100 
16 13 F 12-100 
08 14 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF F U"'IOS 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 




BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 





BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 





CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
1-35-5372-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
l-lt+-5372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
HOTEL OE SK CLK 01 12 F 12-120 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-35-5372-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
l-ltlt-5372-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
CUSTOOIAL WCRKER It 06 05 F 12-120 
2-60-5372-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-35--5372-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 
1-44-5 372-51 INSTITUTIO"'IAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 
SWITCHBOARD QPR 06 11 F 12-120 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-35-5372-51 EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 




CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 






























1, 820• 8,132• 
07 /'! 1/76 
FOR .. CUB0-114 
BUSl~ESS A~D FINANCE 
5372 CONTINUING EOUC~TION :ENTck 









CE~ EE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 








G~EGORY O GAMBRELL 
251-96-1759 
RUTH H GIBERT 
342-36-7978 
ROSCOE WHITNER JR 
248-46-4Slt9 
KA TIE M BENNETT 
248-68-7585 










HOUSE KEE PER I 
l-46-5903-51 
2-60-5 3 72-00 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFlEO 
II 
E~PL OY EES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
--- -
C3 12 f 12-100 
C6 10 F 12-120 
06 10 F 12-100 
09 10 F 12-100 
-
BASIC EOUCATICN ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION C PUaLIC SERVICE 5,699 
INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 5,699* 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,363 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION C PUBLIC SERVICE 6,448 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
TOTAL 6,448• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 3,363 






















&JSINESS ANO FINANCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 









CLK STENC 11 
2-60-4(75-00 
2-60-5373-00 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANC UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID SY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAIO SY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
OEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
10 12 F 12-100 

















FORM CUBO- li>4 
BUSl~ESS ANO FINANCE 











JOHN W YOUNG JR 
183-18-0946 
CLE'4SON U'-llVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOS EO 1976-71 
TITLE 




ASSOC DIR OF HOUSlhG 
2-60-5374-00 
GRADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl '4E 
32 F 12-100 
14 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHEi DEPARTMENTS PAI D av THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RA TE 
SOURCE OF FU"IDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 













BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
5375 OOP~ITORIES 
POSI Tl CN 
"IUMeER 
t.AME 
5375-CCOl JCHN W YOUNG JR 
183-18-0946 
53 75-0002 N A BANKS 
251-28-8021 
53 75-0003 BERTHA L ROBINS)~ 
248-92-4558 
5375-0004 ELOUISE BLACK 
251-40-8396 
5375-0C05 BEATRICE H SHAW 
249-42-8809 
5315-0CC6 EDITH BRO~ 
251-56-8921 
53 75-0CC7 J.o\CK B~OWN 
24 7-18-2572 
53 75-0018 CAY IO REESE 
251-22-9913 
5375-C009 EVA R CANNON 
249-80-4863 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-17 
TITLE 





CUS TOO JAL WORKER II 
2-60-lt075-00 
2-60-5375-00 
CUSTODIAL WORKER I 
2-60-4075-00 
2-60-5375-00 
CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 
2-60-4075-00 
2-60-5375-00 
CUSTODIAL WORKER ti 
2-60-4075-00 
2-60-5375-00 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER I II 
2-60-4C 75-00 
2-60-5375-00 










DEGREE ~ FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
26 11; F 12-100 
C6 03 F 12-100 
CJ 08 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
09 07 F 12-100 
03 0 2 F 12-1 00 
06 12 F 12-100 









































6, 9'9-'9 4075 
6, '906 



















4, 721• it,908• 
6,444 4075 
6,198 
6,198 • 6,444• 
07 /31/76 
FOR~ CUB0-104 
BUSINESS ANO FINA,..,CE 
5375 CORMITORIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BOOPROl l-03 
PROPOSED l'176-77 PAGE 359 





DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl "4E 




5375-0010 CASSIE E AUSTl'4 CUS TOOIAL WORKER 03 09 F 12-100 
247-50-5250 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,146 4075 
2 - 60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,950 
TOTAL 4,950• 5, 146• 
~315-CCl 1 FLOYD GANTT EXEC HOUSEKEEPER 21 12 F 12-100 REV 
251-22-9070 2-60-lt075-00 AUXILIARY E"'TERPRISES 11,•n2 4075 
2-60 - 5375 - 00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 10,963 
TOTAL 10,963• 11,972• 
53 75-0C12 CLYDE E OUREN CUS TOO I AL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 TERM 
251-98-2550 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY E"'TERPRISES 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,929 
TOTAL 4, 929* • 
53 75 - CC12 VACANT CUS TOOIAL WORKER C3 F 12-100 REPL 
5375-0012-V 2 - 60-lt075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES lt,908 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
TOTAL • lt , 908• 
5375-0013 MARY L WILLIA'4S CUSTODIAL WORKER II C6 12 F 12-100 
249-60-2583 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,012 4075 
2-60-5375- 00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,782 
TOTAL 5, 182• 6,012• 
5375-0014 ELOISE HA'ilL TO~ CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 
249-72-4876 2-60-4 0 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,553 4075 
2- 60- 5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,302 
TOTAL 6,302• 6,553• 
5375-CC 15 "4ATTIE HICKS CUSTODIAL WORKER I I 06 08 F 12-100 
251-52-4203 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,44ft ft075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,198 
TOTAL 6,198• 6,444• 
5~75-CC16 CATHERl"'E l "4ART(N CUSTCOIAL WCRXER 03 08 F 12-100 
245-34-5678 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5 , 385 4075 
2 - 60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,119 
TOTAL 5,179• 5,385• 
53 75-CCl 7 ~ER"AN ALLEN CUS TOO I Al WORKER 03 04 F 12-100 
250-50-6619 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY PHERPRISES 5,146 4075 
2-60-5315-00 AUXILIARY E~TERPRISES 4,950 
TOTAL 4,950• 5,146• 
5375-0018 CL4PFNCE REESE CUSTIJOIAL WORKEP. C3 10 F 12-100 
248-48- 7512 2-60-40 15 -01) AUXILIARY E~TERP~ISES 5,385 4)15 
--
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2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,179 
TOTAL 5,179• 5,385• 
5315-0019 WESLEY E HAMILTON CUS TOOi AL WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
250-24-7397 2-6()-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,146 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,950 
TOTAL 4,950• 5, 146* 
5375-0C20 84R8ARA H WOODRUFF CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
249-66-08"1 2-60-4( 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,363 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,158 
TOTAL 5,158• 5,363* 
53l5-0C2l JAMES L GILLIARD CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 09 F 12-100 
247-34-3867 2-60-4C75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,623 4075 
2-60-53 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,408 
TOTAl 5,408• 5,623* 
5375-CC22 HUMPHREY C STURGIES CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 
350-22-2799 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,908 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,721 
TOTAL 4, 721• 4,908• 
53 75-0023 jRTHUR HOU4ES CUSTODIAL WORKER I II C9 03 F 12-100 
249-07-8052 2-60~075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,266 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,988 
TOTAL 6,988• 7,266• 
5375-0024 WM HARVIN KNOX CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 
249-96-2554 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,146 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,950 
TOTAL 4,950• 5,1'\6* 
5375-0C25 (NEZ J HCWl-iORTER CUSTODIAL WORKER 111 ~ 12 F 12-100 REV 
250-44-9573 2- 60-4C75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,333 4075 
2-60-5315-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,718 
TOTAL 6,718• 7,333* 
5375-CC26 POLLY L HA"1(LTON CUSTCDIAL WORKER 11 06 10 F 12-100 
248-58-6565 2-60-4( 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,164 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,928 
TOTAL 5,928* 6,164* 
5375-0028 OOPOTHY REESE CUS TOO IAL WORKER I I 06 11 F 12-100 
247-38-9904 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,272 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,032 
TOTAL 6, 032* 6,272• 
07/31/76 
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5375-0029 ~4.RRY H WESTO~ 
(89-22-6532 
5375-0029 SA"1UEL J HENOE~SO~ 
245-50-4059 
5375- 0030 SUEN DAVIS 
251-82-8133 
~~15-CCJl §JEE REESE 
2:>6-20-6874 
5375-C032 lollLLIAM L KINCAID 
231-24-9815 
5375-0033 F~ANKLlN SlHPSO~ 
249- 74-8 710 
5375-0034 JII.NICE G JACKSO~ 
251-82- 9817 















CUSTOOlAL WCRKER II 
2-60-4 C 7S-OO 
2-60-5375-00 
HOUS lNG /14GR 
2- 60- 4075-00 
2-60-5375-00 




2-60 - 4075 - 00 
2-60-5375- 00 
CUSTOOlAL WCRKER II 
2-60-4C7S-OO 
2-60-5315-00 
CUSTCOIAL WORKER [I 
2-60-4075-00 
STAFF ASST l 
2- 60-4(75-00 
2-60 - 5 3 75-00 
03 F 12-100 
03 11 F 12-100 
03 10 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
23 17 F 12-100 
C6 09 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
06 04 F 12- 100 
06 F 12-100 
16 13 F 12-100 
AUXIL[ARY ENTERPR[SES 
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5375-0037 LUC I LL E I- BROWN CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 08 f 12-lCO 
24 7- 54-3860 2- 60-4015-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,731 4075 
2-60-5315-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,512 
TOTAL 5,512• 5,731• 
5375-0038 VIRGINIA L OGLESBY CUSTODIAL WORKER I I C6 12 F 12-100 
216-32-4210 2-60-4015-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,596 4075 
2-60-5315-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6, 344 
TOTAL 6,344-* 6,596• 
53 75-C039 LARRY E WALLACE CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 14 F 12-100 
249- 42- 7352 2-60-4015-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,791 4-075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,531 
TOTAL 6,531• 6,791• 
5375-0040 WILLIE E WEBB CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 11 f 12-100 
250- 56- 6081 2-60-4(75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,553 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,302 
TOTAL 6,302• 6,553• 
5315-CC41 5YL VI A ANN J KEASLER CUSTCOIAL WORKER I 03 12 F 12-100 
249-02-2599 2-60-'t015-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5, 14-6 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE'S 4,950 
TOTAL 4,950• 5,146• 
5315-0042 JAMES H WILLIAMS HOUSEKEEPER II 15 07 F 12-100 REV 
249-20-1295 2-60-4-075-00 AUXILIARY ENTER PR I SES 8,825 4015 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 8,091 
TOTAL 8,091• 8,825• 
53 75-0043 LIZZIE 14 SMALL CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 08 F 12-100 
250-50-8523 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,623 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,408 
TOTAL 5,408• 5,623• 
5375-0044 LELA W MORRIS CUSTODIAL WORKER 111 09 12 F 12-100 
249-66-0655 2-60- 4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,332 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,051 
TOTAL 7,051• 7,332• 
5375-(1045 E"MA J YOUNG CUSTODIAL WCRKER 111 09 12 F 12-100 
251 - 72-1969 2-60-4C75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,791 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,531 
TOTAL 6,531• 6,791• 
5375-C'C46 MAE E MYLES CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 
249-:>2-2296 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,146 4075 
C7 /31/76 
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5375 DORMITORIES 
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2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRl SES 4,950 
TOTAL 4,950* 5,146* 
53 75-004 7 LOUI S HARTIN JR CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
249-22- 8399 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPR l SES 5,146 4075 
2-60-5 3 7 5-00 AUXlLIARY ENTERPRlSES 4,950 
TOTAL 4,950* 5,146* 
53 75-0048 FqA'IICES 0 AUSTO~ CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 06 F 12-100 
249-60-0388 2-60-4075-00 AUXlLIARY ENTERPRISES 6,184 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,948 
TOTAL 5,948• 6,184* 
5375-0049 SUSIE GANTT CUS TOOi AL WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
248-46-0994 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY E'IITERPRISES 4,908 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,721 
TOTAL 4,721• 4,908* 
5375-0050 MAE LI TTL ES CUS TOOIAL WCRKER 03 08 F 12-100 
247-94-8056 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,908 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXlLIARY ENTERPRISES 4,721 
TOTAL 4,721* 4,908• 
~~15-CC51 HA"II E LEE J SMIT-i CUSTCDIAL WORKER II 06 12 F 12-100 
25 1-74-3671 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,012 't075 
2-60-5175-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,782 
TOTAL 5,782* b,012• 
';~ 75-0C52 I SAAC KEASLER CUSTCOUL WORKER 11 06 06 F 12-100 
249-66-4546 2-60-4(15-00 AUX Ill ARY E'IITERPRlSES 6,791 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXlLIARY ENTERPRlSES b ,531 
TOTAL b,531* 6,791* 
53 75-0C53 .,UR LE IIIE lfJLLlAMS YOUNG CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 10 F 12-100 REV 
248-68- 756 5 2-60-4075-00 AUXILlARY ENTERPRISES 6,077 4J75 
2-60-5 375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,574 
TOTAL 5,574• 6,077• 
537'i-'.)054 P':RC El PEIO CUSTOOIAL WORKER 11 C6 04 F 12-100 REV 
249- l.0- 7592 2-60-40 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,640 4 0 75 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,073 
TOTAL 6,073• 6,640* 
53 15-')('55 AL"IA C HA"IIL TON CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 1 l F 12-100 
250-56 -7177 2-60-4075-00 AUX ILIARY E'IITERPRISES 6,314 4075 
2 - 60-5375-00 AUX IL I ARY E''H ER Pk I SES 6, 073 
TOTAL 6,073• 6,314* 
01 F! 1/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
5375 OOR~JTORIES 
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5~15-0(56 MATHE E SIMS CUSTCOIAL WCRKER 03 12 F 12-100 
251-62-9885 2-60-4C 75-00 AUXILIARY E,.T ERPR I SES 5,623 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,408 
TOTAL 5, 408* 5,623• 
53 75-0C57 l<ATIE MISSOURI CUS T 00 UL WORK ER 03 10 F 12-1 oc 
579-34-2410 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,601 4075 
2- 60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,387 
TOTAL 5, 387• 5,601• 
5375-0058 DOROTHY GRIER STEPHENS CUSTODIAL WORKER I 03 12 F 12- 100 
250-84-8094 2-60-40 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,969 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,740 
TOTAL 5,74~ 5,969• 
5375-0059 SUS IE M YOUNG CUSTODIAL WOflKER I I 06 09 F 12-100 
24 7-54-1820 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,444 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,198 
TOTAL 6,198• 6,44'>• 
53 75-'.>060 RUBY NELL GILLIARD CUSTOOIAL WCRKER II 06 F 12-100 REPL 
247- 02-7298 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,908 4075 
53 75-C060 SUE BELL SANDERS CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 10 F 12- 100 RETR 
248- 34-2132 2-60-ltC75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4075 
2 - 60-5375- 00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,385 
TOTAL 6,385• • 
~,_15-CC6l JO ANN GRIER CUSTODIAL WORKER 111 09 11 F 12-100 
249-60-0291 2- 60-ltC75- 00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,332 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,051 
TOTAL 7,051• 7,332• 
53 75-0062 EDNA MAE ABRAHAM CUS T 00 lAL WORK ER It 06 07 F 12-100 
250- 50-9092 2-60-4075-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,012 4075 
2-60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5 , 782 
TOTAL 5,782• 6,012• 
53 75-0063 JOHN J SIMPSON MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 17 12 F 12-l 00 REV 
251-46-5852 2-60-40 75-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 8,541 lt075 
2- 60-5375-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,822 
TOTAL 7,822• 8,541• 
53 75-()064 LARRY M MORRIS CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 
251-06-0634 2-60- 4075-00 AUXILIARY E'IITERPRI SES 6,012 lt075 
01 /31/76 
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53 75-0C65 R1BERT P RE I D 
249-96-0235 
5315-C066 J C HAM! LTON 
250-56-1072 
~3 75-CC67 CAVID GANTT 
24 7- 74-8488 
5375-0068 DONALD W BREWER 
251-62-7694 
5375-CC69 J T GANTT 
363-26- 6384 
53 75-0C 70 BENNIE J MCGEE 
2 51 - E, 8 - 6681 
5~l5-CC71 GqOVER C LITTLEJOHN 
251-05-9867 
~375- C'C72 MA R I O~ 8 BENSON 
249-32- 590 l 
TOTAL CLASSIFl[O 
T~TAL U~CL ASSIFI EO 
2-60-53 75-00 
























TOTAL, "C'TH CLASSIFIH, ANO UNCLASSIF I ED 
03 12 f 12- l 00 
03 12 F 12-100 
03 12 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
09 09 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 
09 12 F 12-100 































5, 179• 5 , 385• 
































CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSEO 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGR EE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTIENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
40Cl-Q004 VACANT 
ltOOl-OOOlt-V 
'tOOl-0010 MANNING N LOMAK 
251-68- 0550 
4001-0011 BRENDAL ZETTLE 
247-78-7822 
'tOOl-OOl't LINDA SHELLER 
41 b-56-3295 
4001- 0015 JOELL FELSB~G 
175-34-5440 
4001-0016 JOSEPH F SULLIVAN 
2't't-05-6060 
40Cl-C017 MARYE RICHARDSON 
248-16-6919 
40Cl-OC18 THEO H DUNCAN 
247 - 22-7285 
40Cl-CC19 RALPHO WATKINS 
251- 01-3992 
40Cl-OC20 GEORGE M GILCHRIST 
21t 7-78-6559 
itOOl-0024 THOMAS C DALTON 
250-18-3847 
4001-(025 HULDA T JOiNSON 
248- 84- 7036 
40Cl-0026 SUSAN C DOOLEY 
224-66-3985 
40Cl-CC30 FRANCES J ADDIS 
247-lt0-9664 
4001-0031 JUANITA S R~THELL 
251-40-9891 
RESIO HALL SUPV II 
2-60-5315-00 




RES HALL SUPV I I 
2-60-5375-00 




RESIDENCE HALL SUPV II 
2-60-5375-00 




STU AFFAIRS ASST 
2-60- 5 3 75-00 
SEC Off 
2-60-5375-00 
RESIDENCE HALL SUPV II 
2-60-53 75-00 






29 16 f 12-100 
14 l't F 12-100 
11 16 F 09-100 
26 17 f 12-100 
10 12 F 12-100 
11 12 f 12-100 
11 15 f 12-100 
10 12 F 09-100 
22 16 F 12-100 
10 12 F 09-100 
11 15 F 09-100 
11 16 F 09- l 00 
05 12 F 09-100 
C5 12 f 09-100 




AUXILIARY ENTERPRl SES 










AUXILIARY ENTERPR lSES 
BUOPROl l-03 
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FOQM CUBC'-1 )4 
RUSI~ESS AND FINANCF 
5175 D,R'4 1TOIIIES 
POSITIC .. 
NL'4BEQ 
4'>01-0032 NANCY C NIX 
251-62-5165 
4 0 (1-(1033 LllLA F BEN'IETT 
424-30-3199 
40 0 1-(1034 OLIVE 8 MOR TON 
247- 07 -3665 
40 0 l-('035 S AL"1EOA ROGERS 
249- 94--4087 
40 Cl-OC36 V4CANT 
4001-0036-V 
4 '1 CI-GC17 J 'IAll.t.E ( WI Lll S 
242-44-0693 
40Cl - CC18 l>iEL MA J WILLIAMS 
248-34-0937 
4 JC 1-C( ">,9 J UDY A WATSON 
253- 0 2 - 3460 
4JC I-C040 CCNIIII f F FAST 
2 50- 8('-- 9C82 
4 0 (1-(041 HELff·. L PCRTER 
443- 20- 78CO 
4 ric1 - r:r :.2 \IA(MT 
t,11)1- 0 :)42-V 
400 1-C04-4 R: VC~OA S HOLLIUAY 
, .. ,,_ es- 1208 
5 36() - 0 0 05 VAC U ! T 
5160- 0005-\1 
5360 - C01 t VAC A~.T 
516" -0006- \1 










CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRAC T Tl ME 
05 01 F 09-100 
05 11 F 09-100 
05 11 f 09-100 
STUDENT CCUNSELOR 11 23 l 7 F 12-100 
2-60-5375-00 
SEC Off 12-100 
2-60-5375-00 
CLERK I 05 13 F 09-100 
2-60-5375-00 
CLK I 05 12 F 12-100 
2-60-5375-00 
CLERK II 08 13 F 12-100 
2-60-5375-00 
RES HALL SUPV II 11 16 F 09-100 
2-60-5375-00 
CLERK I 05 11 F 09-100 
2-60-5375- 00 
SECUIIITY OFFICEQ 
2-60-5 3 75-00 
CLERK STENO II 10 13 F 12-100 
2 - 60- 5375 -00 
DIR OF AUX ENT 32 F 12-100 
2 -60 - 5375-00 
SEC °f II 14 F 12-100 
2-60 -5~75-00 
F'4PLOYEES l !\ OTHE~ OEPAR TME~T ! PAI D BY T~I S OE 0 T 
J: 'IPL f"Y EES 1 •• THI S DE PAR H"E:NT PA I r BY C:THE'< OEPT S 
A :T . JAi RIH'f.': T -<Alt 
SOURCE OF FU'IDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY ENTER0 RI SES 
AUXILIARY EN TERPR I SES 
AUX! LI ARY ENTERPRISES 
AUX( LI ARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY E"HERPRISES 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUX ILi ARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIAIIY ENTERPRISES 
AUX IL I ARY ENTER0 R (SES 
AUXILIARY E'ITERPR I SES 
AUX IL I ARY PHERORISES 
AUXILIARY E'HER0 R I SES 
AUXILIARY E'lT:RDRI SES 
BUOPROll-03 
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CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
7, 69J 










BUSl~ESS A~O FINA~CE 
5376 DINING HALLS 





5376 - 0001 LUT~ER J FIELDS 




FOOD SRV DIR II 
2-60-5376-00 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
5360-0005 VACANT 
5360-0005-V 
53 60-0006 VACANT 
5360-0006-V 
DIR OF AUX ENT 
2 - 60-5376-00 
SECY 11 
2-60-5376-00 
E'1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTHENTS PAID BY T~IS DEPT 
E'1PLOYEES IN T~IS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
JCTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
25 16 F 12-100 
32 F 12-100 
F 12-100 
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5317-0001 TH0'4AS R RHYMES LAUNDRY i«;R Ill 23 13 F 12-100 
245-60-5410 2-60- 5377-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 14,310 14,881 
53 7 7-00C2 ANN ALBERTA BARTLETT LAUNDRY WCRKER 03 12 F 12-100 
249-60-2662 2-60-5377- 00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,156 6. 1oo 1 
5377-0C03 ANNIE K BURKETT LAUNORY -.ORKER I 11 08 01 F 12-100 
250-44-8222 2-60-5377-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,843 7,115 
53 77-CC04 EDNA M CROOKS LAUNDRY WORKER 03 08 F 12-100 
24 7-38-6315 2-60-5377- 00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,156 6,401 
~-. 77-CCC5 FLOREE A DAVIS LAUNDRY WCRKER 03 11 F 12-100 REV 
247-38-7324 2-60- 5311-00 AUX IL I ARY ENTERPRISES 5,907 6,406 
53 77-CC06 TRUMAN C DUNN ASST LAUNDRY MGR I I 19 11 F 12-100 RETR 
241- 22-9<;60 2-60-5377-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 11,440 
53 77-0006 VACANT ASST LAUNDRY MGR II F 12-100 REPL 
5377-0006-V 2-60- 5371-00 AUX IL I ARY E"HERPRISES 8,630 
53 77-CCC7 J W HRCO TRADES WRKR lit 11 F 12-100 
24q- 32- 6690 2-60-5311-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 8,673 9,018 
53 77-00'.)8 JOl-iN T STANF IELO LAUNDRY WORKER 111 08 06 F 12-100 
247-94-3087 2-60-5371-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,220 5,428 
53 77-0009 RESS TE GOLOEN LAUNDRY WORKER 03 06 F 12-100 
251 - 22-7022 2-60-5371-00 AUXILIARY E'HERPRI SES 6,156 6,401 
5377-0010 NANCY LEGREE GREE~ LAUNDRY IIIORKER 03 07 F 12-100 REV 
250-12-5164 2-60 - 5377-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,907 6,406 
53 77-0011 8lR8 ARA ANN P JAYNES CLERK I 05 12 F 12-100 
248-46-1441 2-60-5377-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,371 5,584 
5177 - 0012 '4.\R If LEE ORY CLEAt-.lNG OPR 06 0 1 F 12-100 REV 
250-50-7941 2-60- 5377-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,448 6 ,947 
5377-C'O 11 DONNIE A "IASSEY ORY CLEAt-.lt-.G OPR 06 08 F 12-100 REV 
247-34-3135 2-60 -5377-00 AUXILIA RY EliTERPRISES 6,448 6,947 
';377-CC14 GLADYS G SAN~ERS LAUt-.ORY WCRKER OJ 02 F 12-100 
250-50-7326 2-60-5377-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 5,179 5,385 
!:l 17-CCl 5 "'ILLIAM C POWELL LAUfl,ORY WCRKEP 11 05 l l F 12-l'JO 




BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
5377 LAUNDRY 













H4ZEL J THOMAS 
250-44- 7206 
FLORINE W WILBANKS 
249-32-5555 
JAMES A SADLER SR 
21t7-34-5428 
RANDALL R RI OLEl' 
250-84-1165 





2-60-5 3 77-00 
LAUNDRY SUPV I 
2-60-5377-00 
LAUNDRY SUPV I 
2-60-5377-00 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
111 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
16 13 F 12-100 
03 07 F 12-100 
13 09 F 12-100 
13 09 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FlNDS 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE 370 



















07 /3 1/ 76 
FOR,_. CUB0-104 
BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY RCLL 
PROPOSED 197 6-77 
5399 ~!SC. INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSE 
POSI Tl CN 
NUMeER 
NAH TITLE 









TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'IPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
WALTER E BERRY SUPV OF SAFETY SRVS 
247-60-7094 l-44-5399-51 
T GRADY PAINTER STAFF ASST SAFETY OFF 
247-18-802 l-44-5399-51 
VACANT PAIS CCNTROL CLERK 
5364-0017-V l - 44-5399-51 
E 'IPLOYE ES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIO BY THIS DEPT 
E'IPLOYEES IN TnlS DEPARTMENT PA[O BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU~OS 
NA 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
23 16 F 12-100 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
19 12 F 12-100 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 F 12- 100 
lNSTITUT IONAL SUPPORT 
BWPROll-03 
PAGE 371 































STANLEY G NICHJLAS 
307- 22-0985 
JAMES L STROM 
247- 44-2"6 
HAR IE L STAEDELI 
105- 18-6302 
HORACE D HARBY 
381-09- 5806 
MARCIA H GAILLARD 
247- 88-4074 
MARK A WRIGHT 
204- 38- 3502 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIE~ 
CLE'4SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
V P OEVELOP,..ENT 
1-44-5601 - 51 
DIR PLNG ANO CORP RELAY 
l-44-5601-51 
STAFF ASST l1 
1-44-5601-51 




ASST TO CAMPUS "AST PLNR 
1-44-5601-51 
GRADE 
CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
hA 16 F 12-100 
30 16 F 12-100 
18 14 F 12-100 
30 16 f 12-100 
13 13 F 12-100 
28 17 F 12-100 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AND UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
"STR PLNR ASSOC PROF ARC hT 17 f 12- 100 








BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTICNAL SUPPORT 32,233 33,522 
BASIC EDUCATION AHO GENERAL 
INSTITUTl~AL SUPPORT 21,488 22,670 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 10,743 11,335 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 20,295 21,107 
BASIC EDUCATIO~ ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,573 6,837 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 14,327 14,900 
73,426 76,849 
32,233 33, 522 
105,65~ 110,371• 
C501-U003 ROBERT DEAN EFLIN 
514-H-7111 l-44--5601-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 








5603 ALU~NI RELATIOllfS 






















JOSEPH E SHERl4AN DIR ALUM RELS 11 
073-30-0196 1-44-5603-51 
JOSEPH J TURNER JR ALUMNI F IELO REPRESENT 
248-86-2465 1-44-5603-51 
TERESA P WORK'1A,.. CLK STENO I 
249-02-4213 l-44-5603-51 
SARA ~ HERR ING CLK I II 
247-34-8459 1-44-5603-51 
JQHN C 14ANN ALU'1NI EDI TOR 
288-14-7647 1-44-5603-51 
MILDRED C MIXON CLK II 
251 -46-2563 l-44-5603-51 
AL TA LEE G MO'JRt CLK II 
251-38-7198 l-44-5603-51 
GEORGF M MOORE ASSOC DIR ALUMNI RELS 
249-38-7279 l-44-5603-51 
LEILA '1 HILLEY CLK STENC 11 
250-80-5289 1-44-5603-51 
UCHEL O SCOTT ADM ASST 
251-16-3154 1-44-5603-51 
CATHERINE~ SPUkLOCK CATA COORDINATOR 
404-14-2653 1-44-5603-51 
LINDA G '11.JtPAY EDITORIAL ASST 
247-66-4219 l-4't-5603-51 
J 'J DALE ~C!WELL CATA COORDINATION 
24 7-88-4 564 l-44-5603-51 
CVEPTl"IE 
560- JU- 9999 l-44-5603-51 
T'JTAL CLASSIFIED 
T·lTAL Ut.jCL A S SI F I Eu 
T 1T Al, 60T H CLASSIFIEU ANG UNCLASSIFIED 
E"!PL OYErs l"I lT Ht-< Ull'AkTMENTS PAI D BY T-11 S OEPT 
f'IPL CWEFS l'I. Trl l S l.,H'Ak TMt:\T PA Ill BY CTHfQ DEPT<; 
GRADE 
OEGREE I FULL 
CO!lfTRACT TIME 
31 16 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
C7 12 F 12-100 
13 12 F 12-100 
26 16 F 12-100 
08 12 F 12-100 
08 11 F 12-060 
28 16 F 12-100 
10 14 F 12-100 
18 l3 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
14 13 F 12-100 
17 13 F 12- l 00 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BASIC EOUCATICN ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUT IO,..AL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION AllfO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INST ITUT lONAL SUPPORT 











6,383 6 ,639 
9,693 10,081 
9,643 10,030 





135, 929* 151,057• 




5605 PUBLIC RELATIOIS 






5605-0001 MELVIN C LONG 
247-50-7'tl1 
5605-0002 JOHNNY L ALLEN 
2it&-70-5989 
5605-0003 REVELIE W BRANNON 
248-38-6697 
5605-0004 HANNAH M BOR~A~ 
249-02-4493 
5605-0005 JO A ADAMS 
429-82-9324 
5605-0006 BEUlAH R CHENEY 
423--'t6-2875 
5605-0Q07 J ROSS CORNWELL JR 
247-7'"-8'""45 
5605-0008 VIVIAN H MCCONNELL 
247-03-4584 
5605-CC09 VEORA M CANTRELL 
4J8-34-099'" 
56C5-0Cl0 JESSIE C 111:WTON 
238-54-1716 
56C5- 00ll LILLIE A RAMEY 
25l-l6-l2't9 
5605-0012 LUCAS R PEELE J~ 
248- 80-9329 
~6C5-QC12 Lt.CIUS C HAMILTON 
251 - 01-7793 
~6C5-0013 JAMES H ROGERS 
251-28-1615 
TITLE 
PUB INFO DIR 
l-lt4-5605-51 









DEGREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT T 11,E 
SOURCE OF FU'IOS 
33 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATICN ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
29 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
07 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
09 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
UNIV PUBLICATIONS EDITOR 26 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l - 44-5605-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
ASST DIR UNIVERSITY INFO 28 17 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 





GUIDE - HISTORICAL SITE 
l - 'tlt-5605-51 
CLK 111 





ASST DIR PUB SER INFOR 
1-36--5605- ll-O coo 
EXTH.SION EDITOR 
l-36--5605-71-0000 
07 13 F 12-025 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
07 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
07 15 F 12-025 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
13 13 F 12-100 
28 11 F 12-100 
21 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICUlTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-t..EVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 
TOTAL 
SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 












1 ,,it97 1,555 
6,106 6,351 
1,560 1,622 
'"· ]It l 
It, 181 











07 /?. l/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
DEVELOPMENT 
5605 PUBLIC RELATIONS 








56C5-C014 COR IS A TIMMER'4AN 
253- 34-8304 
56C5-0015 CYNTHIA R GOSEY 
243-82-7504 
56C5-0016 OOPOTHY S'41TH YANDLE 
254-46-4495 
56C5-0017 SHIRLEY G OWENS 
231-10-5544 
5605-0018 NANCY E JACOBS 
250-04-2 525 
56 05-0018 VACANT 
5605- 0018-V 
5605-0019 RICHARD R NEWHALL 
476-10-6188 
56(5- 0019 VACAI\JT 
5605-0019-V 
5605-{'020 ClKE A ELLINGTJ>.j 
252-64 -8158 
5605- l)C21 DAWN t' KNIGHTEN 
361-44-5312 
5605- JOZZ M\RY O JENNINGS 
251-98-8935 




TITLE Cf GR EE I FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
---------------------~---------------------------------------------------




CLERK TYPIST I 
l-31-5605-66-0135 
l - 31-5605-66-0819 
EXPERIMENT STATION EDIT 
1-31-5605-66-0135 
28 17 F 12-100 
06 12 F 12-100 
27 16 F 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 






RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS EO 24 17 F 12-100 




ASSOC RESEARCH EDITOR 
1-31 - 5605-66-0 8 l 9 
ASSOC RESEARCH EDITOR 
l-31-5605-66-0135 




PUBLIC INFORMAT SPEC I fl 27 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
1-44-5605-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
" 
PUBLIC l~FC SPEC Ill 
l-44-56D5-51 
PUB I NF SPEC 111 
1-44-5605-51 
CLERK TYPIST II 
l-44-5605-51 
CLERK STENO II 
l-44-5605-51 
GRM'HIC ART 1ST 
1-44- 5605-51 
l-31-5605-66-3135 
1- :! l-5f05-66-0 819 
l-36-5605-71-0000 
27 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
26 17 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIO"I ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
09 14 F 12-lOQ BASIC EOUCATIO"I AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
10 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
lNSTITUTIO"IAL SUPPORT 























2 , 981 
1,987 
3,622 








07 /~ l/76 
FORl1 CUB0-10 4 
DE'IELOP,..ENT 
56 05 PUBLIC RE LATI ONS 









DEG!tEE t FULL 
CO NTRACT TIME 




56C5-0 024 VACANT NEWS EDITOR 18 F 12-080 REV 
5605-0024-V 3-35-0919-33 E.P.A. 6,H6 0919 
5605-0026 DEBORAH G OUNNl~G PUBLICATION EDITOR 21 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-98-5566 l-"-5605-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 7,966 
3-35-0919-33 E.P.A. 1,802 0919 
TOTAL • 9,768• 
5605-0040 S ANORA J WILCOX CLK STENO I 01 14 F 12-100 
249-98-1664 l-36-5605-71-0000 SM ITH-LE VER OFFSET FUND 6,246 6,'9-96 
56 05-0041 LUC AS R PEELE J~ EXT PU8 INFO SPEC Ill 26 16 F 12-100 TRS 
248-80 -9329 l-36-5605-71-0000 SM ITH-LE VER OFFSET FUND 1'9-,283 16,340 
5605-0042 NETTIE A 110 REHEAJ CLK I 05 14 F 12-100 
2't7-50-5bl8 l-36-5605-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 6,'9-90 6,750 
5605-00't3 LEROY E FARRIS JR SUPPLY CLK II 09 12 F 12-100 TERM 
226-72-8470 1-36-5605-71-0COO SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 5,767 
5605-0041t CAROLYN O BOWLING SECY I 12 12 F 12-100 
248-64-0478 1-31-5605-66-0135 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,866 
1-31-5605-66-0 819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2, 75'9-
1-36-5605-71-0 000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 4,053 4, 21'9-
TOTAL 6,807• 1,0110• 
5605 -0045 M J OANN PATTERSO~ CLK TYPIST I 06 12 F 12-100 
251-48-1751 l-36-5605-66-0135 AGR [CUI.. TURAL RESEARCH 2,854 
l-31-5605-66-0819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,743 
l-36-5605-71-0000 SMITH-LEVER OFFSET FUND 2,743 2,853 
TOTAL 5,4116• s,101• 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 296,660 319,305 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOT Al, BOTH Q.ASSIFlEO ANC UNCLASSIFIED 296,660• 319,305• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PA ID BY OTHER DEPTS 7,948 




5607 COM~U~ICATION CENTER 








56C7-T001 MARLYN R DACHELET 
18 7-38-1810 
5607-T052 EDWARD R JONES 
21,9-82-8084 
5607-T054 ANNE A BELLISSl"il 
263-06-5744 
5607-T055 HOLLY H CALLICUTT 
245-02- 8862 
56C7-000l W ~ARRY OURHA~ 
419-44-7964 
5607-0C02 JAMES P BURNS 
251-10-0113 
56C7-0003 EARL T COSENS 
370-03-8850 
5607- C005 ALBFRT C LITTLEJO~N JR 
202-38- 5981 
5607-'>0')6 MARTHA HELEN ,iHHR 
238- 68-1 517 




DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




PHOTOGRAPHER II 18 16 F 06-100 BASIC EOUCATICN ANO GENERAL TERH 
1-44-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,9"1 
CLERICAL INTERN 06 16 F 09-100 TERH 
3-35-536lt-lt9 MISC. STATE,NEC. 3,577 5361, 
CLERICAL INTERN C6 16 F 09-100 
3-35-536ft-lt9 HISC. STATE,NEC. 3,577 3,719 5361, 
CLERICAL INTERN 06 13 F 09-100 
3-35-5 36't-49 HI sc. STATE,NEC. 3,577 3,719 5361, 
DIR UNIV COMM CTR 33 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
l-4<t-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,957 9,651 
l-31-5607-66-0819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH <t,638 4,822 
l-36-5607-73-0COO SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 11,595 12,057 
TOTAL 23,190• 26,530* 
MGR TV PROO OPRN S 29 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l -<t4-560 7-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,165 6,415 
1-31-5607-66-0 819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 4,110 lt,273 
l-36-5607-73-0000 SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND l O ,2 75 10,684 
TOUL 20,550• 21,372* 
SUPV STUOIO TECHL SRV 25 HF 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-4<t-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT <t,786 
"· 981 1-31-5607-66-0 819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,190 3,316 
l-36-5607-73-0 000 SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 7,977 8,295 
TOTAL 15,953• 16,592• 
TV PROG 01 R 24 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-4<t-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,355 3,lt88 
l-31-5601-66-0819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,236 2,32<t 
l-36-5607-73-0COO SHITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,591 5,819 
TOTAL 11, 182• 11,631* 
ILLUSTRA lOR I 18 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPOR T l , 913 3,096 
1-31-560 7-66-0 819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,982 2,060 
l-36-5607-73-0 000 S~ITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 4,955 5,152 
TOT Al 9,910• 10,308• 
PHCTOGRAPHY SJPV 24 l 3 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-44-5601-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT <t,530 
"· 715 l-31-5607-66-0819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3 , 020 3 , 140 
07131/76 
FORM CUB0 -1 0 4 
OEVELOP"4E'IIT 
56 C7 COMHU~ICAT I ON CENTER 
CLE,l{SO"I UNI VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 




POS IT ION NAME TITLE CEGREE t FULL SOURCE OF F.,.DS CURRENT PROPOSED RE HARKS 
NUMeER CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976-77 PCT 
------ --------------------------------------
----------
1-36-560 7-13-1) 000 SMITtt-LEVER NON OFFSET FUNO 7,550 7,850 
TOTAL 15,100• 15,705• 
56C7-0 C08 FRANCES M HOLLIDAY PHOTO LAB TECH 11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-76-3650 l-44-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,165 2,256 
l-31-5607-66-0819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,"3 1,499 
l-36-5607-73-0 000 SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND ).608 3,751 
TOTAL 1,216• 1,506• 
560 7-000'il GL ENDA M JONES CLERK TYPIST 11 O'il F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
247-04-0173 l-44-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1,666 
l-31-5607-66-0819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH l, 116 
1-36-5607-73-0COO SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 2,778 
TOTAL • 5,560• 
5607-000'il DE ANNA O PETTY CLERK TYPIST 11 O'il 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
247-13-5378 l-4-4 - 5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1,738 
l-31-5607- 66-0 819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,159 
1 - 36- 5607- 73-0 000 SMITH-LEVER NON OfFSET FUNO 2,891 
TOTAL 5,794• • 
56C7- C010 FRAIIIK H NIX TV MA INT SUPV 22 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-60-0862 1-44-5607- 51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 4,007 4,166 
l-31-5607- 66- 0819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,671 2,776 
l-36-5607-13-0000 SMITH-t.EVER NON OFFSET FUND 6 , 678 6,'i150 
TOTAL 13,356* 13,892• 
~6 C7-0011 BENJAMI N T HENDRl:KS PHCTOGRAPHER II 18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
257-30-3383 1-44-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,089 3,218 
l-31-5607-66- 0 819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,059 2,140 
l-36-5607-73-:>000 SMITH-t..EVER NON OF FS ET FUND 5,149 5,353 
TOTAL l 0,29 7• 10,111• 
56C7-C0 12 JANET M PILGRIM SECY I 12 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
248-76- 7634 1 - 44-5607-51 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,375 2,481 
l-31-5607-66-0819 AGR (CULTURAL RESEARCH 1,583 1,645 
l - 36-5607-73- 0 coo SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 3,959 4,116 
TOTAL 7,917• 8,242• 
5607- 00 13 LILY R HALL FM STATION SUPV 24 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
248-68-602 2 l-"-5607-51 INS Tl TUT! ONAL SUPPORT 3,755 3,909 
l-31-5607-66- 0 819 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,503 2,602 
1 - 36-560 7-73- 0 000 SMITH- LEVER 'IION OFFSET FUND 6,259 6,508 
TOTAL 12,517• 13,019• 
56(7-0014 CAR OL V DUC KER PHCTOGRAPHER II 18 12 F 12-100 BA SIC EDUCATION AliO GENERAL 
241-54- 2913 l-44-5607-51 INSTITUTIO~AL SUPPORT 3,269 3,400 
07131/76 
FOR"I CUB0-104 
DE "E LOP"!ENT 




56C7-0015 HAROLD M SMITH 
111-14-2114 
5607-C016 Will [AME OSTEEN 
247-32-8734 
5607 - 0017 CLYDE T LEOPARD 
249-18-1196 
5607-0018 JAME S "IARTIN JR 
24 7- 56- 8902 
56C7- CC I~ B~BBY l TOWE 
25 l-4B- l ll2 
56C1-0020 DENNIS J SO MME~ S 
301-34-5936 
5607-0021 JA"!fS 11 SKINNER 
248-90-51 73 
56C7 - CC21 B~N~IF ~ ~OUK~I Grll 
265-07-<;~;)4 




1-36-560 7-13-0 000 
























PHOTO LAB TECHNIC[A"I 
l-44-5607-51 
1- 31-5607-66-0 819 
1-36-5607-73-0 coo 




DEGREE i FULL 
CON TRACT TIME 
21 16 F 12-100 
19 14 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
18 12 F 12-100 
19 12 F 12-100 
19 13 F 12-100 
11 16 F 12-100 




SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,179 2,270 
SMITH-LEVER ... ON OFFSET FUND 5,41t9 5,665 
TOTAL 10,897• 11, 335• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
[NST[TUT[CNAL SUPPORT 3,825 3,982 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,550 2,650 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 6,375 6,628 
TOTAL 12,750* 13,260• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,432 3 ,572 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,288 2,378 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,720 5,948 
TOTAL 11,440- 11,898• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,CV.it 3,170 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,029 2,110 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,074 5,275 
TOTAL 10,147• 10,555• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,060 3,184 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,040 2,121 
SM[TH--lEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,100 5, 3CV. 
TOTAL 10,200• 10,609• 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,03ft 3,160 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 2,023 2,103 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 5,057 5,258 
TOTAL 10,ll't* 10,521• 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,800 2 ,917 
AGRICULT URAL RESEARCH 1,867 1,940 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 4,668 4,853 
TOTAL 9, 335• 9,710• 
BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL REPL 
I NSTITUTIO ... AL SUPPORT 1,168 
AGRIC UL TUR AL RESEARCH 1, 175 
SM[TH- LEVER "10"1 OF FSET FUND 2 ,940 
TOT AL • 5,883• 
BASIC EDUCATIO~ A'O GENERAL TERM 








CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSEO 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE t F ULL 
CONTRACT Tl'IE 
SOURCE Of FUNDS 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 380 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE 1976-77 
PCT 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
56(7-0022 WINFRFO 80 BIERLEY 
248-78-5606 
5607-0C23 THOMAS H SHOCKLEY 
249-12-0623 
5607-0026 JOHN 8 OOZIER 
251-76-8176 
56C7-0028 NELMA P KENNEDY 
249-54-7678 
5607-0029 WILLIAM 8 EARLE J{ 
247-38-9487 
JR 
5607-0040 EDWARD ROBERT AUSTIN 
243-7"-2555 
56C7-CC41 JOHN R MATTISON 
247-54-4451 








FM PROGRAM PRODUCER 
1-35-5607-99 
3-35-5607-67 




ASST RADIO TV EDITOR 
3-3S-5607-67 






TV PROO SPEC 
1-31-5607-66-0 819 
l-36-5607-73-0000 
TV RADIC EDITtm 
1-36-5607-73-0COO 
PUBLIC lhFORHATICN SPEC 
l-36-0318-1Z-B013 
3-30-0357-39 
cuo 10 TV EDITOR 
l-44-5607-51 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAI D BY THIS DEPT 
E~PL OYEE S IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH l,25lt 
S"ITt+-LEVE.R NON OFFSET FUND 3,136 
TOTAL 6,271• • 
18 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
EXTENSION & PUBLIC SERVICE 9,002 5,250 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS/ASSOCIATIO lt,112 
TOTAL 9,002• 9,362• 
27 13 F 12-1 00 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 4,540 <\,725 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 3,027 3,llt7 
S"ITH-t.EVER NON OFFSET FUND 7,567 7,868 
TOTAL 15,13<\• 15,740• 
18 16 f 12-100 
OTHER ORG ANI ZATI ONS/ ASSOC IAT IO 7,883 8,198 
09 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1,769 1.844 
AGAICULTURAL RESEARCH 1,179 1,225 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 2,949 3,065 
TOTAL 5,897• 6,134• 
21 15 f 12-100 
SHI TH-l.EVER NON OFFSET FUNO 12,602 13,106 
24 17 f 12-100 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 6,040 6,283 
SMITH-t.EVER NON OFFSET FUND 9,060 9,422 
TOTAL 15,100• 15, 705• 
22 16 f 12-100 
SMITH-LEVER NON OFFSET FUND 13,478 l<\,017 
18 16 f 12-100 
FEDERAL SMITH-LEVER AMENDED 3,550 3,693 0318 
MISC.FEOERAL,NEC. 
"'· 333 <\ ,505 0357 
TOTAL 7,883• 8,198• 
2lt F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 




ACTUAL BUDGET ~ATE 
07 /31/16 
FOIIM CUB0-104 
PHYS !CAL PLANT 









NA"IE TITLE CEGR EE :i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
59Cl-0001 ROY M ROCHESTER 
250-26-2't92 
RATE 1976-71 
DIR PHYS FACIL t PLANNG 14 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-46-5901-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 29,328 30,500 
5901-COOZ NANCY H PORTER 
251-82-9059 
CLK TYPIST II 09 12 F 12-100 8ASlC EDUCATION AND GENERAL TERM 
l-46-5901-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 5,879 
5901-0002 VACANT 
5901-0002-V 
5901-0003 BECKY "IONROE 
247-88-H63 
5901-0004 MILDRED J ENGLISH 
244-18-1089 
5901-C005 PATRICIA O HAWKINS 
247-54-0695 
5901-0006 CAIIOL G SUBER 
251-68-3427 
5<l0l~O'l7 WALTER R SMITH 
251-76-4829 
59Cl-C0)9 HORACE O GIBSO ... 
251-46-6785 
CLK TYPIST II 
1-46-5901-51 




STAFF ASS! STANT 
1-46-5901-51 
ACCTG CLK I l 
1-46-5901-51 
ACCTG CLI< lll 
1-46-5901-51 
AOMIN ASST II 
l-46-5901-51 
59Cl-OC10 DANIEL C HERR FACILITIES DESIGN ENGR 
411-72-9001 1-46-5901-51 
59(1-f.Oll WILLIA'4 F GEER ESTl~ATOR DESIGNER 
250-05-9636 l-46-5901-51 
59Cl-OC12 GARY S BROCK ESTIMATOR DESIGNER 
251-74-3364 l-46-5901-51 
5901-0013 "IICHAEL G MOORHEAD WORK ORDER PLANNER 
251-72-1346 l-46-5901-51 
5901-0014 DANIEL J BOYER CCNSTRUC ENGR 
467-42-2813 l-46-5901-51 
59Cl-C015 ~ILLOUGH HENRY ~HITE Ill FACILITIES CESIGN ENGR 
249-80-1344 l-46-5901-51 
5901-00lb JULIA~ L ~IJRPl-i FACILITIES OESIGN E'IGI! 
2~1-4e-135S 1-46-5901-51 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
09 12 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
12 12 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MA(NTENANCE OF 
16 12 f 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT[ON ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAlNTENANCE OF 
13 13 F 12-050 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND "IAINTENANCE OF 
16 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 










23 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO "IAINTENANCE OF 14,228 14,882 
28 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 15,777 16,407 
17 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAlNTENANCE OF 10,317 10,728 
17 12 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,254 9,623 
Zit 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERAT(ON ANO "IA[NTENANCE OF 10,858 11,291 
31 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO "IAINTENANCE Of 23,442 24,378 
?4 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND "IAINTENANCE OF 14,099 14,661 
28 16 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION ANQ GENERAL 











NA'4E Tl TLE 
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BUOPROl l-03 
PAGE 382 




5901-0018 JAMES A STANLEY J~ 
250-34-3871 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEi:> 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
14EC H ENGR 11 
l-46-5901-51 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E"IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
27 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 





01 n 1116 
FORM CUB0-104 
PHYSICAL PL.\NT 
5903 CUSTODIAL SERVICES 









CEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 








5903-00,2 CHAPLES P BROW~ 
249- 38- 9302 
5903- 0003 HAROLD JC MOORE 
249-20-1326 
5903-0004 THOHAS P JACKSJ~ 
247-40-5683 
59C3-0005 ROSEANNA SCOTT 
250-50-7523 
5903-~COJ WILLIA~ GARVt~ J~ 
249-32 -9544 




590~-0C09 LYDIA BROWN 
250-70-6194 
59C3-CC1C LARPY O MATTRESS 
248-98-3559 
590~- CCll A~NtE RUTH JONES 
129-22-6098 
5903-CC12 ROBERT E MCCLARY 
247-80-9804 
5903-0013 TC MATTRESS 
250-44-6222 
59C3-C013 !RENE t'CU'iE 
251-46- 5686 
5903 - 0014 BEULAH " GRfEl\jlEE 
2213- 30-2149 
SUPV OF CUSTODIAL SRVS 
l-46-5903-51 
SUPV OF CUSTODIAL SRVS 
l -46-5903-51 
ASST SUPT CUSTOD SRVC 
l -46-5903-51 
ASST SUPT CUSTOD SRVC 
l-46-5903-51 
ASST SUPT ClJSTOO SRVC 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER I 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER ti 
1-46-590 3'-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER II 
l-4b--5'i03-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER ti 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER III 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
l-46-5903-51 




F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATICN ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
7,919 
5,657 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,158 10,563 
18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 10,472 10,889 
18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,064 10,465 
03 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 4,950 5,146 
06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 
06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 
09 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO "AINTENANCE OF 
09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
C6 09 F 12-100 BASIC EOUC4TION ANO GENERAL 


















07 / 31/76 CLEMSO'II U'II IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-0 3 
FORM CUB0-104 PRCPOS ED 1976-77 PAGE 3 84 
PHYS ICJL PLANT 
5903 CLSTOO IH SERVICE S 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRAOE 
POSIT ICN NAME TITLE CE GREE I FULL SOURCE OF FU"'fOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
Nl.MBER CONTRACT Tl ME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-------------------------------------------------
5903-00 15 MINNIE M YOU'IIG CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-58-7048 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,281 6,531 
5903-0016 MARY I CROOKS CUSTOOIAL WORKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-38-6299 l-46- 5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,21tl 5,lt49 
5903-0017 LUELLEN E WILLIAMS CUSTODIAL WCRKER 111 09 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-30-7983 1-46-5903-5 l OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,259 7,548 
5903-0018 A't TIS WILEY CUSTOOIAL WORKER 111 09 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A'IIO GENERAL RETR 
248-34-1898 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION A'IIO MAINTENANCE OF 6,81t3 
5903-0018 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER I II 09 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
5903-0018-V l-lt6-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,558 
5903- CC19 CARRIE 8 JONES CUSTODIAL WORKER I I 06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
251- 60-5917 l-it6-5<i03-5l OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,532 
5903- 0Cl 9 VACANT CUSTODI AL WORKER II 06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5903-0019-V l - lt6-5<i03-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5, 191 REPL 
5903- 0020 NONI SHA WOMACK CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
095-32-1688 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF it,950 5,146 
5903-0021 H'JwARO L WARE CUSTODIAL WOllKER II 06 04 F 12- 100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
250-44- 9589 l-lt6-5903- 51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,073 6,61t0 
5903-0022 JAMES GAMBLE CUS TOOIAL WOllKER 11 06 Oit F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
119-10- 5051 l-lt6-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,21t0 6,Bllt 
5903- CCZ4 COR INE RICHARDSON CUS T 00 I AL WORK ER II 06 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250- 36-61t24 l - lto--5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6 , 385 6,639 
59 01-(02 5 HELEN L '4ACK CUS TOO UL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250- 52-1483 1-46-5903- 51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF it,950 5, 1"6 
59 ~3 - 0026 HAGER LUCILLE WILLIAl4S CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-62-9218 l -lt6-5903 - 51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,782 6,012 
5903 -0027 R.JTH A SP ILLERS CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
101-20-62 36 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 6,156 6,ltOl 
590 3-00 28 BFNJAMIN J ONES CUSTODIAL WORKE R 11 06 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
248-34-1976 l-46-5903-51 OPERATI ON ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,385 6,639 
59 03- 0029 E:.>NfR LIGON CUS TOD IAL WORKER II Ob 0 4 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A'IIO GENERAL REV 
248-46- 2687 l-46-590 3-51 OPERATI ON ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,990 6,532 
07/31/76 CLEMSON UNI VER SI TY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 
FnR,.. CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 385 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
5903 CUST 00 IAL SERVICES 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRADE 
POSITION NAME TITLE DEGREE t FULL SOURCE OF FIJ-40S CURRENT PROPOSED REIIARKS 




5903-{'030 WILL IE E JOH~SON CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-LOO BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-48-9110 L-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND "'AINTENANCE Of 5,948 6,184 
59C3-0C31 FRANK LEE JII CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REIi 
248-14-9948 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND ,..AINTENANCE Of 6,281 6,856 
59C'1-CC32 MAGOLEN JrnNSON CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 06 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-38-7276 1-46-590).-51 OPERATION ANO ,..AINTENANCE Of 6,156 6,401 
5903-0033 MATTHEW RICE CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249- 30-9188 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 6,260 6,510 
59C'1-(l034 1,ILLIE 14 EAPLE CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 09 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7-54-3643 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO ,..AINTENANCE Of 5,512 5,731 
59C3-00l5 SELENA PEPPERS CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 09 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIOI\I ANO GENERAL REV 
249- 38- 5461 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5,990 6,532 
5903-(036 ERNEST ROBERSON CUS TOO IAL WOR< ER 11 06 01 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7- 44-9029 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO "'AINTENANCE Of 6,385 6,639 
5903-(037 ALBERTA WIOE,..AN CUS TOO IAL WORKER ll Cb 01 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-50-7407 1-46-59'03-51 OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 5,408 5,623 
5903-0 038 SALLY B A YOUNG CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
24 7-04-2498 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 4,950 5,146 
5903-0040 NEHfl4 I A sea TT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 02 f l 2-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
750- 50-7469 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,408 5,623 
5903-0 041 CLINTON WHITNER CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-66-2205 l -46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO ,..AINTENANCE OF 6,385 6,639 
5903-0042 <;A,..UEl CARTER CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 04 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-14-9414 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO ,..AINTENANCE OF 6,156 6,401 
5903-(043 '4AE F HARRISON CUSTODIAL WORKER II 06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
075-36-6820 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE Of 5,241 5,449 
5903-0044 G O WILL IA'4S CUSTODIAL WCRKER 11 06 03 F 12-LOO BASIC EOUCATIO~ AI\IO GENERAL REV 
250-,b-9071 l-4b-59')3-51 OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 6,073 6,640 
5903-""45 '1AR Y f BY~I) CUSTODIAL WCRKER 03 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
251-48-llBB l-46-5'i03-51 OPERATION A~O ~Al~TENANCE OF 5,408 5,623 
59C~-( {'46 '-Ill "ill':" CUSTODIAL ~ ORKER II 06 05 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION A~O GENERAL 
247-34-9735 l-46-5'i;)3-51 OPERHIO"I AI\IO ~Al"ffENANCE Of '.>, 241 5,449 
07/31/76 CLEf'SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BWPROl l-03 
FOl!"I CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 386 
PHYSICAL PLANT 




POSITtCN NA~E TITLE DEGREE i FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NU"4eER CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
5903-0047 041 SY BLANDING CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7-94- 3066 l-46-5'i03-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,158 5,363 
5903-0048 BERTHA S MCDOWELL CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
250-50-77'tl l-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 5,491 5,709 
5903-0049 REBECCA LEE CUS TOO UL WORX ER 11 06 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250-50-8071 1-46-5903-51 CJ>ERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,198 6,444 
59C3-0050 CLARA M SIMS CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
220-12-8607 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,302 6,553 
5903-0051 ARTHUR J W0"4ACK CUSTODIAL W~KER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TERM 
051-32-2587 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO "4AINTENANCE OF <!t,950 
5903-0051 14ARY E WALKER CUSTOOIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
251-68-3183 146-5903-Sl OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 4,909 
5903-0051 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5903-0051-V 1-.\6-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
5903-0052 RACHEL W FINKLEA CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-60-2410 l-.ft6-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,011 6,250 
5903-0053 EVELYN L GILLIARD CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOIJCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-02-1274 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,408 5,623 
5903-0054 GORDON S WEBB CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
251-90-3758 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 4,950 5,146 
5903-0055 FRANKO R BENNETT CUSTOOIAL WCRKER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
248-06-0044 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 4,950 5,146 
5903-0056 LESSIE 0 ALLGOOD CUSTOOIAL WORKER II 06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250-50-5040 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,385 6,639 
59C3-C057 EDITH A WILLIAMS CUSTODIAL W~KER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-06-2335 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO "4AINTENANCE OF lt,950 5,146 
5903-0058 RONALD R MATTRESS CUSTOOIAL WORKER 03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-98-3491 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF lt,721 4,908 
59c,-oc59 HAE BELL J COBB CUSTOD IAL WGRKER II 06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
239-40-4400 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO ~AINTENA.NCE OF 6,385 6,639 
5903-0(60 ADDIE L CURRY CUSTODIAL WORKER I I 06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
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59C3-0061 GLORIA M HORTON 
249-94- 5803 
5903-0062 SARAH N GRANT 
249-66-2609 
5903-0063 NINA MAE L GREEN 
247-38-5995 
5903-0064 8 I LL R HALL 
251 - 94-91 06 
5903-0065 WILLIAM O HAGOOD 
249-20-8648 
590 3- 0 0 66 ELIZABETH A YOUN5 
248-19- 8381 
5903- CC61 GUSSIE FREEMAN 
249-06-0231 
590 3- f,067 VACllNT 
5903- 0067-V 
~9J3-0 068 ERIC M KNOTTS 
219-62-1138 
59C3 - CC69 HUBERTINE JONES 
25 1-94-1248 
~90~- CC71 ~UBY LI GON 
24 7- 54- 1532 
590l-OC72 JESSIE O ~ARTIN 
250-50-8145 
5903- 0 073 E~ IA ~ATTRFSS 
249- 56- C629 
5903-0 C74 GEORGE LI GON Ill 
249-1)6-0221 
59C3-0 C75 MARGARET S E GAMBLE 
251-62-9<1% 
5903-r C76 0 1R1S V ~HITNEk 
25 1-72-H44 
CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 
l-46-5903-51 














CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTCDIAL WCRKER II 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
l-46-5903-51 




CUSTOD IAL ~ORKER 
l-46-5903-51 
CUST OO IAL W~R<ER II 
l-46-5903 - 51 
C6 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 
06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
03 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
03 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
03 
03 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
03 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
06 07 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCA TION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION A~O MAINTENANCE OF 
03 12 F 12-1.lO BASIC EDUCATI0'-4 A"IO GENERAL 
OPERATION A~D ~Al"ITENANCE OF 
C3 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATI 0 '-4 AND GENERAL 
OPERATION A~ O ~Al~TENANCE OF 
0~ ,1 f 12-1 00 BAS IC EDUCATI ON 4~0 GE"lERAl 
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5903-0077 VEL._.A WILEY CUSTODIAL WORKER (I C6 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REIi 
249-42-51 'H l-46-5903-51 OPERATION A,._,D MAINTENANCE OF 6,073 6,640 
5903-0078 MARY POWERS CUSTOOIAl WORKER II 06 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-76-3521 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 5,678 5,904 
5903-0C79 ~NNIE MAE WHITFIELD CUSTODIAL WCRKER II 06 08 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-52-3910 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 5,782 6,012 
5903-0080 GARFIELD GRATE CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250-05-86 71 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 4,721 4,908 
5903-0081 DOROTHY J BEN,..,ETT CUSTOOIAL WORKER 03 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-08-0550 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 4,950 5,H6 
59C3-CC82 RU881E M WILLMON CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-56-9533 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5,408 5,623 
590l-0083 NELLIE J WARE CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION lNO GENERAL 
249-94-5115 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5,179 5,385 
~9C3-CC84 R'lGER L SIMS CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-04-0143 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 4,950 5,146 
59c:--ooe5 .,ILLIAM H WARE CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7-94- 3 782 l-46-5'i03-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5,512 5,731 
5903-0089 E !4"1A L Ml LL ER CUSTODIAL WORKER I 03 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-50-5430 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5,179 5,385 
59C3-C092 NINA L IHLlER CUSTODIAL WORKER I 03 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENER.Al 
250-4'>-8061 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 4,950 5,146 
5903-0094 CHARLES A GREENLEf JR CUSTODIAL WORKER C3 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249-12-4486 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 4,950 5,146 
5903-0095 SHEL IA A GARNER CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
4)8-84-4328 l-'>6-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 4,721 4,908 
5903-0096 SlilRlfY 8 GANTT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
249- 70-0151 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 4,950 5,146 
5903-0097 JAMES F GREENLEE CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
251-56-9~03 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 4,950 5,148 
5903-0098 Al TON L FINLEY SUPT CUS TOD UL SRV 22 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
250-24-6014 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 13,223 13,750 
07/31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
PHYSICAL PL lNT 
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5903-0101 GARY W LEE 
247-04-0348 
59C3-0102 OGETTA A GARRISON 
248-34-1704 
5903-0103 JfJHN H GIBSON 
247-42-4655 
5903-0104 CHARLIE JONES JR 
250-26-8894 
5903-0105 HENRIETTA MATTRESS 
251-46-4783 
5903-0106 WILLIAM I ROBINSO~ 
24 7-42-3926 
5903-01C7 GEORGE SIMMS JR 
248-16-2513 
5903-0108 JO WIDEMAN 
247-54-2451 
5903-0109 DESSIE K ~ILLIA~S 
2 50-50-1689 
'i903-0110 PRISCILLA G WILLIAMS 
250-50-9165 
5903-0111 ARTHUR J WOMAC( 
051-32-2587 
5903-0112 SYNOLIA A ~CGEE 
249-64-6585 
5903-0113 JESSIE M WARE 
247-94-3783 
5903-0114 ROSAL BROWNLEE 
247-56-9562 
5903-Jll6 l~A LUCILLE SCuTT 
249-72-4390 
5903-0117 SALLIE A qLA~DI~ 
250-50-8556 
MAI NT MECH 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
l-'t6-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
1-46-5<;03-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
l-'t6-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER Ill 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL W~KER Ill 
1-46-5903- 51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WORKER II 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTCOIAL WORKER II 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTODIAL WCRKER 11 
l-46-5903-51 
CUSTCOIAL WCRKER II 
1-46-5903-51 
CUSTCOIAL kCRKFr II 
1-46-5903-51 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7 0 841 8,153 
09 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,593 6,855 
09 05 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GEPERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,905 7,180 
09 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,905 7,180 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,7B2 6,012 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,,905 7,180 
09 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,593 6,855 
09 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,616 5,839 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,616 5,839 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,843 7,115 
09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
06 01 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
5,191 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5,512 5,131 
06 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 5,408 5,623 
06 06 F 12-100 BASIC EOJCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,512 5,731 
06 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5,740 5,969 
06 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 




5903 CUSTODIAL SERVICES 







NAME TITLE DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




5903-0118 RUBA B THOMPSON CUSTODIAL WORKER 11 C6 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
140-20-9397 l-46-5S03-5l OPERATION A'iD HA.INT ENANCE OF 5,it08 5,623 
5903-0119 ANNIE R GAMBRELL CUSTCOIAL WORKER 11 06 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250-50-9360 l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,636 5,860 
5903-0120 ROSA L JOiNSON CUS TOO IAL WORKER II 06 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION um GE'ff:RAL 
251-66-6514 1-46-590 3-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,198 6,lt4lt 
5903-0121 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
5903-0121-V l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF it,908 
5903-0122 VACANT CUS TOOIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
5903-0122-V l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF it,908 
5903-0123 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5903- 0123-V l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 4,908 
5903-0124 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5903-0124-V 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION A'iO MAINTENANCE OF it,908 
5903-0125 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5903-0125-V l-46-';903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF it,908 
5903-0126 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5903-0126-V l-46-5903-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF lt,908 
5903-0127 VACANT CUSTODIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION AND GENERAL 
5903-0127-V l-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 4,908 
5903-0128 VACANT CUSTCOIAL WORKER 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
5903-0128-V 1-46-590 3-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF it,908 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 631,016 718,609 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED A~O UNCLASSIFIED 631,0lb* 718,609* 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
53 72-0034 KATIE M BE'iNETT HOUSEKEEPER I 09 10 F 12-100 
248-68-7505 1-46-5903-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 3,363 3,496 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 3,363 3,it96 
EMPLOYEES JN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL Bl.OGE T :UTE 634,379* 722,105• 
07/31/76 
FOR"4 CUB0 -104 
PHYS ICAL PLANT 
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5905-0001 CHARLES R WILLIAMS 
248-48-9131 
5905- 0 0 0 2 SAMUEL B RJGERS 
251-94-9975 
5905-00 03 LEER CARVER 
249- 42 - 6920 
59 0 5-0004 J ERRY O COBB 
249-94-6155 
5905- 0005 CLARENCE 8 LUS( 
250-26-8151 
5q o s-0006 TONY E UG EAN '40RRI S 
251- 94-9590 
59 05- 0CC7 THOMA S C BOOZER 
251-96-3742 
5905- 00(7 VACANT 
5905- 0007-V 
5905- 0C l O R1 Y E CARVER 
247-36-9951 
5905- COll EqV( N L JOi NSON 
215- 32-7504 
59C5- COl2 J AL BERT PATTERS ON 
247-66-2545 
5905- C012 RALP H H PORTER 
249- 78 - 84 89 
5905-0013 JOHN M BRYANT 
?49-80-330 6 
5905 - C0 14 W.\LT ER WAL KER 
250-56-6 168 
5905-00 l 5 JAY MERCK 
248-2 4- 1453 
59 05-00 16 L1LA H MCALLI STER 
249- 56- ?563 
TRADES HELPER 



























TRA DES WR.KR 
l-46 - 5 9 0 5-51 
CLK I I 
1-46- 5905 - 51 
11 07 F 12-100 BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO "4AINTENANCE OF 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 06 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EWCATION ANO GENERAL 
5,928 
7,529 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,219 
11 Qt,. F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,lt88 
11 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,948 
11 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,657 
11 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
14 09 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO 14AINT ENANCE OF 
14 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 













14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,'904 7,699 
14 0 7 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATI ON ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
14 0 7 F 12- 100 BASIC EOUCATI GN A~O GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO "4AI NTE NANC E OF 
08 1 2 f 12- 1 00 BAS IC EDU CATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATI GN A~O ~AINTE NANCE OF 
7,862 8 ,175 
8,&94 9,149 
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5qo5-co11 TONY H CRAIG 
248-80-1883 
5905-0018 MICHAELE SMIT~ 
249-82-8270 
5905-0019 JAMES O SENN 
2io8-34-7727 
5905-0C20 SAMUEL A DILLARD 
247-54-1562 
5905-0021 ELMER SAMUEL FOULKES 
283-09-9463 
5905-0C22 RAYE TRAYNUM 
247-02-7223 
5905-0023 DERREL L "4ASON 
249-80-44M 
5qc5-0024 ROBERT E STADTMILLER 
210- 30-4268 
5905-0025 SPENCER W SMITH 
248-20-9899 
5905-0027 BOBBY G WATKINS 
249-62-4878 
5905-0029 ROY W HAGOOD 
249- 54-6981 
5qo5-0030 JAMES O TOLLISO~ 
2lt8-18-6897 
5905-0031 CHARLES O MCALISTER 
24 7-60-7295 
5905-0032 WALTER T STANG 
217-14-2318 
5905-0033 A~NOLO BOWENS 
258-22-0667 
5905-0034 ~ADE H PILGRIM 
250-44-5956 
ARCHITEC DRAFTING TECH 
1-46-5905-51 
ORAFTI NG TECH I 
l-46-5905-51 
RES CCNST ENGR 
l-46-5905-51 
RESIDENT CONST ENGR 
1-46-5905-51 





















l - 46-5905-51 
CARPENTER 
l-46-5905-51 
18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,942 10,338 
13 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,176 7,462 
25 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 12,607 13,110 
25 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 14,464 15,794 
25 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 14,246 14,814 
l't 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,696 B,002 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 6,905 7,lBO 
14 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF B,79B 9,14B 
14 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF B, 507 B,B46 
14 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of B,652 B,997 
17 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 1,B41 B,153 
17 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,609 9,992 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF B,944 9,300 
17 07 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,9B4 10,3B2 
17 01 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF B,736 9,0B4 
17 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,B41 B,153 
01 n t116 
FORM CUBO-l04 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
5905 ~Al~TENANCE OF BUILDl~GS 
POSI Tl (Ill 
NUMMR 
NAl'E 




59C5- 0036 HUGHIE S NIX 
250-26-8497 
5905-0037 JAMES H Hill 
250-26-0516 
5905- 0039 JAMES D COCHRAN 
251)- 70-5580 
5905-0041 EUGENE F MOORE 
250-12- 5092 
5905-0043 ~ARVIN J LEE 
247-50-6950 
5905-0044 MELVIN C NIX 
249-54-8876 
5905 - C045 JOHNNY W CAPPS 
249-74-8358 
5905-0046 HANK C GOODMAN 
25l-06-2387 




5905-(050 CHARLES ALLEOIN~ LONG 
250-50 - 5248 
5905-0051 EnwA~O A FREEMAN 
241-07-0163 
~9C5- C057 CLAUOF CRA~E 
237- 48-1876 
59C5-CC5~ RC~NIE E HOOD 
249-92- 7245 















TRADES WMKER SUPV 
1-46-5905-51 
FIRE C SAFETY OFFICER 
l -46-5905-51 



















DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




17 01 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
17 
17 
OPERATION A~O ~AINTENANCE OF 10,254 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AIIIO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 
12-100 BASIC EOUCUION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AIIIO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIOIII ANO GENERAL 
7,764 
7,938 
OPERATION AIIIO ~AINTENANCE OF 9,588 9,970 
17 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AIIIO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,214 9,581 
20 09 F 12-100 SASJC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAIIIITENANCE OF 10,836 11,268 
18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,278 8,608 
19 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AIIIO GENERAL 
OPERATION AIIIO MAINTENANCE OF 10,861 11,294 
11 09 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION AIIIO GENERAL 
OPERATION AIIIO MAINTENANCE OF 6,947 7,223 
11 11 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AIIIO ~AINTENANCE OF 6,510 6,769 
RETR 
REPL 
11 12 F 12-100 BAS IC EOUCAT 10111 AND GENERAL TERM 
OPERATl ON AIIIO ~AINTENANCE OF 6,198 
11 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIOIII ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AIIIO ~AINTENANCE OF 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIOIII AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AIIIO ~AIIIITENANCE OF 
14 08 F l2-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
OPERATION A~O ~AINTENANCE OF 
14 05 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIJIII 41110 GENERAL 
OPERATION AIIIO ~AIIIITENAIIICE OF 
14 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~J GE"£RAL 












01 n 1116 
FORM CUB0-104 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
5905 MAl~TENANCE OF BUlLDINGS 
POS I TIC"I 
NUMRER 
NAME 
5905-0054 GEORGE A CANTRELL 
247-38-1862 
5905-0055 LEONARD L S POHN 
514-18-7915 
5905-0056 THOMAS O ROACH 
248-46-4156 
5905-0057 LB WILSON JR 
242-34-5073 
5905-0058 ERNEST V ARROWOOD 
301-30-5954 
5905-0059 FRANK M CRANE 
243-52-1983 
5905-~060 MELVlN L ATKlNSON 
248-22-8617 
5905-0061 JOHN BRADSHAW 
245-24-5686 
5905-0062 ~ALTER J CARVER 
249- 09 - 9790 
59C5-0063 CLARENCE L MASON 
249-18-2178 
5905-0C64 CLAUDE S PATTERSON 
250-41t-9067 
5905-0C65 CHARLES R LONG 
251-82-8818 
5905-0066 EDWARD R GEORGE 
248-lt4-6348 
59C5-0067 JESSE W MORRIS 
249-05-8791 
5905 -0068 ALVIN J SMITH 
247-28- 3353 
5905-0069 ROY THOMAS JAMES 
24 7-50-5632 
CLEMSON U"IIVERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 




DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 












TRADES WORKER SUPERV 
l-'tt.-5905-51 






















14 08 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT[ON ANO GENERAL 
OPERAT[ON A~O MA[NTENANCE OF 7 1 945 8,261 
18 12 F 12-100 BAS[C EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8 1 590 8,932 
18 08 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT[ON ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,899 11,333 
18 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MA(NTENANCE OF 10,753 11,334 
20 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,857 11,290 
20 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 11,918 12,567 
14 03 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
14 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE Of 
14 05 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
lit 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
14 09 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE Of 








OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 10,316 10,727 
17 05 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT(ON ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 10,316 10,727 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIO"I AND GENERAL 






FORM C USO- 104 
PHYSICAL PLANT 




5905-0070 THOMAS F SANDERS 
249-09-2 065 
5905-0071 HAROLD T PEEBLES 
247-32-7844 
5905-00 72 J OEL C SH ITH 
250-56-5852 
5905-0073 ROGER 11 COBB 
249-94-7252 
5905-0074 LARRY R ROGERS 
250-84-0907 
59C5-CC75 REX A GREGG 
281-52-2656 
5905-0076 EDWARD R HONROE 
248-76-8751 
5905-C077 THOMAS E LOWERY 
217-32-8738 
5905-0070 TONY H LECROY 
251-64-6246 
5905- 00 79 TERRY L ~OORE 
24 7- 74-8269 
5905-0C80 DA~fEL 8 ALEXANOEk 
247-34-8535 
5905-0082 DONALD T CARVER 
251-60- 7438 
5905-00ln VERNER N BLACK 
247- 10-7521 
590',- 'r':'14 P J'l J LONG 
;,.<>-( 1 -109'1 
5905-~0'lt CL ~ TLL~A~KS 
,~ l-'-f.- 4'4('1 
5905-C0~9 ~Tl ~~ v ~1RTO~ 
?d-.:J<., - 305 7 

















SHEET MET AL MECH 
l-46-5905-51 
SHEET METAL HECH 
1-46-5905-51 
SHEET HETAL MECH 
l-46-5S05-51 
SHEET HETAL HECH 
1-46-5905-51 






TRADES APPRENTI CE 
1 -46-5905-51 
TPA OES HELP ER 




DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIHE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
17 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION A~O MAINTENANCE Of 
17 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION &\NO GENERAL 
RATE 1976-77 
OPERATION A~D MAINTENANCE OF 9,089 9,451 
20 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 10,515 10,934 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 7,467 7,764 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO '1AINTENANCE OF 7,467 7,764 
14 15 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 6,739 7,007 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 10,296 10,706 
17 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 
17 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A:.O GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 





20 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION &\"ID GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,921 12,568 
11 12 F 12-1 00 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,198 6,770 
11 10 F 12-1 00 BAS IC EDUCATION Ar-10 GENERAL 
OPERATION AND ~AINTENANCE OF 
11 08 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATIO"I AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTE NANCE OF 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATI ON A"ID ~AINTENANCE OF 
14 10 F 12-llJ BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
2 PERATION ANO ~AINTENA"ICE OF 
6,219 
5,657 
7, l 96 








FORM CUB0-1 04 
PliYS ICAL Pl ~""T 
5905 l'Al~Tl'IA/\CE OF BUILOH,GS 







5905-0092 JAMES E STEWART 
249-09-8625 
5905-0093 JAMES J STEPHENS 
249-24-8357 
59C5-0C94 ~AJOR E WATSON 
251-46-2116 
5905- 0095 LALAN R HAWKINS 
247-H-7955 
~905-0C96 EARL R CHASTAIN 
245-60-9770 
59C5- 0C97 DOSSIE RAYMOND STEWART 
247-28-6084 
5905-0098 CLAUDE J GOSS 
241-3.._ 1109 
59C5-CC99 CLAUDE W ROTHELL JR 
249-40-8629 
5905-0100 OAVIO 8 NIX 
249-30-8124 
5905 -010 l JAMES W B JS HOP 
249-20-246 7 
5905-0102 SILAS H CAMPBELL 
251-01-6488 
5905-0103 WILLIE BEE MCALISTER 
249-32-8291 
5905-0104 BERT F DUKE 
248-22-2373 
5905-0105 JOSEPH H CAMPBELL 
249-78-8883 
5905- 0106 GUY W COLE 
250-26-7726 



















TRADES WORKER SUPERV 
1-46-5905-51 
MAINT SUPT I 
1-46-5905-51 













CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
SOURC E OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
14 06 F 12-100 BASIC EIJJCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE Of 
14 08 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATlON ANO GENERAL 
RATE 1976-77 
8,69't 9, l 't9 
OPERATlON ANO MAINTENANCE Of 8,985 9,343 
14 09 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 8,798 9,148 
14 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,008 8,327 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 7,072 7,353 
14 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,072 7,353 
20 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,587 11,009 
REV 
21 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 12,585 13,260 
20 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 11,252 11,701 
22 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 13,478 14,016 
21 10 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 12,585 13,260 
11 07 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 7,612 7,915 
17 10 F 12-100 BASlC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,150 10,728 
11 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAl 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
11 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
11 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 

















5905-0110 JUNIOR L SMITH 
249-56-1 799 
5905-0111 Jl>iN H ROYAL JR 
249- 78-8881 
5905-0112 WILLIAM J GOSS 
247-02-5601 
5905-0114 WILLIAM B BURNSIDE 
250-66-3't78 
5905-0115 CHARLES E EDWARDS 
225-16-1911 
5905-0116 VERNER RAY VIC~ERY 
?48-44-6042 
5905-0117 JOHN ERNEST EVA~S 
251-68-5073 
5905-0 118 LESLIE SHALL 
250-86-1159 
5905-0 119 JIMMY S WILLIAMS 
259-54-1262 
5905-0121 WILLIAM J WERNE~ Ill 
248-46-9155 
5905-0122 GLEE GUY 
249-09-3791 
5905-0123 JAMES LEONARD C~ASTEEN 
247-3't-5261 
~905-0124 T~~ T LIGON 
249-07-2525 
5905-0125 HOYT LINK 
249-40-7917 
5905-01?6 CLYDE J SMITH 
248-46-47t 1 
59C5- 0l27 QOY A HA~Kl~S 
24 7-44-3120 






































DEGREE I FUl.L 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF F.,.DS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
11 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 





OPERATION ANO HAI ... TENANCE OF 8,798 9,148 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 8 1 652 8 1 997 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,028 8,348 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,028 8,348 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 1,300 7,592 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,511 7,812 
18 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,774 11,203 
REV 
REV 
18 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,774 11,334 
18 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO HAlliTENANCE OF 9,942 10,338 
20 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AINTENANCE OF 11,960 12,438 
18 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 10,587 11,009 
18 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND ~AINTENANCE OF 9,568 9,949 
18 09 F 12-lJO BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 





5905 MAINTENANCE OF BUILDlhGS 








5905-0128 WOFFORD C POWELL 
2H-40-9847 
S905-0l29 ROBERT J CRU~PTON 
248- 21t-364 7 
5905-0130 SAMUEL J t«:ILLANO 
249-54-8601t 
5905-0131 RICKEY S CHASTEEN 
247-82-82ft6 
5905-0133 GLENN O RUTLAND 
251-76-4154 
5905-0l31t ROBERT F POWELL 
250-36-HltS 
5905-0135 MILTON E GEORGE 
247-02-5331t 
5905-0137 KENNETH E NORTON 
21t9-74-8133 
5905-0138 CHARLES W WEATHERLY 
266-34-51t62 
5905-0139 DOUGLAS M DAVIS 
249-94-5302 
5905-0140 ~ILLIE R BOGGS 
250-41t-506l 
5905-Cl42 THOMAS H DICKSON 
249-62-2696 
5905-0143 WILLIAM N SIMPSON 
251-60-0697 
5905- 0144 RONALD G DICKSON 
247-71t-8537 
5905-Cl45 CON W BRUTON 
237-32-5660 




CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




TRADES WRKR SUf>V 
l-46-5905-51 
TRADES WRKR SUPV 
1-46-5905-51 
TRADES WRKR SUPV 
l -<\6-5905-5 l 


























20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,8llt 12,567 
20 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 12,355 12,848 
20 14 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF ll,Ot.4 ll,484 
11 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,364 6,617 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 6,697 6,963 
ll 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAIITTENANCE OF 6,361t 6,617 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION A~D MAINTENANCE OF 6,219 6,lt66 
lit 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,966 8,283 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 7,321 7,612 
14 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 1,lt61 7,764 
lit 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,427 6,683 
17 14 F 12- 100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 10,316 10,727 
17 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,lt03 8,738 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,131 9,lt95 
17 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 




07/31/76 CLEMSON l.JHVERSIT'V - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 
FORM CU!30- l04 PPCPOSEO 1916-77 PAGE 399 
PHYS !CAL PLANT 
5905 HA I NTENANCE OF BUILOlt.GS 
-------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
GRADE 
POSITICN NAME TITLE CEGREE l FULL SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NU!lolBER CONTRACT TIME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
--------
5905-0147 MORRISON K HUN'4lCUTT TRADES WRKR SUPV 20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-68-6381 l -46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 12,084 12,566 
5905-0148 MARSHALL ERICE TRADES WRKR SUPV 20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-32-8019 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,836 11,268 
5905-0149 C .. AIILES L CARVER TRADES WRKR SUPV 20 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
249-',8-7173 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO "AINTENANCE OF 11,918 12,567 
5905-0 l 50 D0'4ALO P G~OGAN TRADES WRKR SUPV 20 08 f 12-100 SAS IC EOOCAT ION ANO GENERAL REV 
251-48-1507 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 11,918 12,567 
5905-0152 PAULL WARD TRADES WRKR SUPV 20 08 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
239-30-6520 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,939 l2,ltl5 
5905-0153 ROBERT K BREWER TRADES WRKR 14 05 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
249-28-591t7 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 8,691t 9, llt9 
5905-0154 GEORGE C JONES DIR PHYSICAL PLANT (I 31 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL RETR 
248-03-5409 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 23,lt-'t2 
5905-0154 VACANT DIR PHYSICAL PLANT 11 31 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REPL 
5905-0154-V l-46-5'i05-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 17, 153 
59C5-0155 C~ARLES G PRINGLE CHF OF MAINT 25 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
248-80-6336 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION AND "AINTENANCE OF 12,926 17,153 
5905-0156 HUBERTY MOREHEAD WELDER 17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
247-18-5876 l-lt6-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 10,316 10,727 
5905-0157 DCNALO R SEARS WELDER 17 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
241- 14- 8544 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 9,588 l0,lt69 
5905-0158 BORBIE E CAMPBELL LOCKSMITH 17 01 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
251-52-3640 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,316 10,727 
5905-0159 JOHNNIE J NEWTJ'4 TRADES WRKR SUPV 20 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL LWOP 
718-10-6634 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
5905-0160 ROBEPT A CANNON LABCRER 03 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
249-60- 1920 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO '4AINTENANCE OF 5,928 6,'>02 
5905-0161 JAMFS W .. CAMPBELL '4AINT MECH 17 1't F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
249-10- 8247 l -46-5905-51 OPERATIQN ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,171 l O, 12 8 
5905-0162 EATHfP'-4 VA'401VE~ '4A I I', T '1E CH 17 12 F 12-100 BASIC FOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7-30-818\ I -46-5905-51 OPERATION A'-40 ~AINTENANCE OF 10,316 l 0 , 72 7 
07 /31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
PHYS tCAL PLANT 




5905-0163 LOUIS J WILSON 
241-14-7320 
5905-0164 TONY 8 CANTRELL 
249-82-0324 
5905-0169 JOHN I HEtl>RICKS 
250-44-8634 
5905-0170 HAROLD N Sl11 TH 
249-56-1562 










MAI t-T l'ECH 
l-46-5905-51 
HAI "T MECH 
1-46-5905-51 
HAI NT SUPT I 
1-46-5905-51 
MUNT SUPT I 
l-46-5905-51 
MAI NT MECHANIC 
1-46-5905-51 
GRADE 
CEGRH % FULL 
CONTRA( T Tl ME 




17 06 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 10,046 10,446 
17 14 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,467 7,764 
22 09 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 13,455 14,017 
22 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 11,148 12,753 
17 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 7,841 8,153 





E'1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
5907-~C07 l'ARVIN W KELLY 
248-22-2580 
59C7-COC8 JAMES E PATTERSON 
251-62-9969 
59C7-C009 J!'liN H BYRO 
357-30-9379 
59C7-C010 JAMES E GREEN 
251-52-4839 
5907-COll LLOYD D LANO 
247-34-8377 
5907-0012 THOMAS LIGON 
247- 30-3355 
5907-0013 ~ILLIE C WILLIA'1S 
251-46-3106 






HEAVY EQUIP OPER 
1-46-5905- 51 
10 06 f 12-100 
17 09 F 12-100 
14 09 f 12-100 
HEAVY EOUIPHENT OPERATOR 14 01 f 12-100 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
1- 46-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
HEAVY EQUIP OPER 
l-46-5905-51 
HEAVY EQUIP OPER 
l-46-5905-51 
HEAVY EQUIP OPER 
l-46-5905-51 
HEAVY EQUIP OPER 
l -46-5905-51 
14 11 f 12-100 
14 05 f 12-100 
14 03 f 12-100 
14 08 f 12-100 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 
OPERATION A~O MAINTENANCE OF 












07/31/76 CLEMSO"'I UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROll-03 
FORM CUB0-104 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 'tOl 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
5905 "Al NTENANCE OF BUILDINGS 
----------------- ------------------------------------
Gf!ADE 
POSITICN NAME TITLE DEGREE i FULL SOURCE OF Fl.~OS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NllMeER CONTRACT Tl ME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-----------·--------------------------
5907-0015 R'JSCOE BENSON HEAVY E0UI PMENT CPR 14 12 F 12-100 
251-52-3506 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,112 8,'t35 
5907-0016 Jc:JHN H CROOKS HEAVY EQUIPl"ENT OPR 14 09 F 12-100 
250-56-6505 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO 1'4AINTENANCE OF 7,716 8,023 
59C7- CC1 7 81lYANT CROOKS VEHICLE OPR II 11 07 F 12-100 
250-36-5068 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,489 6,747 
5907-0C18 •ILUE GREENLEE VEHICLE CPR II 11 05 F 12-100 REV 
251-28-0605 l-46-5905-51 OPE RAT ION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,4<1t8 7,051 
5907- 0C19 ANSEL OGLESBY VEHICLE OPER II 11 09 F 12-100 REV 
251-56-9289 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION AI\IO HA I NTENANCE OF 6,052 6,618 
59C7-CC20 BE~ GANTT VEHICLE OPR ll 11 03 F 12-100 
24 7-30-34<1t0 l-<1,6-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MA I NTENANCE OF 6,364 6,617 
5907- 0022 JERRY HUNTER JR VEHICLE OPERATOR II ll 10 F 12-100 
248- l l-2574 l-<1,6-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,948 6, 184 
5907-0024 WILLIAM E WILSO~ VEHICLE OPER II 11 13 F 12-100 
244-84-8659 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,657 5,882 
5907-0025 JESS IE GREENLEE VEHICLE OPR 11 11 02 F 12-100 
251-14-724" l -46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 7,321 7,612 
5907-0026 J'.lHNNY J HUNTER VEHICLE OPR II 11 08 F 12-100 REV 
249-4?- 8735 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 1,012 1,722 
5907-0027 JAMES LIGON VEHICLE QPR II 11 07 F 12-100 
24 7-38-6338 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION AI\IO MAINTENANCE OF ,. 550 7,850 
5907-0<'28 J STOKES STRIBLI"'~ VEHICLE OPER 11 11 10 F 12-100 
250-80- 2856 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION AI\IO MAINTENANCE OF 5 ,91t8 6,184 
59C7-0C29 STEVE A KELLEY VEHICLE OPER 11 11 09 F 12-100 
249- 04-7225 l-46-5905-51 OPERATIOI\I ANO "'IAINTENANCE OF 5,9ft8 6,18ft 
59C7- CC'l33 CLARENCf DAVID NIX VEHICLE CPR II 11 i)5 f 12-100 
247- 80-9453 l-46-5905-51 OPERA Tl ON ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,884 7, 158 
5907- 00'34 MIKE F CROOKS VEHICLE CPR II 11 13 F 12-100 
248 - 68-7033 l-46-5«;05-51 OPERATION ANO MA I NT ENANCE OF 7,072 7,353 
59C7- CCl5 LE!: OY MOPlll S VEtHCLf (PR II ll 0 3 F 12- 100 
241-40- 7199 l-46-5905-51 OPERAT 10"4 AI\IO MAINTENA"4CE OF 7,259 7,548 
07131/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
PHYS [CAL PLANT 
5905 MAINTENANCE Of BUILDl~GS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
BUD PRO 11-03 
PAGE 402 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------




DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TI ME 








E~PLOYEES IN OfHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
C3 08 F 12-100 




PHYS !CAL PLANT 




5907-T401 BERNARO WILKES 
096- 36-1 683 








~9C7- T4C8 OlNALO N MASSEY 
131-40-16g5 
59C7- 0CCI JA~FS C CAREY 
245-03-8019 
5907- COOl JAMES C SUBER 
251- 64-9214 
5907- 0002 JAMES C CHRISLEY 
250-1 2-0316 
59(7- 0001 ~~LTE R O JACKSON JR 
24 7-66-4566 
59C7 - CC04 CLAUD 8 SMITH 
459-24-6930 
5907- 00J5 JOH~ 0 WRIGHT 
247-22-6544 
5907- 0006 ESTON O ALLGOOD 
747-60-517? 
5907-0007 MARVIN W KELLY 
748- 22-2580 
5907- 0008 JA~ES E PATTERSJN 
25 1-67 - 9969 
59C 7-C")l)Q J '1HN H 8 YR oJ 
357-30 - 9379 





VEHICLE OPER (I 
3-46-5907-36 
VEHICLE OPER II 
3-46-5907-36 
VEH OPER 11 
3-46-5',07-36 
VEHICLE CPER II 
3-46-5907-36 




SUPV Of LANO ANO GRNOS 
l-46-5907-51 
SUPV OF LANO & GROUNDS 
1-46-5<;07-51 














HE AVY EOUI P CPf ll 
1-46-5<;05-51 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl'4E 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
11 13 F 06-100 
APPALACHIAN REGIO"'AL COMMISSIO 2,828 2,940 
11 09 f 06-100 TERM 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 2,828 
11 f 06-100 REPL 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 2,828 
11 12 F 06-100 TERM 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 2,828 
11 F 06-100 REPL 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 2,940 
03 11 F 06-100 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 2,350 2,442 
28 16 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL RETR 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 19,406 
28 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 14,058 
19 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,395 11,849 
16 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,229 9,597 
19 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 11,300 11,897 
10 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION 4NO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAl~TENANCE OF 7,134 7,765 
10 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
10 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A~D GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO '4AINTENANCE OF 
17 09 F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION A"IO GENERAL 
OPERATION A~D MAl~TENANCE OF 
14 09 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AN D GENERAL 










01/31/76 CLE,.SON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BlDPROl l-03 
FORM ClJBG-1 04 PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE ltOlt 
PHYSICAL PLANT 




POSITION I\IAME TITLE CEGREE i FULL SOURCE OF fl.NOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 




5901-COIO JAMES E GREEN HEAVY EQUIPMENT OFERATCR 14 07 F 12-100 BASIC EWCATION AND GENERAL 
251-52-4839 l-lt6-5'o05-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 8,112 8,435 5905 
59C7-0011 LLOYD D LANO HEAVY EQUIP OPER 14 11 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
2't7-3't-83 77 l-'t6-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 8,798 9, l't8 5905 
T-OT- • • 
5907-00 12 THOMAS LIGON HEAVY EQUIP OPER H 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
2"7-30-3355 l -lt6-5905-5 l OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 8,694 9,149 5905 
5907-0013 WILLIE C WILLIAMS HEAVY EQUIP OPER lit 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
251-46-3106 l-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,528 9,149 5905 
5901-0014 WILL IE Will UMS JR HEAVY EQUIP OPER lit 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
24 7-30-8495 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,694 9,149 5905 
5907-0015 ROSCOE BENSON HEAVY EQUIPMENT QPR 14 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
251-52-3506 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 8,112 8,435 5905 
5907-0C16 JOHN H CROOKS HEAVY EQUIPMENT QPR 14 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
250-56-6505 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 7,716 8,023 5905 
59C7-0Cl7 MYANT CROOKS VEHICLE OPR ti 11 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
250-36-5068 l-lt6-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 6,489 6,747 5905 
59(7-0018 ltllllE GREENLEE VEHICLE CPR II 11 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL REV 
251-28-0605 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 6,448 7,051 5905 
5907- 0 019 ANSH OGLESBY VEHICLE OPER 11 11 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
251-56-9289 l-'>6-5905-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 6,052 6,618 5905 
59C 7-CC20 BEN GANTT VEHICLE QPR ti 11 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
Zit 7-30-3'>40 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,364 6,617 5905 
59(7-0022 JERRY HUNTER JR VEHICLE OPERATOR II 11 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
2't8-ll-257't 1-46-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,948 6,184 5905 
59C7-CC23 CHARLES E GANTT VEHICLE OPERATOR 11 11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
248-58-2259 1-46-5907-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 6,177 6,423 
5907-0024 Will 1AM f WILSON VEHICLE OPER 11 11 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
24"-84-8659 l-'>6-5'>05-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,657 5,882 5905 
5907-0025 JESS IE GR EENLEE VfHICLE QPR 11 11 02 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-H-7141t l-lt6-5905-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,321 7,612 5905 
07/31/76 
FORM CUBO- lOlt 
PHYSICAL PLANT 




5907-0026 JOHNNY J HUNTER 
21t9-lt2-8735 
5907-0027 JAMES LIGON 
247-38 - 6338 
5907-0028 J STOKES STRIBLING 
250-80-2856 
5907-0029 STEVE A KELLEY 
249-04-7225 
5907-0031 FRANK WILLIAMS 
251-18-6916 
~9C7-C032 JAMES S WILLIAMS 
251-46-2895 
5907-0033 CLARENCE OAVIO NIX 
247-80-91t53 
~SC7-CC34 MIKE F CROOKS 
248- 68- 7033 
59C7-0035 LEROY MCRRIS 
24 7-ltO-7199 
59C7-0036 FRA~K E LIGON 
251-~2-6547 
59C7-CC37 CHARLES E CROOKS 
249-06- 0229 




5907-0040 RONNIE E DAVIS 
247-94- 1554 
5907-0040 VA( ANT 
59C7-0040-V 
59C7-f041 HCRMAN J TOLLISON 
564-98-8557 






TITLE CEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRA( T Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS C~RENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
----------------
VEHICLE QPR II 
l -'t6-5905-5 l 
VEHICLE OPR 11 
l-46-5905-51 
VEHICLE CPER 11 
1-46- 5905- 51 
VEHICLE CPER 11 
1-46-5905-51 
VEHICLE CPR II 
1-46-5907-51 
VEHICLE CPR II 
l-lt6-5S07-5l 
VEHICLE CPA 11 
1-46-5905-51 
YEH ICLE CPR II 
l-46- 5905- 51 




VEt.lCLE OPER II 
l-lt6-5907-5l 
11 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENER4L 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
nPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
ll 02 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 05 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 03 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
03 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GHERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 














6,884 7,158 5905 
7,072 7,353 5905 
7 , 259 7,548 5905 
5,948 6,184 5905 
5,948 6,184 
SUPT OF GRNOS t SPEC SRV 24 16 F 12-lCO BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL TRS 
l-46-5S07-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 13,519 
SUPT OF GRNDS t SPEC SRV 24 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REPL 
l-46-5907-51 OPERATION A~O MAINTENANCE OF 11,291 
VEHICLE OPER 11 
3-46- 5901-36 
YEH OPER I I 
3-46-590 7 - 36 
VfHICLE OPfR 11 
3-46-5907-36 
11 10 F 12-100 
11 F 12-100 
11 12 F 12-100 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 5,657 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COHMISSIO 5,882 




07131/76 cu..-soN UNIVERSITY - SALARY RCLL BUDPROll- 03 
FORK CUBO-lOlt PROPOSED 1976-77 PAGE 406 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
5907 l'A I NTENA~CE CF GROUNDS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
GRADE 
POSI TIC~ NAME TITlE CEGREE i FULL SOURCE OF FlNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
NUMef A CONTRACT Tl ME RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
5907-00ltl STEVEN L SWAFFOU VEHICLE CPER 11 11 10 F 12-100 
249-06-0518 3-lt6-5<.l07-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMNISSlO 5,657 5,882 
59C7-001t3 CLARENCE P H~TER VEHICLE CPER 11 11 11 F 12-100 TERN 
250-7't-6292 3-46--5<.l07-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMNISSJO 5,657 
59C7-C01t3 VACANT VEHICLE (PER II 11 F 12-100 REPL 
5907-0043-V 3-46--5907-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMNISS 10 5,882 
59C7-CCltlt VACANT VEHICLE OPER II 11 F 12-100 
5907-004.C.-V 3-46--5S0 7-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL CO,'IN ISS JO 5,657 5,882 
59C7-0045 FLOYD R All SEP ElECTRICIAN 18 12 F 12-100 
251-90-3279 3-46-5907-36 APPALACH JAN REGIONAL CONN ISSJO 7,883 8,197 
59(7-0054 HASKEL 8 CAPE LABORER 03 10 F 12-100 
251-06-1049 346-5<.l07-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMNISSIO 4,721 it,908 
59(7-0055 WOODROW T BELL LABCRER 03 12 F 12-100 
248-98-2866 3-46-5 907-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL CONNISSIO 4,721 4,908 
5907-0056 STEVENS CRISP LABORER 03 12 F 12-100 TERN 
240-04-7393 3-46-5907-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL CONNISSIO 4,721 
5907-0056 VACANT LABORER C3 f 12-100 REPL 
5907-0056-V 3-46-5907-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL CONNISSIO 4,908 
5907-0057 ERNEST E RICHARDSON LABORER 03 11 F 12-100 TERN 
248-98-3042 3-46-5907-36 APPALACH JAN REGIONAL COMNISSIO 4,721 
5907-0057 VACANT LABORER 03 F 12-100 REPL 
5907-0057-V 3-'t6-5907-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COl'INI SSIO 4,908 
5907-0058 CANNY H All SEP LABCRER 03 09 F 12-100 
248-19-5697 3-.r.6-5907-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL CONN ISSI 0 it,721 it>,908 
590 7-0C' 59 CliARLE S BU~REll LA'3CRER 03 08 F 12-100 REV 
249-78-1118 3-lt6-5907-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMNISSIO It, 721 7,765 
59C7-CC60 RANDALL L OWENS LABCRER 03 10 F 12-100 
249-l7-93lt7 3-lt6-5'i07-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISS 10 it,721 't,908 
59C7-0061 HERBERT R SMITH LABCRER 03 10 F 12-100 TERM 
25l-f>8-4218 3-46-5S07-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMNISSIO 
"' 721 
59C7-0C61 VACANT LA8CRER 03 F 12-100 REPL 
5907-0061-V 3-lt6-5S07-36 APPALACHIAN REGIONAi.. COMl'IISSIO io,908 
01n1116 
FOR14 CUB0-104 
PHYS [CAL PLANT 
5907 MAINTENANCE OF GROU~DS 








NAME TITLE DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
--------------------
59C7-0062 M[CHaEL E BATES 
249-84-5600 
5907~063 GEORGE T BYRU~ 
247-94-3171 
5907~064 JOHN A LEECH 
544-26-82 85 
5907-0065 ~ARSHALL f JONES 
251-16-6693 
5907-0066 CHARLES O CLARK JR 
24 7-48-0391 
5907-0067 DOVER BURRELL 
247-28-6543 
59D7--0C69 hUGH H WALKER 
173-38-6753 
590 7-CC69 VACAl'H 
5907-0069-V 
59C7- CC70 ALVIN P JONES 
247-30-9152 
59C7-0071 DONNIE R FRANKS 
251-90-3487 


















TRADES WORKER SUPERV 
3-46-5907-36 
VEHICLE (PER [I 
3-46-5 c;o 1-36 
CLERK Ill 
3-46-5~07-36 
18 14 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
17 lC F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
17 12 F 12-100 
17 07 F 12-100 
17 16 F 12-100 
17 F 12-100 
20 16 F 12-100 
11 12 F 12-100 
13 16 F 12-100 
59(7-0074 \IA( ANT 
5907-0074-V 





TOTAL, eoT~ CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
f'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN TlilS DEPARTMENT PAID eY OTHER CEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
RA TE 1976-77 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSIO 7,883 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COHMISSIO 1,467 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COHMISSIO 7,461 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL C014HISSIO 1,467 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COHKISSIO 7,467 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COKMISSIO 7,467 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COHHISSIO 7,467 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COl4HISSIO 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COHMISSIO 8,756 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COHMISSIO 5,657 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAi.. COHHISSIO 6,094 



























POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
!'fAME 
5909-0001 JAMES MYRON HANNA 
238-42-66 71 
5909-0002 WALTER A MOORE 
24 7-22-6668 
5909-0003 ROBERT F HAMBY 
250-36-6626 
5909-0004 OSCAR C MOORE 
249-09-2056 
59C9-0005 JAMES E CHAMBERS JR 
250-04-5606 
5909-0006 JAliES E BENSON 
247-30-23lt6 




5909-0009 R A DURHAM 
247-42-3838 
5909-0010 EOOIE R OLIVER 
251-40-8421 
5909-0011 LEONARO A RIGGl~S 
248-24-4064 
5909-0012 JAMES O HUNT 
247-11-5828 
5909-~015 ERBIE E MCGUFFIN 
251-14-7781 
5909-0017 WINFREO W BLACK 
248-20-9900 
~909-~018 oour. 0 MASSINGILL 
249-82-2791 
5909-C019 GILES O CRANOALL 
247-38-7891 





TITLE OEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TlliE 
SOURCE OF F Ul'IDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
OIR PHYSICAL PLANT II 
l-46-5S09-51 
OPTY DIR PHYS Pl ANT 
l-46-5S09-51 





















~l 16 f 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 23,442 24,378 
26 16 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 16,910 17,585 
20 13 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION A~O MAINTENANCE OF 11,939 12,415 
11 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION A~O MAINTENANCE OF 
11 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 10 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
11 
11 
F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
F 12-100 BASIC EOUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
14 06 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
14 06 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
14 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 













TRADES WRKR SUPV 
1-46-5909-5 l 
20 06 F 12-100 BASIC EClJCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,627 12,567 
WAT-WASTE TRT PLT OPR II 16 13 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
l-46-5909-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 9,360 
WATER & WASTE T P 0 
l-46-5909-51 
W WASTE TRT PLT TRhE 
1-46-5909-51 
16 15 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,153 
09 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 







PH'rS !CAL PLANT 
5909 UT I LIT I ES 









DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




5909-0C20 s~ J BATSON WATER & WASTE TR PL 16 13 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-01-1944 1-46-5909-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,756 9,105 
59(9-0021 JAMES E CHAMBERS SR ENV SYS CPER TRAINEE 09 07 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-34-7520 l-46-5909-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,345 5,557 
!;9(9-0022 SHEL TON CHITWOOD TRADES HELPER 11 08 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
253-60-lt302 l--46-5909-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,990 6,228 
5909-0023 HERMAN EKING ENV SYST OPR TRNE 09 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250- 52-2994 l-46-5909-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 5,865 6,098 
59C9-CC24 CHARLIE H WILLIAMSON MAINT SUPT I 22 l lt F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-36-8012 146-5909-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 13,478 14,016 
5909-0025 FUFMAN O VICKERY MAINT SUPT I 22 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
224-22-6934 1-46-5909-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 13,478 14,016 
TOTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIEJ 
19B,882 214,011 
TOT AL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 198,882• 214,011• 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 8Y THIS DEPT 
E11 PLCYEES IN THIS OEPARTME~T PA ID BY OTHER OEPTS 




5q 11 MOTORPOOL 
-------------------------
POSITICN t.AME TITLE 
NUMBER 
------
CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE Of FUNDS 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE itlO 
CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 













JAMES R ABERCRO~BIE 
2it8-16-1106 
BILLY C FINCH 
251-70-9528 
WADE C SMITH 
2it1-28-Mq8 
THOMAS E GIBSO~ 
251-60-9885 
J C HARB IN 
2it9-62-4 769 




DONALD R GILDEN 
249-54-q365 
CHARLES R CRAFT 
251-48-0294 
MANZO N CROOKS JR 
251-62-6540 

























CLK l ll 
l-46-5Sll-51 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E'4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID fY CTHER OEPTS 























OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,921 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO ~AlNTENANCE Of 10,171 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 10,192 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATIC~ ANO ~AINTENANCE Of 10,171 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 8,174 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,507 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 6,905 
BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAllffENANCE OF 6,905 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,820 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,217 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,363 
BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 



























5913 FIRE PROTECTION 









DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
SOURCE OF FlNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RA TE l 976-77 
PCT 
----------------------------------------------------------
5913-0001 CHARLES W OWEN LT FIRE OEPT 19 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
251-52-1966 1-.\6-5<; 13-51 OPERATION ANO 14AINTENANCE OF 11,261 11,897 
5913-0C02 ALBERT O TIMMS FIRE ANO SAFETY OFF 18 10 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
24 7-34-7 844 1-46-5<;13-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 10,161 10,566 
5913-0003 EDGAR C GILSTRAP F (REF IGt-TER 14 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-56-9135 l-46-5913-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 7,583 7,885 
5913-0C04 JA"IES C S"II TH FIREMAN 14 09 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
247-36-9370 1-46-5913-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 8,385 9,1.\9 
59l3- 0C05 THOMAS L BR OWN FIREMAN lit 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-94-5175 1-.\6-5913-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 7,884 8,198 
5'H3-0006 LEON KElLEY FIREMAN 14 08 F 12-100 8ASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
248-46-4885 1-46-5<;13-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 8,830 9,182 
5913-0007 LEWIS W RILEY H. FIREMAN lit 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
251-82-9133 l -46-5913-51 OPERATION ANO "IAINTENANCE OF 8,240 8,569 
5913-0008 CAVfD FREDRICK HOLLADAY FIREMAN l It 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
249-56-0522 1-46-5913-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,029 8,349 
5913-0009 WILLIAM RAY ROWLAND FIREMAN 14 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
247-36-5857 1-46-5913-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 8,388 8,722 
5913-{\010 J~ .... H HAWK l'IIS FIREMAh 14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION A'IIO GENERAL REV 
249-72-1025 1-46-5<; 13-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,229 9,199 
5913-00ll ERNFST E MCABEE FIREMAN 14 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
250-H-8375 l-46-5913-51 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 7,909 8,224 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 9't,899 99,91t0 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED A~O U~CLASSIFIEO 91t,899* 99,91t0* 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER OEPART~ENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E'1PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATl 91t,899• 99,91t0• 
07/31/76 
FORM Cl.80-104 





5917-0001 JACK W WEEDEN 
334-05-1391 
5917-0002 ROBERT C MCCOMBS JR 
248-28-1342 
5917-000~ JOHNSON W LINK 
249-42-8292 
5917-0C04 ALFREDO ELROD 
248-22-2lo69 
5917-0005 WAYNE J PATTERSON 
250-36-6741 
5917-0C06 FRANCIS C CROOKS 
249-38-6958 
5917-00C7 JAMES C BRUMMITT 
4::J 8- 50-300 7 
5917-0CCB RAYE FOX 
248- 31o-0604 
5'H 7-0009 CAV IO E OIL LARD 
247-28-6769 
5917-0010 RALPH J ROACH 
249- 44-032lo 
5917-0011 JAY H GILLISON 
249-30-1769 
5917-0012 MICHAEL T HUNNl:UTT 
249-74-8590 
5911-e013 DANIEL C WARDLAW 
249-60-0504 
5917-00llo WILLIAM W NORWOJJ 
248-28-1640 
5917-0015 JAMFS W HlNNICUTT 
247-22-9339 
5917-0011 BILLY D THORNTON 
247-56-9750 





CHIEF OF c4,ipus SEC I 
1-46-5917-51 
GRADE 
CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
-----------------------------
SOURCE OF FlNOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
25 llo F 12-100 BASIC EOOCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 15,730 16,358 
PUBL SAFETY INVESTIGATCJl 23 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
l-lo6-5917-51 OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF H,012 14,571 
CHIEF OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
l-~-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY LT 
l-lt6-5S 17-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY SGT 
l-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY SGT 
l-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY SGT 
1-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY SGT 
146-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
1-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFF 
l-lt6-591 7-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-lt6-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
1-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
1-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
1-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-5Sl 7-51 
25 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 15,,756 16,385 
22 llo F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 12,856 13,369 
19 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,727 11,155 
19 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,675 12,lloO 
19 13 F 12-100 &ASIC EOUCATIO .. ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,lol8 9,793 
19 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 11,195 12,225 
17 09 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
17 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
9,949 10,31t5 
8,232 8,560 
17 09 F 12-100 &ASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,011 10,996 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 







17 10 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL REV 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 9,517 10,640 
11 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,567 8,908 
01/31/76 
FORM CUB0-104 
PHYS !CAL PLANT 
5917 SECURIT Y 
CLE~SON U~IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 BUOPRO l l-03 PAGE 413 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRADE 
POSI Tl CN 
NU14efR 
NAME TITLE DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT TINE 
SOURCE OF Fl.NOS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----
5917-0C18 CENNIS E WILKS 
24 7-80-9900 
5917- 0019 ROBERT L THORNTON 
249-32-4221 
5917-C020 CARLTON COX 
250- 52-0866 
5917- 0021 ~ J QUARLES 
248- l 6- l 364 
5917-0022 WILLIAM P HICKS 
249- 42-5 733 
59 17-0023 BILLY 11 LEE 
25\-60-6656 
5917 - 0024 COLIE 8 SHIRLEY 
24 7- 03- 793 7 
5917-0025 JOHN PAT SUMMEY 
246-34-1187 
59 17-0026 EDWARD C ~ EENE 
247-42-8124 
~117-~027 ALBERT L MCDONALD 
249-42 - 6806 
~917-0028 BILLY Y BOTTOMS 
251-52-4554 
5917-rC29 DEBORAH W MITCHELL 
240-92 -241 l 
59 l 7-CC29 ~ACANT 
5917-0029-V 
59 17-cc~o SHARON E JAMES 
453-14-4201 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
T~T AL UNCLASSIFIEJ 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-S'i l 7-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
1-46-5S 17-51 
PUBLIC SAFTY OFFICER 
l--46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-5917-51 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFF 
l --46-5917-5 l 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER 
l-46-5917-51 










TnTAL , 0CTH CLASSIF IE D A~C UNCLASSIFIED 
E~Pl0YE£S I~ 8fHtk OEPARTME~TS PA[r BY THIS DEPT 
f~PL~YEFS I~ f~IS OcPAK TMt ~T PAID RY (THER OE PTS 
17 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 8,891 9,245 
17 10 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 9,274 9,643 
17 12 f 12-lOC BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Of 8,232 8,560 
17 12 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,151 10,556 
17 11 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,272 10,681 
17 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 8,213 8,540 
17 08 f 12-100 8AS1C EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 10,342 10,754 
17 14 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 8,871 9,224 
17 12 f 12-100 BASIC ECXJCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 8,213 8,540 
17 10 F 12-100 BASIC EOUCAT ION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 8,587 8,929 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 5,491 5,709 
10 14 F 12-100 BAS IC EDUCATION AND GENERAL TERM 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE Of 5 1 765 
10 f 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION ANO GENERAL 
OPERATION ANO MAINTENANCE OF 
10 12 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION AND GENERAL 







ACTUAL BUDGET RAl t 
07 / 31/76 
FOPM CUB0-10 4 
ATHLETI CS 
71 0 1 ADMINISTRATI ON 
CLE~SON UN I VERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 










71 0 1-0003 
7101-0004 
40 17-0 00 1 
71 05-0006 
NAME T ITLE 
H C MCLELLAN JR DIR ATH t ASST COACH 
250-40-6997 2-60-71 0 1-00 
R W SMITH ASST TO Tt<E ATH CIR £ ro 
251-22-6716 2-60-7101-00 
R~BERT W ROBINSON JR ACMIN ASST £ GOLF co 
250-92-6Lt62 2-60-7101-00 
2-60-7129-00 
eELVA H BENNETT ACCTG CLK II 
249-54-7826 2-60-7101-00 
MARY ANNE C ADDIS SECY I 
250-50-5575 2-60-7101-00 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
Eo\RLE H AMBROSE ADMIN ASST 111 
250-18-3360 2-60-7101-00 
EARLE H AMBROSE ADIHN ASST 111 
250 -18-3360 2-60-7101 -00 
P.4PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 




NA l 7 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 30,000 31,200 
NA 16 F 12-100 
AUXIL I ARY ENTERPRISES 18,000 18,720 
NA 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 11,000 11,440 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,000 lt,160 7129 
TOTAL 15,000* 15,600• 
13 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPR l SES 8,362 8,695 
12 H F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRl SES T,902 8,211 
07 12 F 12-100 




26 15 F 12-100 TRS 
AUXILIAAY ENTERPRISES s, 188 







CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PIIOPOSEO 1q76-77 
7103 SPORTS INFORMATION 







IIOBERT C l!R ADLEY 
250-26-4408 
JERRY W APP 
2'H-68-51tl3 





DIR SPORTS INFO 
2-60-7103-00 
PUB INFO SPEC 11 
2-60-7103-00 
PUB INFO SP EC I 
2-60-7103-00 
TOTAL. BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS OEPARTMEKT PAID BY OTHER CEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET ~ATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
27 16 F 12-100 
23 16 F 12-100 
18 16 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF F~OS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
AUX I LI ARY ENTERPRISES 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE 415 










ATI-L ET ICS 
71C5 TICKET OFFICE 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 










MARGARET H GAMBRELL 
249-42-9714 
DEBRA G JONES 
2lt9-02-44lt3 
MARY JOANN L WEST 
251-44- l 5lt 1 
VACANT 
7105-0005-V 





CLK TYPIST II 
2-60-7105-00 
OFFICER SERVS AIDE 
2-60-7105-00 




ADti' IN ASST I II 
2-60-7101-00 
2-60-7105-00 
TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E1PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID ey OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
CEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
09 13 F 12-100 
08 12 F 12-100 
09 13 F 12-100 
17 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FU'4DS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 































ATI-L ET ICS 
7107 GQCUII.OS-~AINTENANCE 
CLE~SON UII.IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL BUOPROl l-03 
PROPfJSEO 1976-77 PAGE 417 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




DEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 





71 C 7-C'OOl 
71 C7-CC02 
71 C7-0COl 
H C GPHNFI ELO AOMIN ASST & COACH 
462-07-7448 2-60-7107-00 
RI CHARO GRE ENLH GROUNCSKEEPfR I 
250-50-7897 2-60-7107-00 
R!lY LEE TURN':R GROUNOSKEfP ING SUPV I 
250-50-6614 2- 60- 710 7-00 
"ATTHEW W GILLIARD JR GRCUNOSKEEPER 
248- 92- 2660 2 - 60-7107-00 
TfJTAL CLASS IFIEO 
TfJTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOT AL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
f~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPAR TMENT PAID BY CTHER OEPTS 





l 7 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY EIIITERPR I SES 14,660 15,246 
09 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY E'HERPRISES 6,157 6,402 
09 F 12-100 
AUX I LI ARY ENTERPRISES 9,567 9,948 
12 F 12-100 
AUX IL I ARY ENTERPRISES 4,939 5,135 
20,663 21,485 
14,660 15,246 
35,323• 36 , 731• 
35,323• 36, 731• 
07/31/76 CLE~SCN Uh l VERS ITY - SALARY ROLL 
FORM CUB0-104 
AThlETICS 
PROPOSED 197 6-71 
7109 TRAlhlNG ROOM 










FRED w HOOVER TRAINER 
267-34-6514 2-60-7109-00 
WALTER M MCCOMBS TRAINER 
251-82-7984 2-60-7109-00 




TOTAL, BOTH CLASS IFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
JUDSON E HAIR 0 IR t PHYS IC I AN 
250-22- 3702 2-60-7109-00 
BYRON B HARDER JR PHYS ICJAN & LECT 
25o-66-lt999 2-60-1109-00 
RICHARDS ROBINSON STAFF PHYSICIAN & LECT 
318-.,.'t-8640 2-60-7109-00 
ROBERT H BURLEY CLIN DIR PHY MEO & LECT 
24 7- 78-1034 2-60-7109-00 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAIO BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
OEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
NA 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
t.A 08 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-100 
NA 18 F 12-100 
BUDPRDll- 03 
PAGE 418 ... 
SOURCE OF FUNDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
AUX IL I ARY ENTERPRISES 19,400 20,176 
REV 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 9,800 10,192 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 9,800 10,192 
39,000 40,560 
39,000• 40, 560• 
AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 1,800 1.872 
AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 1,200 1,248 
AUX Ill ARY ENTERPRISES 1,000 1,040 






7111 f0UIP~ENT ROOH 







CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
--------------------------------------------
ATH EQ MGR & STRE~GTH CO ~A 12 F 12-100 
SOURCE OF FINDS 
7lll-UOOl THOMAS W BURTON JR 
226-32-6187 2-60-7111-00 AUXILlARY ENTERPRISES 
TOTAL CLASSIFIED 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED 
TOTAL. BOTH CLASSIFIED AhD UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER OEPARTMEhTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
BUOPROll-03 
PAGE 419 















CLEMSO~ U~(VERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
DEGREE I FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BUDPROll-03 
PAGE 420 





7113-UOO l GEORGE U BENNETT 
248-52-511 7 
7113-U002 E P WILLIMON 
251-14-7122 
7113-0001 CAROLYN B DALTON 
247-32-8171 
7113-0002 PATRICIA S HARMON 
408-30-0960 




ASSl AlH DIR COACH 
2-60-7113-00 








TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED AhO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
~ 16 f 
NA 16 f 
12 12 F 
05 15 F 
05 12 F 
12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 19,600 20,384 
12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 21,400 220256 
12-100 
AUXILIARY EN TERPR I SES 7,820 80132 
12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 6,236 60484 
12-100 








CLEMSON UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PRCPOSEO 1976-17 





CEGR EE 'l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl '4E 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
----------------------------------------------------------------






T~TAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~E~TS P•1c BY THIS CEPT 




E~PLOYFES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID ev OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
~A 1 7 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 





















ATHl ET ICS 
712 3 PASKETBALL-~EN 
POS I TlO~ 
hUMeER 
NAME TITLE 
CLEMSON LN IVE RSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGR EE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 





712 3-000 1 
WILLIAM C FOSTER 
247-48-2664 
V DWIGHT RAINEY 
254-76~012 
J OSEPH H Kl NGERY 
328-36-885'\ 
















E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID ey OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
t.A 1 7 F 12-100 
AUX[ LI ARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 17 F 12-100 
AUX[ LI ARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 17 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
12 12 F 12-100 
AUX[ll ARY ENTERPRISES 
BLOPR01 l-C3 
PAGE 't22 













AHL ET ICS 
7124 BASKETBALL-WCMEN 





CLE~SON ~NIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
GRADE 
CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl HE 
VT INSTR RPA TEN~IS COAC ~A 17 A 09-100 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
1Q05-UC15 HARY C KING 
250-96-8719 2-60-7124-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
401S-U002 A~N TRIBPLE 
247-40- 5868 
ASSCC DIR OF INTRO HW8 C 
2-60-7124-00 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPART~E~TS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RA TE 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
BUDPROl l- 03 
PAGE 423 

















lOC5-UOl3 CH•RLES E POTEAT 
24S- 76- 7c;23 
CLEMSON UN IVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 
TITLE 
INSTRUCTOR IN RP A 
2-60-1125-00 
GRADE 
DEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
NT 17 A 09-100 
PIPLOYHS IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY CTHER CEPTS 
•CTUAL BUDGET RATE 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
BUD PRO 11-03 
PAGE 424 











AT 1-'L ET l CS 




CLEMSO'l UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
FRCPOSED 1976-77 
(RADE 
CEGR EE I FULL 
CONTRACT TIME 
-----------------
7127-UOOl JIMMY DALE PARKER 
H0-54-8194 
7127-U002 THOMAS S BASS 
239-50- 9542 
7127-U003 JOSEPHS BURSON 
260-72-1653 
7127-U004 OONALO A ~URRY J~ 
432-78-9692 
HEAD F TB ALL COACH 
2-60- 7127-00 
ASST COACH FTBL 
2-60-712 7-00 
ASST COACH FCOTBALL 
2-60-712 7-00 
ASST COACH FTBALL 
2-60-7127-00 
M 16 F 12-100 
NA 16 F 12- 100 
NA 16 F 12-100 
~A 16 f 12-100 
ASST HEAD FB CO t DEF CO ~A 16 F 12-100 





7127-U006 CHAPLES B PELL 
417-56-4497 2-60-712 7- 00 AUXI U ARY ENTERPRISES 
7127-LCC7 EDWARD H EMORY 
248-50-0561 
ASST CC!ACH FT8l 
2-60-7127-00 
7127-UCC8 LAWRENCE MICHAEL BECKISH ASST COACH FTBALL 
511-44-6386 2-6<r7127-00 
7127-LCC9 THOMAS K MOORE ASST COACH FCOTBALL 
176- 38-0861 2-6<r7127-00 
1127- UCIC CLYOE WYLIE WRE ... N ASST COACH FTBALL 
248-10-3248 2-60- 7127-00 
7127-UOll HAROLD ~ILTON STEELMAN ASST COACH FTBALL 
U2-42-8818 2- 60-7127-00 
7127-U012 O,Hf.HT AOA14S ASST COACH FTBALL 
429-46-2114 2-60-712 7-00 
7127-UOlJ RONNIE GARNER CARfER ASST COACH FOOTBALL 
430- 80- 0147 2 - 60- 712 7- 00 
7127-0001 KYLENE 8 GRAVLEY SECY l 
251-94- 9418 2-60- 7127-00 
7127-0002 ~IRIAH G WILSON CLK STENO (I 
249-64-6446 2-60-712 7-00 
TlTAL CLASSIFlcJ 
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIEO 
TOTAL, 80TH CLASSIFIED A~O UNCLASSIFIED 
NA 17 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 16 f 12- 100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 17 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 17 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
NA 16 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY BiTERPRISES 
12 12 F 12-100 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 






































EMPLOYEES IN OTHE~ DEPARTl'IENTS PAIC BY THIS DEPT 
4001-U004 JAMES H KING JR 
565-86-0077 
ATH COACH DORM CNSLR 
2-60-712 7-00 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
El'IPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
OEGREE '.I FUll 
CONTRACT Tll'4E 
t.A 16 F 12-100 






















1101-uro4 ROBERT W ROBINSO~ JR 
250-92-64!>2 
AOMIN ASST & GOLF CO 
2-60-7129-00 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
GRADE 
DEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
..... 16 F 12-100 

























DEGREE 1: FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 




7137-UOOl IBRAHIM M IBRAHIM 
258-68-3309 
7137-0001 ALICE O MANNING 
029-18-6826 




E~PLOYEES IN OTHER OEPAATMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS OEPARTKfNT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
NA 18 F 12-100 











FORM CIJB0-10 4 
ATHLETICS 
7133 SWl~~ING-MEN 
CLE~SO~ UNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1976-77 







OEGREE i FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
------------------------------------------------
0915-U023 CARL M MCHJGH 
248-42-9088 
ASSOC PRCF ENG GRPH 
2-60-7133-00 
TE 16 A 09-100 
AST PRO RPA AST SkIM COA NA 17 A 09-100 
SOORCE Of FUNDS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
1005-U019 GEORGE R BOETTNER 
237-66- 4347 2-60-7133-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET ~lTE 













POSI Tl CN 
NUMBER 
TITLE 
CLEMSON LNIVERSITY - SALARY ROLL 
PROPOSED 1970-77 
GflADE 
CEGflEE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl14E 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
BWPROll-03 
PAGE 430 




l~STR RPA & TENNIS COACH NT l7 A 09-100 10C5-UC17 CHARLES P KRIESE 
3)8-50-6567 2-60-7135-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 




E~PLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 











FORM CUBO- 104 
AH<LETlCS 
7136 TENNIS-WOMEN 
CLE"ISON UNIVERSlTY - SALARY ROLL 









DEGREE % FULL SOURCE OF Fu·ms 
CONTRACT Tl'4E 
--------------------·-----------------------------------------
1005-U015 MARY C KING 
250-96-8719 
VT [NSTR RPA TENNIS COM: t.A 17 A 09-100 
2-60-7136-00 AUX[L URY ENTERPRISES 
EMPLOYEES [N OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
E'4PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PA ID BY OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 













71 37 TRACK 









CEGREE t FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FUIIIDS CURRENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT 
___ , ______________________________________________ _ 
-----------·----
7137-UOOl IBRAHIM M IBRAHIM 
258-68-3309 
TRACK & SOCCER COACH 
2-60-7131-00 
2-60-7l3 7-00 




7137-UC02 JAMES L MOORHEAD 
24 7-60-4107 
AST TR CC & AST ACAO ACY NA 17 F 12-100 BASIC EDUCATION 41110 GENERAL 
l-42-4001-51 STUOENT SERVICES 
2--60-7137-00 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
71 37-U002 VACANT 
7l37- U002-V 












TOTAL, BOTH CLASSIFIED ANO UNCLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTPENTS PAID BY THIS DEPT 
EMPLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID BY OTHER OEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 
NA 
TOTAL 



















































CEGREE l FULL 
CONTRACT Tl ME 
SOURCE OF FU~OS 
6UDPR01 l-03 
PAGE 433 
C~RENT PROPOSED REMARKS 
RATE 1976-77 
PCT ______________________________ , _____________________________________________________ _
1303-UOll CAVID LOVE 
252-80-5620 
VIS ASST PROF ACCT 
2-52-6056-20 
EMPLOYEES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS PAID 6Y THIS DEPT 
E~PLOYEES IN THIS DEPARTMENT PAID 6Y OTHER DEPTS 
ACTUAL BUDGET RATE 






Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
Clemson University, Sept. 10, 1976 
The Board Room, Sikes Hall 
1: 30 p. m. 
AGENDA FOR THE MEETING OF THE BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
September 10, 1976 
Clemson, South Carolina 
(Subject to Revision by the Board of Trustees) 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
I I. ROLL CALL 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF JUNE 19, 1976 
IV. REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEES 
A. Recommendations of the Executive Committee 
1. Selection Process for Vice President for Business and Finance 
Statement: At its meeting on June 19, 1976, the Board of Trustees, taking 
cognizance of the imminent retirement of the Vice President for Business 
and Finance, authorized the Chairman to set in motion the means for se-
curing the replacement for this critical position. The Chairman appointed 
a committee of three Trustees to develop a selection process. Mr. Self 
was appointed Chairman, and Messrs. Cribb and McCabe as members. 
The Committee has carried out its mandate and has submitted its report to 
the Executive Committee. The recommended selection process has been 
developed, taking into account the comments of the members of the Board, 
the President, the Faculty, the Students, members of the Administration 
and the Alumni. The Executive Committee has approved the report and a 
copy is attached to this agenda. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees approve the attached "Clemson 
University, Selection Process, Vice President for Business and Finance, 
September 1976. 11 
2. Statement by the Clemson University Board of Trustees Regarding the 
Interim Lakeshore Management Plan for Hartwell Lake Project 
Statement: A Congressional Committee will hold hearings in Anderson, South 
Carolina on September 10 and 11, 1976 concerning the Corps of Engineers 
Interim Lakeshore Management Plan for Hartwell Lake Project. Inasmuch as 
Clemson University owns lands adjacent to approximately 100 miles of Corps 
of Engineer lands fronting on Lake Hartwell, the staff of the Congressional 
Committee requested that the Board of Trustees of Clemson University ex-
press its position with respect to the Interim Lakeshore Management Plan. 
Recommendation: That the following position of the Board of Trustees be 
made available in writing to the Congressional Investigating Committee: 
"Clemson University is a land-grant, state-supported 
university located at Clemson, South Carolina. The Clemson 
University campus, Experimental Forest, and some agricul-
tural research areas lie adjacent to the U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers' Lake Hartwell. Thus Clemson University is 
vitally concerned with the 'Lake shore Management Plan for 
Hartwell Lake Project.' 
" During the public review process the University, by 
letter and through statements at public hearings, suggested a 
designation of 'Educational-Research Shoreline' for all Lake 
Hartwell shoreline adjacent to Clemson University property. 
As an alternative, it was requested that all shoreline adjacent 
to Clemson University property be designated as 'Protected 
Shoreline Areas. ' Clemson University's reason for requesting 
these designations was to provide adequate protection to the 
teaching and research activities carried out on Clemson's 
property adjacent to Corps of Engineers' shoreline. 
" As published, the 'Rules and Regulations Concerning 
Public Use of Water Resource Development Projects Adminis-
tered by the Chief of Engineers' did not contain an' Educational-
Research Shoreline,' but the designation 'Protected Shoreline 
Classification' was included. 
"The Interim 'Lake shore Management Plan for Hartwell 
Lake Project' designates most lakeshore adjacent to Clemson 
University property as 'Protected Shoreline Areas.' The Board 
of Trustees of Clemson University considers that the designation 
'Educational-Research Shoreline' would have been more appro-
priate because it could have provided that the shoreline properties 
adjacent to Clemson University property could have been admin-
istered and managed as a unit with Clemson's land for educational 
and research purposes. However, the designation 'Protected 
Shoreline Area' for all shoreline adjacent to Clemson University 
property should enable Clemson to meet its responsibilities for 
teaching, research and public service on its lands, and Clemson 
University has no objection to this designation for shoreline adja-
cent to its property. 11 
3. New Lease Agreement for Camp Bob Cooper 
Statement: On November 17, 1950 the S. C. Public Service Authority leased 
to the then Clemson Agricultural College 113. 5 acres of land in Clarendon 
County which was subsequently developed by the College, now University, for 
use by State-wide 4 - H Clubs. The lease period was for 32 years, expiring 
in 1982. The Director of the Cooperative Extension Service, desiring to 
formulate long-range plans for the maintenance and improvement of facilities 
at Camp Bob Cooper, requested that an extension of the lease be obtained from 
the Public Service Authority. By letter dated September I, I 976, the Manager, 
Project Lands, Management Division, S. C. Public Service Authority, for-
warded for execution by the appropriate University authority a new lease, 
effective upon signature by all parties, for a 40-year lease period. 
The provisions of the lease are acceptable to the Administration. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees authorize execution of the new 
lease agreement for Camp Bob Cooper by the Chairman and the Secretary of 
the Board of Trustees, and that the Administration express the appreciation 
of the Board to the S . C. Public Service Authority for its complete coopera-
tion and support of the past and future activities of the 4-H Clubs of the State 
of South Carolina. 
4. City of Clemson Request for Sewer Line Right-of-Way Easement 
Statement: The City of Clemson requested a sewer right-of-way across 
University property in the Twelve Mile Creek Division north of the Southern 
Railway tracks. It would be 10 feet in width, 774 feet long and include . 145 
acres. Disturbed soil would be reseeded and the surf ace use would be re-
tained by the University. Consideration would be nominal ($1. 00). The 
property is under the cognizance of the Forestry Department which inter-
poses no objection. 
By mail ballot of July 23, 1976 the members of the Board of Trustees 
unanimously approved the granting of the easement. 
Recommendation: That the interim action of the Board of Trustees by mail 
ballot approving the granting of the sewer right-of-way to the City of Clemson 
be confirmed and ratified. 
5. City of Florence Easement for Sewer Line at Pee Dee Experiment Station 
Statement: The City of Florence requested the granting of an easement for 
the construction of a section of sanitary sewer line on the northwest corner 
of the Pee Dee Station. The easement would run roughly alongside a creek 
which lies between the property of the Station and property belonging to 
E. W . and Zula Mae Nance. Dr. Pitner, Superintendent of the Station; Dr. 
Godley, Director of the Experiment Station; and Mr . George Hardy, Station 
Agricultural Engineer, are of the opinion that the construction of a sewer 
line will not adversely affect the present use, or the value of the property. 
In fact, inasmuch as the City of Florence will install a check valve along 
with a 6-inch stub out with a plugged 6 - inch gate valve which will enable 
either the University, or future owners, to tap into the sewer line, the value 
of the property will thus be enhanced by construction of the line. 
By mail ballot of June 24, 1976 the members of the Board of Trustees 
unanimously approved the granting of the requested easement. 
Recommendation: That the action by the members of the Board by mail ballot, 
approving the granting of the sewer line easement to the City of Florence be 
confirmed and ratified. 
6 . Addition to Tennis Facilities -- Twelve Courts 
Statement: At its meeting on April 10, 1976 the Board of Trustees authorized 
the Administration to construct thirteen ( 13) new tennis courts. Bids were 
solicited for the construction of twelve ( 12) courts. The bids were opened 
publicly in Room 300, Sikes Hall, at 2:00 p . m., August 3, 1976. Two bids 
were received as follows: 
Carolina Courts and Tracks 
Matthews, North Carolina 
Ashmore Brothers, Inc. 
Greenville, South Carolina 
$116 , 411.00 
127,421.60 
By mail ballot of August 12, 1976 the members of the Board of 
Trustees unanimously approved the recommendation of the Administration 
that the contract be awarded to the low bidder, Carolina Courts and Tracks, 
Matthews, North Carolina, in the total amount of $116,411.00. 
Recommendation: That the mail ballot approval by the members of the Board 
of Trustees of the awarding of the contract for construction of tennis courts 
to Carolina Courts and Tracks , Matthews, North Carolina, in the total amount 
of $ 1 16,411 be confirmed and ratified. 
B. Recommendations of the Planning Committee 
1. Policy Concerning Charitable Contributions to Clemson University 
Statement: The Board at its meeting on April 10, 1976 adopted the polic y 
that future charitable contributions to benefit the University should be 
made to the Clemson University Foundation. The Planning Committee 
notes that substantial funds contributed to the University in the past are 
currently managed by agencies other than the Foundation. It is the Com-
mittee's belief and conviction that substantial financial benefits in the 
form of long-range appreciation of capital, and reasonable and increasing 
income will be realized from the Foundation's skilled, professional manage-
ment of such resources. 
Recommendation: That the policy adopted April 10, 1976 that future chari-
table contributions be made to the Clemson University Foundation be 
broadened to express the Board's position that the Administration should 
take all measures legally feasible to have previously contributed funds of 
the University currently managed by agencies other than the Clemson Uni-
versity Foundation transferred to the Foundation. 
2. 1977-1981 Permanent Improvements Forecast 
Statement: The University is required to submit to the Commission on 
Higher Education a listing of capital improvement projects considered 
essential during the five-year period beginning July 1, 1977. This report 
is for information only and does not constitute a request for approval or 
funding of any project. The Planning Committee has examined the report 
proposed to be submitted by the Administration and considers that it accu-
rately forecasts the capital improvement needs of the University during the 
fiv e-year period. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees approve, in principle, the 
five-year forecast, recognizing that changes in requirements and priorities 
will necessitate subsequent modifications in the projects as currently listed. 
3. Official Residence #2 
Statement: Ready availability of desirable housing accommodations might 
be an essential requirement in securing a suitable replacement for the Vice 
President for Business and Finance. 
Recommendation: That the Board rescind its action of January 10, 1976 
which authorized the administration to sell official Residence #2. 
C. Recommendations of the Budget and Finance Committee 
1. State Institution Bonds 
Statement: In order to compl y with the provisions of Chapter 2, Title 22, 
Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1962, as now amended, it is appropriate 
that provision be made to use certain surpluses under certain conditions 
to defease State Institution Bonds heretofore issued for Clemson University. 
The Honorabl e Grady L. Patt erson, Jr., State Treasurer, and Huger 
Sinkler, Esquire, Attorney and Counsellor at Law, recommend that an 
appropriat e Resolution to effect this be adopted. 
Recommendation: That the Board of Trustees adopt the following Resolution: 
" Resolved that the St ate Budget and Control Board be and is hereby requested 
to defease as many State Institution Bonds issued for C l emson University as 
surplus moneys in the Sinking Fund established for State Institution Bonds 
issued for Clemson University permit. 11 
D. Recommendations of the Develop Committee 
E. Recommendat ions of the Educational policy Committee 
F. Recommendations of the Student Affairs Committee 
V . REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION 
VI. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
VI I. NEW BUSINESS 













At its meeting on J une 19, 1976, the Clemson University Board of 
Trustees, taking cognizance of the imminent retirement of the Vice Presi-
dent for Business and Finance, as well as the somewhat l ater re tirement 
of t he President, authorized the Chairman to set in moti on t h e means for 
securing replacements for these critical positions. 
BASIC 
CONCEPTS 
o The Chairma~ appointed a committee of three 
Trustees to develop a selection process ("Special 
Committee to Develop a Selection Process"). 
o This report s ets forth the means by which the 
Special Committee has carried out its mandate 
wit h respect to the position of Vice President 
for Business and Finance. 
o In a subsequent report the Special Committee will 
recommend the selection process for the position of 
President. 
Certain basic concepts emerged e arly in the Committee's deliberations 
which were used as guidelines in developing the sele ction system. These 
included: 
o The Manual of the Boar d of Trustees provides that 
the Board rese rves to itself final review authority 
over the appointment of officers of the University 
who report directly to the President. 
o Candidates within the University must be given full 
a nd equal opportunity to compete with outsiders for 
the position. 
o The University has many public s and supporters and 
all of these should hav e full opportunity to present 
their ideas and sugge stions on the selection proce ss. 
Comments were soli.cited and received from: 
Member s of the Board of Trustees 




The Academic Administration 
The University Administration 
The Alumni 
The Trustees Special Committee has remained in close contact with 
a ll phases of the development of the selection process. 
o However, to assist them in this effort, a Search Coordinator 
was appointed to serve the Committee, and to continue to 
serve the Screening Committee described below. 
The Coordinator's duties include acting as a 
Secretariat for the Trustees Special Commit-
tee and the Screening Committee, cataloging 
all papers and materials submitted, sending 
out notices and acknowledgments, requesting 
added data, and coordinating all search efforts. 
The Special Committee has also had available 
to it a professional evaluation consultant to aid 1 
as an advisor, and this consultant will continue 
to be available to the Selection Committee in all 
phases of the evaluation process, as needed. 
o The Special Committee recommends that the Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees appoint a Screening Committee for 
the screening of all candidates. 
Specifically, it is recommended that the Screen-
ing Committee be composed of the President, 
three trustees, the President of the Faculty Senate 
or his designee, and an advisor to the Committee 
who will serve, as needed, as a professional evalua-
tion consultant. In addition, the President should 
be authorized to appoint at large members to t h e 
Screening Committee when, in his opinion, such 
additional membership will be useful. 
The Special Committee considers that detailed position specifications 
will be essential for use in evaluating all candidates. 
o Accordingly, the position description in Appendix A has 
been devel oped from extensive personal interviews and 
from written comments secured concerning earlier 
drafts of this document. 
-5-
SELECTION PROCESS FOR VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
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SELECTION PROCESS FOR VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
The following steps will ensure an orderly process for evaluating 
candidates for the position of Vice President for Business and Finance. 
o The specifications for the position in Appendix A have 
been reviewed widely so as to be sure they describe 
the person sought. The review has included: 
The President 
The Vice President for Business and Finance 
and the supervisory staff under this Vice Presi d ent 
The other Vice Presidents of the University 
The Academic Deans 
The members of the Trustees Special Committee 
The remaining members of the Board of Trustees 
The President of the Faculty Senate 
The President of the Student Body. 
o From all of the comments or suggestions received, a revised 
position description has been prepared and it has been re-
viewed again by the Trustees Special Committee and the 
President. 
o Using the final set of position specifications, advertise -
ments will be prepared for the position and run in the 
"Chronicle of Higher Education11 and the Eastern edition 
of the "Wall Street Journal. 11 
o All interested parties will then be solicited for candidates, 
including, in addition to the above, the Vice Presidents or 
Business Managers from the surrounding eleven South-
eastern states. 
-7-
SELECTION PROCESS FOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
---- ---
o The applicants for the position will be reviewed by 
the Screening Committee and divided into three 
groups - highly qualified on paper, marginally quali-
fied, and unqualified. 
To be rated "highly qualified" the 
applicant shoul d have the approval 
of two-thirds of the members of 
the Screening Committee. 
The highly qualified will be invited to 
send a detailed resume, plus a state-
ment on how they believe their past 
experience qualifies them for the position. 
From the response to the request for 
special data, the top candidates will 
again be reviewed by the Screening Com-
mittee and the final few remaining can-
didates will be invited to meet with the 
Committee, the primary supervisors in 
the Business and Finance Office, the 
Academic Deans, the Vice Presidents, 
and the President. 
o A rating system will be used in evaluating each candidate 
during the interview process (see Appendix B) . 
It will be the prerogative and the respon-
sibility of the President, in consultation 
with the other members of the Screening 
Committee, to recommend the candidate 
to be appointed. 
The President's recommendation will be 
made to the Executive Committee of the 
Board for its consideration and recom-
mendation to the full Board. 
-8-
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
BACKGROUND 
Clemson University Business and Finance services are in the process of 
undergoing an organizational revitalization, in order to prepare them for 
a change in top leadership, as well as to equip them to face the unprecedented 
problems in higher education in the next five to ten years. As a part of this 
revitalization, the Business and Finance services have recently been studied 
and reorganized. The plan of organization recently adopted is shown in the 
chart of organization on the following page. 
Under this plan of organization, two staff officials and four line 
officers report directly to the Vice President for Business and Finance 
(VP-BAF). 
Staff Officers 




Assistant Vice President - Financial Management 
Assistant Vice President - Budget and Systems 
Assistant Vice President - Facilitating Services 
Assistant Vice President - Physical Plant. 
The Six positions reporting directly to the VP-BAF, plus the VP-BAF 
as chairman, constitute a Business Affairs Coordinating Council, which is 
advisory to the VP-BAF on all planning, policy, goal setting, evaluation 





Bu-~ end Flnm100 Orgonlza11onal Chart 
I 
I . PRES!OENT I 
VICE PRESIDENT F~ 
8USINESS ANJ FINANCE 
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT· 
SPECIAL PROJECTS AND 
F\.ANNiNG COORDINATION 
I I 
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT· 
FINANCIAL l'MN~EMENT 
ASSISTANT VICE ffiESJC€NT-
EtJDGETS ANO SYSTEMS 
• Cai1rollersh1p 
• Acccvnr,ng 
• Aclmin1slr011ve Dalo 
Processing 
• Foyrofls 
• Employee Benefit 
Pr<XToms 
• F'1nonciol Anolysis 
• F~onoolReporrng 
• Fi'!ondol Ccntrtl 
• F"t1oncial P'.oming 
• Fnoncio/ ~cy 
Oeve!opmo,f 
• Business Systems 
OeYelopmenf 
_F:i,_n_ancial_ Management Information 
I I Syslem " 6udget Administration 
Financial Systems Coordination 
- -.-----. Mechonizolion 
Cooranotioo 
• Conrrocts ond Grants 
Mninlstroticn 





• ~~ AdministrafiOt'I 
• Lobor ond Industrial 
Reloticos 
• Purchosino ond Stor!s 
• Auxiliary Enterprises 
• Oemson House 







• Physical Piarrt AominQ 
• Physicof ?.cnt Er.Qneering 
• Ouil di~ Mo noc;,cme, f 
• Grounds Mointenonce 
• CorrfA.Js Security 
• $p,."OCI P'.ant Services 







SPECIFIC DUTIES OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
As the chief business officer of the University under the President, the 
VP-BAF is responsible to the President for the following functions: 
I. Developing financial short- and long-range plans that support the 
approved academic and public service plans of the University. 
2. Serving as the primary devel oper of the University's business affairs 
policies which, when approved, constitute the primary guidelines for the ad-
ministration of a ll business affairs. Because of the critical nature of business 
policies, they must have final approval by the Board of Trustees . 
3. Establishing and operating a system of management by objectives that 
entails the setting of objectives and goals each year for each unit of the busi-
ness and finance office, together w ith a comprehensive review at the end of 
each year of the achievement of approved goals and objectives. 
4. Developing a financial management information system that produces 
on a regular basis all financial information needed by any administrator for 
the decision-making for which he is responsibl e. The system developed must 
be an integrated one that requires only one inp'..l.t of data for all subsequent uses. 
5. Developing a series of mission statements for all principal business 
functions for use as guidelines in work emphasis, as well as for use in coor-
dinating all business functions. 
6. Carrying out a program of financial systems analysis that determines 
the need for financial systems improvement, and from this, develop priority 
schedules for manual systems improvement, or for m e chanization of the 
functions involved. 
7. Acting as the financial manager of the University with primary respon-
sibility for budget preparation and execution, financial analysis and reporting, 
investments, accounting records and systems, financial audit, treasury func -
tions, and expenditure controls. 
8. Assuring through leadership, goal setting, planning and financial 
systems analysis that the University is well managed and that business servkes 
are properly supportive of approved academic programs, while at the same 
time exercising a proper and necessary control over fiscal matters that is 
essential for execution of management functions . 
9. In coordination with the Vice President for A cademic Affairs and the 
Vice President for Development, developing and maintaining a physical plant 
that provides for the facility requirements necessary to achieve academic 
goals , while at the same time providing a firm policy control over space 
utilization and future physical space needs . 
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10. Assuring that manpower planning in bus·iness affairs is sufficient to 
provide for all future University supervisory needs, and that it d evel ops a 
strong middle management group of business affairs executives necessary 
for sound supervisory transition. 
11. Making periodic University-wide organizational analysis for the 
President, so as to ensure a sound business and finance organization that 
keeps abreast of changes in higher education and that is periodically revital-
ized by appropriate development. 
12. Providing leadership for the coordination and effectiveness of all 
business functions, making sure that each service function is following its 
mission mandate, as well as its approved goal s. 
13. Providing liaison between the University and the State government 
on a ll State financial and operating requirements, including interpret ing the 
University's financial needs and requirements to the proper State official s. 
14. Developing a system of cost/benefit analysis that can be used by 
administrators throughout the University as an aid t o each on decis ions on 
programs to promote improved effectiveness, or to cut back on financial 
support because of the limited effectiveness i n relation to cost. 
15. Providing leadership to the Universit y in dealing with its employees 
through an effective and fair system of labor and industrial rel ations, i nclud-
ing an effective affirmative action program and employee grievance procedure. 
16. Making certain that the University has an effective means of contract 
and grants administration, assuring that business and financial aspects of 
contract s and grants are administered in strict accordance with th e terms 
under which t h ey were awarded to the University. 
17. Carrying out those duties mandated by the Board of Trustees in 




The following are considered desirable qualifications for a Vice President 
for Business and Finance. While no candidate may meet all of these qualifica-
tions, all candidates for the position should be measured against each other 
in terms of how closely they meet these desirable qualifications. 
1. General Background 
A successful candidate should be able to demonstrate a rich background 
in higher education or related public, private or business administration and 
a good understanding of a university and its proper mission. The candidate 
should: 
Understand the primary role of a university in training minds, 
passing on the sum total of knowledge, and conducting research. 
Be familiar with the difference found in public- supported higher 
education compared to private institutions, particularly the 
differences in l and-grant universities. 
Recognize the difference between university administration and 
profit oriented enterprises, while at the same time be able to 
apply sound business judgment and practices to an educational 
enterprise. 
Command respect and acceptance from the academic community as 
a recognized professional in business management. 
Have earned an advanced position in higher education or a related 
field that permits management of a major enterprise with confi-
dence and expert leadership. 
2. Personal Qualifications 
The successful candidate should have personal qualifications that 
assure successful leadership of a major educational business enterprise. 
The candidate should: 
Have as a minimum an undergraduate degree in business, economics, 
political science, engineering or finance, with a strong preference 
for an advanced degree in one of these, fields. 
Have demonstrated capability as an educational, or public, private or 
business administrator, together with unus,lal capability to plan, 
execute and evaluate the performances of all business services. 
Have had sufficient experience as an educational or other administrator 
to be at ease in dealing with all parts of the University and to rapidly 
demonstrate competence as a leader and p l anner. 
-15-
Have personal stature sufficient to deal with community leaders, 
political l eaders, industry leaders, other higher educational 
leaders and top governmental officials both state and federal. 
3. Experience 
The successful candidate must have a unique set of experiences to 
meet the qualifications outlined above. The candidate should: 
Have 10 to 15 years of experience in higher education or in other 
public or private administration that provides comparable expe-
rience, a good share of it preferably in a public supported institu-
tion, with a strong preference for land-grant university experience, 
and in increasingly responsible positions at least 10 years of which 
should be as a major supervis or in a related field. 
Have directed most of the business services of a university, or 
of a related enterprise. 
Have experience in dealing for the institution with governmental 
finance officials at the highest level. 
Have considerable experience in dealing with legislative l eaders, 
explaining in detail the institution's financial needs and accomplish-
ments to the legislature. 
Be experienced in working with related educational institutions 
in order to coordinate efforts, or provide leadership in higher 
education for the state. 
Be able to translate prior experience to t he University and, in so 
doing, gain early recognition as an exceptional manager and leader 
of business affairs. 
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APPENDIX - B 
INTERVIEWER'S RATING GUIDE FOR THE POSITION OF 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
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__________________ APPENDIX - B ___________________ _ 
INTERVIEW 
FACTORS 
INTERVIEWER'S GUIDE FOR THE POSITION OF 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
For comparability purposes, each candidate that is interviewed should 
have an Interviewer's Guide completed for later use in appraising 
candidates and ranking them. 
o All candidatesJ both internal and external, should be 
rated on a scale of one (lowest) to four (highest) for 
each of the important qualifications listed below. 
Extent and depth of experience in the 
administration of higher education, or 
a related field in public administration. 
Ability to manage a complicated financial 
system of a major public supported enterprise. 
Ability to plan, set goals, measure accom-
plishments and lead in developing all 
business services . 
Personal stature to deal effectively on matters 
of business and finance with political leaders, 
industry leaders, higher education officials and 
top governmental officials both Federal and State. 








----------- ------ - - - -
The evaluation of each candidate in each of the five factors listed below 



















1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 









Each interviewer should write out as soon as possible after the inter-
view an overall appraisal of the candidate and the reasons for whatever 
conclusions are reached . 
Interviewer Comments: 
Signed By Intervi ewer : 
